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Abstract

"Trafficking in Migrants -
Illegal Migration and Organised Crime in Australia and the Asia Paciflrc Region"

The subject of this study is the phenomenon commonly known as 'trafficking in migrants'
-- the criminal offence of illegally transporting migrants across international borders.

The success in combating migrant trafficking largely depends on a better understanding of
the phenomenon, the criminal organisations engaged in trafficking, the participants victims
of these organisations, and the legal framework preventing, suppressing and - at other

times - enabling migrant trafficking. For Australia and the countries of the Asia Pacific

region the successful prevention and repression of this phenomenon requires concerted

action by all countries concerned to reinforce security and stability at local, domestic,

regional and international levels.

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of migrant trafficking in its different aspects

and dimensions. It examines the nature, characteristics and magnitude, the causes,

conditions and consequences of migrant trafficking, and the inadequacies of existing

policies and legislation. It compiles, teviews and analyses existing and proposed

legislation at national, regional and international levels. It forwards a set of specific

proposals that can be woven into a coherent and comprehensive strategy to prevent and

combat illegal migration and organised crime in Australia and the Asia Pacific region rnore

effectively in the 21't century.



IxrnooUCTIoN

But finally, whether you succeed or not is up to you
Now is the time to decide and see if you believe
you will succeed like other migrants to Australia.l

his topic has no relevance for Australia."2 These were the words I was greeted

with in April 1998, when I applied to undertake a PhD study into the trafficking

of migrants at one of Australia's leading universities.

Two years earlier, my phone rang late on a Friday night. At the time, I was an

undergraduate law student and did some voluntary work in a local immigration detention

centre. The caller was phoning on behalf of a young Chinese man who had been placed in

immigration detention and had asked for someone to talk to. His claim for asylum had

been rejected at both primary and review levels, and now he was awaiting removal to

China. A few days later I went to visit this young man. His name was Chang and he was

exactly my age. Chang was very distressed and with the few words of English that he

knew he asked me "Why am I in prison? I am not criminal."

Chang left China approximately one year before I met him. He said he was a single child,

his mother died when he was young, so he lived alone with his father. During the 1989

student rebellion in China, his father became engaged in protests in the provincial capital

Fuzhou. His father was arrested and never returned home. Chang then lived with his

uncle, not knowing what happened to his father. Like so many young men from Fujian

province, Chang wanted to have a better life in another country. He knew about the

From the information provided (in Vietnamese) to the refugees by the Australian selection teams in Hong
Kong, Singapore and Malaysia - "Brief Points for Vietnamese refugees coming to Australia" reprinted in
Australia, Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Australia ønd the Refugee
Problem (1976) 118.



wealthy and luxurious lifestyle in North America, Australia and W'estern Europe, and heard

about the Chinese communities that existed there. So he contacted the locai 'snakeheads'

that offered to take him to the 'golden mountain' he had heard about. His uncle gave

Chang money to pay the traffickers a deposit; the rest was to be paid upon arival in the

destination country. Cramped onto a small boat with a few dozen people, Chang left

Fuzhou clandestinely and travelled via Vietnam to Bangkok. The traffickers gave him

addresses of contact persons in Thailand. Chang spoke to them and they asked for more

money, which he was not able to pay until about three months later. He was then given a

false Japanese passport and travelled onwards by plane and eventually arrived in the

country, which he thought would offer him a new life and a better future than the shanty

suburbs of Fuzhou. Chang applied for asylum, but his case was rejected. He then

appealed, but the primary decision was upheld. Now he was expecting removal to China.

For a period of seven months I went to see Chang every fortnight and helped him with

various issues relating to his detention. During this time I learnt to understand what Chang

had felt during his voyage, his hopes, the dreams he was pursuing and the disillusions he

was facing. In the 2000-01 financial year, 5,649 people anived unlawfully in Australia.3

Many of them have stories similar to that of Chang. Maybe the Professor in Melbourne

was right; maybe stories like Chang's have no relevance for Australia. But I believe they

should. This is what inspired me to write this thesis.

Trafficking in Migrønts

- Illegal Migration and Organised Crime in Australiø and the Asia Pøcific Region

Background

For centuries, people have migrated between the countries of the Asia Pacific region and

around the world. Colonialism, indentured workers, refugee flows and labour migration in

South East Asia and the South Pacific have shaped many nations and exposed them to

foreign influences and the challenges of immigration and emigration. Countries such as

Australia and Singapore are nations of immigrants. The populations of China, Malaysia,

Monash University, Melbourne [on file with author].
DIMA, Fact Sheet 74: Unauthorised Arrivals by Air and Sea (8 Nov 2001) 1

2
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the Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand have altered significantly following the arrival of

foreign workers and the departure of those who left to find work elsewhere. Many

countries of the South Pacific, including Fiji, New Caledonia and Papua New Guinea have

lost citizens through the trade in indentured labourers, and gained new inhabitants through

the policies of colonial powers. Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam have witnessed

large exodi of people following armed conflict and political upheavals.

The fact that people migrate is not new, but the numbers of migrants are increasing more

rapidly as a result of global migration pressures, easier travel by land, air and sea, and the

globalisation of trade. Rapid population growth, famine, poverty and unemployment,

political persecution, war and civil strife, and environmental degradation have led many

people to move across international borders in search of survival, food, safety,

employment, or simply a better life.

What makes today's migration different from that of earlier centuries is that the number of

migrants is growing together with the laws prohibiting immigration. The global imbalance

between income levels, socioeconomic standards, political stability, environmental

protection and demographic developments has brought with it an attitude of hostility and

protectionism among those nations that are more privileged, offering greater wealth,

freedom and security. It has led many countries to close their borders and limit, and in

some cases abandon, the intake of migrant workers and asylum seekers.

But "desperate people seek desperate solutions."4 lf legal avenues of migration are denied,

migrants resort to alternative means and methods, which they often find in the services

offered by criminal trafficking organisations. Recent years have witnessed increasing

cross-border migration accompanied by growing levels of organised trafficking. In

response to persecution, poverty and unemployment in their home countries, and with

restrictions placed on legitimate migration systems, hundreds of thousands of people are

now moving illegally into other countries with the assistance of professional traffickers.

The restrictions placed on the movements of migrants are playing into the hands of

criminal organisations that exploit the differences in national laws and legal systems to

Senator The Hon Amanda Vanstone, then Minister for Justice and Customs, at the opening of the South

East Asía/Pacific Region People Smuggling Conference, Canberra, 15 Jan 2001.

4



their advantage. They create illegal ways of migration using clandestine methods of

transporting people and/or by supplying sophisticated false documents, while exploiting

those willing or forced to migrate. Trafficking in migrants in the Asia Pacific region has

become a multi-billion dollar industry, and illegal migration has become a lucrative source

of income for criminal organisations.

The role of this study

This thesis argues that the rise of migrant trafficking results from growing migration

pressures and decreasing avenues for legal migration, and that it can only be effectively

combated by concerted and comprehensive efforts at regional and international levels.

This thesis explores migrant trafficking and the legislation that deals with it in a regional

context. It analyses migrant trafficking in the light of recent developments in politics, law

and law enforcement, both nationally and internationally. It examines national provisions

dealing with migrant trafficking in criminal law and immigration law in Australia and

fifteen countries of the Asia Pacific region: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, People's

Republic China and its Special Administrative Regions Hong Kong and Macau, Fiji,

Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Union of Myanmar (the former

Burma), Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Taiwan,5 Thailand, Vanuatu and

Vietnam. Moreover, international and regional efforts to combat illegal migration and

organised crime are outlined, analysed and compared. Finally, the thesis elaborates

recommendations for measures to combat the phenomenon of migrant trafficking more

adequately in the future.

In this thesis "PR China" refers to the Chinese mainland, the People's Republic of China. "Taiwan" refers

ro the Republic of China or Chinese Taipei. Since the revolution in 1949 both Chinas claim to be the

"official" China. Internationally, the PR China is widely recognised as the off,rcial China. The

Government of the PR China considers Taiwan as a "renegade province"'



Figure 1: Asia Pacific region. 1992 (political)

The Asia Pacific region is one of the most culturally, religiously, politically and

economically diverse regions of the world. Political systems in the region encompass

different types of government such as democracies, communist states, military

dictatorships, sultanates and monarchies. Economic systems range from fully planned,

government-run economies to liberal, largely unregulated market economies. This

diversity is reflected in immigration and criminal justice systems, which set the rules for,

and determine the scale of, migrant trafficking.

Despite the attention the phenomenon has received by government authorities, particularly

law enforcement agencies, to date, there is still only a small academic literature on migrant

trafficking. The quantity of media and anecdotal evidence is growing fast, but the

substance of many reports is questionable. Most of the academic literature on migrant

trafficking concentrates on North America or Western Europe as destinations for illegal

migrants, There is no study of migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific region. Also, much

of the work that has been done in the past approaches the phenomenon either from a solely

socio-humanitarian standpoint or from a very narrow law enforcement perspective. To



date, there is no study that examines the criminological and legal issues associated with

migrant trafficking. This thesis seeks to fill this gap.

Trafficking in migrants is both a criminal justice and a human rights issue. As a criminal

justice issue, migrants are exploited by criminal organisations and transported across

borders in violation of national immigration laws. From a human rights perspective, the

fundamental rights and dignity of migrants, among them genuine refugees, are shattered. It

is in light of growing concern from criminal law, immigration and refugee law,

criminology and international law perspectives, that this study seeks to bring together and

examine what is still fragmentary information on migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific

region, and to elaborate appropriate measures against trafficking.

The essential questions of this thesis are: 'What exactly is the phenomenon known as

trafficking in migrants? Why does migrant trafficking exist and prosper? How do criminal

organisations respond to the demand for illegal migration? Where do the movements take

place? V/hat national, regional and international laws exist to combat migrant trafficking?

How promising are current efforts to enhance cooperation and harmonise legislation?

What instruments exist for the protection of refugees and other victims of trafficking?
'Which legislative, poìicy and administrative measures should be recommended to combat

organised trafficking in migrants more successfully in the future?

To answer these questions, this thesis:

(a) establishes a comprehensive definition, description and analysis of organised migrant

trafficking in Australia and the Asia Pacific region;6

(b) studies the differences in, and shortcomings of the existing provisions against

trafficking and related offences under Australian law and under the criminal and

immigration laws of the countries in the Asia Pacific region;7

(c) analyses the international measures undertaken to date with respect to refugee policies,

illegal migration and organised crime;8 and

(d) recommends a range of legislative, policy and administrative measures against migrant

trafficking in Australia and the Asia Pacific region.e

See infra Chapters 1-3.

See ínfra Chapters 4 and 5

6
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Specific Objectives

The study has three specific goals. One is to explain the existence, structures and

operations of the migrant trafficking business and of the organisations engaged therein,

with specific reference to the situation in Australia and the Asia Pacific region.

For Australia as a major target country, the success in combating migrant trafficking

largely depends on the effectiveness of cooperative legal efforts at Commonwealth,

regional and international levels, For the community of Asia Pacific nations, the successful

prevention and repression of this phenomenon requires concerted action by all countries

concerned. Consequently, the second objective of this research is to review and evaluate

the existing legislation in Australia and the Asia Pacific region, including the efforts

undertaken at regional and international levels.

Thirdly, the study seeks to contribute to a reconciled regional approach by developing a set

of specific proposals that can be woven into consistent national and supranational strategies

to combat illegal migration and organised crime more successfully and at the same time

provide measures to guarantee the fair treatment of refugees and other migrants.

Structure of this study

At the very beginning of this research stands the question, 'What is trafficking in

migrants?" Although the concern over migrant trafficking is increasing, there is still no

clear or universally accepted definition of the term. This has been a long-standing problem

mostly because of disparities in the ways different experts in different countries approach

the various problems associated with migrant trafficking. Chapter One examines and

clarifies the terminology, and sets the boundaries of this study.

In order to explain the emergence of migrant trafficking, and in order to elaborate

appropriate measures against it, it is essential to look more closely at the individual and

contextual causes and motivations which underlie any migration decision, and in particular

the decision to migrate by illegal means such as trafficking. Chapter Two explores and

See infra Chapter 6
See infra Chapter 7
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analyses the principal causes of illegal migration, its characteristics in the Asia Pacific

region, and Australia's responses to illegal immigration.

The aim of Chapter Three is to explain the role of organised crime in illegal migration in

the Asia Pacific region. The concept of organised crime is contested and the subject of

continuing controversy. This Chapter explains what organised crime is, what it is not, and

how it can best be understood. It considers why, when and where organised crime and

migrant trafficking emerges. This provides the basis for a detailed, conceptual analysis of

the organisational and operational features of migrant trafficking in Australia and the Asia

Pacific region.

Chapter Four examines Australia's responses to illegal migration and organised crime.

Particular attention is paid to the criminal offences under Australian law targeting migrant

trafficking, organised crime and illegal immigration. This Chapter also addresses the issue

of protection of migrants - and refugees in particulaÍ - and the legal framework that

governs their status upon arrival and throughout their stay in Australia.

Trafficking organisations systematically exploit the loopholes in law and iaw enforcement

in the region. The laws adopted at the national level to combat illegal migration and

organised crime are identified in Chapter Five. That Chapter analyses the immigration and

asylum systems in the Asia Pacific region, the offences applying to traffickers, and those

applying to illegal migrants.

The subjects of Chapter Six are regional and international initiatives to counteract migrant

trafficking. One focus of the Chapter is on the activities of international organisations to

combat organised crime and illegal migration in the Asia Pacific region. Secondly, special

consideration is given to the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime and the

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea. Chapter Six reviews

the work of the Committee that elaborated these instruments and examines the preparatory

and final documents. Finally, the Chapter analyses the work of regional organisations and

the agreements that have been reached between the countries of the Asia Pacific region to

combat illegal migration and organised crime.

The problem of migrant trafficking is complex, multifaceted and defies single or simple

solutions. In Chapter Seven, this study develops coherent strategies to successfully reduce



migrant trafficking and to limit the impact of criminal organisations on migration. This

Chapter elaborates reconóiled recommendations for all countries involved - sending,

transit and receiving countries - to reduce and equalise the risks of trafficking throughout

the Asia Pacific region. The aim is to show the way ahead for the successfui fight against

organised migrant trafficking, and the exploitation of migrants, and to provide reaiistic

avenues for refugees in need of protection and asylum while offering fair immigration

assessment for regular migrants.

Research Methods and Data Sources

Most of the conventional wisdom about migrant trafficking derives not from academic

research but from the media, from government sources, or from anecdotal evidence

reported elsewhere. It is therefore necessary to explain where the information for this study

came from, how it was handled, and the problems that have been encountered. The

collection of material and data for this study closed on 31 December 200I. Unless stated

otherwise, this study reflects the research, data and legislation as at this cut-off date.

The principal difficulties in researching migrant trafficking in Australia and the Asia

Pacific region are the lack of substantial scholarly work in this field, discrepancies and

controversies between empirical research work and theoretical writings, and the

confidentiality of some of the material.

Further problems arise from the clandestine nature of migrant trafficking and organised

crime. Participants usually do not want to talk about their activities or admit their

involvement, if indeed they can even be identified. Victims and witnesses of trafficking

also are very reluctant to report any incidents to official agencies and talk about details of

their illegal journey. If the migrants report their cases - by their own free choice or

because they are arrested as unlawful non-citiz they take a great risk while at the

same time they cannot count on any protection by the host country.

Sources

The phenomenon of migrant trafficking has attracted little scholarly attention in Austraiia

and the Asia Pacific region. The principal sources for this study are empirical (including



reports by law enforcement agencies, government departments and international

organisations, media features, fieldwork reports, and theoretical sources, featuring

primarily American and European research, as well as more general publications on

organised crime and on migration and refugee flows in the region.

Empirical Sources

The main organisations that gather systematic data and information on organised criminal

activity are national law enforcement agencies. Australian authorities have issued a

number of reports on migrant trafficking in recent years, starting with a first assessment

made by the Australian Federal Police in l99l.1o Very few reports are available from

overseas agencies and official government sources.ll

The difficulty with many of these docurnents is that their primary concern is the

identification and prosecution of violations of the law, rather than the provision of

information for further research. Law enforcement agencies keep files on the activities of

suspect individuals and not on conceptual explorations of organised crime. Secondly,

much of the information that has been accumulated by law enforcement agencies is

confidential and not accessible to the public.

Another difficulty associated with the information provided by government sources is the

reliability of published documents. As stated elsewhere, "a country's open announcement

to the international arena to the extent of its crime problem and its processing of offenders

through the justice system is a major political event."l2 As a result, official reports on

t0 S"e, for example, AFP, Organised Crime Aspects of People Smuggling into Australia, unclassified
version (1998); Australia, External Reference Group on People Snuggling, luntitled documentf (1999);
Austlalia, Prime Minister's Coastal Surveillance Task For:ce, Report (1999); DIMA, Protecting the
Border: Immigration Compliance (2001).

It Cf Bai Ping, "Factors behind the Illegal Migration and Prospects for the Future in China" paper presented
at lhe Transnational Security Threats in Asia conference, Honolulu, 8-10 Aug 2000; Dadang Garnida,
"People Smuggling in Indonesia" paper presented at the South East Asia/Pacific Region People
Smuggling Conference, Canberra, L4-I9 Jan 2001; Jack Jorban, "Republic of the Marshall Islands:
Transnational Problems" paper presented at the Transnatíonal Security Threats in Asia conference,
Honolulu, 8-10 Aug 2000; Greg Talcott & Hamish McCardle, "Human Trafficking Routes through the
Asia-Pacif,rc Region: A Sub-Report of a Strategic Assessment on People Smuggling for the New Zealand
Customs Service" paper presented at the Sixth Meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Transnational
Crime, Wollongong,5-9 Nov 1999.

t2 UN Global Report on Crime and Justice, cited in UN, Z/¿¿ state of crime and criminal justice worldwide.
Report of the Secretary-General, UN Doc A/CONF.187/5 (15 Dec 1999) para9.



crime sometimes under-report true crime figures, leaving gaps, particularly with regard to

non-conventional crime.

Much of the information about migrant trafficking activity comes from the news media.l3

Although some journalists show a great deal of substantial and detailed research in their

publications,la most articles are highly anecdotal. Unfortunately, some academic writers

have based their research primarily on the evidence provided by media reports and often

failed to address the broader and underlying issues associated with migrant trafficking.

Many of the studies that were considered for this thesis are based, directly or indirectly, on

fieldwork.ts As such, they offer an invaluable insight into migrant trafficking operations

and the experiences of victims and witnesses. Although the fieldwork sampies have all

been compiled outside the region and are often very small and not representative, some

commonalities between trafficking in different regions can be identified. This study

attempts to examine these commonalities and draw conclusions about the way in which

trafficking organisations operate and about the experiences of trafficked migrants,

Theoretical sources and scholarly work

Theoretical writing on migrant trafficking, which attempts to embed the analysis of migrant

trafficking in broader theories of organised crime and illegal migration, is very limited.

The most substantial information provided is that by international organisations, including

reports by the United Nations, IOM, UNHCR and other international organisations.l6

These reports, for the most part, consider migrant trafficking at the global scale. Given the

13 
See the articles listed under "miscellaneous" in the Bibliography.

to S"", for example, Peter Mares, Borderline: Australia's Treatment of Refugees and Asylum Seekers

(2001); ABC Television, "A Well Founded Fear of Persecution" Four Corners (14 Mar 2000); icl,

"People Smuggler's Guide to Australia" Four Corners (23 Aug 1999); id, "The Queue Jumpers" Foør
Corners (16 Oct 2000).tt For example, Kolin Chin, Smuggled Chinese: Clandestine Immigration to the United States, (1999); Ko-
lin Chin, "Safe House or Hell House? Experiences of Newly Arrived Undocumented Chinese" in Paul J

Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trfficking and the Challenge to America's Immigration
Tradition (I99'l) 169-195; Frank Laczko (ecl), Migrant Trfficking and Human Smuggling in Europe: A
review of the evidence with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraíne (2000); Sheldon 7)tang &
Mark Gaylorcl, "Bound for the Golden Mountain: The Social Organisation of Chinese Alien Smuggling"
(1996) 25 CL&SC I atr.

tu See the reports supplied by CSCAP, HEUNI, ICMPD, IGC, IOM, ISPAC, OECD, UN, UNHCR,
UNHCHR, UNODCCP. See the Bibliography for details.



mandate of these organisations they are, however, very reluctant to engage in political

debates about differences in national migration and criminal justice systems.

In recent years, there have been a number of scholarly attempts to illuminate the causes and

characteristics of migrant trafficking in the Americas and Europe. The majority of these

studies have been undertaken by social scientists who focus on the humanitarian and

demographic aspects of migrant trafficking rather than on the regulatory regime. Much of

the American literature, for instance, focuses on trafficking from China to the United States

or deals with clandestine border crossings at the US-Mexican border.rT The European

literature has grown substantially following the end of the Cold War, the opening of the

Eastern European countries and the debate surrounding an enlargement of the European

Union.rB These publications are primarily concerned with illegal movements through North

Africa or the Eastern European countries. Although it must be recognised that migrant

trafficking in these regions is driven by different factors, the American and European

literature offers an important source for conceptualising trafficking in the Asia Pacific and

for the comparison of the phenomenon in different geographical, political, cultural and

economic settings.

There are, to date, very few examples of scholarly research on the normative framework of

migrant trafficking. In the United States, some studies have examined the connection

17 Cf Jennifer Bolz, "Chinese Organized Crime and Illegal Alien Trafficking: Humans as a Commodity"
(1995) 22(3) Asian Affairs 147-158; Chin, "Safe House or Hell House?" supra note 15; Cleo Kung,
"supporting the Snakeheads: Human Smuggling from China and the 1996 Amendment to the US Statutory
Definition of 'Refugee"' (2000) 90 J Crím L & Criminology 127l-1316; Amy McAllen, "Non-

Immigration Visa Fraud: Proposals to End the Misuse of the L Visa by Transnational Crirninal
Organizations as a Method of Illegal Immigration" (1999) 32 Vand JTL 237-2'70; Paul Smith, "Chinese

Migrant Traffrcking: A Global Challenge" in Paul J Smith (ed), Human Smuggling - Chinese Migrant
Trfficking and the Challenges to America's Immigration Tradition (1997) l-22; Jonalhan'Wiuer, "Alien
Smuggling: Elements of the Problem and the US Responses" (1995) 3 Trends in Org Crime 3-13; Zhang

& Gaylord, supranote 15.
tt Cf Krirtof van Impe, "People for Sale: The Need for a Multidisciplinary Approach towards Human

Trafficking" (2000) 38(3) Int'I Migration 113-131; David Kornbluth, "Illegal Migration from North
Africa: The Role of Traffickers" in Alex Schmicl (ed), Migratíon and Crime (1998) 73-177; Laczko (ed),

supra note 15; John Monison, The Trfficking and Smuggling of Refugees - the end game in European
asylum policy? (2000); John Salt & Jeremy Stein, "Migration as a Business: The Case of Trafficking"
(1997) 35(4) Int'I Migration 467-494; John Salt, "Trafficking and Human Smuggling: A European
Perspective" (2000) 38(3) Int'I Migration 31-56; Ernesto Savona, Illicit Trfficking in Arms, Nuclear
Material, People qnd Motor Vehicles: The Most Important Things We Have Learnt and Priorities for
Future Study and Research (1998); Natalie Siron & Piet van Baeveghem, Trafficking in Migrants through

Poland: Multidisciplinary Research into the Phenomenon of Transit Migration in the Candidate Member



between the US immigration system and the influx of unlawful non-citizens.te More

comprehensive studies have been undertaken in Eastern Europe in the late 1990s which

concentrate on the legal dimension of the trafficking phenomenon.to To date, there is no

study analysing the relevant legislative immigration and criminal justice regimes in the

Asia Pacific region.

Statistical Data

The very nature of migrant trafficking, organised crime and illegal migration makes it

difficult, if not impossible, to obtain reliable data on the persons being trafficked, the scale

of trafficking operations, and on the offenders engaged therein.2r

In April 2000, UNHCR stated that up to one million of the 22 mlllion refugees and other

persons that fa1l within its mandate have used the services of traffickers to apply for asylum

in the industrial democracies.22 A study by the Secretariat of the Budapest Group

completed in 1999 suggested that between 10 and 50 percent of todays irregular migration

is organised or assisted by traffickers, depending on the geographical region and the

policies in place.23

Clandestine operations, by definition, are only successful if the activities remain undetected

by or immune to law enforcement. Trafficked migrants also have few incentives to report

offences and divulge information about how and when they have been transported and at

what level of organisation the journey has been carried out.

Also, statistics produced by different agencies in different countries or by different

international organisations vary greatly in the ways in which data is collected, in the

States of the EU with a View to the Combat of Trffic in Persons (1999); Christopher Ukich, Alien
Smuggling and Uncontrolled Migration in Northern Europe and the Baltic Region (1995).

te See, for example, Kurg, supra note 17; McAllen, supra note 17.

'0 See, Siron & van Baeveghem, supra note 20; Laczko (ed), supra note 15.
2t On the difficulties sunounding statistical research in this field see generally Klitaya Alchavanitkul &

Philip Guest, Managing the FIow of Migration: Regional Approaches (1999) 134; Fiona David, Human
Smuggling ønd Trfficking (2000) 10; John Salt & Jennifer Hoghart, "Migrant Trafficking and Human
Smuggling in Europe: A review of the evidence" in Frank Laczko (ed), Migrant Trfficking and Human
Srnuggling in Europe: A review of the evidence wíth case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine
(2000) lL at 29-38; Salt, supra note 18 al 37 -39; UNICRI & AIC, Rapid Assessment: Humøn Smuggling
and Trafficking from the Philippines (1999) 8; Phil'Williams, "Emerging Issues: Transnational Crime and

its Control" in G Newman (ed), Global Report on Crime and Justice (1999) 22I at 22L.
22 "smuggling and Asylum in Europe" (2000) 7(5) Migration News.
23 Secretariat of the Bucla¡rest Group, Drafi Study on the Relationship betvveen Organized Crime and

Trøfficking in Aliens (1999) 13.



terminology that is used, and in the methods and magnitudes in which samples have been

taken. Many countries, for reasons of secrecy, lack of resources or expertise, do not collect

statistics on migrant trafficking or do not make this information publicly available. In

other cases, the only reliable data are the numbers of prosecutions, convictions and

deportations, without reflecting the number of migrants that have been apprehended, or any

information about the traffickers themselves.

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of the available source material on migrant

trafficking in Australia and the Asia Pacific region in its different aspects and dimensions.

It examines the nature, characteristics and magnitude, the causes, conditions and

consequences of migrant trafficking. It identifies the inadequacies of existing policies and

measures. It elaborates a set of specific proposals that can be woven into a coherent and

comprehensive strategy to combat illegal mig.ation and organised crime more successfully

in the 21't century.

The boatpeople who fled Vietnam after the fall of Saigon and who were selected from

refugee camps to settle in Australia received 'welcome information' upon arrival here. In

this information, refugees are reminded that "whether you succeed or not is up to you.

Now is the time to decide and see if you believe you will succeed like other migrants to

Australia."2a

Australia has a proud history of immigration. It has offered refuge to people from around

the world. It is home to a unique, vibrant and peaceful multicultural sóciety. I am grateful,

inspired and encouraged by the opportunities Australia has offered me. This thesis is

guided by the belief that all migrants, regardless of their origin, ethnicity, religion, gender,

political opinion, sexual orientation or nationality deserve humane and fair treatment,

thorough assessment of their claims, together with an opportunity to use their skills, culture

and education to the best advantage.

to 
See supra note I
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TnnUTNOLOGYAND SCopn oF THIS Sruny

t'fln" phenomenon of trafficking in migrants can be approached from a number of

I orrr"r"nt standpoints.

At one exffeme, the issue can be seen from the perspective of destination countries. From

this standpoint, migrant trafficking is perceived as a threat to national security because it

circumvents immigration and border control systems. From this perspective, illegal

migration is primarily a criminal offence involving organised crime that needs to be

addressed by law enforcement and criminal justice systems.

Migrant trafficking can also be considered from the viewpoint of the migrants who are both

voluntary clients and unfortunate victims of trafficking organisations. From this

perspective it raises the global problem of socioeconomic, political, demographic and

environmental disparities in the world that cause migratory movements and refugee flows.

Finally, from the perspective of criminal organisations, trafficking can be viewed as a

business activity that is dealt with in purely economic dimensions of profit and investment.

Although the different approaches to the phenomenon have some coÍìmon elements, a

consensus about the characteristics and terminology has yet to be found. The concern over

migrant trafficking, illegal migration and organised crime is growing and numerous

institutions at national, international, academic, and non-governmental levels have

addressed the phenomenon. However, to date there is still no clear or universally accepted

definition of trafficking in migrants.

The objective of this study is to bring together different perceptions and interpretations of

trafficking in migrants. To adequately deal with the issues involved in migrant trafficking

and formulate effective policy responses, it is necessary to give a clear understanding and

sound definition of what trafficking in migrants is and what it is not. This is the objective

of Chapter One.



1.1. Trafficking in Migrants

Definitions of trafficking in migrants vary widely, as does the terminology that is used to

describe this phenomenon. Terms such as 'human trafficking', 'people smuggling' or

'alien smuggling' often intend to describe the same phenomenon, but in many cases

definitions of the terms remain unclear, imprecise, overlap with other terms, or describe

different phenomena.l

The term 'trafficking' or 'traffic' is generally understood as

lv.i.Carryontrade,buyandsell; havecommercialdealingswithapersonetc. [...]bDeaI
or trade in something of an illicit or disreputable nature. 2 v.i. Conduct secret dealings;
intrigue or conspire (with a person). t...] 3 v.t. Travel across or frequent for the purpose of
trading; caffy on trade in (a place) b v.t & i. Pass to an fro[m] (on), frequent [.. .] 4 v.t. Carry
in a trade in; barter, deal in, esp, illicitly.2

Smuggling has been defined as

Convey (goods) clandestinely into or out of a country etc, in order to avoid payment of
customs duties, or in contravention of some legal prohibition; import or export illegally.

t...1'

Three common features of trafficking and smuggiing can be identified: (a) a business or

otherwise economic activity (dealing, trading, buying and selling), (b) the illegal nature of

this activity, and (c) a cross-border operation.

In criminal law and criminology, trafficking has for a long time been given a connotation

of transnational illegal economic activity, usually conducted by criminal organisations.

Drug trafficking, trafficking in arms, trafficking in artefacts, fauna and flora and trafficking

in nuclear material in particular have been used to describe organised crime activities

across international borders.a Similarly, for centuries the term smuggling has been used to

describe the clandestine importation of commodities, for example alcohol and firearms.

t For an overview of definitions of 'trafficking in migrants'/'people smuggling' see Appendix A. See also

John Salt, "Trafficking and Human Smuggling: A European Perspective" (2000) 38(3) Int'l Migration 3l
at33-34; Nathalie Siron & Piet van Baeveghern, Trfficking of Migrants through Poland (1999) 6-20.2 Lesley Brown, The New Shorter Oxford Díctionary, VoI2 (3'd ed, 1993) 3360.

3 lbid, at29l6.o S"" also Ronald Skeldon, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia" (2000) 32(3) Int'I MigrationT at8.



With respect to human commodities the term trafficking was first used in the 1904

International Agreement for the Suppression of the 'White Slave Trffic'.5 This treaty as

well as a number of subsequent international instruments sought to criminalise the iliegal

cross-border transportation of people, especially women and children.6 These instruments,

however, refer to a condition of coercion of the trafficked persons, particularly involving

sexual exploitation and prostitution, which renders the traffic of women and children

different from other forms of trafficking and smuggling that generally do not contain an

exploitative element.

1.1.1. The IOM Definition of Trafficking in Migrants

One of the first international organisations to address the issue of trafficking in migrants,

especially the humanitarian concerns associated with it, has been the International

Organisation for Migration (IOM). In 7994, IOM began systematic research on the

problem, providing support to migrants and victims of trafficking, and organising

international and regional cooperation to combat the organised trafficking in migrants and

related offences.T Moreover, IOM has collected a large body of information on the subject,

and has published numerous reports, commentaries and analyses, which established the

most widely accepted definition of the phenomenon.

For IOM, trafficking in migrants - the illicit transporting of migrants or trade in them -
can be said to exist if the following conditions are met:8

5 International Agreement for the Suppression of the 'White Slave Traffic', 18 May 1904, I LNTS 83, 1949

ATS 19.u See, for example, International Convention for the Suppression of the White Stave Trffic,4 May 1910, 3

LTS 278, 1949 ATS l9i Internationql Convention for the Suppression of the Trffic in Women and
Children,30 Sep 1921, 9 LNTS 415, 1922 ATS l0; International Convention for the Suppression of the

TrfficinWomenof FulIAge,ll Oct 1933, 150LNTS431; ConventionfortheSuppressionof theTraffic
in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others,2l M.ar 1950, 96 UNTS 27 1.

7 Foranoverviewof IOMactivitiesandabibliographyof IOMresearchseeinfra Section 6.1.2.3, andsee
the IOM special website on trafficking at www.iom.net.

8 Si*ilut criteria are contained in the definitions contained in Secretari¿rt of the Buclapest Croup, Drafi
Study on the Relationship between Organized Crime and Trfficking in Aliens (1999) 24-25, parcs 60-64;
Ruwantissa Abeyratne, "Smuggling of Illegal Migrants by Air - Air Carrier Liability" (2000) 25(4-5) Air
& Space L 148 at 148; Ian Peck, "Removing the Venom from the Snakehead: Japan's Newest Attempt to
Control Chinese Human Smuggling" (1998) 3I (4) Vand JTL l04l at 1042; Siron & Baeveghem, søpra

note 1, at 18-19; Paul Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking: A Global Challenge" in Paul Smith (ed),



I an international border is crossed;

o departure, transit, entry and/or stay are illegal;

i the migratory movement is voluntary;

t a trafficker or trafficking organisation is involved in the movement of migrants; and

t the traffickers profit from such activities.e

Essentially, these five criteria fall within two categories that constitute the major elements

of rnigrant trafficking: (1) illegal migration (voluntary illegal border crossing), and

(2) organised crime (involvement of criminal traffickers/migrant smugglers who want to

make profit).

This study examines these two aspects of migrant trafficking in Chapters Two (illegal

migration) and Three (organised crime). The following sections seek to define more

precisely the five criteria of the IOM definition in order to provide a working basis for the

following chapters. Unless stated otherwise, the terms migrant trafficking and migrant

smuggling are used interchangeably.

1.I.2. Illegal Migration

At the heart of trafficking in migrants is the illegal crossing of international borders. Illegal

migrants move on a temporary, long-term or permanent basis from one country to another,

sometimes through a third country, in contravention of the migration regulations that apply

to these movements.

Human Smuggling - Chinese Migrant Trafficking and the Challenges to America's Immigration
Tradítion (1997) I at9.
From the large number of IOM documents defining migrant trafficking see, for example, IOM,
"Trafficking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the World" discussion paper
for the Eleventh IOM Seminar on Migration: International Response to Trfficking in Migrants and the

Safeguarding of Human Rights, Geneva, 26-28 Oct 1994, 2-3; id, "Migrant Traffickrng: An Overview"
paper submitted for the Seminar on Migrant Trfficking in Central America, Panama City, 19-20 Oct
1995,2; id, Trfficking and Prostitution: The growing exploitation of migrant women from Central and
Eastern Europe (1995) 6; id, Trafficking ín Migrants: IOM Policy and Activities (1997) l-2.



1.1.2.1. Migrants and migration

A migrant has been defined as "a person who chooses to move from one country to another

for some period of time".l0 Unlike visitors and travellers, a migrant "crosses an

international border with the intention of temporarily or permanently establishing him- or

herself in another country".lr For the purpose of defining trafficking in migrants, the

reasons for migration and the migrants' motivations are irrelevant; for explaining,

understanding and combating migrant trafficking, they are essential.r2

The terms migrant and migration have neither been defined in international conventions,

nor in any of the immigration laws of the Asia Pacific countries.l3 Although the major

instrument of Australian immigration law is titled Migration Act 1958 (Cth), the terms are

not used in Commonwealth legislation.ta

1.1.2.2. Bordercrossing

The concern of migrant trafficking is exclusively with international migration; that is

circumstances where one or more international borders are crossed. Although it has to be

recognised that legal and illegal migration also occur within the national borders of one

countty, internal movements of people do not fall within the scope of this study, as they do

not violate border, emigration, transit or immigration regulations.

I.I.2.3. Illegality of the movement

International migration is illegal if one or more borders are crossed in defiance of national

laws and regulations. This may include the violation of emigration restrictions, criminal

codes, transit regulations or immigration laws. Hypothetically, if there were no legal

t0 Peter Nygh & Peter Butt (eds), Butterworths Concise Australian Legal Dictionary (1997) 259-260.tt IOM, "Traffrcking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the'World", supra note
9 , at 2; id, "Migrant Trafficking: An Overview" , supra note 9, at 2.tt S"" the analysis of concepts and causes of migration infra Section2.l.

13 Cf infra Section 5. 1 . 1.1.
1a Cf Nygh & Butt (eds), supra note 10, at 259-260. For the terminology of the Migration Act 195S (Cth)

see infra Section 4.I.1.3.



restrictions on the movements of people in neither sending, transit nor destination

countries, the question of illegal migration would not arise. In that respect, illegal

rnigration can be seen as "a product of regulation of migration. Without laws restricting

entry to countries or employment of foreign nationals, there would be no [illegal]

migration."rs

Migration is illegal if any segment of the movement from the home counúy, through transit

places and into the destination country, is against the law of one or more of the countries

involved. For example, the migrant may completely avoid contact with border and

immigration authorities, may present false, altered or stolen documents, or make false

statements as to the circumstances and intentions of the border crossing. In other cases,

migration may be illegal because the country of departure has placed obstacles on the free

emigration of its citizens or restricted travel to certain specified countries.16

From the perspective of the destination country, migration is illegal if it violates the entry

and immigration regulations of that country. Therefore, illegal immigrants have been

defined as persons who "do not possess the authorisation of the country in whose territories

they are required by law in respect of admission or stay or economic activity, or where they

cease to fulfil the conditions to which their stay or economic activity are subject".l?

The position of illegal migrants in the destination country, and the circumstances

surrounding their arrival, entry and stay can be differentiated between:r8

o Illegal entr!, including clandestine entr!, undocumented or fraudulent entry (without

any or with incomplete, false or stolen travel documentation (such as passports, visas,

residence permits), and entry in contravention of general or individual entry or residence

prohibition.te

15 Kritaya Archavanitkul & Philip Guesl, Managing the FIow of Mígration: Regional Approaches (1ggg) 3.
16 See infra Sections 2.2.4.1, 4.2.1.1 and 5.3. 1. 1.tt IGC, IUegal Aliens: A Preliminary Study (1995) 17, citing W Böhning, "Regularising the lrregular"

(1983) 2I(2) Int'I Migration 159-173.
18 Cf Bimal Ghosh, Huddted Masses qnd tJncertain Shores - Insights into Irregular Migration (1998) 4.

See also the categories of il-/legality established by Margaret Beare: "Illegal Migration" in Carolina
Hernandez & Gina Pattugalen (eds), Transnational Crime and Regionøl Security in the Asia Pacifi.c
(1999) 23I ar.265-268; id, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems or National Security
Threats?" (1997) 3 (4) Trans Org C 1t at24-26.

1n Cf LIN Gencral Assemtrly, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention øgainst
Transnational Organized Crime on the work of its first to eleventh sessions, UN Doc N55/383 (2 Nov



I Illegal residence or stay. That is residence or stay within the territory of a country of

which the person is not a national without the authorisation required by law to remain in

that country. Illegal residence may also occur in circumstances where these formalities

have been complied with initially, but later the conditions to which stay in this country

are subject have changed or expired, for example where a person enters a country legally

on a temporary visa and fails to leave before the visa expires (often described as

"overstayers").to

r Illegal employment, including unlawful activities, work in defiance of the national laws

and regulations governing the employment of non-nationals, regardless whether they are

legally or illegally within the territory of the country.

The concern of migrant trafficking is, by definition, only with those people who cross an

international border without meeting the necessary migration requirements.zr Although

close links have been found between overstayers, illegal employment and trafficking,z2 the

issues of illegal workers and overstayers are beyond the scope of this study.

L.1.2.4. Voluntary nature of migrant trafficking

The key factor that renders migrant trafficking different from other forms of trafficking in

human beings, such as, for example, trafficking in women and children, is the fact that the

migratory movement must be voluntary.23 To fall within the definition of migrant

trafficking, the initial decision to make use of and pay traffickers for the services they offer

must be based on a free decision. Generally, the migrant customers of trafficking

2000) Appendix III, art 3(b): "'Illegal entry' shall mean crossing borders without complying with the
necessary requirements for legal entry into the receiving State."

'o Cf UN Acl Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention irgainst Transnaiional Crime, Revised draft
Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea, Supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime,IIN Doc NAC.254/4lAdd.1/Rev.3 (22 Nov 1999),
art 2(l)(c): "'Illegal residence" shall mean residence in the territory of a State without complying with the
necessary requirements for legal residence in the State concerned"; and see Alex Schmicl, "Manifestations
and Determinants of International Migration Pressure" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration and Crime (1998)
29 at34.2t Cf UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Olganized Cr:ime,

Drøfi elements for an international legal instrument against illegal trfficking and transport if migrants
(Proposal submitted by Austria and ltaly), UN Doc NAC.254l4lAdd.1 art C(a) (15 Dec 1998).

" S"" infra Section3.4.3.2.



organisations are willing to be trafficked to secure their long-term future. Trafficking in

migrants does not refer to situations where people migrate under coercion, by force,

deception, or where they are sold or kidnapped.2a

But it may be doubtful whether the decision to migrate is truly voluntary because complex

circumstances surround the decision to migrate. For example, the seemingly free choice of

the migrant may be the result of political or economic factors that led the person to

emigrate. Or the decision to move may be made by the migrant's family who sends a

family member abroad in order to find employment and send remittances back home. In

these circumstances, and in the absence of legal avenues for migration, it is often

questionable whether the recourse to trafficking organisations is indeed voluntary.

Furthermore, it is difficult to establish voluntariness in circumstances where migrants have'

inadequate understanding of travel and immigration procedures and of the living conditions

in destination countries. Some migrants base their decision to relocate on pictures they

have seen on television, in newspapers or magazines, or they rely on the success-stories

that have been passed on by relatives and friends in destination countries.2s Traffickers

also frequently contribute to these misperceptions by luring migrants with false promises of

job opportunities in destination countries, false information about transit and immigration

systems and the dangers involved in the illegal methods of transportation.26

Moreover, even if the migrant's decision to move is based on facts, the actual conditions of

trafficking and transportation are usually unknown prior to departure. It is arguable that

migrant trafficking ceases to be voluntary if the illegal journey involves the deprivation of

personal freedom, food and water, confiscation of property, passports and other identity

documents, or instances of threat and violence.zT However, as stated by IOM,

21 See the distinction made infra Section 1.3.
a Cf John Monison, The Trffickíng and Smuggling of Refugees - the end game in European asylum

policy? (2000) 66-61; Ernesto Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration and Crime in Europe: New Patterns

of an Old Nexus" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration and Crime (1998) 6I at7l; Siron & van Baeveghem,

supra îote 1, at 18; UN General Assembly, Ad Hoc Committee on the Ëlaboration of a Convention

against Transnational Crime, Proposals and contributions received from Governments, UN Doc

NAC.254l5lAdd.3 (8 Feb 1999) 5.
2s 

See infra Section 2.1.1.5 and 2.I.2.
26 

See infra Section 3.4.4.1.
2't Cf Ghosh, supra note 18, at23i IOM, "Trafficking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different

Regions of the World" supra note 9, at 3; icl, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking: An Overview"



migrants are considered to have been 'trafficked' so long as they have chosen to pay a

trafficker for entry to another country, even if they would have preferred to stay at home and

even if they are exploited [during the journey and] following their arrival in a country of
destination.2s

1.1.3. Organised Crime

The second element of trafficking in migrants is organised crime. Only if one or more

criminal traffickers are involved in illegal migration and if this activity results in some sort

of profit for the individual criminal or the trafficking organisation does it fall within the

definition of migrant trafficking.ze

L.L.3.1. Traffickers and TraffÏcking Organisations

Traffickers operate as intermediaries in the illegal movement of people from sending to

destination country, offering one or more of the following services:30

r Facilitation of illegal exit, transit and/or entr!, including:3l

. Clandestine guided crossings by foot;

. Border crossing by unofficial means of transportation, such as private cars,

vessels, concealment in boats, trains and trucks;

. Border crossing by official means of transportation (eg commercial airlines);

I Provision of fraudulent, stolen or altered genuine travel and identity documentation;32

background paper to the Seminar on Irregular Migration and Migrant Trffickíng in East and South East

Asiø, Manila 5-6 Sep 1996, 3; Secretariat of the Buclapest Group, supra note 8, at 23, 25, paras 57 , 63;

Skeldon, supra îote 4, af 9.

" IOM, "Migrant Trafficking: An Overview", supra note 9, at 3.

'e Cf G Gunatilleke, "seminar Report: International Response to Trafficking in Migrants and the

Safeguarding of Migrant Rights" (L994) 32(4) Int'l Migration 593 at 594; David Kornbluth, "Illegal

Migration from North Africa: the Role of Traffickers" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration ønd Crime (1998)
':.3 at 114; John Salt & Jennifer Hoghart, "Migrant Trafficking and Human Smuggling in Europe: A
review of the evidence" in Frank Laczko (ed), Migrant Trfficking and Human Smuggling in Europe: A
review of the evidence with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine (2000) l1 at 53-56.

30 Cf Sauona et al, supra rlote 24, at7 l.
3t For details see "methods of transportation" infra Section 3.4.2.3.2.
3' Fo. details see "travel documents" infra Sectíon 3.4.2.2.



I Provision of information on border control and coastal surveillance, immigration and

asylum procedures, including the coaching of migrants as to how deceive

immigration and law enforcement authorities;33

t Arrangement of accommodation in departure, transit and destination points, and/or of

(illegal) employment in destination countries,

I.1.3.2. ProfÏt for the Trafficker

Finally, the trafficker or trafficking organisation involved has to profit from the illegal

transportation of migrants. This requirement excludes complimentary services provided by

relatives or friends of the migrant from the definition of migrant trafficking.3a

The profit usually derives from the fees that traffickers charge for their illegal services and

that are paid either by the migrants, their families or relatives in the destination country.

This payment is usually done up-front in cash, but the larger trafficking organisations have

also been found to offer loans or part-payments on departure. They may also ask for

further payments at transit and destination points, to the extent that many illegal migrants

find themselves in debt bondage once they have reached the destination country.35

33 For details see "preparation of the migrants" infra Section3.4.2.l.
3o Cf UN General Assembly, Crime prevention anil crìminal justice, Interpretqtive notes for the fficiat

records (travaux préparatoires) of the negotiations of the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols thereto, UN Doc N551383/Add.1 (3 Nov 2000) para
88: "[T]he intention was to include the activities of organised criminal groups acting for profit, but to
exclude the activities of those who provided suppoft to migrants for humanitarian reasons or on the basis
of close family ties. It was not the intention of the Protocol to criminalise the activities of family members
or support groups such as religious or non-goverqmental organisations."3t For details see infra Sections 3.4.3 and3.4.4.2.



I.2. The Terminology in International Law

Organised crime has been a subject for concerted activity by the United Nations (UN) and

its various sub-organisations since the Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of

Crime and Treatment of Offenders held in Geneva in Septemb er 19'15.36

The UN General Assembly first addressed the issue of migrant trafficking on 20 December

1993 in Resolution 102 ("Prevention of the smuggling of aliens") in which the General

Assembly expressed its concern

that the activities of criminal organisations that profit illicitly by smuggling human beings
and preying on the dignity and lives of migrants contribute to the complexity of the
phenomenon of increasing international migration,

recognising that international criminal groups often convince individuals to migrate illegally
by various means for enormous profits and use the proceeds from smuggling human beings
to finance other criminal activities.3T

Following this resolution, trafficking in migrants has obtained high-level attention, and has

become the subject of many activities of the UN, particularly under the auspices of the

Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice.3s

Initially, the UN agencies used the term "smuggling in aliens" to describe international

illegal migration facilitated by transnational criminal organisations. However, the term

remained undefined. Simultaneously, the UN used the term trafficking exclusively for

"traffic in women and girls", referring to the definition set out in article I of the 1949

Convention for the Suppression of the Trffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of

Others.3e

The terminology was altered to "trafficking in migrants" in 1997, following the proposal by

the Government of Italy to the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) for a multilateral

convention to combat illegal migration by sea, which called for the "codification of the

36 UN General Assembly, Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders, Geneva, l-12 September 1975, UN Doc A/CONF.56/3 (19'75) paras 51-59.

37 t]lrl General Assembly, Prevention of the smuggting of aliens, UN Doc A/RES/48/102 (20 Dec 1993)
paras I-2.

38 
See infra Section 6.2.

'n A.t 1(1) of the 1949 Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploítation of
the Prostitution of Others (UN Doc A/Res/317(IV) (2 Dec 1949)) def,rnes traffic in persons as "procuring,
enticing or leading away [...] another person, even with the consent of that person."



notion of an international offence for the illicit traffic and exploitation of illegal

migration".ao The Italian proposal, too, failed to provide a definition.of what constitutes

migrant trafficking.

The initiative of the Italian Government was later combined with a proposal by the

Government of Austria for a Draft International Convention Against Smuggling of Illegal

Migrants to the UN General Assemblyal which defined the smuggling of illegal migrants in

article 1:

Any person who intentionally procures, for his or her profit, repeatedly and in an organised
manner, the illegal entry of a person into another State of which the latter person is not a

national or not a perrnanent resident, commits the offence of 'smuggling of illegal migrants'
within the meaning of this Convention.

From July 1998 onwards the phenomenon was referred to as "the illegal trafficking in and

transporting of migrants".a2

'When the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) transferred responsibility to

develop legal instruments against migrant trafficking to the UN Ad Hoc Committee on the

Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, the Committee's

initial working definition was:a'

Any person who intentionally procures, for his or her profit, repeatedly and in an organised
manner, the illegal entry of a person into another State of which the latter person is not a

national or not a permanent resident commits the offence of illegal trafficking and transport
of migrant' within the meaning of this Protocol.

Confusion about the correct terminology continued. The UN Commission on Crime

Prevention called the phenomenon "smuggling of aliens", while the Ad Hoc Committee

40 IMO l-egal Cornmittee, Proposed Multilateral Convention to Combat lttegal Migration by Sea, Proposal
by the Government of ltaly, IMO Doc LEG 16lIln (1 Aug 1997). See infra Sections 6.1.2.3 and 6.4.1.1.

4r tIN General Assembly, Crime prevention and criminal iustice, Letter dated t6 Sep 1997 from the

Permanent Representøtive of Austria to the Uníted Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, UN Doc
N52135'7 (17 Sep 1997) Appendix International Convention against smuggling of illegal migrants
(DRAFT), art 1. See infraSection6.4.l.2.o' tIN Economic ancl Social Council, Action against itlegal trfficking in migrants, including by sea, UN
Doc B/RES/I998119 (28 July 1998).

43 UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Drørt
elements for an international legal instrument against illegal trfficking and transport of migrants
(Proposal submitted by Austriø and ltaly), UN Doc NNc.zs4l{l1.dd.1 (15 Dec 1998) art A.



established the term "trafficking and transporting of migrants" as a definition to be

included in a Protocol against lllegal Trafficking and Transport of Migrants.a

At its fourth session (28 June-9 July 1999) the Ad Hoc Committee ultimately changed the

terminolo gy from'trafficking' to'smuggling' :45

'Smuggling of migrants' shall mean the international procurement for profit of the illegal
entry of a person into and/or illegal residence of a person in a State of which the person is
not a national or a permanent resident.

This definition was included in the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land,

Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational

Organised Crime,a6 which in article 3(a) defines migrant smuggling as

the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material
benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is not a
national or a perrnanent resident.

Additionally, under article 3(b)

'[i]llegal entry' shall mean crossing borders without complying with the necessary
requirements for legal entry into the receiving State.

Although the international community has finally agreed on a common and universal

definition of the phenomenon, it has to be noted that this definition only represents the final

outcome of lengthy debate and negotiations; it is not necessarily the most adequate

characterisation and identification of the phenomenon, and it does not adequately represent

the current state of research on migrant trafficking.

oo UN Doc AJAC.254l4lAdd.l.
4s LIN Acl Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organizecl Crinte, Draft

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land Air and Sea, Supplementing the United Natíons
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, UN Doc NAC.254l4lAdd.1/Rev.1 (13 May 1999)
art 2(1)(a).

ou LIN General Assembly, Criure Prevention ancl Crinúnal Justice, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the

Elaboration of a Conventíon against Transnational Organized Crime on the work of its first to eleventh
sessions, UN Doc N55/383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex III, reprinted in 40ILM 383.



1.3. Trafficking in Women and Children

Given the widespread confusion over the correct terminology, a clear distinction needs to

be drawn between trafficking in migrants or migrant smuggling and the phenomenon that is

commonly known as trafficking in women (and children) for prostitution and other sexual

purposes. Although the terminology and the phenomena partly overlap, some of the

conditions and circumstances of these seemingly similar forms of trafficking are indeed

very different.aT

Despite the common terminology, migrant trafficking also includes female migrants and,

trafficking for prostitution and other sexual purposes is not exclusive to women and

children, but also includes men. The criterion that limited the application of international

instruments against trafficking for sexual purposes to women and children has been

abandoned as early as 1950.48 However, many writers in the field as well as drafters of

national and international countermeasures continue to refer to the phenomenon as

"trafficking in women", ignoring the fact that many victims of such trafficking are males,

especially teenage boys.

Article 3(a) of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trfficking in Persons,

especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against

Transnational Organized Crimeae defines trafficking in persons as

the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the

threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the
abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the

4'1 On defining 'trafficking in women' see generally Yvonne Klerk, "Definition of 'Traffic in Persons"' in
Marieke Klap et al (eds), Combatting Trffic in Persons (1995) 13-21.

48 Convention on the Suppression of the Trffic in Persons and the Exploitation of the Prostitution of
Others, supra note 6.

4e UN Doc A/4C.254/4/Add.3. Up until February 1999 the Protocol was titled Protocol to Prevent and
Suppress and Punish Trfficking ìn Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention
Against Transnational Organized Crime, UN Doc NAC.254l4lAdd./Rev.1 (22Feb 1999).



prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.s0

The key criteria that render trafficking in women (or trafficking in persons) different from

migrant smuggling are voluntariness and exploitation. As indicated before, in the case of

trafficking in women the exploitation of the persons trafficked, especially in the sex

industry or as domestic servants - with or without their consenlsr - is a major objective

and characteristic of this offence. Migrant trafficking in contrast does not refer to a

situation in which the person trafficked has been forced, coerced or kidnapped to be

transported to another country; exploitation in the case of migrant trafficking may only

arise in the context of the payment of 
. 
debts or as a result of the illegal status of

undocumented migrants in transit and destination countries.s2

The distinction between the two forms of trafficking has particular relevance for

perpetrators as both form of trafficking are criminalised differently and attract different

penalties. Also, victims of and witnesses to these crimes are granted different forms of

support and protection. For details, see the analysis in Chapter Six.

s0 LIN General Assembly, Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the

Elaboration of a Convention against Trqnsnational Organized Crime on the work of its first to eleventh
sessions, UN Doc N55/383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex II, reprinted in 40 IL}l{ 37'7 .

5r The Convention for the Suppression of the Trffic in Persons and the Exploitation of Others also

criminalises cases that ar-e committed with the victim's consent. Art 3(b) of the Protocol to Prevent,

Suppress and Punish Trfficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children states that "[t]he consent of
a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article
shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used".

5'CfSjlon&vanBaeveghem,supranotel,atls. Fordefinitionsoftraffickingforprostitutionandother
sexual purposes see, for example, DIMA, Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance (1999) 14;
IOl;4, Trfficking and Prostitution, supra noTe 9, at 6; UN General Assembly, Advancement of Women.

Traffic in women and girls. Report of the Seuetary-General, UN Doc N50/369 (24 Aug 1995) para 17;

UNICRI & AIC, Rapid Assessment: Human Smuggling and Trfficking from the Philippines (1999) 7 .



Cnlprnn Two

Il,r,nc.tr, MrcnarloN

in migrants is one form of international illegal migration. Broadly

speaking, migration - be it legal or illegal - results from unequal development

within or among countries and from individual aspirations for a better future. The

phenomenon of illegal migration, including migrant trafficking, is, however, mostly dealt

with as an issue of crime, control, prevention and punishment, rather than one of individual

decisions and structural factors that cause cross-border movements of people.

In order to explain the emergence of migrant trafficking, and for the elaboration of

appropriate measures against it, it is essential to look more closely at the circumstances and

consequences of illegal migration. The purpose of Chapter Two is to explore and analyse

the principal causes of illegal migration, its characteristics in the Asia Pacific region, and

Australia's responses to it.

Important features of the phenomenon of migrant trafficking are the individual and

contextual causes and motivations which underlie any migration decision and in particular

the decision to migrate by illegal means such as trafficking. This Chapter starts in

Section 2.1 with a theoretical analysis of concepts of migratory movements. It explores the

broader context of illegal migratory movements in the Asia Pacific region and identifies the

major political, demographic, environmental, and socioeconomic reasons that cause people

to leave their home countries. Section 2.2 examines Australia's responses to illegal

immigration and illuminates Australia's immigration policies in the context of iregular

migration flows in the Asia Pacific region.

Throughout this Chapter the concern is exclusively with international migration, although

it has to be recognised that legal and illegal migration also occurs within the national



borders of one country. However, internal movements of people are beyond the scope of
this study, as they do not fall within the definition of migrant trafficking.r

I See supra Section I.1.2.2.



2.1. Illegal Migration in the Asia Pacific Region

The Asia Pacific region is home to more than one third of the world population and is also

source, transit point and destination for increasing numbers of migrants. Many nations in

the region have been formed over the centuries by migratory movements.

The phenomena of undocumented migration, refugee flows and illegal migration are

nothing new to the region. Over the past 25 years, almost every country in the region has

witnessed unregulated migration flows, and viewed with varying degrees of alarm and

anxiety the arrival of irregular migrants by land, air and sea. The world's largest exodus

since World 'War tr has occurred in the Asia Pacific region after the fall of Vietnam in

1975. War in Cambodia and Laos and the political developments in Myanmar have caused

further displacements of people who fled abroad to find protection. More recently, the

People's Republic of China has witnessed large-scale emigration following the events of

the year 1989. During 2000, 45 percent or approximately 6 million of the world's

12,100,000 refugees had their origins in Asia and Oceania.2

The discrepancy between increasing numbers of people willing or forced to migrate on the

one hand, and the barriers preventing them to move abroad on the other, have caused

strong migration pressures and high levels of illegal migration in the Asia Pacific region

and around the world. The conditions that create migration pressures in sending and

destination countries are analysed in this section. In order to explain the emergence of

illegal migration in the form of trafficking, and to elaborate appropriate measures to fight

it, it is necessary to discuss the reasons why people migrate and identify the major

conditions under which international migration is likely to grow.

2.1.I. Migration as a Result of Political, Demographic, Socioeconomic and
Environmental Factors: The Concept of Push and Pull

The decision to migrate - be it internally within the national borders of one country, or

abroad - can be explained as a rational choice by people who evaluate the costs and



benefits of relocating. In the case of international migration, the factors in the home

country that are likely to induce emigration are called push factors if they force migrants to

leave or if they arouse the wish to emigrate. Some obvious examples are poverty and

unemployment, environmental degradation, persecution and war. Migrants may be directly

and physically exposed to these factors and suffer from their consequences, or they may

fear that any of these factors will rise and spread.

Factors in countries abroad that are perceived by migrants as beneficial are called puil

factors. These may be, for example, a higher income, political or religious freedom, or

simply the prospect of a more secure future. Again, these factors may be real, given the

significant political, economic and social disparities in the world, or they may only exist in

the migrants' imagination, especially in cases where people are lured with false promises

and misleading pictures of a better life abroad.

This push and pull consideration of migration regards the initial decision to relocate as the

result of a rational process: Migrants choose to leave for a foreign destination if existing or

perceived benefits of migration outweigh financial (for example wages and expenses) and

non-financial (such as personal freedom) costs, including the risks and - in the case of

illegal migration and trafficking - sanctions and penalties that the movement may entail.

By concentrating on this reasoning of the individual, the push and pull theory takes a highly

individualistic and purely rational view of migration.3

The literature on migration and migrant traffickinga has widely accepted the concept of

push and pull. Due to the complexity of these factors, the following analysis of

contemporary factors in the Asia Pacific region is limited to those circumstances that occur

on a larger, generalised scale. These key factors that push and/or pull migrants can be

' UNFICR, 2000 Global Refugee Trends (2001) para 5.
3 Cf Stephen Castles, The Age of Migration: Internqtional Population Movements in the Mod.ern World (2"d

ed, 1998) 20-21; Bimal Ghosh, Huddled Masses and Uncertain Shores - Insights into lrregular
Migration (1998) 73; Gil Loescher, Beyond Charity: International Cooperation and the Global Refugee
Crisis (1993) 16-11.

o For an introduction on push and pull factors and migrant trafficking see, for example, Ghosh, íbid, af 34-
70; IOM, "kregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking: An Overview" background paper to lhe Seminar
on lrregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking in East and South East Asia, Manila, 5-6 Sep 1996, 2;
Paul Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking: A Global Challenge" in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling:
Chinese Migrant Trafficking and the Challenges to America's Immigration (1997) 1 at 13.



divided into categories of (1) political , (2) demographic, (3) socioeconomic and

(4) environmental factors.

2,1.1.1. Politicalfactors

In many countries of the world governments and their policies have acted as push factors,

causing large numbers of people to emigrate. Where people feel politically suppressed, and

where generalised violence is the rule rather than the exception, people often see 'the only

way out' in illegal migration and in the services that migrant traffickers offer. In other

instances, political minorities and extremists may be forced to go into exile because they

constitute an opposition to the ruling regime.

Generally, politically motivated movements primarily arise because of causes and

circumstances in the source country. Unresolved political conflicts have in many cases led

to violent discrimination and abuses of human rights which in turn forced individuals or

entire populations to flee abroad in search for protection if "one reasonably anticipates that

remaining in the country may result in a form of serious harm which [the] government

cannot or will not prevent".s Often, these conflicts commence as internal disputes within

one nation, and over time become increasingly violent. As they grow geographically and

turn into armed conflicts and war, they affect several countries, causing refugee flows and

uncontrolled mi gration across international borders.6

The conditions that lead people to emigrate and seek protection in another country vary

over time, and may include, for example, political and religious conflicts leading to the

persecution of selected groups, generalised repression, warfare or other military conflicts.

Race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, political opinion,

institutional and administrative deficiencies, and war have been identified as the major

political factors that have caused migratory flows in the Asia Pacific region.

5 James Hathaway, The Law of Refugee Status (199I) I05.
6 See generally, Philip Martin & Jonas Widgren, "International Migration: A Global Challenge" (1996)

5I(I) Population Bulletin I at 13-14.



Race and ethnicity

Persecution on grounds of race, colour, descent, or ethnic origin is a common reason for

refugee movements in all parts of the world. Examples from the Asia Pacific region

include Myanmar where for a long time government policies discriminated against

Muslims and ethnic minorities such as Mons, Shans and Karens, causing thousands to flee

to neighbouring Bangladesh, India and Thailand. In Fiji, for instance, the coups in 1987

and 2000 by native Melanesian Fijians have been the result of strong sentiments against the

Indian community in Fiji, resulting in emigration of some parts of the Indian population.T

Religion

For centuries, religion has been the basis upon which societies and their governments have

singled out others for persecution. In some cases, believers of all persuasions have been

the targets of persecution of totalitarian and self-proclaimed atheist countries. Given the

religious diversity in and among the countries of the Asia Pacific region, it is not surprising

that many nations, such as, for example, PR China, Indonesia, Laos8 and Myanmar have

been the scene of religious persecution. In Myanmar, for instance, the Government has

been suppressing Muslims. In Indonesia, hostility towards the Chinese minority

accelerated when the Muslim majority felt that Chinese Indonesians benefited more from

the economic development than others. These tensions caused violent riots and led many

ethnic Chinese to move to Malaysia and China between 1965-76, in 1980, and again in

1998.0 The PR China is also repressing religious minorities, such as Tibetans, Christians

and, more recently, followers of the Falun Gong spiritual group.'0

Nationality

Nationality has often served as a basis for persecution, discrimination and human rights

violations. For example, in East Timor following the invasion of Indonesian troops in

1975, people have been singled out because of their nationality as the majority of the East

7 Myron 
.Weiner, 

"Introduction: Security, Stability and International Migration" in Myron Weiner (ed),
International Migration and Security (1993) 1 at 8, 15; "Australia, New Zealand and Fiji" (2000) 7(9)
Migration News.

8 Amnesty International reported that the Lao Government restricts freedom of religious expression and

arrests members of smaller, mostly Ch'ristian churches; cf Amnesty International , Report 2001 
'(2001) 

153-
1,54.

e Vitit lvluntarbhorn , The Status of Refugees in Asia (1992) 105-107.



Timorese were regarded as Portuguese citizens. Following the collapse of the Soviet Bloc,

persecution based on nationality also arose in response to growing numbers of people who

defined their nationality in terms of allegiance to the predecessor states.rr

Membership of a social group

Gender, sexual orientation, family, class, caste and voluntary associations have all been

criteria for persecution. In many countries, governments secretly or publicly discriminate

against women, homosexuals, lower socioeconomic classes, castes, or other sections of the

population, and violently suppress any identification with these groups, causing people to

flee, if they can. In Vietnam, for example, in the late 1970s the bourgeoisie was considered

an obstacle to economic and social restructuring and became the object of discrimination

and persecution when the Socialist Government seized power.r2 Singapore is one of the

many countries in the region that continues to criminalise and discriminate against

homosexuals.r3 In many other nations, gays and lesbians are arrested, and their support

groups are prohibited or denied registration.

Political opinion

Some governments perceive political opinions that differ from their own as a threat to

national institutions, to the political agenda, or to individual aspirations, and they often

respond to opposition by suppression and violence. Persecution for reasons of political

ópinion is the most commonly stated cause by asylum seekers when they reach foreign

countries.ra

V/ithin the Asia Pacific region, the PR China has repeatedly been accused of suppressing

opposition and political opinion. Rigid policies and a centralised, authoritarian

government system have caused hundreds of thousands of Chinese to leave the country and

r0 See Amnesty International , supra note 8, at 70.il Cf Guy Gooclwin-Gil1, The Refuge.e in International Law (2^d ed, 1996) 45-46; Hathaway, supra note 5, at
144;Yâclav Mikulka, "Legal Problems Arising from the Dissolution of States in Relation to the Refugee
Phenomenon" in Vera Gowlland-Debbas (ed), The Problems of Refugees in the Light of Contemporary
International Law Issues (L996)35 at42.

12 See W Courtland Robinson, Terms of Refuge: The Indochinese Exodus and the International Response
(1998) 26-33; Vy'einer, supra note 7, atl .

13 Cf Amnesty International, supra note 8, af 2I3.
ta Goodwin- Gill, supra note 1 1 , at 49.



seek asylum abroad.'s Myanmar also has a history of persecution on political grounds.

Student and workers protests arose in the summer of 1988. Thousands of protesters were

killed when the military moved to suppress the demonstrations and seized control of the

government. The persecution and suppression of pro-democracy activists in Myanmar

have led to waves of refugees who sought asylum in Thailand and other countries in the

region. It has been estimated that over two million refugees left Myanmar since 1981.'6

The Lao Government has also been accused of imprisoning anti-government protesters.r?

Political belief has been a key migration factor in many countries on their way to

independence. For example, the independence movements in New Caledonia,

Bougainville, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu have caused internal conflicts, sometimes

generalised violence and ultimately emigration.ts Indonesia, too, has witnessed separatists

and pro-independence movements throughout the country, particularly in Aceh, Ambon

and'West Papua. Police and military forces have been accused of torturing and executing

members of the independence groups in these regions.'e Also, following the invasion of

East Timor, Indonesian forces repressed and persecuted the independence movement,

causing large numbers of people to flee.2o

I n s t i tut i o n aI an d a dmin i s t r qt iv e d efi c i en c i e s

Institutional and administrative deficiencies operate as push factors in countries that do not

or cannot adequately respond to the needs and demands of their population. This is

particularly evident in developing nations, but aiso in those in transitional stages and those

undergoing rapid economic and structural change.

For example, with the economic liberalisation in PR China over the last decade, the

country simultaneously underwent significant administrative changes and a decentralisation

15 ForthehumanrightssituationinChinasee,forexample,Amnestylnternational ,supranotes, at69-73.
For Chinese asylum seekers in Australia see infra Section 2.2.4.4.1.

16 Anrnesty Interna[ional , supra note 8, ar. 115; Kritaya A¡chavanitkul, Combating the Trfficking in
Children and their Exploitation in Prostitution and Other Intolerable Forms of Child Labour in Mekong
Basin Countries (1998) 30; Muntarbhorn, supra note 9, at 26; Martin Smith, Burma: Insurgency and the
Politics of Ethnicity (2nd ed, 1999) 355-419.

r7 Amnesty International , supra note 8, at 153.
r8 For further reading see, for example, Stephen Henningham, The Pacific Island States: Security and

Sovereignty in the Post-Cold War World (7995) 52-70; Jocelyn Linnekin, "The Ideological World
Remade" in Donald Denoon (ed), The Cambridge Hístory of the Pacific Islanders (1991) 4O7 -419 .re See Arruresty International , supra note 8, ar. 127 -128.



of power. The control and administration in China has increasingly been delegated to the

lower and local levels of government, particularly in the coastal provinces and the special

economic zones in southeast China. This has led to decreasing control of the central

government over the policies and performances of local staff, which also resulted in a rapid

growth of corruption of local government officials. Furthermore, many of the social

institutions and welfare systems which were introduced after the formation of communist

China and which had a strong integrative function for the community, have been

abandoned, leaving many people homeless and alienated, thus contributing to migratory

movements.2r

War and armed conflict

Civil and international armed conflicts have historically been the major factors that caused

people to flee. Today, large parts of the refugee movements in developing countries are

also caused by war. Many people in the Asia Pacific region have fled as a direct result of

warfare, for example in Myanmar (Burma), Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.2' More recently,

the Solomon Islands have been the scene of armed conflict, when in June 2000 members of

the Malaitan paramilitary forces led a coup and took the then Prime Minister hostage. It

has been reported, that between 7,000 and 10,000 people fled the main island Guadalcanal

during that year.23

2.1.1.2. Demographic push factors

Population growth adds to emigration pressures in developing countries, especially if it
combines with political factors, economic stagnation and./or environmental degradation. It

has been estimated that 95 percent of the anticipated growth of the world population in the

next thirty years will be occurring in developing countries where children are still

considered a security for the survival ofthe elderly.

20 Cf infra Section2.2.4.
2r Srnith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 4, at14;Zhang Wang, "Ocean-Going Smuggling of

Illegal Chinese Immigrants" (1996) 2(1) Trans Org C 49 at 59-60,
22 On the Vietnam War and its aftermath see ínfra Section 2.2.3.
23 Cf Arnnesty International , supra note 8, at276-217 .



Population in million

(2001 est)

Population growth

(2001 est)

Life expectancy at
birth

(200r est).

Net migration rate
per 1,000 population

(2001 est)

Australia 19.358 0.99Vo 79.87 y 4.t9

Brunei o.344 2.LlVo 73.82 y 4.07

Cambodia 12.2492 2.25Vo 5682y 0

PR China r,273.trt 0.88Vo 71.62 y. -0.39

Fiji 0.844 l.4lVo 68.25 y. -3.45

Indonesia 228.438 t.670 6827 y. 0

Lao PDR 5.636 2.487o 53.48 y 0

Malaysia 22.229 L96Vo 7l.l1y na

Papua New Guinea 5.049 2.43Vo 63,46 y 0

Philippines 82.842 2.03Vo 67.8 y -1.01

Singapore 4.300 3.5Vo 80.17 y 26.45

Solomon Islands 0.480 2 987o 71 .55 y 0

Taiwan 22.3700 0.8Vo 16.54 y. -o.34

Thailand 6r;798 0.9lVo 68.86 y. 0

Vanuatu 0.193 1;7 60.95 y. 0

Vietnam 79.939 7.45Vo 69.56 y. -0 49

Figure 2 indicates some of the demographic discrepancies in the Asia Pacific region. For

example, Australians populate a territory simiiar in size to that of the PR China, but the

Chinese population is more than 65 times higher than the Australian. The life expectancy

in Singapore is 24 years higher than in Cambodia; the average person in Thailand lives 15

years longer than in neighbouring Laos.

Not surprisingly, people migrate to places where they can live longer and, as shown

below,2s earn higher wages. This, among multiple reasons, explains why the comparatively

wealthier countries in the region such as Singapore, Brunei and Australia experience a

positive migration rate (net migration rate 26.45 (Singapore), 4.07 (Brunei), 4.19

(Australia) per 1,000 population), while comparatively poorer countries with a tradition of

labour emigration such a's Vietnam (-0.49), the Philippines (-1.12) and China (-0.39 net

migration rate per 1,000 popúlation) have a negative migration rate.

Especially in the least developed countries, rapid population growth often comes together

with decreasing national economies, creating large numbers of unemployed. This

24 US, Central lntelligence Agency, CIA Factbook 2001, www.odci.gov/cialpublications/factbook (22 Jan

2002).



demographic development has to be seen in contrast with developed nations where

populations are decreasing. Once this demographic imbalance between countries is

communicated to overpopulated communities, and once awareness of different levels of

living standards has grown, people migrate in order to find better opportunities abroad.26

For example, the rapid population growth in China, the world's most populous nation, is

causing increasing migration within and from China. China's population grew by about 15

million per year between 1995 and 2000. The population is bound to reach 1.5 billion

before 2010 despite the rigid One-Child Policy that China implemented in the 1980s. This

policy, which imposes harsh penalties on families who produce two or more children, has

caused large numbers of forced abortions, and in some cases has led to emigration.2?

Rural-urban migration has emerged as another key aspect of migration in the region. The

enormous growth of many urban centres and industries provides an incentive for people

from rural areas to move to the city in the hope of finding employment and higher wages.

In many countries, policies of urban industrial development combined with reform of

landownership and agriculture have pushed the rural population to the city.

In Thailand, for example, the economic development was uneven and has contributed to

widen the gap between rural and urban, and poor and rich areas. Furthermore, the rapid

modernisation of manufacturing and growing urbanisation has caused widespread

environmental degradation, the growth of slums, and overcrowding. For these reasons,

Thailand is witnessing large-scale internal migration and also a high-level of emigration to

other countries.2s In Malaysia, government policies have been strongly to the benefit of

urban centres, while rural and remote areas did not share the increasing wealth and at the

same time faced severe environmental degradation.

25 See infra Section 2.1.1,3.2.
26 See generally, Martin & Widgren, supra îoÍe 6, at 10-12.
21 Jack Goldstone, "A Tsunami at the Horizon? The Potential for International Migration from the People's

Republic of China" in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trafficking and the
Challenges to America's ImmigrationTradition (1998) 48 at 55; Cleo Kung, "Supporting the Snakeheads:
Human Smuggling from China and the 1996 Amendment to the US Statutory Definition of 'Refugee"'
(2000) 90 J Crim L & Criminology l27l at 1296, 13O2-1305; Penelope Mathew, "Conformity or
Persecution: China's Once Child Policy and Retugee Status" (2000) 23(3) UNSW LI 103 at 103-113; Ian
Peck, "Removing the Venom from the Snakehead: Japan's Newest Attempt to Control Chinese Human
Smuggling" (1998) 3l(4) Vand JTL IO4l at 1051; Smith, supra note 4, at 13.

28 Archav¿rnitktrl, supra note 16, at 3, 18, 24; John Girling, Interpreting Development: Capitalism,
Democracy andthe Middle Class inThailand (1996) 19-25,71-91.



In China, the economic liberalisation was mostly to the benefit of industrialised, urban

centres, particularly those at the east coast, while rural areas, the agricultural sector and the

majority of low level workers were almost completely neglected or even discriminated

against. Wages in the country did not grow apace with urban areas, and in remote places

they even stagnated. In 7996, the per capita income for people living in rural areas was

placed at about US$125 peÍ yeat,less than one fifth of the average income achieved in

China.t' Also, as a result of land reforms and severe environmental degradation, arable

land has become scarcer, reducing the number of people that can live on agriculture,

creating further unemployment, and forcing people to migrate. Moreover, millions of

people have been displaced to make room for massive public construction projects, such as

the Three Gorge Dam and other power facilities.30 Rigid policies, radical economic

changes, environmental degradation and rapid population growth have created a floating

population of more than 130 million people who are migrating within China as a result_of

unemployment and underemployment.3t Most migratory movements occur from rural to

urban areas, despite the efforts that authorities have made to reduce such movements, for

example, by imposing fees for the permission to reside and work in the big cities.32 Most

urban centres can no longer absorb the growing floating workforce, which has caused

large-scale emigration from China.

The creation of special economic and special administrative zones along China's south east

coast has further contributed to the disparities between income levels within China. Today,

Hong Kong and Macau are Special Administrative Regions (SARs) of the PR China. The

local governments of Hong Kong and Macau have kept autonomy over most legislative,

judicial, immigration and other executive decisions. Immigration to the SARs is restricted

2e Jennifer Bi¡12, "Chinese Organized Crime and Illegal Alien.Trafficking" (1995) 22(3) Asian Affairs 147 at

151; Wang, supra note 2I, at 59. For recent reports see, for example, "China: Rural, Tourism, Hong
Kong" (2001) 8(8) Migration News.

3" For the internal displacement of people in China see generally Ko-lin Chin, Smuggled Chinese (1999) 16-

l7; Goldstone, supra note27, at 8-62.
3t Figures taken from "China, Hong Kong" (2000) 7(7) Migration Newsi "China, Hong Kong, Taiwan"

(2002) 9(2) Migration News.
32 Ghoslr, supra îote 3, at 39; John McFa¡lane, Transnational Crime and lllegal Immigration in the Asia

Pacific Region (1999) 10. For recent reports see, for example, "China, Hong Kong Migrants" (2001) 8(4)

Migratíon News.



by law but the number of people from mainland China seeking access to Hong Kong and

Macau is growing which has resulted in high numbers of illegal immigrants.33

2.1.1.3. Socioeconomic factors

Socioeconomic circumstances act as push factors in countries with comparatively low

wages, high unemployment and little welfare benefits; they work as pull factors in

countries with relatively high living standards and labour demand.

Economic stagnation has caused internal instability and conflict in many countries,

particularly in economically less developed ones. Also, for countries that have overcome

socialist governments in the late 1980s and early 1990s the transition from centrally

planned and controlled economies with strong public welfare systems to liberal markets

with minimum regulations has been the reason for severe social and economic problems,

often leading to high unemployment and widening economic disparities within and among

these countries.

Poverty and unemployment, famine, economic insecurity, and the perception of better

opportunities abroad make people very vulnerable to the promises of traffickers, who

nowadays appear to be the only avenue of migration for so-called 'economic migrants',

who do not enjoy the same protection as political refugees.3a

Migration on socioeconomic grounds can be differentiated between (1) forced survival

migration, and (2) opportunity seeking migration.

2.1.1.3.1. Survival mígratíon

Survival migrants emigrate as a result of necessity or duress. Famine, widespread

unemployment often in combination with political instability and environmental disasters

give people no choice but to move abroad to secure their lives and those of their friends

and families. Survival migration has also emerged in response to national policies of land

33 See infra Section 3.4.2.3.3.
3a For the definition of refugees in international law see infra Section 4.3.1



uso, pdcing of agricultural products, and land reclamation that disfavoured small farmers,

which then caused large displacements.

Under these circumstances economic migration cannot be viewed as a matter of personal

convenience; it is the only way to survive. Survival migrants take any risk to flee

starvation and unemployment and cannot be deterred by restrictive immigration policies

abroad. For the majority of survival migrants the services offered by trafficking

organisations are perceived as the only way to safe their lives, For them, the prospect of a

safe life abroad is the only reason to relocate, while levels of income that can be achieved

abroad have minor, if any, relevance.35

2.1.1.3.2. Opportunity seeking mígration

For the category of opportunity seeking migrants the socioeconomic differential between

two countries operates simultaneously as a pull and as a push factor. If foreign countries

offer the prospect of higher wages and better opportunities for employment, these nations

become attractive destinations for migrants who do not have the same opportunities to use

their education and skills in their home countries. In addition to the prospect of higher

earnings abroad, poverty and unemployment in the home country are push factors and

facilitate the decision to relocate elsewhere.

Economic disparities within one country are frequently a prelude to cross-border migration.

This is demonstrated in the example of rural-urban migration: If the distribution of wealth

is unequal and favouring some while discriminating against others, internal conflicts are

more likely to arise, often resulting in generalised violence and exodus. The problem of

unequal allocation of goods by governments is particularly apparent in economically poorer

countries: If "the cake to be divided by the state is too small, the temptation to exclude

more groups from non-market resource allocation grows: People who only recently joined

a political community are more likely to be excluded".36 In countries where there is less to

share, people who are marginalised resort to emigration.

35 Cf Ghoslr, supra note 3, at29,35; Goldstone, supra note 27, at 53.
36 Alex Schmicl, "Manifestations and Determinants of International Migration Pressure" in Alex Schmid

(ed), Migration and Crime (1998) 52. Cf Ghoslt, supra nore 3, ar 43.



The unbalanced distribution of global wealth is the principal factor that causes labour

migration of people in search for employment opportunities in countries other than their

own. Today, one sixth of the world population possesses as much of the global wealth as

the remaining five sixths. And the disparity between industrialised and developing

countries is widening: Between 1960 and 1991, the share of the global wealth for the

richest fifth of the world population increased from 10.2 to 84.7 percent; over the same

period the poorest fifth experienced a decline of their share from 2.3 to 1.4 percent. In

1991, over one quarter of the population of the developing countries lived in poverty, and

about one third had to survive on less that US$l a day.37

With the increasing employment and income differential between developing and

industrialised nations, many people in comparatively poorer economies feel disadvantaged.

Markets and government programs for insurance, capital, credit and retirement are better

developed in some countries than others, leading people to turn to international migration.

Whether based on perception or reality, this feeling of relative deprivation often combines

with pessimism about the future development of the home economy. This imbalance

induces the migration of people who try to benefit from the enormous wealth that is

achieved in industrialised nations. If legal avenues of migration to these countries are

denied, people make use of the illegal services offered by trafficking organisations that in

many cases encourage perceptions of relative deprivation by luring potential migrants with

false promises of employment opportunities abroad.38

These circumstances also explain why economically driven migration mostly occurs at the

intermediate level of economic development, not at the lowest, and why it involves

members of dhe middle-class of the sending country, not of the poorest. This is also

reflected in the profile of trafficked migrants.3e Recent studies have found that it is in this

rniddle range of socioeconomic class and development that people realise the benefits of

migration, often illustrated by the media and other communication networks, to which the

3't These figures are taken from Ghosh, supra note 3, at 59-60; Ernesto Savona etal, Globalisation of Crime:
The Organisational Variable (199'7) 8; and Ernesto Savona et al, Processi di Globaliuazíone e

Criminalità Organizzata Transnazionale (1998) 9.
38 See generally Ghosh, supra note 3, at 42; Nathalie Siron & Piet van Baeveghem, Trffickíng of Migrants

throughPoland (1999) 72-'73. Forresearch onChinesemigrants seeChin, supraîote30,at2I-22;Peck,
supra îote 27 , at l05l; Wang, supra rlote 2l, at 59.

3e See infra Section 3.4.4.3.



lowest economic classes do not have access. It has been found that with the uneven

economic growth in developing countries, more people benefit from transportation and

communication facilities, which in many cases, combined with rising expectations towards

living standards, initiates and facilitates migration, be it legal or illegai.a,,

2.1.1.3.3. Economic Developments in the Asia Pacific region 1980-2000

A major driving force behind contemporary migration in the Asia Pacific region is the

economic development that has taken place. Over the last twenty years South East Asia

has witnessed the strongest economic growth in the world. Brunei, Malaysia, Thailand and

the four "tiger economies" Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan have

experienced annual growths of their per capita Gross Domestic Products (GDP) of over 5

percent, with double-digit growth not uncommon for some countries in specific years.

These economic developments continue to have a strong impact on population movements

in the Asia Pacific.

For example, economic growth has created strong labour demand in some countries and

has led to large-scale emigration of workers from other, relatively poorer nations. Labour

migration has meant a strong contribution to the emerging economies in South East Asia

and has created cross-cultural links among the countries of the Asia Pacific region.a' kt

recent years, the region has also witnessed increasing numbers of female migrants,seeking

employment outside their home country. The majority of Indonesian and Philippine

migrants, for instance, are women, contributing to the worldwide feminisation of

migration.o2

Att Cf Margaret Beare, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities
Threats?" (1997) 3 Trans Org C 7l at 20; Goldstone, supra îote 27, at 51.; IOM, "Trafficking in
Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the World" discussion paper for lhe Eleventh
IOM Seminar on Migration 'International Response to Trfficking in Migrants and the Safeguarding of
Migrant Rights', Geneva, 26-28 Oct 1994, 6.

ot Kritaya Archavanitkul & Philip Guest, Managing the FIow of Migration: Regional Approaches (1999) 6;
IAM, Combating lrregular Migration and Trøfficking in Persons in East and South East Asia (c1998) 3;
Ronald Skeldon, "East Asian Migration and the Changing World Order" in William Gould & Allan
Findlay (eds), Population Migration and the Changing World Order (L994) 1.82.

42 Alchavanitkul, supra note 16, at 1-4; IOM, ibid, at3.



I¡ times of growing economies and labour shortage, migration was welcomed and often

encouraged by the receiving countries. But with the economic crisis in South East Asia in

7991198 and stagnating labour demand thereafter, many destination countries have become

more reserved and sometimes hostile towards immigration.a3 However, one result of the

rapid economic growth in some countries of the Asia-Pacific region was that income

disparities have widened significantly. "Simply by crossing a border, an Asian migrant can

potentially multiply her or his income."*

Figure 3 indicates some of the disparities between income levels, poverty and

unemployment rates in the Asia Pacific region. For example, the per capita Gross

41 IOIM, Combating lrregular Migration and Trfficking ín Persons in East and South East Asia, supra îoTe
4L, at 3; id, "The Impact of the Current Economic Crisis in Asia on Population Migration in the Region"
draft paper of the Second IOM Regíonal Semínar on lrregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking in East
and South East Asia, Manila, 4-5 Dec 1997 (1998) 1,2,4-5.

44 IOM, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking: An Overview" supra note 4, at 4-5.
4s US, Central Intelligence Agency, supra note 24 (23 Jan2OO2).
46 Note: "National estimates of the percentage of the population lying below the poverty line are based on

surveys of sub-groups, with the results weighted by the number of people in each group. Definitions of
poverty vary considerably among nations. For example, rich nations generally employ more generous
standards of poverty than poor nations." US, Centlal Intelligence Agency, ibid (7 Apr 2OO2).

GDP per capita in US$
purchasing power paritSr

(2000 est)

Unemployment rate
(2000 est)

Population below poverty
.. 46llne

Australia 23,200 6.4Vo na

Brunei 17,600 4.9Vo (1995) na

Cambodia r,300 2.8Vo (1999) 36vo (t997)

PR China 3,600 lTVoÐ rÙVo (t999)

Fiji 't ,300 (1999) 6Vo (1997) na

Indonesia 2,900 t5-20Eo (1998) 20Vo (1998)

Lao PDR 1,700 5.7Vo (t997) 46.rEo (1993)

Malaysia 10,300 2.8Vo 6.8Vo (1997)

Papua New Guinea 2,500 nâ 37Vo (2000)

Philippines 3,800 9.ljVo 4rEo (1997)

Singapore 26,500 na na

Solomon Islands 2,650 Na na

Taiwan 17,400 3Vo IVo (1999)

Thailand 6,700 3.7Vo (1998) t2.5Eo (1998)

Vanuatu 1,300 (1999) na DA

Vietnam 1,950 257o (1995) 37Vo (1998)



Domestic Product (GDP) of Singapore is over 53 times higher than that of Cambodia. The

Australian per capita GDP is US$23,200 - nearly US$20,000 more than in China.

Thailand's unemploymqnt rate is less than one fifth of the rate of Vietnam. China's

unemployment rate is more than three times higher than that of Taiwan. In Vietnam, the

Philippines, Papua New Guinea and Laos more than one third of the population lives below

the poverty line.

Not surprisingly, these socioeconomic factors are strong incentives for migration and,

together with political and environmental factors, have caused regular and irregular

outflows of people in search for safe havens and better opportunities abroad.

Brunei and Singapore, for instance, have built up their wealth by importing labour.

Malaysia today has one of the world's highest percentages of foreign workers. It has been

estimated that approximately 15-25 percent of the eight million workers in Malaysia are

foreigners. Many of them arrived illegally to avoid the costs and delays of legal application

procedutes.at

High unemployment (9.1Vo in 2001), combined with economic difficulties, has caused

large numbers of Filipinos to emigrate both legally and illegally. Many of them are

women, who work abroad as domestic helpers and entertainers. It has been found that

approximately 13,000 people leave the Philippines per year to work illegally in Indonesia,

Malaysia and Taiwan, often facilitated by professional traffickers.a' In 2000, there were

approximately seven million Filipinos working abroad, remitting over US$6 billion ayear.

About 6 percent of the 15 million Filipino families depend on a relative working overseas.s"

4't This figure is that of urban areas only. The unemployment and underemployment in rural areas is
estimated much higher; US, Central Intelligence Agency, ibid.

48 OECD, Migration and the Labour Market in Asia (1996) 107; Patrick Pillai, "Labour Market
Developments and International Migration in Malaysia" in OECD, Migration and the Labour Market in
Asia (1996) 137-140; C Mary Tu¡nbull, A History of Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei (1989) 269-27I,
285-291.

4e Ghosh, supra note 3, at 16; K¡istof van Impe, "People for Sale: The Need for a Multidisciplinary
Approach towards Human Trafficking" (2000) 38(3) Int'l Migration 113 at 117; UNICRI & AIC, Rapid
As s e s sment : Human Smug gling and Trfficking fro m the P hilippínes (1,999) 14-15.

50 Anselmo Avenido, "Illegal Recruitment and Exfiltration: A Philippine Perspective" paper presented at the
Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Transnational Crime, Wollongong, 5-9 Nov 1999, 1-2;
Stella Go, "Emigration Pressures and the Export of Labour from the Philippines" in OECD, Migration
andtheLabourMarketinAsia (1996) 160-163; OECD, supranote 48,at 111; "SoutheastAsia"(2002)
9(2) Migration News.



About 30,000 to 50,000 workers leave Vietnam each year to work, sending about US$1.25

billion in remittances home.sl In 2001, Myanmar migrants reportedly remitted US$300

million.s' China has recently set up programs to reduce its unemployment problem by

encouraging emigration. The Chinese Government is providing training facilities

specifically designed to make its citizens more marketable as foreign labourers.s3

Virtually all the countries of the South Pacific have experienced large-scale emigration

throughout the 20th century.sa Relative isolation, rapid population growth and limited

economic opportunities are some of the incentives that have led people to leave the island

countries and migrate overseas, particularly to New Zealand, Australia and North America.

Although the international migration that occurs in the South Pacific is very small in

numbers compared to East and South East Asia, the impact of emigration on these

countries is much stronger as the populations are very small.

2.1.I.4. Environmentalfactors

The recognition of environmental circumstances is relatively new in the analysis of

migration causes. \Mith population growth and industrialisation in many countries,

environmental issues have emerged as a key factor of contemporary migration. Large scale

environmental destruction (such as deforestation, desertification, overuse of land, and

pollution), natural disasters (for example earthquakes, bushiires, and flooding) and natural

fluctuations (such as climate change) destroy settlements and arable land, pushing people

to leave their homes and relocate. Although the causal connection between environmental

factors and international migration has not been sufficiently researched, it is obvious that

5r "Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam" (2001) 8(2) Migration News.
s2 "southeast Asia" (2002) 9(3) Migration News.
53 John Salt, "The Business of International Migration" in Muhammed Siddique & Reginald Appleyard

(eds), International Migration into the 21" Century, Essays in Honour of Reginatd Appteyard (2001) 86
at 9l.

54 Cf SonthPacificCornmission, PacificlslandPopulations(rev ed, 1998) l2-I3,34-3i.



people who are affected by destruction of their environment 
- be it sudden and violent or

slow and chronic - are forced to move elsewhere.ts

In many cases environmental factors that cause people to migrate come together with

political tension and armed conflict, one interacting with the other. If, for example,

resource or freshwater scarcity, overpopulation, and pollution combine, conflicts are more

likely to arise both within and between countries. Environmental disruption that puts

human existence at risk forces people to secure their lives in other places. As they move

out of the despoiled areas they may clash with their neighbours in search for scarce sources

of food, water and arable land. In other cases destruction of the environment has been a

side effect of wars, which led to further population displacements and increasing numbers

of migrants.

Environmental degradation has caused many migratory movements in the Asia Pacific

region. In Laos, for instance, economic development was pursued at the expense of severe

environmental degradation and caused large-scale resettlements. In Malaysia, government

policies have been strongly in favour of urban centres while rural areas faced severe

environmental degradation, particularly in the form of deforestation. In the Philippines

natural disasters, such as the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991, led to displacement and

emigration. Also, increasing urbanisation, environmental degradation and rising sea levels

caused by global warming have been a cornmon experience in many South Pacific

countries, thus contributing to migrant outflows.

2.I.1.5. Technological developments

Some factors in addition to the pushes and pulls discussed earlier contribute to the decision

to migrate. Considered separately, these factors may not be sufficient to induce a person to

relocate. But if these factors are dealt with in the context of other migration causes, they

can add significantly to the migration decision.

5s Cf Margaret Beare, "Illegal Migration" in Carolina Hernandez & Gina Pattugalan (eds), Transnational
Crime ønd Regional Security in the Asia Pacific (1999) 23I at 234-235; Alan Dupont, "Unregùlated
Population Flows in East Asia" (1997) 9(L) Pøcifica Review L atl5-I7 Ghosh, supra note 3 at47-50.



For example, better modes of communication and transportation make migration easier.

Infrastructure development and increasing international air traffic has lowered the costs of

travel. Together with the rapid development in communication technology throughout the

Asia Pacific region, potential migrants in sending countries have become more aware of

political and economic disparities between countries, thus enforcing the wish to relocate

and take advantage of opportunities offered abroad.s6

As a result of technological development the role of the media is becoming more

important. Worldwide satellite television and telecommunication facilities broadcast

images of the wealth and luxury of the industrialised world to developing countries.

Regardless of whether or not these pictures are consistent with reality, they add to the

desire to migrate to the countries of luxury and stability. Although it is too simplistic to

think that the pictures produced by the media alone can cause people to migrate, it is
obvious that they render the differences between poor and unsafe, and rich and safe

countries more visible, which can contribute to the feeiing of relative deprivation and to

aspirations to move elsewhere.5T

The perception of better economic prospects abroad is often based on false or incomplete

information. The use of misleading information and false promises about employment

opportunities and immigration regulations in destination countries is another factor that

contributes to the migration decision, particularly in the case of irregular movements. Both

legal migration agents and criminal trafficking organisations often lure their customers

with false promises about transit and entry regulations, labour markets and housing

facilities, and provide little, if any, objective information on living conditions in the

destination countries.ss

56 See, for example, Martin & Wiclgren, supra nofe 6, at 14.
5't For more on the impact of the media on migration see, for example, Beare, "Illegal Migration" supra note

55, at26l.
58 Cf Ghosh, supra noïe 3, at 67; C.hin, supra note 30, at I0,26-27; John Salt & Jeremey Stein, "Migration

as a Business: The Case of Trafficking" (1997) 35(4) Int'I Migration 467 at 477, 479-480, 490; Sheldon
Zhang & Mark Gaylord, "Bound for the Golden Mountain: The Social Organisation of Chinese Alien
Smuggling" (1996) 25 CL&SC 1 at 6. See also infra Section 3.4.4.1.



2.I.2. Migration and Social Networks: The Migration Systems Approach

The push and pull theory provides a purely individualistic and rational explanation of

migratory movements. The theory focuses solely on the migration decision of the

individual migrant, and does not take into account factors that occur on collective and

supranational levels beyond the perception and reasoning of the migrant. Also, the push-

pull theory does not explain why certain groups of migrants move to particular countries

rather than to the geographically closest. Moreover, it does not recognise attitudes and

feelings that cannot be rationally explained.se Historical and contemporary migration flows

show that migratory movements are produced, provoked, shaped and regulated by national

policies and international relations which cannot be categorised as push or pull factors.

The migration systems approach has been developed over the last two decades to analyse

migration factors beyond the scope of the push and pull theory. It considers migration

factors in a complex network structure, emphasising the relevance of historical and

international relations between countries, collective action of people, and institutional

factors.6"

The starting point of the migration systems approach is the assumption that besides

individual motivations, migration is largely determined by links between origin and

destination countries based on historical, political, economic, personal or religious ties.

The migration systems approach argues that

individuals are embedded in numerous formal and informal networks at origin and
destination [countries] that affect migration outcomes and, therefore, that those networks
[...] be analysed to identify how they operate to promote or constrain migration.6r

The existing networks between sending and receiving countries provide a framework that

facilitates information, transportation, adaptation, and integration in the destination

country.

se For critical assessment of the push and pull model see, for example, Castles, supranote3, aT2l-22;Pefer
Stalker, The Work of Strangers: A Survey of International Labour Migration (1994) 2l-23.

o" The migration systems approach was first discussed in an article by Akin Magobunje, "systems Approach
to a Theory of Rural-Urban Migration" (1970) 2 Geographical Analysis l-18. From the rich body of
literature see, for example, Castles, supra îofe 3, at 2l-26; Mary Kritz & Hania Zlofnik, "Global
Interactions: Migration Systems, Processes, and Policies" in Mary Kritz et al (eds), International
Migration Systems (1992) 1-16.

6r Castles, supra note 3, al 26;cf Martin & Wiclgren, supra note 6, aT I4-I5.



2.1.2.'1,. Socialnetworks

A key factor of migration are social, particularly family networks which initiate, support

and shape migratory movements. In many cases the decision to migrate is not made by the

migrant alone, but also by her or his family who may decide to send a family member

abroad in order to find employment and eventually support the family financially from

overseas. Young men, for example, may be told to emigrate and find labour abroad. If
men are less dispensable at home, the family may decide to send their daughter abroad.

The growing demand for female factory labour, domestic servants and sex workers in

wealthier countries adds to the growing feminisation of migration.6' For example, a recent

study undertaken by the Government of the Philippines found that approximately 1.5

million Filipino women are working abroad, both legally and illegally. In 1991, women

accounted for almost 60 percent of the newly hired workers from the Philippines.63

Especially in the case of Asian migrants it was found that ties of family and kinship play an

important role in creating and sustaining migratory movements. With overseas ethnic

communities around the world these social networks (in the case of Chinese society often

referred to as 'guanxi') actively assist in arranging emigration, transportation, transit,

immigration and integration into the destination countries.6a

The social networks within which migration occurs are by nature ambivalent. On the one

hand they operate as facilitators of migratory movements throughout the journey between

hometown and destination community. kr this respect, the role of these networks can be

viewed as a valuable contribution to easier travel and to the integration of migrants. But on

the other hand, with increasing sophistication of these networks (often including the

62 Cf Ronald Skeldon, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia" (2000) 32(3) Int'l Migration 7 at 18, and see
s up ra Section 2.L.1.3.2.

63 Philippines, "International Labour Migration and Trafficking in Women in Asia" paper presented at the
International Symposium on Migration 'Towards Regional Cooperation on lrregular/Undocumented
Migration' , B angkok, 2l-23 Àpr 1999 , 3 . Cf Castles, suprq note 3, at 25-26; OECD, supra note 4S, at
1 10-1 13.

64 Beare, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities Threats?" supra
note 40, at 27 ; Chin, supra note 30, at 9- 10, 21; Marlowe Houd, "Sourcing the Problem: Why Fuzhou?"
in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trfficking and the Challenges to America's
Irnmigration Tradition (1997) 76 at 76-92; V/illard Myers, "The Emerging Threat of Transnational
Organized Crime from the East" (1996) 24 CL&SC 181 at 185-189.



assistance of recruiters, migration agents, and lawyers) and in times of a growing demand

for migration, these social networks have also emerged as exploiters of migrants. With the

restrictions that have been placed on international migration these networks sometimes

operate as facilitators of illegal migration, exploiting voluntary (in the case of migrant

trafficking) and involuntary migrants (such as trafficking in women and children).65

2.1.2,2. Overseas communities and family reunification

Secondly, it has been recognised that the existence of overseas communities has a strong

impact on international migratory movements. Earlier emigration of relatives and friends

to overseas destinations around the world has created linkages between home countries and

ethnic communities abroad. The presence of relatives in comparatively wealthier societies

makes the decision to migrate to foreign shores easier, especially in circumstances where

widespread unemployment is the rule in the sending country, while the success of overseas

relatives becomes more evident if they send remittances back home.

A large extent of both legal and illegal migration occurs along the lines of previous

movements between sending and receiving countries. This often combines with family

reunification: As the duration of residence in the foreign country becomes longer, the status

of immigrants becomes more permanent and secure, leading other relatives, spouses and

children to follow the initial migrant. Family reunification is a major objective of many

migrants and most immigration countries offer facilitated entry and residence to overseas

relatives of their citizens and permanent residents. But if migration restrictions are placed

on such movements, potential migrants will look for other, possibly illegal'avenues of

migration.66

Examples for migration that follows patterns of earlier movements are common within the

Asia Pacific region. For example, political and economic events in China in the 19th and

20th century have caused a number of migrant outflows from the country and spun the

65 See Myer:s, supra îote 64, at2l2. Similar statements have been made about Indonesian migrants, Graeme
Htrgo, "Undocumented International Migration in Southeast Asia" in Carunia Firdausy (ed), International
Migration in Southeast Asia (1998) 73 at 87; Ernst Spaan, "Taikongs and Calos: The Role of Middlemen
and Brokers in Javanese International Migration" (1994) 28(L) Int'l Migration Rev 93 at93.

66 Cf Glrosh, supranote3,at62;Houd,supra note64, at90; Hugo, ibid,at90.



overseas Chinese into a global web. It has been estimated that at the end of 1999 about 35

million Chinese were living abroad. Two thirds, or 26.8 million of those are estimated to

live in other Asian countries, and over seven million in North America, Australia and

Europe.oT Particularly the coastal provinces of Fujian and Guangdong have a long history

of emigration. Many emigrants have successfully settled and established overseas and are

encouraging family members in these provinces to follow and emulate the success.6s Due

to Australia's relation to the United Kingdom and the UK's former outpost Hong Kong, the

Chinese community in Australia is predominantly Cantonese and Fujianese. Australian

immigration policies in the past have accepted many settlers from these southern provinces

of China. As links between the Australian-Chinese and the mainland Chinese community

have continued to grow, and income disparities between Australia and China have become

wider and more obvious,6e many Chinese are trying to follow their ancestors and immigrate

to Australia legally and illegally.?('

Similar patterns of migratory movements between sending country and overseas

communities can be found among Vietnamese and Filipinos. Also, labour migration in the

South Pacific has shaped societies and led to the establishment of overseas communities in

the big cities of New Zealand and Australia. Particularly the Cook Islands, Niue, Samoa,

Tokelau and Tonga have witnessed large-scale movements to overseas destinations.Tt

2.I.2.3. Global economic systems

In recent years, globalisation has emerged as a key issue of international movements as

migration has become closely intertwined with the integration of national economies into

the global market.

6't Chin, supra note 30, at 9-10; Goldstone, supra \ote 27 , at 50; Myers, supra rLote 64, at 193,205; "China:
Migrants, Trade" (2000) 7(6) Migration News.

68 For the US experience of emigration fromFujian province see, for example, Chin, supra note 30, at 11-

13, 19-20;Houd, supra note 64, at76-92.
6e See supra Figure 3
7{) McFarlane, suprq note 32, at 10; Myers, supra note 64, at2I8, note 36; Zhang & Gaylord, supra note 58,

at 5.
7r Cf Hcnningham, supra note 18, at 71-90; Karen Nero, "The End of Insularity" in Donald Denoon (ed),

The Cambridge History of the Pacific Islanders (1997) 439 at 45I-465; Ronald Skeldon, "The
Relationship between Migration and Development in Asia and the Pacific" in Carunia Firdausy (ed),

In,ternational Migration in Southeast Asia (1998) 7 at3'7 .



Labour migration of both skilled and unskilled workers is the most obvious and most

immediate effect of international economic integration. Empioyers in receiving countries

take advantage of globalisation by recruiting people from overseas or by opening branches

in other countries. V/ith the restrictions of national borders declining, people started to

move abroad in search for jobs and higher wages. But with increasing unemployment in

industrialised countries, which have for a long time recruited workers from other nations,

these countries have started to place restrictions on labour migration, particularly reducing

the number of low or unskilled workers. However, these restrictions could not reduce the

awareness of income disparities between countries. As long as goods, services, money and

information are crossing borders easily, people will try to do the same, be it in legal or

illegal ways.7'

2.I.3. Summary

International migration - be it legal or illegal, documented or irregular - is the ultimate

result of multiple factors which alternatively or cumulatively cause people to leave their

home countries for foreign shores. The factors that induce people to migrate are complex

and may be perceived as pushing, thus encouraging emigration, or pulling, encouraging

immigration, or they may exist in a complex network of social or economic ties.

Political instability and armed conflict, rapid population growth, environmental

degradation and widening economic disparities between the countries of the Asia Pacific

region have caused severe migration pressures which have led many people to leave their

home countries and move abroad in order to find protection, employment, higher wages, or

simply a better life. Voluntarily or involuntarily, people are migrating to other countries to

secure their lives, their families and friends, or their property.

Almost invariably, migration in the Asia Pacific region has occurred where political,

demographic, socioeconomic and environmental push and pull factors combined with

growing migration systems. With scarcity of economic resources and the continuing iack

'72 
Cf Bcare, "Illegal Migration" supra rote 55, at237-238; id, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social
Problems, or National Securities Threats?" supra note 40, at 16; Ghosh, supra îote 3, at 69-70.



of human rights recognition in some parts of the region, migration pressures are growing

and it has to be noted that migratory movements are still small in numbers relative to the

growing population in the region.

For the sending country, emigration can provide a temporary relief for its labour market,

social welfare system, and for existing internal tensions. But emigration can also cause a

'brain drain' if skilled migrants who are crucial to the countries' economic performance

leave. It has to be noted that especially the least economically developed countries have

often little to offer for professional labourers who can achieve much higher wages in

wealthier countries. Many nations experience migration as damaging as it removes the

most dynamic elements of the population, thus aggravating poverty and instability in the

sending country.T3

But in many instances, governments have intentionally induced people to emigrate. Some

countries appreciate the relief caused by migration outflows in circumstances where from

the government's perspective some parts of the community are considered different or

inferior to the majority of society, especially if they can be singled out as ethnic, religious

or political minorities. Until today it is not uncommon for some governments to actively

force large parts of the population to emigrate or simply avoid or postpone policies that

address the root causes of emigration. A study completed in 1987 suggested that "probably

more than half of the world's refugees were forced out at least partly because their

governments wanted them to leave, or were content to see them leave, or put other

priorities ahead of making their return possible."Ta

The benefits of emigration for the sending country may also include the loss of un- and

underemployed people. Furthermore, some countries have come to see the exodus of

people as an economic resource if overseas communities send money and other remittances

back to their home countries. Especially in countries with a large overseas population and

'11 
For the examples from the South Pacif,rc islands see Skeldon, "The Relationship between Migration and

Development in Asia and the Pacific" supra îote 7 l, at 3'7 .

7a Alan l)owty, Closed Borders: The Contemporary Assault on Freedom of Movement (1987) 188 and 147-

166. See also Ghosh, supra note 3, at76-'78,88; Loescher, supra note 3, at 18-19; Weiner, supra note7,
at 5-6.



with strong links between domestic and ovorseas communities these remittances mean an

important contribution to the national economy of the sending country.?5

Rising unemployment rates, overpopulation, economic recession, xenophobia,

protectionism, and environmental destruction are reasons for many destination countries to

discourage and deter immigrants and consider the arrival of migrants solely as a cost or

security factor. With growing levels of illegal migration and organised crime, migration is

often reduced to a problem of crime, regulation and control, not recognising the many

benefits, and the short- and long-term advantages of international migration,

The major issues of illegal migration for the receiving countries are the impacts on their

labour markets, their social welfare systems, the general attitude towards immigration, and

the effect of illegal immigration on crime.

Labour market

It has been found that illegal immigrants lend flexibility to the labour markets of receiving

countries, especially when the working population is ageing or decreasing, which is the

case in many industrialised nations, or where the population is unwilling or unable to

engage in particular occupations. Often illegal immigrants play an important economic

role in these countries.T6

Furthermore, the illegal status of unauthorised entrants can be to the benefit of employers

as illegal immigrants provide a source of cheap labour. By hiring them, employers can

circumvent labourer unions and legal and financial constraints associated with regular

employment, and pay lower wages as illegal workers cannot claim the rights and salaries of

regular workers. Moreover, employers gain greater flexibility in responding to fluctuations

in their businesses, as illegal employees have no protection against sudden dismissal.

Particularly in countries where the national legislation does not or not sufficiently sanction

the employment of illegal migrants, illegal employees mean an important contribution to

'ts Cf Go, supraîote 50, at 160-163; Golclstone,suprarote2T, at 111;Siron&vanBaeveghem,supraîote
38, at 53-54; Weiner, supra note'7, at6. See supra Section 2.1.I'3.

'76 Ghosh, supra îote 3, at 53, 56-5'7; Hug<t, supra note 65, at 88; IOM, "The Impact of the Current

Economic Crisis in Asia on Population Migration in the Region" supra note 43, at 5.



the economy, but at the same they often become the subject of exploitation and

indignities.TT

It has been found that foreign illegal workers, at least in the first instance, only compete

with the illegal workforce that already exists in the country. Also, foreigners, both legal

and illegal, are more vulnerable to unemployment than nationals. The perception that

illegal immigrants pose a threat to local employees is wrong as long as there is a labour

demand which remains unfilled by the local population, and as long as employers find it

more lucrative to pay illegal workers and the fines for illegal employment rather than

creating legal jobs.78

Social welfare system

Many countries consider illegal immigration as a cost factor in their social welfare systems

and too often illegal immigrants, including genuine refugees, have been described as

"parasites" who benefit from social welfare, health and education programs without

contributing to them financially. The economic impact of illegal immigration on receiving

countries is a debatable issue. However, it needs to be stated very clearly that the extent to

which illegal migrants use public social services is very small and that in most cases their

iltegal status prevents them from benefiting from any welfare program.Te

The permanent fear of apprehension, detention and deportation is usually so strong that

illegal immigrants avoid to request public assistance. In the case of migrant trafficking, as

discussed in the next Chapter,so it has also been found that the majority of illegal migrants

are young males who generally do not depend on welfare assistance as they have chances to

secure work (though this may often be in the black labour market). Social funding for

't'1 
Cf the studies of IGC, IIIegaI Aliens: A Preliminary Study (1995) 10; Ghosh, supra noÍe 3, at 53, 56-57;

IOM, "The Impact of the Curent Economic Crisis in Asia on Population Migration in the Region" supra

note 43, at 5; Vincenzo Rr.rggiero, "Transnational Crime: Official and Alternative Fears" (2000) 28 IJSL

187 at 194; UN General Assembly, Tenth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and

Treatment of Offenders, Vienna, 10-17 Apr 2000, Internqtional Cooperation in Combating Transnational

Crime: New Challenges in the Twenty-First Century, UN Doc A/CONF.187/6 (15 Dec 1999) paru3l.
?8 Cf Mary Crock, "The Peril of the Boat People: Assessing Australia's Responses to the Phenomenon of

Border Asylum-Seekers" in Hugh Selby (ed),Tomorrow's Law (1995) 28 at3O; Ghosh, supranote3,at
79; IOM, "The Impact of the Current Economic Crisis in Asia on Population Migration in the Region"

supra îoïe 43, at 5. See also the recent statistics in OECD, Trends in International Mígration, Annual
Report 2000 Edition (200I) 49.

?e For the support and services provided to illegal immigrants in Australia, see infra Section 4.3.2.
80 See infra Section 3.4.4.3.



immigrants is only likely to increase once they have resided in the receiving country for

some time and family reunification takes place, bringing children, spouses or other

dependants into the country.sr

Attitude tow ards immi g ration

With growing unemployment rates in most destination countties, the last decade has

witnessed growing racism and xenophobia. The local population has perceived illegal

immigration as a threat to internal stability and national security.

One of the worst consequences of illegal immigration is that it puts the vulnerable group of

migrants into social and economic marginalisation, which often combines with

defencelessness towards anti-immigrant sentiments and violence. In industrialised

countries, xenophobia and hostility towards new, foreign members of society has emerged

as one of the key factors dominating immigration policies at the beginning of the 21't

century,,, especially at times when a decreasing economy and growing unemployment have

coincided with higher numbers of unauthorised arrivals, and in circumstances where illegal

migration has become closely linked with organised crime.

Illegal immigration, crime and crime statistics

The question arises to what extent iltegal immigrants are responsible for crimes committed

in the host country. The illegal status of the migrants prevents them from entering the legal

labour market. Instead, they have no choice but to work illegally to survive. Many

migrants find themselves in the black labour market. In more extreme cases they become

engaged or are forced to engage in criminal activities such as prostitution and pimping,

minor property offences or drug related crime, often organised by the same criminal group

that operated throughout the trafficking passage.s3

8r Glrosh, supra îole 3, at 7 9 -85; cf Schmid, supra îoÍe 36, ar. 29-30.
82 Cf Glrosh, supra îote 3, at 96-97 Andree Kirchner & Lorenzo di Pepe, "International Attempts to

Conclude a Convention to Combat Illegal Migration" (1998) l0(4) IJRL 662 at 673; Siron & van

Baeveghem, supra note 38, at 56. For attitudes towards immigration in Australia see, for example, Savini
l'aylor, "Rethinking Australia's Practice of 'Turning Around'Unauthorised Arrivals" (1999) 11(1)

Pacifica Review 43 at52-53.
83 Sabrina Adamoli et al, Organised Crime around the World (1998) 79; Adam Graycar et al, "Trafficking

in Human Beings" paper presented at the 3'd National Outlook Symposium on Crime in Australia,
Canberra, 22-23 }l4ar 1999 , 5; Savona et al, Globalisation of Crime, suprt note 37, at 9.



A number of writers have suggested that illegal immigration has a direct impact on the

levei of crime in the receiving country and have stated, "illegal migration as such

encourages many other illegal activities".sa But there is no evidence to support this

hypothesis. Illegal migrants are by definition violators of migration regulations, but they

are neither criminal by nature nor do they stimulate further criminal activities in transit and

receiving countries. It needs to be emphasised that illegal migrants are not more criminal

than other parts of the population. If they happened to be involved in illegal activities in

the host country, this has in most cases been a direct result of their illegal status in the host

country:85

84 Cf Siron & van Baeveghem, supra note 38, at 56.
n5 Cf David Corlett, "Politics, Symbolism and the Asylum Seekers Issue" (2000) 23(3) UNSW LI 13 at 19-

20.



2.2. rllegal Migration and Australia's Immigration policies

V/ithout legal restrictions placed on the free movement of people, the problem of illegal

migration cannot arise. Migration legislation is a product of the late 19th and early 20th

century when some countries began to assert an absolute, sovereign right to exclude

foreigners from their territories. The United Kingdom, Canada, the United States and

Australia were among the first countries to implement entry restrictions based on criteria

such as race, ethnicity, nationality, or labour market factors. Simultaneously, governments

began to place penalties on unauthorised arrivals, establishing the crucial connection

between migration and crime by criminalising the movement of people who do not meet

emigration, transit or immigration requirements.

Among the people who are migrating between countries and continents are many refugees

who have left their homes for reasons of persecution. International law requires receiving

countries to leave their borders open for those in need of protection. A substantial

proportion of those entering Australia illegally, for instance, are genuine refugees, causing

a major clash between security and humanitarian issues. As a matter of fact, refugee

claimantss6 have been perceived as "the single largest source of conflict in the migration

field in recent years."87

Australia is a nation of immigrants. Particularly after World War II, Australia has

encouraged millions of migrants to populate the nation and contribute to its growing

economy and multicultural society. However, those who attempted to come to Australia

uninvited have faced a harsh and unwelcoming reality. In retrospective, the one hundred

years of Australian immigration policy are characterised by a variety of deterrent and

preventive measures employed by the Government to stop unlawful non-citizens, boat

refugees in particular, from making their way to Australia. Over time, these measures have

become increasingly sophisticated. Policies of enhanced border control, mandatory

detention, limitation of rights of asylum seekers, deprivation of recourse to courts, and

temporal restriction on the duration of the stay of refugees have made it increasingly

86 The terms 'asylum seeker' and 'refugee claimant' are used interchangeably unless clear reference is made
tt-r tlre refugee terminology of the Convention and fhe Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.

8'1 Mary Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law in Austalia (1998) I24.



difficult for asylum seekers to gain protection in Australia.ss Moreover, for most of the 20th

century, extensive ministerial and administrative discretionary powers characterised

Australian migration law. The increasing codification of Ministerial decisions in the last

decade has, however, resulted in further restrictions placed on refugee determination.

The concern of Section 2.2 is with Australia's regulations dealing with unauthorised

arrivals. This Section analyses the history of Australia's migration policies in light of the

migratory and refugee movements that occurred in the Asia Pacific region, and examines

Austraiia's responses to them.

2.2.I. Early Immigration Restrictions

2.2.I.L. Early developments in Britain

The French Revolution can be said to mark the beginning of immigration control and of the

criminalisation of unwanted immigration. In 1192, increasing numbers of refugees from

France combined with a widespread Franco-phobia in Great Britain which ied the English

Parliament in 1792 to pass the Alien BiII,se introducing a system by which all arriving

foreigners had to be registered and the masters of the vessels that carried them had to

declare the name and rank of the immigrant passengers to the British port authorities.eo

People who arrived unregistered had to be deported under section 3 of the Act.

The regulations were further tightened in 1848 following the arrival of people fleeing from

the revolutionary upheavals in continental Europe. The Aliens Removal Act 1848

authorised the Secretary of State "to order aliens to depart this realm" and, if they refused

to do so, to take them into custody until they are "taken in charge for the purpose of being

sent out of the realm",er marking the beginning of the detention of illegal immigrants. The

1848 Act remained in force until 1905, when the provisions were replaced by the more

88 The current protection regime is discussed infra Section 4.4.
8e An Act for establishing Regulations respecting Alíens arriving in this Kingdom, or resident therein, in

certain Cases 1793 (UK) 33 Geo 3, c4.
e0 lbid,ss 1-3.
eI Section I Act to authorise for One Year, and to the End. of the then next Session of parliament, the

Removal of Aliens from the Realm 1848 (UK) 17 &.72 Vict, c2O.



restrictive Act to amend the Law with regard to Aliens 1905e'which introduced a complex

system of immigration regulations, aiming at the prevention of undesirable immigration

and the expulsion of undesirable immigrants.e3

2.2.I.2. Australia before Federation

In the 1830s, the British Imperial Government moved towards reducing the transportation

of convicts to Australia and establishing its southernmost outpost as a colony of free rather

than forced settlers. Proclamation on 28 December 1836 made South Australia the first

colony to be settled solely by free settlers. The transportation of convicts from Britain to

other parts of Australia was finally abandoned in the 1850s. But together with the arrival

of convicts ceased a source of cheap labour. To help Australia's industry grow, indentured

labourers were imported from the South Pacific islands, India and China.

Though Australia was originally a convict settlement, the British Imperial Government

sought to limit settlement to British citizens. Fear of foreign invasion focused mostly on

the workers from China, India, Oceania, East and South East Asia. Increasing numbers of

Melanesian, Asian and particularly Chinese immigrants were perceived as a threat to

Australia's geographic isolation and to the homogeneous background of the first European

settlers in Australia.

Immigration restrictions were first introduced in the Australian colonies following the

anival of Chinese diggers after the discovery of gold in Victoria in 1851. The Chinese

brought with them a better and more efficient method to wash gold. This, combined the

differences in appearance, culture, language and religion, caused resentment among the

Australian diggers, who turned hostile and violent towards the growing Chinese

population.% In 1854, a petition was moved to the Victorian Parliament to legislate against

e2 5 Edw 7, cl3.
e3 Section 1(3Xa-c) Aliens Act 1905 (UK) 5 Edw 7, c13. For further reading on early English immigrarion

and aliens regulations, see, for example, Richard Plender, International Migration Law (2nd ed, 1988) 64-
67.

e4 See generally, Jean Gittins , The Diggers from China: The Story of the Chinese on the Gotclfíeld.s ( 1981)
6l-'79; Andrew Markus, Fear And Hated: Purifying Australia and Caliþrnia 1850-1901(1979) l5-53;
Charles Price, The Great White Walls are Built: Restrictive Immigration to North America and
Australasia I 83 6- I 888 (191 4) 67 -69,



Chinese immigration. The Act to make Provisions for Certain Immigrants (Chinese)ss was

the first migration restriction to be implemented in Australia. It limited the number of

Chinese passengers who could be brought into Australia to one person "to every ten tons of
the [registered] tonnage of such ship".e6 Furthermore, a poll tax of f,10 was laid on each

Chinese immigrant entering Victoria.e?

But the incentives of the gold rush were so strong that immigration from China continued.

In 1857 Victoria counted 25,400 Chinese settlers. With growing Sino-phobia the Victorian

Government enacted further laws to restrict immigration from China.es This time, the

legislation effectively prevented ships from bringing further Chinese to Victoria, but the

law was bypassed simply by landing in the ports of other colonies such as South Australia

and New South Wales. An early market for trafficking Chinese emerged for the locals

who, in retutn for exorbitant fees, offered to guide the Chinese immigrants from the ports

to the Victorian goldfields.'ge South Australia, which began to witness anti-Chinese

rosentment amongst its own population, later agreed to restrict the entry of Chinese,',',

followed by New South 'Wales in 1861,10' which resulted in an immediate drop in the

number of Chinese in southern Australia.

In the early 1870s, in response to the restrictive policies in the south, Chinese began to sail

to north Queensland to work in the growing local agriculture and mining industries.

Between 1871 and L8l7 the Chinese population in Queensland grew from 3,300 to

20,000.'02 Soon after, Queensland followed the example of the southeastern colonies and

introduced laws to exclude the Chinese. The Chinese Immigration Act (Qld), introduced in

1878, imposed a f20 poll tax on Chinese landing in the colony.',,3 Furthermore, the

Goldfields Amendment Act 1878 (Qld) attempted to restrict immigration of "Asiatic and

e5 18 Vic 39, 12 June 1855.
e6 Section 3 Act to make Provisions for certain Immigrants 1d55 (chinese) (vic).
e't See generally Gittins, suprq note 94, at 84-89; Markus, supra tote 94, at 24-25; Don McMas rer, Asylum

seekers - Australia's Response to Refugees (2001) 40; Price, supra note 94, at 69-j0.e8 Act to Regulate the Residence of Chinese Population l S57 (Yic),20 yic 4L
ee Gittins, supra rrofe 94, at 9L-I0O; Price, supra note 94, atTO-73.
Itx\ ¡r¡ to make provisions for levying a charge on Chinese arriving in South Australia 1852 (SA), No 3 of

1857-8, and see Price, supra note 94, at74-76.
t"I Chinese Immigration Restriction Act l86I (NSV/).
ro2 Gittins, supra note 94, at 109;Price, supra note 94, at 155-163.
trtl ¡"¡ to regulate the Immigration of Chinese and to make provisíons against their becoming a charge upon

colony 1877 (.Qld),4l Vic 8. In 1884, the fee was increased to f30.



African aliens" by imposing a license fee on Chinese who sought to reside on the

goldfields.ton

Chinese immigration declined quickly as the fees were impossible to pay by new

immigrants and few loopholes remained as the colonies continued to step up measures

against the Chinese.r('5 At a conference held in Sydney in June 1888 all Australian colonies

agreed, "that traditional Chinese immigration should virtually be prohibited."r{)6 The

conference resulted in draft legislation that further increased the passenger limit to a ratio

of one Chinese to every 5OO-tonnage ship cargo, and the Chinese were prohibited to move

from one colony to another. The legislation was subsequently enacted in all colonies,

except Tasmania.roi

In 1891, the restrictions under the early immigration laws were enforced and extended by a

decision of the Privy Council in London, the then highest court of appeal for the Australian

colonies. In Musgrove v Toy the court ruled that "no authority exists for the propositions

that ... an alien has a legal right, enforceable by action, to enter British territory" and its

dominions even if colonial legislation was compiled with."" Consequently, it was left to

the lower levels of colonial officers to exercise discretion over who may and may not enter

Australian tenitory. This ruling marks the beginning of extensive ministerial and

administrative discretionary powers over immigration, which became a major characteristic

of Australian migration law.

2.2.L.3. The Immigration Restriction Act 1901

The desire to control immigration for the whole continent was one of the reasons for the

Australian colonies to join together in a federation in 1901. The new Commonwealth

Government obtained power over immigration matters and continued in the tradition to

t't4 42Yicz.
Itts 5"" Act to restrict the Influx of Chinese into NSW.¿SS1 (NSW), 45 Vic lI; Act to reguløte and restrict

Chínese Immigration 1881 (SA), No 213 of 1881; Act to amend the 'Chinese Immigrants Statute 1865'
1881 (Vic), Chinese Act l88I (Yic).

t"6 Price, supra note 94, at 190.
r0? For example, Chinese Restriction and Regulation Act ISSS (NSW), 52 Vic 4; Chinese Immigration

Restriction Act 1888 (SA), No 439 of 7888; Chinese Immigration Restriction Acr 1888 (Vic).

"'8 [1891] AC272at282.



strictly control arrivals in the country.r{)e One of the first concerns of the new Government

was to completely regulate immigration thereby protecting the emerging nation, its industry

and workforce from foreign coloured, particularly Asian labourers.

V/ithin a year of federation, Commonwealth Parliament passed the Pacific Island

Labourers Act l90l (Cth)"0 which prohibited labour immigration and the importation of

indentured workers from South Pacific islands. This piece of legislation was followed six

days later by the Immigration Restriction Act 1901 (Cth)"' which provided the first

comprehensive migration law for the whole of Australia.

The Act combined legislation that had been in force in New South'Walesrl2 and'Western

Australia"3 before Federation and also incorporated some immigration regulations copied

from the South African province Natal.'la For new immigrants, s 3(a) Immigration

Restriction Act 1901 introduced a dictation test, which was supervised and assessed by

immigration and customs officers. Prospective immigrants were required to "write out at

dictation and sign in the presence of the officer a passage of fifty words in length" in

selected European languages. The entry of applicants who failed the test was prohibited

under section 3. The dictation test soon became the major tool to exclude non-European

immigrants. This marks the beginning of the 'White Australia Policy"'s which combined

"considerations of defence, diplomacy and trade with the pursuit of racial

homogeneity".rtc

rOe The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act confers the power to enact laws with respect to
"naturalisation and aliens", s 51(xix), and "immigration and emigration", s 51(xxvii), to the
Commonwealth Government.

rrtt ¡o 16 of 1901.
rrr No 17 of 1901.
tt2 Imrnigration Restiction Act 1898 (NSV/).
Lt3 Immigration Restriction Act 1897 (WA).
t'a See Natal Immigration Restríction Act 1897.
r15 Cf Castles, supra note 3, at 57; Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra note 87, at 11-

15; Gary Freemann & James Jupp, "Comparing Immigration Policy in Australia and the United States" in
Gary Freemann & James Jupp (eds), Nations of Immigrants (1992) I at 4; ILO, Emigration and
Immigration (1922) 177 -17 8.

'16 Gary Freeman, "From 'Populate or Perish' to 'Diversity or Decline': Immigration and Australian National
Security" in Myron Weiner (ed), International Migration and Security (1993) 83 at 89, and see 89-92: cf
McMaster, supra note 97, ar 40-42.



The immigration legislation implemented in 1901 stayed in force mostly unchanged until

1958.'n Throughout this time, the selection of immigrants was almost completely laid in

the hands of immigration and customs officers, who could stop entrants to Australia simply

by altering the dictation requirements and by refusing the issuance of entry permits.

2.2.2. Post-War Australia and the Migration Act 1958

2.2.2.1,. The World Wars and the refugee crises

The large numbers of refugees and displaced people following World 'War I led the

international community to call for supranational instruments to protect refugees.r'8 From

this time onwards international law gained increasing influence over national migration

legislation. Although the early conventions only offered limited protection to selected

groups of refugees, the emergence of reiugee iaw constituted a humanitarian exception to

the protectionist immigration laws, much to the benefit of large numbers of otherwise

unprotected migrants.

The early refugee flows had no significant impact on Australia and for that reason the

Australian Government showed little, if any, interest in joining the international refugee

conventions which were designed for the specific situations in Europe. Australia did not

sign any refugee agreement prior to December 1946. A 1933 League of Nations' proposal

for a Convention relating to the International Status of Refugees remained unsuccessful as

only eight countries ratified it.t'e

rt7 See Immígration Restriction Amendment Act /905 (Cth); Immigration Restriction Acts 1908 (Cth) and
1910 (Cth); Immigration Act 1912 (Cth); Immigration Act 1935 (Cth); Immigration Act 1940 (Cth);
Immigration Act 1948 (Cth) and Immigration Act 1949 (Ch).

rr8 See, for example, Arrangement on the Issue of ldentity Certificates to Russian and. Armenian Refugees,
12 ÌMay 1926 (89 LNTS 47) (not signed by Australia); Arrangement on the Extension to Other Refugees
of Measures Føvouring Russians and Armenia;ns, 30 June 1930 (89 LNTS 63) (not signed by Australia);
Convention concerning the International Status ofRefugees,23 Oct 1933 (159 LNTS 199) (not signed by
Australia); Convention concerning the Status of Refugees coming from Germany, 1O Feb 1938 (192
LNTS 59) (not signed by Australia); Protocol: Addition Concerning the Status of Refugees from
Germany,14 Sep 1939 (198 LNTS 141) (not signed by Australia).

trr 16" first international refugee instruments to be signed by Australia were the Constitution of the
International Refugee Organisation, 15 Dec 1946 (18 UNTS 3; 1948 ATS 16) and the Agreement on
Interim Measures to be taken in Respect of Refugees and Displaced Persons,15 Dec 1946 (1947 ATS 2);
cf Marilyn Achiron, "A 'timeless' treaty under attack" (2001) 123(2) Refugees 3 at7-8.



The protection of refugees once again became an issue on the international agenda after

World'War tr. This time massive movements of refugees and displaced people were not

exclusive to Europe; they also affected North America, Australia and the Asia pacific.

During the war, Australia accepted about 15,000 refugees from Europe to protect them

from persecution by Nazi-Germany. After the war, pursuant to an agreement negotiated

with the newly established International Refugee Organisation in I947,t2t) Australia

accepted 200,000 displaced persons from war-torn Europe.

Following the end of armed conflicts in Europe and East Asia, the concern about

uncontrolled migration led the United Nations Commission on Human Rights to adopt a

resolution by which it

expressed the wish that early consideration be given by the United Nations to the legal status
of persons who do not enjoy the protection of any government, in particular pending the
acquisition of nationality as regards to their legal and social protection and their
documentation.12r

There was obvious need for a long-term international instrument that would protect

refugees and define their legal status, particularly in circumstances where the country of

nationality failed in its duty to protect its citizens.r22 This led to the creation of the UN

High Commissioner's Office for Refugees, which convened a Conference of

Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons. On 28 July 1951, this

conference adopted the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees which entered into

force on 2I Apr1l1954. Australia acceded to the Convention in January Ig54t2i but did not

implement the Convention into domestic law until 1980.

Initially, the protection offered under the Refugee Convention was limited to persons who

had been displaced by the Second World War and had become refugees "as a result of

events occurring before 1 January 1951" (art 1A(1), B(1)). Recommendation E of the Final

Act of the Conference, however, expressed the intention to establish a permanent universal

tzo Constitution of the International Refugee Organisation; and see infra Section 6.I.Z.L
r2t ¡¡ Doc E/RES/600 para 46.
t2z ¡n earlier attempt to create an international inskument for the protection of refugees failed in 1933. The

Convention Relating to the International Status of Refugees was passed by the League of Nations in 1933
but was only ratihed by eight countries. See suprø note 119.

r23 189 UNTS 150, 5 ATS 1954 [hereinafter Refugee Convention]. Australia initially ratified the Convention
witlr reservations to arts 17-19, 26,28 and32. In December 7967,the reservations to arts 17-19,26 ard
32 were withdrawn. The reservation to art 28 were withdrawn in March 1971.



instrument,'2a which was concluded eighteen years later. The 1967 Protocol relating to the

Status of Refugee,.tr25 removed the temporal and geographical restrictions of the Convention

and in article I(2) recognises persons as refugees ifthey have

a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group, or political opinion, [and are] outside the country
of [their] nationality and unable to or, owing to such fear, unwilling to avail [themselves] of
the protection of that country.126

Australia acceded to the Protocol in December 1973.'r1

It is not surprising that up until today the Refugee Convention and the Protocol play a

major role in the context of migrant trafficking and illegal migration. The concept of

refugees under the Convention is based on the particular refugee situation as it was at the

end of World War IL It does not, for instance, protect people fleeing for demographic,

environmental or socioeconomic reasons, and does not apply to circumstances where the

persecutor is a non-state actor.r28 But despite these significant limitations, since their

conclusion, the Convention and Protocol have enabled millions of asylum seekers to gain

access to foreign countries on humanitarian grounds. For those in need, lhe Refugee

Convention has been in many, if not most cases the only way to flee persecution and find

protection abroad.

For Austraiia the commitment to international refugee instruments inevitably created

problems. The accession to the Convention and the Protocol established an obligation to

adequately host and protect refugees and not send them back to a place where they could

face persecution ("non-refoulemelìt", art 33 Refugee Convention).

l2a Recommendation E "expresses the hope that the Convention would have to value as an example
exceeding its contractual scope that all nations would be guided by it in granting as far as possible to
persons in their territory as refugees and who would not be covered by the terms of the Convention the
treatment for which it provides."

"t 606UNTS 267,37 ATS 1973 [hereinafter Refugeeprotocofl.
126 Article lA Refugee Convention, artl(2) Refugee Protocol. This definition has been implemented into

Australian law, s 36 Migration Act 1958 (Cth).
r27 For Australia's obligations under the Refugee Convention see infra Section 4.4.1.
tzn 16" Refugee Convention has often been criticised for being outdated and for not adequately dealing with

aontemporary forms of refuge and forced migration. For further reading see, for example, Achiron, supra
uote 120, at 18-23; Mary Crock, "A Sanctuary under Review: Where to from here for Australia's Refugee
and Humanitarian Program?" (2000) 23(3) UNSW U 246 at252-253.



2.2.2.2. Populate or perish

Although the Australian continent was only peripherally affected by active warfare, World

War tr demonstrated Australia's vulnerability to armed conflict and foreign invasion. The

perception of the Government was that 7.5 million Australians were not enough to defend

the nation and that the population had to be increased for strategic and economic reasons.

The slogan "populate or perish" arose, reflecting the attitude of post-war Australia towards

immigration.

Irr 1945, the Government established the Department of Immigration and subsequently

developed comprehensive immigration programmes to increase the population.'2e Initially,

the immigration intake was planned to be 70,000 settlers per year. Although Australia

adopted its own citizenship in 1949, immigration regulations remained strongly in favour

of British citizens, and, once again, regulations were based on racial appearance rather than

on criteria such as skills and education.

Only a few years after the beginning of the new immigration policies, it proved to be

impossible to attract enough people from the UK. The Immigration Department began

with the recruitment of people from the Baltic and Slavic countries and a few years later

from Mediterranean countries, particularly from Greece, Italy and Malta. However, despite

this positive attitude towards immigration, the V/hite Australia Policy remained in force

and the discriminatory legal and administrative provisions against non-European

immigration were left unchanged.""

2.2.2.3. The Migration Act 1958

By 1958 it was apparent that the Immigration Restriction Act l90l was obsolete.

Regulation of the growing volume of migrants required clear and comprehensive

legislative measures. In 1958, the Commonwealth Government implemented the

12' For background and objectives of the "populate or perish" policy see, for example, Freeman, supra note
116, at 84-85.

r3(' Cf Robert Birrell, "Immigration Control in Australia" (1994) 534 Annals,A/P.SS 106 at 108; Castles,
supra nole 3, at75-76; Crock, Immigration and Refugee Løw in Austrqlia, supra note 87, at 5; Freemann
& Jupp, supra \ote 115, at 5.



Migration Act 1958 (Cth).'3' The new legislation clarified many administrative obscurities

and finaliy abolished the dictation test. With respect to unauthorised entrants, the

Migration Acl prescribed that immigrants without valid entry or temporary perrnits were

"prohibited immigrants",tt' and subject to arrest, detention,t33 and removal.'30 The principal

feature of the new legislation was that the decision about who might or might not enter

Australia remained almost completely in the hands of the Minister and his/trer officers who

were given "absolute"r3s discretionary power over the decisions to grant,'t6 refuse, cancel

and renewr3T entry permits, as well as over deportation decisions.t3s The Migration Act

failed to provide a statutory basis for immigration policies and the Act did not provide a

legal basis on which immigration decisions could be made. The Government continued to

exercise close control over immigration and left the White Australia Policy mostly

unchanged.Ì3e

2.2.2.4. The L960s and the end of organised labour migration

Between 1950 and 1973 the real Gross Domestic Productra' in the OECD countries,

including Australia,tar grew at an average of nearly 5 percent per annum, and with this

t3t ¡o 62 of 1958 [hereinafter Migration Act].
t32 Section 6(1), now s 74 Migration Act.
r33 Sections 36-39, now ss 188-197 MigrationAct.
r3a Section 18, now ss 198-199 Migration Act. Initially, the Migration Act did not distinguish between

removal and deportation.
r3s Section 7(l) Migration Act, now substituted.
t36 lbid, s 6(2), now ss 65-69.
t37 lbid, s 7(1), (2), now ss 119 ff.
t38 lbid, s 18, now substituted.
13e Cf Australia, Human Rights Commissic¡n, Human Rights and the Migration Act 1958 (1985) 5; Sean

Cooney, The Transþrmation of Migration Law (1995) 14; Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law in
Australia, supra rlotle 87, at 19; Patricia Hyndman, "Australian Immigration Law and Procedures
Pertaining to the Admission of Refugees" (1988) 33 McG LI716 ar.723-726.

rart 16" GDP is "the value of final goods and services, produced within a country during a specified period,
usually ayeat." W S Ipp et al (eds), Butterworths Business and Law Dictionary Q997) 222.

rar Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, established by the Convention on the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmenf, signed at Paris, 14 Dec 1960 (888 LINTS 0).
Australia ratified the convention and became member of the OECD on 7 June 1971 (11 ATS 1971). The
main purpose of OECD is to achieve the highest possible economic growth, employment, and a rising
standard of living in member countries. The organisation has attempted to reach this goal by liberalising
international trade and the movement of capital between countries. It is for that reason, that OECD has
been described as the "club of rich nations" and has been used to compare living standards in OECD
Member Countries.



economic boom the demand for foreign workers increased rapidly. Of all the immigration

countries, Australia was the most active in recruiting settlers. The country received over

two million settlers between 7945 and 1964 and recorded the highest number of permanent

arrivals in 1970 when 180,000 people immigrated.'a2

The belief in immigration as a key to Australia's economic growth and the continuing

labour demand in Australia's emerging industry led to gradual modifications and the

eventual abolition of the'White Australia Policy. Following the example of Canada and the

US (which abolished obstacles for non-white immigrants in the early 1960s), and after a

review of Australian migration law, on 9 March 1966 the Immigration Minister, Mr

Opperman, announced changes to the Migration Acr which allowed naturalisation and

skilled immigration of non-Europeans under equal conditions.'a3 The restrictions that had

effectively excluded non-white immigrants for the past seventy years were gradually

removed and by 1913 the white Australia Policy was completely abolished.'aa

For many industrialised nations the rapid economic growth of the 1950s and 60s came to

an end with the first oil crisis in the wake of the Yom Kippur'War of 1973. As a result of

decreasing national economies, increasing automation and new technologies, the demand

for unskilled manufacturing labour in many countries declined, and foreign workers now

also competed with the local population for scarce jobs. Restrictions were placed on

immigration to the industrialised nations, and in some cases efforts were made to

encourage foreign workers to leave.ras Although the demand for immigration to Australia

increased sharply after the abolition of the lVhite Australia Policy, the number of

permanent settlers decreased to an all-time low with 52,752 immigrants in the 1975-16

financial year.too

t42 Cf Castles,supra note3,at76; Crock,ImmigrationandRefugeeLawinAustralia,supranotesT,at5;
Stalker, suprqrlote 59, at 17-18.

ra3 Australia (Cth), House of Representative, Pqrliamentary Debates (9 Mar 1966) 68-70 (l\4r Opperman,
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs).

raa For further reading on the end of the'White Australia Policy see, for example, Crock, Immigration and
RefugeeLawinAustralia,supranoteST,at33-34;Freelnan, supranote 116,at92-94;Stalker, supraîote
59, at 182.

to5 For details on the restrictions implemented by the Australian Government see, for example, Crock,
Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra r,ote 87, at92-94.

t¿c Cf Clrock, ibid, ar.5; Stalker, supra îote 59, at 18.



2.2.3. The Fall of Vietnam and the Boat-People

2.2.3,1. The end of the Vietnam War

The Vietnam War and the fall of Saigon on 30 April 1975 caused one of the largest refugee

exodi in world history. The war made millions of people homeless, caused millions of'

deaths, and forced millions to flee into other countries.

Many escaped by sea, using small, overcrowded vessels to save their lives and find refuge

abroad, bringing the term 'boatpeople' into the language. Many people found asylum in

neighbouring countries, but when some Asian nations refused to accept refugees from

Vietnam, some were resettled in the United States, and in smaller numbers in Canada,

Europe and Australia. The Sino-Vietnamese War in 1978 brought a new wave of refugees

from Vietnam. Initially, Vietnam did little to prevent the exodus, particularly in its early

stages when most of the boatpeople were Chinese from southern Vietnam who were

persecuted for political and ethnic reasons.tl?

Following the 1978 exodus, the United Nations called for a Meeting on Refugees and

Displaced Persons in South East Asia, which convened in Geneva in July lg7g.t48 As a

result of the meeting, a number of countries, including Australia, pledged for the

establishment of resettlement places and the institution of an orderly departure program for

Vietnam.

In the late 1970s and 1980s, Vietnam, along with Laos and Cambodia, remained politically

and economically isolated. Throughout the 1980s, Vietnamese continued to flee from food

shortage, drought and flood, and from the re-education programs imposed by the new

government. The number of refugees exceeded the pledges for resettlement allocated in

the 1919 Plan and some countries even forced boat refugees back to sea.rae Throughout the

r47 Cf Yen 'Iran, "The Closing of the Saga of the Vietnamese Asylum Seekers" (1995) Ij Hous JIL 463 at
466-469.

ta8 Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in South-East Asia, conyened by the Secretary General of
the UN at Geneva, on 20 and 2l July 1979, UN Doc N341627 (1979). For further reading see Ann
Barcher, "First Asylum in Southeast Asia: Customary Norm or Ephemeral Concept?" (IggZ) 3 NyU J
Int'l L&P 1253 at 1254; Robinsor., supra note 12, at 50-58.

l4e For example, Malaysia 'redirected' boats with Vietnamese asylum seekers out to sea; Arthur Helton, ,'The

Malaysian Policy to Redirect Vietnamese Boat People" (1992) 24 NYUJ Int'l J L&p t2O3-I211;
Robinson, supra nahe 12, at 189-191; UNHCR, Report, UN Doc NAC.96/151(1990) 2. Also, Brunei,



1980s, the Asia Pacific region repeatedly witnessed mass migration from Vietnam, and,

after two years of widespread famine, a further sharp rise in 1988. This again led to the

implementation of entry restrictions and further push-back policies in many destination

countries. Thousands of Vietnarnese perished in the South China Sea.'50

Calls from ASEAN member countries led the UN to hold a second conference, the

International Conference on Indochinese Refugees, in Geneva in July 1989. The principal

result of this conference was the conclusion of the 1989 Comprehensive PIan of Action,lsl

forcing Vietnam to prevent uncontrolled emigration and to introduce an orderly departure

programme in return for financial aid. Under the plan, the Contracting Nations were

obligated to honour the principles of first asylum and allow asylum seekers to land. The

plan also sought to repatriate the remaining Indochinese who had been living in refugee

camps in the Asia Pacific region. Formal procedures for the repatriation of the remaining

Indochinese refugees were implemented in accordance with the Refugee Convention, the

Refugee Protocol and the UN Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining

Refugee Status.rs2 Those who were determined to be refugees had to be resettled in

countries that agreed to accept them. Those who were considered not to be refugees had to

be returned to Vietnam.

Despite the intention to bring an end to the long-lasting refugee crisis, in practice, the Plan

was utilised as a tool to empty the refugee camps in the region and soon became the subject

of widespread criticism. Many countries were quick to label the Indochinese living in the

camps as 'economic migrants' and in sending them back to Vietnam, without proper

assessment of their claims. Although the determination process under the 1989

Comprehensive Plan of Action prescribed the application of the refugee definition of the

Singapore and Thailand adopted policies of no-entry towards refugees from Indochina in the late 1980s;
Muntarbhorn, supra note 9, at97,I22,139; Robinson, ibid,181-183.

tsrt pot the history of the 1979 Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in South-East Asia and the period
before the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action, see Arthur Helton, "The Comprehensive Plan of Action
for Indo-Chinese Refugees" (1990) I NYL Sch J Hum Rts 111 at 111-113;Loescher, supraÍLote3, at87;
and Tran, supra note 147, at 47l-480.

tst Comprehensive Plan of Action approved by the International Conference on Indo-Chinese Refugees,
Geneva, 13-14 June 1989, UN Doc N441523 (22 Sep 1989) [hereinafter ]989 Comprehensive PIan of
Actionl.

r52 UN, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Handbook on Proced,ures and
Criteriafor Determíning Refugee Status under the 1951 Convention &the 1967 Protocolrelating to the
Status of Refugees (1992).



Refugee Convention and the Protocol, it did not stop individual countries from applying

more restrictive standards when deciding whom to allow in and whom to send back.

Furthermore, the plan put those who were not adequately assessed in danger of involuntary

repatriation.l53

The 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action terminated on 30 June 1996. By then, Australia

had accepted some 19,500 people from overseas refugee camps for resettlement.

2.2.3.2. Australia and the boatpeople

Until 1975, illegal immigration and the arrival of refugees and asylum seekers were largely

unknown phenomena in Australia. Australia also had no formal system for determining

refugee status. The very small number of people who had sought asylum in Australia prior

to I975 were dealt with on an individual basis by the Minister for Immigration in exercise

of the discretion to grant entry permits under section 6 Migration Act.

As refugees fled from Vietnam in ever-increasing numbers, Australia suddenly found itself

forced to act as a country of first asylum.rsa Between 1916 and 1978, 55 boats carrying a

total of 2,087 people arrived in Australia. Initially, the Australian Government accepted

very few refugees, most of them Vietnamese and Cambodian students already residing in

Australia at the time North Vietnamese forces moved into Saigon. By 31 Jaly 1979

Australia had accepted a total of approximately 6,000 Laotian, Cambodian and Vietnamese

refugees.

The Government tried to prevent the arrival of further boatpeople from Indochina by

signing bilateral agreements with Hong Kong, Indonesia and Malaysia. Australia offered

to accept refugees selected on the basis of skill and education from the camps in these

countries if, in return, their governments took steps to stop the boatpeople from travelling

'tt James Hathaway, "Labelling the 'Boat People"' (1993) 5 HRQ 686 at 686-91, 696. See also Fernando
Clrang-Muy, "International Refugee Law in Asia" (1992) 3 NYU J Int't L&P llil at 1178; Helton, "The
Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo-Chinese Refugees" supra note 150, at 115-117; Robinson, søpra
note 1 2, at I87 -222;'l ran, sup ra note 147, at 505-5 1 6.

r5a A country of first asylum has been defined as a country "that receives a refugee on a temporary basis
directly from the country of origin." Colin F-ieman, "A State's Duty to Protect Refugees under Customary
Lrl,crnational Law: A Case Study of Thailand and the Cambodian 'Displaced Persons"' (1939) 21(1)
ColumHRLR2ST at287, note 1.



to Australia. This move gave an early indication that Australia would be unwiliing to

accept onshore refugee claims and rather select individual asylum seekers through offshore

humanitarian programs; a principle that, together with deterrence and prevention strategies

would soon become characteristic of Australia's immigration policy.rs5

The arrival of Indochinese boatpeople in Australia coincided with the landing of refugees

from East Timor who left the island following the invasion by Indonesian troops in 1975

and the brutal military rule in the following years. Initially, Australia accepted asylum

claims of East Timorese, but after recognising Indonesia's rule over East Timor in 19'79,

the Government gradually changed its policies and until the late 1990s expected refugees

from East Timor to claim asylum in Portugal, the former colonial power in East Timor. In

total, Australia allowed about 1,300 East Timorese to stay.156

In 1977 , in response to the arrival of Indochinese refugees, the Government established the

inter-departmental Determination of Refugee Status Committee (DORS) to consider

refugee claims and make recommendations to the Minister.

The establishment of DORS crystallised the increasingly strict approach of the Government

to refugees.rsT The Minister's discretion continued to be almost completely unlimited,

particularly as DORS was not given any statutory basis and its recommendations were not

binding on the Minister. The applications that were brought to DORS were decided only

on an ad hoc basis. Applicants were also left without a chance to verbally defend and

illuminate their claims and had no right of appeal or review. Essentially, DORS was not

designed to assist those fleeing persecution and make decisions on humanitarian grounds,

and the ministerial guidelines prohibited the Committee from granting a protection visa to

any person fleeing from a natural or ecological disasters or from general political or social

ts5 For details on the selection of refugees from camps overseas and the admission of Indochinese refugees
see Australia, Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Australia and the Refugee
Problem (197 6) 3I-36, 46-7 8.

rs6 Cf Karyn Anderson, "East Timorese refugees not Portuguese" (1999) 73(2) Iaw Inst J 50-54; Penelope
Mathew, "Lest We Forget: Australia's Policy on East Timorese Asylum Seekers" (1999) lI IJRLi at8,
t9.

rs1 Bir-rell, supra rote 130, at 109-10; Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law ín Australia, supra nole 87, at
131; Clock, "The Peril of the Boat People" supra îote 18, at 3l-32; Asha Hans & Astri Suhrke,
"Responsibility Sharing" in James Hathaway (eð), Reconceiving lnternational ReJugee Law (1997) 83 at
100;Hyndman, supra note 139, at727-729.



upheaval. In practice, DORS determinations were simply an administrative process and,

due to the composition of the Committee,rss strongly influenced by political considerations.

At about the same time, the Australian Government commenced a deterrence policy which

has characterised practices and policies dealing with refugees and undocumented migrants

to this day. To prevent further people from coming to Australia, the Government

responded to the increasing number of boatpeople by tightening entry control and enforcing

immigration offences. For example, s 4 Migration Amendment Act 1979 (Cth)'s' repealed

the option to grant entry permits to persons such as boatpeople after they entered

Australia.t6(' The Act imposed all deportation and accommodation costs upon the

"prohibited immigrants"16r and barred them from entering the country again

(s 27(1)(a)(aa)).'u' Furthermore, the Act criminalised the carriage and the employment of

unauthorised non-citizens. r63

The sharp rise of refugee arrivals, and the lack of regulations and facilities to deal with

them, led the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence to recommend

changes to the immigration law and the formulation of a new refugee policy for

Australia.t6a This resulted in the announcement of the following four principles of a new

Australian refugee policy on24N4ay 1977:

1. Australia fully recognises its humanitarian commitment and responsibility to admit
refugees for resettlement.

2. The decision to accept refugees must always remain with the Government of Australia.

3. Special assistance will often need to be provided for the movement of refugees in
designated situations or for their resettlement in Australia.

r58 The DORS Committee had one member each from the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs
(DIEA), the Department of Foreign Affairs, the Attorney General's Department, the Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet, and a UNHCR representative who did not have voting r:ights.

rse ¡o ll7 of L9'19.
16(' Formerly s 6(5) Migration Act 1958.
16r Section 2lA Migration Ac, s 12 Migration Amendment Act 1979 (Cth), now ss 207 tr Migration Act.
162 Section I5(a) Migration Amendment Act 1979 (Cth), now repealed.
163 Sections 9,17,t9 MigrationAmendmentActI9T9, ss 1lC, 3IB MigrationAct 1958, nowsubstituted.
r6a Australia, Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Australiø and the Refugee

Problenr (I976) 89-98.



4. It may not be in the interest of some refugees to settle in Australia. Their interests may
be better served elsewhere. The Australian Government makes an annual contribution to
the TINHCR which is the main body associated with such resettlement.r6s

Three years later, the Government formally implemented some of the obligations arising

from the Refugee Convention and Protocol into national law. New s 6A(1)(a), (c), (e)

Migration Amendment Act (No 2) 1980'oo exempted immigrants from the requirement to

hold a visa upon arrival in Australia if they had been granted territorial asylum, refugee

status or temporary entry permits on "strong compassionate or humanitarian grounds".

This was followed by the introduction of a Special Humanitarian/Special Assistance

immigration category to allow individuals beyond the refugee definition to settle if
Australia had a humanitarian obligation towards them. This includes, for instance, victims

of human rights abuses who remained in their country of origin, and persons who suffered

gross discrimination rather that individual persecution.

Despite the attempts to deter further illegal arrivals, tn 1979 and 1980 Australia continued

to witness the arrival of large numbers of boatpeople, most of them ethnic Chinese who

were fleeing persecution in Vietnam. Approximately 2,000 people anived illegally in

Australia in the 1979-80 financial year. This led the Government to take further steps to

prevent boatpeople from coming. The Immigration (Unauthorised Arrivals) Act 1980

(Cth)'6? amended the Migration Act by creating a complex ensemble of immigration

offences. This time, the new legislation targeted commercial carriers and other transporters

who brought unauthorised persons to Australia.t6s The amending Act created and extended

the powers of immigration officers, Federal Police and courts to board, search, detain and

seize vessels and arrest illegal immigrants.'.e The 1980 amendments were followed in

r6s Australia (Cth), House of Reprcserrtatìves, Parliamentaly Debqtes (24 Mray Ig77) Iil4. See also
McMaster, supra îote 97 , at 7 7 .

116 ¡¡o I'75 of 1980. Section 6A(1) reads "An entry permit shall not be granted to an immigrant after his entry
into Australia unless one or more of the following conditions is fulfilled in respect of him, that is to say -(a) he has been granted, by instrument under the hand of a Minister, territorial asylum in Australia; (b) .. .;
(c) he is the holder of a temporary entry permit which is in force and the Minister has determined, by
instrument in writing, that he has the status of refugee within the meaning of the Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees that was done at Geneva on 28 July 195 1 or of the Protocol relating to the Status of
Refugees that was done at New York on 31 January 1967; (d)...; or (e) he is the holder of a temporary
entry permit which is in force and there are strong compassionate or humanitarian grounds for the grant of
an entry permit to him."

167 ¡o 112 of 1980.
to* S"", for example, ss 6,8 Immigration (Unauthorised Arrivals) Act 1980 (Cth), now repealed.
t6e lbid, ss 12, 16, 17,20,26, now substituted.



1983 by the Migration Amendment Act 1983 (Cth)r'1) which increased the penalties for
offences of document forgery and misuser" and facilitated the deportation of non-

citizens. tT2

2.2.3.3. The 1985 and 1987 review of migration law

Humanitarian concerns led the Australian Government to review the Migration Act in

1985.173 The Human Rights Commission was asked to undertake an inquiry into the

recognition of human rights in Australian immigration law.rTa The Commission reviewed

the entire Migration Act and the overall principles of Australia's migration policies. With
respect to the latter, the Commission found

no statement of objectives or principles of immigration policy, no guidelines for selection of
migrants, no indication as to how immigration levels should be determined and no statement
of the rights of those who have settled in Australia.rT5

The Commission particularly criticised the broad discretion the Minister and his officers

were given when deciding immigration applications. The inquiry also found that the way

in which the arrest and detention of illegal immigrants were carried out was discriminatory

against certain "racially visible" minorities, particularly against those from East Asian and

South Pacific countries.'76

In summary, the Commission suggested that

there are significant areas of practice, and of law, where prohibited non-citizens appear to
receive less than the standard of treatment required for a full observance of human rights.
The irregular and undefined status of prohibited non-citizens means that their treatment is
very much at the discretion of DIEA officers and those administering migration detention
centres' Thus they may be arrested without warrant and taken into custody where they may
be held for periods substantially in excess of the one week envisaged in the [Migration] Ãct.
Those who apply for change of status may find themselves in substantial difficulties while

'7" No 112 of 1983.
t7t Sections 14, 18 Migration Amendment Act 1983 (Cth), now ss233A-234 Migration Act. Cf Australia,

Human Rights Commission, supra note 139, at 55; Binell, supra note 130, at 109-110. For details of the
offences under the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), their history and their enforcement see infra Section 4.1 .r72 Section 15 Migration Amendment Act 1983 (Cth), now substituted.

r73 For more see, for example, Cooney, supra ¡ote I39, at IB-24.
17+ 1¡" report of the Human Rights Commission has been published as Australia, Human Rights Commission,

supra note L39.
t7s Ibid, at 5, para 18.
t76 cf ibíd, at 56.



processing, often very lengthy, is being completed. Those who do not have, or are not
subsequently gtanted, a temporary entry permit have an ambiguous legal status. They are
frequently not permitted to work and may be ineligible for social security benefits. Thus
they may be forced into debt and to live in conditions which do not necessarily respect their
dignity as persons. , .. They may also suffer deportation notwithstanding the fact that they
have children born in Australia who as such have the status of Australian citizens and may
not be deported.rTT

The inquiry of the Human Rights Commission was followed by further reviews of

Australia's immigration system. Two years after the Commission's report had been

released, the Government created a Committee to Advise on Australia's Immigration

Policies, chaired by Mr Stephen Fitzgerald, to examine the impact of immigration on the

country and to review the administrative and legal structures of the existing immigration

regulations. The report of this inquiry was released in May 1988. It recommended

fundamental changes to the policies and legislation dealing with immigration and with the

administration of migrants.rTs The inquiry also found that public support of immigration

schemes was fading and xenophobia growing, leading the Connrnittee to recommend a

reform of Australian migration law in order to restore confidence in the Government and

its policies."e The Migration Act underwent minor amendments in 1987 and 1988.180

Significant changes to the policies and law on immigration followed one year later.

2.2.4. The Events of 1989

After a period of relatively low levels of unauthorised arrivals, two major events combined

in the year 1989 which gave rise to illegal migration in new, unknown dimensions: first,

the end of the Cold W'ar and the change of governments in many countries of the former

Soviet Bloc; and second, the violation of human rights in the People's Republic of China,

particularly the massacre in Tiananmen Square in Beijing in June 1989. The former

incident brought an end to long-standing exit restrictions and opened the borders for many

t11 lbid, at r6-l't .

trn 1¡" report was released as Australia, Committee to Advise on Australia's Immigrati<¡n Policies
(Chairman: Stephen Fitzgerald), Immigration: A Commitment to Australia (1988).

'te Richard Becl1òtd, "International Migration in the South-Pacific Region" in Mary Kritz et al (eds),
International Migration Systems (1992) 4l at 57 ; Cooney, supra note 139 , 24-26.

tstt Mígratíon Amendment Act 1987 (Cth), Migration Amendment Act 198S (Cth), Migration Amendment Act
(No 2) t988 (Crh).



people willing to leave political turbulence and economic despair in their home countries

and seek a better life abroad, while the latter event caused increasing numbers of Chinese

to seek asylum in nations around the world.

2.2.4.1. The end of the Cold War

The division of the world in Socialist and 'Western blocs after the Second 'World War,

known as the Cold War era, almost completely prevented migration and travel between the

two blocs. The governments of the Socialist bloc under the leadership of the USSR

severely restricted international travel of their citizens. Most of the Socialist countries

denied free emigration either by hermetically sealing the borders or simply by the absence

of a statutory entitlement for a passport without which it was unlawful to leave the country.

Harsh penalties were placed on any attempt to cross the border illegally.

The most common example for restrictive emigration policies could be found in the former

USSR. Despite its international obligations,rs' article 83 of the Criminal Code of the

Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (R.çFSR) 1960t82 made it an offence to "exit

abroad, enter into the USSR, or cross the border without the requisite passport or the

permission of the proper authorities". Furthermore, article 84 proscribed that flying out of

the USSR without the requisite permit is punishable by deprivation of freedom for up to

fifteen years. It has been reported that, prior to the law reform of 1987, Soviet citizens

were subjected to several penalties, including loss of employment and imprisonment

simply by making applications for passports and exit visas.ts3 In later years it appears that

trt 1¡" USSR (succeeded by tfie Russian Federation) signed the ICCPR on 18 Mar 1968 and ratif,red it on l6
Oct 7973 (recorded in Vedomosti Verchovnogo Soveta SSR 1973 No 40 Item 564). The recognition of rhe
right to leave in international law began in the aftermath of the Second World Vy'ar. The rights is
explicitly guaranteed in art 13(2) of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN Doc A/811
(10 Dec 1948)), in art l2(2) ICCPR (999 UNTS 0, 1980 ATS 23), and in art 5(d) of the 1965 Convention
on the Eliminatíon of AII Forms of Racial Discrimination (660 UNTS I94, 1975 ATS 40), as well as in
regional conventions in Europe, America and Africa. For further reading on the right to emigrate see, for
example, Guy Goodwin-Gill, "The Right to Leave, the Right to Return and the Question of a Right to
Remain" in Vera Gowlland-Debbas (ed), The Problems of Refugees in the Light of Contemporary
International Law Issues (1996) 93 at 95-100; Rainer Hofmann, Die Ausreisefreiheit nach Völkerrecht
und Staatlichem Recht (1988) 9-185, especially 29-1,76.

t82 Criminal Code of the RSFSR, 27 Oct 1960, V edomosrl R.SFSR No 40 Item 59 1.
t83 Cf art 33 Statute on the Passport System 1974 (USSR) (Sobranie Postanovlenii Praviel'stvaSSSR (1974)

No 19 Item 109); arts 23-25 of the Statute on Entry into and Exit from the USSR I987.



exit visas for emigration were not issued unless a capital sum was paid to repay "the Soviet

Union's investment in the education of the emigrant".rsa Similar conditions existed in

Vietnam, Lao PDR, North Korea, and, up until 1997, in PR China.'s5

In addition to the legal obstacles imposed on travel and emigration, many countries made

use of physical obstacles such as the creation of 'death-strips' and by instailing spring-guns

along national borders to prevent people from leaving the country. These harsh measures

imposed such barriers to departures that the numbers of refugees and migrants were

minimal. From the viewpoint of most Western countries this was seen as a violation of

human rights and international obligations. The very few people who managed to escape

from the countries of the Socialist Bloc and slip through the 'iron curtain' were granted

asylum almost immediately upon arrival. Not surprisingly, the clandestine trafficking of

people from Socialist into Western countries was given a positive connotation and the

traffickers - then called "refugee smugglers" and "escape agents" 
- 1rys¡s celebrated

heroes.t*o

The relative political stability of the Cold War era came to a sudden end with the collapse

of the Soviet Union and the fall of the Berlin V/all in late 1989. The disintegration of the

former Soviet Bloc and the formation of new governments in ex-Socialist countries caused

profound change, leading to liberalisation and more freedom, but also to increasing anarchy

in some countries and growing nationalism in others, often involving generalised violence

and armed conflict. For example, a study conducted in 1990-91 found that 164 ethno-

territorial disputes erupted within the Commonwealth of Independent States, the successor

organisation of the USSR.t*,/

For the Asia Pacific region, the collapse of the Soviet Bloc was less dramatic than it was

for the Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe. Today, the PR China, the largest

r8a Harold Berman, Soviet Criminal Lqw and Procedure (2"d ed, lg72) I, 12-14,152-156. See Dowty, supra
note 74, at 63-76, 195-2O5; Hofmann, supra nole 181, at 26L-27I; Plencler, supra note 93, at lO7-lll;
Mark Robin, "Soviet Emigration Law and International Obligations under United Nations Instruments"
(1978) 13 J Int'I L & Econ 403-43I for comprehensive studies of Soviet emigration law.

t8t See infra Sections.3.1.1.
186 Loescher, supra \ote 3, at2l-22; Gootlwin-Gill, The Refugee in Internatíonal Law, supra ÍLote 11, at 53;

Hothrann, suprq îote 181, at 313; Secretariat of the Buclapest Group, The Relationship between
Organised Crime and Trfficking in Aliens (1999) 26; Jerzy Sztucki, "V/ho is a refugee?" in France
Nicholson & Patrick rwomey (eds), Refugee Rights and Realities (1999) 55 ar 55-56.



socialist country in the world, is still governed by the Communist Party that successfully

defended its rule against any attempt to introduce democracy and establish opposition. The

Lao PDR, North Korea and Vietnam also remain under socialist rule. The transition in this

part of the world was more subtle as some governments tried to economically liberalise

their countries without opening them for democracy.t*t Many countries abandoned the exit

restrictions of the past and opened their borders for trade and travel.lse In circumstances

where easier travel and migration coincided with decreasing political and social control,

people took advantage of the new opportunities and moved to'Western countries in search

of freedom and employment, often beyond the control of governments.

2.2.4.2. The Chinese student revolt

In early 1989, student protests demanding democracy and political freedom emerged

throughout the PR China. The Chinese Government quickly sought to put down the

protests that obtained much public attention around the world. Police and military forces

responded to the protests with violence, persecution and imprisonment. The suppression of

the protests reached a peak in June 1989 with the massacre on Beijing's central Tiananmen

Square when the military killed many of the student demonstrators.'e,,

Since the 1989 incidents, China has continuously been accused of violently repressing

opposition and gaoling dissidents. The ongoing persecution caused many students and

others involved in pro-democracy movements to seek asylum in 'Western countries,

particularly Australia, Canada and the United States, which initially offered protection to

many Chinese dissidents. Also, those already studying and working abroad at the time of

the student revolt sought refugee status in their host countries.

I87 Ghnsh, supra note 3, at 44-46; cf Loescher, supra îote 3, at Il4-719; Schmicl, supra note 36, at 53;
'Weirrer, supra note 7, at 6.

r** Cf Dupont, supra note 55, at 6; Skeldon, "East Asian Migration and the Changing World Order" supra
note 41, at 174.

"e For example, the Criminal Law 1997 of the People's Republic of China repealed the offence of "illegal
emigration", formerly art I7 6 of the Criminal Law 7979 .

re" See, for example, the reports in "China erupts: 1400 shot dead, soldiers lynched" (5 June 1989) The
Australian l, 4-5; "Thousands run for their lives as troops open fire" (8 June 1989) The Australian 7, 8;
"The Purge Begins!" (9 June 1989) The Australian 1, 8; Jim Pringle, "secret police raid campuses" (10-
1l Jurre 1989) The Australian 1, 9; Pringle Wilson, "700 snatched as China sets up hotline to death" (12
June 1989) The Ausffalian I,7.



2.2.4.3. Responses by receiving countries

The majority of the receiving countries of the post-1989 migratory movements, including

Australia, responded to the increasing numbers of asylum seekers by placing legal and

administrative restrictions on immigration and asylum. The shift in governments and

policies in the (former) Socialist countries also caused a fundamental change of attitude

towards those who had escaped from these countries: Formerly seen as refugees fleeing

totalitarian political systems, they were now perceived as "economic migrants" who sought

to benefit from opportunities offered by residence in wealthier economies. Many receiving

countries witnessed decreasing tolerance towards asylum seekers, especially when public

budgets became smaller and unemployment rates higher. Particularly disturbing to many

countries such as Australia has been the fact that, since 1989, more and more asylum

rnnìicenfs heve. ¡1are.r7 tn inrlancnrlcnflrr tcl¿c the inifiotir¡a fn microra rorlra- +h^- ^-^1.,:-^*rr^--*'^-" v v Lv ¡¡r¡ór4lv, r4Lrlvl Lrrarr 4PPrJrrtÉ

from overseas or waiting for their opportunity in refugee camps abroad. It is for that reason

that refugees who seek onshore protection have been labelled "queue jumpers".ret

Stricter visa requirements, heavy border control, restrictive selection criteria and so-called

safe third country policies implemented since 1989 have successfully reduced the number

of legal immigrants and asylum seekers in most countries. But at the same time these

policies have pushed asylum seekers into illegal avenues of migration such as migrant

trafficking.

2.2.4.4. Australia's responses to the 1989 events

2.2.4.4.1. The Chinese students

The Australian public, media and government were shocked by the events that took place

in China in June 1989. Within 24 hours of the massacre that occuned on Tiananmen

Square on 4 June 1989, the Australian Senate condemned "the brutality of the [Chinese]

ter Former Prime Minister Bob Hawke as cited in Glenn Nicholls, "Unsettling Admissions: Asylum Seekers
in Australia" (1998) 11(1) "/ R¿f ,Studies 6l at 76. Cf the analysis in Corlett, supra nofe 85, at l7-18.



anny and the intransigence of the political hard-liners, which have been the cause of so

many deaths and injuries".'e2 The then Prime Minister, Mr Bob Hawke, in his speech

before the House of Representative on 15 June 1989, expressed his "outrage at the massive

and indiscriminate slaughter of thousands of unarmed Chinese pro-democracy

demonstrators and bystanders" by a "regime of barbarity [and] callousness".re3

At the time the Chinese army put down the protests in China, some 8,500 Chinese studied

in Australia and in addition 7,000 Chinese held temporary working visas. Most of those

supported the student protests in China and many feared for their safety if they had to
return to China.tea On 16 June, Mr Hawke announced that the visas of all 15,500 Chinese

in Australia would be extended for twelve months and that the refugee quota would be

boosted to allow more Chinese nationals to apply for permanent residence in Australia.rrs

The twelve-months extension of entry permits granted to Chinese nationals gave the

Government time to work on long-term solutions for the Chinese living in Australia. The

answer was found in a temporary permit, valid until 30 June 1994, for all Chinese citizens

who were living in Australia on 20 June 1989, provided they abandoned any refugee claims

they submitted previously.'e' By the time the expiration of the entry permits came closer,

the Government realised that temporary protection left the Chinese in great uncertainty and

that many of those who had lived here since 1989 had been well integrated into Australian

society. In Novembet 1993, the Government repealed its policy of temporary protection

and offered permanent residence to all Chinese nationals who arrived in Australia before

20 June 1989.'e7

re2 See Australia (Cth), Senate Parliamentary Debates (5 June IgSg) 3296-3297 (Senator Dunn); and see
Australia (Cth), Senate Parliamentary Debates (6 June 1989) 3387 (Senator Macklin); Australia (Cth),
Serrate Pørliamentary Debates (7 June 1989) 3499-3500 (Senator Evans); Australia (Cth), Senate

...- Parliamentary Debates (8 June 1989) 3613-3614 (Senator Ray).
re3 Atrstralia (Cth), House of Representarives, Parliamentary Ouøãr, (15 June lggg) 3523-3.525 (Mr Hawke,

Prime Minister).
lea See, for example, the reports in Stuart Rintoul "Australia's Chinese in mourning as tourists warned to stay

home" (5 June 1989) The Australian B.

'ot Mark Chipperfield & Tracey Aubrey, "Hawke's haven for frightened Chinese', (17-1g lune I9g9) The
Australian l.

t'o R"g 18 Migration Regulations,1990 No 1.
re7 Class 8I5 Migration (1993) Regulations. See generally Jean-Pierre Fonteyne "Refugee Determination in

Australia" (1994) 6 IJRL 253 a|261; Nicholls, supra nore 191, at 63; Australiã, Senate Legal ancl



2.2.4.4.2. The 1989 reþrm of migration law

Although the Hawke Government showed much compassion for the Chinese students, it
demonstrated a firm stand on illegal immigration be seeking to deter those who applied. for
refugee status onshore rather than going through Australia's humanitarian offshore

program.tet Moreover, the Government moved to limit the broad, open-ended discretion to

decide on entry, stay and removal, and replace it by a detailed codified system now in the

Migration Act andthe Migration Regulations.

The main features of the 1989 reforms introduced by the Migration Legislation Amend.ment

Act 1989 (Cth)tee included the tightening of immigration and border controls and stricter

provisions with respect to illegal entrants. Sections 6(l), (2), (3) and IIA Migration Act

were amended so that any person who gained entry to or resided in Australia without any

immigration documents or with false documentation automatically became a ,prohibited

non-citizen' and subject to mandatory detention and removal,2m Secondly, the Migration
Legislation Amendment Act 1989 rcmoved some of the Minister's and immigration

officers' discretion by codifying the grounds on which entry permits and refugee status are

granted. Finally, the amendments introduced mandatory detention of unauthorised arrivals

and their deportation after a 28-day "period of grace". Once a deportation order had been

made, an entry permit could no longer be granted and even the Minister had no discretion

to revoke the order.2or

Many who had called for a humanitarian reform of Australian immigration law considered

the amendments made by the Migration Legislation Amendment Act 1989 unsatisfactory.

The limitation of the Minister's discretion made refugee determination more predictable,

but the procedure also became much more inflexible, streamlined and bureaucratic, rather

than introducing an asylum system that would enable a quick, humanitarian solution for

Constitutional References Committee, A Sanctuary under Review: An Examination of Australia's Refugee
and Humanitarian Determination Processes (2000) 10.

te* For further reading on the 1989 reform see James Crawfcrrd, "Australian Immigration Law and Refugees:
The 1989 Amendments" (1990) 2 IJRL 626 at 626-621; Mary Crock, "Immigration: Understanding the
New System" in Paul Baker & Mary Crock, Immigrøtion Law & procidures (1990) I at i: id,,
ImmigrationandRefugeeLawin Australia, supranoteST,atl2T-128, 130-13l; Hyndman, supra,note
139, at146-747; Arthi Patel, "Migrant Rights: Time to Reassess" (1996) zt(Z) Att LI 6l at6g.ree No 59 of 1989.

2rx) ¡o* "unlawful non-citizen", s 14 Migration Act.



those in need. Moreover, the amendments to the Migration Act did, not introduce the

Refugee Convention definition of refugees into the Act and some of the new regulations

were considered incompatible with the provisions of the Convention and the Protocol.

Furthermore, the policy of mandatory detention and removal raises continuing concern

about breaches of Australia's international obiigations.'"' Ever since 1989, the policy of

mandatory detention and the immediate removal of illegal entrants has been utilised in

Australian immigration politics with bipartisan support as a deterrent to other boatpeople.

While the countries of the European Union, the United States and Canada witnessed even

higher numbers of unauthorised arrivals following the 1989 events, these nations primarily

sought to fight abuse of their asylum systems, while Australian Labor and Liberal

Governments have actively sought to prevent asylum seekers from coming to Australia.2o3

Soon after the 1989 reforms, as a result of the high number of asylum applications and the

increasing workload of the DORS Committee in 1989 and 1990 (the number of asylum

applications rose from 1 ,260 in 1989 to 12,130 in 1990),"'a the Minister further streamlined

the procedure of asylum applications, gave the Committee more responsibilities and staff,

and eventually renamed DORS to Refugee status Review Committee (RsRC).r.s

2.2.5. Immigration Policies in the 1990s

The year 1989 marked the beginning of a new era of refugee flows and unregulated

migration to Australia, Western Europe and North America. Since that year, hundreds of

thousands of people have moved to Western countries where many of them applied for

protection and asylum. In Australia, within one year the number of asylum applications

20r Section 8 Migration Legislation Amendment Acr 1989 (Cth). The 28-day period was substituted by
"removal as soon as practicable", s 13 Migration Reþrm Act 1992 (Cth), now s 198(1) Migration Act.

2')2 Australia, Joirtt Standing Committee on Migration Regulations, First Report to th, Minister for
Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs (1989) 5, para 1.17, and 13-21;Crock, "Immigration:
Understanding the New Systep" supra note 198, at 4; Hynclnan, supra note 139, at 747-748; Brian
Murray, "Australia's New Refugee Policies" (1990) 2(4) IJRL 620 at 622; Patel, supra rLofe 198, at 70;
and see infra Section 4.3.4.2.

'"3 See, for example, Austlalia (Cth), House of Representatives, Parliamentary Debates (5 May lgg}) Z37I
(Mr Hand, Minister for Immigration); Richard McGregor, "Minister warns of boatpeople flood" (16 Nov
1999) The Australian l.

2{E 5"" infra Apperdix D, Figure 28.
2rts pot details see McMaster, supra nofe 97 , al77-78.



increased by over 10,000 cases from I,260 in 1989 to 12,130 in 1990 and by another 4,610
to 16,'740 in 1991.'"6 Many of the applicants were Chinese citizens who initially entered

the country as students and who, as a consequence of the June 1989 events in the peopie's

Republic, became refugees 'sur place'.zttr

The number of asylum applications dropped again to 6,050 in 1992, but it remained at a

high level throughout the 1990s. Some of the applicants (15.63Vo lg90-9g) fell within the

ambit of the Refugee Convention and were given protection visas to stay in Australia.20s

But the majority fled as a result of factors that are not recognised in international refugee

law such as generalised violence, civil disorder and conditions of poverty. Consequently,

their applications were rejected and most of the unsuccessful applicants were removed

from Australia. The number of rejections reached its peak in 1997 when 14,170 applicants

were refused and only 6.6Vo were granted refugee status. As illustrated in Fig¡¡re29,2tu

throughout the 1990s the majority of applicants were nationals of the pR China, but only

few of them have been granted protection visas (eg2.8Vo in 1992-93, I.3Vo in 1997-9g).

Following the Persian Gulf V/ar and the Taliban rule in Afghanistan, many onshore refugee

claimants arrived from the Middle East and the majority of them have been granted refugee

status (eg 8L6Vo of all kaqi applicants in 1995-96,70.6Vo of Afghan applicants in 199g-

ee).

Starting with the events of the year 1989, the number of onshore asylum seekers reached an

unprecedented level. That same year, the Australian Government commenced what

retrospectively can be regarded as a policy of outlawing irregular migrants and deterring

refugees. Progressively, unauthorised arrivals have been stripped of their rights and legal

avenues for appeal against refusal of refugee status. Australian immigration policies in the

1990s have been characterised by measures that seek to stop people from entering

Australia, and to detain and remove those who manage to reach Australian territory, rather

than by attempts to find humanitarian solutions for international migration and refugee

crises.

'"0 See infra Appendix D, Figure 28.

'"7 Sur place refugees are refugees who are unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin because of
-..- 

events occurring after their departure from that country.
zttn 5." infra Appendix D, Figure 28.

"'' See infra Appendix D, Figure 28,



2.2.5J. The 1.991-93 amendments

With growing numbers of unauthorised arrivals in Australia, the Government continued to

increase border surveillance and immigration controls to prevent illegal migrants from

entering the country.

In an attempt to deter further arrivals and reduce the number of asylum applications, the

Government severely restricted the protection offered to refugees. In 1990, the validity of

refugee (restricted) visas was limited to "a period not exceeding 4 years".2r. One year later,

a new category of entry permits for onshore applicants was established ("Domestic

Protection (Temporary) Entry Permit") which provided that successful applicants would

only be granted temporary visas, allowing them to stay in Australia for up to four years,

and then apply for permanent residence.2rr

Throughout the years 1990-91 the large number of asylum applications created massive

problems for the refugee determination system. In some cases, people who entered the

country legally became illegal simply because their initial temporary permit expired and

immigration authorities failed to decide their refugee claims in time. Those who arrived

illegally and had been detained upon arrival remained in custody for up to four years before

their cases were finalised.2'2 Furthermore, the high influx of illegal entrants and their

prolonged detention exceeded the capacities of the existing detention centres in Australia.

The quick answer the Government found for overcrowded facilities was the opening of a

"" R"g 27 Migration Regulations (Amendment) 1990 (No 237), repealed by Reg 8 Migration Regulations
(Amendrnent) Act 1991(No 25).

2tt Migration Regulations (Cth) Class 784, Reg 9 Migration Regulations (Amendment) I99t (No25). Cf
.- Mutray, supra îoTe 202, at 62I-624; Crawford, supra note 198, at 627; Nicholls , supra note 191, at 74.

2r2 For example: The case of a Cambodian refugee who applied for refugee status on tã ¡ec 1989, taken into
detention on 21 Dec 1989 and who wasn't released and granted refugee status until Ja¡ 1994, was brought
to the UN Human Rights Committee. In April 7997 the Committee found that Australia had breached
some of it obligations under the ICCPR; (IN Doc CCPWC/59/D/1993 (1993), reprinred in UN, Hurnan
Rights Committee, "Communication No.560/1993, A v Australia" (199i) 9 IJRL 506-527. Cf Australia,
"Response of the Australian Government to the Views of the Human Rights Committee in Communication
No.560/1993 (A v Australia)" (1991) 9 IJRL 614-678; Ryszrad Piotrowicz, "The Detenrion of Boar
People and Australia's Human Righrs Obligations" (1998) 72 ALI 4Ij-425.



new large detention centre in the remote, disused mining camp of Port Hedland, Western

Australia, in 1991.2'3

Humanitarian and international organisations criticised the handling of illegal immigrants

in Australia, but the Government initially remained irresponsive. The Migration

Amendment Act 1992 (Cth;,214 passed in May 1992, sought, once again, to deter clandestine

travel to Australia by enforcing the detention of unauthorised entrants2r5 and prohibiting

their release until their claims were finalised.2r6

Finally, in 1992, an attempt was made to reduce the processing delays and change the way

in which immigration decisions were made and reviewed. Legislation was passed in

December 1992 (Migration Reþrm Act 1992 (Cth¡217¡ and came into force on 1 September

1994. The Migration Reþrm Acr continued the trend to codify the grounds for Ministerial

action by reducing Ministerial discretion and regulating immigration decisions.

With resnecf fo refiloees fhe Acf inserte.rl s ?6R infn fhe Mìornrinn A¡¡ finqlltt acrolrlichinn' -___ _-'r- L.Lþ6¡ ø..v,. iL¿L, LAiiøiLj WùLéU¡iõiiiiié

a statutory category of protection visas for refugees:

268 (r) There is a class of temporary visas to be known as protection visas.

(2) A criterion for a protection visa is that the applicant for the visa is a non-citizen in
Australia to whom Australia has protgction obligations under the Refugees Convention
as amended by the Refugees Protocol.2rs

During 7993-94 the Australian Government realised that temporary protection caused too

much uncertainty for refugees. The category of Domestic Protection (Temporary) Entry

Permits was abandoned, and the Government returned to offer permanent protection to

refugees, including those who applied onshore.2le

Simultaneously, the Government stepped up its deterrence policy towards unauthorised

arrivals by introducing new Division 4C ("Detention of unlawful non-citizens") into the

2r3 Cf Australia, Joint Standing Committee on Migration, Asylum, Border Control and. Detention (1994) 2;
Crock, "The Peril of the Boat People" suprq \ote78, at33-34.

2r4 No 24 of 1992.
2rs Section 3 Migration Amendment Act 1992 (cth), now ss 176-187 Migration Act.
216 See s 54F. Migration Act as amended by rhe Migration Amendment Act 1gg2 (Cth), s 183 now Migration

Act. Cf Australia, HREOC, Those Who've come across the. Seas: Detention of Unauthorised Arrivals
(1998) 23-24.

"t No 184 of 1992 [hereinafter Migration Reþrm Actl.
2r8 Now s 36 Migration Act.



Migration Act. The changes tightened detention regulations drastically by prohibiting any

release from detention without explicit authority and further limited the court,s power to
release 'unlawful non-citizens'."0 Moreover, immigration officers were given broader

authority to detain and remove all persons who arrive or stay in Australia without valid
permission,22t and all costs for detention and removal were laid upon illegal immigrants.222

The 1992 amendments also led to major changes for the review of refugee status decisions.

The Migration Amendment Act 1991 (Cth)223 finally adopted the international definition of
refugees of the Refugee Convention "a Subsequentiy the Migration Amendment Act (No 2)
1992 (Cth)225 formally introduced a normative framework for the determination of refugee

status.226

The Migration Reform Acr also created a new, independent administrative tribunal 
- the

Refugee Review Tribunal (RRT) 
- to review decisions that refused. or cancelled

protection visas, replacing the Refugee Status Review Committee, which was established

only three yearc earlier.zz1 On the one hand, unlike the predecessor DORS and RSRC

committees, the procedures of the new Tribunal were rather informal. Applicants now had

to be heard before the Tribunal2zs and decisions had to be made on the basis of the Refugee

Convention definition.2" Cases that were refused by the RRT could be brought by appeal

to the Federal Court, resulting in a major increase in the number of applications at review

stage between the l99l-92 (229 cases) and 1992-93 financial year (2,339).230 Also,

2re Section 9 Migration Legislation Amendment Act 1994 (Cth): "section 268 of the principal Act is amended
by omitting from subsec

220 Section 54ZD(3), now s ct.
22t lbid, ss54w, 542F, no further reading see, for example, Australia, HREoc, ?i¿os¿

who've come a.cross the seas, supra note 216, at 17-1g; Birrell, supra note 130, at 115.zzz ¡iu 5A 
- Costs etc of Detention, Removal and Deportation, s i6 Migration Reþrm Act, now Div 10,

ss 209 ff Migration Act.
223 No 86 of 1991.
224 Section 3(e) Migration Amend.ment Act l99l (Cth)
225 No 84 of 1992.
226 Section 8 Migration Amendment Act (No 2) Igg2 (Cth), ss z2AA-zzAD Migration Act, now substituted

^^_ 
by Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth), Subclass 200 - Refugee.

2'7 Now ss 411-473 Migration Act.
228 lbid, s 166D8, now s 425.

"e Fot an assessment of the operation and jurisdiction of the Refugee Review Tribunal see Susan Kneebone,
"The Refugee Review Tribunal and the Assessment of Credibility: an Inquisitorial Role?', (199g) 5 .4J

^^^AdminL78-96;cf Crock, ImmigrationandRefugeeLawinAustralia,suprànog87,atL29.
230 Pt 8 Migration Reþrm Act 1992, now Pt 8 - Review of Decisions by Federal Court, Migration Act,

ss 475-486. Figures from DIEA,/DIMA, Population Flows: Imrnigration Aspects (1996/1997).



s 1668E Migration Act provided that the Minister could substitute the decision of the

Tribunal with one more favourable to the applicant.23r But on the other hand, the review of
refugee claims was further streamlined. Also, the powers of the Tribunal to review

Departmental and Ministerial decisions were limited.

2.2.5.2. L994-I998

Starting in late 1994 the number of unauthorised arrivals Australia increased further. In the

1994-95 financial year the Immigration Department recorded 1,089 people arriving

illegally by boat in addition to 485 unauthorised arrivals by ak.212 Simultaneously the

number of onshore refugee applications reached a new peak with 10,490 cases in the 1993-

94 financíal year.'31 The implementation of the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action and,

the repatriation of Vietnamese refugees who were detained in camps throughout the Asia

Pacific region led some of them to flee from the camps to Australia. Also, many of the

new arrivals were Vietnamese who had been resettled in China and became displaced when

the Chinese Government moved to redevelop the areas where the Vietnamese lived.

Once these migrants reached Australia, most of them applied for refugee status, which

caused a significant increase in the number of asylum seekers (6,260 (1994), i,630 (1995),

9,760 (I996)),'3n and also in the rate of refugee recognition (73.3Vo (lgg4), 9,IVo (1995),

18.IVo (1996)'z3s). The growing rate of successful refugee applications caused fears that this

would "send the wrong message abroad",zsr thus encouraging others to come to Australia.

Calls were made for additional measures to reduce the number of asylum claims. Once

again, these motions resulted in further amendments to the Migration Act.

The answer to increasing numbers of asylum claims was found in the 'safe third country'

policy, a legal instrument that derives from the law of several European countries.237 The

'3r Now s 477 Migration Act.
23' Figures taken from DIMA, Fact Sheet 8l: Unauthorised Arrivals by Air and Sea (22 Nov 1999).
'33 See infra Appendix D, Figure 28.
234 See infra Appendix D, Figure 29.
23s lbid.
236 Crock, "The Peril of the Boat People" supra note 78, at 40-44.
2'7 Scc, for example, the art 30 of the Convention Apptying the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985

between the Governments of the States of the BENELUX Economic (Jnion, the Fedàrøl Republic of



Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 4) 1994 (Cth)'* introduced sections 918-91D

into the Migration Act. The changes to the legislation provided that applicants fell within

the ambit of the 1989 Comprehensive PIan of Action and had been assessed overseas for

refugee status prior to arrival in Australia would not be reassessed by Australian

authorities. Secondly, applicants who had arrived in Australia from designated safe third

countries that are regarded as non-refugee producing countries or countries in which

refugees can enjoy asylum without danger, became ineligible for refugee status,23e and

"should not be allowed to apply for a protection visa or, in some cases, any other visa. Any

such non-citizen who is an unlawful non-citizen will be subject to removal".2ao

In addition to the implementation of the safe third country policy, the Government further

restricted the availability of protection visas by inserting provisions to bar unsuccessful

applicants from lodging any further applications for protection visas.2ar

The new policies soon became the subject of criticism.'a' It was argued that the safe third

country practice would delegate the responsibility of protecting and determining refugees

to countries which may have no or only questionable asylum procedures. Concern was also

expressed that the removal of illegal migrants to third or transit countries could breach of

Germany and the French Republic on the Gradual Abolition of Checks at their Common Borders, 19
June 1990 (30 ILM 1991, 84); Convention Determining the State Responsible for Examining Applications
for AsyLum Lodged on One of the Member States of the European Communitles, signed in Dublin, 15 June
1990 (30 ILld L99I, 425). See also the references in Joan Fitzpatrick, "Flight from Asylum: Trends
Toward Temporary 'Refuge' and Local Responses to Forced Migrations" (1994) 35(l) Virg JIL 13 at33,
fn 91.

238 ¡o ß6 of 1994.
23e Sections 91D, 9lE Migration Act. For Australia's 'safe third country' provisions see Crock, Immigration

and Refugee Law in Austrølia, supra note 8'r., at 154-155; McMaster, supra note 97, at 89-91; Savitri
Taylor, "Australia's 'Safe Third Country' Provisions: Their Impact on Australia's Fulfilment of Its Non-
Refoulement Obligations" (1996) 15 Univ Tas LR 196-235; and see also Ausrralia, HREOC, Those
Who've come Across the Seas, supra note 216, at 24-25.

2a{) Section 9lA Migration Act.
24t lbid, ss 484, 488; s 14 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 6) 1995 (No I02 of 1995).

'o' See, for example, Nazaré Albuquerque Abell, "The Compatibility of Readmission Agreements with the
1951 Conventionrelating to the Status of Refugees" (1999) l1(l) IJRL6O at62-64; Australia. HREOC,
Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 276, at 22-23, 32-34; Fiona McKenzie, "V/hat have we
done with the Refugee Convention?" (1996) '70 ALI at820-821; Penelope Marhew, "Recent Diminution
of Refugee Rights" (2000) 9(I) Human Rights Defender 18 at 19; Nick Poynder, "Recent Implementation
of the Refugee Convention in Australia and the Law of Accommodations to International Human Rights
Treaties" (1995) 2 AJHR75 at82-85; Taylor, "Australia's Safe Third Country' Provisions" supra îote
239, at 209-23L See also Australia (Cth), Senate Legal ancl Constitutional Legislatìon Commìttee,
Hqnsard (30 Sep 1994) 146-151 (Pierre M Fontaine, UNHCR Regional Representative); and IINHCR
Executive Committee, Problem of refugees and asylum-seekers who move in an inegular manner from a
country in which they had already found protection, UNHCR Doc Excom No 58 (XL) (1989),



the non-refoulement obligation under article 33 of the Refugee Conventionra3 This requires

Australian authorities to be satisfied that the third country is willing and able to provide

protection and offers a meaningful opportunity for the refugee to be heard before removal

of an asylum seeker.2aa Since most of Australia's neighbours are not parties to the Refugee

Convention, the Refugee Protocol and to most other major international human rights, it is
a matter of serious concern if people are sent back to these countries.ros

The new policy was first activated in early 1995 following the arrival of further boatpeople

from PR China.2a6 Since the safe third country provisions initially did not cover Chinese

asylum seekers, the 7994 amendments were followed in January 1995 by a bilateral

Memorandum of Understanding between Australia and the PR Chinara? by which the latter

became a designated safe third country for Vietnamese refugees who had been resettled in

China.2a8 As a consequence, applications for protection visas made by Vietnamese refugees

from China were invalidated and the applicants immediately returned to China.

Consequently, the number of refugee applications by Chinese citizens dropped from 8,912

by June 1994 to 4,335 by June 1995 and to 2,223 applications by June 1996.24s Australia is

currently seeking other possible countries with which to negotiate safe third country

'43 Art33(1) (Prohibition of expulsion or return ("refoulement")) Refugee Convention states that ,,no

Contracting State shall expel or return ("refoule") a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of
territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality,

-.. membership of a particular social group or political opinion."
2aa See infra Section 4.3,1 .l.
245 Cf Jens Vedsted-Hansen, "Non-admission policies and the right to protection: refugees, choice versus

states' exclusion?" in Frances Nicholson & Patrick Tworney, Refugee Rights and Realities, evolving
International Concepts and Regimes (1999) 269 at 270; Taylor, "Rethinking Australia's practice of
'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals" supra note 82, at 44-48. Similar criticism arose with respect to
Australia's policy on refugees from East Timor, as Australia required them to apply for asyium in
Portugal. For details see Mathew, "Lest We Forget" supra note 156, at9. fne tf¡iUCR Executive
Committee has expressed its concern about safe third country policies in EXCOM Conclusion No 5g(XL)
and 87 ()l-X), but it approved of the Aushalian provisions in 1994; cf Australia, Senate Legal and
Constitutional References Committee, supra note l9'7 , at 6g.

'06 The number of onshore refugee applicants from the PR China reached 10,6'l j in June 1993 and g,912 in
June 1994; DIMA, Population Flows: Immigration Aspects (1994) 14, (L995) 14.

247 "Understandings on special arrangements for dealing with current unauthorised arrivals in Australia of
Vietnamese refugees settled in China", Beijing, 25 Jan 1995, Migration Regulations (Cth) sch 11,
reprinted in 'laylor, "Australia's Safe Third Country' Provisions" supra note 239, at 234-235. Under the
provisions of international refugee law, the allocation of responsibility for determination of refugee status
from one country to another requires agreement between these countries to prevent disputes over

- - responsibility and refoulement. Mathew, "Lest'we Forget" supra note 156, at 3g.
248 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 2) 1gg5 (Cth), No 1 of 1995, now Reg 2.L2 Migration

Regulations 1994 (Cth). Cf Nicholls, supraîote 191, at 66-61;Poyncler, supra\ote24Z,at84-85.
24e DIMA, Population Flows: Immigration Aspects (1995) 14, (1996) 14, (rggj) 14.



agreements, including New Zealand, the United States, Canada and countries of the

European lJnion.250 This extension of the safe third country policy has to be seen in

connection with a string of recent cases in which Australian courts have interpreted

Australia's obligations under the Refugee Convention morc restrictively, particularly in

circumstances where applicants had access to protection elsewhere.25r

The Government's rigid attitude towards illegal entry caused criticism on national and

international levels. Critics argued that the mandatory detention of illegal entrants would

infringe article 31(1) Refugee Convention 252 Secondly, it was stated that the universal visa

requirement did not recognise the fact that the majority of refugees have no time and no

opportunity to obtain valid travel documentation and comply with emigration and

immigration formalities. Furthermore, critics held that the Australian policy would not

take into account that the transit points have in many cases been unsafe for the migrants.2s3

As a consequence of the restrictive measures towards onshore asylum claimants that had

been implemented since 1993, the number of boatpeople entering the formal refugee

determination status fell dramatically, while many others have been removed without

having their cases assessed.

250 Ctock, "The Peril of the Boat People" supra note 78, at 40-44; DÍMA, Protecting the Border:
Immigration Complíance (1999) 20; DIMA, Fact Sheet 46: Australia's International Protection
Obligations (3 May 2000); Ausü'alia, External Reference Group on People Srnuggling (1999) 22-23.

"t See Jonathan Hunyor', "'Warra Warra: Refugees and Protection Obligations in Relaxed and Comfortable
Australia" (2000) 25(4) AIt LI 22'7 at228 and the cases cited there. For the case of East Timorese who
have been sent back to Portugal see Anderson, supra note 156, at5O-54; Mathew, "Lest We Forgef" supra
note 156, at33-37.

2s2 Art31(1) reads: "The Contracting States shall not impose penalties, on account of their illegal entry or
presence, on refugees who, coming directly from a territory where their life or freedom was threatened in
the sense of article 1, enter or are present in their territory without authorisation, provided they present
themselves without delay to the authorities and show good cause for their illegal entry or presence." See
infra Section 4.3.4.

253 Cf Crock,Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra ¡ote 87, at 177-202; Goodwin-Gill, The
Refugee in International Layv, supra nLote 1 1, at 15

254 Australia,HRËOC,ThoseWho'veComeAcrosstheSeas,suprarlote216,ar.33.

Entering refugee process

number Vo

Not entering refugee process

number Vo TotalYear of arrival

t993-94 t99 100 t99

1994-95 r62 14.8 935 85.2 t,097

1995-96 6l 10.4 528 89.6 589



In the 1993-94 financial year, all boatpeople arriving in Australia entered the formal

refugee determination process. One year later, only 14.8 percent did so, while the majority

of boatpeople did not enter the process at all. In the 1995-96 financial year only 10.4

percent entered the formal refugee determination process. Concern grew over the fact that

unauthorised entrants who were held in detention centres would not lodge asylum

applications as a result of insufficient assistance with their claims and inadequate access to

legal advice and to human rights organisations.255 A recent study stated that, according to

DIMA statistics, in 1996/91 80 percent of illegal boat arrivals who had been removed did

not request legal advice while held in detention.2s6

The detention practice caused large numbers of complaints against the Immigration

Department and its policies in general. This led the Australian Human Rights and Equal

Opportunity Commission (HREOC) to conduct an inquiry into the human rights dimension

of the detention of unauthorised arrivals. The report, released in 1999, found a number of

human rights violations and breaches of international law by the current policy of

mandatory detention practice and its implementation practice.25i

2.2.6. Recent Developments: 1999 and after

In 1999, Australia witnessed the largest number of illegal immigrants arriving by boat since

the landing of Indochinese boatpeople in the late 1970s. DIMA apprehended,4,lT4

unauthorised arrivals on 75 boats in the 1999-2000 financial year, compared with 920

people and 42 boats in 1998-99,'?5* The number of boatpeople arriving in Australia grew

rapidly towards the end of 1999. \Mithin the month of November, 13 boats carrying I,179

asylum seekers landed at Ashmore Reef and Christmas Island2se placing further pressure on

Australia's onshore humanitarian program and on the existing detention facilities. Anxiety

over illegal immigration grew particularly with the detection of the Chinese vessel Kayuen

25s For details about the legal advice available to asylum seekers in detention see infra Section 4.3.2.
256 'faylor, "should Unauthorised Arrivals in Australia have Free Access to Advice and Assistance?,' supra

note 34, at 43. See also infra Section 4.3.4.ttt See infra Section 4.3.4.

's8 DIMA, Fact Sheet 8I: Unauthorísed Arrivals by Air and Sea (27 Oct 2000).
25e DIMA, Borcler Protection Branch, Refused Immigration Clearance Report, December Iggg (Z0OO) 30-31.



near Port Kembla (NSW) in April 1999 as it had landed further south than any other illegal
vessel recorded

Unlike earlier boat landings in Australia, the majority of the migrants who arrived in
Australia illegally by boat during and after 1999 were of Middle Eastern origin, particularly

from kaq and Afghanistan, Many of the kaqi refugees left the country during or after the

Persian Gulf War 1990-91in which Australia actively participated. Some fled as a result

of the war, others were persecuted for ethnic or religious reasons, as the regime under

President Hussein moved to suppress the Kurd minority in northern kaq and the Shia

Muslims in the south. Others again left kaq for economic reasons as the embargo imposed

on the country after the war, and enforced by the Australian Government, had a severe

impact on the kaqi population.260

Many refugees fled from Afghanistan after the Soviet invasion in 1979. More followed

when the fundamentalist Taliban overthrew the government in 1994. Between 1994 and,

2OOl, the Taliban regime imposed a radical Islamic rule on the country with severe

punishments for non-conformists and discrimination against women and various religious

and ethnic minorities.26t

The majority of refugees from haq and Afghanistan initially found protection in
neighbouring countries such as Jordan, Turkey, han and Pakistan. But when Jordan and

han withdrew the protection offered to refugees, many people became displaced again and

moved on in search for safer shores, which some of them were hoping to find in Australia.

As mentioned earlier, Australia recognised many of them as refugees under the Refugee

Convention.262 However, given the growing number of unauthorised arrivals, public

sentiments turned against the new immigrants, often subtly supported by the media and

government statements.

260 Hossein Esmaeli & Belinda Wells, "The 'Temporary' Refugees: Australia's Legal Response to the Arrival
of Iraqi and Afghan Boat-People" (2000) 23(3) UNSW LI 224 at226,232.

26r Esmaeli & Wells, ibid, at 227; UNHCR, The State of the World's Refugees 2000: Fifty years of
H umanitarian Action (2000) 1 15-1 16.

'o' See supra Section 2,2,5 ,7.



The Government responded to the high number of unauthorised arrivals with the passing of
the Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No t) lggg (Cth)263 and the Border protection

Legislation Amendment Act 1999 (Cth).'?64 The Migration Legislation Amendment Act
(No 1) 1999 created new offences relating to migrant trafficking,265 further reduced the

rights of detainees and repealed the obligations to provide unlawful non-citizens with visa

and refugee status information unless explicitly requested.266

The Border Protection Legislation Amendment.Act 1999 followed on 8 December 1999,

implementing the recommendation of a Task Force on Coastal Surveillance that was

established by the Prime Minister in response to the series of unauthorised boat arrivals

that occurred aiong Australia's east coast. The Task Force's report, releaspd in June

1999,267 concluded a list of eighteen recommendations that called for stricter controls of
Australia's coastline,26s for better cooperation with overseas and international agencies26e

and for a stronger legal frame\ryork.27o

On the basis of this report, Coastwatch, Australia's principal civil coastal surveillance

agency was restructured, Coastwatch's budget heavily increased and the new position of
Director General of Coastwatch created. The Borcler Protection Legislation Amendment

Act 1999 was the response to the Task Force's call for a new legal framework. The Act
introduced a catalogue of rigid measures that sought to prevent and deter the arrival of
further boatpeople. The Act created new and broader powers for law enforcement and

immigration agencies to chase, board, move and destroy foreign vessels, within and beyond

Australia's territorial and contiguous maritime zones if they are suspected of carrying

illegal migrants to Australia.2T'

263 No 89 of 1999; previous title: Migration Legislation Amendment BiIl (No 2) lggg (cth). cf Michael
Heacl, "The Kosovar and Timorese 'Safe Haven' Refugees" (lgg9) 24(6) Att U Zj9 at 2g0. An earlier
(unsuccessful) attempt to repeal the obligations to inform illegal immigrants about their rights and reduce

^-. 
their rights to complain was undertaken by the Migration Legislation Amenclment Bítt (No'2) 1996 (Cth).

264 Border Protection Legislation Amendrnent Act I9b9 (cth), ño 160 of 1999.
265 See infra Section 4.1.
266 See infra Section 4.3.4.
267 Australia, Prirne Minister's coastal Surveillance Task Force, Report (1999).
268 lbid, Attachment A, Consolidated List of Recommendations, recommendations 8-16.26" Ibid,recommendations 1-7.
t1t' Ibi¿l,recommendations 17-18.
27r Div I2A - Chasing, Boarding etc Ships and Aircrafr, ss 245A-245H Migration Act.



Further restrictions were imposed on asylum seekers in pursuit of the Governments

deterrence policy. The Migration Amendment Regulations 1999 (No l)¡ztz created a

category of temporary protection visas for successful onshore applicants, which excludes

them from welfare benefits and family reunification and limits the protection to a

maximum of three years if the applicant arrived in Australia illegally.2?3

Part 6 of the Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999 (Cth) sought to prevent

'forum shopping', a term used to label migrants who have chosen Australia as their

destination rather than trying to seek asylum in geographically closer countries.2Ta The

amendments introduced ss 91M-91Q into the Migration Act, which provide that

a non-citizen who can avail himself or herself of protection from a third country, because of
nationality or some other right to re-enter and reside in the third country, should seek
protection from the third country instead of applying in Australia for a protection visa, or, in
some cases, any other visa. Any such non-citizen who is an unlawful non-citizen will be
subject to removal under Division 8.27s

in the eyes oi the iviinister this measure was "very important in sending an appropriate

signal to people who are intent on travelling to Australia unlawfully and bypassing places

where they can make asylum claims, or leaving situations where they are otherwise safe -
breaching our law, engaging with organised crime."2?6 Moreover, people who

unsuccessfully applied for protection visas in Australia, who had then been removed and

later re-entered the migration zone have been barred from lodging further applications.2?7

The introduction of the provisions under ss 91M-91Q must be seen in connection with the

existing safe third country regulation. Together, these measures are an attempt to shift

Australia's protection obligation to other countries and facilitate the immediate removal of
unauthorised arrivals. The practice has drawn strong criticism. A recent Senate inquiry

272 No 243 of 199.
273 For details see infra Section 4.3.I.2.
tto Cf DIMA, Protecting the Borders: Immigration Compliance (lggg) 8: Migrants ,.with a bonafide

protection need [who] seek to choose a particular migration outcome as well as gain protection,,; and see
Australia (Ctlì), House of Representatives, Parliamentary Debates (22 Nov lggg) glg4 (Mr Ruddock,
Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs): People "who have tried to migate to Australia and
other countries before and had their applications refused." On the argument whether or not refugees can

-_- 
choose the country of asylum see generally Vedsted-Han sen, supra nofe 245, at2j6-2j9.

2?5 Section 91Mr Migration Act.
276 Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Parliamentary Debates (22 Nov lggg) gI94 (Mr Ruddock,

Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs). See also Australia, External Reference Group on
People Smuggling (1999) 22;Fitzpatrick, supranote23T at 16, 18;Sztucki, supraîote 1g6, at 65, j3.



found no evidence "that there are substantial numbers of forum shoppers" and that ,,it is
important to distinguish between forum shopping 

- which implies an element of choice

- and the loss of refuge in another country."278 The present legislation does not adequately

establish this distinction. In this context, one critic has suggested that

[i]t is yet to be argued that Australia would be fulfilling its Convenrion obligations by
sending asylum seekers to a desert island, from where there would be no risÈ of being
returned to a place where they would be persecuted - but such is the logic of thã
approach.2Te

The harsh measures introduced by the Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999

led to protests, unrest, hunger strikes and suicide threats in the detention centres.2¡0

Although the amendments responded to strong public sentiments against boatpeople, the

creation of the new, "secondary" class of refugees has been heavily criticised by

humanitarian and refugee organisations.2sr Concern has been expressed that the target of
these rigid measures are genuine refugees and not the criminal traffickers who facilitate

their travel' The fact that successful applicants cannot bring their family members to

Australia can interfere with the right of family life as set out in article 17 of the

International covenant on civil and political Rights (ICCpR).rs2 Furthermore, no

277 Section 3 Border Protection Legislation Amend,ment Act 1999 (Cth), s 484(lA) Migration Act.2t8 Australia, Senate Legal and Constitutional References Corn.mittee, suprq note I97 , at 19.27' Hunyor, supra note 251, at 228. Hunyor continues by saying "The provision confum that no connection
to a third country is required fo¡ Australia to be able to defer its protection obligations. Furthermore, the
asylum seekers must take all possible steps to avail themselves of ã right to go elsewhere 

- it would seem
it is not good enough that they have taken all reasonable steps. ... They raise the very real possibility of ...
'refugees in orbit', whereby asylum seekers u." r"nt from country to country, each denying

- responsibility." at 229,230. see also Albuquerque Ãbell, supra note 242, at 6g.
"" See, for example, the reports in David Rcardon, "Boat People Starve for Better Condtions,, (5 Feb 2000)

The Age; Penelope Debelle, "'Woomera stand-off' (9 June 20OO) The Age;Megan Saunders & Matthew
Spencer', "Refugees Riot in Desert" (29 Aug 2000) The Australian 1, 6; "Woomera riot reflects poor
refugee policy" (30 Aug 2000) The Australian 12. See also the reports on ABC 'I'elevision, ,.A Well
Founded Fear of Persecution" Four Corners (14 Mar 2000); icl, "The Queue Jumpers" Four Corners (16
Oct 2000).

28r Cf Mathew, "Recent Diminution of Refugee Rights" supra îote 242, at 18-19. For public views on the
unauthorised arrivals in 1999 see the summary and analysis in Corlett, suprq îote 85, at 13-16.282 Art l7 ICCPR provides that everyone has the right to the protection of interference or attacks of famitylife. In 1989 the UN Human Rights Committee stated that "the exclusion of a person from a country
where close members of family are living can amount to an interference within the meaning of Articll
17(l)." Richard Plender & Nuala Mole, "Beyond the Geneva Convention: constructing a de facto right of
asylum from international human rights instruments" in Frances Nicholson & patrick Twomey (eds),
Refugee Rights and Realíties (1999) 81 ar 99.



evidence has been found that limiting protection to a period of three or four years deters

desperate migrants who are fleeing persecution or poverty.2s3

2.2.7. The Tampa Incident and the Pacific Solution

Australia's increasingly restrictive refugee policy and the hostility towards unauthorised

arrivals caused news headlines around the world in August 2OOl, when an Indonesian ferry

with 433 Afghan and Sri Lankan boatpeople sank near Christmas Island en route to
Australia. The MV Tampa, a Norwegian cargo ship, rescued the migrants. Indonesia,

Australia, and Norway debated who was responsible for the migrants. When the captain of
the Tampa refused to turn away from Australia, the Government sent armed Special Air
Services (SAS) troops to seize the Tampa and prevent it from approaching Christmas

Island.2sa After six days, approximately 300 migrants were taken to the tiny island nation of

Nauru, and 160 migrants were taken to New Zealand.,to determine if they are refugees.

The legality of the action taken against the MV Tampa was uncertain and six hours after

the seizure of the Tampa, the Government introduced the Border Protection BiIt 2001 into

Parliament to retrospectively legalise its actions. If enacted, the Bill would have also

authorised the Government to tow any ship out to sea, including those sinking or otherwise

in distress, thus putting people at risk and their lives in jeopardy. UNHCR expressed the

view that the enforcement action under the Bill could violate the obligations under the

Refugee Convention if ships were forcibly removed from Australian waters.2ss Moreover,

the Bill, if enacted, would discourage ships from rescuing people in distress at sea, as in the

late 1970s when merchant vessels refused to rescue Vietnamese boatpeople in the South

China Sea and the Pacific Ocean. This Border Protection BilI was rejected in the Senate

on 30 August 2001,.

'*3 See the discussion ínfra Section 4.3.4.1. For comments and reviews of the Border Protection Legislation
Amendment Bill 1999 see for example, "Refugee Visa no Answer to Crisis" (ZO-21 Nov 19991 Zfte
Weekend Australian 18; Richard McGregor, "Riding the Refugee'Wave" (20-Zl Nov 1999) The Weekend,
Australian 21; James Murray, "They're Refugees not Invaders" (23 Nov 1999) The Australian 15;
"Refugee Plan Cruel, Unjust and offensive" (27-28 Nov 1999) The Weekend Australian.

284 Vancla Carson & Natalie O'Brien, "The storming of the Tampa" (30 Aug 2O0l) The Australian 3.
285 IINHCR, "UNHCR voices growing concern over ship 

"ugu" 
ç29 Aug 2001) UNHCR press Release.



On 17 September, the Government introduced four new Bills into parliament and in
addition reintroduced the Migration Legislation Amendment (Jucticial Review) BiU jggg

and the Migration Legislation Amendment Bitt (No 1) 2001. Both Houses of parliament

passed all six Bills on 27 September 2001.2s6

The handling of the Tampa incident and the legislation passed in the aftermath

demonstrated Australia's unwillingness to accept onshore asylum seekers who arrive in
Australia unlawfully. Instead, the Government sought to prevent and deter people from
coming, and turn around those who are migrating ineguiarly.

Additionally, the Government attempted to coordinate its deterrence policy with

neighbouring countries and establish arrangements under which these nations agree to

accept asylum seekers temporarily until they are granted refugee status and find
resettlement places. Given Indonesia's strong reservations towards accommodating

refugees for Australia, the Government negotiated a so-called "pacific Solution', by

reaching agreements with Nauru and Papua New Guinea to accommodate asylum seekers

for processing in return for substantial tinanci al aid:*1 Discussions have also been held

with Fiji,'?88 Kiribati, Niue and Palau.2s' At the time this study was completed, these plans

had not materialised.

The Border Protection (Validation and Enforcement Powers) Act 2001introduced a range

of amendments to the Migration Act and the Customs Acr. These measures retrospectively

legalised the action taken against the MV Tampa and other vessels that had been turned

286 Border Protection (validation and Enforcement Powers) Act 2001(cth), No 126 of 2001; Migrqtion Act
(Excision from Migration Zone) Act 2001 (Cth), No 127 of 2001; Migration Amendment (Excision fromMigration Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 2001 (Cth), No 128 of 2001; Migratíon Legislatíon
Amendment Act (No. I) 2002 (Cth), No I29 of 2OOl; Migration Legislation Amendmint Act (No. 5) 2001
(Cth), No 130 of 2001; Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No. 6) 2001(Cth), No 131 of 2001.

'87 Cf the reports in Sian Powell, "Nauru makes g20m in cash und kind,' (11 Sep ZOa¡ fne Australian 5; id,
"Paying guests welcome" (14 Sep 2001) The Australian 77;id, "Nauru baulks at third batch of asylum-
seekers" (1 Oct 2001) The Australian; Megan Saunders, "PNG plan for latest refugees" (10 Oct 2001)
The Australian l: icl, "PNG to take boatpeople" (12 Oct 2001) The Australian; Robãrt Garran & Megan
Sattnders, "Nauru rescues PM again" (12 Dec 2001) The Australiani "Australia, New Zealand" (ZOOZ)
9(l) Migration News.

288 Robert Garran, "Fiji may be next stop for boatpeople" (19 Oct 2001) The Australian; Mary-Louise
- O'Callaghan, "Fiji says 'no' to boatpeople" (1 Nov 2001) The Australian.

28' Megan Saunders & Matt Price, "Refugee 'Pacific solution' in limbo" (27 Oct 2001) The Australian;
Mary-Louise O'Callaghan, "Misadventures in paradise" (2 Nov 2001) The Austaj,lian 13; Michael
Madi-ean & Mark Dunn, "New offshore deal for boatpeople" (13 Nov 20OI) The Australian.



around.2e' The Bill introduced new provisions regarding the powers of Commonwealth

officers in relation to persons aboard suspect vessels and regarding the detention and

relocation of such persons. Under the new provisions officers have authority to search and

detain any person suspect of entering Australia unlawfully and return the person to a ship

or aircraft, if necessary using reasonable force.2er The Act prevents any legal challenges of
any action taken under the new provisions,"'but unlike the earlier Bord,er protection Bill
2001, Commonwealth officers are not authorised to tow vessels into international waters.

Finally, the new amendments brought further changes to the trafficking offences under the

Migration /ç¡.2<x

The Migration Legislation Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Acf sought ,'to

discourage unauthorised arivals, people smuggling and to promote the integrity of
Australia's entry and visa processes".2e4 Essentially, the Act removed Australia's north and

northwestern overseas territories, the key landing sites for unauthorised boat arrivals, from

Australia's international responsibilities for refugees. Asylum seekers who arrive at these

offshore territories can no longer apply for protection visas. The Bill declared the

territories of Christmas Island, Ashmore and Cartier Islands, Cocos (Keeling) Islands and

any other offshore territory prescribed as "excised offshore places",2es and prevents non-

citizens who enter Australia at one of these places unlawfully ("offshore entry persons,')

from making a valid visa application.2e. With the excisions of Ashmore and Cartier

Islands, Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling) Island, and the attempts to establish

processing centres in South Pacific nations, some observers stated that the Government

intended to process all future asylum seekers outside Australia's migration zone.2sj

2e{l Sections 5, 6 Border Protection (Valídation and. Enforcement Powers) Bi¡ 2001.
2e1 Sections 18544, 185A8 customs Acl, ss 245F(g),(94),245F4,245F8 MigrationAct.
2e? sections 185(3AAA), (3AAB), (3AB), 185A4(6) customs Acl, ss 245F(84), (88), (98), 245FA(6)

Migration Act.
2e3 See infra Section 4.L
2ea Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) B1II

2001, Explanatory Memorandum (2001) 2.
2e5 Section 5(l) Migration Act (as amended).
2e6 lbid, s46A(1). The Minister can, however, grantexceptions and accept applications from offshore entry

' persons if the Minister thinks "it is in the public interest to do so',,
2e7 Megan Saunders & Natalie O'Brien, "Little boats that broke Howard's line in the water" (2 I Sep 2001)

The Australiø¡z 9; Sian Powell & Megan Saunclels, "stubborn iltegals hold ship hostage" (22-23 Sep
200I) The Weekend Australian l7.



The Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Consequential Provisions Act

2001 (Cth) introduced legislation that allows Government officials to detain any non-

citizen suspected of entering an excised offshore place unlawfully until the person is

removed from Australia. Under new s 198A Migration Acr offshore entry persons can no

longer be taken into immigration detention in Australia and they do not enjoy the (limited)

rights of immigration detainees. Moreover, they are precluded from instituting or

continuing any proceeding against Commonwealth action relating to their entry, status,

detention and removal, leaving the people completely at the mercy of the executive

officers.'?8

For those offshore entry persons who are found to be subject to persecution, substantial

discrimination or gross violation of human rights in their home countries, the Migration

Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Consequential Provisions Act 2001 (Cth)

created a new visa class (secondary movement offshore entry (temporary) visa) which

allows applicants to obtain temporary protection in Australia for a period of three years.ree

Secondly, a nevv visa class has been created for applicants who apply for protection in

Australia from transit countries (secondary movement relocation (temporary) visa),3ü)

which allows them to enter Australia for a period of five years. Successful applicants can

also apply for a permanent protection visa after 4Vzyears.3,,'

The new visa classes seek to encourage people to apply for protection visas from overseas

rather than attempting to travel to Australia and apply for asylum upon arrival. Persons

who apply from transit countries such as Indonesia are entitled to a greater range of

benefits, including family reunion and the opportunity to apply for permanent protection

after a period of 54 months. However, these measures place additional strain on transit

countries. Moreover, the new arrangements may put people at risk of removal and

refoulement, as it remains unclear in what way the transit country is expected to offer

effective protection. For instance, it is not required that the transit country is a signatory to

2e8 Section 494A,A Migration Act.
2eo Subclass 447 Migration Re gulations; see infra Section 4.3.4.2.
3ut lbid, subclass 451.
30r Cf 

^ustralia 
(Cth), House of Representatives, Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone)

(Consequential Provisions) BiIl 2001, Explanatory Memorandum (2001) 3.



the Refugee Convention. In that respect, the new arrangements circumvent the safe transit

country/safe third country provisions that were introduced in 1995.

The Government also believed that by excising Australia's offshore territories and thus

widening the geographical distance between Indonesia and the Australian migration zone,

the journeys of prospective boatpeople will not only be much longer, but they also be more

easily detened. It is predictable that these changes will further increase the expenses for

and sophistication of trafficking operations and the income of criminal organisations. The

amendments will also make the journey more dangereus, putting further people at risk and

their lives in jeopardy.

The Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 6) 200l introduced, inter alia, new ss 91R-

91X into the Mígration Act, which determine the interpretation of the terms "persecution",

"membership of a particular social group", "non-political crime" and "particuiarly serious

crime" as contained in the definition of refugees under article 1 of the Refugee Convention.

By creating these provisions, the Government sought to restrict judicial interpretation of

the refugee definition. These amendments responded to Ministerial concern that courts

interpret the refugee definition too generously, particularly in circumstances "where

hardship or serious inconvenience has been considered to be persecution and situations

where mistreatment is feared for reasons other than those intended to be covered by the

[Refugee] Convention", thus causing "increasing numbers of attempts to misuse

Australia's onshore protection processes".302

At the same time these four Acts were passed, the Government also reintroduced two Bills

that had been proposed earlier, but were not enacted because they lacked support from the

Opposition: The Migration Legislation Amendment (Judicial Review) B1II lgg|, which

prevents access to judicial review of migration cases in the higher courts, and the

Migrøtion Legislation Amendment Bill (No 1) 2001, which bans class actions in migration

cases. By 31 December 2001, these two Bills had been referred to a Senate Committee for

further consideration.

302 Australia (Cth), House of Rcpresentatives, Migration Legíslation Amendment BiIt (No. 6), Explanatory
Memorandum (2001) 2.



2.3. Conclusion

Migration within the Asia Pacific region is the result of complex circumstances, conditions,

perceptions and motivations which cause people to leave their home country and seek

protection, employment, or simply a better a life abroad. For centuries people have moved

across international borders and settled in foreign countries. Population movements have

been integral parts of the social and economic developments in the region.

International instruments provide only limited safeguards for migrants. The Convention

and Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees are important measures for the protection of

those fleeing persecution, but there is no equivalent instrument for those fleeing

generalised violence, economic hardship and environmental disasters. V/hile the causes

that generate migration have grown in their intensity and compiexity, the policy

mechanisms on international, regional and national levels have barely kept pace with the

expanding problem.3"3

Australia's wealth, stability and multicultural society are the major features that make this

country an important destination for migrants from around the world. Particularly under

the 'populate or perish' policies after World War II, Australia has witnessed large scale

immigration in the form of family reunification and under the humanitarian and skilled

migrants programs. Following the First Oil Crisis, increasing unemployment, and the

arrival of asylum seekers from 1975 onwards, Australia 
- as most other western nations

- began to place restrictive measures on immigration. A survey undertaken in 1998,

analysing the immigration policies of the major destination countries of migratory

movements, found that over the last twenty years the majority of these countries have

continuously lowered the immigration intake regardless of the growing demand for access

to these countries.3('o The changes in migration law and regulations effectively reduced the

3"3 See infra Chapters Five and Six.
3"0 Schmid, supra. trote 36, at36, referring to Íhe Populøtion Policy Data Bankmaintained by the population

Division of the Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis of the UN
Secretariat.:



number of legal immigrants. kregular immigration has been further criminalised and

detention and deportation have become the simplistic answers to unwanted arrivals.

The concern about the phenomenon of asylum seekers and unauthorised arrivals in

Australia appears to be out of proportion. It needs to be reminded that the world's poorest

countries carry the world's refugee burden overwhelmingly. Secondly, the majority of

illegal foreigners in Australia are not unauthorised immigrants. For example, on 30 June

2000 DIMA estimated that 58,748 people overstayed their visas. The largest groups of

overstayers are UK (5,759) and US citizens (4,649).3('s This compares to 5,870

unauthorised arrivals in the 1999-2000 financial year. It seems unjust to criminalise the

few fleeing persecution and economic hardship while ignoring the many who arrive from

wealthy countries and continue to stay after their visas have expired.

It is very questionable that Australia continues to be hostile towards accepting onshore

refugee claims and rather select individual asylum seekers through offshore humanitarian

programmes. Although Australia, like any other country, has legitimate reasons to

maintain control over who does and who does not enter the country, the offshore

humanitarian programme appears to be a way that circumvents the key principal of

international refugee law: that is to protect people outside their country.

The increasing criminalisation of migration has not reduced the incentives for moving to

safe and wealthy countries. It meant rather that potential migrants started looking for

illegal ways of migration, which they found in professional traffickers. As stated

elsewhere:

Where no local protection exists, people escape however they can, and they will resort to
desperate measures to seek refuge in Western countries. The lack of any real opportunity to
apply for resettlement has made such measures necessary.to6

5: Government level of t976-t993

t"t DIMA, Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance (2001) 103, 106
306 Lcrescher, supra note 3, at 94.

Immisration
Year to raise (7o) to maintain (7o) to lower (7o) totrl9o\
t976 '7.1 10086.5 6.4
1983 77.9 t6.74.O 100

1986 77.L t9.43.5 100

1989 4.7 63.7 31.8 100

I 993 35.3 1004.2 60.5



Tightening up borders and outlawing irregular arrivals has so far been unsuccessful in
reducing the number of persons seeking to enter Australia illegally. Nqne of the

amendments that have been made to the Australian Migration Act inrecent years has taken

into account the migration pressures that exist in the Asia Pacific region, and none of the

amendments have addressed the incentives for illegal migration. As long as the

governments of industrialised countries, including Australia, fail to do so, illegal migration

will continue to increase to yet unknown scales.
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¡/^l rowing migration pressures and increasing numbers of people willing or forced toIT\J move abroad have caused many destination countries, including Australia, to place

restrictions on legal ways of immigration, and to criminalise those who attempt to arrive in

irregular or clandestine ways. The lack and limitations of legal migration opportunities has

led people to look for other, illegal ways to migrate. Often, and in growing numbers, this

way is found migrant trafficking. Over the last two decades, trafficking in migrants has

become a significant source of income for criminal organisations. Every year, thousands of
migrants are being trafficked to Australia, throughout the Asia pacific region and around

the world by increasingly sophisticated criminal enterprises that earn billions of dollars by

exploiting those fleeing poverty and persecution.

The aim of this Chapter is to explain the organised crime aspect of migrant trafficking in
the Asia Pacific region. In order to develop appropriate and effective countermeasures, this

Chapter seeks to identify and investigate the structural patterns of migrant trafficking.

Generalisations about migrant trafficking operations and about the organisations engaged

therein are difficult to make. A large part of the current knowledge on trafficking in

migrants derives from media or law enforcement reports and only very few analytical

studies have been undertaken to examine the structure and activities of migrant trafficking
organisations. Furthermore, law enforcement action against trafficking operations is
relatively new, especially compared to efforts against other aspects of organised crime.

Consequently, the activities of migrant trafficking organisations are constantly changing.

From an Australian perspective, however, two types of trafficking can be identified: overt

and covert arrivals. Especially the final part of the illegal voyage is largely determined by

the question whether the persons trafficked seek to immigrate clandestinely and undetectcd

and then disappear in the community (so-called covert arrivals) or whether they seek to
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reach the territory of the destination country and then claim asylum (often referred to as

overt arrivals). This has major implications for the way in which trafficking is carried out.

Overt arrivals, for instance, require little sophistication and are usually done by boat. They

predominantly involve asylum seekers from the Middle East who seek refuge in Australia.

Particularly the final part of the journey, the boat trip from Indonesia to Australia, is often

organised only in a very rudimentary way and there is no obvious connection to other

organised crime activities. Fees for trafficking are usually paid in full prior to arrival, and

contact with the traffickers ceases once the migrants reach Australia. In contrast, covert

arrivals require sophisticated means such as high quality forged identity documents or

hidden compartments in boats to circumvent border controls and arrive undetected. Most

covert arrivals in Australia have been of East Asian origin. Upon arrival at the final

destination contact to the trafficking organisation continues as most of the migrants owe

money to the traffickers for the illegal services whicir they provided.

The impact of this distinction must not be overstated, but the following Sections illustrate

that the phenomenon of migrant trafficking, particularly the way in which overt arrivals are

carried out, differs, at least in part, quite significantly from traditional concepts of

organised crime.

For this reason, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 featwe a brief discussion of what organised crime is,

what it is not, and how it can best be approached. Secondly, the Chapter gives answer to

the questions why, when and where organised crime and migrant trafficking emerge. This

provides the theoretical background for a detailed analysis of the organisational and

operational aspects of migrant trafficking in Australia and the Asia Pacific region in

Sections 3.3 and3.4.



3.1. concepts and characteristics of organised crime

3.1.I. Defining Organised Crime

The question what organised crime is has been a long-standing problem for criminologists,

legislators and law enforcement agencies. Many attempts have been undertaken to develop

comprehensive definitions and explanations that recognise the various manifestations of
organised crime' The spectrum of approaches to organised crime is very broad as

governments, law enforcement agencies and researchers have very different objectives

when fighting, sanctioning and analysing organised crime.

A detailed analysis of the variety of crimina.l organisations and their activities goes beyond

the scope of this study. Recognising the rich and often controversial body of research in

the field, the following paragraphs give a synopsis of the different attempts that have been

undertaken in the past to approach and define organised crime.

3.1.1.1. Concepts of organised crime

The concepts that have been developed to explain and examine organised. crime can be

differentiated between six principal types:l (1) milieu studies, (2) conspiracy theories,

(3) defining organised crime by its activities, (4) defining organised crime by the

perpetrators, and (5) institutional theories. (6) The economic theory of organised crime is

the most recent and probably most successful attempt to examine the activities of criminal

organisations. The economic approach is the subject of section 3.2.

This categorisation of organised crime definitions is based on the study by Michael Bersten, .,Defining
Organised Crime in Australia and the USA" (1990) 23 ANZJ Crim 39 at 40ff. Bersren sorts the
definitions of organised crime into four types: (1) defining organised crime by description, (2) definition
in terms of the criminal act in relation to the criminal actor, (3) definition in terms of the criminal actor,
and (4) definition in terms of the criminal act in relation to matters not going to the criminal actor,
exploring the context of the crime. See also Howard Abadinsky, Organized Crime (6ú ed, 2000) 32-4g;
Colin Thorne, "'Big Business' - Organised Crime" in Kayleen Hazlehurst (ed), Crime and. Justice
(1996) 283 at285-288.



Category l: Milieu studies

Milieu studies of organised crime stand in the tradition of sociological explanations of

criminal behaviour and have been an early attempt to explain offences committed by gangs

and peer groups of lower socioeconomic classes. The theories link criminality with social

factors such as unemployment,z working-class culture,3 the urban environmenta or general

poverty.s The underlying assumption of these studies is that social conduct is largely

determined by a person's milieu. If this milieu is of a criminal nature or if it shows higher

tolerance towards crime, the person is more likely to commit crime.

Milieu studies focus on the environment and nature of organised crime and the position of

perpetrators within society. Essentially, organised crime is considered to result from the

development of communities or neighbourhoods where criminal offenders fill in the

position of role models for underprivileged residents.6

Ca.tcøorv 2' Con.çni rnrt thpnri ps.- -'--o-'J -'

Until the late 1970s, researchers, the media and the general public often viewed organised

crime as a conspiracy of alien crime syndicates. Conspiracy theories first came to

prominence in the United States and were based on the belief that organised crime has been

imported to America by Italian, Chinese and other immigrants and did not emerge within

the white Anglo-American society. Hence, organised crime has been perceived as a

foreign, external threat to society, the nation state and to its economy.T

For a summary of the studies carried out in this field see, for example, Stephen Box, Rec¿sslon, Crime
and Punishment (1987).
See, for example, the studies of urban areas in the UK by John Mays, Crime and its Treatment (2nd ed,
reTs).
See, for example, the work of the Chicago School of Human Ecology, eg Clifford Shaw & Henry McKay,
Juvenile Delinquency and Urban Areas (1969). For an overview see Anthony Bottoms, "Environmental
Criminology" in Mike Maguire et al (eds), The Oxþrd Handbook of Criminology (I99Ð 585-656;
George Y old, Theoretical Criminolo gy (2"d ed, 1 979) 1 I 1 -200.
see, for example, Katherine williams, Textbook on criminology (z'd ed, 1994) z|z-283,4r3.
Cf Abadinsky, suprq note 1, at 34-38; Duog Greaves & Susan Pinto, "Redefining Organised Crime:
Commentary on a recent paper by Phil Dickie and Paul Wilson" (1993) 5(2) CIIC 2I8 at223.
Cf Petrus van Duyne, "Organized Crime, Corruption and Power" (1997) 26 CL&SC 201 at2O|-ZO2: "The
perception of organised crime is that'they'threaten'us'. In the US 'they' were for a long time
conveniently mainly organised criminals from Italian descent." For further examples see Mark Findlay,
The Globalisation of Crime (1999) 147-149; Boronia Halstead, " The Use of Models in the Analysis of
Organized Crime and Development of Policy" (1998) 4(l)Trans Org C I at5-7; StephenMastrofski &
Gary Potter, "Controlling Organized Crime: A Critique of Law Enforcement Policy" (1987) Z(3) CJ?R
269 at270-272; US President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia(1966) in Bill palmer
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Category 3: Defining organised crime by its activities

This category of theories approaches organised crime by focusing on the offences

committed by criminal organisations and on the fields of crime where organised crime

appears to be predominant. The starting points of this approach are individual or serial

criminal offences or types of offences from which conclusions about perpetrators and

organisational structures are made. These explanations argue that specific forms of

organised crime, for instance the provision of an illegal service such as trafficking, requires

a characteristic form of illegal suppliers.

This type of approach has frequently been used for organised crime definitions in different

criminal laws. For example, the National Crime Authority Act 1984 (Cth), the key

legislative instrument to investigate organised crime in Australia, contains a definition of

"relevant criminal activity".s This definition is based on a seriousness/relevance test that

specifies certain "relevant offences" and general characteristics of organised crime to

ensure that the Authority's investigations are limited to significant criminal activities.e

Similar conceptualisations of organised crime have been discussed during the elaboration

of the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime,to

Category 4: Defining organised crime by the perpetrator

This approach perceives organised crime and criminality in general as an individual matter

rather than as an organisational. This approach must be viewed as a mindset which does

not require theoretical speculations about organised crime and criminal organisations.

Criminal acts are considered and dealt with as a problem of individual maladjustment, not

as a consequence of participation in social systems. This viewpoint is particularly coÍtmon

among law enforcement agencies.rr Generally, the objective of law enforcement

investigations is the prosecution of individual offenders, and conclusions about criminal

& Lindsay McGillicuddy, Organised Crime (Definitions) (1991) 23;Petu Reuter', Research on American
Organized Crime (1999) 112; US President's C<¡mmission c¡n Law Enlbrcement and Aclministration of
Jnstice, Task Force Report: Organized Crime (1967) l.
Section 4 National Crime Authority Act 1984 (Cth) reads: "'Relevant criminal activity' means any
circumstances implying, or any allegations, that a relevant offence may have been, or may be being,
committed against a law of the Commonwealth, of a State or a Territory."
Cf the definition of "relevant offence" in s 4 National Crime Authority Act 1984 (Cth).
See infra Section 6.3.2.1.
See the examples in Sabrina Adamoli et al, Organised Crime around the World (1998) 4.
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organisations are made on the basis of intelligence deriving from investigative operations

in relation to individual cases and circumstances.

Category 5: Institutional theories

The various approaches that can be summarised as institutional theories define organised

crime by the association of offenders and the division of labour among them. These

theories focus on the structural features of organised crime, the relationships among

perpetrators and only to a lesser degree on the criminal activities. The institutional

understanding of organised crime pays particular attention to formation, size, internal

hierarchy, stability, transformations and dissolution of criminal organisations.12

3.I.1,.2. Problems and critique

Institutional, ethnic, milieu, oer^netrator- a-nd crime-based e.xplanations of organised. crime

each contain some truth about some aspects of the phenomenon of organised crime and the

organisations engaged therein. Together, these theories make up a large body of literature

and have undoubtedly contributed to the knowledge on criminal organisations, their

structure and activities. However, considered separately, these approaches are facing the

same problem in that they are unable to respond to continuously changing patterns of

organised crime.

Milieu studies, for instance, fail to identify any objective of organised crime and the

conditions of its emergence and existence. Furthermore, many milieu studies rely on data

that links, for example, income and employment levels with crime rates, without

recognising the shortcomings of official statistics, thereby failing to prove a causal

connection between these factors and organised crime.t3

The conspiracy approach is highly moralistic, as it determines a particular connotation of

organised crime and it differentiates the world into good and evil. Moreover, this theory

t'CfAbadinsl<y,supranotel,at4-8;ACohen,"TheConceptofCriminalOrganisation"(1977)17(2)BJ

crim 97 at 98; Donald Cressey, Thefi of a Nation (1969) 319; id, criminal organi4tions: Its Elementary
Forms (1972) 2l;Mark Moore, "Organized Crime as a Business Enterprise" in Herbert Edelhertz (ed),
Major Issues in Organized Crime Control (1987) 57 at52. See also infra Sectíon3.3.1.



lends plausibility to the assumption that organised crime could be successfully eliminated

by removing designated persons, in particular foreigners, from society, thus ignoring the

integral connection between organised crime and the society in which it exists.ra

The major failure of approaches focusing on the activities of organised crime is that they

seek to cover such a wide range of criminal activities that the definition is almost

meaningless. While the spectrum of some approaches appears to be too broad, in other

cases it is too narrow, omitting other activities in which criminal organisations may engage.

Especially in cases where definitions of organised crime are statutory provisions,

enumerative lists of criminal activity necessarily fail to keep pace with rapidly changing

forms of organised crime; the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is one of the most recent

examples.r5

In the context of approaches that concentrate on the perpetrators it needs to be noted that

much of the information available on organised crime originates from law enforcement

investigations that are traditionally designed for the control of individual offenders. As

mentioned earlier, this approach indicates a mindset - particularly common among law

enforcement agencies - that does not, or not sufficiently, focus en structural patterns or on

regional or global networks within which organised crime occurs. The main purpose of the

investigations of law enforcement agencies is the prosecution of offenders, and not the

accumulation of analytical knowledge, which makes the reliance on material deriving from

investi gations difficult. t6

13 Cf Bersten, suprq îofe I, at 4I; van Duyne, supra rlote 7, at204; K Williams, supre îoÍe 5, at280-281,
290-29t.

ra Cf Phil Dickie & Paul Wilson, "Defining Organised Crime: An Operational Perspective" (L99Ð aQ)
CIIC 215 at 2t6; van Duyne, supra îole 7, at 207; Mark Findlay, "Crime and Globalisation: An
Australian Organised Crime?" in Duncan Chappel & Paul Wilson (eds), Crime and Criminal Justice
System in Australia: 2000 and Beyond (2000) 273 at283¡, Mastrofskì & Potter, supranoteT, a|274-280.

15 See also the discussions infra Sections 4.I.3.1,5.2.2, and 6.3.2.1.
16 Cf Claudio Bess<lzi, Orgønisierte Kriminalitcit und Empirische Forschung (2"d ed, 1997) 47, 52-53;

Gerald Caiclen & Herbert Alexander, "Introduction: Perspectives on Organized Crime" in Herbert
Alexander & Gerald Caiden (eds), The Politics and Economics of Organized Crime (1985) 1 at 8; Donald
Ctessey, "Methodological Problems in the Study of Organized Crime as a Social Problem" in Nikos
Passas (eð), Organized Crime (1995) 3 at 4, 10; John Martin & Anne Romano, Multinational Crime:
Terrorism, Espionage, Drwg & Arms Trfficking (1992) 9; Alfred McCoy, "Organised Crime in Australia:
An Urban History" in Robert Kelly (ed), Organized Crime: A Global Perspective (1986) 234 at236.



Institutional theories generally fail to distinguish between organised crime and other crimes

committed by organisations, such as, for example, corporate and white-collar crime.17

Furthermore, defining organised crime as crimes committed by institutions excludes

activities by loose-knit and non-hierarchical criminal organisations. Finally, these theories

pay too little attention to the social, economic and legal circumstances that determine size,

sophistication and operations of criminal organisations.

A clear and universal understanding of organised crime - which has so far proven to be

difficult to agree onrs - has to address the cultural, national and structural differences of

organised crime in different parts of the world. It must take into account the critical factors

and characteristics of criminal organisations in order to understand their environment,

development, structure, and their impact on and position in society.le The case of migrant

trafficking, for instance, illustrates that this offence is characterised by a diverse range of

perpetrators, customers, victims and operations. The theories on organised crime listed

above faii to recognise that organised crime is a process or method of committing crimes; it

neither involves a distinct type of offender, nor is organised crirne a distinct type of crime.

Many of the theories focus on particular issues of organised crime in certain locations and

circumstances. They largely ignore the increasing globalisation and sophistication of

contemporary criminal organisations and the fact that these organisations vary considerably

in size, range of activities, geographical scope, and internal and external structures,

3.1.2. Characteristics of Organised Crime

Much of the criminal behaviour that is commonly regarded and dealt with as organised

crime also fits within the context of other categories of crime. For a better understanding

rt 
See the distinction infraSectton3.l.2.tt S"" a\soinfraSections 6.3.2.1 ard6.3.2.2.

tn Cf Alan Block & William Chambliss, Organizing Crime (I98I) 13; (see also the critique in Pat O'Malley,
"The Illegal Sector of Capital: A theoretical examination of 'Organizing Crime"' (1985) 9 Contemporary
CrisesSl at83); Dickie&Wilson, supraîote14,at2l8,224;Greaves &Pinto, supra.îote6,at219-220.



of what organised crime is, and what it is not, it is necessary to identify some of the

characteristics of organised crime by distinguishing it from other criminal activities.20

Organised crime v ordinary crime

The objective of what can be regarded as 'ordinary' crime is typically some sort of

unlawful distribution of resources, money in particular. The proceeds deriving from

ordinary crime aÍe usually appropriative; they remain with and ate used by the

perpetrator(s) of the criminal act. Ordinary crime also includes affective criminal conduct

that does not serve economic purposes. Organised crime, in contrast, is planned and

responds to a particular demand. The profit of organised crime activities goes to people

who stand back and are not directly involved in the commission of crime.2r

Organised crime v criminals in organised groups

People may gather in a group for the pulpose of organising a single, planned criminal

activity on an ad hoc basis such as, for example, a group planning a bank robbery.

Organised crime, however, is not isolated; it operates on a sustained basis, seeks control of

an area of business and strives for goals beyond the individual criminal act.22

Organised crime v white-collar crime

White-collar or corporate crime is committed by otherwise legitimate organisations that

employ criminal business practices in order to maximise the profitability of a production

process within the legal market, for example planned bankruptcy, tax evasion and

industrial espionage. The major source of income for these enterprises, however, remains

in the provision of legitimate goods and services. In contrast, the income of criminal

organisations primarily derives from activities in the illegal market, which in some

to See also UN Gcneral Assembly, Tenth Unitecl Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and
'Treatment of Offe¡rders, International Cooperation in Combating Transnational Crim,e: New Challenges
in the Twenty-First Ceptury, UN Doc A/CONF.187i6 (15 Dec 1999) paras 4-6.2t Cf Marion Bögel, Strukturen und Systemanalyse der Organísierten Kriminalitiit in Deutschtand (1994)
86; Gianluca Fiorentini & Sam Peltzman, "Introduction" in Gianluca Fiorentini & Sam Peltzman (eds),

The Economics of Organized Crime (1995) 3; G Fitzgerald (1989) in Dickie & V/ilson, supra note 14, at
217;Yold, supra nole 4, at343.

" Cf M Cherif Bassiouni & Eduardo Vetere, "Organized Crime and its Transnational Manifestations" in M
Cherif Bassiouni (ed), International Criminal Law, VoI I Crimes (2nd ed, 1999) S83 at 883; Donald
Hennann, "Organised Crime and V/hite Collar Crime: Prosecution of Organised Crime Infiltration of
Legitimate Business" (1985) 16 Rut LI 589 at 591; Reuter, Research on American Organized Crime,
supraîote'7, at95-96;Yold, supra note 4, af.344.



circumstances may include legitimate business practices to avoid investigations and

prosecutions.23

In many instances, however, organised crime and white-collar crime overlap, particularly

when criminal organisations engage in legitimate activities to launder profits of their

crimes, or where they use legitimate enterprises to commit offences, for example when

fraudulently documented migrants are placed aboard commerciai airlines. The distinction

between organised and white-collar crime has major implications on legislation and law

enforcement: Generally, regulatory regimes and administrative sanctions are used to

prevent abuses of legitimate markets, such as financial institutions and commercial airlines,

while the criminal justice systems serves to eliminate illegal markets and the activities of

criminal organisations therein.u

Organised crime v teruorism

Essentially, terrorism ca¡ be regarded a.s ideologically motir¡ated crime designed to

ultimately achieve some political goal. Terrorists usually engage in particular criminal

activities such as bombing in public places, hijacking, or assassinations and kidnapping of

public figures to threaten governments for political reasons. Organised crime, in contrast,

has no political goals and is committed only for the purpose of economic gain.25

23 Cf Bassiouni & Vetere, ibid, at 883; Michael Maltz, "On Defining 'Organized Crime"' (1976) 22 Crim &
DeI 338 at 342-344; O'Malley, supra note 19, at 85; Mittie Southerland & Gary Potter, "Applying
Organization Theory to Organized Crime" (1993) 9(3) J Cont Crim J 257 at252 Taiwan "Introducrion
to the 'Organized Crime Control Act"' (1997) 68 (3-4) Rev Int'I Droit Penal l0l9 at 1021.u S"" infra Secrions 4.7.2.3,5.2.1.4 and 6.1.1.

2s Bassiouni & Vetere, supra îote22, at883,894-896; Douglas Meagher, Organised Crime (1983) 2I-22.



3.2. Economic Analysis of Organised Crime

Organised crime is a phenomenon that has emerged in different cultures and countries

around the world. Organised crime is ubiquitous; it is global in scale and not exclusive to

certain geographical areas, to singular ethnic groups, or to particular social systems.

Economic analyses are the most recent - and probably most successful 
- attempt to

examine the environment, structure and operations or organised crime, and to explore how

criminal organisations respond to changing opportunities and market pressures. Economic

analyses explore the legal, social and political conditions which make the existence and

emergence of organised crime possible, emphasising the financial, commercial and market

choice dimensions of criminal organisations.

3.2.1. Background

3.2.1,1, The economics of crime

The recognition of economic features in criminal behaviour started in the United States in

the late 1960s. Gary Becker's article "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach",

published in 1968,'6 is considered the earliest study of crime from an economic standpoint.

In his studies, Becker sought to examine criminal behaviour in the light of purely economic

factors, based on the assumption that crime is the result of rational calculations of the

offender:

According to the economic explanation of criminality, the individual calculates (1) all his
practical opportunities of earning legitimate income, (2) the amounts of income offered by
these opportunities, (3) the amounts of income offered by various illegat methods, (4) the
probability of being arrested if he acts illegally, and (5) the probable punishment should he
be caught. After making_ these calculations, he chooses the act or occupation with the
highest discounted return.27

26 Gary Becker', "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach" (1968) 3 Journal of Politicat Economy
169-217.

27 Gary Becker, as cited in Richard Sullivan, "The Economics of Crime: An Introduction to the Literature"
(1973) 19 Crim & DeI 138 at l4l.



The underlying assumption of economic analyses of crime is that crime can be considered

as illegal economic activity, and that the perpetrators are "rational and normally calculating

people maximising their preferences subject to given constraints ... like the rest of us.,'2s

A wide range of economic studies of crime has been undertaken since Becker's initial

work, which significantly changed the understanding of crime in public, law enforcement

and academic circles.2e The changing attitude towards crime and criminals is best

illustrated in the studies on crime and entrepreneurship conducted by Dwight Smith jr in
the late 1970s. After investigating criminal activity in the United States, Smith suggested

that crime and its various manifestations could be positioned in the following taxonomy:

Figure 6: A taxonomy of all economic activity3o
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Smith's taxonomy of economic activity classified organised crime as an ethnic organised

illegal economic activity conducted by Italians in the United States. Though Smith

overstated the relevance of ethnicity," the major novelty of his studies was to be found in

the description of organised crime as the illegal expression of economic activity.

According to Smith, the spectrum of economic activity ranges from legal to criminal

activities, from legitimate to illegitimate businesses. Crime and economy are no longer

viewed as totally distinct, and crime is no longer portrayed as the evil, irrational conduct of

28 lbicl, at 740.
2e For an overview of the early literature on the economics of crime see Sullivan, suprq note 2':. , at l3B-149.

For more recent studies see, for example, R Adreano, & J Siegfried (eds), The Economics of Crime
(1980); Halstead, supra îote 7, at 8-23; Daryl Hellmann, The Economics of Crime (1980); Simon

_ Rottenbel'g (ed), The Economics of Crime and Punishment (1973);Yol,J, supra note 4, at 341-358.30 Dwight Smith, "Paragons, Pariahs, and Pirates; A Spectrum-Based Theory ãf Enterprise" (1980) 26 Crim
& Del358 at369; cf id, "Organized Crime and Entrepreneurship" (1978) 6 IJCP 161 at 169. See also the
work by R T Naylor (1996) as cited in Halstead, supra \ote j , at L7 -18.3r For the relevance of ethnicity in organised crime and migrant trafficking see infra Section 3.3.2.3.
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born criminals. Furthermore, Smith suggests that organised crime will be a reality as long

as society considers personal gain to be more important than equity, as some groups of

people will always take advantage of economic opportunities in pursuit of their own wealth

and power, regardless of whether or not these goals be achieved through criminal means.32

3.2.L,2. Early economic approaches to organised crime

With increasing crime levels and growing concern about organised crime in the United

States in the late 1960s, criminologists and government authorities started to look for new

explanations of organised crime. On the basis of the economic considerations of crime,

assumptions were made about crime as a business.

Following a number of inquiries, the US Government's Task Force on Organized Crime

published a report in 1967 which for the first time explicitly stated that "the core of

organised crime activity is the supplying of illegal goods and services ... to countless

number of citizen customers."33 Four years later, Harvard econornist Thomas Schelling

wrote: "It is becoming widely accepted that the business of organised crime is to provide

the public with illicit goods and services." He went on to quote a report by Mark

Furstenberg stating that "it is well known that organised crime exists and thrives because it

provides services the public demands. Organised crime depends not on victims, but on

customers."3a

The number of economic studies of organised crime increased rapidly throughout the

1970s,3s 1980s,'o and continues today.37 Economic analyses have been very successful in

32 Smith, "Paragons, Pariahs, and Pirates" supratole30,at369.
33 US President's Conrmission on I-aw Enforcenent and the Administration of Justice, supra rLoleT , at l,
34 Thomas Schelling, "What is the Business of Organized Crime?" (I97I) 2O J Pub L'lI at 71; cf id,

"Economic Analysis and Organized Crime" in US President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Admirristration of Justice, supra note 7 , at lI4-1I5; Andrew Dick, "When Does Organized Crime Pay? A
Transaction Cost Analysis" (1995) l5(l) IRLE 25 at25.

35 See, for example (in order of publication), Donald Cressey, Criminal Organisation: Its Elementary Forms
(1972); Cohen, supra note 12, at 97 -Ill ; Annelise Anderson, The Business of Organized Crime (1979).

36 See, for example, Peter Reuter, Disorganized Crime: The Economics of the Visible Hand (1983); Herbert
Alexander & Gerald Caiclen (eds), The Politics and Economics of Organized Crime (1985); O'Malley,
supra note 19 , at 8l-92; Moore, supra note 12, at 5l-64 .

31 See, for example, Ma¡tin & Rornano, supra \ofe 16; Ulrich Sieber & Marion Bögel, Logistik der
Organisierten Kriminalitcit (1993); Bögel, supra note 21; Fiorentini & Peltzman (eds), supra r,ote 2l;
Ernesto Savona et al, Organised Crime across the Borders (1995); Federico Iasco, Conflitto Criminale e



providing an understanding of the objectives and the operational and organisational

features of organised crime.

3.2.2. Principles and Objectives of Economic Activity

The major objective of organised crime is maximum economic gain. Organised crime

responds to a particular consumer demand. Profits of the activities often go to financiers

who stand back and are not directly involved in committing the crime. In this respect,

organised crime does not differ from the activities of commercial organisations. "Crimes

are to criminal organisation as legal activities are to legal enterprise."3s In trying to

understand organised ctime, the starting point of economic theories is to view criminal

organisations as entrepreneurs in the illegal market and consider in particular the

similarities and differences between legal and illegal economic activities.3e

3.2.2.1. Generalprinciples

The organisational and operational functions of any enterprise follow a rational principle:

achieving the maximum output by using the minimum input. All enterprises - legitimate

and criminal - share a number of rationally selected attributes:aO

Attivita' Economiche (1996); Bessozi, supra nole 16; Pino Arlaochi, "Some Observations on Illegal
Markets" in Vincenzo Ruggiero et al (eds), The New European Criminology (1998) 203-ZI5; Findlay,
The Globalisation of Crime, suprq note 7, at 138-166; Ernesto Savona, L'Uso deUe Sanzioni patrimoniali
contro le Organiuazioní Criminali (2001) 5-24.

38 Ernesto Savona et al, Globatisation of Crime: The Organisational Variabte (I99i) 2.3e Cf Dick, supra îote 34, al 25-28; Dickle & Wilson, supra note 74, at2I9; Savona et al, Organised Crime
across the Borders, supra nole 37, at 5; Savona, L'(Jso delle Sanzioni Patrimoniali contro le
Organiuazioni Criminali, supra note 38, at 5; Yold, suprø note 4, at342.40 Cf Bögel, supra note 2L, at 79-88; Ulrich Sieber, "The Strategic Structures of Organised Crime: The
Outcome of a new Research Approach" (1995) 28(2) Comp LR 6l at76; Southerland & potter, supra note
23, at 251-267; Werner Vahlenkamp & Peter Hauer, Organisierte Kriminalitcit: Tciterlogistik und
P räv entionsansätze (1994) 6-7 .



Figure 7: The concept of the business entemrise

The elements illustrated in Figure 7 govern any enterprise, irrespective the nature of the

products and services provided, the geographical location of the business, and regardless of

whether or not the enterprise operates in legal or illegal markets. All businesses

incorporate organisational functions including organisation schemes (management and

structure), an extensive division of iabour, and positions assigned on the basis of skill

(personnel management). Furthermore, in response to new economic and business

opportunities in foreign markets, businesses modify their structure and operations to adapt

to the challenges of globalisation. The operational functions of the business, including

supply, production, distribution and finance, seek to maximise the financial return of the

business activities and minimise the resources and time spent on the production of goods

and provision of services.

3.2.2.2. Objectives of economic activity

Financial gain and the pursuit of profit are the primary objectives of any economic activity,

be it legal and conducted by legitirnate enterprises, or illegal and conducted by criminal

organisations. Attaining power, influence and status can be considered as subsidiary goals,

for they serve to protect the wealth already won and allow the accumulation of even greater

profit.

In many respects, much of what classifies as organised crime can also be considered as

small business because it is the most efficient way of exploiting a particular market. As

new markets emerge, small operators explore their opportunities and adjust their businesses

accordingly. As profit margins grow, businesses enlarge by expanding activities

geographically, by employing additional staff and diversifying the labour.
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For the purpose of maximising the financial gain of the business, both criminal

organisations and legal businesses

I seek to earn money by selling the goods and services which they provide;

i use their profits to pay their employees and to invest them in new technology,

machinery and human resources in order to increase the financial return of their

operations;

t diversify the investments among different fields to increase profits; and

I seek to expand into new geographical or product markets.a'

On the basis of to these underiying objectives, it is assumed 
- and now widely recognised

- that the theories and models used for the analysis of legitimate businesses and the legal

market can also be applied to criminal organisations and the illegal market.a2

3.2.3. Positioning Organised Crime

All organisations, legal and illegal, seek to maximise their profits within their

environments. I-ngal enterprises exist for the purpose of profit making from the provision

of legal goods and services in the legal market. Conversely, criminal organisations seek to

make their profits by providing illegal goods and services in itlegal markets, often

described as the 'underground economy'.

Defining criteria for economic theories of organised crime are the economic issues of

criminal activity and criminal organisation. Criminologists such as David Hellmann have

described organised crime as "a group of large-scale enterprises operating within the illegal

markets to maximise profits."43 Sabrina Adamoli considered organised crime "as a form of

economic commerce which uses threats, physical force and violence, extortion,

ar Cf Aclamoli et al, supra rlote II, at 17,18; Bassiouni & Vetere, supra îote 22, at 883; Bögel, supra îote
21, at 86; Hertnann, supra note 22, at 597; Maltz, "On Defining 'Organised Crime"' supra note 23, at
342; Meagher, supra nore 25, at 2l; Savona et al, Organised Crime across the Borders, supra note 37 , ai.

6; Smith, "Organized Crime and Entrepreneurship" supra note 30, at 764; Thorne, supra, îote I, at290.
42 Bögel, suprd note 21, al l7;Dick, suprø note 34, at25-45; Sieber, supra note 40, al 66; Southerland &

Potter, supra note 23, at25l-267 .
43 Hellmann, supra note 29, at 772.



intimidation or coruption, as well as supplying illicit goods and services."4 Australian

criminologist Michael Bersten defined organised crime as

the field of transactions materially connected to markets in illegal goods and servrces,
including activities beyond the crimes themselves which wittingly or unwittingly are
required to constitute the illegal markets, excluding transactions which are only incidentally
or remotely connected to the illegal markets.as

The activities of criminal organisations must not be seen in isolation from legitimate

economic activity. According to Dwight Smith, organised crime can be regarded as

entrepreneurial activities past the point of legitimacy in an area normally proscribed: the

spectrum of economic activity goes beyond the 'edge of law' into illicit fields.a6

Prohibition may affect the size and scale of activities in the illicit spectrum, but it also

provides opportunity for the exploitation of illegal markets.

Criminal organisations can be considered as illegal counterparts to legitimate enterprises.

For example, the drug dealer can be regarded as a purueyor for narcotics in the illegal

market, the fence as a retailer, and the migrant trafficker as the illegal counterpart of a

migration agent.al But unlike their legal counterparts, to achieve their goals criminal

organisations favour criminal means, which for them are more effective and more lucrative

relative to licit opportunities.as

In applying economic theories to analyse and eventually combat organised crime it is

essential to focus on the fundamental economic conditions that govern every commercial

organisation - be it legal or illegal. These conditions include economic opportunities and

regulations that, in the case of criminal organisations, can be summarised as the illegal

market.

44 Aclarnoli ef al, supra note 11, at 7.
4s Bersten, supra rlole I, at 53.
46 Smith, "Organized Crime and Entrepreneurship" supra noïe 30, at 7'73; cf Southerland & Potter, supra

note 23, at 2511' and see Smith, "Paragons, Pariahs, and Pirates" supra note 3O, at 37 5 .

4't Cf Bersten, supra tote 1, at 51; John Salt, "The Business of International Migration" in Muhammed
Siddique & Reginald Appleyard (eds), Internatíonal Migration into the 21" Century, Essays in Honour of
Reginald Appleyard (2001) 86 at 90; Smith, "Organized Crime an Entrepreneurship" supra note 30, at

164.
48 This viewpoint brings to mind the so-called Anomie-theory. This theory claims that criminal behaviour is

"innovative" if it seeks to reach commonly accepted goals by taking every (legitimate and illegitimate)



3.2.4. The Illegal Market

Illegal markets have been defined as

places within which goods and services are exchanged whose production, sale and
consumption are forbidden or strictly regulated by the majority of national states and/or by
international legislation.ae

Illegal markets constitute the source of income for organised crime. Crime - like any

other econornic activity - can be supplied through various market structures. For there is

no law against markets, the criminal law prohibits activities in illegal markets.

3.2.4.I. The emergence of illegal markets

The logic of the market is to locate economic activities where they are most productive and

profitable. Products and services that are offered in illegal markets are those that have been

singled out as harmful or sinful because they are considered as a threat to individuals or the

general public.50

The determination of which goods and services are available in illegal markets solely

depends on the relevant regulations. A common and early example of the creation of

illegal markets through legislative measures is the prohibition of the manufacture and sale

of "intoxicating drinks" for common consumption in the United States between 1920 and

1933's' The forbidding of liquor by US Federal law created an illegal market and thereby

an economic opportunity for criminal organisations to produce, import and sell alcohol

illegally since the public's demand for alcohol did not decrease following the introduction

opportunity. Cf Abadinsky,supra note 1, at32-34. ForfurtherreadingonAnomieseeEmileDurkheim,
Division of l^abour in Society (1933); and Robert Merton, SocialTheory and Social Structure (Ig4g).

4L) Arlacchi, supra îote 37 , at2}3.
s() Cf the so called 'labelling approach', especially Howard Becker, Outsiders (1963). Becker points out that

no behaviour is deviant or criminal until so defined and thereby labelled by a section or by the whole of
the society. Deviance "is created by society. [...] Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose
infraction constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to particular people and labelling them as
outsiders. From this point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person commits, but rather a
consequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions to an 'offender'. The deviant is one to
whom that label has successfully been applied; deviant behaviour is behaviour that people so label." at 8-
9.

5r US National Prohibition Act, ofbnreferred to as the Volstead Act after its sponsor, Congressman Andrew
Volstead of Minnesota. The Act defined all beverages containing more than 0.57o alcohol as intoxicating
and prohibited its manufacturing, sale and transportation.



of prohibition.s' In a similar example, the criminalisation of the trade and trafficking in,

and production, use and possession of narcotics did not eliminate or reduce the demand for

these substances; it only resulted in the emergence of a global market for illicit drugs

beyond the control of law enforcement and drug control authorities.

V/ith this understanding of organised crime, it has been suggested that it is ultimately the

decision of legislatives authorities - and of the society that appointed them - that

prohibits certain economic activities and thereby, directly or indirectly, determines the

existence of illegal markets and the economic opportunities these markets entail.s3

In some instances, the phenomenon of growing organised crime activities in times of

prohibition appears to apply conversely to circumstances in which formerly illegal goods

and services are legalised. There is some evidence that criminal organisations withdraw

from criminal activities if they are no longer illegal. For example, after the prohibition of

liquor was repealed in the United States in 1933, criminal organisations suspended their

alcohol producing and retailing activities. Also, following the diminution of soliciting and

procuring offences in New York City in 196l , criminal organisation widely withdrew from

the protection of brothels.sa But examples of that kind are somewhat limited and in other

cases the level of organised crime remained unaffected by the legalisation of formerly

criminal activities.55

s2 Cf Abadinsky, supra note 1, af l4-BL; Hellmann, supra note 29, at 168; Reuter, Disorganized Crime,

supra rtote 36, at l; Schelling, "What is the Business of Organized Crime?" suprq note 34, ati l.
53 Cf Arlacchi, supra note 37, at203; Bögel, supra note 2I, at35; Thomas Schelling "Economics and

Criminal Enterprise" in Ralph Anderson & John Siegfried (eds), The Economics of Crime (1980) 377 at

391. See also Fiorentini & Peltzmaî, suprq note 21, at26: "The larger is the area of markets in which the

transactions are regarded as illegal by the government, the greater are the incentives for the criminal
organisation to compete to establish local monopolies over coercion. (b) The heavier is the fiscal and

regulatory pressure on the legal markets, the greater are the incentives for legal firms to shift resources to

the illegal market or to undertake transactions which are out of the control of the collective decision
maker. (c) The investment in deterrence activities can have a destabilising effect on criminal
organisations, thereby increasing their investment in violence and corruption." For the case of drug

offences see, for example, Sullivan, suprqîole21, at).40-141: "In accordance with this reasoning, a

heroin addict is no more abnormal or deviant than a nicotine addict. Through a historical accident, the act

of possessing heroin has been declared criminal while the act of possessing the dangerous drug nicotine
has not. The nature of the addictions is not so very different, in that, given our present knowledge, the

heroin user is no less rational than the nicotine user. The law has simply driven up the price for the heroin
addict's article of consumption, and, as a result, has often forced the addict to resort to illegitimate
earnings."

54 Dick, supra note 34, at 36.
55 The legalisation of brothels and some forms of prostitution in Victoria, Australia starting in 1985, for

instance, was followed by a significant rise in organised crime. See, generally, Matthew Goode, The Law



But not only does prohibition determine the existence of illegal markets, it also has a

significant impact on the organisational schemes of illicit enterprises and on the way their

operations are carried out. As in the legal market, the regulatory framework is a

determining factor for the way goods and services are provided and, especially on the

transnational level, for the location of the business.s6

A further criterion determining the opportunities for criminal organisations is the efficiency

of control and law enforcement mechanisms that seek to prevent and combat the activities

in illegal markets. If these mechanisms break down, for example in times of political

struggle and internal conflict, organised crime can emerge as a result of non-existent

monitoring and law enforcement activity. This explains why especially developing

countries and those in transient stages have become the target for criminal organisations. A

recent example for the vulnerability of developing societies is Russia: Following the

collapse of the Soviet Union and its government authorities, criminal organisations rapidly

took advantage of the country's weakness and spread into various fields of criminal activity

including migrant trafficking, drug trafficking, large-scale corruption and trafficking in

arms and nuclear material.sT Similar conditions have emerged in Cambodia and, to some

extent, in Vietnam.5s The institutions of these countries are only in the process of

formation and their criminal justice systems are not developed enough to adequately

respond to the sophisticated methods of transnational organised crime.se

Finally, in the context of contemporary illegal market conditions, it needs to be noted that

with the restrictions of national borders declining and the increasing mobility of goods,

and Prostitution (1997). Also, the legalisation of gambling did not reduce the opportunities for organised
crime; it only increased competition. Cf Ernesto Savona, "La Réglementation du Marché de la
Criminalité" (1992) 4 Rev int'I crim & pol tech 455 at 4'70.

56 Cf Bersten, supra note 1, at 50; Duncan Chappel, "From the Rum Rebellion to the Nugan Hand:
Perspectives on 'Australian Roguery' and Organised Crime" in Duncan Chappel & Paul V/ilson (eds), The
Australian Criminal Justice System - the mid 1980s (1987) 2'74 at 274; D)ck, supra note 34, at 25;
Reuter, Dísorganized Crime, supra note 36, at 113 , 123 .

s'7 For further reading on Russian organised crime see, for example, Adamoli eLal, supra note 11, at49-57;
Savc¡na et al, Organised Crime across the Borders, supra îote 37, at2O; Louise Shelley, "Transnational
Organized Crime" (1995) 48(2) J Int'l Alf 463 at 481-485.

s8 See infra Section 3.4.2.3.3.
5e See generally Bassiouni & Vetere, supra îote 22, at 896.900; Phil Williams, "Transnational Criminal

Organisations and International Security" (1994) 36(1) Survival 96 at 109. For the case of the former
Socialist countries see Australia, Review <lf Com¡ronwealth Law Enforcement Arrangements, Report of
the Review of Comntonwealth Law Enforcement Arrangements (1994) 26-21; Shelley, supra note 57, at
466-467.



money and services, transnational business opportunities, both legal and illegal, have

received wider recognition and created new global markets. The globalisation of trade

facilitated access to foreign markets, and the advartages offered by technological

innovations led many enterprises to expand their activities across international borders and

seek to develop their activities on a global scale. But these opportunities are not exclusive

to legitimate organisations. Although some criminal organisations appear to operate

predominantly at the national level, there is growing evidence that these organisations

systematically creates international structures and violates the legislation of more than one

country to benefit from the changes in world markets. Criminal organisations have quickly

responded to the emergence of global trading and international financial networks by

adapting organisational and operational structures to the challenges of global activities. In

order to exploit illegal market opportunities in other countries and in different parts of the

world, criminal organisations have learned to use the discrepancies that occur between

diffcranf laocl qnd finqneiql sr¡cte.rns fn fhcir hecf ârl\/ântâo,ê 60

Organised crimes comes into existence and flourish because of the dynamics of the illegal

markets in which they operate. Organised crime can be considered as the rational response

to substantial economic opportunities in areas that are proscribed by government

regulation.6t

3.2.4.2. Special Features of the Illegal Market

Some functional problems arise with the prohibition of goods and services. The illegal

status of a product or service has significant organisational and operational consequences

for the provider.

6() Adarnoli etaI, supra note 11, at VIII; Bassiouni & Vetere, supra îote 22, at 888-889; Wiltard Myers,
"The Emerging Threat of Transnational Organized Crime from the East" (1996) 24 CL&SC 181 at 183;
Vincenzo Ruggiero, "Transnational Crime: Official and Alternative Fears" (2000) 28 IJSL 187 at 190-
19 1 ; Ernesto Savona et al, Processi di Globalizzazione e Criminalità Organizzata Transnazionale (1998)
2-4,6-9; V/illiams, "Transnational Criminal Organisations and International Security" supra note 59, at
97-98.

6r Cf Savona, L'Uso delle Sanzioni Patrimonialí contro le Organiaazioni Criminali, supra note 38, at 12-
13; Smith, "Paragons, Pariahs, and Pirates" supra îote 30, at 383; Southerlancl & Potter, supra note 23, at
259.



For example, government authorities are not available to assist participants in illegal

markets. The regulations that cover activities in legal markets do not apply to

entrepreneurs in illegal markets. Ownership and contracts in illegal markets are not legally

recognised and therefore cannot be legally transferred and enforced. Moreover, access to

capital, banking facilities and modes of transportation is not available to criminal

organisations in the same way it is to enterprises in the legal market.62

Consequently, criminal organisations have to develop ways, such as money laundering, to

circumvent the regulations of the financial sector. Also, they have to resort to alternative,

non-legitimate tools to ensure that their contracts with business partners and employees are

upheld, and to settle disputes within the organisation and between competing

organisations.63

A major issue related to organised crime is the use of threats, intimidation and violence as

enforcement tools. The creation of fear is used to maintain order and discipline, to prevent

disobedience and also to facilitate the conduct of the organisation's criminal activities.

Intimidation and violence are crucial instruments for resolving conflicts, silencing potential

witnesses and eliminating business rivals and law enforcement agents who interfere with

the criminal organisation's operations.6a

Unlike legitimate enterprises, participants in organised crime face a permanent risk of

detection and arrest. Also, assets related to the criminal activities may be seized at any

time by law enforcement agencies or in some cases by competing criminal organisations.

Because organised crime activities are the subject of law enforcement investigations and

prosecution, criminal organisations need to find mechanisms to disguise their offences,

their members and the proceeds of their crimes.65

62 Cohen, supra îote 12, at 107; Reuter, Disorganized Crime, supra note 36, at ll4.
63 Anclerson, supra îote 35, at 44; Bessozi, supra note 16, at 16-17; Block & Chambliss, supra note L9, at

92; Bögel, supra note 2I, at l5I-I52; Halstead, supra note 7, at 19; Smith, "Organized Crime and

Entrepreneurship" supra note 30, at 167
64 Meagher, supraîote25,at26;Martin&Romano, suprqrlote 16,at115; Moore, supranote12,at56;

Reuter, Disorganized Crime, supra note 36, at 132-150; Savona et al, Organised Crime across the

Borders, supra note 37 , at 6.
65 Cf A<Jamoli etal, supra note 11, at 19; Peter Reuter, The Organization of lllegal Markets: An Economic

Analysis (1985) 7; J T'obias, "The Crime Industry" (1968) I BJ Crirn24l at249'



Systematic corruption and bribery have become essential features of contemporary

organised crime. As organised crime involves activities across international borders, the

corruption and bribery of customs, law enforcement and immigration officials are

important tools to facilitate criminal activities and to enable the criminal organisation to

operate with impunity.

As in the legal economy, crime also depends on market conditions such as competition.

Monopolisation and extortion are the most commonly used tools to respond to competition

in illegal markets. The question of whether or not criminal organisations seek to obtain

monopolistic control over their part of the illegal market has been discussed extensively

among economists and criminologists. For the purpose of this study it is sufficient to point

out that criminal organisations - like their legal counterparts - attempt to gain maximum

control over their environment including their competitors. Especially in the sex industry

and among drug traffickers, extortion, intimidation and elimination of business rivals are

widespread.6o

3.2.5. Customers of the Criminal Enterprise

Essential to the existence and survival of organised crime is a consumer population that

provides a continuous demand for the goods and services that are on offer. Organised

crime provides those goods and services that some members of the community desire and

which they cannot obtain otherwise. Organised crime activities increase or decrease in

response to growing or declining consumer demand for these products and services.

Members of the public may be the victims of criminal organisations, but they are also their

customers.6T

The activities of criminal organisations are characterised by a provider-consumer

relationship. For example, the drug dealer exists because the legal market does not satisfy

66 Dick, supra note 34, at 26; Halstead, supra note 7, at 10; Mastrofski & Pottet, supra note 7 , at 271-272;
Schelling, "Economics and Criminal Enterprise" supra îote 53, al 379; id, "What is the Business of
Organized Crime" supra note34, at73-74.

6't Cressey, "Methodological Problems in the Study of Organized Crime as a Social Problem" suprø note 76,
at 9; Bill Palmer and Lindsay McGillicuddy (1991) as cited in Thorne, supra note 1, at 288; Savona, "La



the demand for certain narcotics. The money launderer exists because proceeds of crime

must be disguised before they can be negotiated without risk. The migrant trafficker exists

where legal ways of cross-border migration are denied to people willing or forced to move

to another country.6s

The fact that organised crime emerges in response to growing consumer demand highlights

the difference between organised crime and other forms of criminal behaviour. As

mentioned earlier, isolated, 'ordinary' criminal acts of individual offenders are usually

designed to meet the immediate desire of the perpetrator. Organised crime instead is

designed to generate profits by serving potential customers and by satisfying a public

demand for illegal goods and services.6o

3.2.6. The Market for Migrant Trafficking

By definition, illegal migration depends on laws regulating who may and who may not

cross international borders. The combination of strict border controls and restrictive

immigration systems constitute the legal conditions that create an illegal market and

economic opportunity for criminal organisations. A significant economic or political

differential between countries provide trafficking organisations with a consumer population

that seeks to migrate to another country. For example, where there is a significant disparity

in income levels between two economies, or significant unemployment in one country, but

not the other, economically motivated migration will occur despite immigration laws that

outlaw these movements.To

Réglementation du Marché de la Criminalifé" supra note 55, at 4'70; Southerland & Potter, supra note 23,
at"252.

68 Cf Hellmann, supra note 29, at l'73; Schelling, "Economics and Criminal Enterprise" supra nohe 53, at
393; id, 'What is the Business of Organized Crime?" supra note 34, at72; Smith, "Organized Crime and
Entrepreneurshtp" supra note 30, atlTL This approach brings to mind the anomie theory by Robert K
Merton (supra note 48) which holds that society creates organised crime within itself, by extolling certain
common success goals while simultaneously preventing a considerable part of society from achieving
those goals by legitimate means; cf Greaves & Pinto, supra note 6, at223.

6e Meaglrer, suprq note 25, at25; cf Srrith, "Organized Crime and Entrepreneurship" suprq note 30, at 167 .

70 Margaret Beare, "Illegal Migration" in Carolina Hernandez & Gina Pattugalan (eds), Transnational Crime
and Regional Security in the Asia Pacific (1999) 231 at 263; id, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies,
Social Problems, or National Securities Threats?" (199'7) 3 Trans Org C 7I at 22-23; Jon Vagg, "The
Borders of Crime" (1992) 32 BJ Crim 310 at 310-311,3I9; and see generally supra Section2.7.



Trafficking in migrants has become a growing illegal market and a lucrative source of

income for criminal organisations for three principal reasons:7' (a) the growing demand for

international migration,' (b) the restrictions on legal immigration imposed by industrialised

countries, which have created the demand for alternative, illegal avenues of migration,?3

(c) the relatively low risks of detection and arrest attached to trafficking compared to those

in other activities of organised crime.Ta

For many people, traffickers have become the only avenue to escape persecution, poverty

and unemployment. trt is a sad reality that potential migrants have come to accept offers by

criminal traffickers to flee from unacceptable living conditions at home. Many migrants

are so desperate that a dangerous voyage, long-term debt and loss of freedom have become

a price worth paying. This situation is worsened by criminal organisations that, to increase

their income, abuse this desperation and delude migrants with promises of a better life

abroad.

3.2.7 . Summary

Economic studies of transnational organised crime and illegal markets have contributed

substantial knowledge on the organisational and operational features of organised crime.

Looking at the methods by which criminal organisations provide illegal goods and services

to a potential consumer population brings to light the fact that organised crime follows the

same rational and economic principles in the illegal market that govern participants in the

legal market.?s Economic theories and research techniques that have been developed to

'tt 
Cf John Salt, "Trafficking and Human Smuggling: A European Perspective" (2000) 38(3) Int'I Migration
3l at 32, 35; Ernesto Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration and Crime in Europe: New Patterns of an Old
Nexus" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration and Crime (1998) 61 at 68, 70; Paul Smith, "Chinese Migrant
Traff,rcking: A Global Challenge" in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trafficking
and the Challenges to America's Immigration Tradition (1997) I at9.'t2 
See supra Section 2.1.

73 See supra Section 2.2.'t4 
See infra Section 5.2.

'15 Cf Fiorentini & Peltzrnan, supra nole 2I, at 3; UN General Assembly, Discussion guide for the Ninth
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatrnent of Offenders, UN Doc
NConf.I69lPM.1 and Corr.l para38 [no dates specified] (reprinted in Phil Williams & Ernesto Savena,
The United Nations and Transnational Organised Crime (1996) 6).



study legitimate enterprises also apply to criminal organisations, with some additional

features the illegal market requires.T6

Organised crime adapts to the changing demands of potential customers and exploits the

loopholes and legislative discrepancies present in some areas of the world. Organised

crime moves into sectors where the risk of being arested and heavily punished is relatively

low, especially compared to the attractive economic return.

Apart from being highly profitable, migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific region is

surprisingly low-risk, as countermeasures in many countries are inappropriate or non-

existent.TT The significant inequality of economic wealth and the differences in the political

and legislative systems in this part of the world provide organised crime with a lucrative

illegal market and - unless efficient countermeasures are taken - secure the traffickers a

stable source of income.

The ob-iective of the following two Sections is to apply the economic theory of organised

crime to migrant trafficking in order to identify the organisational and operational functions

of the emerging business of illegal migration.

16 Cressey, "Methodological Problems in the Study of Organized Crime as a Social Problem" supra note 16,

at 11; Schelling "Economics and Criminal Enterprise" supra rLote 53, at377; Smith, "Organized Crime
and Entrepreneurship" supra note 30, at 164.

't1 
See infra Chapter 5.



3.3. Organisational Features of Migrant Trafficking

Organised crime and migrant trafficking can be regarded as a transnational business. To

demonstrate how trafficking organisations are structured and how they operate Sections 3.3

and 3.4 present the traffickers as providers of illegal migration services between origin and

destination countries. The object of this economic analysis is to identify the elements and

mechanisms of migrant trafficking and assess the scale of the operations in order to provide

a working basis for the future elaboration of successful legislation and law enforcement

strategies.Ts

Section 3.3 examines the major organisational elements of migrant trafficking groups, such

as structural features, human resources and the impact of globalisation on the criminal

organisation.

3.3.I. Structure and Management

Structure and management are the internal functions of a business enterprise to control the

business and its operations. In any organisation, sophisticated organisation schemes are

developed to ensure that the enterprise, be it legal or criminal, operates in accordance with

the objectives and goals set, and that it reaches maximum profitability, stability, and

growth.Te

3.3.1.1. Control and organisation schemes

In the analysis of organised crime, issues about the management, size and structure of

criminal organisations have been very controversial. On one side are those writers who

tt For other models of t¡afficking organisations see, for example, "Analyse der Funktionsbereiche
krimineller Organisationen" in Bögel , supra note2I, at 86-188; "Trafficking constituted as a business"
John Salt & Jeremy Stein, "Migration as a Business: The Case of Trafficking" (1997) 35(4) Int't
Migrøtion 467 at 490, and Salt, "The Business of International Migration" supra note 47, at 103-105;
"Modus operandi of international migrant-trafficking criminal networks" in Ernetso Savona, Illicit
Trfficking in Arms, Nuclear Møterial, People and Motor Vehicles (1998) 10.



consider organised crime groups as large hierarchical organisations that are structured like

corporations. On the other side are those who see organised crime groups as loosely

structured, flexible and highly adaptable networks.s0

The hierarchical, corporate model

Many studies by criminologistsEl and law enforcement agenciess2 have described the

internal organisation of organised crime groups as a hierarchical, centralised bureaucratic

structure similar to that of commercial corporations. According to this model, criminal

organisations are characterised by vertical relations between the members and are governed

by a set of rules and regulations. It has been argued that criminal organisations use a

centralised, pyramid-like structure to engage in comparatively stable illegal markets and

simple environments which require little or no sophisticated knowledge of the lower levels

of staff. The advantages arising from hierarchy and centralisation are, for example, a better

ability to control the members and operations of the organisation, better management of

resources, and easier exploitation of monopolies in illegal markets which are less open to

competition.83

The network model

More recent studies of organised crime tend to describe the structure of criminal

organisations as diverse, loosely structured, decentralised associations of criminals. The

relations between the core members of the criminal group are designed horizontally rather

than vertically. This network model is said to apply primarily to criminal organisations

7e Cf the definition of "management" in Jae Shim et al (eds), The Dictionary of International Business
Terms (1998) 189.to S"" also the distinction made in Halstead, supra note T, at 2-4; and in Shled on Zhang & Mark Gaylorcl,
"Bound for the Golden Mountain: The Social Organisation of Chinese Alien Smuggling" (1996) 25(1)
CL&SC I aT3.

8r See, for example, Francis lanni (1972) in Abadinsky, supra note 1, at 2; Douglas Meagher in Bersten,
s up ra. note l, at 45 ; Moore, supra note 12, at 52-53 ; Y old, s up ra note 4, at 3 47 .t' S"", for example, André B ossar d, Transnational Crime and, Criminat Law (1990) 1 10- I 1 1 ; UN General
Assembly, Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transuational Organised
Crime, Draft United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, UN Doc NAC.254/4
(15 Dec 1998) art 1, option 2(2), option 3(1), (2); US President's Crime Commission (1967) in Smith,

_- "Organized Crime and Entrepreneurship" supra note 30, at 161.83 Cf Fiorentini&Peltzman, sipranoteil,ut5-6;Hellmann, supranote2g,atLT3;S¿rvona etal,Organised
Crime Across the Borders, supra note 37, at 25. This hierarchical model was also used as the background
for the US Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO) statute; cf Halsteacl, supra nofe 7, af
5.



that engage in complex and dynamic illegal markets with multiple competitors, such as

prostitution and the sex industry, loan sharking and smuggling of prohibited goods. The

advantages that arise from this network model are, for example, independence from the

decisions and knowledge of head managers and greater flexibility, thereby allowing

immediate reorganisation of criminal activities in response to changing consumer demand

and law enforcement activities.s4

In summary, it has to be noted that "the complexity of transnational organised crime does

not permit the construction of simple generalisations".s5 There is no single model of

transnational organised crime; "there is no prototypical crime cartel".86 The structure of

criminal organisations depends on multiple factors such as the accessibility and barriers of

illegal markets, the number of competitors, pricing and marketing strategies of different

organisations and their attitude towards the use of threats and violence. Criminal

organisations vary considerably in structure, size, geographical range and diversity of their

operations. They range from highly structured co¡porations to dynamic networks, which

change constantly in order to adapt to the environment in which they operate.sT

The very limited knowledge that is available on the structural patterns of criminal

organisations engaged in the business of migrant trafficking is very controversial, too. The

findings of recent studies cover a spectrum that ranges from individual operators to large,

highly sophisticated enterprises. Trafficking organisations operate in a dynamic

environment that is constantly changing due to altering demand for illegal migration,

different law enforcement activities, and unpredictable shifts in border surveillance.ss The

8a Adamolietal,supranote3T,atVIII, 11-12;Fiorentini &Peltzman,supra¡ote2l,at6, l0; Hellma¡rn,
supra note 29, at ll 4; Mastrofski & Potter, supra \ote 7 , at 21 5; Moore, supra note 12, af. 53; Savona et
al, Organised Crime across the Borders, supra îote 37, af 25; Williams, "Transnational Criminal
Organisations and International Security" supra note 59, at 105-106. For an Australian perspective see
Findlay, "Crime and Globalisation" supra note 14, at 2i7.8s Shelley, supra îote 57, at464.

'u lbid.
E7 Fiorentinì & Peltzman, supra note 21, at 6; Southerland & Potter, supra note 23, aï25I;yolcl, supra nofe

4, at343.
88 Cf Ruggiero, supra note 60, at 193; John Salt & Jennifer Hoghart, "Migrant Trafficking and Human

Smuggling in Europe: A review of the evidence" in Frank Laczko (ed), Migrant Trafficking and Human
SmuggLing in Europe: A review of the evidence with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine
(2000) Il at 46-49; UN General Assernbly, Tenth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime



organisations engaged in migrant trafficking can be categorisecl as amateur traffickers,

small groups of criminals, and international networks.se

i Amateur traffickers

This category features people who provide a single, isolated service to migrants such as

transport for crossing a border or locating employers in the destination country willing to
engage them despite the illegal entry. Some of these small operators, especially in border

areas, are only occasional traffickers who use their own vessels or vehicles if demand for

illegal transport arises. For example, they take migrants on board their vessels against

payment, depart from secluded coastal areas in one country and unload the people

clandestinely in the temitory of another country. It has been found that sometimes the

transporters are unaware that their action is an offence in the destination country.eo Despite

the local and amateur character of these operations, many of the individual traffickers have

been found to be hired by large trafficking organisations that operate internationally.n,

a Small groups of organised traffickers

This category features small, organised groups of traffickers that specialise in transporting

migrants from one country to another. These groups show a higher level of specialisation

and sophistication and operate on a more permanent basis than amateur traffickers, but

and Treatment of Offenders, International Cooperation in Combating Transnational Crinrc: New
challenges in the Twenty-First century, UN Doc A/coNF.lg716 (15 Dec 1999) paraz7.8e First published in Andreas Schloenhardt, "The Business of Migration; Illegal Migration and Organised
Crime in Australia and the Asia Pacific Region" (1999) 2I(l) AdI ¿R 81 at 90-91. See also G
Gunatilleke, "Seminar Report: International Response to Trafficking in Migrants and the Safeguarding of
Migrant Rights" (L994) 32(4) Int'l Migration 593 at 594; IOM, "Trafficking in Migrants: Characterisrics
and Trends in Different Regions of the World" discussion paper for the Eleventh IOM Seminar on
Migration: International Response to Trfficking in Migrants and the Safeguarding of Human Ríghts,
Geneva, 26-28 Oct 1'994 (1994) 3; Salt, "Trafficking and Human Smuggling" supra Íoie iI, at 42.,
Savona, IIIicit Trfficking in Arms, Nuclear Material, People and Motor Vehicles, supra note 78, at 10;

^^ Richard Skeldon, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia" (2000) 32(3) Int'I Migrationl at 12.e0 Cf th" reports in Rory McCarthy et ì1, "New cargo cult produces a new entrepreneur" (2 Sep 2001)
Sunday Age 4.et Kolin Cfin, Smuggled. Chinese: Clandestine Immigration to the United. States (1999) 32-33; Bimal
Ghosh, Huddled Masses and (Jncertain Shores: Insights into Irregular Migration (1993) 23; IOM,
Trafficking in Migrants: IOM policy and activities (1997) www.iom.ner (13 Aug 1998); Vincenzo
Ruggiero, "Trafficking in Human Beings: Slaves in Contemporary Europe" (1997) 25 IJSL 231 at 235;
Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration and Crime in Europe" supra note 7I, at'73; Nathalie Siron & piet
van Baeveghem, Trafficking in Migrants through Poland (1999) 30. See also the recent examples of
Indonaesian fishermen hired by criminal organisations , cita v R (2001) \VASCA 5.



their structure and organisation are less professional and complex than the internationally

operating trafficking networks.e2

) International trfficking networks

The category of international trafficking networks includes large criminal organisations

which have the ability to arrange and supervise the entire trafficking process and which are

able to respond to the whole spectrum of needs of illegal migrants, including the provision

of fraudulent documents, and the arrangement of accommodation and support in transit

countries. Given the wide range of source countries of migrants, it is not su¡prising that

complex international organisations have formed which can react quickly to changing

legislation, law enforcement activities and unforeseen situations. The trafficking routes

these organisations use are often well tested by other transnational criminal activities such

as drug trafficking. In many cases is has been found that migrant trafficking is just one of

the organisations' versatile criminal activities.e3

3.3.1.2. DiversifTcation of traffTcking organisations

The degree of integration and interdependence within and between organisations is a major

issue for the structure and operations of legal and illegal enterprises. Diversification of the

business includes such factors as the range of clients, products and services, and the

geographic areas in which the organisation operates. Some markets are characterised by

latge, diversified organisations that cover a wide range of activities while other markets

feature numerous small, specialised organisations.ea

e2 For a case example see Australian National Auclit Off,rce , The Management of Boat People - Depa,rtment
of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, Australian Protective Service, Australian Customs Service-
Coastwatch (1998) 22.

e3 Bea.", "Illegal Migration" supra îote10, at212-275; Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra, îote 91, at29-32;
Ghosh, supranote9T, at23;IOM,Trafficking in Migrants: IOM policy and activities, supra note 91;
Ruggiero, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra note 97, at235 Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration
and Crime in Europe" supra rLote 71, aT'73; Siron & van Baeveghenl, supra note 91, at 34; UN
Commission on Crirne Prevention and Criminal Justice, Additional information on measures to combat
alien- smug g llng, E/CN. 1 5 I 199 5 I 3 (26 Apr 199 5) para 2.

eo For further reading on the diversification of criminal organisations see, for example, Dickie & V/ilson,
supra îote 14, at 220; Reuter, Disorganized Crime, supra îote 36, at 109; id, The Organization of IIIegaI
Markets, supra noÍe 65, at l1; Southerland & Potter, supra note23, at259.



Criminal organisations generally show a diversified rather than a specialised pattern. In the

case of migrant trafficking some connections have been found to drug trafficking activities.

Not surprisingly, criminal organisations with well tested trafficking routes and with

personnel located in different countries along these routes will use their knowledge and

experience to take new market opportunities and engage in new criminal activities.es

Although no intercepted boatload of illegal migrants in Australia has ever been found

carrying drugs, the Department of Immigration reported that "there are some indications

that in some cases the same criminal syndicates who may be involved in the international

movement of illicit drugs are also smuggling people".e6

Overseas research suggests that that especially Asian organised crime groups use routes,

means and methods of transportation simultaneously for the trafficking of people and

narcotics.e? Furthermore, a number of recent studies have suggested that criminal

organisations which engage in migrant trafficking often plan the systematic exploitation of

migrants in the destination countries.es However, given the ad hoc nature of many

trafficking operations, great caution has to be taken when establishing links between

migrant trafficking and other forms of organised crime. 'Without denying the existence of

sophisticated and versatile criminal networks, there is little, if any, evidence to support

assumptions that individual (amateur) traffickers are simultaneously engaged in other

criminal activities.ee

Secondly, to facilitate their operations, trafficking organisations are involved in a range of

legitimate activities. These activities include the operation of travel agencies, language

schools and freight companies that are run in association with the trafficking organisation

e5 Adamoli et al, supra note 37, at VI[; Carrie Doni-uan Guymon, "International Legal Mechanisms for
Combating Transnational Organized Crime: The Need for a Multilateral Convention" (2000) 18 Berk J
Int'l L53 at65.

nu DIMA, Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance (1999) 14; id, Protecting the Border:
Immigration Compliance (2000) 15.

e7 Ada¡noli et al, supra note 37, at 17; Skeldon, "Traffickitg" supra note 89, at 12. See also Chin,
- Smuggled Chinese, supra note 9I, at7 ,38-42.e8 Adamoli eTal,supranote3T,atlT; Reuter,Disorganizedcrime,suprd.rrcte36,atllT-11g.
"' Tony Mclnerny, "People smuggling - an inhuman trade" (2000) 68 Platypus 2 at7; Seoretzu.iat of the

Budapest Group, The Relationship between Organízed Crime and Trafficking in Alíens (1999) 27.



to disguise and enable the transportation of migrants. Furthermore, these businesses serve

to collect payments and launder profits.tm

The horizontal interdependencies between different criminal activities engaged in by the

same criminal organisation must be distinguished from the vertical chains of crimes. The

latter include, for instance, corruption and the provision of fraudulent documents, which

aÍe intermediary crimes committed in the process of trafficking. These vertical

connections are examined further below.

3.3.1.3. Criminal organisations in Australia

Organised crime flourished in Australia since the early days of federation.to' Today,

organised crime is a widespread phenomenon throughout the country with many links to

overseas organisations and facilities. Conversely, several criminal organisations abroad

have been linked to Australian organised crime. Criminal organisations in Australia are

involved in a wide range of illegal activities as and when opportunities arise. In Australia,

organised crime is committed by people from many different ethnic backgrounds and is not

exclusive to any particular group of the population.lo2

Today, the criminal organisations most widely active both domestically and regionally are

those of East and South East Asian origin. Criminal organisations from China and Hong

Kong (often referred to as the 'Triads'),103 Japanese organised crime (generally referred to

as 'Yakuza'r@ or 'Boryokudun"ot), Sino-Vietnamese gangs and Malaysian and Singaporean

Secret Societies pose the most significant organised crime threat in Australia. Asian

rm Secretariat of the Budapest Group, ibid, at30-37.
tol For the history of organised crime in Australia see, for example, McCoy, supra nole 16, at 234-285.
102 On organised crime in Australia see generally Australia, Revìelv of Comrnonwealth Law Enfbrcemc¡t

Arrangements, supra note 59, al 29-30; Adamoli et al, supra note 37, at 88; F X Costigan (1984) in
Chappel, supra îofe 56, at 286; Meagher, supra îote 25, at 78-20; Thorne, supra note 1, at 299; John
Valentin, "Present Issues for Organised Crime Control: The Australian Perspective" (1993) 4 UNAFEI
Resource Materíals Series 92 at93.

tot Th" term Triad refers to the Chinese societies' conìmon symbol, an equilateral triangle representing the
three basic Chinese concepts of heaven, earth and man.

1Ø The term Yakuza represents the Japanese words for 8, 9 and 3 which total 20. It means 'good for nothing'
and derives from 20, the worst possible score in the Japanese card game Hanafuda; the player
automatically loses, thus he is a loser.

tot Th" term Boryokudan means 'the violent ones' and is the term mostly used by the Japanese National
Police Agency.



organised crime first came to notice in Australia with the increasing number of migrants

from Asia in the late 1970s, particularly from PR China and Vietnam. More recently, it
was found that the economic crisis in South East Asia and stricter law enforcement and

money laundering control in many Asian countries has pushed more Asian criminal

organisations to Australia. 106

Italian organised crime also had a sophisticated national network in Australia which

included the Calabrian 'Ndrangheta, Sicilian Mafia and diverse Italian-Australian criminal

organisations. Furthermore, there is evidence that Colombian cartels and Læbanese,

Korean and Russian organised crime are active in Australia, though at lower-scale than

Asian organisations.loT

With respect to migrant trafficking, for a long time Australian law enforcement authorities

ignored the connection between transnational organised crime and illegal migration,

suggesting that unauthorised boat arrivals and illegal immigration by air have been

arranged by largely independent operators who only provide limited services.ros More

recent studies support the assumption that much of the illegal immigration to Australia by

boat is organised on a very simple and low level only. The most common example of

operators on the individual level are Indonesian fishermen who transport migrants from

ports in southern Indonesia to Ashmore Reef, Christmas Island or Australia's northern

coast.loe

106 Fo. the example of legislation in Japan against Boryokudan and Yakuza see Australia, Parliamentary Joint
Committee on the NCA, Asian Organised Crime in Australia (1995) 47; Savona et al, Organised. Crime

, -_ across the Borders, supra nofe 37 , at Il; Valentin, supra note 102, at 98.
r07 Adamoli el al, supra note 37, at 88-89; Australia, IJariiamentary Joint Committee on the NCA, ibicl, ar 6-'l;

Ausftalia, Revicw of Conrmonwealth Larv Enforcement Arrangemcnts, supra note 59, at29-38; Valentin,
supra note 1,02, at 98-100.

tot The 1994 Report of the Review of Commonwealth Law Enforcement Arrangements (supranote 59) and a
discussion paper on Asian Organised Crime in AustraLia released by the Parliamentary Jclint Committee
on tl're National Crime Authority in February 1995 (supra note 106) left the phenomenon of migrant
trafficking completely unmentioned. A 1997 assessment "of the criminal environment relating to people
smuggling activities impacting on Australia" by the Australian Federal Police (AFP, Organised Crime and
Aspects of People Smuggling into Australia (unclassified version, 199S)) came to the conclusion that
"there has been little evidence found of established organised crime groups engaging in people smuggling
into Australia" (at9). Interestingly, the same report stated that "[t]here is ample evidence of many ...
groups engaging in the prolonged, systematic, low risk and highly profitable activity of smuggling PRC
nationals ... to numerous destinations, including Australia."

roe Australian National Auclit Otfice, The Management of Boat People, supra note 92, at 2l; DIMA,
Protecting the Border, (1999) supra note96, at"34,36-37. See infra section3.4.z.4.r.



But despite the often local and amateur character of these operations, many of the

individual traffickers have been found to be hired by large trafficking organisations that

operate internationally'1t0 'With increasing numbers of illegal arrivals in Australia in recent

years there is growing evidence that international organised crime groups actively engage

in trafficking migrants to Australia, particularly illegal immigration by air and clandestine

arrivals of vessels at the east coast.rtt Chinese and Middle Eastern criminal organisations

have been found to be the predominant groups involved in the trafficking of migrants to

Australia and throughout the Asia Pacific region. Many of the internationally operating

trafficking organisations simultaneously engage in related offences such as trafficking in

women for prostitution and other sexual purposes, and document fraud, sometimes

involving unregistered and unlicensed migration agents.l12

3.3.2. Recruitment and Personnel it4anagement

As with their legal counterparts, personnel management in illegal enterprises "involves

staffing, training, management development, motivation, performance evaluation,

compensation activities and maintenance of employees so as to achieve organisational

goals."lr3 To improve their operations and seek maximum profit, some organisations, be it
legitimate or criminal, attempt to reach a maximum division of labour and specialisation of

its employees. Depending on market structures, sophisticated organisations differentiate

vertically by implementing different levels of employees and horizontally by separating

tasks.lta

The larger, internationally operating trafficking organisations often have specialised

recruitment and management schemes. But, as mentioned before, many illegal migration

services are provided on an ad hoc basis by individual operators, who neither have the

abilities nor the resources to develop sophisticated management schemes. Also, the

tro Cf ABC Television "People Smuggler's Guide to Australia" Four Corners (23 Aug 1999).
t tt 

See infrø Section 3.4.2.4.1.
1r2 AFP, supra rrote 108, at 3; Australia, Parliamcntary Joint Committee on the NCA, supra note 106, at g,

..^ 10, 56; Thorne, supra note 1, at 301; Valentin, supra rrote 102, at96.
"' "Personnel management" as defined in Shim et al (eds), suprq note 19, at 14i .



information that is available on human resources of migrant trafficking is very limited and

too often derives from anecdotal rather than from systematic evidence.

3.3.2.1. Vertical differentiation

The illegal status of organisations engaged in criminal activities generates particular

problems that are also reflected in the management of staff. One significant difference

between legitimate and illegitimate enterprises is that the former can rely on commercial

bonds between members of the organisation for these are enforceable in the legal process.

Criminal organisations, in contrast, depend far more on shared ideology, loyalty and terror.

Employees present a major threat to the criminal organisation, as they possess some

knowledge about the structure and operations of the enterprise and about the participation

of other members, which they could provide to law enforcement agencies or to competing

orgarusatlons.

Secrecy, money and, as mentioned earlier,lrs the creation of fear in the form of threat and

intimidation ate the major tools to ensure loyal perforrnance of the employees and to

prevent detection, arrest and seizure of assets. To protect the core arrangers and investors

of organised crime it is essential to differentiate between different levels of staff and keep

the information that is given to lower levels of employees at a minimum. It has been found

that criminal organisations try to restrict the number of people with detailed knowledge

concerning the participation of high-ranking members and future operations.r16 To prevent

treason, criminal organisations may also reward employees by paying higher wages or

offering other benefits. Money is an important tool to ensure loyal performance and stop

participants from informing against the enterprise as a whole, some sub-unit of it or against

individual members. Furthermore, the creation of fear by the use of threats and

r14 Reuter, Disorganized Crime, supra note 36, at ll5; id, The Organization of lilegal Markets, supra îote
65, at 10,12.ttt S"" søpra Section 3.2.4.2.

r16Rcuter, DisorganizedCrime,supranote36,atll5-1 16;ld,TheOrganizationof IltegalMarkets,supra
note 65, at 9; Southerland & Potter, supra note 23, at251 .



intimidation are used to act against employees who are suspect of acting disloyally by

informing law enforcement agencies or competing organisations.llT

3.3.2.2. Horizontal differentiation: division of labour

The division of labour is essential for the existence of the criminal organisation.

Separating tasks and filling functional positions with qualified members protects the

organisation as a whole: Should there be an investigation by a law enforcement agency,

only small units of the organisation are exposed.rls

From the information that is available on the division of labour within the migrant

trafficking organisation, participants can be categorised as follows:rle

o Positioned at the top of the migrant trafficking enterprise is the category of

arranger/financiers who are highly competent people. who in'r¡est nooney in the

trafficking operation and supervise the whole criminal organisation and its activities.

Persons in this category are rarely, if ever, known to the lower levels of employees or to

the migrants who are trafficked. A hierarchical structure usually insulates the arrangers

from being connected with the commission of specific offences.r20

117 Mastrolski &Potter, supranoteT,at2TI; Reuter, DisorganizeclCrime,supranote36,at116;id,The
Organization of lllegal Markets, sup.ra note 65, at 9-10.

r18 Abadinsky, supra note 1, at 2; John Salt & Jeremy Stein, "Migration as a Business: The Case of
Trafficking" (1997) 35(4) Int'l Migration 467 at 478; Salt, "The Business of Inrernarional Migrarion"
supra note 47 , at I05.

lle Schloenhtrrdt, "The Business of Migration" supra note 89, at93-95; and cited in UNICRI &. AIC, Rapid
Assessment: Human Smuggling and Trfficking from the Philippines (1999) 10-11. This classification is
based on the work of Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra Írote 97, at 33-34 and id, "smuggling of Chinese
Aliens and Organised Crime" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration and Crime (1998) 137 at 139. See also
Reuter, The Organization of Illegal Markets, supra nore 65, at 8; Secretariat of the Budapest Group,
suprqnote99,at35-36; Sieber, supraîote40,at75. Othermodelsof thestructureof migranttrafficking
organisations can be found in Alexander Gordon, "Transnational Crime Trends in the Asia-Pacific" paper
presented at the Transnational Security Threats in Asia conference, Honolulu, 8-10 Aug 2000, lZ-I3;
Cleo Kung, "Supporting the Snakeheads: Human Smuggling from China and the 1996 Amendment to the

.^^ US Statutory Definition of 'Refugee"' (2000) 9O J Crim L & Criminology I27l at 1214.
120 Belsten, supra note l, at 53; Chin, Smuggled. Chinese, supra note 9I, at 29; Donald Cressey, Criminal

Organization: Its Elementary Forms (1912) 53-58, 57; Southerlantl & Potter, supra note 23, at253;
'l'hcrrne, supra \ofe l, at284; UN Cornmission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Implementation
of the Naples Declaration and Global Action PIan against Organized Transnational Crime. Report of the
S e c r etary - G ene ral, El CN.l 5 / I99 6/2 (4 Apr I99 6) paru 36.



ô The category of recruiters includes people who work as mid.dlemen between the

arrangers and the customers of the criminal enterprise. Recruiters are responsible for

finding and mobilising potential migrants, organising them into small groups, collecting

their payments and arranging the preparation of travel document. The recruiters who

work in the country of departure are usually not informed about the precise trafficking

passage. They are paid for casual jobs only and not on a permanent basis.

Investigations have shown that in many cases recruiters come from the same region as

the migrants, and frequently they are members of the same culture and respected people

within the local community.121

) Transporters aÍe the people in charge of assisting miglants in leaving the country of

origin. In destination countries, transporters bring undocumented immigrants from an

airport, seaport or coast to a big city. The carriers have to be technically sophisticated to

change their operations in reaction to law enforcement and border surveillance

activities. Transporters usually do not obtain inside information on the criminal

organisations and their structures. They stay in contact with the organisation through

intermediaries who contract them casually. r22

r The next category of participants is that of corrupt public officials. Traffickers often

pay government officials to obtain travel documents for their customers. Government

officials in immigration and law enforcement authorities in many transit countries have

been found accepting bribes to enable migrants to enter and exit countries illegally. The

comrpt officials individually or collectively protect the criminal organisation through

abuses of their position, status and privileges. In many departing countries corruption of

low-paid government officials is sometimes the only way to obtain travel documentation

for migrants.l23 International trafficking organisations have been found to have a string

r21 Rtggiero, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra note 9I, at236; Salt & Stein, supra note 118, at 4j'7;
Sieber, supra note 40, at 15; Ernst Spaan, "Taikongs and Calos: The Role of Middlemen and Brokers in
Javanese International Migration" (1994) 28(I) Int'l Migratíon Rev 93 at93;Zhang & Gaylotd, supra
note 80, at 6.

r22 Bögel, supra îofe 21, at I53-I58; Salt & Stein, supra note 118, at 480; Vahlenkamp & Hauer, supra note
40, at 15, 17 .

l'3 For the example of the PR China see, for example, Marlowe Houcl, "sourcing the problem: Why
Fuzhou?" in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trfficking and the Challenges to
America's Immigration Tradition (1997) 76 at 80-81; Smìth, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note
71, at 14.



of corrupt government employees along cornmon trafficking routes featuring customs,

immigration and airline staff who in return for the bribes 'turn a blind eye' to the

operations of the traffickers, for example, by ignoring illegal border crossings or

fraudulent travel documents. rz

) Informers. For the trafficking operations to be successful it is necessary to

systematically gather information on border surveillance, immigration and transit

procedures and regulations, asylum systems and law enforcement activities. In some

cases it has been found that this information gathering resides with a core group of

informers who manage the information flow and have access to sophisticated

international communication systems. r2s

ç Guides and crew members move illegal migrants from one transit point to the other or

help them to enter another country by sea or air. Crew members are people employed by

the traffickers to charter trafficking vessels and accompany migrants throughout the

illegal journey.

s Enforcers, who are sometimes illegal migrants themselves, are primarily responsible for

policing staff and migrants and for maintaining order among them, often involving the

use of violence. Enforcers are also in charge of communication, financial transactions

and the distribution of food and water as necessary during the illegal passage.t,u

) Debt-collectors are the people in charge of collecting the fees from the migrants in

transit and destination countries, often using threats, coercion and violence to obtain

overdue payments.r2T

I Money-launderers find ways of legalising the proceeds of their activities which are not

reinvested in other operations. This means that the money deriving from the

r'4 Bca.", "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities Tfueats?" supra
note 70, at34-36; Bessozzi, supra, rlote 16, at 9-10; Cressey, Criminal Organization, supra note 120, at
37, 50; Alan Dupont, "Unregulated Population Flows in East Asia" (1997) 9(1) Pacifica Review I at 14;
Salt & Stein, søpra note 1 18, at 482; Savona ef al, Organised Crime across the Borders, supra nofe 37 , at
6; Phil V/illiams, "Human Commodity Trafficking" (1997) 3 Trans Org C L ar 4. For more on corruprion
as a systematic tool of organised crime see supra SecIion3.2.4.2.t" Salt & Stein, supra nole 118, at 477-478; Salt, "The Business of International Migration" supra noÍe 4i,
at 105. See also Jon Vagg, "The Borders of Crime" supra rrote j0, at326.t'u Chin, Smuggted ihinese, supra note 91, at':-3; ZhangWang, "Ocean-Going Smuggling of Illegal Chinese
Immigrants" (1996) 2(1) Trans Org C 49 at 56.



commission of crime must somehow be made legitimate. The money-launderers are

experts at transferring the proceeds of crime through different bank accounts and

countries, disguising the origin of money through a string of transactions or investing

the proceeds in legitimate businesses.t"

) Supporting personnel and specialists. Local people at embarkation and transit points

support the organisation by harbouring and concealing illegal migrants. It has been

found that participants at the lower levels of the organisation possess little, if any

particular skills. Tasks and duties are usually interchangeable and do not require

specific knowledge or abilities. Also, by keeping the 'street level' of offenders

separated from the strategic affangers the organisation as a whole is protected. But

traffickers also depend on skilled individuals with a high level of knowledge who find

and exploit new opportunities for criminal activities. These individuals are often paid

for casual duties only and do not share a continuing commitment to the organisation.r2e

3.3.2,3. Human resources and recruitment

Little research has been undertaken with respect to the way in which criminal

organisations, especially trafficking organisations, recruit their members. The existing

literature is highly anecdotal and often focuses on myths of initiation rituals of 'secret

societies' rather than providing a sound analysis of this aspect of organised crime.r30

From the very limited information that is available, it appears that ethnic enclaves in transit

and immigration countries provide one source for recruitment by transnational criminal

organisations. The fact that many migrants face language difticulties in the host countries

limits their opportunities for regular employment and consequently makes them more

vulnerable to recruitment by organised crime groups. Moreover, ethnic networks are more

t" For details of post-immigration activities and the collection of debts see infra Section 3.4.3.t" Fot more on money laundering and the finances of trafficking organisation see infra Section 3.4.4.
r2e Bögel, supra nole 21, at 1.59-164,786; Sieber, supra nole 40, aT75; US Presidents Commission on

Organised Crime (1986) in Palmer & McGillicudcly, suprø note 7, at 35.
tto Fot more about initiation of membership in the criminal organisation see Abadinsky, supra note 1, at 12-

20,21-30. For an overview of the existing American literature see, for example, Reuter, Research on
American Organized Crime, supra rloteT, at IO0-102.



difficult to penetrate for national authorities as the barriers of language and culture provide

mechanisms that make investigations more difficult.t3l

But the relevance of ethnicity as a criterion must not be overstated. Recent studies have

found that many organised crime groups are ethnically diverse. Criminal organisations that

cannot rely on cross-border networks of ethnic associates and overseas enclaves spread

their activities at the international level by cooperating with other criminal groups

abroad.132

'With respect to criminal organisations operating in Australia and the Asia pacific region,

recent studies have suggested that membership in Chinese Triads is indeed exclusive to

Chinese nationals, including Hong Kong and Taiwan. The relationships among the

participants engaged in Chinese organised crime is characterised by secretive fraternities

with strong ties between different levels of employees. In the case of Vietnamese

organised crime, it is unclear whether membership is limited to ethnic Vietnamese or if
these groups also employ non-Vietnamese members, especially Chinese and

Cambodians.l33

3.3.3. Globalisation

As mentioned earlier, evidence is increasing that criminal organisations exploit the

economic opportunities which have arisen from the globalisation of the world's markets.l3a

In the case of migrant trafficking, globalisation opened the doors for criminal organisations

to easily access other countries and create transnational networks of trafficking routes with

multiple modes of transporting illegal migrants. Not surprisingly growing

interdependencies between countries have fostered both legal and illegai cross-border

131 Australia, Parliarnentary JointCommittee on the NCA, suprarßte 106, at 6; Halsteacl, supranote j,at20;
.^^ Valentin, supranote 102, at95;Zhatg & Gaylord, supra\ote 80, at 13.
r32 A¡lacchi, supra îote 37, aT 209; Halstead, supra note 7, at 4; IIN General Assembly, Tenth United

Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders, International Cooperation in
Combating Transnational Crime: New Challenges in the Twenty-First Century, UN Doc A/CONF.187/6
(15 Dec 1999) para 18.

r33 Australia. Parliamentary Joint comrnittee on the NCA, supra rrcte 106, at g-10,29.
t'o Cf ltindlay, "Crime and Globalisation" supra note 14, at285-286;Martin & Romano, supra note 16, at2-

3; Savona et al, Organised Crime a,cross the Borders, supra îote 37 , at 5; Shelley, supra \ote 5': , at 465-
466. Cf supra Section 3.2.4.1.



migration. The emergence of the economies in East and South East Asia and the rapid

internationalisation of financial markets have given organised crime groups the opportunity

to engage in criminal activities at the international level.l3s

As a result of increasing global trade, investment and communication, migrant trafficking

now involves criminal elements in many different countries: those in which the operations

are planned, countries from which the migrants originate, countries of embarkation, transit

countries and destination countries. Trafficking organisations systematically exploit the

discrepancies between different jurisdictions and legal systems. Their information schemes

quickly find loopholes in law enforcement, border control and legislation. This enables the

traffickers to adapt the trafficking routes to changing permeability of borders and migration

systems.r36 Also, due to the increasing global trade, immigration and customs officers can

only control a small proportion of the people and goods crossing international borders

which in return makes it easier for criminal organisations to hide illegal transactions.

Moreover, the increasing engagement of criminal organisations in global activities has

brought with it a higher degree of sophistication and reduced vulnerability to investigations

and prosecution by national law enforcement agencies. While criminal organisations have

become increasingly transnational, law enforcement in Australia and the Asia Pacific

region has remained mostly local and national.137

t's Cf My"ru, sup ra note 60, aT 182-183; Zhattg & Gaylord, supra rlote 80, at 2.
t'u Cf th" statement of Partizia Troja, Senator, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Italy in Alex

Sclrmid (ed), Migrøtion and Crime - Proceedings of the International Conference on 'Migrøtion and
Crime. Global and Regional Problems and Responses' (1998) 15; IIN Economic and Social Council,
Criminal justice action to combat the organized smuggling of illegal migrants across national
boundaries, UN Docs E/RES/I994/74 (23 July 1994), and E/RES/1995/10 (24 July 1995).1" S"e infraChapter5.



3.4. Operational Features of Migrant Trafficking

Section 3.4 analyses the operational functions of migrant trafficking such as supply,

production (provision of the illegal service), distribution (post-immigration activities) and

finances,l38 and investigates the activities of trafficking organisations in araîge of locations

and circumstances in Australia and the Asia Pacific region.

3.4.I. Supply: Mobilisation of Migrants

In the context of migrant trafficking, supply describes the mechanisms of contacting and

mobilising potential migrant customers and maximising the demand for migration in

sending countries.

3.4.4.1. Contacting migrants

The promotion of their services is essential for traffickers. Trafficking organisations

advertise their services in the same ways as legitimate businesses do. With huge profits in

prospect, these organisations have become expert in shaping the desires and needs of their

migrant customers. The ways in which the traffickers find and attract people willing to

leave their home countries include newspaper advertising, the use of legitimate travel

agencies and contacting people individually or through relatives and friends.r3e

To create further incentives, criminal groups often lure potential migrants with false

promises of job opportunities abroad and misleading information about immigration

procedures and about the dangers involved in the clandestine journeys. Also, the migrants

are told they will easily be able to recover the fare once they have secured work in the

ttt Cf th" four stages of the mrgrant trafficking process identified in John Morrison, The Trfficking and
Smuggling of Refugees - the end game in European asylum policy? (2000) 66: entrance into the process,
j ourney, arrival, interruption.

13e For examples see Aclamoli et al, supra note 11, at 14; Kristof van Impe, "People for Sale: The Need for a
Multidisciplinary Approach towards Human Trafficking" (2000) 38(3) Int'I Migration 1 13 at 119; Salt &
Hoghart, supra note 88, at 61; Salt & Stein, supra note 118, af 477, 4'19-480, 490; Zhang & Gaylord,
supra note 80, at 6.



destination country. For example, some boatpeople who landed in Australia in 1998 and

1999 had been told they would work at the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games.roo Another

method of luring potential migrants is to circulate rumours in departing countries that

illegal immigrants would be allowed to stay in Australia under a new amnesty.rar

To date, there is no information available on whether or not it is more common for

traffickers to contact migrants or vice versa. However, despite the false promises which

are made by traffickers, many migrants need not be lured with prospects of opportunities

and wealth in the destination countries. For instance, a recent study of Chinese illegal

immigrants in the United States suggested that in most cases the migrants take the initiative

to contact their traffickers.ta' Similar statements have been made about Afghani refugees

who fled to Karachi where they contacted the recruiters of trafficking organisations that

brought them to Australia.la3 In other cases, however, recruiters actively contacted persons

in refugee camps in Pakistan.14

As indicated earlier, a major difference can be found between the mobilisation,

transportation and immigration methods that are used to smuggle persons who flee

persecution, starvation and death, and those who fall within the category of opportunity

seeking migrants.las The former group of migrants does not need to be persuaded to

relocate, as they are generally willing to emigrate at all costs and take àny risk to save their

lives by leaving poverty, unemployment or persecution. For the latter group, too, criminal

organisations offer illegal migration services in response to a demand for them, but at the

same time it is noticeable that trafficking organisations also create and stimulate such

demand. Furthermore, the existence of overseas communities is another strong incentive to

migrate and it has been found that in many cases illegal migrants have contact with

raO Janine MacDonalcl, "People Smuggling on Rise" (20 Jan 1993) The Age 3;Elisabeth Wynhausen, "Rusty
boat beat leaky security" (I2 Apr 1999) The Australian 1; Les Kennedy & Mark Merherell, "Call to srop
tlre people smugglers" (12 Apr 1999) Sydney Morning Herald 3; "Australia.rNew Zøaland" (1999) 6(9)
Migration News,

ra1 David Tanner & Megan Saunclers, "Minister's Message to China" (7 June 1999) The Australian 3. See
also supra Section 2.1.1.3.2. For the a case study of the Philippines see Anselmo Avenido, "Illegal
Recruitment and Exfiltration" paper presented at the Sixth Meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on

t42 lggg, 4-9.

r43 6'

144 rising tide of refugees" (24 Attg200I) The Australian I.

tot S"" the distinction established supra Section 2.1 |t3.2.



relatives and friends in ethnic communities in the destination countries who contact the

traffickers from abroad. ra6

For the majority of the people involved, by definition, there is no element of coercion when

the first contact with the recruiters is established.taT The migrants voluntarily seek the

services of the traffickers because that is their only available avenue to escape intolerable

conditions in their home countries.

In most cases, the migrant customers sell all their belongings and borrow money wherever

they can to pay the price that trafficking organisations charge for their services.las

Sometimes, the migrants' families who sponsor the illegal voyage pay the traffickers.

Generaily, neither the migrants nor their relatives can offer any security to obtain loans

from ordinary banks with reasonable interest rates. This forces them to enter contracts with

the traffickers, who allow loans or the payment of deposits on departure (ranging from

approximately 5-20Vo of the fee) and offer to defer payment of the full cost until after the

trip is made.tae Hence, the migrants fall into debt by borrowing money at exorbitant

interest rates, or by taking an advance payment from the traffickers.

3.4.4.2. Sendingcountries

To date, no coherent study on the major countries of origin of trafficked migrants in the

Asia Pacific region has been undertaken. As mentioned earlier, some evidence exists that

illegal migratory movements generally occur between relatively poorer or politically

unstable nations and richer, safer ones.

to6 See, for example, Beare, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities
Threats?" supra nofe 70, at 2I; Christopher Ulrich, Alien Smuggling and Uncontrolled Migration in
Northern Europe andthe Baltic Region (1995) 4. See also supra Section 2.I.2.2.

t47 See the definition supra Section l.LZ.4.
tot S"" the estimates infrø Section3.4.4.2.

'on See the reports and examples in Jennifer Bolz, "Chinese Organized Crime and Illegal Alien Trafficking"
(1995) 22(3) Asian Affairs l4l at I49; Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra note 97, at 5, 101-103; DIMA,
Protecting the Border (1999) supra îote 96, at L5; IOM, "There are ways to curb the wortdwide traffic in
migrants" (2000) 2lTrffickinginMígrants l at 1; Kung, supranote 119, at 1275; Salt &Hoghart,supra
note 88, at 59; Salt & Stein, supra îote 118, at 479; Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration and Crime in
Europe" supranoleTl,at15;'Wang, supra¡ote!26,at53',Zhang&Gaylord, supranote80,at7.



Refugee flows and asylum claims recorded by UNHCR and the immigration statistics of

destination countries such as Australia give some indication about the direction of illegal

migration flows and about the major sending countries of trafficked migrants.

Additionally, some research has been undertaken on individual nations and on the

circumstances that make illegally assisted departures from these countries possible and

likely.'50

Country of
origin/nationality

UNHCR

Refugee
population
end of 1999

Refugee
population
end of 2000

Vo of all
refugees

worldwide

DIMA: unauthorised arrivals

1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000

Aflhanistan 2,585,900 3,567,200 29.47o 60 149 r,3t2

Cambodia 36,800 36.700 0.3Vo 6 6 na

PR China 110,200 107,800 0.9Vo 277 588 208

East Timor 162,500 122,200 l7o na na na

Iraq 6t'Ì,700 497,400 4.19o 148 446 2,454

Lao PDR 2 l,100 r7,200 0.19o na

Myanmar 130,000 135,600 L.lVo na

Sri Lanka 96,300 101,200 0.8Vo 116 79 '18

Tibet 20,300 20,900 0.2Vo na na na

Vietnam 401,000 369,100 3Vo 6 l3 na

Figure 8 highlights some of the major source countries of refugees in the Asia Pacific

region and sets these figures in comparison to the number of illegal entrants from these

countries in Australia. In summary, the data supports the suggestion that some connection

exists between the nationality of refugees and asylum seekers and those of unauthorised

arrivals in Australia: Those nationals who are represented in comparatively high numbers

among the refugee populations of the world are also among the major nationalities of

illegal immigrants in Australia.

For example, among the countries of the Asia Pacific region PR China is one of the major

countries\of origin of asylum applicants. Simultaneously, the PR China has been the

tso S"" generally supra Section 2.1.ttt "Tabl" 5 Top-40 refugee nationalities" in UNHCR, 2000 Globat Refugee Trends (2001); and "Arrivals
by air refused immigration clearance", "Unauthorised boat arrivals" DIMA, Unauthorised Arrivals
Sectìon, 1998-1999 Financial Year Report (1999) 5, 6, 18; "Top 10 Countries and Territories of



largest source country for trafficked migrants in the Asia Pacific region and perhaps in the

world. Australia recorded 2'77 unatthorised amivals of Chinese nationals in the :rgg:l-gg

financial year and 588 in 1998-99. For many years, nationals of the pR China have

represented the majority of Australia's illegal entrants (18.92Vo of all unauthorised arrivals,

and 5 L3Vo of all unauthorised arrivals by sea in 199g-99).

A similar connection between asylum applications and trafficking can be established in the

case of Sri Lankan nationals. In Australia, North America and Western Europe, Sri

Lankans have been one of major group of refugees throughout the 1980s and 1990s.

Simultaneously, Sri Lanka is an important source country of illegal entrants to Australia

and there is evidence that professional traffickers have facilitated many, if not most, of
these arrivals.l52

Not surprisingly, geographically more distant source countries of refugees are represented

in smaller numbers among the people trafficked to Australia. However, many illeeal

migrants from Afghanistan and haq, for example, were found entering Australia illegally
by air and increasingly on the sea route. Figure 8 also iliustrates that in Australia, the

number of unauthorised entrants from these countries went up together with growing

numbers of Afghan and kaqi refugees worldwide.rs3

In other cases, however, there is no apparent connection between refugee producing

situations and illegal immigration in Australia. For example, Myanmar nationals only

make up for a small number of people trafficked in the Asia Pacific region although the

ongoing violation of human rights by the military regime has led to the presence of large

numbers of Myanmar refugees in many South East Asian nations. Some cases were

uncovered in which migrants from Myanmar tried to reach the coast of Malaysia by boat

illegally, and in other cases workers from Myanmar have been detected paying professional

traffickers to be smuggled into Thailand.tsa

Citizenship for Unauthorised Air and Boat Affivals 1998-99" DIMA, protecting the Border (1999) supra
. _^ note 96, at 69, 7 O, 7 5 ; id, P rotecting the B order (200 I ) supra note 96, at 93.1s2 AFP, supra note 108, at 5; UNHCR, Zur Lage der Ftuchtlinge in der Welt (1996) ZI0-211.rs3 AFP, supra note 108, at 4-5; DIMA, Protecting the Borderl Oggg) supra note 96, at 22, 26, 35. For the
.-. background ofthe arrival ofAfghan and Iraqi asylum seekers see suprct Section 2.2.6.t5o IoM, "Myanmar 

- Malaysia'; OggÐ 3 Trfficking in Migrants 3; "Thailand: August 4,'(1999) 6(g)
Migration News.



Similarly, despite the internal turmoils in East Timor in recent years, the country has never

been a significant source of illegal entrants in Australia. Also, there is some information

that people from other South Pacific nations have entered Australia iltegalty,rss but their

number is comparatively.small and there is yet no information on the causes of these

arrivals and whether or not they have been facilitated by trafficking organisations.

Given the data analysed above, it is impossible to establish a clear and unequivocal

connection between circumstances that occur in the major sending countries of illegal

migrants and the levels of migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific region. There are some

indications that a connection between refugee flows and trafficking exists. This lends

plausibility to the assumption that the most desperate migrants resort to traffickers as a

result of non-existing ways for legal migration.156 In other cases, the major push for illegal

migrants appears to be socioeconomic and demographic reasons thereby supporting

suggestions that migrant trafficking often falls within the category of opportunity seeking

migration.'st These assumptions are also reflected in the profile of the migrants: It appears

that political refugees and economic migrants who are trafficked are usually members of

the middle and higher social classes who have the education to understand the political and

economic realities in their countries and also have access to the necessary resources to pay

to escape from them.

3.4.4.3. ProfÏle of the migrants

Little is known on the areas and locations where recruitment occurs and on the profile of

the 'trafficking clientele'. While some studies suggest that most migrants originate from

remote areas of the sending country, others claim that migrants initially move to the big

cities of the departing countries where they contact trafficking agents.ls8 Also, there is

disagreement about the educational level and social background of trafficked migrants.

Some studies state that traffickers generally recruit young people with above-average

t5s Sunsy Cutl'rbertson & Rodney Cole, Population Growth in the South Pacific Island States (1995) 39-40.ttu S." supra"suwival migration", Section 2.I.1.3.7.
'" S"" supra Seclion 2.I.1.3.2.



education who are given the prospect of high-ranking positions in the destination country.

Furthermore, it has been stated that trafficking is not exclusive to poor and unemployed

people since the migrants and their families spend considerable amounts of money for the

illegal passage and some travel with large sums of cash.tte Other reports, however, have

rejected these speculations.160

To date, there is no data available on the social and educational background of trafficked

migrants in the Asia Pacific region. However, some assumptions about the profile of
trafficked migrants can be made on the basis of information coliected by the Australian

Department of Immigration on the unauthorised arrivals detected in Australia. Although

these figures are not representative, they can give some indication about the kind of people

that are trafficked through the region.

ABe 0n arflYat

1998-99

total '/o

t999-2000

Total Vo

under 20 y )?1 8Vo 465 87o

20-34 y 1821 60Vo 3427 59Vo

34-49 y 869 29Vo 1722 297o

50-64 y 9l 3Vo l8l 37o

65y and over, L4 0.04Vo 30 lVo

Figure 9 shows that most people arriving in Australia illegally are under the age of 34

(c 68Vo in 1998-99). This is not surprising, as migration, both legal aird illegal, usually

involves people who have the physical ability to face the challenges of migration and for
whom the advantages of relocating and the opportunities abroad are much more obvious

and promising.

158 Cf Böge.l, supra note 21, at 153-158; UN Commission on Crime Prevention ancl Criminal Justice,
Additional information on me(tsures to combat alien-smuggllng, IIN Doc E/CN.15 /lgg5l3 (26 Apr 1995)

. _ pera 6; Vahlenkamp & Hauer, supra note 40, at l7 .

'se Beare, "Itlegal Migration: Persoìal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities Threafs?,' supra
note 70, at 21; Ghosl\ supra note 91, at 19; IOM, "There are ways to curb the worldwide traffic in

.-^ migrants" (2000) 2r rrfficking in Migrants 1 at 1; salr & srein, supra note l|g, at 4j9.t60 Vanda Ca¡:son & Natalie O'Brien, "Hiì country's gatekeeper" (25-26 Aug 2001) The Weekend Australian
7; UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Additional information on ftreasures to

,., combat alien-smuggllng, UN Doc E/CN.1511995/3 (26 Apr 1995) para 6.
'o' DI\44, Protecting the Border (1999), supra \ote 96, at 15,69, iå, protecting the Bord.er (200I), supra

note 96, at16,94.



According to other data by the Department of Immigration, the majority of unauthorised

arrivals are male. For example, 3,209 or 88.7 percent of the 3,617 unauthorised boat

arrivals in1999 were men. Only 165 or 4.6 percent were women and 243 or 6.7 percent

children (no gender specified).16' These figures support the assumption that the majority of

trafficked migrants are young male.r63

3.4.2. The Illegal Services

The illegal services that trafficking organisations provide can be differentiated into four

elements: (i) preparation of the migrants, (2) provision of travel documents,

(3) transportation and routing, and (4) arrival (immigration).t* The services sought and

offered change depending on the distance between the country of departure and the

destination country and on the immigration, emigration, asylum and transit systems in

force.l6s

3.4.2.1. Preparation of the migrants

The information that is available on how the migrants are prepared by their traffickers

before they leave the country of departure is very limited. In some cases it has been found

that migrants are given names and phone numbers of people at transit points and in

destination countries.166 Furthermore, traffickers sometimes provide coaching to the

migrants in how to avoid border controls, how to answer immigration officers or law

tut DIMA, Unauthorised Arrivals Section, Refused Immigration Clearance Report, December 1999 (2000)
29.

163 On the issue of gender and migration, see also supra Section 2.L1.3.2.
t6a Cf John McFarlane, Transnational Crime and lllegal Immigration in the Asia-Pacific Region (1999) 12;

Zhang & Gaylord, supra note 80, at 6.
t65 Cf IOM, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking" background paper submitted to the Seminar on

Irregular Migration and Migrant Trøfficking in East and South East Asia, Manila, 5-6 Sep 1996, 5; id,
"Trafficking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the World" supra note 89, at
3 ; Savona et al, "Dynamics of Migration and Crime in Europe" supra note i l, at T 3.

166 Jennifer Sexton & John Stapleton, "Fears some illegals slipped police net" (12 Apr 1999) The Australian
2.



enforcement agencies if they get questioned or detained, and how to claim asylum in the

receiving countries. r67

The customers of the traffickers also represent the major risk of detection and arrest for the

criminal organisation. At the same time, the illegal migrants, particularly those who

classify as covert arrivals, must fear detection and arrest for illegally entering foreign

countries. The fact that illegal migrants are simultaneously customers and victims of the

traffickers as well as violators of the law places them.in a very complex and dangerous

situation. Threats and intimidation are the major tools to control the migrants and prevent

them from inhibiting the organisation's activities. Violence is used to control and maintain

order among the migrants as well as employees. It is also used to silence potential

witnesses to crimes or as a punishment and warning to others.168

3.4.2.2. Travel documents

3.4.2.2.1. General observations

Migrants, regardless of their country of origin and their legal status, need high-quality

travel documentation to move from one country to another. Such documents are required,

for example, for visa applications, for obtaining passports and exit authorisations, for

transportation by air, for border controls and immigration clearance.

But the circumstances that cause people to flee their home countries often make it

impossible for them to obtain genuine documents.r6e Consequently, the services of

transnational traffickers, particularly in the case of trafficking by air, frequently include the

production and/or supply of fraudulent travel or identity documents.rTo This has become a

1u7 IOM, Trfficking in Migrants: IOM policy and activities, supra note 91; Salt & Stein, supra note 118, at
483; Secretariatof theBudapestGroup, supranote99,at15-16; Sieber, supraîote40,at75-76; Smith,
"Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 7 I , at 76 Zhang &. Gaylord, supra note 80, at 9.

'ut Cf supra Section 3.2.4.2.
t6e Although many immigration countries have legislated against undocumented arrivals, it is inappropriate to

require valid travel documents from genuine refugees. This has been recognised in the Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees, afi 27 and Annex Specimen Travel Document. For further reading see,
for example, Ghosh, supra note 91, at 6-7; Erika Feller, "Carrier Sanctions and International Law" (1989)
I(l) IJRL 48 at 56-57 .

r?0 Fraudulent travel or identity documents are defined in art 3(c) Protocol against the Smuggling of
Migrants by Land, Sea and Air; see infra Section 6.4.I.2.3.



growing criminal activity, as the ability to migrate largely depends on the possession of the

necessary documentation. Although modern technology has facilitated the apprehension

and seizure of forged passports and visas, at the same time the equipment to make more
convincing fraudulent documents has improved rapidly.

Trafficking organisations show a high level of sophistication and variety in the ways in
which they obtain or produce the necessary documents. The major ways include photo-
substitution, visa transposing, and producing forged visas, residence permits and passports.

Investigations have also found that blank, unissued passports are stolen from passport-

issuing authorities. Other documents are sometimes stolen from travel agencies, and

corrupt officials have been found providing passports to trafficking organisations. In order

to meet visa requirements traffickers also issue fraudulent business invitations from non-

existing companies in the destination countries.rTr

In preparation of the illegal journey, migrants are also often given return tickets in order to

meet entry and transit requirements and make the migrants appear as tourists or business

travellers.rT2 'Where 
applicable, migrants are also given cash, traveller's cheques and credit

cards for countries whose immigration laws require evidence for sufficient funds for the

duration of the stay in that country.l73

3.4.2.2.2. Document fraud and misuse in the asia pacífi,c region

The use of fraudulent and stolen travel documentation is a major characteristic of migrant
trafficking in the Asia Pacific region, particularly of airborne trafficking. This
phenomenon is also closely linked with the corruption of local government, law

tlt rn Iggg/2000 three cases were detected in which colleges in Australia advertised for students but werefound to have no teaching facilities; "Australia./New Zealand" (1999) 6(9) Migration News;
land" (2000) 7(4) See also Adam Graycar cr al, i,Trafficking in
er presented at the ok Symposium on Crime in Australia,Canbena,
IoM, "organised rves into Migrant Trafficking" (1996) lr rrfficking in

Migrants 1-2; Amy McAllen, "Non-Immigration Visa Fraud" (lg9g) zz lana lrL zZl at 253-260;
Sieber, supraîote40,at15; Ulrich, supra\ote146,at4; UNceneralAssernbly, Measurestocombat

,r, Tltu, !*uggling.. 
Report of the secretary-General, uN Doc N49/350 (30 Aug ß91) paraT ."" See, for example, s5(4) Immigration Act I97t (Yanuatu) and for the philippines sel Ronat¿o Ledesma,

,," An Outline of Philippine Immigration and Citizenship Laws (199g) 57."' See, for example, sI4 Immigration Act 1979 ('Ihailand). Sieber, supra note 40, at75-76: Sexton &
stapleton, supra note 166, at 2; vahlenkamp & Hauer, supra r.ote 40, at ri .



enforcement, border control and customs officials. The following examples illustrate the

variety and sophistication of document fraud and misuse in the region.

Chinese criminal organisations, for instance, have been found using counterfeit travel

documents to pass illegal migrants through border controls. The increasing

decentralisation of China's administration makes it easy for traffickers to obtain passports

and travel documents by corrupting local government employees. Officials have been

found providing both genuine and fraudulent documents in exchange for money or, in more

recent cases, for the trafficker's promise to smuggle a member of the comrpt official's

family abroad. In other cases, officials have sold their own government identification to

traffickers.rTa

Because Chinese and Taiwanese are similar in appearance and speak the same language, it

is not surprising that traffickers seek to obtain Taiwanese travel documents for their

customers from China. Recent investigations have found that trafficking organisations are

using Taiwanese identity cards for photo-substitution and then to apply on behalf of their

Chinese customers for visas for third countries to which Taiwanese nationals have easier

access. Once the visas are granted the travel documents are send to the PR China for

further use.tts In cases that have been uncovered in Myanmar, citizens were selling the

identity papers of their recently deceased relatives to Chinese traffickers who manipulated

them by photo-substitution.lT6 The Myanmar documents were then used to obtain refugee

status in third countries.

Hong Kong, as analysed later, is a major transit point in the region. Many people travelling

through Hong Kong's airport have been found using false passports, documents and airline

boarding passes. h 1998 the Hong Kong Immigration Department detected 3,594 and in

1999 3,530 cases of forged travel documents.l77 Most of the forged documents found in

t7o AFP, supra note 108, at 3, 4; Bezue, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National
Securities Threats?" supra nofe 70, at 35; Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra r.ote 91, at 42-46; Hottd, supra
note I23, at 80; Ian Peck, "Removing the Venom from the Snakehead: Japan's Newest Attempt to Control
ChineseHumanSmuggling"(1998)3lVandJTLl04Iat 1054;Wang, supranoTe126,at54.

ttt Chin, Smuggted Chinese, supra îote 91, at 142-143; "Taiwan's Foreign Workers" (1999) 6(5) Migration
News.

r?6 IOM, "Burma - Thailand" (1993) | Trfficking in Migrants 3; Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking"
supra note 7 l, af I.

r77 Hong Kong Immigration Departmenl, Facts and Statistic.s (3 Apr 1998, 18 Aug 1999, 1 Dec 2000)
www.info.gov.hk/immd. Cf AFP, supranole 108,at3; andseealsoAdamolietal,supra note11,at86;



Hong Kong are forged PRC passports and travel permits (c 42Vo in 1998.99), but fake

Philippine (c 3Vo) and Sierra Leone (6Vo) documents have also been apprehended.l?s

Corruption of immigration and law enforcement officials is also an important issue in

Hong Kong. For example, in 1997 some foreign consulates were suspected of taking

bribes for granting visas to trafficking organisations.lTe

Bangkok is considered a major centre for the production of fraudulent documents, often

conducted by highly specialised criminal organisations.rso Investigations have found that

falsified passports in Bangkok are available for about US$3,000 and stolen blank

Malaysian passports for US $8,000. 181

Malaysia is a major source of unissued passports and fraudulent working permits that have

been stolen or obtained from corrupt government officials.ts2 Malaysian police has also

reported that traffickers are buying fraudulent passports from Hong Kong, Indonesia and

Myanmar and then use Kuala Lumpur as a transit point for illegal migrants on their way to

third countries.rs3

Recent studies reported that Government agencies in Nauru and Tonga have sold passports

to Chinese nationals who have used them to illegally enter other countries.lso The Marshall

Islands, for instance, a country with only 62,000 population, has experienced large-scale

illegal immigration from China, often including the use of fraudulent documents. Initially,

the Marshall Island Government sold passports to Chinese in return for investment into the

country, but as this attracted too few investors, the investment requirement was dropped

and almost immediately the passport sales went up. By the time the Government stopped

Peck, supra note I74, at 1046; Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 71, at7; Vagg, "The
B orders of Crime" supra îole 70, at 3l3.

tt8 Hong Kong Immigration Departmenf, Facts and Statistics (1 Dec 2000) www.info.gov.hk/immd.
r7e Beare, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities Threats?" supra

note 70, at 35. Cf Chío, Smuggled Chinese, supra îote 91, at 45.
r80 Adamoli et al, supra note 1r, at 8'7; AFP, supra note 108, at 4, J; DIMA, Fact Sheet 83: people

smuggling (17 Mar 1999) 2; IOM, "Prostitution in Asia Increasingly Involve Trafficking" (199'7) 15
Trfficking in Migrants l.

r81 AFP, supra note 108, at 7.
t8'AFP, suprarlote 108,at3-4; DIMA, ProtectíngtheBorder(1999) supranote96,at22;Chosh,supra

note91,at68. SeealsoAdamoli.etal,supranotell,at36; Smith,"ChineseMigrant'Iraffickjrlg"supra
note 71, at 8.

t*' IOM, "Trafficking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the World" supra note
89, at9; id, "Assisting women trafficked for prostitution" (1994) 4 Trfficking in Mígrants 2.

r8a "Canada: Chinese Migrants" (1999) 6(10) MigrationNews.



the selling of passports in 1996, about 7,200 registered passports were issued and another

2,000 unaccounted passports had been found.r85

3.4,2.3. Transportation and routing

3.4.2.3.1. Generalpatterns

Adaptation of methods of illegally moving people in response to legislative and law

enforcement activities is essential for the survival of the trafficking organisation and for

disguise of their activities. Trafficking organisations exploit loopholes in legislation,

coastal surveillance and border controls, or simply cross borders at times when control

points are short-staffed. Borders and other gateways may also be temporarily closed or

heavily controlled, thus requiring a change of routes via other countries. In the case of

trafficking by sea, seasonal weather patterns may prevent deoartures of boats.

Consequently, traffickers may use simple and direct routes and at other times complex and

circuitous ones. Also, it has been found that traffickers have 'sold' their migrants to other

trafficking organisations in transit countries.rs6 For these reasons the time between

departure from the country of origin and arrival at the final destination varies from several

weeks to months or even years.t87

The information that is available on trafficking routes is highly anecdotal and little is

known on how criminal organisations establish their routes. As stated before, several

studies suggest that the large transnational networks often use routes that are also used for

drug trafficking and smuggling. The trafficking of migrants seems to follow certain trends

depending upon information about transit and entry controls. It has also been found that

185 Jack Jorban, Marshall Island Ambassador to the UN, "Republic of the Marshall Islands: Transnational
Problems" papet presented at the Transnational Security Threats in Asia conference, Honolulu (HI), g-10
Aug 2000, 2; Richrad Skeldon, "The Relationship between Migration and Development in Asia and the
Pacific" in Carunia Firdausy (ed), International Migration in Southeast Asia: Trends, Consequences,
Issues and Policy Measures (1998) 7 at38-39.

tto Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra rofe 9I, at92.
18t Salt & Stein, supra \ote 118, at 417-478. See also the câse examples of migration from China to the US

irr Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra note 91, at 5O-51, 70-72;Kung, supra note 119, aT l2B5; and from
China to Hong Kong in Vagg, "The Borders of Crime,' supra note'.. 0, at 326.



routes often reflect the local knowledge of traffickers and the locations of members along

the route.188

3.4.2.3.2. Modes of transportation

Migrant trafficking is carried out by land, air and sea. Often the means of transportation is

changed several times en route.

o Trafficking by land is the easiest way to move from one country to another. The

spectrum ranges from simply walking migrants across 'green borders'r8e to sophisticated

methods of clandestine trafficking in trains and trucks. Trafficking by land offers the

advantage that many people can be moved in a single venture if buses or trucks are used.

If people cross borders clandestinely, for example, at night or beyond control points,

land trafficking also removes the need for bribery and fraudulent documents.

r Trafficking by air is the fastest growing method of organised illegal migration in the

Asia Pacific region due to increasing international air traffic as well as inadequate

control of passengers at many transit and immigration points. The number of migrants

that can be trafficked at a time is limited and the illegal passengers have to be prepared

as to how to deceive officials at control points. Trafficking by air usually requires

sophisticated travel documents or alternatively the bribery of border and immigration

officials or airline personnel. In many cases trafficking organisations facilitate the

onward travel of their customers by switching documents, tickets and boarding passes in

the transit lounges of international airports to enable them to board flights to destination

countries.leo

r Trafficking by sea involves much lower risks of detection and arrest than land and air

trafficking, especially regarding the geographical particularities of many countries in the

Asia Pacific region. Also, it enables traffickers to transport many people in a single

t88 Graycar et al, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra îote l7l, at4; Salt & Stein, supra note Il8, at 474;
cf Bögel, supra îote 2L, at 9 l-99, 1 85 ; Sieber, sup ra. ¡oÍe 40, at 7 5-7 6.

18e An expression frequently used to describe international borders without barriers.
tno Beare, "Illegal Migration: Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities 'fhreats?" supra

note 70, at 31; UN General Assembly, Measures to combat alien smugglíng. Report of the Secretary-
General, UN Doc N49l35O (30 Aug 1994) para 8.



venture, which means higher profit. Beyond that, the logistics of trafficking by sea are

much simpler as it removes the need for travel documents, and there is no need to bribe

border officials, as the illegal migrants do not pass through immigration control
points.rer A common method of trafficking by sea appears to be what has been

described as a 'two-boat procedure': A boat with the illegal migrants leaves the overseas

port, accompanied by an unladen vessel. At a predetermined point in international

waters, the migrants are transferred to the trafficking vessel, or the crew on the boat

carrying the migrants transfers to the accompanying boat and returns to the port of
embarkation, sometimes leaving the migrants stranded. Another method that has been

used is to set off the migrants on offshore islands where they await the arrival of another

vessel. re2

The experience of many destination countries has shown that the means and methods of
transportation largely depend on the kind of the people who are trafficked and on the

objective of their journey. Especially the final part of the illegal voyage is largely

determined by the question whether the persons trafficked seek to immigrate clandestinely

and undetected and then disappear in the community (so-called covert arrivals) or whether

they seek to reach the territory of the destination country and then claim asylum (often

referred to as overt arrivals). In the former case, sophisticated means of trafficking such as

high quality forged papers or hidden compartments in boats, trains and trucks are necessary

to circumvent border controls and arrive undetected. In the latter case, migrants can simply

be dropped off at the coast of the destination country, or they are told to lodge their asylum

claims immediately upon arrival at the destination airport.

Migrant trafficking is sometimes described as a way to circumvent migration regulations

and, therefore, as a victimless crime. But it also has to be noted that a major concern in the

field of migrant trafficking is the victimisation of migrants, their physical safety and the

violation of their dignity and human rights. During the journey the migrants are completely

in the hands of the traffickers and often subject to deprivation and indignities. The

rer ¡¡ Genelal Assen'rbly, Measures 1o combat alien smuggling. Report of thisecretary-General,UN Doc
,^- N491350 (30 Aug 1994) para 9; Wang, supra. note L26, at 49.
'"' Chin, Smuggled Chinese, supra note 97, at 68-70; DIMA, "Drowning Tragedy Highlights Hazards of

People Smuggling" DIMA Doc MPS 108/99 (22Itly 1999); Mclneffiy, suprq nore 99, at7;Watrg, supra
nofe 126, at 54-55.



transportation of illegal migrants, especially in the case of trafficking by sea, mostly takes

place under inhumane conditions, causing great number of accidents, casualties and

sometimes fatalities during the dangerous passages. The common methods of seaborne

trafficking pose a particularly serious danger for the migrants, In some cases they have

been found crammed into vessels which were not seaworthy or locked in freight containers

without enough air, watet or food.re3 In other cases, traffickers have simply abandoned the

migrants en route and put them at risk because they feared being caught by the

authorities.rea

3.4.2.3.3. Regional analysis

The Asia Pacific region including East and South East Asia, Australia and Oceania is an

area in which every form of criminal behaviour associated with trafficking in migrants can

be cbser.,,ed. This is mainly due the political and economic discrepancies ber,ween the

countries in the region which combines with the presence of well-established international

criminal organisations that operate throughout the region.re5 Many countries in the Asia

Pacific region play more than one role for migrant trafficking: they are simultaneously

sending and transit or transit and receiving countries.re6

tn' S"" generally IOM, "Trafficking in Migrants: Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the
World" supra note 89, at 4; UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Additionat
information on measures to combat alien-smuggllng, UN Doc E/CN.1511995/3 (26 Apr 1995) para 6; UN
Econornic ancl Social Council, Action against illegal trfficking in migrants, including by sea, UN Doc
E/RES/I998/19 (28 July 1998); UN Ceneral Assembly, Measures to combat alien smuggling. Report of

-. the Secretary-General, UN Doc N491350 (30 Aug 7994) para 5.
teoFotcasestudiesseeChin, SmuggledChinese,rupronol"gI,atT2-77;Peck,supranote174,at1047;
.-_ Srnith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra rLote'71, atll TINICRI & AIC, supra îote lI9, at l2-I3.
tnt Fot an overview of organised crime in Australia and the Asia Pacific region see, for example, Adamoli et

al, supra note 1 1, at 73-9I; Meagher, supra note 25, ar. 15-17 ; Savona et al, Organised Crime across the
Borders, supra îote 37 , at23-24.

tt6 For a regional study of migrant trafTicking routes see, for example, Greg Talcott & Hamish McCarclle,
"Human Trafficking Routes through the Asia Pacific Region: A Sub-Report of a Strategic Assessment on
People Smuggling for the New Zealand Customs Service" paper presented at the Sixth Meeting of the
CSCAP Working Group on Transnational Crime, Wollongong, 5-9 Nov 1999.



Figure 10: Migrant traffickingroutes in the Asia pacific region

Figure 10 illustrates some of the principal routes used by trafficking organisations in the

Asia Pacific region. The following analysis summarises the findings of national and

international police investigations and academic research in the Asia pacific region.

PR China

China is the principal source country of illegal migrants in the Asia pacific region and in
North America. Recent studies by IOM and UNHCR estimate that between 100,000 and

500,000 migrants leave or attempt to leave China each year with the help of organised

trafficking rings.le7 But only few traffickers and illegal migrants are apprehended: In 1999,

for instance, Chinese authorities reportedly d.etected only 925 "smugglers" and detained

9,129 people who were trying to leave the country illegally.res police in Fujian province

tnt'Cltinu, Hong Kong' Taiwan" (2000) 7(12) Migration News; IoM, "Deaths in Trafficking/Smuggling,,
(2000) 2I Trafficking in Migrants 2. The US Immigration and Naturalization Service estimated in March
2000 that at least 100,000 Chinese are smuggled abroad each year; "Chinese Migrants: Canada and US,'
(2000) 'l(3) Mieration News.

te8 "China, Hong Kong" (2000) 7(2) Migration News.



reported that they broke up 30 smuggling rings, arresting 300 migrants and 2g0 smugglers
in the first eight months of 20A7.lee

chinese trafficking organisations maintain global networks to transport and accommodate
people' Members of the organisations are located in overseas communities and strategic
transit points such as Bangkok, Hong Kong, Manila and singapore to facilitate the illegal
journey to Australia and other destination countries.2m

The major trafficking route by land appears to run through the southern provinces of China
into Myanmar where immigration control is almost non-existing due to increasing border
trade'2'r Trafficking by sea usually commences in the ports of the southern Guangzhou and
Fujian provinces where the migrants embark on boats that are registered in Hong Kong or
Taiwan and which have legitimate access to chinese ports.202

Hong Kong and Macau

üiegai migration anci organised crime have been long-standing problems for Hong Kong
and Macau.203 The cities' special status as British and Portuguese colonies and now as

Special Administrative Regions of China, combined with their infrastructure and exposure
to the sea, make Hong Kong and Macau attractive destinations and transit points for
trafficking of illegal migrants from mainland China and many different Asian countries.
Hong Kong's international airport is one of the major hubs in the region and is also one of
the principal ports of embarkation of people arriving in Australia illegally by air.zM

Figure 30 illustrates the levels and nature of illegal immigration in Hong Kong.2os In the
late 1990s, Hong Kong authorities apprehended large numbers of illegal arrivals,
particularly Chinese nationals who fled to the British outpost prior to Hong Kong,s
handover to China in 1997. This number decreased significantly in recent years, but

J.

se, supra note 91, at 50_51, 56_57.

96, at 22; McFarlane, supra note 164, at 13; V/ang,
supra note 126, at 54-55; "Taiwan: chinese smuggling,' (l9gg) 6(72) Migration News.203 For the history of organised and illegal migration ' ' '/ tt"6)te"v'ú t\avvè' 
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2* DIMA er (1999) suprø t6, at 69. For trafficking through Macau,s new airport
- _ see Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 71, at g.
to5 S"" Appendix D, Figure 30.



remained at comparatively high levels, with approximately 9,000 iltegal immigrants

apprehended in 2000 and 2001

Taiwan

As a result of increasing air, and sea traffic passing through Taipei's ports, Taiwan has

become a major destination and transit point for illegal migrants. It has been estimated that

the number of people illegatly residing in Taiwan exceeds 200,000, including circa 3g,000

mainland Chinese, many of whom are young men from nearby Fujian province.2o6 The

cultural and historical ties as well as the political and economic disparities with the

People's Republic explain why Chinese criminal organisations are well established in

Taiwan and use the "renegade province" as a destination and transit point for illegal

migrants from the mainland. It has also been reported that some of Taiwan,s major

shipping companies and airlines have been engaged in migrant trafficking. Furthermore,

cases of corruption of immigration and customs officials in Taiwan's seaports have been

reported.2oT

Myanmar

For many years Myanmar has been a notorious source for illicit drugs and there is
increasing evidence that drug trafficking organisations, supported and protected by corrupt

government officials, use their experience and trafficking channels to transport ittegal

migrants in and out of the country.2O8 Hundreds of thousands of Myanmar nationals have

entered Thailand illegally to find protection and, more recently, to seek employment,

Myanmar is also an important transit country for Chinese nationals who travel across the

border into Myanmar, usually at night and on foot or horseback, and then travel on to
Thailand.2oe

206 Ghoslr, supra note 9I, at 16; Peck, supra note 174, at 1046; "Taiwan: Chinese Smuggling,, (lg9g) 6(12)

:Z:^ 60, at 195, 196, 198, 2I9 (en50); Chin, Smuggted Chinese, supra note 9I, at t4Z.
ra nole 11, at 87; Martin & Romano, supra note 16, at 131-134; McFar.lane , supra îote

164, at3.
20e McF'arlane' supra note 164, at 13; Richard Skelclon, "Eâst Asian Migration and the Changing World

Order" in William Gould & Allan Findlay (eds), Population Migration and the Changing World Order
(1994) 188; Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking,' supra note j L, at 1.



Cambodia

Decades of political and economic turbulence have made Cambodia an easy target for
trafficking organisations which benefit from inadequate law enforcement, immigration and

border control. Some senior police and immigration officials are believed to be actively

involved in trafficking operations. Despite recent attempts to combat illegal migration and

illegal employment, international trafficking rings have been found using Cambodia as a

transit zone for illegal migrants. It has been found that the people trafficked through

Cambodia are often Middle Eastern nationals who enter via Thailand, or they are Chinese

nationals travelling through Laos and Vietnam. From Cambodia they seek to embark onto

boats destined for Hong Kong and Australia.2lo

Thailand

From regional and the global perspectives, Thailand appears to be one of the world's major

trafficking centres. Since the early 1990s, the country has been used as an important transit

point for trafficking to other Asian nations, to Western Europe, the United States and

Australia. Bangkok's airport is one of the major embarkation points of people travelling to

Australia illegally.2lt Simultaneously, Thailand is a destination for migrants from around

the region, and is also a source of rhai migrants who are smuggled abroad.

Studies undertaken by international organisations and the Royal Thai police in the mid

1990s estimate that traffickers move as many as 1,000-2,000 illegal migrants per month

through Thailand, and that approximately 50,000 people are waiting in Bangkok to be

trafficked to overseas destinations. The majority of illegal migrants travelling through

Thailand come from Bangladesh, Cambodia, pR China, India, Lao pDR, Myanmar, Nepal,

Pakistan and Sri Larka.ztz

2r0 Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra îote 71, at 8; IOM, Combating lrregular Migration and
Trafficking in Persons in East and South East Asia (c 1998) 6; "Cambodia: Crackdown,, (1999) 6(12)
Migration News; "China./Hong Kong" (1999) 6(9) Migration News; Mark Baker, ,,New people_smuggling

^.. 
pipeline shut down" (10 July 2O0l) Sydney Morning Herald.

211 In the lggg-200o financial y"*, io.sn of all unauthorised air arrivals in Australia departed from
Bangkok Dong Muang airport, up from 70.9Vo in 1998-99; DIMA, Protecting the Border çl9e¡¡, supra
note96,at69; id, ProtectingtheBorder (2001), supranote96,at95;cf thereportsinMcCarthyeial,
supra rlote 96, at 4.

"' Graeme Hugo, "Undocumented International Migration in Southeast Asia" in Carunia Firdausy (ed),
International Migration in Southeast Asia: Trends, Consequences, Issues and policy Measures (199S) 73
at 83-84; Peck, supra note 174, at lO46; IOM, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking,' supra, rote



Philippines

Organised crime and the trafficking of migrants to, through and from the country has been

a long-standing problem in the Philippines. The long archipelagic coastline makes border

surveillance extremely difficult and make clandestine arrivals and departures by sea very
easy. Manila is a major transit point for migrant trafficking and has also been identified as

a regional hub for criminal organisations. The majority of migrants trafficked through the

Philippines appear to be Chinese nationals, but Algerians and kaqis have also passed

through the country before they attempted to iltegally enter other countries, including
Australia.2l3

Malaysia

Malaysia is a major economic center in South East Asia and large numbers of passengers

and cargo are passing through the country by air and sea. With its booming economy and

growing levels of air traffic throueh Kuala Lumnur's new a-irport, Mr_la),sia has become an

important staging post for migrant trafficking. Malaysia is primarily a transit point for
trafficking from East Asia, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Afghanistan and kaq to Australia,2ra the

United States and Europe. Among the people who transit through Malaysia are many

Muslim migrants from the Middle East who do not need visas to enter Malaysia.zls But
Malaysia is also a destination country for refugees from Myanmar and for large numbers of
illegal workers who are brought in from the Philippines and Indonesia by professional

trafficking organisations. The Malaysian Government estimates that about 500,000-

1,000,000 foreigners reside in Malaysia illegally, 70 percent of them Indonesians and 10

percent from Myanmar.'r6

165, at 5; Smith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 7I, at 8; IOM, Combating lrregular

",, 
Migratíon and Trfficking in Persons in East and South East Asia, supra note 210, at 6."" AFP' supra note 108, at 4, 6,7; Melitta Salvador, "Emerging Transnational Crime Threats and
Government Responses 

- Country Report: Philippines" presentation to the Fifth Meeting of the CSCA7

", ^ 
Working Group o n Transnational C rime, Bangkok, 23 -25 Mray lggg, 7 _g.

"'' In the 1999-2000 financial year, 30.l%o of all unauthorised air arrivals in Australia departed from Kuala
Lumpur Kuching airport, up from l6.7Vo in 1998-99; DIMA, Protecting the Borcler (19-99) supra note 96,

",. 
at 69; id, Protecting the Border (2001) supra note96, at95.

"" "Australia: Detention" (2001) 8(2) Migration News. Afghan refugees have been found flying to Malaysia
- _ from Karachi, cf Calson et al, supra note 143, at 1.
2t6 Ghosh, supra note 97, at 16; IOM, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking,, supra noïe 165, at 5;

Smitlr, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking" supra note 71, at 10; Spaan, supra îote I2l, atdg; .,Australia, New



Singapore

'With one of Asia's major airports, Singapore is used as a transit point by many trafficking

organisations. Singapore is among the major embarkation points of people arriving in

Australia illegally by air.ztl Airline boarding pass swapping within the transit area of

Changi Airport appears to be a common method for many illegal migrants who board

Australia-bound flights. The nationalities found to transit through Singapore to reach

Australia are primarily Chinese, Sri Lankan, Afghan and Iraqi.2t8

Simultaneously, Singapore is an important destination for illegal migrants in the region. In

1999, for instance, the Singapore Immigration and Registration authority arrested

approximately 17,000 illegal immigrants and overstayers, down from 23,000 in 1998, and

up from 14,000 in 1997.21e In 2000, the Singapore Police arrested 307 illegal immigrants

attempting to enter the country, up from 52 in 1999.220

Ind-onesio- and East Timor

Indonesia's geographic particularities pose particular difficulties for law enforcement and

border surveillance and make the country very vulnerable to and attractive for seaborne

trafficking. The recent incidents of unauthorised boat arrivals in Australia have presented

lndonesia as a major transit point for illegal migrants by sea. Indonesian authorities

reported that they have stopped over 1,100 people headed for Australia between March

2000 and March 2001.22r Investigations suggest that most illegal migrants travel from

Middle Eastern countries and China to Indonesia where they easily obtain entry. From

Zealand, Fijf' (2000) 7(8) Migration News; and "Malaysia, Singapore" (2000) 7(9) Migration Newsi
"Southeast Asia" (2002) 9(2) Migration News.

2r7 Singapore is the major airport of embarkation for passengers arriving in Australia illegally. In the 1999-
2000 financial year 38Vo all unauthorised air arrivals in Australia departed from Singapore, up from
20.8Vo in 1998-99; DIMA, Protecting the Border (1999) supra note 96, af 69; id,, Protectíng the Border
(2001) supra note 96, at 95.

2t8 AFP, supra note 108, at 3-5; Australia. Extelnal Reference Group on People Smuggling, luntítted
documentf (1999) L2.

"e Singapore, Closing address by Mr Wong Kan Seng, Minister for Home Affairs, aÍthe Home Team 2000
Flagship Workshop,lS Feb 2000 [copy held with author]; Singapore Inunigration & Registration, "Tough
Enforcement Action against Immigration Offenders" News Release (Feb 1999). Cf Aclamoli et al, supra
note 11, at 86; IOM, "Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking" supra \ote 165, at 5; Smith, "Chinese

..^^ Migrant Trafficking" supra rLote T T, at S; Spaan, supra note I21, at 94, 98.
"" "Southeast Asia: Malaysia, Thailand" (2001) 8(7) Migration News.
221 "southeast Asia" (2001) 8(6) Migration News; Don Greenless, "People-trade syndicates make millions"

(23-24 June 2001) TheWeekendAustralian 6; and see id, "People who movepeople" (23-24 June 2001)
The Weekend Australian 19.



Indonesia, they proceed to Australia by boat, usually departing from the southeastern parts

of Indonesia such as 
'West Timor andBali.zz2

Simultaneously, Indonesia is a major sending country of illegal migrants in the region, as

large numbers of Indonesian workers move abroad illegally, particularly to Malaysia and

Singapore.223

East Timor, which lacks efficient law enforcement, also has become a transit point for

mi grant tr afficking.zu

Papua New Guinea and the South Pacific

There is some evidence that Papua New Guinea is used as a transit country for migrant

trafficking. Recent investigations have found that illegal migrants heading for Australia,

New Zealand and also Canada transit via Papua New Guinea in response to increased

surveillance of the Torres Strait and the Tasman Sea. The migrants trafficked through

Papua New Guinea are prerÍominantiy Chinese, Sri Lankan anri kaqi nationais."s

Little information is available on the level of migrant trafficking in and among the South

Pacific islands. New Caledonia reported the landing of two vessels with 110

undocumented Chinese migrants in 1991.226 In March 2001, Fijian authorities confirmed

the existence of a trafficking ring that smuggled mostly Asian rnigrants through South

'22 /\FP,supranote108,at3-5;Australia,ExternalReferenceGrouponPeopleSmuggling, suprarloÍe2lB,
at 12; DIMA , Fact Sheet 8l: Unauthorised qrrivals by air and sea (17 Mar 1999) 3-4; DIMA, Protecting
the Border (1999) supra \ote 96, at 22; Dadang Garnida, "People Smuggling in Indonesia" paper
presented at the South East Asia./Pacific Region People Smuggling Conference, Canberra, 14-19 Jan
2001, 1; IOM, "Turkey - Indonesia - Australia" (1995) 8 Trfficking in Migrants 3; Rebecca Tailby,
"Organised Crime and People SmugglingÆrafficking to Australia" (2001) 208 Trends & Issues in Crime
and Criminal Justice 1 at 3; "Australia/1.{ew Zealand" (1999) 6(9) Mígratíon News; "Australia, New
Zealand, Fiji" (2000) 7(8) Migration News; "Southeast Asia: Migrants" (2001) 8(l) Migration News;

___ ABC-TV, "People Smuggler's Guide to Australia" Four Corners (23 Aug L999).

"' Spaan, supra îote 721, at93-104; "Malaysia, Singapore" (2000) 7(9) Migration News.

'* 5"" the recent report in Megan Saunders, "E Timor feared as itlegali' hotspot" (14 May 2O0l) The
Australian 5.

"5 AFP, supra note 108, at 5; Mick Keelty, "Bilateral Cooperation in Cross-Border Crime: An Australian
Perspective" in Beno Boeha & John McFarlane (eds), Australia and Papua New Guinea: Crime and
Bilateral Relationship (2000) 76 ar.78-19; Talcott & McCardle, supra nore 196; "Thailand: August 4"
(1999) 6(8) Migration News; personal communication with Mr Tokam Kamene, Director General,

-_- National Intelligence Organisation (Papua New Guinea), Honolulu, 9 Aug 2000.
226 Personal communication with Ms Christine Capron, Chef de la Division Ressources à la Direction de la

Police Au Frontières en Nouvelle Caledonie, Canberra, 14 Jan 2001; "New Caledonia still processing
Chinese boat people" (19 Sep 200I) Pacific Islands Report.



Pacific nations.221 Recent reports show that the Marshall Islands are affected by illegal
immigration from China by the use of fraudulent documents, and, to a lesser extent, frorn
neighbouring countries such as Kiribati and Tuvalu.228 Similar cases have been reported in
Manila, where ethnic Chinese arrived with Nauru passports that had been sold to them in
official and unofficial ways.22e

US authorities have reported that the island of Guam, along with many other Micronesian

islands, serve as transit points for Chinese migrants on their way to North America and

Australasia. Guam offers the additional advantage of being US tenitory and having fast

and easy access to the US mainland. For example, in 1998-99 the US Coastguard in Guam

detected 1,869 unauthorised migrants who have been trafficked by Chinese groups.23o

3.4.2.4, Illegal immigration in Australia

Australia is among the major destination countries for migrant trafficking in the region.

The country's wealth, a relatively stable economy and its geographical proximity to South

East Asia and the Pacific are the principal factors that make the country an important

destination for migrants from various countries of the region. A coastline of 36,g35 km
and a landmass of 7,682,300 kmz make border surveillance and the apprehension of illegal

arrivals extremely difficult. Australia does not share a land border with any other country.

Coastal surveillance and immigration control at Australia's seven international airports are

the only ways to prevent and detect illegal immigration. Hence, the remote and less

populated north and northwestern areas of Australia are particularly vulnerable to
undetected arrivals of sea vessels and small aircraft.

After the arrivals of Indochinese boatpeople ceased in the early 1980s, Australia recorded

no unauthorised boat arrivals. A boat that was intercepted near the northwest coast in

November 1989 carrying26 asylum seekers was the first unauthorised arrival by sea for a

,11
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period of eight years. The landing of this vessel marks the beginning of the latest period of

unauthorised arrivals. Figure 11 shows the number of illegal arrivals by air and sea that

have been detected by Australian authorities since 1989.

The number of unauthorised arrivals in Australia has significantly increased in recent years.

The total number of illegal arrivals multiplied by nearly ten between the l99l-92 (610

unauthorised arrivals) and the 1999-2000 financial years (5,870). Up until 1998-99 this

increase was due mainly to erowing numbers of unauthorised air arrivals, partieularlir

between 1995-96 and 1998-99. Although most public attention has been drawn to the

illegal arrival of boats, between the 1991-92 and the 1998-99 financial year the majority of

illegal immigrants arrived in Australia by air (62.I6Vo or 12,242 unauthorised arrivals,

between l99l-92 and 1998-99). The total number of unauthorised arrivals has increased

steadily over the iast decade. The decrease in the 1995-96 and 1996-97 financial years has

been explained as a direct result of the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding

between Australia and the PR China that enabled the immediate return of Sino-Vietnamese

people to China.232

3.4.2.4.1. Boat aryivals

Broadly speaking, unauthorised boat arrivals to Australia commenced in 1975 with the

arrival of Indochinese boatpeople. Most of them travelled via Malaysia, Indonesia,

Thailand and China prior to arriving on Australia's shores. Investigations by the Australian

Federal Police (AFP) and the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs

231 Australia, Plime Minister's Coastal Surveillance Task Force, Report (1999) attachment B-l; DIMA,
ProtectingtheBorder(1999)supraîofe96,at69;id,ProtectingtheBorder(2001) supranote96,at93;
id, Fact Sheet 74: Unauthorised Arrivals by Air and Seø (8 Nov 2001).t" N"lly Siegmund, "Illegal Immigration 

- an Australian perspective" presentation at the South East
Asía/Pacific Region People Smuggling Conference, Canberra, l4-I9 Jan 2001 . See supra Section 2.2.5 .2.
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(DIMA) show that the majority of the early unauthorised boat arrivals to Australia

originated from Cambodia and Vietnam. The people aboard were mainly Vietnamese,

Cambodian and Chinese nationals.233 These arrivals dried up in 1982 with the

establishment of an orderly departure programme in Vietnam.

In the twelve years since 1989 most boat arrivals have departed from locations in the

southern provinces of China (9 boats or l0.SVo of all unauthorised boat arrivals in 1999) or

Indonesian ports (75 or 87.2Vo, 1999)234 with mostly Chinese, kaqi, Afghan and other

Middle Eastern nationals.

As with all forms of clandestine activity, the true number of illegal arrivals in Australia is

difficult to assess. With respect to the dark-figure of unauthorised boat arrivals, in June

1999 Australian authorities stated, "since its establishment in 1988-89 Coastwatch has

detected 108 suspected illegal entry vessels and [is] aware of 15 vessels undetected by

Coastwatch at sea that have reached Australia."z3s According to statements by DIMA and

Coastwatch,"u to date, Australia does not share the experience of Canada and the United

States, where abandoned boats suspected of bringing in unauthorised entrants have been

found at secluded beaches or in other remote locations. Also, interviews with illegal

migrants in Australia found no connection between people found working illegally and

unauthorised boat arrivals.237
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27.
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Canberra, 3 Nov 1999.

237 Personal communication with RADM Russ Shalders, Director-General of Coastwatch, Canberra, l8 Jan
200r.
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Figure 12 shows that the number of unauthorised arrivals remained at relatively low levels

throughout the 1990s, with the highest number recorded ]n 1994 with 21 boats carrying

1,071 passengers. The 1999-2000 financial year witnessed the highest number of
unauthorised boat arrivals. The number increased particularly towards the end of 1999

when 2,406 people arrived in October, November and December that year. As mentioned

earlier, most of these arrivals were kaqi, Afghani and other Middle Eastern nationals, who

fled after countries such as han and Jordan withdrew from offering temporary protection

and actively dissuaded Afghans and kaqis from being within their borders.23e

Studies conducted by the AFP and DIMA in 1998 and 1999 suggest that those artempting

seaboard entry to Australia mostly arrive in small groups. They usually sail through the

Arafura Sea and the Torres Strait to reach Australia's coast. The fact that the vessels

arriving this way mostly hold groups of mixed nationalities, has led to the assumption that

traffickers at the final point of embarkation operate on an ad hoc basis.uo

Landing site t998-99 1999-2000

Ashmore Islands

Western Australia

Queensland

Tor¡es Strait

Christmas Island

New South Wales

Darwin

t'7

ll
3

4

3

3

I

49

l5

0

0

l0

0

I

Total 42 7S

Figure 13 shows that Australia's less populated western and northern coasts, including

Christmas Islands (I3.3Vo of all boat arrivals in l999-2000¡z+z and Ashmore Reefz3 (65.3Vo,

23e Cf Arnnesty Internatio n al, Rep ort 200 l (ZO0l) 25. See supra Section 2.2.6.
'"" AFP, supra note 108, at 5; DIMA, Fact Sheet 8I: Unauthorised arrivals by air and, sea (17 Mar 1999) 3-

4; id, Protecting the Border (1999) supra note 96, at 34; Australian National Audit Off,rce, Zå¿
Management of Boat People, supra note 92, at 5. Cf Graycar et al, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra
note 171, at 4; Adrian Joel, "Australia: The Ideal Target" (1990) 25(9) Aust LN 4'7, 47; id, ,,Why
Australia is an ideal target for boat p 3,63.

'4r DIMA, Protecting the Border (2007
'42 DIMA, Unauthorised Arrivals Secti Clearance Report, December lggg (ZOOO)

28.



Chapter 3 3.4. Operational Features of Migrant Tralficking I7B

1999-2000) have been the major detection points of illegal boat arrivals in the past. These

remote islands are the closest Australian territories to Indonesia and only a short boat trip

away from Indonesia's southern ports of Kupang, 'West Timor and Denpasar, Bali.ua

The experience of Australia has shown that the means and methods of trafficking by sea

are largely determined by the nationality of the people on board and the objective of their

journeys. As mentioned earlier, the final part of the illegal voyage is primarily determined

by the question whether the persons trafficked seek to arrive covertly or overtly in

Australia.

It has been found that the people arriving on the western sea route are mostly of Middle

Eastern, Sri Lankan and Bangladeshi origin. This lends plausibility to the assumption that

people arriving this way seek to land anywhere on Australian territory in order to seek

protection. They often use old, wooden Indonesian fishing vessels that are simply left for

Australian authorities to destroy after arriving in Australia. It has been found that

particularly kaqi and Afghan nationals have migrated from the Middle East all the way to

Australia, as Australia is the only country in the region that offers asylum and protection

under the Refugee Convention. The major objective of this group of migrants is to reach a

safe haven and then apply for asylum. They usually do not attempt to arrive clandestinely

and circumvent border and immigration controls.2a5

The incidents that occurred at the coasts of New South Wales and Queensland indicate that

traffickers have attempted to arrive directly from the east on routes which until 1999 were

outside Coastwatch's usual area of surveillance. Prior to 1997, most of these boats were

comparatively small wooden vessels that only carried small numbers of passengers. It has

been stated that the majority of these early arrivals "were either village-based or conducted

at a fairly primitive level of capitalisation and sophistication, even if they were carried out

by organised crime groups."ø6 The landing of a Chinese vessel on Thursday Island on 13

June 1997 was the first steel body ship to be involved in an illegai passage to Australia. In

243 Until July 1997, Australia did not exercise immigration control over the three islands of Ashmore Reef,
which are uninhabited. Following a series of ten unauthorised boat-arrivals, Ashmore Reef is now under
surveillance by Coastwatch; Australian National Audit Offrce, The Management of Boat People, supra
note 92, at2L* Cf DIVIR , Protecting the Border (2001) suprd îote 96, at 100.

2as Ivlclnerny , supra note 99, at 4. See also the case example i¡ Cita v R (2001) WASCA 5.



recent years, larger and heavier boats with sophisticated navigation technique and

communication technology have been used. There is evidence that these boats have been

equipped for use in more than one venture and were sometimes fitted with hidden

compartments for the clandestine transportation of migrants.2aT The methods and

sophistication used for unauthorised arrivals via the eastern route indicate that traffickers

try to arrive in Australia clandestinely.z8 This route offers the additional advantage of fast

and easy transport links to the big cities on Australia's east coast, which makes it easier for
the immigrants to disembark undetected and disappear in the community of cities such as

Sydney, Brisbane and Cairns. This explains why the majority of people trying to land on

the coast of New South IVales and Queensland are Chinese nationals. Since Chinese have

little, if any chance, to be admitted as refugees in Austr alia,zas they need to remain

undetected and avoid any contact with immigration and law enforcement agencies.2so

3.4.2.4.2. Air aruivals

Public attention and concern about unauthorised arrivals in Australia mostly focus on

illegal boat arrivals. However, up until 1998 the majority of unauthorised arrivals arrived

by air; in 1998, ten times the number of boat arrivals.2sl Of the 1,555 people refused entry

at Australia's airports in the 1997 -98 financial year 7 5 percent were believed to have been

assisted by traffickers.2s2

246 Gordon, supra rrote ll9, at9.
'ot Fiottu David, Human Smuggting and Trfficking (2000) 8; Gordon, supra Íote 119, at 9; Adam Graycar,

"Trafficking in Human Beings" paper presented at the Internøtional Conference on ,,Migration Culture
and Crime" Jerusalem, 7 luly 1999,5; Tailby, supra note 222, at 4.

'08 M"Inerny , supra note 99, at 4.
ton 

See søprø Section 2.5.5.2.
250 Atrstralia, Prime Minister's Coastal Surveillance I'ask F-olce, supra note23I, at 1;Australian Customs

Service, Submission to the Joint Committee of Pubtic Accounts and Audit: Inquiry into Coastvvatch
(2000) 19; Alan Heggen, Independent Inquiry into Circumstances Surrounding tie A-rrival of Suspected
IlIegaI Entry Vessels neqr Caims, North Queensland and Nambucca Heads, New South Wales
March"/April 1999 (1999); AFP National Operation General Manager in Elisabeth Wynhausen, ,.All
dressed up and nowhere to go" (13 Apr 1999)The Australian 4. For all full listing of all unauthorised
boat arrivals that have been detected since 1989 see DIMA, Fact Sheet 8l: Unauthorised aruivals by air

, and sea, avallable at www.immi.gov.au (updated regularly).' Cf MsFarlane, suprqnote 164, atl3.2tt Ma*Moore-WiltoninAustralia,ÞrimeMinister's(oastalsurveillanceTaskForce, supranote23L,ati.252 DIMA, Fact Sheet 83: People trfficking: Australia's response (9 Sep 1997) l; jcl Fact Sheet g3: people
smuggling (17 Mar 1999) 2; Grayc'ar et al, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra note lj L, at 4.



Figure 14 shows that the number of illegal air arrivals has more than doubled between 1995

and 1998. An all-time high of 2,106 unauthorised air arrivals was recorded in the Iggg-gg
financial year."3 At the same time the number of detected cases of illegal immigration that
involved document fraud has increased rapidly.

254

1998-99 L999-2000 2000-01
Type of document fraud l99s-96 1996-97 1997-98

2s5663 ã6l,3soPeople refused entry 1,555 2,106 1,695 1,508

No passport or visa 115 516 715 136495 36t
Improper documents 184 106308 342 363 49

148nâ na na '71 na
0 photo substitution

na na na 8 5 na
I tfansposed visas

r5a na narmposters na 26 na

na na na 54 7 na
I bogus passports

counterfeit passports 21a nâ na na 2

Approximately 55 percent of the people arriving illegalty by air travelled with bogus or

otherwise inadequate documents. The majority of unauthorised arrivals detected at

Australian airports arrived with no documentation. Among those who arrive with forged
documents, most persons used forged documents that have been manipulated by photo-

substitution.

The number of forged documents that are detected at Australian airports has decreased

significantly in recent years. It can be speculated that this is a direct result of better

controls at transit and embarkation points abroad, but there is also reason to believe that

more sophisticated documents have been used and have not been apprehended.

There is a small body of anecdotal evidence that a number of so-called unidentified aircraft
movements have occurred in northern Australia. According to information provided by the

253 Statement by Immigration Minister Philip Ruddock in Penelope Green, "More i¡egals over horizon:
Ruddock" (2t Mai t999) The Austratiani.

'so D[r44, Fact Shiet 74: Unauthorised Arrivats by Air and Sea (g Nov 2001); jd, Fact Sheet g]:
rivals by air and sea (17 Mar 1999) 3;id, Fact Sheet 8l: Unauihorised arrivals by air
999) 2, 7 4; id, p rote cting the B o rder (200 1) supra îote 96, aT 99.2s5 log, at 7.
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Australian Customs Service in June 2000, very few of the alleged illegal movements have

substantiated and to date there is no evidence that suggests that these movements carried

illegal immigrants.25T

3.4.3. Distribution: Post-Immigration Activities

At the end of the chain of services that trafficking organisations provide is the introduction

of the clients into the destination country and, if possible, their insertion into the labour

market of this country. In market terms this can be described as distribution.

3.4.3.L. Arriving in the destination country

To make return to their home countries impossible and protect the trafficking organisation,

all identity documents must be removed from the trafficked migrants prior to arrival in the

destination country. Passports, work permits, cash, contact addresses and return tickets

that were initially given to the migrants to meet transit and immigration requirements or to

make them appear as tourists are usually confiscated by the traffickers after check-in for

Australia-bound flights at overseas airports. In other cases these documents are destroyed

en route or dumped upon landing in Australia by the people being trafficked. But if
possible, both genuine and fraudulent documents are returned to the trafficking

organisation for further use or resale.'58

2s7 Australian Customs Service, supra note 250, at 71; cf Chrsitopher Dore, "Busted Borders" (25-26 Aug
2001) The Weekend Australian I7 at20.

2s8 AFP, supro ÍLote 108, at 5; Beare, "Illegal Migration" supra note 70, at 275; id, "Illegal Migration:
Personal Tragedies, Social Problems, or National Securities Threats?" supra, note 70, at 32; DIMA, Fact
Sheet 83: People Smuggling (17 Mar 1999) 1; Graycar et al, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra îote
l7I, at 3; Salt & Stein, supre r¡oÍe 118, at 483; LIN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice, Additional information on measures to combat alien-smuggllng, UN Doc E/CN.151199513 (26
Apr 1995) para 5.



3.4.3.2. Post-immigration situation

For the migrants, the contact with the trafficking organisation does not necessarily end after

entering Australia or other destination countries. Once again, two major groups of
migrants cari be distinguished: those who seek to claim refugee status upon arrival and

those who attempt to immigrate clandestinely.

For the group of overt arrivals, contact with the traffickers ceases once they reach their

destination. Since their major objective is to go through official channels of immigration

to apply for asylum, traffickers can no longer control them. This implies that asylum

seekers pay their debts to the traffickers in full prior to arrival. It may also explain why

traffickers frequently abandon boatloads of people before they reach their destination: After

full payment has been received, these migrants are no longer of any interest to the

trafficking organisation.

Fnr nnr¡erf qrrir¡alc 
^^ñfâ^f rtrìth th- f-^fç:^|.:-- ^--^.^:^^.:^- ^^-a:---- - - rr - -

' s¡ù' vvr¡rev! vv rLrr rr¡v Lr4rrrvÀrrrË \JlË4rllùAtfuff UUlltlllUUS, UpOn afflval at me

final destination most of the migrants owe large amounts of money to the traffickers for the

illegal services which they provided. This implies that traffickers offer credit to covert

arrivals.25e As a result of the accumulation of large debts and the powerless position

resulting from their illegal and clandestine status, many of those who have used the

services of trafficking organisations find themselves in a 'debt-bondage' situation once

they have reached the destination country. The findings of overseas research suggest that

many migrants remain in the hands of the traffickers who often respond to the inability to
repay debts by charging exorbitant interest rates or with forced labour, threats and

violence.260 For example, studies conducted in the United States, often focusing on the

particular situation of illegal Chinese immigrants, give examples of how trafficking

organisations "detain" their customers upon arrival, accommodate them in so-called ,,safe

houses" and control and threat the migrants for several years after the trip is made. It is

tte Se" supra Section 3.4.4.1.
260 Generally, see IOM, Trafficking in Migrants: IOM policy anel activities, supra note 91; Salt & Stein,

supra îote 118, at 483; LIN Economic and Social CouncíI, Criminal justice action to combat the
organized smuggling of íllegal migrants ctcross natíonal boundaries,IIN Docs E/RES/1994/14 (25 July
1994), and E/RESi 1995/10 (24 July 1995); UN General Assembly, Prevention oJ'the smuggling of atieni,
UN Doc A/RES/48/102 (20 Dec 1993); UN General Assembly, Measures to combat alíen smuggtíng.
Report to the Secretary-General, UN Doc A/RES/49I350 (30 Aug 1994) para 5. For rhe situation in



questionable whether or not the same practises occur in Australia.26r To date, no in-depth

studies have been undertaken about the situation of illegal immigrants in Australia. There

is only little evidence that the practices found in the US also apply to illegal immigrants in

Australia. One recent report claimed, however, that illegal immigrants who have fallen

behind in their payment to the trafficking organisation have been kidnapped for extortion

and murder.262

The illegal status of the migrants prevents them from entering the legal labour market of

the host country. Instead, they have no choice but to work illegally to survive. Hence,

many of the migrants find themselves in the black labour market of the big cities or as

illegal workers in the agricultural sector.263 Unable to pay their debts, in the more extreme

cases they become engaged or are forced to engage in criminal activities such as

prostitution and pimping, minor property offences or drug-related crime, often organised by

the same criminal group that operated throughout the trafficking passage.tuo This lends

plausibility to the assumption that migrant trafficking is not just the business of

transporting people into another country, but also of exploiting them once they are there.26s

Not only are illegal migrants unable to obtain legitimate employment, they are also

ineligible for social welfare, health insurance and education benefits from the host country.

Moreover, a different culture and language often set the illegal immigrants apart from the

rest of society and discourages them from obtaining public services. The migrants find

Japan, see Peck, supra note 774, at 1048. For the situation of illegal Chinese in the US see Chin,
Smuggled Chinese, supra note 91, at 5-6, 111-131.

'6t Fo. US studies see, fòr example, Charles Chaiyarachta, "El Monte is the promised land: Why do Asian
immigrants continue to risk their lives to work for substandard wages and conditions?" (1996) 19 Loy LA
Int'l & Comp LI 173 at l7 4-177; Ko-lin Chin, "Safe House or Hell House? Experiences of Newly Anived
Undocumented Chinese" in Paul Smith (ed), Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trfficking and the
Challenge to America's Immigration Tradition (1991) 169 at 169-189; id, Smuggled Chinese, supra note
91, at 97-I3L However, Cleo Kung (supra note 119, at 1275) states that in most cases "relatives or

^-^ 
friends of the migrants (their sponsors) will pay their debts as soon as the migrants arrive in the US".

262 Mcl¡arlane, supra note 164, at 14. Cf the view expressed in Ruggiero, "Transnational Crime" supra note
60, at: 193-194.

26t In lggg and 2000 a number of illegal immigrants were found fruit picking in South Australia, Victoria and
New South Wales. See, for example, Judy Hughes & Michael Bachelarcl, "Swoop on illegal labour" (20
Feb 1999) The Australian L See generally DIMA, Review of lllegat Workers in Australia: Improving

-. Immigration Compliance in the Worþlace (1999) 19-23.
'* Adamoli et al, supra note 11, at79; Graycar et al, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra. îote Ll.I, at 5;

Savona et al, Globalisation of Crime, supra note 38, at 9; Williams, "Transnational Criminal
Organisations and International Securify" supra note 59, atl04.



themselves in a position of 'social marginality' which in some cases may encourages illegal
conduct.

As a consequence of their clandestine, illegal status and of the continuing exploitation by
the traffickers, illegal immigrants, according to crime statistics, commit more crimes in
host countries than the rest of their population. For those who remain undetected, it is
inevitable that they violate immigration, employment and taxation laws. And organised

crime breads well among communities which have no possibility to recourse to police, In
some countries this has led to xenophobia and the call for further immigration restrictions.

However, it must be stated very clearly that although a disproportionate number of illegal
immigrants can be found engaged in criminal activities in the host countries, there is no

doubt that most undocumented migrants ane law-abiding people. For clandestine

immigrants the price of breaking the law in the host country 
- even for a minor offence -is much higher than for the rest of the population as they constantly have to fear detection,

arrest and deportation. Also, relatives and friends support many of them before, during and

after their journey, and only a minority engage in illegal activities.266

3.4.4. Finance

Financing its activities and managing the funds deriving from successful operations is an

essential feature for any organisation, be it legal or illegal. With the vast amounts of
money that can be made in the business of illegal migration, trafficking organisations have
accumulated enormous profits. These are the subject of this section.

26s Adanroli et aI, supra note 11, at 14; Peck, suprq rrcte 174, at 1048; Skeldon, .,East Asian Migration and

^.. the Changing World Order" supra note 209, at lg9-191.
'oo Cf Ghosh, suprT note 91, at 81, 93; Alex Schmid, "Manifestations and Determinants of International

Migration P (199g) 29 at29_30. See also the findings
of Chin, Sn the lack of sound evidence, many witers
continue to and crime. For example, a recent article
by Richard for Australia" (lgg9) 3r Aus J Forensic sc 29-44)

false names and pretences provide a ready reservoir
fully with police, taxation and other authorities,, and

le' during rhe late 1970's and early 19g0's brought



3,4.4.1. Financing organised crime

Any operation of a business enterprise requires investments in order buy the necessary

equipment, arrange transportation and pay employees. Due to their illicit status, criminal

organisations face substantial problems if they try to obtain capital for their operations, as

access to legitimate banking and investment facilities is not available to them.

Criminal organisations have two different ways to finance their illegal activities: using the

proceeds of crime to finance other criminal activities, or inducing investment of legally

acquired money.

lnvestments can be made internally by using the profits of previous activities; ie reinvesting

cash generated from trafficking migrants or channelling money deriving from other

criminal activities such as drug trafficking.26T For example, Chinese criminal organisations

were found to maintain international underground banking systems. Money is collected

from the erlstomers b,r, members of the. orgâ-nisation in one country and then put together in

bank-like institutions abroad.268

Alternatively, criminal organisations can obtain money in the external legitimate capital

market. But the fact that these organisations can neither present audited books for

borrowing money nor offer any security for the lending institution may prevent criminal

organisations from acquiring money legally.26e However, there is increasing evidence that

traffickers utilise the legal banking system for illicit purposes. For instance, it has been

found that criminal organisations have been able to borrow money from legitimate banks

and open accounts in countries where the monitoring of money and banking regulations are

not stringent or simply non-existent.27o

267 Cf Keith Bryett et al, An Introduction to Policing, VoI l: Criminal Justice in Australia (1993) at 66; UN
Genet¿rl Assembly, Prevention of the smuggling of aliens, UN Doc A/RES/48/i02 (20 Dec 1993); Moore,
supra note 12, at 58.

268 Valentin, supra rLote IO2, a|95.
26e Bögel, supra îote 21, at 128-136; Reuter, Disorganized Crime, supra note 36, at l2}-l2l; id, The

Organization of IIlegaI Markets, suprø rrote 65, at I3-I4.
"o See, for example, Savona etal, Organised Crime across the Borders, supratote3T, at7;IlN General

Assernbly, Report of the World Ministerial Conference on Organized Transnational Crime. Note by the
Secretary-General,UNDoc N49/748 (2 Dec 1994) Annex para32.



3.4.4.2. Profitestimations

Estimates about the money that is achieved in the business of migrant trafficking are

difficult to make as the illicit proceeds are usually laundered to become indistinguishable

from legitimate profits. Aside from the non-availability of reliable data concerning the true
extent of migrant trafficking, attempts to assess and calculate the price and profit of the
trafficking business vary widely, depending on factors such as the types and range of
activities covered by the payment, the distance travelled, the nature of the related risks and

the countries involved.

In general, it appears that the further the distance between departure and destination

countries and the more sophisticated the trafficking operation, the higher is the trafficking
fee' The fact that the payment, as discussed above, does not always take place in a single

transaction adds to the difficulty in calculating fees and profits.2Tr

In 1995, -sttì-dies placed worldwide prcfits of migiant irafficking orga'isatio's aL

US$3 billion per year. More recent investigations estimate the profit to be between

US$3.5billion and US$Tbillion or even US$IObillion per annum.rt, In 2001, Interpol
officials stated that migrant trafficking is a ,,[US]$30 billion global business,,, making it
both one of the fastest-growing and most profitable organised crime activities in the Asia
Pacific region and around the world.273 Moreover, it is predictable that the financial
attractiveness of trafficking in migrants will increase if this activity becomes more closely
intertwined with drug trafficking, arms trafficking and other transnational criminal
activities.

A study conducted by the University of Bangkok in 1995-96 reported that in Thailand
migrant trafficking generates approximately US$3.2 billion annually.2Ta The global profits
of Chinese trafficking organisations have been estimated to exceed US$2.4 to 3.5 billion,

ami in Europe', supra
ancl al information on

z7z r99
ple, Ghosh, supra note 91, at 32; IOMr, Trafficking in

Migrants: IOM policy and activities, supr:t note 91; Peck, iupra note 174, at 1044; Savo'a et al,"Dynamics of Migration and Crime in Europe" supra. rrofe il, at 75; Smith, ,.Chinese Migrant
Trafficking" supra îote71, at9; UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Jus[ice, Additional
information on meLsures to combat alien-smugglinl uN Doc E/cN.15/1gg 513 (26Apr 1gg5) para 3.273 "smuggling, Slavery, WTO" (2001) B(I0) Migiatià News.



making trafficking a priority activity of many Chinese criminal organisations.2Ts Chinese

migrants have reportedly paid US$1,000 for illegal transportation to Taiwan.276 Filipinos
pay between US$1,500 and 3,500 for the illegal passage to Taiwan and up to US$3,500 to

gain illegal entry to Malaysia or Indonesia.277 Upon questioning, Myanmar migrants said

they had paid 100 Kyats (c Aus$30) for clandestine transportation to Penang, Malaysia,2?8

and about 5,000-6,000 Baht (US$75-150) to get across the border to Thailand and on to

Bangkok.2Te The average amount paid by Thai migrants travelling illegatly to Singapore is

approximately 47,000 Baht (US$I,240) with a large variation between the highest and

lowest figures.2so

V/ith respect to people arriving in Australia illegally, Chinese boatpeople have told

Australian officials that they paid between Ausg3,90028t to Aus$40,000282 to board the boat

that carried them to Australia. Other Chinese nationals travelling through Hong Kong have

paid between Aus$10,000 and Aus$50,000 each for false documents and coaching on how

to evade immigration controls on their way to Australia. For migrants using the sea-route

via Indonesia, it has been estimated that the fee to travel from Jakarta via Bali or West-

Timor to Australia is between Aus$2,000 and Aus$6,000 per person.283 The trip from the

southern parts of Indonesia to Ashmore Reef and Christmas Island is said to cost

approximately Aus$1,600-93,800.284In May 1999, a group of 2,000 Somalis were found to

have paid around Aus$3,000 each for the trip from Mogadishu to Australia, which

generated a taking of Aus$2.76 million for the trafficking organisation.2s5 Recent reports

stated that people from Afghanistan, kaq and kan pay between Aus$6,000 and $17,000 to

"o IOM, [untitled] (1996) l0 Trfficking in Migrants 3.
27s AdaI¡oli et al, supra note 11, at78;Bo1z, supra note 149, at 148; Donigan Guymon, supra rrcle 95, at 60;

9, at t273.
ion News.
oghart, supra, note 88, at 96.
in Migrants 3.

MigrøtionNews. 
igration News; "Thailand, vietnam" (2000) 7(9)

'80 Sk"lclo.r, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia', supra note g9, at 9.28r Penelope Green, "Bãat peopìe stung for $26,00d each" (5 May 1999) The Australian 3 (.,g3,g00,,);

^-^ 
Kennedy & Me therell, supra note 140, at 4 ("US$2,500").

"' DIN'IA, Protecting the Border (1999) suprq îote 96, at23; Graycar, "Trafficking in Human Beings,, supra
note 247 , at ll.

283 ABC, "People Smuggler's Guide to Australia" supra nofe 110; DIMA, protecting the Bord,er (1999)
supra \ofe 96, at23; Cita v R (2001) V/ASCA 5

284 "Australia: Asylum Seekers" (2001) 8(ll) Migration News.



fly from Pakistan to Malaysia and between US$1,500 and g5,000 each to be smuggled

from Malaysian and Indonesian ports to Australia.286 Illegal migrants recently apprehended

in Cambodia are each believed to have paid between US$5,000 and 10,000 for their
journey to Australia.2ET

These illustrations confirm that some part of the trafficking industry in the Asia pacific is
small, amateur business. The illegal passages from Myanmar into Thailand, Indonesia into

Malaysia and from Indonesia to Australia do not generate large amounts of money. Most
of these operations are carried out overtly by local operators and require little, if any

sophisticated technical equipment. It appears that the 'big money' is made by covert

operations across the Pacific to North America, from the Middle East to South East Asia or

from China or to Australia's east coast. With approximately 5,000 unauthorised arrivals in

Australia in recent years, l5%o of. who are believed to be assisted by traffickers, migrant

trafficking to Australia has become a multi-million dollar business.

3.4.4.3. Moneylaundering

In the last decade organised crime has become more sophisticated and increasingly

international in nature. It has also become more profitable. Criminal organisations must

find ways of legalising the proceeds of their crimes that are not reinvested in other criminal

activities. This means that the illegal, 'dirty' money deriving from the commission of
crime must somehow be made indistinguishable from licit business profits, hence the term

money laundering.

To disguise the money trail, assets deriving from criminal activities are transferred to

countries which have less stringent banking regulations or which completely lack

monitoring and control mechanisms for the banking and financial sectors. In many

countries of the world the financial market is not supervised by monetary or law

enforcement agencies. Consequently, countries that have no or only marginal legislation to

"5 G,:ay"ar, "Trafficking in Human Beings" supra note 247, at 71.
"u Mclnerny, supra note 99, at 7; "Australia, New Zealand, Fiji" (2000) 1(g) Migration News;..Australia:

Detention" (2001) 8(2) Migration News; Sian Powell, "Afghans tell of pain ãnd persecution" (21 Sep
20OI) The Australían I0.

287 Baker, supra note 2lO.



sanction money laundering and related offences are particularly attractive for and more

vulnerable to the investment and transfer of illegally earned money.288

To date, very little research exists that pays particular attention to the profits deriving from

trafficking in migrants. From the very limited information that is available it appears that

money is mostly transferred to countries that provide greater banking secrecy, lesser

taxation of financial transactions, and which have privacy laws that protect account holders

from investigations by national and international law enforcement agencies. Moreover,

many countries still have few, if any, reporting requirements for large-scale cash

transactions. But in countries that do have such provisions, illegal transfers are simply

made through alarge number of small transactions (so-called 'smurfing') or by physically

smuggling the money into countries where the requirements are less stringent.28e In some

cases, criminal organisations were also found transferring money through non-banking

financial institutions (eg bureaux de change) or non-financial businesses that are subject to

fewer regulatory requirements than banks.zeo

288 Cf Bassiouni & Vetere, above note 22, at 902; LIN Commission on Crime Prevention ancl Criminal
.Iustice, Implementation of the Naples Declaration and Global Action PIan against Organized
Transnational Crime. Report of the Secretary-General,IlN Doc E/CN.15/1996/2 (4 Apr 1996) paras 17

ff; and see generally FATF, Review to ldentify Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories: The Worldwide
Effectiveness of Anti-Money Laundering Measures (2001).

'8n See Rick McDonnell, "Money Laundering Methodologies and International and Regional Counter-
Measures" paper presented at the conference Gambling, Technology and Society: Regulatory Challenges

for the 21''t Century, Sydney, 7-8 May 1998, 5; Australia, National Crime Authoriry, Taken to the
Cleaners: Money Laundering in Australia, Vol I (1991) 95.

'no S"" the examples in McDonnell, ibid, at 5,7.



3.5. Summary and Conclusion

All criminal organisations, legal or illegal, seek to maximise their profits within their

environments. Criminal organisations make profits from activities in illegal markets by

providing illegal goods and services. Criminal organisations exist because of a demand for
illegal goods and services.

Criminal organisations - and migrant trafficking organisations in particular 
- exist in

dynamic environments, both as a function of the illegal market and as a result of the

changing nature of law enforcement activities and policies. In summary, the market for
migrant trafficking has arisen for three main reasons: (1) the restrictions on legal

immigration imposed by industrialised countries, (2) the increasing demand for entry into

these countries, and (3) the comparatively low risks and high profits involved in migrant

trafficking.

In many instances the evidence suggests that migrant trafficking does not always fit in the

traditional understanding of criminal organisations. Migrant trafficking organisations have

little in coÍlmon with the traditional picture of Italian Mafia or Colombian cartels. For

example, the fact that migrant traffickers deal with human beings and not with goods such

as drugs or firearms has significant consequences for the ways in which traffickers

structure the organisation and its operations. The application of traditional models of
organised crime on migrant trafficking groups has on several occasions resulted in

ignorance towards its organisational and operational characteristics, thus hindering

successful counteraction. In this context, referring to the findings of this Chapter, ABC
journalist Peter Mares stated:

It may be comforting to think of people smugglers as the embodiment of evil, but it is
probably more useful to regard them as rational calculating business figures who make a
sober assessment of ratio between profit and risk in relation to their trade.r!,

The analysis in this Chapter shows that the organisational and operational patterns of
migrant trafficking are similar to that of a provider of legitimate services with some

2er Peter Mares, Borderline: Australia's Treatment of Refugees and. Asylum Seekers (2001) 17-1g, referring
to Andreas Schloenharclt, "Organised Crime and the Business of Migrant Trafficking" paper presented at
the Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra, l0 Nov 1999.



additional features the illegal market requires. In order to maximise the economic return of
their activities, traffickers adopt the structures of legal businesses through organisation,

globalisation, human resources, supply, production, distribution and finance.

Furthermore, it is important to recognise the fact that the migrants involved are

simultaneously customers and victims of the trafficking organisations. Any legislative and

law enforcement activity dealing with what is often simply described as "human cargo"

needs to take into consideration that migrant trafficking, unlike many other organised crime

activities, involves human beings and that many illegal migrants are in fact genuine

refugees.

The findings suggest that for the purpose of the examination and elaboration of existing

and future countermeasures it is necessary to recognise the economic dimension of

organised crime and consider trafficking in migrants as a business conducted by

transnational criminal organisations. Certainly, the most, if not only effective way to

combat organised crime is to reduce the demand for illegal goods and services and thereby

deprive organised crime of its profits. Legislation and law enforcement should be directed

against the profitable market conditions of organised crime. As stated by Mittie

Southerland and Gary Potter (1993):

Law enforcement policy should be aimed at disrupting the organisational environment of the
enterprise rather than at jailing mythical corporate masterminds believed to be manipulating
a criminal syndicate. The market and its environment are the most appropriate points of
intervention to combat and control criminal enterprise.2e2

It must always be remembered that criminal organisations are as capable of failure as those

in the legitimate business community.

2e2 Southerlancl & Potter, supra îote 23, at258-259
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llhaoter Four examines Australia's responses to illegal migration and organised crime.TI
\-/Particular attention is paid to the criminal offences under Australian law targeting

migrant trafficking, organised crime and illegal immigration. Chapter Four analyses the

way in which the modi operandi of trafficking identified in Chapter Three are criminalised

in Australia. This Chapter also addresses the issue of protection of migrants - and

refugees in particular 
- and the legal framework that governs their status upon arrival and

throughout their stay in Australia.

It is not surprising that the law governing illegal migration and organised crime is not

confined to one single piece of legislation. A phenomenon as multifaceted as migrant

trafficking involves activities that fall within different categories of law and that are dealt

with by multiple government agencies.

For the analysis and assessment of trafficking, immigration and organised crime offences,

it is useful to distinguish between different aspects and stages of migrant trafficking and

different kinds of offences. Based on the findings of the previous Chapters, the criminal

elements contained in migrant trafficking activities can be differentiated between

(a) offences applying to traffickers, transporters and facilitators and to criminal

organisations generally, and (b) offences applying to the illegal migrants. The former

category contains activities such as assisting, harbouring, concealing illegal migrants and

providing fraudulent documents. The legal provisions governing these activities are the

subject of Section 4.1. The latter category is that of offences committed by migrants

themselves, such. as illegal departure and entry, false claims and the use of false documents.

These are examined in Section 4.2.

As mentioned in previous Chapters a large part of the person who are trafficked to

Australia are genuine refugees. The humiliating experiences during the clandestine voyage

often further traumatise those who are fleeing for reasons of persecution, human rights



violations, famine, torture or war. Australia is party to the major international human

rights treaties including the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and,

consequently, has assumed certain obligations towards people who are protected under

international law. Section 4.3 addresses the issue of protection of migrants, asylum seekers

in particular, and the legal framework that governs their status upon arrival and throughout

their stay in Australia.

With the growing number of illegal immigrants in Australia and the increasing

involvement of criminal organisations, migrant trafficking offences and the protection of

asylum seekers in Australia underwent significant changes while this study was taking

shape. For example, the amendments introduced in 1999 following the undetected landing

of vessels at Australia's east coast brought major changes to the immigration offences

contained in Australian criminal law, to the scope of law enforcement operations, and to

the rights and status of unauthorised arrivals in Australia. Further significant changes

followed the Tampa incident in August 2001. Therefore, throughout the Chapter, the

measures that Australia has taken to combat illegal migration and organised crime are put

in the context of the developments and levels of unauthorised arrivals in Australia over the

past decade. It is, however, too early to make any definite assumptions about the effect the

amendments had on the prosecution of offenders and on the level of crime.



4.L. Migrant Traffïcking Offences

Australian law, to the most part, is concerned with the criminal aspect of migrant

trafticking, using the criminal law as a tool to prevent and combat the activities that

constitute and accompany migrant trafficking. The provisions that criminalise the

activities of trafficking organisations have grown in number and in scope together with the

increasing numbers of unauthorised arrivals in Australia.

On the basis of the criminal elements of migrant trafficking that have been identified in

Chapter Three, Section 4.1 analyses how these elements are criminalised in Australia. The

analysis commences in Section 4.1.2 with the operational side of trafficking, including

(1) the mobilisation and preparation of migrants, (2) organising and facilitating illegal

migration, (3) transporting illegal migrants, (4) harbouring and concealing illegal migrants,

(5) immigration fraud by false statement, and (6) producing and providing fraudulent

documents. This is followed by Section 4.1.3 which examines the way in which

organisational features such as (1) organised crime and conspiracy, (2) financing organised

criminal activity, and (3) the participation of officials are criminalised under Australian

law.r This differentiation is continued in the analysis of foreign and international law in

Chapters Five and Six.

4.1.I. Sources and General Remarks

Given the complexity of migrant trafficking, it is not surprising that the legislation

criminalising the relevant activities is not restricted to one particular piece of legislation.

To fully understand and examine the provisions under Australian law, it is necessary to

briefly outline where these provisions can be found, the scope of their application and the

terminology they use.

Cf the differentiation in John Salt & Jennifer Hoghart, "Migrant Trafficking and Human Smuggling in
Europe: A review of the evidence" in Frank Laczko (ed), Migrant Trfficking and Human Smuggting in



generâl provisions
Crime"'Act

Criminul Code

special offences

immigration offences
Migration Act

forgery of Commonwealth documents
Crimes Act

Criminul Code

passport frâud
Passp0rîr Acf
Criminal Cotle

4.1.1,.1. Structureanddevelopments

Migration Act 1958 (Cth)

The Migration Act 1958 (Cth)2 contains the principal migrant trafficking offences under

Australian law. Subdivision l2A of the Act, ss228^-236, is primarily concerned with the

punishment of people who are responsible for bringing l'unlawful non-citizens"3 to

Australia or who otherwise aid and abet contraventions of Australian immigration law.
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of that Act provided comparatively low penalties for immigration offences, ranging from

fines of two hundred poundsa to a maximum prison term of six months. The original Act

focused primarily on illegal immigrants rather than on traffickers: Up until 1989 only the

bringing of undocumented migrants and stowaways (ss 28, 29, 30(1)) and the harbouring of

prohibited immigrants and deportees (s 30(2)) were criminalised.

The offences under the Migration Act underwent many changes after their creation in 1958.

The most recent wave of reforms began in 1999, following the arrival of large numbers of

illegal immigrants by boat. The Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 1) Igggs

significantly raised the penalties under ss 229-234 Migration Act and, created new offences

to combat migrant trafficking. Further amendments followed with the enactment of the

Europe: A review of the evídence with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine (2000) 11 at 56-
57.
No 62 of 1958 [hereinafter Mígration Actf. The Australian Constitution empowers the Commonwealth
Parliament to make laws "for the peace, order and good government of Australia" with respect to
immigration and emigration (sSl(xxvii)), nationality and aliens (s51 (xix)), and external affairs (s51
(xxix)). These powers have been interpreted as the foundation for legislation controlling the treatment of
non-citizens by Australia involving their admission, stay, detention and removal.
Section L4 Migration Act, see infra Section 4.1 .l .3 .

The Migration Act 1966 (Cth) (No 10 of 1966) amended the fines in relation to decimal currency.
Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No l) 1999 (Cth),No 89 of 1999.

2
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Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999.6 Most recently, the Migration Acthas

been changed significantly following the Tampa incident and the introduction of the so-

called Pacific Solution.T

Criminal Code (Cth) and Crimes Act 1914 (Cth)

Commonwealth criminal law was subjected to comprehensive reform during the course of
this study. Provisions of the Crimes Act l9I4 (Cth),8 which covered many of the general

principles of criminal responsibility, have been superseded by the provisions under Chapter

2 of the Commonwealth Criminal Code.e

The Criminal Code has since been complemented by the enactment of other Chapters

which codify substantial body of Commonwealth criminal law. For the purpose of this

study, the most significant chapters of the Code are Chapter 2, "Genetal Principles of
Criminal Responsibility" and Chapter 7 "The Proper Administration of Government"lo. As

its title. indicafe.s l-hqntcr ? nf the (-,ìwl-nl f-^S- ^^,l;fi^- +L^ -^-^-^r --:-^i-r^^ ^rv. ú,t,ú'Løú vvøo vuurllvù Lll\t Ëúfi(/r¿j'j. Pf¡l¡UlPIgJ Uf

criminal responsibility and the law of complicity, conspiracy, attempt and incitement.

Chapter 7 codifies the federal offences of fraud, forgery and bribery.

4.I.L.2. Geographical application

The scope and geographical application of the offences under the Migration Act are not

identical with Australia's territorial boundaries. The provisions of the Migration Act apply

to the "migration zone" as set out in s 5 of the Act. This zone includes all States and

Territories of Australia as well as Australian sea installations and the external territories

listed in s 7: Coral Sea Islands Teritory, Cocos (Keeting) Islands and the Territory of

Christmas Island. Up until 1997, the territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, a major

landing point for unauthorised boat arrivals,ll was not part of the migration zone. In that

Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act lg99 (Cth), No 160 of 1999.
See also suprø Section2.2.1.
Crimes Act 1914 (Cth), No 12 of l9l4 [hereinafter Crimes Act].
No 12 of 1995, hereinafter Criminal Code. And see Criminal Code Amendment (Application) Act 2000,
No 4 of 2000.

r0 Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) Act 2000 (Cth), No l3j of
2000.

6

7

I
9

tt S"e supra Section3.4.2.4.I



year, Ashmore Reef became a "prescribed territory" to which offences under lhe Migration
Acl now apply.tt

The only Australian territory not covered by the Migration Act ts Norfolk Island. Norfolk
Island, although part of Australia under international law,13 is not part of the migration zone

and has its own migration law, the Immigration Act lg80.t4 The Act contains distinct

provisions regarding "prohibited immigrants" and "offences in relation to entry" that are

set out separately in the following sections. Up until 1999 unauthorised arrivals in Norfolk

Island were not liable under the provisions of the Commonwealth Migration Act. The

relation between the Commonwealth and Norfolk Island in immigration matters has been

changed by the Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999. New s a2e¡)(Ð
Migration Acl provides that the Minister can make a declaration that a non-citizen can be

brought from Norfolk Island to Australia if that person would be an unlawful non-citizen in

the migration zone. Once that person is in the migration zone, she/he must then be

cietained.is Interestingly, to date, local and Commonwealth authorities have not recorded

any unauthorised anivals in Norfolk Island.

With respect to trafficking-related offences under Subdivision 12A of the Migration Act,

s228A, introduced in I999,t6 has extended the geographical applicability of this

Subdivision beyond the limitation of the migration zone to offences that are committed ,,in

and outside Australia". Section 228A - similar to s 3A Crimes Act 191417 
- clarifies that

the offences under ss229-236 Migration Act operate extra-territorially and that their

application is not limited to offences committed on Australian territory or within the

boundaries of the migration zone.tt

t' See sch 1, s 48 Environment, Sport and Territories Legislation (ESTI-4) Act 1997 (Cth), No 11g of 1997.
For details see AusÍ'alian National Audit Office , The Management of Boat People (1998) 20-25 and see
Rutuøn mR425.13 
See the IslandAct lgt3 (Cth),No 15 of 1913.

t4 l'lererna
15 Section tralia (Cth), House of Represent atives, Border Protection

Legislation Amendment BilI 1999: Explanatory Memorandum (1999) paras 244-245; Kathryn Cronin et al
(eds), Australian Immigration La 075.tu Schedrrl" 1, Part 4 Border Protec ct 1999.t'? Section 3A Crimes Acf reads: "T whole Commonwealth and the Territories
and also applies beyond the Commonwealth and the Territories".r8 Cf Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Border Protection Legislation Amendment Bilt 1999:
Explanatory Memorandum (1999) para251'; Australia (Cth), Parliament of Australia, Border protection
Legislation Amendment B|II 1999, Bills Digest No 70 1999-2000 (1999) sch 1, pr 4.



Chapter 2, Part 2.7 "Geographical Jurisdiction" of the Criminal Co¿e provrdes a
comprehensive scheme of provisions which determine the jurisdictional reach of
Commonwealth criminal laws. It permits',the Commonwealth to select from a menu of
five, progressively widening jurisdictional regimes when an offence is enacted. To date,

offences against the Migration Act (and those under the Passports Act) have not been

brought within the Chapter 2 jurisdictional scheme.

4.1.L.3. DefÏnition of terms

In its original form, the Migration Act 1958 used the terms "aliens" and "immigrants,' to

regulate the entry, stay and departure of foreigners in Australia. Under s 5(1) of the Act
"aliens" included all non-citizens except (a) British subjects, (b) kish citizens, and

(c)protected persons. In the tradition of the Immigration Restriction Act ¡g0l,ts s5(1)

Migration Act i958 defined the term "immigrant" as "a person intending to enter, or who

has entered, Australia for a temporary stay only, where he [she] would be an immigrant if
he [she] intended to enter, or has entered, Australia for the purpose of staying

permanently". In 1983, the definition of "alien" was omitted and the term immigrant

substituted throughout the entire Act by "non-citizen", meaning "a person who is not an

Australian citizen" .20

Section 6(7) Migration Act 1958 established a universal visa requirement by prescribing

that "[a]n immigrant who, not being holder of an entry permit that is in force, enters

Australia thereupon becomes a prohibited immigrant." Section 6 Migration Amendment

Act 1983 substituted the term "prohibited immigrant" by "prohibited non-citizen,'. Six

years later, the Migration Legislation Amendment Act 1989 repealed this part of the

Migration Act and inserted new s 6(I)." Following these amendments, the Migrøtion Act

then contained four different categories of persons who enter Australia unlawfully:

re Aû lgot (crh), No 16 of 1901.20 
endment Act tgS3 (Cth),No 114 of 19g3.21 on Act read: "Illegal entrants (1) On entering Australia, a non-citizen becomes an

illegal entrant unless: (a) he or she is the holder of a valid entry permit; or (b) the entry was authorised by
section 9."



"deemed illegal entrants", "prohibited entrants", "prohibited non-citizens" and deemed

non-entrants

Section 7 of the Migration Reþrm Act 1992 again repealed s 6 Migration Act and.

introduced the current distinction between "lawful" and "unlawful non-citizens" in ss 14,

15 Migration Act (now ss 13, l4). These categories subsume all other statuses of

illegal/legal and unauthorised/authorised presence in Australia:22

A non-citizen in the migration zone who holds a visa is a lawful non-citizen.

An allowed inhabitant of the Protected zonetzlt who is in a protected area in
connection with the performance of traditional activities is a lawful non-citizen. . . .

14. (I) A non-citizen in the migration zone who is not a lawful non-citizen is an unlawful
non-citizen.

4.I.2. Operational Offences

4.1.2.1. Mobilisation of illegal migrants

Australian law does not contain provisions that criminalise the mobilisation and

recruitment of illegal migrants. In most cases such activity takes place abroad.2a Luring

people with false promises and taking up-front payments for the illegal services provided

by trafficking organisations falls outside the scope of the Migration Acf, unless such

activity can be characterised as organising illegal immigration within the meaning of
s 232A.25

4.1.2.2. Organising and facilitating illegal immigration

Up until 1999 the Migration Act did not contain any provisions that focused specifically on

the core organisers of illegal immigration.z6 In response to the increasing numbers of

13. (1)

(2)

Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Migration Reþrm Bill 1992, Explanatory Memorandum
(1982) 9; Mary Crock, Immígration and Refugee Law in Australia (199g) 17g.
See the definition in s 5 Migration Act.
See supra Section 3.4.1.
See infra Section 4.1.2.2.
Cf IGC, infra note 127 and accompanying text.

22

2)

24

25

26



boatpeople arriving in Australia in the years 1998 and 1999, and growing evidence of

sophisticated trafficking organisations engaged in migrant trafficking, the Government

implemented new s 232A21 to specifically target persons who organise and facilitate the

bringing of groups of illegal migrants to Australia, particularly by sea.28 Section Z32A

makes it an offence to organise or facilitate the trafficking of five or more un-visaed

persons2e into Australia.

Section 232A contains a specific fault element. Initially, when introduced in 1999, it was

required that the organiser or facilitator had knowledge that the group of illegal migrants

"would become, upon entry into Australia, unlawful non-citizens". The Border protection

Legislation Amendment Act 1999 reduced the fault requirement to "recklessness as to

whether the group of illegal migrants had, or have a right to come to Australia"3o to ensure

"that a person cannot avoid liability under s 232A on the basis that they did not have

technical knowledge that the people being trafficked would become, in Australia, 'unlawful

non-citizens'.""

Offences under s 232A atûact a penalty of up to 20 years imprisonment and a minimum

mandatory penalty of five years for first time offenders.32

In instances, where less than five persons are brought into Australia, organisers and

facilitators can be held responsible under s 233(1)(a). The section creates a general offence

for taking part in the bringing or coming of unauthorised non-citizens to Australia,33

punishable by imprisonment for ten years or 1,000 penalty units (g110,000) or both).3a The

:'" Section 5 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No I) lggg (Crh).
'o Australia (cth), Senate, Migration Legislation Amendment BiIt (No 2) Iggg f= Migration Legislation

Amendment Act (No 1) 19991 Replacement Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum (1998-99) outline

^^ and paru9; Fiona David, Human Smuggling andTrfficking (2000) 20.2e Section3, sch 1 pt4 Border ProtectionLigislationAmenãment Ãct ß99 amended s232A(a) Migration
Act by limiting its application to the bringing of people who do not possess a valid visa as prescribed in
s 42(I) Migration Act.

30 Section 3, sch 1 pt 4 Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999. Recklessness is defined in
s 5,4 Criminal Code.

3r Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Border Protectíon Legislation Amendment Bilt 1999:
Explanatory Memorandum (1999) para 266; Australia (Cth), Parliament of Australia, Border protection

^^ Legislation Amendment Bill 1999, Bills Digest No 70 1999-2000 (L999) sch 1, pt 4.32 Section 233C Migration Act, introduced by Border Protection (ialidation onå En¡orrn*ent powers) Act
2001 (Cth), No 126 of 2001. The minimum penalty for repeat offenders is 8 years. The minimum non-
parole perio nd 5 years3' The offence I was intro n Act lg1g as s 30(1)(a).3a Penalty incr men¿lment



application of the offence under s 233(1)(a) is slightly broader rhan s 232A in thar it covers

any form of participation and any form of contraventions of the Migration Acr by non-

citizens who seek to enter Australia. Perpetrators can be held responsible under s 233(1)(a)

if they ignored "circumstances from which it might reasonably have been inferred that the

non-citizen intended to enter Australia in conhavention of the Act". It is not essential that

the perpetrators achieve the result that the migrants arrive in Australia, but arrival in

Australia "has to have been [the perpetrator's] intention throughout his actions, ie that his

actions would in fact result in the non-citizens reaching Australia."35

The scope of ss 2324 and 233(7)(a) goes beyond, for example, that of the offences under

ss 229 and 232 Migration Act,36 in that their application is not restricted to the carriers of

illegal migrants. Since offences under both sections can be committed. in and outside

Australia (s 2284) it has become possible to prosecute overseas organisers of migrant

trafficking.3T While s232A is limited to organisers and facilitators of illegal immigration

of five or more unlawful non-citizens, s 233 applies to any person who engages and

participates in the organisation and facilitation of migrant trafficking. This also enables the

prosecution of recruiters who operate in sending countries if their activity can clearly be

linked to the intended arrival of illegal immigrants in Australia.

Rutu and Laadjilu v Dalla Costa (1997) 93 A Crim R 425 a|" 43I.
See infra Section 4.1.2.3.
For the extraterritorial application of s 233 prior to the introduction of s 2884 see Rutu and Laadjilu v
Dalla Costa (1997) 93 A Crim P.425.

35

-to

organising and facilitating illegal immigration

frve or more non-citizens less than five non-citiæns

recklessness or krowled ge

s2324 Mìgration Act
penal!y: imprisonmenl for 20 years/2,000 penalty units

circumstances ûom whrch illegal immigration

might have been infened

s 233(I)(a) M í g r a t i r n Ac t
penalLy: l0 years impnsonment/1,000 penaìty units

ci¡cumstances tom which illegal imniigration

might have been infened

s 233(l)(a) M ig rut i t tt Act
penalty: [0 years imprisonment/1,000 penalty unis



Section 64 of the Immigration Act (Norfolk Island) provides an offence largely identical to

that under s 233 Migration Act, punishable by ten penalty units (g1,100)38 or imprisonrnent

for six months.

4.1.2.3. Transporting illegal immigrants

Figure 17: Offences: Transporting illegal immigrants

In criminalising the transportation of illegal immigrants, Australian law differentiates

between the transportation of migrants who possess no documents, those who hold forged

documents, and migrants who are transported clandestinely. Sections 229 and, 232

Migration Act contain provisions that make carriers criminally liable for transporting non-

citizens who do not possess valid documentation to enter Australia. Sections 230 and Z3I

make it an offence to bring concealed migrants to Australia. If persons are found to

intentionally conceal migrants so that they enter Australia, they are also liable under

s 233(1Xb). There is no specific offence for the transportation of migrants travelling on

fraudulent documents.

4.1.2.3.1. Transporting undocumented migrants

The transportation of passengers who do not hold valid visas to enter Australia is

prohibited under ss 229 and 232. Section 232 was contained in the Migration Acr when it

38 Section l7 Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 (NS]W). Under the Criminal Ordinance 1960
(Norfolk Island) the criminal law of NSW also applies to Norfolk Island.

transporting illegal immi grants

transporting mdocumented migra¡ts transporting concealed migrants

s229 MigrationAct
penalty: $1O,OOO

s232 Migration Act
penalty: $1 I,0OO

ss 23O, 23 TMi g ration Ac t
penalty: $1O,OOO

see also
concealing non-citizers

with intent to enter Austalia
s 233(l)(b) Migration Act



was enacted in 1958,3e while s229 was introduced in 1989 in response to the growing

numbers of unauthorised arrivals.a0

The wording, penalty and objective of the two provisions are largely identical. Both

sections seek to prevent illegal immigration by imposing criminat liability on "masters,

owners, agents and charterers" of vessels, including aircraft,ar who are expected to ensure

that their passengers are in possession of valid entry documents and that those passengers

who do not possess the required documents do not disembark from and/or hide on vessels

travelling to Australia. The offences apply to any person who transports undocumented

immigrants to Australia, regardless of whether the carrier is a legitimate or illegal,

commercial or private operator.

The sections seek to impose a duty of care on carriers to determine the admissibility of

their passengers in the destination country. Since commercial airlines, for instance, can

access computer systems to check if their passengers hold valid visas, those who bring

unauthorised non-citizens to Australia are served with infringement notices. In the case of

commercial air carriers, the provisions reflect the requirements established under

international civil aviation law.az In Australia,5,O99 infringement notices were issued in

tbe 1999-2000 financial year, up from 4,945 in 1998-99.a3 The current penalty attached to

each infringement notice is $5,000 per passenger.*

The key criterion of the offences is the legal status of the person transported, not the way in

which the transportation is carried out. For instance, lor s 229 to apply it is essential that

on arrival in Australia the person carried is a non-citizen and neither (a) in possession of a

valid visa, (b) of a special pu{pose visa, (c) is not eligible for a special category visa,

(d) does not hold and enforcement visa,at and (e) is not covered by s 42(2), (24) or (3).a6

Section 28 Migration Act 1958.
Section 13 Migration Legislation Amendment Act /989 (Cth), No 59 of 1989.
See the definition of vessel in s 5 Migration Act.
See art 37Q) Convention on International Civil Aviatíon, Chicago, 7 Dec 1944,15 LINTS 295, 157 ATS
5; cf inlra Section 6.1.1.2.

oo DIMA, ibid,at38.
4s Inserted by s 3, sch I pt 3 Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999. Cf Australia (Cth), House

of Representatives, Border Protection Legislation Amendment Bill 1999: Explanatory Memorandum
(1999) para23I.
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Similarly, s232 only applies to non-citizens who arrive without valid visas (ss 232(1)(a),

42(1)) or who have previously been removed or deported from Australia (s 232(1Xb)).

Only the "master, owner, agent, charterer and operator" of the transporting vessel are liable

under ss 229 and 232, not, for example, the crew and other staff members aboard or at

departure and destination points.

Sections 229 and 232 are offences of absolute liability as defined in section 6.2 Criminal
Code.a1 Neither provision requires a fault element concerning the physical elements of the

offences, and mistake of fact is not an available defence. Section 229(5), which is identical

with s 232(2), provides, however, defences for the carrier (a) if the cancellation of a visa

was not evident,as (b) if the carrier had reasonable grounds to believe the passenger would

be eligible for special visas upon arrival in Australia,4s or (c) if the ca6ier entered Australia

for circumstances beyond his or her control.50

It needs to be stressed that the key objective of ss 229 and. 2-cZ is not the creaticn of a

criminal offence and the prosecution of offenders. Although the provisions are designed as

criminal offences, they primarily seek to impose a duty of care on carriers to verify the

admissibility of passengers prior to their arrival in Australia. The Mígration Act makes

carriers responsible for transporting inadequately documented passengers, and lays all

expenses attached to the processing of undocumented migrants, their detention and

removal on those who transport them to Australia. The offenders targeted by the

legislation are in most, if not all cases commercial companies and not criminal

organisations.

ou Not" thats229 Migration,Ac¿ does not use the terminology of "lawful" and.,unlawful,, non-citizens as
defined in ss 13, 14 Migration Acr. Instead, the section applies to (undocumented) non-citizens who do
not possess any of the documentation listed in paras (a)_(e).+t Subsections 229(3)' 232(lA) Migration Acr, inserted by Migration Legislation Amend.ment (Application

48 
of Crimi 2001.
òecuons L4e Sections c/. New subparas 229(5XbXiv) and 229(5)(b)(v), introduced
by s 3, sch I pt 3 Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999 provide a defence iî the carrier had
reasonable grounds to believe that the non-citizen would be or become the holder of an enforcement visa.
Cf Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Border Protection Legislatíon Amendment Bilt 1999:

_^ Explanatory Memorandum (1999) para232.s0 Sections 229 (5)(c), 232(2)(c) Mi g rat io n Act.



4.1.2.3.2. Transporting concealed mígrants

As outlined in Chapter Three, for covert trafficking operations to be successful it is
necessary that the illegal migrants remain undetected, and, especially in the case of

seaborne methods of trafficking, arrive clandestinely in Australia.

Section 230 Migration Act contains a special provision that makes carriers criminally liable

for the entry of stowaways ("concealed persons") into the migration zone. In contrast to

ss 229 and 232, the focus of s 230 is on clandestine entry into Australia, while the former

offences deal with cases of undocumented entry. The offence, which replaced former s 79

Migration Act, was introduced in 1992 in reaction to increasing numbers of clandestine

unauthorised arrivals.5 t

Section 230 must be seen in connection with s23l Migration Act, which requires carriers

to submit lists of crewmembers and passengers upon arrival in Australia. Under s 231(2)

passengers and crew whose names are not on the list are deemed to have been concealed

and the master of the vessel is liable to the penalty of $ 10,000 under s 230.s2 Carriers can,

however, escape criminal liability, if they notify immigration authorities about the

stowaway upon arrival and prevent that person from disembarking.53 The offence under

s 230 is one of strict liability; mistake of fact is a defence for the accused.sa

An offence similar to s 230 is contained in s 59 Immigration Act (Norfolk Island).55

4.1.2.4. Harbouring and concealing illegal migrants

To disguise the presence of illegal immigrants in embarkation, transit and destination

points, traffickers may provide accommodation to their migrant customers. The provision

sr Added as s 77 Migration Act by s 17 Migration Reþrm Act 1992 and renumbered to s 230 in 1994.
Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Migration Reþrm BiIl 1992, Explanatory Memorandum
(1982) 57, paras 260-262.

s2 Added as s77A Migration Act by sl7 Migration Reþrm Act 1992. Australia (Cth), House of
_ Representatives, Migration Reþr"r Bill 1992, Explanatory Memorandum (1982) 57,para263.
53 Subsections 230(2), (2A) Mígration Act. Cf Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra

note 22, ar"202.
54 Subsection 230(18) MigrationAcf; ss 6.1,9.2 Criminal Code.
55 Carriers who are found having stowaways on board their vessels upon arrival in Norfolk Island are

punishable by a fine not exceeding ten penalty units per stowaway, or, if the carrier has been convicted of



of accommodation may also serve the further purpose of enabling economic exploitation of
the illegal migrants. Australian law criminalises the harbouring and concealing of illegal

immigrants in s 233. The concealed transportation of illegal migrants is, as mentioned

before, an offence under s 230.

Section 233 Migration Act contains provisions that criminalise three distinct types of

concealment and harbouring illegal migrants: Under s 233(1)(b) it is an offence to conceai

a non-citizen who is about to enter - but has not yet entered - Australia. Paragraph (c)

makes it an offence to conceal unlawful non-citizens and persons who are awaiting

deportation from Australia. Subsection 233(2) criminalises the harbouring of unlawful

non-citizens, removees and deportees.

The Migration Act does not explain the difference between harbouring and concealing

which causes some confusion regarding the requirements of each offence. Given the

wording of s 233(2) it can be assumed, however, that the offence of harbouring is limited

to persons who are already in Australia, such as unlawful non-citizens, removees and

deportees. Concealing, however, extends to include both non-citizens outside ("to enter",

s 233(1Xb)) and inside (para (c)) the migrarion zone.

The offences under s233(l) primarily seek to criminalise persons who knowingly smuggle

illegal migrants into Australia. For that reason, in comparison to s 230, s 233(1) provides a

much higher penalty and also requires intent as a fault element.56 Section 64(1Xb) and (c)

Immigration Act (Norfolk Island) contains an offence identical to that under s 233(l).57

that offence within one year preceding the (new) offence, a fine not exceeding twenty penalty units
($2,200) per stowaway; subs 59(1), (2) Immigration Act (Norfolk Island).t6 Cf s 5.2 Criminal Code.

57 Paragtaphs 6a(lXb) and (c) Immígration,Acl (Norfolk Island) criminalise the concealing of (prohibired)
immigrants and deportees with intent to enable them to clandestinely enter Norfolk Island.

concealing illegal migrants

concealing non-citizen with intent that
he/she enters Australia unlawfully

s 233(lXb) Migration Act
l0 years imprisonmenll,000 penalty units

concealing unlawful non-citizen or depoltee
with intent to prevent discovery

s 233(I)(c) Migrutíon Act
l0 years/I,000 penalty units

harbouring non-citizen/removee/deportee
(knowinglyhecklessly)

s 233(2) MigrcLtion Act
l0 yeals/1,000 penalty units



Subsection 233(2) Migration Acl makes it an offence to harbour an unlawful non-citizen,

removee or a deportee, punishable by "imprisonment for 10 years or 1,000 penalty units

[$110,000] or both". The principal focus of this provision is to criminalise the

concealment of persons who either overstay their visas or who are expecting removal or

deportation from Australia. It also criminalises the harbouring of illegal immigrants in
'safe houses' or otherwise secret accommodation. Section 6aQ)@) Immigration Act

(Norfolk Island) contains an offence similar to that under s 233(2) Migration Act.

4.I.2.5. Making false statements for another person and causing false statements to be
made

Chapter Three has shown that Australia witnesses two different forms of organised iltegal

immigration: Clandestine arrivals of people who seek to remain undetected. and 'disappear'

into the community, and ovott arriva-ls of migrants who seek to claim asylum upon arri.,zal

in Australia and go through official channels of immigration.s8 The former case, the

concealing and harbouring of people, is covered by the provisions under ss 230 and,233

(see above). For the latter case, special provisions in ss 2334 and. 234 criminalise

traffickers who make false statements to enable or facilitate the illegal immigration of their

migrant customers.

making falsc statements/giving false information

in comection with entry, proposed

entry, immigrution cle[ance,
visr application, vis fenewal

inforftrt¡on md documenls
äbout unlawful n(n-uitizens

inforrotion t(t

CommonwEdlth officeN
prL\spot ts

knowingly making false stmenls
or câusing false st¿tements

to be mûde

notice to give infÌ)rmrtion ûbout
ideotity md wheæûbout of

suspæt unluwful non-citiæn
s L8 Mißrut¡onAci

knowingly givi nøpresenting
false./rnisleading/i ncomplete

inti)rmation

knowingly/recklessly
making fûlse stÂtenenLs

entryetc offive
or more non-citizens

s 2334(l)(d)
penalry : 20y., $220,000

enl.ry etc, ofles
thm fiw noncitizens

s æa(lXb)
penrlty: 10y., gl10,00

false/misleuding information
(¡epealed 2001)

s22 M¡BrutionAct
l2 months

ss I3'l l, 137 2 Criminal. Cod¿

IEnalty: 12 monttN
s IO Patspotlt Aü

penalty:2yeus,$5,000

s8 
See supra Section 3.4.2.4.1



Australian criminal law contains a comparatively large number of offences that criminalise

the making of false statements. False statements made in the context of immigration are

criminalised in ss 233A and 234 Migration Act. False statements in connection with

applications for and renewals of passports are offences under s 10 Passports Act. Section

22 Migration Act contains special provisions for false and misleading information about

the identity and whereabouts of unlawful non-citizens. Sections 137.1 and 131.2 Criminal

Code, which replaced s22 Migration Act, introduced a general offence of making false

verbal and written statements to Commonwealth officers.

False statements to obtain entry, immigration clearance, visas for another person

The growing numbers of asylum seekers in the late 1990s, together with high number of

rejected asylum claims,se led the Government to explore options to reduce the number of

unsuccessful applicants and of applications on false grounds. This resulted in the

introduction of s 233A into the Migration Act in 1.999.60

Under s 2334(1)(d) it is an offence to

make, or cause to be made, to an officer or a person exercising powers or performing functions
under this Act a statement that the person knows is false or misleading in a material particular

if this statement is made in connection with

(a) the entry or proposed entry into Australia, or the immigration clearance, of a group of 5 or
more non-citizens (which may include that pérson), or of any member of such a group; [or]

(b) an application for a visa or a further visa permitting a group of 5 or more non-citizens
(which may include that person), or any member of such a group, to remain in Australia.".

If false statements are made in circumstances that involve four or less non-citizens, the

perpetrator can be held liable under s 23a(lXb).

Under these provisions it has become a separate offence (not just a case of participation) to

make false statements in order to mislead immigration officers and facilitate the

unauthorised entry and stay of non-citizens or to fraudulently obtain visas for them. The

provisions extend criminal liability for false claims beyond the claimant (who is liable

under s 2334(1)(d) or s 234(1Xb))6r to any person who "causes" ihe claimant to knowingly

See supra Section 2.2.6.
Section 7 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No l) 1999
See infra Section 4.2.2.

59

60
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make a false or otherwise misleading statement, regardless of whether or not this

incitement is made in Australia or abroad: s228A. In this case it is possible to prosecute

traffickers who coach migrants in how to deceive immigration and customs officers.

False information about illegal immigrants

To give false or misleading information about illegat immigrants in Australia is an offence

under ss 21 and 22 Migration Act. These provisions were introduced in 199162 "to enhance

the compliance strategy by assisting in the increased location and reduction of the number

of people in Australia illegally."63

The offences under ss 21 and 22 enforce the provision under s 18 Migration Act which

prescribes that the Minister may require any information and documents from a person

(called the "first person") concerning the identity and whereabouts of another person which

the Minister has reason to believe may be an unlawful non-citizen. If the first person

refuses or fails to eompl,v with a notice given to her/him under s 18(1), the person is liable

to the offence under s 21 and to a penalty of imprisonment for six months. Giving false or

misleading information is an offence under s 22, punishable by imprisonment for twelve

months.

In many instances, the information required under s 18 also incriminates the first person

him/herself, particularly in cases where the first person is a friend or relative. The first

person is, however, not excused from providing the information required even if this may

incriminate her or him. But s 24 limits the use of that information, as it is not admissible in

evidence against the person in any criminal proceedings other than those under ss 18-27

Migration Act. Consequently, the information cannot be used in criminal proceedings

against the first person for trafficking offences under s 229 Îf Migration Act.@

Sections 2l and 22 primarily seek to facilitate the location and removal of unlawful non-

citizens. Unlike the offences contained in subdivision I2A Migration Act, they do not

focus on trafficking and illegal immigration, which explains the significant difference

between penalties.

62 Section 3 Migration Amendment Act (No 2) 1991.
63 Australia (Cth), Senate, Migration Legislation Amendment BiLl (No 2) 1g91, Explanatory Memorandum

(1991) 1.



The Criminal Code Amendment (Theft, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) Act 2000

repealed s 22 Migration Acfs and centralised offences concerning false or misleading

information or documents in new Pafi 7.4 Criminal Code, titled "False or misleading

statements".66 Sections 137.1 and I37.2 Criminal Code make it an offence to give written

or verbal information to a Commonwealth officer (including immigration officials), or a

person acting under Commonwealth power, knowing that the information is false,

misleading or incomplete, and knowing that this is a criminal offence.6T Amended s 18(2)

Migration Act now refers to section I3l.l Criminal Code. From now on, people who

provide false, incomplete or otherwise misleading information and documents concerning

the identity and whereabouts of a suspect unlawful non-citizen are liable to a penalty of

imprisonment of up to twelve months. The new provisions also apply to circumstances

where the offender makes the respective statements in the course of another person's

immigration application.

False statements to obtain pdssports

The Commonwealth Passports Acl contains offences that involve the production and use of

fraudulent passports, including those issued by foreign authorities. Essentially, the Act

seeks to protect the Commonwealth's power to issue and cancel Australian passports as

part of its authority to grant, control and protect Australian citizenship and its appearance.6s

For that purpose, s 10(1) Passports Acl criminalises persons who make false statements to

obtain a passport for another person or to support another person's application for a

passport. It is an offence to "knowingly6e or recklesslyTo make any false or misleading

6a Cf Crock,Immigration and Refugee Lqw in Austrqlia, supra îote22, at203.
6s Schedule 2,Part I Criminal Code Amendment (Theft, Fraud, Bribery and Related. Offences) Act 2000.66 S"e Australia (Cth), House of Representatives, Criminal Code Amendment (fhrft, Frau,d, Bribery and

Related Offences) BilI 1999, Explanatory Memorandum (1999) paras 206,207; Australia (Cth), Senate,
Criminal Code Amendment (Thefr, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) BiIl2000, Revised Explanatory
M emo randum (2000) pams 2l I-214.

67 See subs I37 .l(4) and Australia (Cth), House of Represent atives, Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi,
Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) Bill2000, Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum (1998-2000)
paras 22-23; Australia (Cth), Senate, Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Frqud, Bribery and Related

, Offences) BiIl2000, Revised Explanatory Memorandum (2000) para2ll.
68 Section5l(xix) Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act. Cf R v Yu (CCA (NSW), 1 Sep 1995

(unreported) reprinted in Neil Williams et al, Federal Criminal Law VoI2 (1994-) L16,202, para 12-
rz,rto.5.

6e Inserted by s 13 Passports Amendment Act 1984 (Cth), No 168 of 1984.
70 Inserted by sch I Foreign Affairs and Trade Legislation Amendment Act 1997 (Cth), No 150 of 1997.



statement" in order to obtain an Australian passport, or in support of an application by

another person, a renewal, or an endorsement. Subsection lO(Z) contains similar

provisions for foreign passports. The penalty for offences under s 10 is $5,000 or

imprisonment for two years.

4.1.2.6. Production and provision of false documents

Producing and providing fraudulent travel and identity documentation are integral parts of
migrant trafficking, particular in the case of trafficking by air.71 The Australian Department

of Immigration estimates that approximately 55Vo of all illegal immigrants who arrive in

Australia by air make use of fraudulent travel documents, often provided by transnational

traffickin g organis ations.72

Offences that deal with the production, provision and use of false documentation can be

found in the Migration Act, the Passports Act and the Crimtnal Code. The Migration Act

contains provisions with respect to false immigration documents. The Passp orts Act

criminalises the production and use of forged Australian and foreign passports. The

Criminal Code makes it an offence to produce forged Commonwealth documents,

superseding similar provisions under the Crimes Act.

The offences that involve forged or otherwise fraudulent documentation can be

differentiated between three categories: (1) producing such documents (forgery),

(2) providing and transferring them to another person, and (3) using and possessing forged

documents.

7r 
See supra Section 3.4.2.4.2.

72 DIMA, Protecting the Borders: Immigration Compliance (7999) 74, table 4.3; Australia (Cth),
Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 11 May 1999, 5084 (P Ruddock, Minister for
Immigration and Multicultural Affairs); and see supra Sectíon 3.4.2.4.2.



4.1.2.6.1. Producing fraudulent documents (forgery)

Figure 20: Offences: Producing fraudulent documents. Australia

Australian law criminalises the production of fraudulent passports in the Passports Act.

The unlawful production of Commonwealth documents generally (including passports and

visas) is a crime under the Criminal Code. The Migration Act does not eriminalise the

forgery of Australian visas.73

Passport forgery

The unlawful production of passports is prohibited in ss 9B and 9C Passports Act.

Under s9B Passports Act it is an offence to falsify passports (s9B(b) and (c)), to make

false endorsements of passports (s 9B(d)), and to falsify a document that "may be used,

acted on or accepted as if it were" a passport (s 9B(e) and (f)). Moreover, to knowingly

make, use, possess or dispose paper or other material that is specifically provided for the

purposes of an Australian passport or that resembles such paper and materi al arc offences

under s 9B(a). With the exception of subsections (a) and (d), s 9B makes the same

provisions for foreignla and Australian passports.T5

The Criminal Code Amendment (Theft, Fraud, Bribery and Relatecl Offences) Act 2000

replaced the provisions contained in s 9B Passports Act in order to simplify the provisions

't3 
The Immigration Act (Norfolk Island) does not contain offences criminalising the production of fraudulent
immigration documents.

74 Subsections 98(c), (f) Passports Act.
75 Subsections 98(b), (e) Passports Act.

producing fraudulent imm igration/identity documents

passports
Pctssports Act

Commonwealth documents
Criminal Code

Australian passports
s 9B(a),(b),(d),(Ð

penalty: 5 yearV$10,00O

foreign passports
s gB(c),(Ð

penalty:7 yea¡s
s 144.1

penalty: 10 years

forgery falsification
s 145.4

penalty:7 years

devices for forgery
s 145.3

penalty: 10 yean

now
s 144.1

Crimiml Coele
penalty: l0 yean



and bring them in line with other Commonwealth offences.T6 The application of new

s 9B(a) Passports Act is now limited to foreign passports. It is an offence to "within

Australia, falsify a passport issued by or on behalf of the government of a foreign country"

and to make "a document that is false with intent that the false document may be used,

acted on or accepted as if it were a passport issued by or on behalf of a government of a

foreign country". The remainder of former s 9B, including the forgery of Australian

passports, are replacedby Criminal Code offences.TT

Section 9C Passports Act contains three offences "relating to the issue of passports".

Under s 9C(1) it is an offence to "to issue an Australian passport or a document (not being

an Australian passport) that purports to be an Australian passport." Subsection 9C(2),

which only applies to government officials with authority to issue Australian passports,

makes it an offence to (a) knowingly issue an Australian passpoft in contravention of the

Act; or (b) "issue an Australian passport to a person knowing that the person is not an

Austraiian citizen."

Forgery of Commonwealth documents

In addition to the forgery offences under tbe Passports Act, the Crimes Act and now the

Criminal Code contain general provisions that criminalise the unlawful production and

falsification of "any" Commonwealth documents. This includes visas, which are issued by

DIMA, as well as passports, issued by the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFAT).

Section 67(b) Crimes Act made it an offence to forge "any document issuable by, or

deliverable to, any Department of the Commonwealth or any public authority under the

Commonwealth, or any Commonwealth officer", punishable by imprisonment for ten

years. Section 69 Crimes Act contained provisions similar to that of s 9B(a) Passports Act,

criminalising the making, use and possession of material "which is specially provided by

proper authority for the purposes of any Commonwealth document".

76 Australia (Cth), House of RepresentaTives, Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Bribery and Relatecl
Offences) B|II 1999, Explanatory Memorandum (1999) item 313; Australia (Cth), Senate, Criminal Code
Amendnrent (Theft, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) BilI 2000, Revised Explanatory Memorandum
(2000) para 543.

77 See infra Section 4.2.3.



The Criminal Code substituted ss 67 and 69 Crimes AcfB and. combined and harmonised

forgery offences at the Commonwealth level. Under s 144.1 Criminal Code it is an offence

to make false documents "with the intention that the person or another will use it" to
dishonestly induce a third persontn or a computer80 to accept the document as genuines' and

influence the exercise of a public duty or function.s2 The new provisions are broader than

those under the Crimes Act in that they cover all Commonwealth duties (including border

control and immigration clearance) and all sorts of Commonwealth documents (for

example, passports and visas). But while the former offences criminalised the production

of fraudulent documents without a fault element, under the new offence it has become

necessary that the act is committed with intention that someone will use the fraudulent

document.s3

Additional provisions are contained in new ss 145.3 and 145.4 of the Criminal Code,

Section 145.3 criminalises the possession, making or adaptation of devices et cetera for

making forgeries, punishable by imprisonment for ten years, replacing former s 69 Crimes

Act. Under s 145.4 it is an offence to "dishonestly damage, destroy, alter, conceal or

falsify" Commonwealth documents, punishable by imprisonment for seven years.

4.1.2.6.2. Transþwing identity and immigration documents

The transfer of identity documents to another person for the purpose of obtaining entry or

immigration clearance in Australia is criminalised in ss 234(2) and233\(2) Migration Act.

Subsection 234(2) Migration Acf makes it an offence to intentionally "transfer or part with

possession of a document" to help another person to gain entry, immigration clearance or

'18

79

80

8l

82

83

Schedule 2, items 153,313 Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) Act
2000. Cf Australia (Cth), House of Representafives, Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Bribery
and Related Offences) Bill 1999, Explanatory Memorandum (1999) item 313; Ausrralia (Crh), Senate,
Crimínal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Bribery and Related Offences) BilI 2000, Revised Explanatory
M e morandum (2000) par a 5 43.
See s 144.1(1) and (5) Criminal Code.
See ibid, s 144.1(3) and (7).
See ibíd, s 144.1(lXa)(i), (3XaXi), (s)(aXi), and (7)(a)(i).
See ibíd, s 144.1(lXa)(ii), (3XaXii), (5XaXii), and (7)(aXii).
Ibid, s 5.2.



remain in Australia.8a Paragraph 234(2)(b) extends criminal liability to suspicious

circumstances in which the document may be so used. The 1999 amendments of the

immigration offences increased the penalty for offences under s 234 Migration Act to

imprisonment for ten years or 1,000 penalty units ($110,000) or both.85 An offence

identical to that under s 234(2) is contained in s 65(2) Immigration Act (Norfolk Island).

The Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 1) 1999 created a new offence to impose

higher penalties on traffickers who provide fraudulent documents to multiple migrants,s6

Section 2334(2) makes special provisions for the transfer of documents if this is done with

the intention to help a group of five or more persons or any member of such a group to

apply for a visa, gain entry, immigration clearance or to remain in Australia. The offence is

identical with that under s 234(2) except for the additional criterion of "a group of five or

more people". It is, however, not required that the whole group has arrived on fraudulent

documents. Paragraphs 2334(1)(a) and (b) render clear that it is sufficient that the

documents have been useci for "any member of such group", regariiiess of whether or not

the visa, the entry or stay in Australia is granted to any member of the group. The penalty

for offences under s233A(2) is imprisonment between five and twenty yearssT or 2,000

penalty units ($220,000) or both.

The Passports Act and the Criminal Code do not contain provisions that criminalise the

transfer of passports or other Commonwealth documents.

84 Section 234(2) Migration Act rcads'. "A person shall not transfer or part with possession of a document
with intent that the document be used to assist a person, being a person not entitled to use it, to gain entry
to, or to remain in Australia or where he has reason to suspect that the document may be so used."

8s Section 8 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 1) 1999.
86 Section 7 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 1) 1999. Cf Australia (Cth), Senate, Migration

Legislation Amendment BíII (No2) 1998 l= Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No 1) 19991
Replacenrent Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum (1998-99) para 11.

87 Cf s233C Migration Act.



4.1.2.6.3. Use and possession of fraudulent documents

The use and possession of fraudulent documents is usually an offence committed by the

illegal migrant.ss There are, however, some offences under Australian law that can apply

simultaneously to illegal migrants and to their traffickers.

Section 234 Migration Act, for instance, contains provisions that penalise the use of false

visas and other immigration documents. Paragraphs 234(1)(a) and (b) make it an offence,

punishable by imprisonment for ten years or 1,000 penalty units ($110,000) or both,se to

use ("present or cause to be presented", "deliver or cause to be delivered") forged and false

documents to an immigration officer or other person acting under the Migration Act.

Under paragraph 234(1)(b) it is an offence to "furnish" such documents or "cause them to

be furnished". The offences listed in s 234(1) do not distinguish whether or not these

documents are used by "that person himself or herself' or provided to other non-citizens.

Hence, it is possible to make those persons liable who present or furnish false documents in

order to smuggle another person. Identical provisions can be found in s 65(1)(a), (c) and

(d) Immigration Act (Norfolk Island).

In circumstances that involve five or more non-citizens, special provisions are made under

s 2334(l)(c)-(e) Migration Acf, which have been introduced by the Migration Legislation

Amendment Act (No l) 1999.'0 In order to criminalise the use of fraudulent documents in

the context of migrant trafficking, s 233A(1) Migration Acf criminalises the use and

furnishing of forged and false documents with intention to help a group of five or more

people, or any member of such a group (which may include that person himself or herself)

to apply for a visa, gain entry, immigration clearance or remain in Australia. The offence is

otherwise identical with that under s 234(I) except for the additional criterion of "group of
5 or more people", and attracts a higher penalty of "imprisonment for 2O years or 2,000

penalty units ($220,000) or both".eI

88

89

90

See infra Section 4.2.3.
Last amended by s 8 Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No l) 1999.
SectionT Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No I) 1999. Cf Australia (Cth), Senate, Migration
Legislation Amendment BilI (No2) 1998 l= Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No I) lgggl
Replacement Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum (1998-99) para 11.
For mandatory penalties see s 233C Migrøtion Act.
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Finally, s 236(2) Migration Act can apply to members of trafficking organisations if they

are found in possession of a visa that has been issued to another person.n,

4.7.3. Organisational Offences

4.I.3.1. Organised crime and conspiracy

Organised crime and participating in criminal organisations are not designated crimes

under Australian law. Following the rise of organised crime in Australia in the late 1970s

and early 1980s, the Government chose to legislate against key aspects and activities of
organised crime rather than specificalty criminalising organisations that are active in
common fields of organised criminal activity, such as, for instance, prostitution, illegal
gambling, drug trafficking and migrant trafficking. Section 4 of the National Crime

Authorif¡i Act i984, which estabiished anci regulates Australia's premier anti-organised

crime law enforcement agency, outlines some of the features that characterise organised

crime as "relevant criminal activity".e3 These features, isolated or cumulative, are,

however, not necessarily criminal offences themselves.

Though Australian law has so far not legislated directly against organised crime, the law of
conspiracy is frequently invoked against members of criminal organisations. The

comparatively broad provisions that criminalise conspiracy in Commonwealthea and State

criminal lawe5 generally envisage the criminalisation and prevention of crimes committed

by groups or other criminal organisations, Some Australian jurisdictions limit the

application of conspiracy to "serious" offences that attract higher penalties, for instance

offences "punishable by imprisonment for more than 12 months or by a fine of 200 penalty

e2 Introduced by item 36, sch I Migration Legislatíon Amendment (Appticatíon of Criminal Cocle) Act 2001
(cth).

e3 Section 4 National Crime Authority Act 1984 (Cth) reads: "'Relevant criminal activity, means any
circumstances implying, or any allegations, that a relevant offence may have been, or may be being,

", :ot|titt:d onwealth, of a State or a Territory." See also supra Section 3.1.1.1.
Sectron Eó L5 Criminal Code.

e-5 See ss282 ;Chapter 56 Criminal Code 1899 (Qld); s 297 CrimesAcr (Tas);
Div 10 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic); Chapter LVIII Criminal Code (WA). Conspiracy is a common law
offence in New South Wales and South Australia.



units or more"-e6 Moreover, in most jurisdictions the application of the conspiracy

provisions depends on an agreement between the conspiratorseT (including corporate

bodies),e8 intention to commit the principal offence by at least one of the conspirators,ee and.

on an oveft act that at least one of the conspirators has committed pursuant to the

agreement.rm It is not required that the offence to which the conspiracy relates to is
possible,ror or that it has reached the stage of attempt or completion. penalties for
conspiracy range from seven to fifteen years,to' oÍ ate punishable "as if the offence to

which the conspiracy relates had been committed,'.t03

Although the conspiracy offences have sometimes served to prosecute participants in
criminal organisations, their application as a tool to fight organised or otherwise group

related crime is only rudimentary.t* As such, its usefulness in the fight against organised

crime remains iimited.

4.1.3.2. Financing organised crime

With the growing concern over organised crime in Australia in the late 1970s and early

1980s, the Government also set up a number of Royal Commissions to investigate various

aspects of organised criminal activity in Australia, In their findings all three commissions

concluded that to combat the activities of criminal organisations successfully, it is essential

to deprive them of any profits and criminalise the laundering of money, but that Australian

Section 86 Crimes Acr (Cth), s ll.5 Criminal Code.
See s 86(3)(a) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(2)(a) Criminal Code; s 32I(l) Crimes Act 1958 (yic).
See s 86(4)(b) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(3Xb) Criminat Code; s32I(Z) Crimes Act 1958 (yic).
See s 86(3)(b) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(2Xb) Criminal Code. Cf Peter Gillies, The Law of Criminal
Conspiracy (2nd ed, lgg0) 64-66.

too Se" s 86(3Xc) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(2)(c) Criminal Cod.e.
t01 S"" s 86(a)(a) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(3)(a) Crirninal Cocle; s292(e) Crimes Acr (NT); s32t(3)
,.. Crimes Act 1958 (Vic). Cf Gillies, supra nore 99, ar 164-168.
102 Section 282 Criminal Code (NT) and s 54I.I(2) Criminal Code 1899 (Qld) : imprisonment of 7 years if no

other punishment is provided. Section 558(2Xa) Criminal Code (WA): imprisonment for 14 years.
__ Section 321C(b) Crimes Act 1958 (Vic): 15 years.
to' S"" s86(1) Crimes Act 1914 (Cth); s 11.5(1) Criminal Code; and see also s321C(a) Crimes Act l95B

(Vic); s 558(2Xb) Criminal Code (WA).t* cf Gilti"r , supra note 99, at 4-9 and see the discussion infra section 5.2.2.2.
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law placed too little emphasis on targeting the 'money trail' of organised crime.ro5

FoÌlowing the recommendations made by the commissions and a change of law
enforcement arrangements at the Commonwealth level, the Australian Government

introduced a series of legislative initiatives aiming to reduce the profits, and ultimately the

activities, of criminal organisations.106

Today, the Proceeds of Crime Act 1987 (Cth)'o? is the key instrument to seize the profits
generated by the activities of criminal organisations and their members. The Act contains

provisions to facilitate the confiscation, seizure and forfeiture "of the proceeds of, and

benefits derived from, the commission of offences against the laws of the Commonwealth

or the Territories" and to criminalise the laundering of money deriving from criminal
activity. While the primary target of the Act has originally been the profits accumulated by

drug trafficking, the key provisions of the Act simultaneously apply to other fields of
organised crime.ros

The principal offences under the Proceeds of Crime Act are contained in ss 81-8310e which

criminalise the laundering of money: s 81; the reception, possession, concealment, disposal

and import of money or property suspected of deriving from crime: s 82; and organised

fraud: s 83. The offences contain special provisions for corporate criminal liabiliry.uo

Legislation similar to the Proceeds of Crime Act has been enacted in all States and

Territories.rrr

r05 Australia, Royal Commission into Drug Trafficking, Report (Igig) 1879; Australian Royal Commjssion
of Inquiry into Drugs, Report (1980) 365, 375; Australia, Royal Commission of Inquiry into Drug
T\:afficking, Report (1983) 629, 636.

106 For the history of the legislative changes that occurred in the 1980s see, for example, Australia, N¿rtional
Crime Authority (NCA), Taken to the Cleaners: Money Laundering in Australia, vol I (1991) l3-I5, Ig-
2t.

lll N" 160 of 1987 [hereinafter proceeds of Crime Act).
r08 For an outline oT the Proceeds of Crime Act see, for example, Australia' Law Reform Commìssion,

roe Act t9B7 (1999) 23_30.

il0
1ll

(Forfeiture of proceeds) Act tes| (Nr); crime, ¡cortrsroTiili'r,í'r'r"#i,iitíi;rtiåiìt'ri',iirl,
(Confiscation of Profits) Act 1986 (SA); Crimes (Confiscation of profits) Act 1992 ('tas); Crímes
(Confi'scation of Profits) Act 1986 (Vic); and Crimes (Confiscation of procieds) Act I98g (WA).



In addition to the measures introduced by the Proceeds of Crime Act, in 1988, parliament

passed the Financial Transactions Reports Act 1988 (Cth)112 to facilitate the identification

of proceeds of crime that are placed in the financial system.rl3 Although "the principal

object of this Act is to facilitate the administration and enforcement of taxation laws",114 it
simultaneously serves to prevent clandestine transactions of large sums of money,

including those suspected of being proceeds of organised crime. Section 3 of the Act

establishes a mandatory reporting requirement for "significant cash transactions" involving

the transfer of currency of more than $ 10,000 in value. Section 31 targets activities that try

to circumvent existing banking and reporting regulations, particularly the phenomenon

earlier described as smurfing.rl5 The section makes it an offence "to conduct transactions

so as to avoid reporting requirements" by making two or more non-significant or exempted

transactions.

4.1.3.3. Participation of officials

Corruption and bribery are phenomena that are closely connected to organised crime and

illegal migration.il6 Government officials who 'turn a blind eye' to the activities of

criminal organisations are characteristic for trafficking operations in the Asia pacific region

and can be found equally in sending, transit and destination countries.

Australian criminal law contains numerous provisions dealing with corruption and bribery

at StaterrT and Commonwealth levels.rrs Many, if not most, of the provisions, however, do

not or only rudimentarily apply to the activities of trafficking organisations.

The Migration Act does not contain particular provisions that sanction the participation of

officials in the trafficking offences of the Act. There are no special offences if immigration

officers facilitate the illegal entry of non-citizens, if they provide fraudulent documents, or

tt2
r13 orts Act.lggg (Cth).

tt4 te 106, at 101_113.

1r5 Act l9gg (Cth).

ttu S"" suprø Sections 3.3.2.2 a¡d 3.4.2.2.2.
tt7 Cf ss 2498,249D,2498 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW); s77 Críminal Code (NT); s Bj Criminat Cocte (eld);

s 249 Criminal I'aw Consolidation Act /935 (SA); ss 83,86 Crimínal Code (Tas); s 176 Crimes Act j95B
(Vic); s 83 Criminal Code (Wlr).



if they are negligent towards unauthorised arrivals. ff government officials participate in
immigration offences they are liable under the general provisions of the Migration Act and.

not in their position as public servants.

The only offence in relation to immigration decisions made by government officials is

contained in s 335 Migration Acl, which has been added in I992.tte This section places a

penalty of imprisonment for two years on the taking and accepting of bribes in return for

migration decisions "in a particular way". Section 335 applies to any official who is

involved in the making of decisions under the Migration Act, also including tribunal

members and migration agents.t'o The person offering the bribe is liable under the general

offences under tbe Criminal Code.t2'

The offence under s 9C(2) Passports Act, as mentioned earlier, applies to government

officials with authority to issue Australian passports who knowingly issue an Australian

passport (a) in contravention of the Passports Act, or (b) to a non-citizen. The offence is

punishable by a fine of $5,000 or imprisonment for two years.

The Criminal Code in ss 141.1 and 142.2 contains offences for bribery of a

Commonwealth public official. To bring Australian law in line with other international

measures,122 the Commonwealth Government also introduced additional offences for the

bribery of foreign public officials in s 70.2 Crtminal Code.tz3 This provision extends

Australia's jurisdiction over transnational corruption cases that involve foreign public

officials.tz In the context of migrant trafficking, this offence is particularly relevant if, for

ttt Cf ss 10.l-'70.6,l4O Code (Cth);
ttn Added as s LI ZZN Migration Amendment Act (No 3) I992,No 85 of 1992.r20 Crock, Immigration inAustralia,supraîote22,at}05.
r21 Sections 70.2, l4l.It" S"" the 1997 Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public OfficiaLs in International Business

Transactions, 1999 ATS 21.
123 Criminal Code Amendment (Bribery of Pubtic Foreign Officials) Act 1999 (Cth), No 43 of 1999.r2a Section 70.2 reads "(1) A person is guilty of an offeice if 1u; tfr" person: (i) provides a benefit to another

person; or (ii) causes a benefit to be provided to another person; or (iii) offers to provide, or promises to
provide, a benefit to another person; or (iv) causes an offer of the provision of a benefit, or a promise of
the provision of a benefit, to be made to another person; and (b) the benefit is not legitimately due to the
other person; and (c) the first-mentioned person does so with the intention of influencing a foreign public
official (who may be the other person) in the exercise of the official's duties as a foreign public official in
order to: (i) obtain or retain business; or (ii) obtain or retain a business advantage that is not legitimately
due to the recipient, or intended recipient, of the business advantage (who may be the first-mentioned
person). Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years."



example, government officers abroad are bribed to issue false passports or sell blank travel

documents

4.I.4. Summary Remarks

In summary, Australian criminal law penalises most of the activities of trafficking

organisations in a comprehensive manner. The operational issues such as supply, service,

distribution and finance 
- that have been identified as integral aspects of migrant

trafficking in Section 3.4 - are largely covered by the provisions contained in the

Migration Act, Crimes Act/Criminal Code, Passports Act and, additional Commonwealth

and State legislation.

But this has not always been the case. Prior to the enactment of the Migration Legislation

Amendment (No 1) Act 1999 and the Border Protection Lepislation Amendment Act 1999

the relevant laws covered the operations of trafficking organisations only rudimentarily.

Also, the early offences under the Migration Act provided only very minor penalties for the

organisation and facilitation of illegal immigration.rzs For example, a report on

immigration laws in industrialised countries, completed by IGC, the Inter-governmental

Consultations on Asylum, Refugee and Migration Policies, in December 1995, found that

in Australia

[t]here are currentþ no proposals to introduce legislation to deal specifically with alien
trafficking. There are no legal provisions that would enable prosecution of organisations
outside Australia identified as engaging in trafficking or smuggling aliens into Australia.r26

The high number of unauthorised arrivals in 1999 resulted in radical changes to the law.

The very rapid developments in law and law reform over the past three years demonstrate

complacent attitudes towards the phenomenon prior to 1999, which is also reflected by the

non-existence ofresearch and critical analysis dated 1998 and before.

Growing concern over illegal immigration and the increasing numbers of unauthorised

arrivals in Australia have recently led to calls for higher penalties, as the fines under ss 229,

r25 For example, as on 21 Mar 1998, the penalty for offences under ss 233 and234 was imprisonmentfor 2
years.

t26 IGC, Trafficking in Aliens (lgg5) 12.



230 and 232 Migration Act are considerably lower than, for example, penalties imposed on

the carriage of drugs into Australia.r2T But these statements ignore the fact that the scope of
these sections also includes commercial or otherwise legitimate carriers and, unlike

s 232A, are not solely focussed on organised crime. It is true, however, that there is a

similarity to drug offences in that some provisions may apply simultaneously to criminal

traffickers and to legitimate transporters who knowingly or unknowingly carry

undocumented migrants or unreported amounts of narcotics.r28 For that reason it is

important that the relevant provisions make a clear distinction between passenger transport

regulations that require commercial carriers to ensure that all passengers are documented,

and criminal offences that seek to prevent and penalise the organised trafficking of

migrants.l2e

A major deficiency of the present law is that it fails to make any exception for the

transportation of refugees. People who bring genuine refugees to Australia are criminally

liable under Subdivision I2A Migration Act regardless of the fact that their passengers may

all be granted protection visas in Australia. It seems cynical that the "refugee smugglers"

of the Cold War eÍa ale now designated criminals,t3o and that refugees are expected to

apply and be selected from abroad rather than being processed in safe countries such as

Australia.

A unique situation is that of Norfolk Island. Given the less comprehensive immigration

legislation and the significantly lower penalties for immigration and trafficking offences, it

is surprising that traffickers have not yet exploited the opportunity to smuggle migrants to

and through the island tenitory. Although the geographical application of Norfolk Island

law may seem insignificant in national and regional contexts, it is necessary to bring the

provisions in line with Australian law to avoid discrepancies in legislation and law

enforcement as well as in the protection of asylum seekers.

t'7 See, for example, Adam Grayoar, "Trafficking in Human Beings" paper presented at the International
.^^ Conference on "Migration, Culture & Crime", Jerusalem, 1 July 1999,14-15.
128 -^"" For a discussion of this distinction in the case of drug offences see, for example, Australia, Moclcl

Cr r 6: Serious Drug Offences _ Report (Iggg) 2_6.ttn Se ns and Internarional Law,' (19g9) I(I) IJRL4g-65.
130 se



Finally, the existing provisions under Australian law place great emphasis on the
operational side of trafficking, while paying too little attention to organisational issues.

The legislature intentionally refrained from defining organised crime and from making the
participation in criminal organisations an offence. In the early 1980s, it was decided not to
introduce laws similar to that of the US RICO legislation,r3r which, for the most part, is
concerned with the organisational and financial aspects of organised crime, and which has

in many instances been successfully utilised to combat migrant trafficking.r32 Although, as

indicated before and further analysed below,133 there are many difficulties surrounding

definitions of organised crime, the recognition of organised crime in Australian criminal
law, at least in some cases, can potentially prevent and stop criminal offences at inchoate
stages, while operational provisions, to be wholly and successfully applicable, generally

depend on the actual commission of a crime.

13t Federal Racketeer Influenced and corrupt organisations Act (RICT) (us) 1g u.s.c.A. $ 1g61(1XF)
.^^ (1999), see also the discussion infra 5.2.2.t" S"e Cleo Kung, "supporting the Snakeheads: Human Smuggling from China and the 1996 Amendment to
.-^ theus statutoryDefinitionof 'Refugee"'(2000) 90J crimL&criminotogyt2Tlatl2g1-t}gg.t33 se" supra section 3.1 and see the 

"oiop*uìiu" 
analysis infra section 5.2.2.



4.2. Offences Applying to Illegal Migrants

Traditionally, the major focus of immigration law has been on the individual migrant rather

than on those who organise and finance illegal immigration. Australian law contains a

number of offences that apply to illegal migrants and make them criminally liable for

entering Australia without authorisation. The offences can be differentiated between

provisions relating to (1) illegal departure from and entry to Australia, (2) false statements

in the context of entry and immigration clearance, and (3) the use and possession of
fraudulent documents.

4.2.L. Illegal Departure & Illegal Enrry

4.2.1.1. Emigration offences

Up until 1973 Australian law criminalised the departure from Australia in certain

circumstances. In 1910, the Commonwealth Government passed the Emigrqtion Act

(Cth)134 which in s 3 prohibited the emigration of children and "aboriginai natives" from

Australia. Contraventions of these prohibitions were, however, not penalised. But ,,any

person who takes or attempts to take any child or aboriginal native out of the

Commonwealth" was guilty of a criminal offence under s 3(2). This provision, essentially,

criminalised the trafficking of people out of Australia.

The Emigration Act l9l0 was repealed with the enactment of the Migration Act ín 195g.

However, under s 64 Migration Act 1958 certain provisions continued to restrict the

emigration of Aborigines. These provisions were repealed by s 6 Migration Act 1g73.

r34 No 26 of l9I0 [hereinafter Emigration Act 19t0)



4.2.L.2. Illegal immigration as an offence

As will be seen in the next Chapter, most jurisdictions in the Asia pacific criminalise

immigration in contravention of the countries' entry regulations.r35 Under these provisions

it is an offence, for instance, to arrive undocumented or secretly.

Up until recently, Australian law, too, made it an offence to arrive in the country without a

valid visa' When the Migration Act was enacted in 1958, it became a criminal offence to

enter Australia without a valid entry permit "punishable upon conviction by imprisonment

for a period not exceeding six months".136 In 1979 the application of this section was

extended to circumstances in which a deportee re-entered Australia and in which temporary

entry permits expired.r3T Minor amendments followed in 1983,138 19g4,13e 19g91a0 and

rgg2.14l

Since I September 1994 illegal entry is no longer a criminal offencera2 although Australia

continues to impose a uni',¡ersal visa requirernent on all non-citizen immigrants.to3 people

who now arrive in Australia without a valid visa become "unlawful non-citizens,' (s 14

Migratíon Act)t4 and are subject to mandatory detention (ss 189, 190) and removal

(s 198).145 They are also liable for all costs associated with the detention and any

enforcement action taken against them (s 210). But it is not an offence to be or become an

unlawful non-citizen.ra6 Also, illegal re-entry after removal from Australia is no longer a

punishable offence.

It is unclear what drove the Australian Government to repeal the provisions which made

illegal immigration an offence. The legislative material on the Migration Reform Act 1992

tt5 
See infra Sections.3.1.1.

136 Section 27
t37 Section 27 lg5ï.
r38 Section 18 83 substitured para 27(I)(c)
r3e Section 2l Torres Strait Trea llaneous Amend,ments) Act I9B4 (Cth), No 22 of l9g4; s l:3

Taxation Laws Amendment Act 1984,No I23 of 1984.

li? tt " Migration Legislation Amendment Act I9B9 renumbered the section to s 77.
'*' Section 2 (sch 2) Migration Amendment Act 1992 changed the penalty under subss 77(1) and (2) to
. .- "imprisonment for (a period not exceeding) 2 years',.
142 Section l7 MigrationReþrmAct 1992.
to' Citiz"ns of New Zealand and Norfolk Island are exc.luded from the universal visa requirement, see

Mig
t44 Cf 3. üon Act (Norfolk Island).
14-5 cf s
ra6 See also the statements made in aadjilu v Dalla Costa (19 '7) 93 ACrim R 425 at 430.



does not contain any information on the reasons why unauthorised entry has been

decriminalised.raT In the context of migrant trafficking, this decriminalisation can be

regarded as a step towards shifting the focus of criminal law and law enfoicement from

individuai migrants to traffickers and criminal organisations, by criminalising those who

organise and exploit migrants rather than punishing the people who enter Australia illegally

in order to flee from catastrophic political, economic or environmental circumstances.

However, in the light of the 1992 reforms and the increasing number of unauthorised

arrivals at that time,la8 the decision to decriminalise itlegal immigration must also be seen

as a way to save Australian authorities from investigating the arrivals, to prevent the

activation and involvement of the criminal justice system and ultimately to facilitate the

immediate removal of illegal immigrants.rae

4.2.2. False Claims

As mentioned in earlier parts of this study, one characteristic of migrant trafficking is the

making of false statements to immigration officials upon arrival in the destination

counüy.150 Australian law contains provisions in ss234 and,233A Migration Act that

criminalise faise statements in the context of entry and immigration clearance.lsl

Section 234(I)(b), as analysed before, applies to any false statements made in the context

of that person's (or someone else's) immigration. It is an offence for immigrants if they

in connection with the entry, proposed entry or immigration clearance ... into Australia or
with an application for a visa or further visa permitting ... to remain in Australia ...

(b) make, or cause to be made, to an officer or a person exercising powers or functions
under this Act, a statement that, to the person's knowledge, is false or misleading in a
material particular. ...

Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years or 1,000 penalty units or both.

to7 Neither fhe Explanøtory Memorøndum ot the Act nor fhe Parliamentary Debate.r provide any information
on this matter.

148 -Jee supra õ
toe 

See also the
t5o S"e supra S nying references.
r51 Under s 571 it ls àn offence, punishable by imprisonment for up to

six months, to make false or misleading statements for immigration purposes.



Criminal liability under this provision is limited to circumstances where the immigrant has

"knowledge" that the information given to an immigration officer is wrong or
misleading.rs2 Statements that are false as a result of negligence, misinformation, or mere

rgnorance are not criminalised.

Section 233A(1)(d) Migration Act, introduced in 1999,rs3 created a new offence if false

statements are made in connection with the entry or immigration clearance of a group of
five or more non-citizens. The penalty for offences under s 2334 is five to twenty years

imprisonment,r54 2,000 penalty units (g220,000), or both.

Similar to the Migration Acr provisions, under s 10(1)(a) Passports Act it is an offence to
"knowingly"t or recklesslyrs6 make any false or misleading statement" for the purpose of
obtaining an Australian passport, a renewal or an endorsement. subsection 10(2) contains

similar provisions concerning foreign passports. The penalty for offences under s 10 is

$5,000 or imprisonment for two years.

Sections 137.I and 131.2 Criminal Code, introduced in 2000,157 make it an offence to
present verbal or written information to a Commonwealth officer (including immigration

officials) or any other person acting under Commonwealth power, knowing that this

information is false, misleading or incomplete, punishable by up to twelve months

imprisonment.

tt' Cf s 5.3 criminal code.

nt Act (No I) 1999.

th), No 168 of 1984.
tion Amendment Act l99T (Cth), No 150 of 199j.
and Related Offences) Act 2000 (Cth). Cf Australia

(Cth)' House of Representatives, Criminal Code Amendment (Thefi, Fraud, Br:ibery and Relatecl
Offenc es ) BilI 1 999, Explanatory Memorandum ( 1 999) parus 206, 2O7 .



4'2.3. Possession and use of Fraudulent Documents

Australian law contains a wide range of offences that criminalise the use and possession of
fraudulent identity and immigration documents. The offences under the Migration Act
focus on documents usecl for immigration and visa application purposes. The passports

Act criminalises the use and possession of fraudulent passports. The new offences under
the criminal code deal with forged commonwealth documents.

Migration Acttss

As mentioned earlier, ss 234 and, 233A Migration Act penalise the use of fraudulent
documents in connection with immigration into Australia. The Migration Act does not
differentiate whether fraudulent documents are used for the entry of another person, or for
the entry of the person presenting the document.

Non-citizen immigrants in Australia are liable for offences under s 234(l) if they
(para (a)) present forged or otherwise false documents, or (c) deliver or otherwise furnish a

document containing false or misleading information. Offences under the subsection are

punishable by imprisonment for ten years, 1,000 penalty units ($110,000), or both.

New s 233A(I) criminalises the same conduct as s 234(1) in circumstances that involve a

group of five or more non-citizen immigrants. Although the wording of the provision is
not unequivocal, it can be assumed, that subsection 2334(1) only applies in circumstances

use/possession of fraudulent immi gration/identity docunlents

for entry, propose¡ entry,

ìnmigration cleuanæ
Mígratíon Act

for viu
application
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r58 sections 57, 65 Immigration Acl (Norfolk Island) criminalise the use and possession of false documents
and the transfer of genuine documents to another person.



where the document in question is used for the purpose of the entry or stay of five or more

people.rse Immigrants who arrive in Australia in a group and present fraudulent documents

solely for the purpose of their own immigration application are criminally liable only under

subsection 234(I) Migration Act.

In addition to the offences under ss 2334 and 234, s 236 Migration Act, introduced in

1992,160 makes special provisions for visa fraud. Section 236(1) provides that a person is

guilty of an offence if the person uses a visa that has been issued to another person with the

intention to travel to or remain in Australia. Secondly, persons who are found in
possession of a visa that has been granted to another person are criminally liable under

subsection (2). In 1999, the penalty for offences under s236 has been increased to

imprisonment for ten years, 1,000 penalty units (g110,000), or both.r61

The provisions under s236 target the use and the possession of another person's genuine

visa for the purpose of establishing identity, travelling to or remaining in Australia.r62

Similar to ss 2334(2) and 234(2), s 236 aims to prevent and punish the transfer of
immigration documents from one person to another, but the former sections only

criminalise the use of such documents, while the latter also criminalises the possession.

In addition to the penalty imposed on offences under s236, ss 97-115 Migration Act

provide that visas that have been granted on the basis of incorrect information, false

statements, or bogus documentstu' -uy be cancelled.

lse cf Australia (cth), senate, trÍigration Legíslation Amendment Bitt (No 2) Iggg l= Migration Legislation
..^ Amendment Act (No 1) 19991Replacement Supplementary Explanatory Memorandu^(t¡S1-eO) para 11.160 Section 3 Migration (Offences ànd Undesirabie Personi¡ Amendment Act 1992 (Cth), No zI3 of 1992,

introduced the s

lll s"tt t,parag Mi @o r) re99.
162 Australia (Cth), on (Offences qnd Undesírable persons) Amendment

BilI 1992, Explanatory Memorandum (1992) para 3; Australia (Cth), House of Representarives, Migration
Legislation Amendment (Application of Criminal Code) Bitt 2001, Explanatory Memorandum (2O01) pa¡¿
1 18.

163 Section 97 MigrationAcl defines the term "bogus document" as "a document that the Minister reasonably
suspects is a document that: (a) purports to have been, but was not, issued in respect of the person; oi
(b) is counterfeit or has been altered by a person who does not have authority to do so; or (c) was obtained
because of a false or misleading statement, whether or not made knowingly." Interestingly, this term is
not used in the context of the offences under ss 233A and 234.



Passports Act

Sections 9-I0 Passports Act contain provisions that criminalise the production and use of
forged Australian passports, false statements to obtain an Australian passport, and the

transfer of a passport to another person.

The most relevant offence for improperly documented persons is contained in s 9A
Passports Act' This section contains a list of "offences relating to [the] improper use or

possession of passports etc", including the possession of passports that (para (a)) are

invalid, (b) and (d) have been issued to someone else, or (e) and (Ð are falsified, including
falsified foreign passports. The penalty for offences under the subsections is ..a fine not

exceeding $5,000 or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 2 years." This penalty is
significantly lower than the penalty for the equivalent offences under the Migration Act.

The application of the Passports Act is broader as it also extends to Australian citizens, but

it remains unclear why the 1999 amendments increased the penalty for the use and

possession of another person's visa, but failed to make the same amendment for the

possession and use of another person's passport.

Criminal Code

-[he Criminal Code makes persons using false documents criminally liable, if they use the

document with intention to dishonestly induce a Commonwealth officer to influence the

exercise of the officer's public duties: s 145.1 Criminal Code. The possession of forged

documents is a criminal offence under s 145.2 if the person knows that the document is

false and if he or she has it in possession with intention to dishonestly induce a

Commonwealth officer in his or her capacity as a public official and influence the exercise

of the officer's public duties. The offences under ss 145.1 and 145.2 are punishable by

imprisonment for ten years.



4.3. Protection of Trafficked Migrants

Previous Chapters have illustrated how many, if not most, migrants are exploited, abused

and in many instances physically assaulted by trafficking organisations. The humiliating

experiences and the dangers involved in the illegal journey further traumatise migrants who

leave their home countries for reasons of persecution, human rights violations, famine and

poverty. For these reasons, it is important that receiving countries not only prosecute

trafficking offenders, but also protect migrants from further violations and assess their

claims very thoroughly.

Australia has signed the Convention andthe Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees and

is party to the major international human rights treaties. Consequently, it has accepted

certain obligations towards the protection of persons arriving in Australia, including those

who arrive unlawfully and in particular those who classify as refugees. In the aftermath of

World War II and again in the mid-1970s, Australia has displayed a good record as an

international citizen. It has accepted hundreds of thousands of refugees from around the

world and has actively engaged in the promotion and recognition of human rights both

nationally and internationally.

But, the growing number of boat people arriving after the year 1989 has brought with it a
change of Australia's treatment of refugees. The introduction of mandatory detention of

unauthorised arrivals in particular marks the beginning of a gradual slide into a policy of

'deterrence and denial' by systematically discriminating against asylum seekers. Since

7989, the status and rights of persons seeking asylum in Australia have been significantly

restricted. Moreover, the protection of those who are found to be refugees has been limited

to a period of three years and they no longer have access to family reunification and a range

of welfare benefits.

This section analyses the legal framework that governs the status of onshore asylum

seekers in Australia, the support they can obtain from government authorities, and their

legal rights upon arrival and throughout their stay in Australia. It outlines Australia's

protection obligations under international refugee and human rights law and the way in

which Australia has implemented these obligations. Particular emphasis is placed on the



categories of protection visas that are available to persons who apply for asylum onshore

and who are found to be refugees within the meaning of the Refugee Convention These

protection visa provisions have obtained much criticism since 1999 when the Government

limited the protection granted to onshore applicants to a period of three years. The

differences between permanent and temporary protection and the concern associated with

this distinction are discussed in Section 4.3.1

Along with the time limit placed on protection granted to onshore asylum seekers, the

Government has severely restricted the legal rights of persons held in immigration

detention and the support and welfare benefits available to them during detention and after

their release. Governmental support and legal assistance available to unauthorised arrivals

are the subject of Section 4.3.2. Further restrictions have been placed on the resort to legal

review of refugee claims that have been rejected at primary level. Section 4.3.3 examines

the rights of appeal and review available to protection visa applicants.

The principal object of domestic and international critique of Australia's refugee policy has

undoubtedly been the mandatory detention of unauthorised arrivals. Starting in the 1990s

and up until this day, the Australian immigration detention centres have been described as

"concentration camps" because of the inhumane treatment of detainees, prolonged

detention, the limitation of their rights and their remote and isolated location. Not

surprisingly the detention centres have repeatedly been the scene of riots, violence, hunger-

strikes and suicide attempts by detainees. Despite international criticism, Australia

maintains its mandatory policy with bipartisan support. Section 4.3.4 outlines the current

detention practice and discusses its rationale and legitimacy in the light of international

human rights standards.

4.3.I. The Refugee and Humanitarian Immigration Regime in Australia

In the aftermath of World War II, Australia started to offer protection to refugees fleeing

persecution and other serious human rights violations. Australia is one of the few countries

in the world that actively maintains a refugee and humanitarian program to "assist in



alleviating the plight of refugees and others in humanitarian need".t6a The program

comprises arrangements to determine the eligibility of refugees within the meaning of the

Refugee Convention and Protocol, and people in humanitarian need wanting to settle or

remain in Australia.l6s

The majority of refugees in Australia that have been resettled here from abroad have

undergone assessment overseas, approximately 82Vo in the Iggg-2000 financial year.166

Australia, although under no international obligation, allocates approximately 12,000

asylum places each year for persons who apply from abroad and who, if their applications

are successful, come to Australia as perrnanent residents on humanitarian grounds.16?

This offshore humanitarian program is unavailable to people who lodge their applications

for protection in Australia. Broadly speaking, these onshore asylum seekers fall into two
categories: (a) people who become refugees sur place, that is because of events occurring

after their departure from their country of origin,r6s and (b) people who have come to

Australia to seek protection, most of them unauthorised arrivals by sea and air.

In the former case, unless repatriation is feasible in the short term, the protection provided

by Australia is a permanent residence visa, for example, as granted to the Chinese students

in Australia after the 1989 events in the PR China.t6e In the latter case, Australia has

established a complex onshore protection regime to accept those applicants who flee for
reasons recognised in international refugee law, and to remove those who don't. In recent

years' the number of persons granted protection onshore has been deducted from the

asylum places set aside for offshore applicants.

r6a D[\4A, Annual Report |ggï-gg eggg).
'ot See generally, Australia, Senate l-egal and Constitutional Refelences Committee, A Sanctuary under

Review: An Examination of Australia's Refugee and Humanitarian Determination processes (2000) 11-
72.

tu6 DIMA, Annual Report lggg-2000 (2001).
167 For an outline oi tn" offshore humanitarian progïam see Crock, Immigration anct Refugee Law in

Australia, supra îote 22, at l'24-125.
tut Su, place refugees are refugees who are unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin because of
.-^ events occurring after their departure from that country.
tue 

See supra Sectíon2.2.4.4.



4.3.11- Australia's obligations under internationar refugee law

The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of RefugeeslTo and the 1967 Protocolt|t are the

key instruments to protect refugees and safeguard their rights and liberties. The Refugee

Convention recognises a person as a refugee if he or she

owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group, or political opinion, is outside the country of
his/her nationality and is unable to or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail him/herself
of the protection of that country.172

In a nutshell, the Refugee Convention seeks to protect specific types of refugees from the

country from which they fear persecution by placing obligations on Signatory Nations to

provide refuge. The Convention contains provisions relating to the definition of refugee

(art 1), provisions that define the rights and legal status of refugees (arts 2-24), and

provisions dealing with the implementation of the instruments (arts 25-46).

The key aspect of the protection granted under the Refugee Convention is thar- a refugeerT3

must neither be expelled ("refouled"¡tz+ nor returned to "the frontiers of territories where

his [or her] life or freedom would be threatened".rTs A country is in breach of this non-

refoulement obligation if its authorities fail to properly identify and protect persons who

are entitled to the benefits of refugee status. Moreover, Contracting States are asked not to

penalise refugees for their illegal entry and presence,'76 to give them free access to courts of
law,t71 and assist in their naturalisation.rTs Finally, the Convention provides that Member

Countries provide refugees with welfare, including housing, public educationrTe and

opportunity for employment. r8o

t70 189 UNTS 150 [hereinafter Refugee Convention].
r71 606 UNTS 267.
17' Articl" lA(2) Refugee conventionas amended by the Refugee protocol.
"' See the definition in art lA and the exemptions clauses in art 1C-F Refugee Convention. From the large

body of literature on the refugee definition under the Refugee Convention see generally Guy Goodwin-
Gill, The Refugee in International Law (2nd ed, 1996) 40-7gi James Hatha way, Tñe raw o¡ n"¡ugee Status
(1991) 6-11. For interpretations of the definition by Australian courts see Crock, Immigration and

, _ . Refu g e e Law i n Australia, sup ra note 22, at 13 5 - | 53.tto Atticle 32 Refugee conventiàn, "save on grounds of national security".t7s lbid, art33.
176 lbid, art3l.
177 lbid, art 16.
118 lbid, art34.
17e lbid, afis 2o-24.

"o lbid, arts 17-19.



Australia acceded to the Convention in January 1954181 and to the Protocol in December

1973.182 The refugee definition was implemented in domestic law in 1980.r83 The other

provisions under the Convention have not been implemented by legislation.

The accession to the Convention and the Protocol created the obligation to adequately

protect and host refugees. This has few consequences for the selection of refugees through

Australia's offshore humanitarian program, but it creates important responsibilities towards

asylum seekers who lodge refugee claims on or after arrival in Australia, as they must not

be sent back to a place where they may face persecution.

In addition to the Refugee Convention and Protocol, the non-refoulement obligation also

arises from a number of other international human rights treaties to which Australia

acceded. For example, article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

(ICCPR)ß4 implies that no one shall be returned to a country where she or he may be

"subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment".rss

Article 45 of the 1949 Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of
Wart86 provides that a protected civilian, as defined in article 4,t87 "in no circumstances

shall [...] be transferred to a country where he or she may have reason to fear persecution

for his or her political opinions or religious beliefs". Also, the 1984 Convention against

rgt rg54 ATS 5.
t82 

1.973 ATS 37.tt' 
See supra Section 2.2.3.2.

"o gg3 UNTS 3. Signed by Australia on 18 Dec I9l,2; lgjlATS 5.
'ot Cf Australia, FIREOC, Immigration Detention: Human Rights Commissioner's 1998-99 Review (l9gg)

33; i¿' Those Who've Come Across the Seas: Detention of Unauthorised Arrivals in Australia (199g) 39;
Australia, Senate Legal ancl Constitutional Ref'erences Committee, supra note 165, at 54-55;Mary Crock,
"A Sanctuary under Review: Where to from here for Australia's Refugee and Humanitarian program?"
(2000) 23(3) UNSW IJ 246 ar255; Susan Kneebone, "The Refugee Review Tribunal and the Assessment
of Credibility" (1998) 5 AJ Admin L78 at82.

t8u 75 UNTS 287. Signed by Australia in January 1950; 1958 ATS 21. other regional instruments, such as
rhe Organisation of African Unity Convention, Governing the Specific Refugee problems in Africa, I0
Sep 1969, an the 1984 Cartagena Declaration include war and internal civil strife in their definition of
refugees, thus protecting those who flee from external and internal military threats. Cf Don McMaster,

.^^ Asylum Seekers - Australia's Response to Refugees (2001) 2't-Zg.
187 Article 4 reads: "Persons protectèd by the Convention are those who, at a given moment and in any

mannef whatsoever, find themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a party to thL
conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not nationals. Nationals of a State which is not bound by
the Convention are not protected by it. Nationals of a neutral State who find themselves in the territory of
a belligerent State, and nationals of a co-belligerent State, shall not be regarded as protected p"rron, *hil"
the State of which they are nationals has normal diplomatic representation in the State in whose hands they
ate."



Torture and other Cruel or Degrading Treatment or Punishmentrs8 states in article 3(1) that

no one shall be returned to a country "where there are substantial grounds for believing that

he [or she] would be in danger of being subjected to torture." Similar provisions can be

found in article 3(1) of the 1967 Declaration on Territorial Asylumlse and in article 22 of

the 1989 Convention of the Rights of the Child.le0 Finally, article 14 of the (Jniversal

Declaration of Human Rights provides that every person has a right to seek and enjoy in

other countries asylum from persecution.

Unlike most other Western countries, Australian law contains no provisions to grant

protection to persons who fall outside the narrow refugee definition of the Refugee

Convention Instead, Australia has chosen to meet the non-refoulement obligations arising

from the 1984 Convention against Torture, the ICCPR and the 1989 Convention of the

Rights of the Child through the provision of Ministerial discretion conrained in s 417

Migration Act.reL

4.3.L.2. Protection of onshore applicants in Australia

The Refugee Convention contains no information about the appropriate method for

determining refugee status. The final arbiter of whether a person is a refugee is the

International Court of Justice (ICJ),tez but in the absence of a ruling from the ICJ it is left to

the Contracting State to decide the way in which refugee status is determined and the

protection that it granted to refugees.le3

To meet its obligations under the Convention, Australia offers protection visas to refugees

who apply for asylum in Australia. At present, four different kinds of visa exist for

tt8 1465 IINTS 85. The Convention entered into force in Aushalia in September 19g9; 19g9 ATS 21,
Crimes (Torture) Act 1988 (Cth), No 148 of 1988. Cf Australia, Senate Legal and Constiturional
References Comnrittee, supra note 165, at52-54; Mary Crock & Penelope Mathelv, "Immigration Law

Human Rights" in David Kinley (ed), Human Rights in Australian Law (1998) l4I at 146.r8e UN General Assembly Res 2312(XXII) (14 Dec 1967).

"o 1577 UNTS 3, Ig91 ATS 4. Cf Australia, Senate Legal and Constitutional References Committee, supra
note 165 at 55-56.

tnt S"e infra Section 4.3.3.L And see generally the discussion in Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional
Retèrence supra note 165, at 57-60.

re2 Article 38 vention, artIY Refugee Protocol.
te3 Cf Crock, and Refugee Law in Australia, supra note 22, at 126; Fiona McKenzie, "What.

Have We Done with the Refugee Convenrion"? (1996) j0 ALI813 at 815.



onshore applicants. The principal visa class is a permanent protection visa under s 36

Migration Acf, subclass 866 Migration Regulations. Secondly, persons who arrive in

Australia unlawfully, and who are found to be refugees, can be granted a temporary three-

year protection visa: subclass 785 Migration Regulations. In 2001, the Government

introduced two additional visa categories for applicants who are in one of the "excised

offshore places" (Ashmore and Cartier Island, Christmas Island, and Cocos (Keeling)

Islands): subclass 447 , or who apply for protection from a transit country: subclass 451.

Permanent Protection

In s 36 the Migration Actrea provides a visa class ("protection visa") for non-citizen

immigrants who meet the refugee definition of article 1A of the Convention.re5 If people

apply for a protection visa, the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs

(DIMA) assesses their applications against the Refugee Convention.te6 Additional

legislation to clarify and limit the interpretation of the refugee definition by immigration

officials and at the review level was introduced in200L.re7 Applicants who are found to be

refugees within the meaning of the Refugee Convention, and who meet Australia's health

and character requirements, are granted protection visas which give permanent residence in

Australia.res

There are, however, significant exceptions and limitations to the protection visas granted

under s 36. Under legislation introduced in 1999,tee onshore asylum seekers are not eligible

for protection visas if they have failed to seek effective protection in countries in which

they resided, temporarily or permanently, prior to arriving in Australia (s 36(3)), unless

they had a well-founded fear of persecution or refoulement in the that country (s 36(4),

iii N" 62 of 1958 [hereinafter Migration Act].
1e-5 Section 36 Migration Acl reads: "(1)There is a class of visas to be known as protection visas. (Z) A

criterion for a protection visa is that the applicant for the visa is a non-citizen in Australia to whom
Australia has protection obligations under the Refugees Convention as amended by the Refugees
Protocol." For general information see DIMA, Fact Sheet 6I: Seeking Asylumwithin Australla (13 Ñov
2001).

1e6 For the interpretation of the refugee definition in Australia, see, for example, Australia, Senate Le_ual ancl
Constitutional References Comnrittee, suprd rrcte 165, at 5-8, 42-49; Crock, Immigration and Repgee
Law in Australia, supra îote 22, at 135-153.

1e7 Section 9IF. Migration Act, introduced by Migratíon Legislation Amendment Act (No 6) 2OOI (Cth), No
131 of2001.

re8 For the criteria of protection visas see Migration Regulations 1994, subclass 866 - 
protection.

tne S"hedul" I, pt 6 Border Protection Legisløtion Amendment Act 1999 (Cth), No 160 of 1999.



(5)). Furthermore, the persons listed in articles 1C-lF of the Refugee Convention arc

ineligible for refugee status although they may have a well-founded fear of persecution.2m

These exceptions include persons who have acquired a new nationality outside the

persecuting country, persons who receive protection from UNHCR and other UN agencies,

and those who have committed crimes against humanity, war crimes, or other serious non-

political crimes. Also, applicants who arrive in Australia from designated safe third

countries2Or and persons who are covered by the 1989 Comprehensive Ptan of Action

approved by the International Conference on Indochinese Refugees'o' and who have

previously been assessed overseas for refugee status are ineligible for refugee status.

Temporary protection

The high number of unauthorised boat arrivals in 1999, which resulted in a large increase

of applications for protection visas, led the Australian Government to amend the provisions

governing the protection offered to onshore applicants. Most of the new arrivals were kaqi

and Afghan nationals who fled persecution in their home countries and had been denied

protection by neighbouring countries such as kan and Jordan.2o3 Hence, they had

substantiated grounds to be granted refugee status, but the Government feared that allowing

successful applicants to remain in Australia peffnanently would attract even more refugees.

In Octobet 7999, the Migration Amendment Regulations 1999 (No 12)zoa came into

operation, introducing a new category of temporary protection visas for successful onshore

applicants (subclass 785).20s The amendments provide that asylum seekers who are found

to be genuine refugees within the meaning of the Refugee Convention and who have

arrived in Australia without a valid visa are no longer eligible for permanent residence.

too For more on the details exclusion clauses of the I95I Refugee Conventionsee Chaloka Beyani et al (eds),
"Special Supplementary Issue: Exclusion from Protection" (2000) 12 IJRL and the articles therein; Jens
Vedsted-Hansen, "Non-admission policies and the right to protection: refugees' choice versus states'
exclusion?" in Frances Nicholson & Patrick Tworney, Refugee Rights and Realities, Evolving

ncepts and Regimes (L999) 269 at 2't L20t ration Act. For Australia's 'safe third country' provisions see supra Section 2.2.5.2.zoz n2.2.3.L.

'o' For details of the origin and background of the Iraqi and Afghan asylum-seekers, see Hossein Esnraeli &
Belinda Wells, "The 'Temporary' Refugees: Australia's Legal Response to the Arrival of Iraqi and

^^. 
Afghan Boat-People" (2000) 23(3) UNSW L|224 at226-227; and see supra SectionZ.2.5.2.

'* No 243 of 199.

'ot S"" generally DIMA, Fact Sheet 64: Temporary Protection Visas (13 ly'rar 2002); Esmaeli &Wells, supra
note203, at234-247.



Instead, they can only obtain temporary protection visas that are valid for a maximum of

three years. Those who obtain a temporary protection visa do not have access to family

reunion. The visa also does not allow persons who leave Australia to re-enter the country;

if the holder of a temporary protection visa decides to leave, the visa will cease

automatically.

Further restrictions have been introduced in the aftermath of the Tampa incident in August

200I.206 The Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Act 2001 bars

unauthorised entrants from applying for any visa, including protection visas, if they land in

one of the excised offshore places,207 including Ashmore and Cartier Islands, Christmas

Island and Cocos (Keeling) Islands, which have been the major landing points for iilegal

boat arrivals.2o8 The amendments introduced in 2001 also allow the immediate detention

and removal of unauthorised arrivals.2oe If, however, persons entering excised offshore

places unlawfully are found to be fleeing persecution, they can be granted temporary

protection visas valid for three years, At the end of the three-year period, they can renew

their application for a temporary visa, but they are barred from obtaining permanent

residence.2to

In order to discourage persons from applying for refugee status onshore, a second new visa

class has been established for persons who are found to be refugees and who are applying

from transit countries. Unlike excised offshore entrants, successful applicants from transit

countries are granted protection for 4.5 years and can subsequently apply for permanent

residence if protection is still needed.2rr

The temporal limitation placed on the protection granted to onshore asylum seekers has

been a key feature of Australia's policy to deter unauthorised arrival and gradually restrict

their legal rights. There are, however, strong humanitarian objections to this regime and to

the concept of temporary protection of refugees. Although international refugee law does

'ou S"" supra Section 2.23 .

20? Sections 5(1), 464 Migration Act.
to8 

See supra Section 3.4.2.4.L
20e Sections 189(3)-(5), I98A Migration Act introduced by Migration Amend.ment (Excision form Migration

Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 2001 (Cth), No 128 of 2001.tro Subclass 447 Migration Regulations (secondary movement offshore entry (temporary)) introduced by
Migration Amendment (Excisionform Migration Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 2001.



not explicitly oblige receiving countries to offer permanent protection,zt2 the limitations of

the new visa classes and barring temporary protection visa holders from applying for

permanent protection creates severe uncertainties for people who are already traumatised

by persecution and war. In particular the distinction between permanent protection offered

to offshore applicants and temporary protection available to refugees who apply onshore

appears to be a way to circumvent international obligations, disregarding the basic element

of refugee law: that is to protect refugees outside their country of origin. Moreover, the

fact that successful onshore applicants cannot bring their family members to Australia can

interfere with the right of family life as set out in article 17 of the ICCPR.Z|1 Also, if
people are removed from Australia when it is found that protection is no longer necessary

this does not take into account the relationships and links that have been formed during the

time in Australia.2ra

4.3.2. Government Assistance and Legal Support

Until recently, unauthorised arrivals who sought to enter Australia by sea were met by an

official vessel and escorted to the nearest harbour on the mainland and then placed into

immigration detention. In a series of events starting in September 2001, suspect illegal

"t Subclass 45L Migration Regulations (secondary movement relocation (temporary)) introduced by

-. Migration Amendment (Excisionform Migration Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 200L
2'2 On 19 Nov 1999, UNHCR issued a statement which confirmed that the temporary visa subclass is

corisistent with Australia's international obligations; Australia, Senate Legal and Constitutir¡nal
References Committee, supra rote 165, at 2I. On the obligations under international refugee law see
Manuel Castillo & James Hathaway, "Temporary Protection" in James Hathaway (ed), Reconceivíng
International Refugee Law (1997) I at2.

"' Atti"l" l7 ICCPR provides that everyone has the right to the protection of interference or attacks of family
life. In 1989 the UN Human Rights Committee stated that "the exclusion of a person from a country
where close members of family are living can amount to an interference within the meaning of article
17(1)." Richard Plender & Nuala Mole, "Beyond the Geneva Convention: constructing a de facto right of
asylum from international human rights instruments" in Frances Nicholson & Patrick Twomey (eds),
Refugee Righti and Realíties: Evolving Concepts and Regimes (1999) 81 ar 99.

"o Cf Joan Fitzpatrick, "Flight from Asylum: Trends Toward Temporary "Refuge" and Local Responses to
Forced Migrations" (1994) 35(l) Virg JIL 13 at 16, 18; Jonathan Hunyor, "Warra Warra: Refugees and
Protection Obligations in Relaxed and Comfortable Australia" (2000) 25(4) Alt LI 2Zi at 230; Glenn
Nicholls, "Unsettling Admissions: Asylum Seekers in Australia" (1998) l1(1) / Ref Studies 6I at j4;
Jerzy Sztucki, "Who is a refugee?" in Frances Nicholson & Patrick Twomey (eds), Refugee Rights and
Realities, Evolving International Concepts and Regimes (1999) 55 at 65,73. For further reading see
Crook, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra note 22, at l3l, 153; Jean-Pierre Fonteyne,
"Refugee Determination in Australia" (1994) 6 IJRL253 at26l-262.



boat arrivals have been transferred to Australian Navy vessels and transported to Nauru and

Papua New Guinea for detention and processing.ttt It is yet unclear whether these persons

will obtain access to Australia's protection system.

In the case of unauthorised arrivals by air, illegal immigrants are brought directly to the

nearest detention factlity .216

DIMA officers then interview all detained immigrants individually. The initial interview

seeks to establish the identity of immigrants, the reasons why they left their home country

and came to Australia, and whether they have reasons for not wishing to return. On the

basis of written summaries of the interviews, senior DIMA officers in Canberra determine

whether an immigrant has prima facie engaged Australia's obligation not to return that

person, or whether that person can be removed.2l7

Many of the people who arrive in Australia illegally are refugees fleeing persecution.2ls

Hence, it is important that their cases are assessed carefully. But even if their claims do not

fall within the narrow scope of the Refugee Convention, they may be traumatised by war,

famine or environmental disasters in their home country, or by the clandestine journey to

Australia. Although these persons may not be granted refugee status, it is necessary to

consider all aspects of their cases as they may invoke Australia's protection obligations

under other international human rights treaties.

Naturally, new immigrants - both legal and illegal - aro unfamiliar with the Australian

legal and immigration system and the technical requirements of international refugee and

human rights law. Also, many migrants do not understand English and know little about

Australia which makes it even more difficult for them to express their claims and explain

"5 S"" supra Section 2.2.7.

"u Fo. details of the detection and reception of "suspect illegal entrant vessels" see Australian National Au<Jít
Offìce, supra note 12, at II-14, 25-21 . Australia's policy of mandatory detention is discussed lny'a
Section 4.3.4.

't7 See infra Figure 22. For details of the initial interview and primary decision see, for example, Ausu.alia,
HREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185, at 23-29; Austr¿rlia, Senate Legal a¡cl
Corrstitutional References Cornlnittee, supra note 165, at 110-141; Crock, "A Sanctuary under Review"
supra note 185, at 212-277; id, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra note 22, ar. l2-l3};
Savitri T'aylor, "Rethinking Australia's Practice of 'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals" (1999) 11(1)
Pacifica Review 43 at 46-41

"t S"" infraFigwe23.



why they migrated. For these reasons it is important that they obtain access to interpreters

as well as legal and humanitarian assistance.2le

The Australian Government provides assistance and legal support to asylum seekers. The

support schemes, however, differentiate between persons who are held in immigration

detention and those who are not. In a deliberate attempt to deter unauthorised arrivals, the

Government has significantly restricted the assistance available to persons who arrive in

Australia unauthorised, while persons who live in the community have access to a greater

range of support schemes. The following Sections outline the different kinds of assistance

available to immigrants in detention and to those who are not detained. The group of

asylum seekers who are held in Papua New Guinea and Nauru for processing obtain

assistance from international organisations such as IOM and TINHCR; they do not have

access to the Australian assistance schemes.

4.3.2.1. Asylum seekers in immigration detention

After arrival in Australia, it is important to familiarise new immigrants with their

environment and their status and legal rights, and provide them with information about

Australia's legal and immigration system. For that reason, s I94 Migration Act requires an

immigration officer to ensure "as soon as possible" that people, when they arrive in

immigration detention, are made aware that they may apply for a visa (s 195) and that they

will be removed from Australia unless they obtain a visa (s 196).

This information, however, is not made available to persons who arrive in Australia

unlawfully. Subsection 193(1), introduced inI992,22o prescribes that s 194 does not apply

to unlawful non-citizens (ss 189, 14). A range of additional provisions effectively leaves

unauthorised arrivals completely uninformed about their status, the circumstances of their

detention and about the few legal rights they have. For example, s 193(2) provides that

immigration officers are under no obligation to advise unauthorised arrivals that they can

2te Cf Australia, HREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185, at 25-29; Nick poy¡der,
"The Incommunicado Detention of Boat People" (1997) 3(2) AJHR 53 at 64; Savitri T'aylor, ,,Should

unauthorised arrivals in Australia have free access to advice and assistance?" (2000) 6(l) AJHR34 at35.220 Migration Reþrm Act 1992 (Crh), No 184 of 1992



apply for a visa. Also, "[n]othing in this Act or in any other law (whether written or

unwritten) requires the Minister of any officer" to give them any opportunity to apply for a

visa, give them visa application forms, or to allow them to obtain legal or other advice on

these matters."t Section 256 Migration Act restricts access to visa application forms and

legal advice to detainees who explicitly request such facilities or advice. In order to reduce

the number of visa applications, DIMA does not ask unauthorised arrivals if thoy wish to
apply for a (protection) visa or if they want to contact lawyers or independent advisers. A
recent study stated that, according to DMA, approximately 80 percent of the unauthorised

boat arrivals who were removed from Australia in 1996 and 1991 did not request legal

advice.,'z In 7996, the Federal Court approved this practice by rejecting "any proposition,'

that immigration officers are "obliged to inform [unauthorised entrants] that they may

apply for a visa".223

This "incommunicado detention" has led to harsh criticism by lawyers, academics and

human rights organisations and has been regarcie<i as a breach of international law.2za It has

been stated, that the current practice fails to recognise the difficulties that new immigrants

face and that it leaves all unauthorised arrivals, including those who may be genuine

refugees, uninformed about their rights.225 Competent advice and assistance is essential for
all members of society, including those who are new to it, and those who arrive with claims

for asylum. No evidence has yet been found to support DIMA's position that informing
detainees would result in more unfounded claims and thereby lengthen and complicate the

determination process. DIMA, in return, declared that the legislation prevents its officers
from informing asylum seekers about their rights.

But - contrary to DMA's view 
- if people remain unaware of their rights and the

assistance they can obtain, it becomes more likely that they may be refouled. In other

cases, the administrative procedures, including refugee determination and detention, are

prolonged unnecessarily simply because authorities ate dealing with uninformed

221 Cf Poynd er, supra note 219, at 63. See also Taylor, "should unauthorised arrivals in Australia have free

zzz assistance?" supra note2I9, at42.

223

zz4 migration and Ethnic Affairs (1996) 64 FCR 245 at29l.
.4.

22s Cf Flunyor' supra note 214, at239; Taylor, "should unauthorised arrivals in Australia have free access to
advice and assistanc e?" supra nofe 2r9, at 42, 43; crock & Mathew, suprq note 1 g g, at 161.



applicants. A recent Senate inquiry, too, supported the suggestion that it is preferable to

inform persons in immigration detention about their status, their rights, the deadlines they

have to meet, and also about the legal and financial assistance they can obtain. Not only

would it help applicants to give them access to this information irrespective of language

and literacy; it would also accelerate the application process and ultimately save

fesources."u

Despite the adversarial process, many immigration detainees apply for protection visas,

presumably because they obtain information and assistance from other detainees and the

few lawyers and human rights groups who have access to the detention centres. Those

immigrants who express their intention to apply for a protection visa, and who after the

initial interview have been assessed as prima facie engaging Australia's protection

obligations, can obtain assistance in preparing and lodging their applications under the

Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme (IAAAS).227 IAAAS is, however,

not designed "io provide universal assistarrce io aii visa appiicaäts."228 The assisiance

provided under the scheme usually gives applicants free access to migration agents,

lawyers, community and legal aid organisations that have been selected and are contracted

by DIMA. But the decision about which lawyer or organisation is contacted remains with

DIMA, and generally DIMA will not change the primary adviser unless serious errors or

misconduct occur.22n

The assistance provided under IAAAS also includes application assistance at the merits

review stage when a primary application has been refused, but does not provide funding for

attendance of hearings of the Refugee Review Tribunal and for judicial review through the

Federal Court.23o

226 Austtalia, Senate Legal aucl Constituticlnal References Commiitee, supra note 165, at 84-85; Crock, "A
Sanctuary under Review" supra note 185, at269-2'70.

"' 5.. generally Australia, HREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185, at 209-211;
Australia, Senate Legal and Constitntional References Committee, supra îote 165, at 69-70, 72-76;
Crock, "A Sanctuary under Review" supra note 185, ar.265-266; DIMA, Fact Sheet 70: Immigration
Advice and Application Assistance Scheme (16 May 2000).

"t DIMA, Fact Sheet 70: Immigration Advice and Apptication Assistance Scheme (16 May 2000).
22e Anstralian National Audit Office , supre note 12, at 67-68; Taylor:, "should unauthorised arrivals in

Australia have free access to advice and assistance?" supranote279, at44-45.

'30 DIMA, Fact Sheet 70, supra note 228.



Apart from IAAAS, asylum seekers could also apply for legal assistance through the

Attorney-General Department's Legal Aid branch, This option was discontinued after July

1998 as it partly overlapped with the support provided under IAAAS. But Legal Aid

assistance remains available for judicial review of decisions of the Refugee Review

Tribunal if "the issues to be raised are issues about which 'there are differences of judicial

opinion which have not been settled by the Full Court of the Federal Court or the High

Court'."231

4.3.2.2. Non-detained immigrants

People who have been released from immigration detention and those who have not been

detained have access to a greater variety of assistance and support schemes. The kind of

support they can obtain depends on whether they hold temporary or permanent protection

visas.

P ermanent protection visø

People who hold permanent protection visas and the few immigrants who have been

released from immigration detention on bridging visas while their applications for

protection visas are determined'3t have access to a broader range of assistance than holders

of temporary protection visas.

During the applications process, applicants can obtain financial assistance through the

Asylum Seeker Assistance Scheme (ASA). This scheme piovides food, accommodation

and health care for applicants who are unable to meet their most basic needs while their

cases are considered. The scheme is administered by DIMA through contractual

affangements with the Australian Red Cross. Since 1 July 1999, unsuccessful applicants in

231 Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional References Comrnittee, suprarlote 165, at 7O-jZ;Crock,.,A
Sanctuary under Review" supra note 185, at266; 'faylor, "should unauthorised arrivals in Australia have
free access to advice and assistance?" supra note 219, at 48.

232 Section 72 Migration Act, reg2.20 Migration Regulations 1994 provide a "prescribed class" of certain
unlawful non-citizens who are eligible for a bridging visa. Also, under s 72(3) of the Act, the Minister
may independently determine that an unlawful non-citizen is eligible for a bridging visa. However, both
options are very limited in practice. Cf Ausnalia, HREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra
note 185, at19-21.



financial hardship whose cases are under review are also eligible for support under the

ASA scheme.233

People who have been granted a permanent protection visa have full work rights in

Australia and unrestricted access to Medicare, Australia's government health insurance

scheme."o Applicants and bridging visa holders cannot seek employment unless individual

exceptions are made. They are ineligible for Medicare, unless they have work rights or

they are the spouse, child or parent of an Australian citizen or permanent resident. Some

State and Local Governments offer additional assistance to onshore asylum seekers.'35

Immigrants who arrive in Australia illegally and who are granted protection visas

(temporary and permanent) do not have access to the On-Arrival Accommodation Program

(OAA) and to the Community Refugee Settlement Scheme (CRSS). Assistance under

these schemes is exclusive to persons who apply from outside Australia and come here as

permanent residents under the Refugee and Special Humanitarian Program.236

Temp orary protection vis a

The vast majority of people who successfully apply for protection onshore are now granted

temporary protection visas. As mentioned earlier, in an attempt to deter further arrivals,

this visa category has been specifically designed to deprive unauthorised arrivals of the

benefits and support mechanisms that are available to persons who apply from outside

Australia and/or who are granted permanent protection.

Temporary protection visas, including the new categories established in200I,237 entitle the

holders to receive Special Benefit payments, rent assistance, maternity and family

allowances and family tax payment. They also have the right to work and can gain access

to Medicare. Temporary protection visa holders are eligible for referral to the Early Health

'3' D[MA, Fact Sheet 42: Assistance for Asylum Seekers in Australia (12 May 2000); Savitri Taylor, "Do
On-Shore Asylum Seekers Have Economic and Social Rights? Dealing with the Moral Contradictions of
Liberal Democracy" (2000) W) MeIb JIL70 at76.

"4 DIMA, Fact Sheet 42: Assistance for Asylum Seekers in Australia (l2Mray 2000); T'aylor, ibid, at'73-75,
'77.

"t Fo. the assistance available in New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria see 'faylor, ibid, at77 -82.
t'u S"" DIMA, Fact Sheet 43: Settlement Assistance for Refugees and Humanitarian Program Entrants (22

Mar 2000); id, Fact Sheet 44: The Community Refugee Settlement Scheme (21June 2000).

'3? Subclasses 447 and 45I Migration Regulations introduced by Migration Amend.rnent (Excision form
Migration Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 2001.



Assessment and Intervention Program, and for torture and trauma counselling. Persons

holding subclass 785 (Temporary Protection) or subclass 451 (Secondary Movemenr

Relocation (Temporary)) visas can also apply for permanent visas if protection is still

needed when the temporary visa expires.238 Persons who arrive in one of the offshore

excised places and who have been granted Secondary Movement Offshore Entry

(Temporary) protection visas (subclass 447) do not have access to permanent protection; if
protection is still required, they can apply for another temporary visa.

Compared with the permanent protection visas, the temporary visas do not entitle to obtain

English language training, or access the mainstream social welfare system to obtain

pensions and new-start allowances. Holders of temporary protection visas also do not have

access to the settlement services provided to refugees who enter Australia lawfully.

The severe limitation of support available to holders of temporary protection visas has been

criticised as creating a "second class" of refugees.23e Most persons are released into the

community by simply transporting them from the detention centre to the central bus station

of a capital city and abandoning them without assistance.2ao Local volunteer groups around

the country usually take care of released refugees, but since they cannot obtain new start

allowance it is very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to organise accommodation,

furniture and other basic supplies. The lack of English language training also creates great

difficulties for newly arrived immigrants, especially when they start looking for work. The

Government is well aware of these difficulties and the dangers they entail. Asked, for

example, why English tuition has been denied to onshore refugees, the Immigration

Minister responded:

t3t DIMA, Fact Sheet 63: Temporary Protection Visas (2I Jan 2000).
'3' S"" the sources cited supri Seclion2.2.6; and see also Esmaeli Á W"Ur. supra note 203, at 235-23g; and

the comments made by Mr John Olsen, Premier of South Australia, on ABC Television, ,,The 
eueue

Jumpers" Four Corners (16 Oct 2000): "I think the point is if they are granted refugee status after due
process, then the¡e is only one class of refugees. You shouldn't have two classes," ãnd ,.My view is if
you're going to give the people temporary permits as refugees and you want them to assimilate and make
their own way within the Australian society, then they've got to have English language as a prerequisite to
be able to do so."

'oo ABC 'lelevision, ibid.



Why would I knowingly allow that situation [unauthorised arrivals] to go on by putting in
place programs which I know were going to add an additional layer of incentivé fìr people
to seek to come to Australia. Why would I do it?241

It has been argued earlier, that marginalising new immigrants by excluding them from

Government assistance, health insurance, language training, and work rights not only

renders their integration more difficult, it also forces them to look for other sources of

income which is some cases may entail illegal activities.2a2

4.3 .3. Rights of Appeal and Review

Although the Refugee Convention contains no information as to whether or not asylum

seekers should be given the right to appeal against refugee determination decisions, the

Australian High Court held that "refugee decisions are revie*u6Lt;za3 and that "onshore
qcr¡lrrm caoLoro ora an+i+I^.l +^ l-^ L^^-ltt L^f^-^ L -i- - t )4aúvvr\vrù @rv vrrlrrrwu Lv r.rv tl94r u uEiIUlçi uçtrlB lglllovgu.- .

Asylum seekers whose applications for protection visas have been rejected by DIMA at

primary level can seek review from the Refugee Review Tribunal, and, depending on the

basis and stage of the refusal, from the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, the Federal Court

or the High Court of Australia.

Figure 22 provides an overview of the refugee determination system in Australia at primary

and review/appeal levels as it was on 15 August 20OLz4s

?,1*t Phillip Ruddock, Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, on ABC Television, iå¡d.
^' See the discussion supra Section 23; lnd the arguments made in Taylor, "Do On-Shore Asylum Seekers

243 tg2_94.

244 1985) 157 CLR 290.

24s 550.
Committee, supra, \ote 165, at 1 I 1.



Figure 22: Refugee Determination Process. Australia 2001
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4.3.3.I. Refugee Review Tribunal

Merits review of a decision to refuse to grant or cancel a protection visa is available from

the Refugee Review Tribunal (RRT): s 4Il Migration Act. The RRT has been established

as an independent, administrative merits review tribunal In 1992 and is set up along lines

similar to the Migration Review Tribunal.2a6

After notification that refugee status has been denied, applicants in detention are given

seven working days to apply for review to the RRT, and 28 days in any other case.tot The

RRT has no discretion to consider an out-of-time application.

As a merits review tribunal the RRT "exercises all the powers and discretions" and applies

the same criteria as those of the primary decision maker: s 4I5 Migration Act. The

Tribunal examines the application for a protection visa against the Refugee Convention in a

comparatively informal, non-adversarial setting to hear evidence. In its decision, the RRT

must take into account all available information and evidence, including new e.*¿idence that

was unavailable at the primary stage. If the Tribunal cannot make a favourable decision on

the basis of the written submissions, it must give the applicant the opportunity for a

personal hearing.us

It is interesting to note that in the early years of the RRT, more applicants were granted

protection visas at review stage than at primary level. For exampLe, in 1994-95, the first

full financial year of RRT operation, 662 applicants or ISJVo of reviewed cases were

successful at review stage while only 503 or l0.4Vo of all primary applicants were granted

protection visas.ue In recent years, this imbalance appears to have been overcome with less

applications being successful at review than at primary stage.2so However, concern has

u6 
See Pt v

247 section 4 ion Act, Reg 4.31(1), (2) Migration Regulations 1994.
248 Section 4 cr. For details of the RRT, its structure and operation, see Australian National

Audit OfÏce, supra note 12, at 88; Australia, Senate Legal ancl Constitutional References Committee,
supra nofe 165, at 143-179; Crock, "A Sanctuary under Review" supra \ote 185, at 277-280; irJ,
Immigration and Refugee Law in Australiø, supra. rLote 22, at l3O-132; F-onteyne, supra \ote 214, at255;
Kneebone, supra note 185, at 80-81.

toe See infra Appendix D, Figure 25. See also Australian N¿rtional Audit Office , supra note 12, at 90; and
Kioa and Others v West and Another (1985) 159 CLR 550.

"o Fo, details see infra Appendix D, Figure 25.



been expressed about the fact that refugee determination remains the only administrative

decision making system with higher approval rates at review than at primary level.tst

If the protection visa application remains unsuccessful at review stage, applicants are

charged a fee of $1,000 for the review and have 28 days to leave Australia voluntarily.

Otherwise they are removed forcibly.

Ministerial discretion under s 417 Migration Act

The Minister for Immigration can overrule a rejection by the RRT if he or she thinks "it is
in the public interest to do so".252 Section 4I7 Migration authorises the Minister to

substitute a RRT decision by a more favourable one. In that respect, the section provides a

humanitarian exception to the narrow scope of the Refugee Convention to which the RRT

is bound under ss 411 and 415. Most writers in the field agree that s 417 serves as an

option to grant protection visas to applicants who must not be refouled for reasons

contained in the Convention against Torture, the Convention of the Rig'liis af the Child arrd.

the ICCPR.253 This is also emphasised by the Guidelines for the exercise of the discretion

granted under s 417, which outline the main criteria to be considered in relation to the three

conventions.25a

Unsuccessful visa applicants at primary and review stage are not officially informed about

the right to request intervention under s 417. However, in the 1998-99 financial year,

62.0Vo of all failed RRT applications requested such intervention. In that financial year,

the Minister received 4,236 requests for intervention and granted 154 visas (3.6Vo) under

s 4lJ.zss

The Minister's powers under s 417 cannot be delegated or compelled. In practice, the RRT

makes recommendations to the Minister if it has found that a refugee claim falls outside the

251 Australian National Audit Oflice, supra note 12, at 90.

"' S"" generally Australia, Senate Legal and Constitutional References Committee, supra, îoÍe 165, ar.237-
267.

'53 See supra 4.3.4.I; and Australia, Senate Legal and Constitutional References Committee, supra noÍe 165,
at57-64; Crook, "A Sanctuary under Review" supra note 185, at282.

"o S"" parus 4.2.2-4.2.4 Ministeriat Guidelines for the Identification of (Jnique or Exceptional Cases Where
it May Be in the Public Interest to Substitute a more Favourable Decision under Ss 354, 351, 39l,4IZ,
454 of the Migration Act 1958, issued on 4 M.ay 1999, reprinted in Australia, Senate l-egal ancl
Ccrnstitutional Refèrences Committec, supra rlote 165, at Appendix 9,399-400.

2ss Australia, Senate l,egal and Constitutional References Committee, supra note 765, at255.



Refugee Convention, but nevertheless has strong humanitarian grounds to be granted

protection.zs6 These reconìmendations are, however, not enforceable and they can be

overruled and ignored by the Minister at any time although there may be international

obligations to protect the asylum seeker. It raises serious concerns that absolute obligations

under international law, such as the non-refoulement obligations, are based on the non-

reviewable discretion granted to the Minister under s 417, and that the Minister has no

enforceable duty to exercise this discretion.2sT

4.3.3.2. Federal Court

Part 8, ss 414-486 Migration Act give asylum seekers the right to appeal on points of law to

the Federal Court if the Refugee Review Tribunal affirms the primary decision. Appellants

may lodge their application to the Federal Court within 28 days of notification of the RRT

decision (s a77(1)) anci there is no explicit prohibition on the Court to consider out of time

applications. Appeal to the Federal Court is limited to reasons specified in s 414; the

Federal Court may not review the merits of a case. In its decision, the Federal Court can

uphold the RRT's refusal, vary the decision made by the RRT, or, if the appeal is

successful, refer the application back to the RRT for reassessment.25s

4.3.3.3. Administrative Appeals Tribunal

The Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) plays a very limited role in the conrext of
refugee status determination. If a review of the RRT "involves an irnportant principle, or

issue, of general application" the Tribunal can refer the decision to the AAT: s 443

Migration Act. Secondly, the Federal Court decided in 1998 that decisions to refuse or

cancel protection visas on the basis of s 502 Migration Act, articles 1F, 32 and, 33(2)

256 Cf Australia, Senate l-egal and Constitudonal References Committee, supra îote 165, at 179; Fonteyne,
supranote2l4,at255-256; Kneebone, supranole 185,at82;Taylor,"RethinkingAustralia'spracticeof

--_ 'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals" supra \ote 217, at 46.ttt S". Australia, Senate Legal ancl ConstiLutional References Committee, supra note 165, at 64.258 Section 481 Migration Act.



Refugee Convention'sn aÍe reviewable by the AAT and not the RRT.260 New s 501J

MigrationAcr, introduced in 2001,26t provides that the Minister has authority to set aside an

AAT protection visa decision by a more favourable one.

4.3.3.4. High Court of Australia

If an applicant has missed the opportunity for review of a Refugee Review Tribunal

decision in the Federal Court, judicial review can be sought directly in the High Court.

Under s 75(v) of the Constitution the High Court has jurisdiction with respect to decisions

made under the Migration Act in which a writ of mandamus or prohibition is sought

against any primary decision maker. There are no restrictions as to the grounds of review

and there is no time limit for seeking review from the High Court.262

4.3.4. Detention and Removal

4.3.4.1. The Australian practice

Australian law provides that people who arrive without authority are to be placed in

immigration detention until they are granted a visa or removed from Australia.263 Under

s 273 Migration Act the Minister for Immigration established immigration detention

centres in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, and in the isolated country towns of Port Hedland

(WA), Derby (WA), and'Woomera (SA). In May 2000, the Minister announced the

creation of additional facilities in Darwin and Brisbane.26a Most unauthorised air arrivals

are held in the facilities in Villawood, Sydney, and Maribyrnong, Melbourne, while most

people at the other centres are unauthorised boat arrivals.

'5e S"e supra Section 4.3.4.2.
260 Crcrck, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia, supra îote 22, aT 151 referring to Vaitaki (unreported,

FFC, 15 Jan 1998).
261 Migration Legislation Amend,ment Act (No 6) 2001 (Crh).
262 Ci'laylor, "should unauthorised arrivals in Australia have free access to advice and assistanc e?" supra

note2l9, at40.
263 Sections l'76-191 Migration Act 1958 (Cth).

'uo DnvIA, "Ruddock introduces tough new measures to reduce illegal entrants" DIMA Media Release
046/2000 (9 May 2000).



Removal

Great caution needs to be exercised when decisions are made about the status of unlawful

non-citizens and about their removal. If genuine refugees or other persons protected under

international human rights law are removed, Australia violates the non-refoulement

obligations and puts the removees at risk of further persecution. But even if there are no

international law objections against removal, there may be other humanitarian concerns if
persons are removed forcibly.

Status of boat people Vo of total number

TorAL No oF BoATPEopLE l00Vo 10,224

Total granted entry

a Granted fefugee status

ô Granted Temporary Protection Visa

o Entry on other grounds

48.9Vo

Ll.8Vo

36.6Vo

0.SVo

4,ggl

t,201

3,737

53

Total remaining in Australia

I Released on bridging visa

o Escaped from custody

a In custody

18.9Eo

0.2Vo

0.IVo

18.6Vo

1,936

24

8

r,904

Departures 32.2Vo 3,297

Of the 10,224 persons who arrived in Australia illegally by boat between 1989 and 16

February 2001, 4,99I or 48.9 percent have been granted visas to stay in the country, most

of them on temporary protection visas.266 3,291 persons or 32.2 percent have left Australia

voluntarily or have been removed or deported forcibly. A substantial number of the cases

contained in Figure 26have not yet been finalised (1,936 cases or l8.9Vo). It is, however,

noticeable that the majority of boatpeople who arrive in Australia have genuine claims for
asylum. 60.2 percent of all cases that have been finalised have been granted protection or

other humanitarian visas.

Consequently, statements that the majority of illegal immigrants come to Australia as

opportunity seeking economic migrants (who are not recognised by Australia's protection

tut DIMA, Fact Sheet 8l: Unauthorised arrivals by air and, sea (25 July 2000). No equivalent data is
available fo¡ unauthorised arrivals by air.

'66 Se" infra Appendrx D, Figure 26 "siatus and departures of boatpeople in Australia, 1989-16 Feb 2000,,.



system) are wrong.261 kr other words: A significant portion of persons arriving in Australia

unauthorised are found to evoke Australia's protection obligation. It is therefore

particularly important that the claims of unauthorised entrants are carefully assessed. Also,

asylum seekers need to be given immediate and appropriate access to lawyers, human

rights organisations and interpreters, so that they can express their claims and avoid

refoulement to a country where they may be in danger of further persecution.

4.3.4.2. Legitimacy of the current practice

In recent years, there have been numerous court decisions26s and substantial academic26e and

publictT0 debate surrounding the legitimacy of Australia's detention policies and practice.

The Australian Government argues that it is necessary to place all illegal immigrants in

detention centres in order to monitor their whereabouts, as otherwise the migrants may

simply disappear into the wider community. Secondly, detention facilitates the removal of

applicants should their applications for asyium be rejected.2Tr Essentially, the Government

considers its decision to detain all unauthorised arrivals as an issue of national sovereignty

and security. From this perspective, mandatory detention of illegal immigrants is necessary

for e'compelling reasons of domestic policy" and to secure the integrity of Australia's

immigration programs.272

'ut Cf the analysis in David Corlett, "Politics, Symbolism and the Asylum Seekers Issue" (2000) Z3(3) UNSW
LI 13 atl7.

'ut F.o- the large body of cases see, for example , Chu Kheng Lim and others v The Minister for
Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs and Another (1992) 176 CLR l; Fang and Others v
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and Another (1996) 135 ALR 583; HREOC and Another v
Secretary, DIMA (L996) 4l ALD 325.

,'6e See, for example, Fonteyne, supra nole 214, at 259-260; Poynder, supra nole 219, at 53-jj; Ryszrad
Piouowicz, "The Detention of Boat People and Australia's Human Rights Obligations" (1998) j2 ALI
4I7 at 4f7-425; Taylor, "Rethinking Australia's Practice of 'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals"
supra îote 2I1 , at 48-5 1.

"o S"e, for example, Australia, FIREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185; ict,
Submission to the Senate Legal and Constitutional References Committee inquiry into Australia's refugee
and humanitarian program (2000); Australian National Audit Office, supra note 12, at 99-101; UN
Humatr Iìights Committee, A v Australia, Communication No. 560/1993, UN Doc
CCPR/C/59/D156011993 (30 Apr 1997); "Woomera riots reflect poor refugee policy" (30 Aug 2O0O) The
Australian 72.

"t Cf Piot o wicz, supra note 269, at 417.

"' Cf Íh" sunìmary in Piotrowicz , ibíd,, at422-425; and Crock & Mathelv, supra note 188, at 159.



P

On the other hand, it has been argued that the fact that and the way in which unauthorised

migrants are detained are breaches of Australia's international obligations. Moreover, the

length of the detention, the treatment of detainees and the remoteness of the immigration

detention facilities have been criticised for further traumatising and alienating those fleeing

persecution and povertY.

First, it must be reminded that people who arrive in Australia without a visa do not commit

a crime and the vast majority does not represent a risk to community safety. Immigration

detention, despite the way in which it is currently practised and perceived in Australia, is

not a correctional service, does not have punitive character, and immigration detention

centres are not prisons. The sole purpose of immigration detention is a purely

administrative one: It seeks to accelerate the determination of the legal status of asylum

seekers and the facilitation of their removal if visa applications fail. Accordingly, the

accommodation and treatment of persons in detention must be as humane as possible and

must not resem'ole ihat of correctioi'ral institutions.zT3 Detention centies should pro'ride

basic, humane support and accommodation to unauthorised immigrants, and offer detainees

maximum personal freedom while recognising the security and safety issues that may arise.

It has to be questioned whether immigration detention in general is lawful and necessary.

Countries with similar legal systems to Australia which experience the same, if not greater,

problems surrounding illegal immigration and refugee determination, such as the United

States, New Zealand the United Kingdom and many Western European nations, do not

have mandatory detention. Furthermore, there is serious concern that prolonged and

unjustified detention of unauthorised immigrants can amount to "arbitrary arrest or

detention" as prohibited under article 9(1) of the ICCPR.Z1a Moreover, the detention of

immigrants in remote areas and the lack of access to legal advice and human rights

organisations interfere with the rights of accused individuals under international law.275 In

"'S"" also the broader discussion in Australia, HREOC, Immigration Detention, supra Írofe 185, at 6;

Australian National Audit Of'fice, supra note 12, at 29; Castillo & Hathaway, supra noTe 2I2, at 7-8; and

'laylor, "Rethinking Australia's Practice of 'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals" suprd note 217, at

47.
274 Australia, HREOC, Submission to the Senate Legal and Constitutional References Committee, supra Íote

270 at2-4.
275 Cf arts 9(4), 14 ICCPR; rules 93, 94 Standard Minimum Rules of the Treatment of Prisoners, IIN

ECOSOC Res 663C (XXIV) (31 July 1957); principles 13, 15, 18(1) Body Principles for the Protection

of AII Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonmenr, UN GA Res 431173 (9 Dec 1988).



particular, DIMA's practice of not informing detainees about their rights breaches

principles 13 and 17(1) of the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners

(which equally apply to people placed in administrative detention)276 and can amount to a

violation of article t}(l) rcCPR.2n The incommunicado detention of leaving refugees

uninformed about their rights also creates the risk that genuine refugees are sent back to a

country "where ltheir] lives or freedom would be threatened on account of [their] race,

religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion", thus

contravening article 33 of the Refugee Convention.n8

Also, as illustrated in Chapter Two,2?e the mandatory detention of unauthorised arrivals has

repeatedly been utiiised in Australian immigration policies as a method to deter further

immigrants,2s0 which contravenes UNHCR guidelines that prohibit the detention of asylum

seekers as part of a policy to deter future arriva1s.281

A further issue that has become a major point of attention in the public debate of

immigration detention are the costs created by Australia's practice of mandatory

detention.2t' For example, the Federal budget for the 200I-02 financial year allocated $250

million for processing unauthorised boat arrivals, plus an extra $147 million in the mid-

276UNGARes2858of 197land3144of1983;UNDocA/Conf/611 (1983)AnnexI. Principle13reads:
"Any person shall at the moment of arrest and at the cornmencement of detention or imprisonment, or
promptly thereafter, be provided by the authority responsible for his arrest, detention or imprisonment,
respectively with information on and an explanation of his rights and how to avail himself of such rights."
Principle 17(1) reads: "A detained person shall be entitled to have the assistance of a legal counsel. He
shall be informed of his right by the competent authority promptly after his arrest and shall be provided
with reasonable facilities for exercising it."

2'17 ér¡rc!) rcCPR reads: "All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with
respect for the inherent dignity of the human person." For further reading see Australia, HREOC, Those
Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185, at 215.

"8 Cf Mary Clock, "The Peril of the Boat People: Assessing Australia's Responses to the Phenomenon of
Border Asylum-Seekers" in Hugh Selby (ed),Tomorrow's Law (1995) 46 at49; Arthi Patel, "Migrant
Rights: Time to Reassess" (1996) 2l(2) Alt LI 61 ar 68; Poyncler, supra noÍe 219, at 63; Taylor,
"Rethinking Australia's Practice of 'Turning Around' Unauthorised Arrivals" supra \ote 217, at 43,46-
¿8; id, "Should Unauthorised Arrivals in Australia have Free Access to Advice and Assistance?" supra
note 2I9 , at 4l-43; Kerry Taylor, "Detainees denied rights" (20 July 2000) The Age.

ttn S"" supra Section 2.2.
280 S"., for example, Australia (Cth), House of Representafives, Parliamentary Debates (5 May lg92)23'71

(G Hand, Minister for Immigration); Richard McGregor, "Minister warns of boatpeople f7ood" The
Austalian (16 Nov 1999) 1.

"t See Australia, HRF,OC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas, supra note 185, at 42-46 with further
examples. And see Piotrowicz, supra îohe 269, at 4t9

t*' For estimates of the costs for detention and removal see, for example, Austlalian National Audit Offìce,
supra r'oteI2, at 39-40; lO3-12O. See also the comments made by Mary Crock in "A Sanctuary under
Review" supra note 185, at 285-286.



year economic review and an extra $85 million to the Pacific Solution.283 The public's

view is, naturally, that the Australian taxpayer should not pay for the accommodation of

illegal, unwanted immigrants. The Australian Government has in many instances fuelled

the public's hysteria about rising expenses for the reception, processing and removal of

unlawful non-citizens, often by the use of unsubstantiated and one-sided statements."o But

the expenses that arise are solely the result of Australia's mandatory detention provisions.

It is not the immigrants' choice to create the costs for detention and removal. Also, ss 209

and 270 Migration Act make illegal immigrants liable for the costs of their detention and

removal if they are refused visas to remain in Australia.

Calls for a change of its rigid detention policy led the Government to release a very limited

number of women and children from the 'Woomera detention centre in May 2001, to be

housed on a trial basis in private homes in Woomera.'8s There is, however, no indication

that this trial demonstrates a change of Australia's detention policy. At the time this study

was completed, no information was available as to whether or not this programme will be

further expanded in the future.

283 Megan Saunders, "Costs soar for island detainees" ( 16 Apr 2002) The Australian 1 .

'*o Cf the reports in Megan Saunclers, "Illegals bill faces blow-out to $200m" ( 1 8 Jan 2000) The Australian 2;
id, "Illegals double and stay longer" (24 Apr2000)The Australian 5; id, "$117m to staunch overflow of
illegals" (10 May 2000) The Austalian 8.

285 "Australia: Detention" (2001) 8(7) Migration News.



4.4. Conclusion

In Australia, the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is primarily dealt with as an issue of

national security and transnational crime. Particularly over the past three years, Australia

has implemented a comprehensive set of offences that criminalises most aspects of migrant

trafficking. Since the large influx of unauthorised arrivals beginning in 1999, the

provisions place special emphasis on the punishment of participants in large scale

trafficking operations who are facing penalties of up to 20 years imprisonment if they are

caught.

Australia offers a comprehensive response to all aspects of illegal migration and organised

crime. Australian law contains provisions that cover most of the criminal aspects of

migrant trafficking and primarily targets traffickers rather than punishing illegal

immigrants for their unlawful entry.

One problem that remains is the prosecution of recruiters and of other activities that

exclusively take place abroad. To successfully combat migrant trafficking, Australia

largely depends on the cooperation of transit and sending countries. The efficiency of the

steps taken abroad is crucial to reduce the number of those who arrive in the destination

country. So far, Australia has dealt with illegal immigration as an issue of national security

and tried to curb migrant trafficking with defensive strategies developed at the national

level. As the following Chapters will show, there is to date too little cooperation among

the countries of the region, which prevents any measure taken at the national level from

being fully successful.

Although, unlike most other countries in the region, Australia decriminalised illegal entry,

with respect to the trafficked migrants, Australia's response has been characterised by a

rigid deterrence policy. 'With the growing number of people who land at Australia's shores

"uninvited", who attempt to arrive clandestinely, or who are found trying to enter with false

identity documents, the Australian public has become more hostile and government

authorities more aggressive in fighting and preventing illegal entry. Higher penalties,

tighter border controls, mandatory detention and speedy removal, limited review of asylum



claims, and, most recently, the introduction of temporary protection visas are just some of

the measures which have been implemented to deter further arrivals.

There are, however, a number of limitations to the Australian deterrence strategy. Law

enforcement and deterrence alone can never control, or even reduce, a phenomenon as

complex and multifaceted as migrant trafficking. The deterrence policy does not recognise

that migrant trafficking is demand driven. It cannot take away the incentives to flee from

places where persecution, famine, unemployment and environmental degradation are the

rule rather than the exception. It cannot disguise the fact that Australia is a very wealthy,

politically stable and multicultural nation. The deterrence policy that has characterised

Australia's onshore refugee programme for the past 25 years has failed to take into account

the political, social and economic realities that have caused the enormous growth of illegal

migration and organised crime.

It is not yet clear how effective the recent measures that have been implemented in

Australia are in the long-term. However, there is evidence that large numbers of trafficked

migrants continue to arrive. And with growing migration pressures in the Asia Pacific

region and around the world it is most likely that the number of people willing to migrate

irregularly will continue to rise, as long as Australia, along with other countries in the

region, fails to address the root causes of illegal migration.
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IuurcnATIoN AND Onc¡.NrsnI Cnrun LncISLATIoN

IN THE Asr¿. Pncrnrc RBcIoN

7Tlft" Asia Pacific region, including the countries of East and South East Asia, Australia
II and the South Pacific, is one of the culturally, politically and economically most

diverse regions of the world. Not surprisingly, this is also reflected in the ways in which

the countries of the region deal with matters of migration, border control, and crime.

While most countries share similar economic and security interests and cooperate in

regional and international economic fora, to date, there is liitie harmony between

immigration, refugee and criminal laws and the policies of the countries concerned.

The discrepancies in law and law enforcement in the region are systematically exploited by

transnational criminal organisations as manifested in the increasing trafficking activities in

the region and the growing profits these activities generate. Nathalie Siron and Piet van

Baeveghem provide a succinct statement of the relationship between trafficking and the

law:

Trafficking ... has to a certain degree a symbiotic relationship with the legislation in several
domains but especially with the legislation concerning migration issues. ... [L]egislation is
to a certain degree a cause of the phenomenon of transit-migration, trafficking and
smuggling in human beings.r

The analysis of illegal migration and organised crime in Chapters Two and Three has

shown that the legal framework of a given country determines the way in which trafficking

organisations are structured and operate.2 In the Asia Pacific region, generally speaking,

commitment to combat and eradicate migrant trafficking is strong, however, very few

countries have comprehensive strategies on domestic, regional and international levels.

The lack of harmonised and unequivocal legislation in the region creates significant

Nathalie siron & Piet van Baeveghem, Trfficking in Migrants through poland (1999) 86



loopholes, which are exploited by trafficking organisations. The objective of Chapter Five

is to identify and analyse the ways in which legislation creates these loopholes.

Following the pattern of previous Chapters, attention is drawn to three principal aspects of

migration and organised crime legislation: (1) general issues of immigration and refugee

regulations, (2) offences applying to traffickers, and (3) offences applying to illegal

migrants.

This Chapter examines the legislation of nineteen countries and territories in the Asia

Pacific region, including Brunei Darussalam,3 Cambodia,a People's Republic of China (PR

China)s and its Special Administrative Regions (SARs)6 Hong Kong' and Macau,'Frji,,

' See supra Section3.2.6.3 Immigration Act 1958, Chapter 17 fhereinafter Immigration Act /958 (Brunei)]; Penat Code, Chaptet 22

fhereinafter Penal Code (Brunei)]. Reprints of Brunei law were unavailable at the time this study was
taking shape. The analysis of Brunei law is based on the information contained is in Vitit Muntarbhorn,
The Status of Refugees in Asia (1992,\ 98-101; and UNCJIN, Central Repository on Organised Crime,
www.uncjin. org/Documents/Crtoc/cenrep.htrnl ( 1 2 Feb 200 1 ).n La. on Immigration, Act No 05À{S 94, adopted 26 Aug 1994 [hereinafter Law on Immigration 1994
(Cambodia)1, reprinted in Sok Siphana (ed), Laws of Cambodia 1993-1998, Adopted by the National
Assembly of the Kingdom of Cambodia, Vol II (1998) ll3-I29; Provisions dated September 10, 1992
relating to the Judiciary and Criminal Law and Procedure Applicable in Cambodia during the
Transitional Period fhereinafter Crimínal Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia)], available at
www.bigpond.com.kh/Council-of-Jurists/Judicial/jud005g.htrn (9 Mar 2001). Note that the Crirninal
Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia) have been developed by the Supreme National Council in cooperation
with UNTAC, the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia, and continue to stay in force until
"the Legislative Assembly resulting from the elections amends them or adopts new legislation in this
area".

Law of the People's Republic of China on Control of the Entry and Exít of Aliens 1986, entry into force 1

Feb 1986, Lawof thePeople'sRepublicof ChinaonControlof theExitandEntryolCitizens 1986,entry
into force 1 Feb 1986, copies provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Beijing, PR China; Criminal
Law of the People's Republic of China 1997, entry into force I Oct 1997, reprinted in Wei Lvo, The 1997
Criminal Code of the People's Republic of China (1998) 23-226; Criminal Law 1979, enhy into force 1

July 1979, reprinted in Ralph Folsorn & John Minan, Law in the People's Republic of China (1989)
1015 ff.
Special agreements have been made between the former colonial powers Portugal and the United
Kingdom and the PR China under which Hong Kong and Macau retained full autonomy on immigration
control matters. See Joint Declaration of the Government of the United Kingdom and the PR Chinø on
the Questíon of Hong Kong 1984, Annex I: Elaboration by the Government of the PR China of its Basic
Policies regarding Hong Kong, s XIV; Joint Declaratíon of the Government of the People's Republic of
China and the Government of the Republic of Portugal on the Question of Macao 1987, AnnexI
Elaboration by the Government of the PR China of its Basic Policies regarding Macao, s IV.
Immigration O.rdinance 1972 (Hong Kong), Chapter 115, No 62 of l9l2 entry into force 1 Apr 1972;
Crimes Ordinance 1971 (Hong Kong), Chapter 200, No 60 of 1971 entry into force 19 Nov 1971,
available at Hong Kong SAR, Department of Justice, Bilingual Laws Information System,
wwwjustice.gov.hk (14 Mar 2001). It has to be noted that after the reunification with the PR China on
I Jrtly 1997, the Government of the Hong Kong SAR retained full autonomy on immigration cont¡ol
matters; see Joint Declaratíon of the Government of the United Kingdom and the PR China on the
Question of Hong Kong 1984, Annex I: Elaboration by the Government of the PR China of its Basic
Policies regarding Hong Kong, s XIV. Also, the entry of persons from other parts of China into Hong



Indonesia,to Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Malaysia", Myanmar,t2 Papua

New Guinea,'3 Philippines,ra Singapore,'5 Solomon Islands,'6 Taiwan (Republic of China),''

Thailand, t8 Vanuature and Vietnam.2.

Kong continued to be regulated in accordance with the previous practice; Hon-q Kong Inf.orrnation
Services Department, Hong Kong: The Facts. Immigration (1998) 1.

8 Imigração Clandestina, Act No 2/90/lvl of 3 May 1990 [hereinafTer Clandestine Immigration Act ]990
(Macau)l; Entry and Residence Act 1999, Act No 55l95lM of 31 Oct 1999; Códígo Penal, Act No
IIl95lìlL4 [hereinafter Penal Code 1995 (Macau)], available at Macau, Imprensa Official,
www.imprensa.macaugov.mo (9 Mar 2001). English translations of Macau law were not available. The
following analysis is based on the original text in Portuguese. It has to be noted that after the reunification
with the PR China on 20 Dec 2000, the Government of the Macau SAR retained full autonomy on
immigration control matters; Joint Declaration of the Government of Portugal and the PR China on the

Question of Macau 1987, Annex I: Elaboration by the Government of the PR China of its Basic Policies
regarding Macau.

e Penal Code 1945, Chapter I7, entry into force 1 May 1945, available at University of the South Pacific
Law School, P acific Law M at e rials, www. vanuatu.usp. ac.fjlp aclawmat/.

t0 Immigration Act No 9/199, State Gazelte No 3311992 [no English translation available].
tr Immigration Act 1959/1963, Act 155 entry into force 1 May 1959 fhereinafter Immigration Act

1959/1963 (Malaysia)1, Passport Act 1966, Act 150 entry into force 1 Apr 1966, reprinted in Malaysia.
Legal Research Board, Irnmigration Act 1959/1963 (Act 155) & Regulations & Orders & Passports Act
1966 (Act 150) (1991) 1-48,147-157; Penal Code, Act 574, revised 1997, reprinted in fMalaysia], Laws
of Malaysia, Penal Code (1997), copy provided by University of Hawaii at Manoa.

t' The Burma Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947, entry into force 4 Jan 1948 [hereinafter
Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar)1, reprinted in UNHCR, Refwortd (9ù issue,

2000) fl-egal Information].
13 Migration Acl, Chapter No 16 entry into force 12 Sep 1978 [hereinafter Migrøtion Act 1918 (PNG)];

Criminal Code Act, Chapter No 262 entry into force 1 Nov 1975 (commencing 1974) lhereinafter
Criminal Code I974 (PNG)1, reprinted in Papua New Guinea, Laws (as on 20 Mar 2001).

ta An Act to Control and Regulate the Immigration of Aliens into the Phílippines 1940, Commonwealth Act
No 613 entry into force 2 May 1940 [hereinafter Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines)], reprinted in
Ronaldo Lcclesma, An Outline of Philippine Immigration and Citizenship Løw (1999) 3-468; An Act
Revísing the Penal Code and other Penal Laws 1932, Act No 3815 entry into force I Jan 1932

[hereinafter Penal Code 1932 (Philippines)], reprinted in Dominador Buh¿rin et al (eds), The Revised
Penal Code of the Philippines with Related Special Laws (rev ed 1999).

ts Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore), entry into force 1959, reprinted in UNHCR , Refworld, supra note 72.
L6 Immigration Act, No 27 of 1978, entry into force on 29 Sep 1978 [hereinafter Immigration Act ]978

(Solomon Islands)1, copy provided by the Attorney-General's Chamber, Honiara, Solomon Islands; Penal
Code,No 12 of 1963, entry into force 1 Apr 1963 [hereinafter Penal Code 19ó3 (Solomon Islands)], copy
provided by the Queensland Supreme Court Library, Brisbane (Qld).

I7 Immigration Law (Republic of China on Taiwan), available at Bureau of Immigration, Taiwan,
www.immigration.gov.tw/scripts/docs/eng/4.htm last modified 23 Oct 2000 fhereinafter Immigration Law
(Taiwan)l; Criminal Code 1935 (Taiwan), reprinted in James Liu et al, Major Laws of the Republic of
China on Taiwan (199 1) 1019- 1 135.

t8 Immigration Act B.E. 2522, entry into lorce 24 Feb 1979 [hereinafter Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand)],
reprinted in UNHCR, Refworld, supra note 12; Act promulgating the Penal Code B.E. 2499, entry into
force 13 Nov 1956 [hereinafter Penal Code 1956 (Thalland)]; reprinted in Suchart Jivachart (ed), The
Penal Code (Luang Dulayastpativaet transl) (1992)

te Immígration Act 1971, Chapter 66, entry into force 24}lar 19'72; Penat Code 198:', No 17 of 1981,
Chapter 135, entry into force 7 Aug 1981, copies provided by the National Library of Aushalia, Canberra.

2tt Ordinance on Exit, Entry, Residence and Travel of Foreigners in Vietnam 1992, Decree No 65-
LCT/HDNN 8 entry into force 1 May 7992, available at Vietnam Web, Legal Documents,
htç:i/home.vnd,net/english/legal-docs (25 Jan 2001); Penal Code 2000 (Yietnam), No 15/1999/QH10,



The focus of this Chapter is on the immigration, refugee and criminal laws in the Asia

Pacific region. Different laws adopted at the national level to combat illegal migration and

organised crime are analysed, and existing policies dealing with migrant trafficking and

immigration, both criminal and regulatory, are examined. This analysis offers a basis for

understanding the conditions and limitations of the present laws.

This Chapter seeks to provide a comprehensive analysis of immigration and criminal laws

in the region. There are, however, cettain limitations that prevent this study from being

complete. Firstly, despite many attempts, no recent reprints of legislation from countries

such as Brunei,2r Indonesia, Lao PDR and New Caledonia (France) could be obtained. The

only information that is available on these countries and New Caledonia is that provided by

agencies of third countries or international organisations. Secondly, the legislation of some

countries may have been amended, but more recent editions were unavailable. The

legislation obtained from Vanuatu, Myanmar and Fiji are particularly old editions. Thirdly,

when enacted, the laws of most countries are not in Engtish language. In these cases, the

analysis in this Chapter is based on translations made by government agencies, independent

editors and academics, or by the author of this study. Given the diversity of languages in

the region, and the difficulties in translating them correctly, words and meanings may have

been altered or misinterpreted. Finally, given the large number and variety of provisions

dealing with illegal migration and organised crime, the analysis in this Chapter has to be

limited to the core aspects of migrant trafficking as identified in previous Chapters. The

study of anti-comrption, bribery and money laundering provisions, for instance, has to be

left for future research. The analysis is based on sources available to the author, after

careful enquiry, as at 31 December 2001.

Order No QI/L-CTH, entry into force 4 Jan 2000, copy provided by the Australian Embassy, Hanoi,

Vietnam.
2t See supranote3



5.1. Immigration and Asylum Systems in the Asia PacifÏc

Immigration and asylum systems have a strong impact on creating, sustaining, directing

and preventing migration flows. They also, directly and indirectly, determine the scale of

illegal migration and migrant trafficking.

Section 5.1 takes a closer look at the immigration and asylum systems of the countries in

the Asia Pacific region, and their impact on the levels of migrant trafficking. The concern

of this section is with all migrants, who have been defined as "persons who choose to move

from one country to another for some period of time" "with the intention of temporarily or

permanently establishing him or herself in another country"," though particular attention is

drawn to the law applicable to asylum seekers and illegal immigrants.

Essentially, the measures to regulate enable immigration can be categorised under four

headings: (1) pre-anival regulations that seek to prevent the arrival of certain migrants, (2)

arrival procedures to control those who physically enter the country, (3) post-arrival

regulations to single out and remove unwanted foreigners from the country, and (4)

provisions for asylum that provide exceptions to the other three categories.

5.1.1. Pre-Anival Regulations

Countries have a range of legislative tools and mechanisms to prevent the arrival of

unwanted foreigners. Visa requirements enable countries to select immigrants well before

they arrive at the border. Exclusion clauses and other prohibitions render those people

ineligible for immigration who are unwanted for reasons of a broader and more generalised

nature.23 Moreover, countries can facilitate and/or complicate immigration simply by

altering the legal definition of foreigners and the criteria that qualify persons as nationais

and residents.

22 
See supra Section 1.1.2.1.

21 See generally Jend Vedsted-Hansen, "Non-admission policies and the right to protection: refugees' choice

versus states' exclusion?" in Frances Nicholson & Patrick Tworney (eds), Refugee Rights and ReaLitíes,

evolving International Concepts and Regimes (1999) 269 at269-2'70.



This Section examines three aspects of pre-arrival immigration regulations: First, how are

foreigners and immigrants defined under immigration laws in the Asia Pacific region?

Secondly: What requirements do countries impose on foreigners seeking to enter? And

thirdly: What categories of foreignefs are excluded from entering per se?

5.1.1.1. Definingforeigners

Different countries have different concepts of citizenship, nationality and residence. These

concepts are used to distinguish between those who are native or otherwise connected with

the country, and those who are not. Nationals, citizens and residents are usually eligible for

a range of government services, assistance and protection schemes, which are unavailable

to foreigners. Also, nationals usually have unrestricted entry to their home country, while

non-nationals do not.

The countries of the Asia Pacific region use similar criteria in defining and determining

foreigners. Essentially, under the immigration laws of all countries in the region a

foreigner or alien is defined as a person not being a ctbtzen (or national) of that country.u

Citizenship and nationality are defined under the citizenship acts of the countries. Minor

variations of this concept can be found as for example under the Immigration Act 1958

(Brunei), which extends the meaning of non-aliens beyond citizens to include other people

"subject of HM the Sultan".2s

As Special Administrative Regions of the PR China, Hong Kong and Macau do not have

sovereignty over citizenship. The SARs, however, have the power to control

immigration.'u The definition of "immigrants" under Hong Kong law is limited to persons

not being permanent residents of Hong Kong, thereby applying different rules to citizens of

'o Articl" 2 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art3l Law on Control of the Entryt and Exit of Aliens

198ó (PR China); s 2(1Xe) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 50(b)

Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s4 Immigration Act 1979 (Thalland); s 1 Immigration Act 1971

(Vanuatu); art 1(1) Ordinance on Exit, Entry, Residence and Travel of Foreigners in Vietnam 1992

(Vietnam).
2s Section 2(d) Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei). Consequently, the Sultan has discretion to determine that

non-citizens have equal status as citizens ofBrunei.
26 

See supra notes 7 and 8.



the mother country than to Hong Kong residents.2? This has led to great controversies since

the handover of Hong Kong in 1997, as mainland Chinese, although citizens of the same

country, only have restricted rights to enter and settle in Hong Kong.28

Some countries differentiate in their immigration laws between "immigrants" and other

groups of foreign arrivals. For example, in the Philippines and Thailand, the term

"immigrant" is understood as foreigners who are entering the country from outside.2e

Consequently, those who are prohibited from entering are deemed non-immigrants,

although they may in some instances physically reside in the territory of that country.3o

Cambodian immigration law also distinguishes between immigrant and non-immigrant

aliens, the latter including foreign dipiomats, members of the military, their families,

travellers in transit, tourists, business visitors, crews, and foreigners from neighbouring

border regions, while immigrant aliens are those who do not fall in any of these

categories.3r The distinctions established under Cambodian, Philippine and Thai

immigration iaw deterrrrine the avaiia'oiiity oi benefits io immigrants which are not

available to other foreigners and non-immigrants. The question of different availability of

benefits is discussed in later parts of this Chapter'

5.1.1.2. Entry and Visa Regulations

All countries in the region require valid travel and identity documentation before entry is

permitted. Most countries have additional visa and entry requirements to limit immigration

and prevent the arrival and entry of certain groups of foreigners. This section examines the

entry requirements of the countries in the Asia Pacific; it does not examine additional

requirements for permanent settlers and persons who enter as private or corporate

investors.

2't Section 2(L) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong).
28 See the recent reports in "China, Hong Kong, Taiwan" (2001) 8(7) Migration News.
2e Section 50() Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 4 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

'o Cf l,ed"rma, supra. note 14, at34O and fn 1008. See also the different concepts of immigrants used in
Australian law until 1992, supra Section 4.1.1.3.

3r Articles J,lO Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia).



Universally throughout the region, countries require that all persons seeking to enter their

territories present valid identity documents, In most countries it is necessary that

immigrants present their passports to immigration authorities upon arrival in the country.3'

Some countries accept passport substitutes or other authorised identity documentation.33 In

Macau, exceptionally, travel and identity documentation issued under international treaties,

including the Refugee Convention, are recognised as aiternatives to passports.3a

The most common and universal method to control and monitor prospective entrants is the

establishment of a visa requirement. In order to obtain visas or entry permits,35 most

countries require that formalised applications be lodged at their diplomatic missions

abroad. This application procedure enables immigration authorities to examine those who

wish to enter well before they arrive, and deny visas to those who fall into categories of

prohibited or otherwise undesired immigrants.

Most countries in the Asia Pacific region require that arriving immigrants hold a valid visa,

issued by a diplomatic mission abroad. Under the immigration laws of Brunei, Cambodia,

PR China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, the

Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Taiwan, Vanuatu and Vietnam, foreigners who

arrive in the country must be in possession of an entry permit for that country.36 In order to

accelerate immigration procedures, some countries allow visas and entry permits to be

32 Article 8(2) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art'l Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens
/98ó (PR China); art 5(1) Entry and Residence Act 1999 (Macau); s I0 Immigration Act 1940
(Philippines); artl'l(l) Immigration Acr (Taiwan); s 12(1) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); art3(1)
Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence, and Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yiebna:n).

33 Article 8(2) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); at5(2) Entry and Residence Act 1999 (Macau);

s 12(1) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

'o Articl" 5(I) Entry and Residence Act 1999 (Macau) with reference to art 28 Refugee Convention.

" Th" words visa and entry permit a¡e used interchangeably, although some countries differentiate between

visas and entry permits.
36 Section 6, Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); art 8(1) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art 2 Law on

Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); ss 11, 61 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong
Kong); ss 6(1), Government Regulation on Visas, Admission Permits and Immigration Permíts,
No32ll994 (Indonesia); sl0 Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s3(l) Immigration (Emergency

Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s3(a) Mígratíon Act 1978 (PNG); sl} Immigration Act 1940
(Philippines); s 6(1) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 6(1Xa) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon

Islands); s5(l) Immigration Act I97I (Yanuatu); art3(l) Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence, and
Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yietnam).



obtained at the port of arrival upon immigration inspection.3T Undocumented entry is

criminalised in most countries of the region, except in Thailand and the Philippines.3s

Macau appears to be the only jurisdiction in the region that allows any foreign visitor to

enter without a visa (for a period thirty days).3e The Philippines also allow nationals from

foreign countries to enter the country without a visa for up to 59 days, unless they are

nationals of certain 'high risk' countries.a0

Most countries in the region make exemptions from the visa requirement for individual

immigrants or certain groups of foreigners. For example, personnel of foreign diplomatic

missions and international organisations and their families are not required to hold a visa

for entry into the country of their posting.ar Some countries extend this privilege to other

employees of foreign governments and to members of visiting military forces.a2 Exceptions

are also made for transit passengers who are in the country for limited time only, as long as

they stay within prescribed transit areas, such as airports.a3 Moreover, the heads of national

immigration authorities have discretion to make exemptions for individual immigrants or

designated groups of foreigners.aa

Finally, some countries, such as the PR China,as Thailanda6 and Vanuatuot have put into

place visa-waiver programs and other reciprocal agreements, which allow nationals of the

Contracting Parties to enter without a visa. These programs have become particularly

popular in recent years and have been introduced in many countries around the world. The

advantage is that they offer facilitated entry to nationals of selected non-risk countries,

37 See, for example, art 6(1) I-aw on Control of the Entry and. Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China); art 3(1)
Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence, and Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yietnam).

38 
See infra Section 5.3.I.2.

3e Article 9(l) Entry and Residence Act 1999 (Macau).
oo S"e the countries listed in Leclesma, supra îote 14, at55-56.4t Section 9 Immigratíon (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); ss 6(1Xb), 7 Immígration Act 1978

(Solomon Islands); art25 Immigration Law (Taiwan); s 15 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); ss 9, 12
Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

o' Cf s7 Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands), ss 9, 12 Immigration Act 1971(Vanuatu).
43 Article 6(4) Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China); s 13 Immigration Act 1979

(Thailand); s9(d) Immigration Act 1971 (Yanuatu).
* Atticle 9 Law on Immígration 1994 (Cambodia); ss 6(1Xd), 55 Immigratíon Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia);

s 8 Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); ss 3(b), 20 Mígration Act 1978 (PNG);
ss 6(l Xd), 56 Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 7(g) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s l2(2)
Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

4s A¡ticle 6(2), (3) Law on Contol of the Entry and Exit of Atiens 19Só (PR China).
46 Section 13 Immigration Act 1979 (Thalland).



while imposing more stringent requirements on nationals from high-risk nations. These

programs benefit tourist and business visitors from wealthy nations and discriminate

against those countries that have aTarge outflow of migrants or that are war-torn, poverty

stricken, or refugee-producing nations.

Though visa waiver programs are small measures to facilitate international travel, these

measures have the potential to create discrepancies in the value and acceptance of certain

passports and identity documentation. Since some nationalities obtain privileged

treatment, forgery and theft of entry documents from these countries is encouraged.48 The

same can be said about documents used by other persons with privileged admission, such

as diplomats.

The visa requirements imposed on immigrants, along with the measures to enforce these

regulations, do not differentiate between persons seeking asylum, and those migrating

permanently or visiting temporarily. The requirements of most countries do not provide

exceptions for asylum seekers who cannot rely on national protection and cannot obtain

authentic travel documents. In some cases, these restrictions can jeopardise the ability of

asylum seekers to gain access to safe havens, which may cause them to resort to illegal

ways of migration and the use of fraudulent documents.ae

5.L.1.3. Exclusion clauses and prohibitions

Individual persons or certain groups of immigrants are regarded as undesirable foreigners if

their presence in the country can potentially cause dangers, threats or expenses to economy,

public health, morale or security of the receiving country. In order to prevent the entry of

these immigrants, the immigration laws of the countries of the Asia Pacific region contain

exclusion clauses that bar certain persons from being admitted to the country prior to

arrival.

47 Section 5(l) ImmigrationAct I97I (Yanuaíù.
at Cf Siron & van Baeveghem, supra note 1, at 106-107.
oe Cf the concerns raised in UNHCR, Executive Committee, Interception of Asytum-Seekers and Refugees:

The International Framework and Recontmendations for a Comprehensive Approach, UNHCR Doc
ECI50/SC/CRP.17 (9 June 2000) paras 17-19.



Economic considerations, for instance, lead receiving countries to bar those persons from

immigration who have no or not enough means to support themselves and their dependants

during their stay in the country.s0 Most countries in the region prohibit people from

entering if they are likely "to become a public charge", to place demands on public security

systems, or if they are "vagrants, paupers and beggars".5r Thailand and the Philippines also

bar those persons from coming who seek unskilled or other low-level employment.52

Moreover, illiterate and "incompetent" persons are prohibited immigrants in the

Philippines.53 Brunei and Taiwan excludes those from immigration who show no

willingness or no ability to leave the country again in the future.sa

Secondly, countries exclude those persons who pose a danger to the receiving country for

reasons of public health. Persons who suffer contagious, "loathsome", infectious or

otherwise dangerous diseases are barred from entering the country.55 Also, mentally ill,

"idiots" and other "insane persons" are not allowed to enter most countries in the region.56

Those countries that require medical examinations prior to admission irrto iire couniry

prohibit the entry of persons who have failed to undergo the examination and of those who

have not been vaccinated against certain diseases.sT

Thirdly, some countries in the region perceive the presence of certain individuals or groups

of persons as dangerous or otherwise undesirable for reasons of public morality. Malaysia,

s0 Section 8(2) Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); s 8(3Xa) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 8(1Xa)

Migrøtion Act 1978 (PNG); s 29(aX5) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 8(3Xc) Immigration Act
1959 (Singapore); s 11(2)(c) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); artl7(9) Immigration Law
(Taiwan); s l2(2), (9) Immigration Act 1979 ('Ihailand); s 15(2Xb) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

'5r Section 8(3)(g) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 29(aX4) Immígratíon Act 1940 (Philippines);
s 8(3Xg) ImnrigrøtionAct 1959 (Singapore).

52 Section 29(ù(JÐ Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 12(3) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).
53 Section 29(a)(9) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
54 Section 8(2) Immigration Act.1958 (Brunei); art 17(1) Immigration Law (Taiwan).
55 SectionS(3Xb) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); sS(l)(b)(i) Migration Act 197S (PNG);

s 29(a)(2) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 8(3Xb) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 1l(2XdXii)
Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); art 17(8) Immigration Law (Taiwan): s l2(4) Immigration Act
1979 (Thailand); s 15(2Xc)(1i) Immigration Act 1971 (Yanuatu); art 6(3) Ordinance on Entry, Exit,
Residence and Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yiernam).

56 SectionS(3)(b) Imrnigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 8(7Xb)(i) Migration Act 197S (PNG);
s 29(aX1) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 8(3Xb) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore);

s ll(2XdXiii) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); art17(8) Immigration Law (Taiwan); sDØ)
Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s 15(2XcXiii) Imrnigration Act I97I (Vanuatu).

s7 Section 8(3Xc) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 8(1Xc) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s 8(3Xc)
Imntigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 11(2)(d)(i) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands): s 12(5)
Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s 15(2XcXi) Immigration Act I97l (Vanuatu).



the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, for instance, prohibit prostitutes from entering,ss

as well as those who procure or live of the earnings of another person's prostitution.se

Moreover, the Philippines expiicitly bar "persons who practice polygamy" from admission

into the country.6o

Most importantly, countries prohibit the entry of persons whose presence in the country can

potentially pose a threat to political stability and national security. For this reason, all

countries in the region bar persons from entering who have been convicted of (and

sentenced for) a crime. In most cases, the nature of the crime and the country of conviction

are irrelevant.6l Moreover, persons, such as terforists, who are suspect of threatening or

overthrowing the government or the political and administrative institutions of the

receiving country are not allowed to enter.62 This prohibition also extends to persons who

are suspected of being affiliated with groups that promote these intentions.63 Persons who

are considered potential threats to public safety beyond these categories can be excluded

under general clauses that aliow prohibition for the protection of national security anci

sovereignty.6a

Finally, countries bar a variety of other people from entering their territories. This

includes, for example, people who have previously been removed from that country.65

Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand also do not accept foreigners who have been removed on

sB Section 8(3Xe) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 29(aX4) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines);
s 8(3Xe) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 12(8) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

5e Section 8(3XÐ Immigrøtion Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 29(aX4) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines);
s 8(3XÐ Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 12(8) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

60 Section 29(a)(7) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
6r Section 8(3Xd) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 29(a)(3) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines);

s 8(3Xd) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 11(2Xe) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands);
artlT(7) Immigration Law (Taiwan); s 12(6) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s l5(2Xd) Immigration
Act 1971(Vanuatu).

62 Section S(3Xi) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 29(8)(a) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines);
s 8(3Xi) ImmigrationAct 1959 (Singapore).

63 Section 8(3)(j) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 8(3Xt) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).
6o Article 9 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); aft !2 Law on Control of the Entry and Exít of Aliens

198ó (PR China); s 9(1Xa) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 12 Immigration Act 1940
(Philippines); ss8(3)(a), 9 Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); artll(13) Immigration Law (Taiwan);
sl2(7) Immigrøtion Act 1979 (Thailand); art6(4) Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence and Travel of
Foreigners 1992 (Vietnam).

65 Section 29(a)(15), (16) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 11(2Xb) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon
Islands); art 17(11) ImmigrationLaw(Taiwan); s 12(11) ImmigrationAct 1979 (Thailand).



previous occasions or who are repatriated from abroad.66 In all countries, prohibitions also

extend to the family and dependants of prohibited immigrants.6? Moreover,

unaccompanied and orphan children are barred from entering the Philippines.6s

For persons who do not fall into any of these categoties, but who are viewed as persona

non grata, the law of all countries in the region provides special discretionary powers for

the Minister or Director of Immigration to prohibit their entry.6e

Prohibited immigrants are barred from entering the country and they are denied visas,

unless the Minister or Director of Immigration makes special, individual exemptions. If

persons classified as prohibited immigrants are found in the country, or if their status after

arrival changes so that they become prohibited immigrants, the laws of all countries in the

Asia Pacific region provide that they be detained and removed as soon as practicable, In

some circumstances, they also face criminal charges.T0

Prohibiting persons from entering is an expression of national sovereignty over

immigration. There is no doubt that it is important to control the movements of people for

reasons of national security, public health and economic stability. It is legitimate that the

exclusion clauses discriminate against persons whose presence in the country poses threats

to economic and political life, to certain individuals or to society as a whole. But the

prohibition clauses can also bar people who may be in desperate need of protection and

asylum. The bar against persons with criminal convictions, for example, can exclude those

who have been convicted for political crimes and those who have been convicted wrongly.

The receiving country cannot be expected, however, to verify the validity and correctness

of convictions that have been made abroad.

66 Section 8(3Xk) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 8(3Xl) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore);
s 12(11) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

67 Section 8(2) Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); s 8(3Xn) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia);
s 29(aX10) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 8(3Xn) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 11(2Xh)
Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 15(2)(9) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

68 Section 29(ùGÐ Immígration Act 1940 (Philippines).
6e Section 8(3Xk) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s S(3Xk) Imnrigration Act 1959 (Singapore);

s 11(2XÐ, (g) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 12(10) Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand);
s 15(2)(e), (f) ImmigrationAct I97I (Yanuatu).

70 Th" entry of prohibited immigrants in an offence under s 20 ImmigrationAct 1958 (Brunei);art"29 Law
on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); s8(5) Immigrqtion Act 1959/1963
(Malaysia); s 16(1Xa) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s8(5) Immigration Act.1959 (Singapore); s 18(lXÐ
Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands)-; s 22(1Xi) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).



Further problems emerge if stateless persons seek to enter, as they cannot be repatriated.

But they may often be in great danger unless they are admitted. Finally, provisions that bar

prostitutes from entering create problems if these persons are the victims of trafficking. If

they are removed from the country they cannot serve as witnesses in the prosecution of

traffickers.

Within the context of migrant trafficking, Iaws that bar certain persons and groups of

migrants from entering are major factors that contribute to clandestine and otherwise illegal

immigration. The exclusion and prohibition clauses may discourage some people from

migrating to a particular country, but they do not take away the incentives for migration.

This is the case where individual criminals seek illegal entry, but also, and in increasing

numbers, in circumstances where people are desperate to flee unemployment, poverty or

persecution and where traffickers offer ways to circumvent prohibitions and other entry

restrictions

5.L.2. Arrival Procedures and Border Control

The critical step of immigration clearance is the arrival of a person at a port of entry and

the presentation of valid immigration and identity documentation to immigration and

customs officials. Arriving persons are obliged to answer all questions at immigration

points and in visa applications correctly. Failure to provide the required information and

false and misleading statements can lead to prohibition of entry, criminal charges and to

removal.Tl

5.I.2.I. Authority in charge

Immigration matters have different priority in the countries of the Asia Pacific region,

While some countries consider the movements of people in and out of the country as a

rudimentary aspect of foreign affairs and trade, others dedicate more attention and more

resources to the control of their borders and to the people who cross them. This is also

'tt 
See ínfra Section 5.3.2.



teflected in the way in which the countries design and position their respective Immigration

Departments.

Australia, a nation of immigrants which has traditionally placed strong emphasis on

immigration control, appears to be the only country in the region that has a stand-alone

Department of Immigration. In most countries of the region, immigration is a matter of

interior affairs and public security. For that reason, the Immigration Departments of

Brunei, Cambodia, PR China, Hong Kong, Macau, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and

Taiwan are positioned within the Ministry of Interior (Ministry of Home Affairs).72 kt

Papua New Guinea, and partly also in PR China, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has power

over immigration, while in the Solomon Islands responsibility is with the Ministry of

Commerce.T3 Only in the Philippines is the Irnmigration Department part of the Ministry of

Justice.Ta

5.L.2.2. Immigration and border control

The majority of the Asia Pacific nations require that immigrants arrive at designated points

of entry and prohibit the crossing of sea, land and air-borders beyond these points.Ts

Clandestine entry outside designated immigration points can lead to detention and criminal

charges.T6 All countries have specialised immigration and border control personnel who

examine the incoming persons at seaports, airports and land-border control points. For

persons arriving aboard sea vessels and aircraft, carriers have to submit lists with the names

12 Cf art5 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art25 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens
/98ó (PR China). In PR China: Ministry of Public Security. In Hong Kong: Security Bureau. In Macau:

Serviço de Migraçao de Policia de Seguranca.
73 Section 3 Immigration Act l'978 (Solomon Islands).
74 Sections 2-4 Immigration Act t9a0 Qhllippines), cf Leclesma, supra note 14, at32l-322.
'ts Article 13 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art3 Law on Control on the Entry and Exit of Aliens

-198ó (PR China); s6O Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); att4 Entry and Resídence Act 1999
(Macau); ss 17, 18 Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); art 6(1) Immigration (Emergency Provisions)
Act 1947 (Myanmar); s24 Immigration Act l9a0 Qhilippines); ss 17, 18, lSAlmmigratíon Act 1959
(Singapore) ; s 23 Immi gration Act I 97 9 (Thailaú).

tu Articles l,6Lawonlrnmigrationlgg4 (Cambodia); art2gLawonControlof theEntryandExitof Aliens
(PR China); s 17(4) Immigration Law 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); art 6(1) Immigration (Emergency

Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 17(3) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s l3D Immigratíon Act
1978 (Solomon Islands); ss 63, 65 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).



and other details of all passengers and crew.?? Failure to present these lists can amount to

administrative fines and, in some cases, to criminal sanctions.Tt The details of the

examination procedure at immigration points are outlined in the immigration legislation of

each country.Te Some countries, such as Cambodia and Taiwan, have no legislative

guidelines or procedure and leave it to the Ministers or Directors of Immigration to specify

the immigration control systems.s0

If, at the time ,of arrival, immigration officials are in doubt about the identity and

admissibility of a person, they are entitled to place that person in immigration detention

until the immigration status of that person is finalised.8l The legislation of some countries

acknowledges that persons seeking to enter have some right to a hearing and appeal, albeit

in a strictly limited way."

In order to investigate the identity and admissibility of entrants, immigration officers are

given a range of powers. These include powers to examine all immigration and identity

documents, powers of interrogations, search and arrest.s' Moreover, under the immigration

laws of Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore and Solomon Islands immigration officials can

seize, detain and forfeit any vessel, vehicle and aircraft suspect of being involved in

77 Arricle lI Law on Contol of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); s 5 Immigration Ordinance

1972 (Hong Kong); s22 Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s5 Immigration (Emergency

Provísions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s32 Immigration Act 1940 (Phllippines); ss 22,23,23A Immigration

Act 1959 (Singapore); s 5(1)(a) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); ss26,21(2) Immigration Act

1979 (Thalland); s 10(1Xa) Immigration Act l97l (Vanuatu).
78 Section 22(3) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); art 13(3) Immigration (Emergency Provísions) Act

t947 (Myanmar); s aa@)G), (2) Immigration Act 1940 (Phllippines); s22(3) Immigration Act 1959

(Singapore); s 5(3) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 66 Immigratíon Act 1979 (Thailand):

s 10(3) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).
7e Sections 4,5 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s6 Entry and Residence Act 1999 (Macau);

ss24,25 Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s9 Migration Act 1979 (PNG); ss24-26 Immigration
Act 1959 (Singapore); s 5(2) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 18 Immigration Act 1979

(Thailand); s 10(2) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).
80 Article 6 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art 4 Immigration Law (Tarwan),
81 Sections 26, 27 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 27 Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia);

s25 ImmigrationActlg40(Philippines); s27 InmtigrationAct 1959(Singapore); s l3E ImmigrationAct
1978 (Solomon Islands); ss 18, 20 Immígration Act 1979 (Thailand); s4(2) Immigration Act l97l
(Vanuatu).

t' Cf s 27(c) Immigration Act 1940 (Phrlippines); s 22 Immigratíon Act 1979 (Thalland).
83 Article 28 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); ss 17E, 574, 58, 584, 59

Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Horg Kong); ss38-41,50,51 Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia);

afi"IO tmmigration (Emergency Provisions) Act (Myanmar); s II luligration Act 1978 (PNG); ss 38-40,

50,51 Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s4 Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); art6l
Immigration Law (Taiwan); s59 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s4(1) Immigration Act l97I
(Vanuatu).



immigration offences, and seize all property found in the possession of suspect

unauthorised entrants.sa

5.I.3. Post-Arrival Measures: Detention and Removal

Aside from the creation of immigration offences, detention and removal are the most

commonly used tools in the fight against migrant trafficking and illegal immigration.

Detention and expulsion regulations enable the removal of foreigners who have entered the

country unlawfully or who are found residing in the country illegally. Government policy

in most countries is constructed on the basis that detention of illegal immigrants, and their

immediate return to the sending country, has a strong deterrent effect on other potential

iltegal migrants.s5

For those who are detected upon entering the country illegally and for those who are found

to be prohibited immigrants, the national law of most countries in the Asia Pacific region

provides that they are to be detained and removed, Detention and deportation of illegal

immigrants is practised in most countries in the region. Despite the existing regulations,

however, some countries are more tolerant towards unauthorised arrivals than others, and

permit illegal entrants to stay and legalise their status several years after their arrival.

Estimates about the numbers of persons held in immigration detention and removed from

receiving countries are difficult to make given the discrepancy in detention policies and the

way in which they are recorded and enforced. h 1999, for instance, Taiwan recorded

approximately 200,000 illegal foreigners, including approximately 38,000 mainland

Chinese.s6 That same year, Taiwan, however, only returned I,166 illegal immigrants to the

PR China and held 1,400 unauthorised Chinese in detention.sT Hong Kong apprehended

and repatriated9,592 illegat immigrants in 2000, down from13,262inf999.88 In Thailand,

t' Article 29 Law on Immigratlon (Cambodia); ss 378, 37G, 46, 46A, 468, 47, 48 Immigration Ordinance
1972 (Hong Kong); ss 49, 494 Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); ss 48, 49 Immigration Act 1959

(Singapore); s I3B Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).
8s CfSiron&vanBaeveghem,supranotel,atL41,andthediscussionsaprøSections2.2and4.3.
86 "Taiwan: Chinese Smuggling" (1999) 6(12) Migration News.
8't "China, Hong Kong" (2000) 7(2) Migration News.tt ÉIong Kong Immigration Department, Facts and Statistics: Investigation (2 Apr 2001)

www. info. gov. hlc/immd/en glish/facts/4.htm.



on 3 November 1999 the Government started to deport illegal foreigners and within two

months repatriated about one million illegal immigrants from neighbouring countries.8e

5.1.3.1. Detention

All countries in the region have implemented legislation that allows the detention of illegal

entrants and prohibited immigrants. Two types of detention have to be distinguished:

(a) detention pending decision over the immigration status and admissibility of a person,

and (b) detention pending removal.

D etention p ending immigration decision

As mentioned before, the laws of some countries contain provisions that enable

immigration officials to order the arrest and detention of persons suspect of illegal

immigration.eo In Australia and Taiwan the detention of unauthorised arrivals is

mandatory.el Detaining illegal immigrants upon arrival serves two purposes: One is to

determine the entrants' immigration status and, if applicable, their eligibility for entry or

asylum. Secondly, detention prevents the immigrants from disappearing in the wider

community. Immigration detention, as argued earlier, enables authorities to control and

restrict the movements of people and, if necessary, facilitate and accelerate the removal

process. In principle, detention is ancillary to the administration of entry requirements; it is

not correctional and should not have punitive character. However, in particular the

Australian detention practice raises serious concerns as it entails severe and illegitimate

deprivations of human rights.e2

8e "Thailand: Another Deadline" (1999) 6(12) Migration News; "Thailand and Myanmar" (2000) 7(1)
Migration News.

e0 Atti"l" 2'l Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Atíens 19Só (PR China); s l3D Immigration
Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong) (detention of Vietnamese refugees); ss 26, 27 Immígration Ordinønce 1972
(Hong Kong); aft3(2) Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau); ss25,26 Immigration Act 1940
(Philippines); s 13E Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 19 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand);
s 4(2) Immigration Act 1971 (Yanuatu).

er Ardcle 36 Immigration Law (Taiwan), and see supra Seclion 4.3.4.2.n' See the discussiorL supra Section 4.3.4.2.



D e t enti on p endin g r emov aI

When it has been established that a foreign citizen is barred by entry laws, it is likely that

the person rnay attempt to evade arrest and removal by disappearing in the wider

community. For that reason, all countries in the region detain unlawful foreigners pending

removal from the country.e3 The detention seeks to ensure that a person who has been

denied access to or stay in a country can be expelled as soon as practicable, After an arrest

warrant has been issued, the laws of all countries provide that a person has to be detained

until removal from the country to the home country, or until it has been arranged that

another place accepts the removee.

5.I.3.2. Removal

Foreign nationals are removed if and when it has been determined that their entry is barred,

and if it has been established tirai they are ineligible for asylum and protection

programmes. The immigration laws of all countries in the region provide mechanisms that

regulate the removal of illegal enttants, immigration offenders and those foreigners whose

presence in the country pose a threat to national security.e4

Few countries provide legislation that guides the decision as to where to deport persons

who are expelled. Generally, most countries will seek to return the person to the country of

nationality or the place of embarkation.es If unauthorised entrants have arrived aboard

e3 Section 34 Immigratíon Act 1958 (Brunet); art27 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Atiens )986
(PR China); ss 13D, 29, 31, 32 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); aft3(2) Clandestine
Immigration Act 1990 (Macau); s 34(1) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 7(1), (2), (4)
Immigratíon (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 13(1) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s 37(a)
Itnmigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 34(1) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s l3F Immigration Act
1978 (Solomon Islands); afi36 Immigration Law (Taiwan); s l7(3) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu);
art 16 Ordinance on the Entry, Exit, Residence and Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yietnam).

ea Sections 32, 33 Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); arts 35-39 Law on Immigration 1994 (Canbodia);
afis2'7,30 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); ss 138, 18,24,25
ImmigrationOrdinance 1972 (Hong Kong); aft4 Clandestine ImmigrationAct 1990 (}L(aca.u); ss 31,33,
56(2) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 7(1X2) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947
(Myanmar); ss 12, 13(2), (3) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); ss 37-39, 43 Intmigration Act 1940
(Philippines); ss 31-33 Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); ss 13G, 14 Immígration Act 1978 (Solomon
Islands); art34 Immigration Law (Taiwan); ss22, 54 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s 17(1)
Immigration Act 197I (Vanuatu); arf 14 Ordinance in the Entry, Exit, Residence and'I'raveL of F'oreigners
1992 (Yietnarn).

es Cf s31(1) Immigratíon Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s38 Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s31(1)
Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).



commercial vessels, they are returned to the custody of the carrier who has to return the

person to the place of embarkation at his or her expense.n6 However, in many instances the

sending country may be unable or unwilling to accept the return. In fact, especially those

sending countries from which large numbers have emigrated for reasons of persecution,

unemployment or famine are often very reluctant to accept the return of their own

nationals. Secondly, the return of refugees to their home country can amount to

contravention of the non-refoulement obligations if the person faces sanctions and

persecution in that country.e7 Hence, some countries in the region have legislation that

enables removal to places other than the country of nationality. Papua New Guinea also

explicitly allows removal to countries to which the removee consents.es

5.I.4. Refugee and Asylum Systems

Immigration law is an expression of a nations' so.rereignty over its territory and over the

decision concerning who may and who may not enter. Refugee law creates an exception to

this; it derives primarily from international agreements. Once implemented into domestic

law, it recognises that factors beyond the control of the receiving country determine

whether or not individual immigrants are allowed to enter and remain in a country, and,

most importantly, if they can be removed from it.

International refugee law creates obligations for the receiving countries. It also creates

expenses, as those seeking asylum have to be accommodated and fed, and their claims have

to be processed. Moreover, the application of refugee law brings with it political issues as

the recognition of asylum seekers as genuine refugees - directly or indirectly - labels

their home country as unsafe and persecutory. It is for these reasons that many countries

chose not to commit themselves to the obligations of the international refugee protection

system and not to implement asyium systems in their national iaws.

Because refugee law represents an exception to the otherwise strict immigration

regulations, the existence, opetation and control of asylum systems have become a major

nu Cf s 3IA Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); art 4I Immigration Law (Taiwan); s29 Immigration Act
1979 (ThaiIand).

e7 See the discussion søpra Section 4.3.4.L See also l,edesrna, supra note 14, at246.



determinant for migrant trafficking to Australia and in the Asia Pacific region. Generally

speaking, countries that are more generous and humanitarian in the acceptance of asylum

seekers have been described as "easy targets" for trafficking. But also, these nations offer

the only refuge for those fleeing persecution, torture and armed conflict.

In the past 25 years, refugee law and policy in the region have, to the most part, been

dominated by the concern about persons fleeing from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Up

until the early 1990s, Indochinese asyium seekers made up the biggest group of refugees in

the region. The Asia Pacific nations have made two concerted attempts to control these

flows: The first attempt was the Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in South East

Asia, which convened in Geneva in July 1979.ee The second, and more successful of these

attempts resulted in the conclusion of the 1989 Comprehensive PIan of Action. Under the

plan, the Contracting Nations agreed to honour the principles of first asylum, allow asylum

seekers to land, and determine the status of the Indochinese who were living in refugee

camps throughout the iegion. Consequently, most countries implemented formal

procedures for the repatriation of the remaining Indochinese refugees in accordance with

the principles of international refugee law.rm The policies and practice promoted by the

Comprehensive Plan of Action are, however, limited to persons who fled from Indochina.

The regulations do not apply to other asylum seekers; they are generally dealt with on a

case-by-case basis, subject to the discretion ofthe host nation.

In examining the refugee and asylum systems of the countries in the Asia Pacific region,

the following paragraphs differentiate between (1) countries that are Signatories of the

Refugee Convention, and (2) countries that have not signed the Convention.

e8 Section 73(3) Migration Act 197S (PNG).
ee Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in South-East Asia, convened by the Secretary General of

the UN at Geneva, on 20 and 2l JuIy 1979, UN Doc N341627 (1979). For further reading see Ann
Barcher, "First Asylum in Southeast Asia: Customary Norm or Ephemeral Concept?" (1992) 3 NYU J
Int'l L&P 1253 at 1254; W Courtland Robinson, Terms of Refuge: The Indochinese Exodus and the
International Response (1998) 50-58.t* Se" supra Section 2.2.3.I.



5.1.4.1. Signatories of the Refugee Convention

As on 31 December 2001, of the countries of the Asia Pacific region, only Australia,

Cambodia, PR China, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Philippines and Solomon Islands signed,

acceded or succeeded to the Convention relatíng to the Status of Refugees and the Refugee

Protocol.lot By their signatures, these countries committed themselves to provide

protection to refugees within the meaning of the Convention, and not to return them to

places that pose a danger of persecution or that are otherwise unsafe. However, although

these nations have signed tbe Refugee Convention, most of them have not introduced

procedures and legislation that regulate the entry of refugees, their stay in the country and

the protection provided to them.

Moreover, ail these countries, except the Soiomon Islands, are Signatories of the Genocide

Convention and thereby agreed not to refoule the persons protected hereunder. Cambodia,

the PR China and the Philippines also signed the ICCPR and the Convention against

Torture and have to comply with the non-refoulement obligations under these treaties,r02

Cambodian immigration law does not explicitly regulate the entry conditions for refugees

and asylum seekers. The Law on Immigration 1994 prohibits un-visaed and otherwise

illegal immigrants from entering "except only for the case where it is required to comply

with the norms of international treaties of which the Kingdom of Cambodia is a signatory

party".103 Hence, the provisions of the Law on Immigration do not apply to persons

protected under Cambodia's international obligations, such as the Refugee Convention,t0a

thus enabling refugees to enter Cambodia legally without having to meet the usual entry

requirements. There are no further regulations that determine the status and protection of

refugee and asylum seekers in Cambodia. Persons who claim refugee status in Cambodia

tot 189 UNTS 150 [hereinafter Refugee Convention];606 UNTS 267 [hereinafter Refugee ProtocoLf.
to' Se" the list of signatories in Appendix C. The non-refoulement obligations are discuss ed supra Section

4.3.1.t.
r03 Atti"l" 3 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia).
roa Cambodia acceded tothe Refugee Convention and to the Refugee Protocol on 15 Oct 1992. Cambodia

also acceded to the Genocide Convention (14 Oct 1950), the ICCPR (26 May 1992) and the Convention
againstTorture (15 Oct 1992).



are assessed on a case-by-case basis. In 2000, Cambodia recognised 17 refugees. Another

five persons were resettled with the assistance of UNHCR.10s

China acceded to the Refugee Convention and Protocol in 7982. Article 32 of the

Constitution of the People's Republic of China 1982 provides that the PR China may grant

asylum to foreigners who request it for political reasons.to6 The obligation to protect

political refugees is also reflected in article 15 of China's Law on Control of the Entry and

Exit of Aliens 1986: "Aliens who seek asylum for political reasons shall be permitted to

reside in China upon approval by the competent authorities of the Chinese Government."

China has no regulations that outline how the admission of refugees is administered and on

what grounds claims are granted or rejected. Moreover, since both the Constitution and the

Act refer to "political reasons" it remains unclear on what basis people who flee for reasons

recognised under the ICCPR,the Genocide Convention andthe Convention against Torture

are protected from removal.loT Given earlier practice, it has, however, been suggested that

China's signature of the international refugee instruments automatically brings them into

force at the local leve1.r08 China has accepted some 280,000 Indochinese refugees and

allowed their assimilation. Other asylum seekers, most recently primarily North Korean,

have generally been rejected. Only few persons have been accepted on a case-by-case basis

or resettled in third countries with the assistance of UNHCR.I0e

Although China signed the Refugee Convention, \ts signature does not apply in the newly

acquired Special Administrative Regions (SARs) of Hong Kong and Macau. Article 13 of

the Basic Law (Hong Kong)110 and article 13 Basic Law (Macau)t" stipulate that the

Central People's Government of China is responsible for foreign affairs relating to Hong

tOs UNFICR, Provisional Statistics on Refugees and Others of Concern to UNHCR for the year 2000 (ll Apr
200 1 ) www.unhcr.ch/statisV2000provisional/main.htm.

106 Reprinted in Fernand de Varennes, Asia-Pacific Human Rights Documents and Resources, Vol 2 (2000)
36. China acceded to the Refugee Convention and to the Refugee Protocol on 24 Sep 1982.

t07 China ratified the Genocide Convention on 18 Apr 1953, and the Convention against Torture on 4 Oct
1988. China signed the ICCPR on 5 Oct 1998.

r08 Muntarhotn, suprct note 3, at 61.
roe Muntarhorî, supra note 3, at 58-60 and see the data provided in UNHCR, Provisional Statistics on

Refugees qnd Others of Concern to UNHCR for the year 2000, supra note 105 .

rro Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China, adopted

by the Seventh National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China at its Third Session on 4

Apr 1990,
rrt Basic Løw of the Macau Special Administrøtive Region of the People's Republíc of China, adopted by the

Eighth National People's Congress at its First Session on 31 Mar 1993.



Kong and Macau, but the Basic Laws authorise the SARs' Governments to conduct the

relevant external affairs as specified in other Basic Law provisions,tt2 Article I53 Basic

Law (Hong Kong) and article 138 Basic Law (i|l4.acau) deal with the implementation and

application of international agreements. Essentially, it is provided that the views of the

Hong Kong and Macau Government have to be sought before international agreements to

which China is or becomes a party are extended to the territories.tt3 Secondly, article 153

and article 138 provide that international agreements to which China is not a party but

which are implemented in Hong Kong or Macau may continue to be implemented in the

SARs. Finally, article 751 Basic Law (Hong Kong) and article 136 Basic Law (Macau)

provide that the Special Administrative Regions, using the names "Hong Kong, China" or

"Macau, China", may maintain and develop international relations and conclude and

implement agreements on their own with foreign states and regions and international

organisations.

The Refugee Convention does not apply to Hong Kong. The United Kingdom never

extended its signature to the Convention and the Protocol over Hong Kong. It has been

assumed that the UK thus avoided political tension with China, as the extension would

have created the obligation to assess and eventually protect the many illegal immigrants

that arrived from China.rra Given the large number of Vietnamese refugees living in Hong

Kong, China has not signalled that it attempts to extend its signature to the Convention to

Hong Kong, neither has the Hong Kong Government shown any sign that it may accede to

the Convention independently.

This situation is different in Macau. At the time Portugal signed the Convention, it

extended its signature to Macau. Before Macau returned to Chinese rule, Portugal declared

that its responsibility over the application of the Refugee Convention and the Protocol

112 In particular Chapter VII - External Affairs.
r13 Article 153 Basic Law (Hong Kong) reads: "[1] The application to the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region of international agreements to which the People's Republic of China is or becomes a party shall be

decided by the Cenhal People's Government, in accordance with the circumstances and needs of the
Region, and after seeking the views of the government of the Region. [2] International agreements to
which the People's Republic of China is not a party but which are implemented in Hong Kong may
continue to be implemented in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The Central People's
Government shall, as necessary, authorise or assist the government of the Region to make appropriate
arrangements for the application to the Region of other relevant international agreements." Art 138 Bøsic
Law (Macau) is identical.



would cease with the handover. In a letter dated 3 Decembet 1999, the Chinese

Government then informed the United Nations that its signatures and China's reservations

to the treaties apply to Macau with effect from 20 December l999.ns The Government of

Macau later implemented the obligations in its new Entry and Residence Act 1999.

Fiji, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands are the only Signatories of the Refugee

Convention and Protocol in the South Pacific.tt6 Although the countries' immigration laws

are based on almost identical legislation, only Papua New Guinea has so far implemented

the obligations arising under international refugee law into its Migration Act 1978.

Section 14A of the Act provides that the Minister has discretion to grant refugee status to

eligible persons. Moreover, ss 148-14C allow the establishment of refugee detention

centres to accommodate asylum seekers whilst there cases are assessed. The procedure of

determining refugee status, however, is not regulated in the Migration Act.

The Philippines acceded to the Refugee Convention and to the Protocol on22 July 1981.

Section 47(b) Immigrøtion Act 1940 (Philippines) authorises the President "for

humanitarian reasons ... to admit aliens who are refugees for religious, political or racial

reasons". Following the accession to the Convention, the Philippine Ministry of Justice

issued Official Circular No I determining the groups of foreigners covered by the section

41(b) provision:r17

1. aliens who are already in the Philippines, and known victims of social, political and

religious, or social persecution in theircountry oforigin;

2. persons whose entry under the [Immigration] Act is restricted by existing policies but should
otherwise be allowed on humanitarian grounds;rr8

3. persons who are highly skilled and may make a positive contribution to the Philippine
economy;

4. known political figures seeking political asylum in the Philippines whose lives may be
endangered if forced to retum to their homelands.

tt4 Jon Vagg, "sometimes a Crime: Illegal Immigration and Hong Kong" (1993) 39 Crim & Del355 at36'7 .

115 The documentation is reprinted in UN, Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General, VoI 1

(31 Dec 2000) 325-326,340.
ttu Fi¡i succeeded to the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol on 12 June 1912. Papua New Guinea

acceded to the Convention and the Protocol on 17 July 1986. The Solomon Islands acceded to the
Convention and the Protocol on 28 Feb 1995.

1r7 Reprinted in Muntarbhorn, supra note 3, at 86 and Ledesma, supra îote 14, at334-335.
tt8 In 1992 the countries covered by this provision were Albania, PR China, Taiwan, Cuba, Lao PDR, Libya,

Macau, North Korea, Russia, Vietnam, South Africa, Cambodia and Iran.



Apart from this Circular issued in 1981, the Philippines have not implemented the

obligations arising from international refugee law locally.lte

However, the Philippines have traditionally been very liberal towards the admission of

asylum seekers. Prior to the implementation of the 1989 Comprehensiye Plan of Actionthe

Philippines almost automatically considered asylum seekers as refugees. In 1990, the

Philippines introduced a screening procedure for asylum seekers from Vietnam. If claims

are successful, applicants are eligible for admission and resettlement. If claims are

rejected, the applicant has a right to appeal. For non-Indochinese asylum seekers (mostly

kanians and Afghans) refugee status is determined with the assistance of UNHCR. If

granted refugee status, foreigners are allowed to stay in the Philippines temporarily until

resettlement can be arranged elsewhere.l2O

5.L.4.2. Asylurn systems in non-signatory countries

As mentioned earlier, the majority of countries in the Asia Pacific region are not Party to

the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol The experience of World War II and

the aftermath of the Vietnam War caused many countries to believe that formal adherence

to international refugee instruments would result in more asylum seekers, additional

burdens and increased legal obligations. Furthermore, most Asian countries traditionally

regard human rights aspects as internal issues and do not accept accountability at the

international level.

Many countries in the region have, however, accepted refugees, and some nations have put

into place policies and legislation that regulate the entry, determination and stay of asylum

seekers. But in most instances, these policies have been formed temporarily and only in

response to specific refugee caseloads, and their legal basis is defined very narrowly. The

decision whether or not to accept asylum seekers appears to be driven primarily by foreign

1re Murrtarbh otn, supra note 3, at 83.
r20 Ledesnra, supra îote 14, at333;Muntar:bhorn, supra note 3, at 83-85, 87



policy, ideological bias, ethnicity and demographic issues, rather than by humanitarian

concarns.ttt

Lao PDR and Vietnam

The Lao PDR and Vietnam, for instance, both offer asylum to political refugees under their

constitutions. Article 38 of the Constitution of the Lao People's Democratic Republic

1994 provides that "the Lao PDR grants asylum to foreigners who are persecuted for their

struggle for freedom, justice, peace and scientific causes" .122 Article 82 of the Constitution

of the Socialist Republic of Vietnaml992 provides that

lfloreign nationals who are persecuted for taking part in the struggle for freedom and national
independence, for socialism, democracy and peace, or for engaging in scientific pursuits may

be considered for granting of asylum by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.l23

The provisions under the Laotian and Vietnamese constitutions are ideologically influenced

as they primarily aim to provide asylum to persons who have fled their home country for

poiitical reasons. Lao and Vietnam, as weii as China and North Korea, are the only

socialist countries in the region and among the very few remaining socialist nations in the

world. Although their constitutions have undergone amendments since the end of the Cold

'War, they still reflect the 'brotherhood' that tied the Socialist bloc together prior to its

dissolution. Whilst most other former Socialist countries have commenced liberalising,

democratising and 'capitalising' their administrative and government systems, Lao and

Vietnam continue to pursue Socialist ideals. As part of this ideology they grant asylum to

persons "struggling for freedom and national independence [and] for socialism". The

constitutional provisions of Lao and Vietnam are, however, not accompanied by

regulations that outline the determination of refugee status, and it is questionable whether

the practice in these nations meets the standards of international refugee law.

Hong Kong SAR

The Refugee Convention, as mentioned earlier, does not apply to Hong Kong although the

PR China and the UK have signed it. Hong Kong, however, has witnessed some of the

tzt Cf Fernando Chang-Muy, "International Refugee Law in Asia" (1992) 3 NYU J Int'l L & P lITl atll'l'r.;
Muntarbhorn, supra note 3, at13,33.

r22 Reprinted in de Varennes, supra note 106, at2l2.
r23 Reprinted in de Varennes, ibid, at 552.



highest number of asylum seekers in the region, particularly from Vietnam - up until

1997 Hong Kong was the geographically closest outpost of the 'Western Bloc to Vietnam.

Hong Kong hosted and accepted many refugees from Indochina and participated in the

Geneva conferences on Indochinese refugees. Following the adoption of the 1989

Comprehensive Plan of Action, Hong Kong amended its Immigration Ordinance 1972 and

introduced a screening procedure for asylum seekers from Vietnam. Under this regime,

Vietnamese residents are recognised as refugees either if they have previously resided in

Vietnam, or if they were born after 31 December 1982 and their parents have previously

been residents in Vietnam. The guidelines of the determination procedure recognise the

terms of the Convention and the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. If the claims

are successful, applicants are permitted to remain in Hong Kong as refugees pending

resettlement elsewhere.t'4 The application is, however, limited to persons arriving directly

from Vietnam'r25 there are no equivalent regulations for people arriving from elsewhere.

Persons who have been screened out are accommodated in detention centres,r26 and the

permits that they have been granted can be cancelled at any time.r2? Applicants do,

however, have a right to appeal against rejections of their claims, and against detention and

removal from Hong Kong.ttt Following the completion of the Comprehensive Plan of

Action and the handover of Hong Kong to the PR China, on 9 January 1998, the HKSAR

Government started to abolish the 'Port of First Asylum' policy by treating new arrivals of

Vietnamese as illegal immigrants and no longer considered their claims for asylum.r2e

Malaysia

Malaysian law does not contain any provisions regarding asylum, and for the most part of

its history the country has not accepted refugees. In 2002, the Malaysian Government

adopted a "zero-eîtry" policy for unauthorised foreigners.r3O However, particularly after

the end of the Vietnam War, Malaysia has witnessed the arrival of large numbers of

124 Section 1 ong Kong).
t'5 lbid, s 13 3, at 63.
126 Sections (Hong Kong).t" Ibid, s 13

'28 lbid, ss 13D4, 13F.

'2' Horg Kong: The Facts - Immigration (1999) 1.
r30 "southeast Asia" (2002) 9(2) Migration News.



Indochinese boatpeople who were temporarily accommodated in refugee camps pending

resettlement in countries such as Australia, the United States and Canada.

Malaysia signed the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action and, assisted by UNHCR,

screened the Indochinese refugees living in the Malaysian camps. A Refugee Status

Review Board (RSRB) has been established for applicants whose primary claim have been

rejected.l3r But at the same time, Malaysia prohibited any further Vietnamese boatpeople

from landing and actively redirected boats to the open sea, thus violating the

Comprehensive Plan of Action and the non-refoulement principle. For example, between

June 1989 and 1990, Malaysian government authorities redirected 218 boats carrying over

10,000 Vietnamese asylum seekers. Most of the boats went on to Indonesia, but some did

not make it and many people drowned in the South China Sea.132

Malaysia's immigration and refugee policy has been highly discriminatory in that it has

always been, and continues to be, in favour of migrants from Muslim countries. Malaysia

has accepted Muslim asylum seekers from Cambodia, Sri Lanka and Vietnam as permanent

settlers. In some cases, the government has assisted asylum seekers from kan and Sri

Lanka pending resettlement, but in other cases, persons have been deported as prohibited

immigrants, especially if they had previously transited in countries that are regarded as

safe.133

Brunei Darussalam

Brunei has been portrayed as the most hostile country towards the admission of refugees.

Since its independence in 1984, the Sultanate has pursued a rigid policy of no entry

towards asylum seekers regardless of their country of origin. It has been argued that

demography, ethnicity, and national security are among the reasons for which Brunei

strictly enforces the prohibition of unauthorised entry. Brunei's Government fears that the

ttt Cf Arthur Helton, "The Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo'Chinese Refugees" (1990) 8 Ny¿S J Hum

R¿s 111 at724-125.
13' Arthur Heltor,, "'lhe Malaysian Policy to Redirect Vietnamese Boat People" (1992) 24 NYU J Int'l L&P

1203 aT 1204, 7210; id, "The Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo-Chinese Refugees" ibid, at 139.
r33 Cf Muntarbhorn, supra rrote 3, at 113-116; Yen Tran, "The Closing of the Saga of the Vietnamese

Asylum Seekers" (1995) 77 Hous J Int'l L463 at475,480-485.



country's wealthy economy, full-employment and ethnic uniformity would be threatened if

asylum seekers were admitted to the Sultanate.'34

Singapo,re

Singapore's position is simiiar to that of Malaysia and Brunei. Geographically, Singapore

is a very small country and its economy is rnuch wealthier than most other countries in the

region. Singapore admitted some 2,208 refugees from Indochina in the mid 1970s,t35 but

radically changed its law with the Immigration Amendment Act 1977 that established a

rigid 'no entry' policy towards asylum seekers. Asylum seekers are considered prohibited

immigrants, detained and removed as soon as practicable. Following the adoption of the

1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action Singapore has not granted refugee status to asylum

seekers and has placed harsh penalties, including imprisonment, caning and deportation on

unauthorised arrival and illegal employrnent. Some asylum seekers from China,

Afghanistan, kaq and kan have however been admitted if LTNHCR agreed to assist them in

finding resettlement in third countries.136

Thailand

The large influx of Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees after the fall of Saigon is one of

the reasons why Thailand does not adhere to international refugee law and has no

provisions under domestic law dealing with asylum seekers. At the height of the influx

from Vietnam, the Thai Supreme Court stated categorically that the Refugee Convention

has no binding effect in Thailand.t" It has been stated that Thailand's principal reasons for

objecting accession to the Refugee Convention is its strong desire for national sovereignty

and security, and the fact that Thailand rnistrusts article 38 of the Convention, which

confers the power to settle disputes relating to interpretation of the Convention upon the

International Court of Justice.l38

r3a Cf Muntarbbcrn, supra note 3, at 100-101.
t's Figur"s from Australia, Senate Standing Conmittee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, supra note 133, at

29.
t'u S"" Murìtarbhorn, supra note 3, atI2l-124; OECD, Migration and the Lqbour Market in Asia (1996)

107-108.
r37 Decision Dika No 2'73/2523 (1980).
ttt Gil Loescher, Beyond Charity: International Cooperation and the Gtobøl Refugee Crisis (1993) 145-146:

Muntarbhorn , supra note 3, at 132-133.



Although Thailand has not signed most of the international human rights and refugee

treaties, in practice, the country has been very liberal and hosted millions of refugees from

neighbouring countries and generally complies with the non-refoulement obligation. Prior

to 1989, Thai asylum policy was primarily dependent on factors such as country of origin,

ethnicity, time of entry and means of transport, and the Thai Government has been accused

of pushing back asylum seekers from Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and the then Burma.

Thailand later adopted the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Action and introduced screening

procedures of Vietnamese refugees on the basis of the Convention and Protocol. Non-

Indochinese asylum seekers have been assessed on a case-by-case basis. Refugee status

determination is usually assisted by UNHCR and successful applicants are granted

temporary refuge.r3e

Indonesia

Indonesia, too, has no formalised refugee and asylum system and it has not signed the

Refugee Convention and the Protocol. However, despite its many other human rights

problems, Indonesia has a surprisingly good record in admitting asylum seekers in response

to individual events. Throughout the 1980s, Indonesia permitted many boats that had been

"pushed off' from Malaysia to land and allowed the asylum seekers to stay temporarily

until resettlement or removal had been arranged. Indonesia, for the most part, respected the

non-refoulement obligation. The country has no fixed policy for the growing number of

Middle Eastern asylum seekers that have arrived in the second half of the 1990s. Many of

them moved on to seek protection in Australia, while others have been protected by

UNHCR under its mandate on a case-by-case basis.lao

Myanmar

Myanmar is not a Signatory of the Refugee Convention and Protocol and not member to

any regional refugee organisation and the Comprehensive PIan of Action. Other

information about Myanmar's asylum policy was unavailable.

t'n Helton, "The Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo-Chinese Refugees" supra note 131, atlI3, 125;
Munt¿rrbhorn, suprd note 3, at 125-131.

140 Muntarborî, supra note 3, at 104-105, 111



5.L.4.3. Refugee protection as customary international law?

The obligations arising from the Refugee Convention and the Protocol, and the protection

granted under these treaties, are limited to Signatory Parties. As seen earlier, the majority

of Asia Pacific nations have not signed the major instruments of international refugee law

and are reluctant to adhere to the principles of refugee protection.

There is a question, however, whether countries that are not bound by treaties could be

bound to the principles of international refugee law by custom. It is arguable that some of

the provisions under the Refugee Convention, especially the obligation not to remove

refugees to unsafe places, amount to customary international refugee law, thus requiring

adherence by non-Signatory nations.

Some writers in the field have stated that non-refoulement of refugees is a principle of

customary international law and that it prohibits nations from removing refugees to places

where their freedom and lives may be in jeopardy.tal In fact, as seen in the previous

sections, some countries in the region, including those that have not signed international

refugee law treaties, apply the non-refoulement rule, even in the absence of judicial rulings.

To determine whether or not state practice amounts to customary international law, it is

necessary to look at the duration, uniformity or consistency, and the generality of the

practice and the so-called "opinion juris et necessitas".ra2

As seen earlier, the state practices in the region have been marked by variation and

inconsistency.la3 Not only is there a great discrepancy between countries, also individual

nations have not been consistent in their practice of asylum, as seen in the cases of

Malaysia and Thailand in particular. Generally, if asylum seekers have been admitted in

the countries of the region, this has only been on ad hoc bases in response to individual

exodi and only for limited periods of time. From the viewpoint of states, it needs to be

asked whether there has been a subjective element, an opinio juris that led the nations to

t*t Cf Colin Fieman, "A State's Duty to Protect Refugees under Customary International Law: A Case Study
of Thailand and the Cambodian 'Displaced Persons"' (1989) 2l(l) Colum HRLR 287 at 297-302; Guy
Gooclwin-Gill, The Refugee in International Law (2"d ed, 1996) 167; Nazaré Albuquerque Abell, "The
Compatibility of Readmission Agreements with the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees"
(1999) ll(l) IJRL 60 atTO with further references.

to' See generally Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public InternationaL Law (4'h ed, 1990) 5-l;HW A Thirlway,
International Customary Law and Codification (\972) 46-60.



accept asylum seekers - if and when they have done so - 
"6sf of a sense of legal

obligation, humanitarian impulse, or some political calculus." Again, official statements

that have been made and motivations that have been expressed by Asia Pacific nations lead

to think that there is no such sense of obligation. In many instances, the countries have

denied asylum, or threatened to do so. Most of the countries do not adhere to the major

human rights instruments and, up until very recently, did little to cooperate on matters of

asylum and migration in regional or international basis.raa

ln summary, it can be noted that the way in which the countries of the Asia Pacific region,

both isolated and cumulatively, have accepted (or not accepted) asylum seekers,

demonstrates their reluctance to commit themselves to the obligations of international

refugee law or undertake legal obligations to accept and protect asylum seekers. It is

therefore suggested that the rules of international refugee law have yet to emerge as

principles of customary international law in the Asia Pacific region.ra5

5.1.5. Summary

It is vital for the nation-state to encourage family reunion, tourism, business and skilled

migration to enable its society to 'mingle' with other cultures and people, and create

opportunities for transnational tourism, migration and trade. It is also the duty of each

government to control and monitor the influx and outflows of foreigners, and protect its

people from individuals or groups of foreigners who pose a potential threat to its citizens.

Every nation has a sovereign right to determine who may and who may not enter its

territory. Illegal immigration undermines this right.

All countries in the world have developed sophisticated immigration systems in order to

ensure maximum freedom of transit and travel, while at the same time preventing

unwanted foreigners from entering. These systems provide mechanisms that control and

determine the quantity and quality of migration flows. They also create obstacles for those

who do not meet immigration requirements. Some countries, however, make humanitarian

tot S"" Barcher, supra îote 99, at 1262-1212.
too For recent initiatives see infra Section 6.5.



exceptions for those in need by offering facilitated entry to those desperate to leave their

home country or a place of temporary asylum. If, however, these options do not exist or if
the obstacles that have been placed on immigration and asylum become too great and do

not adequately respond to the demand for immigration, some potential migrants will look

for alternative ways of migration to circumvent these obstacles.

Moreover, if differences in immigration and asylum systems between neighbouring

countries amount to major discrepancies, or if these systems inadequately regulate the entry

and transit of foreigners, migrants as well as traffickers will use and abuse the more lenient

countries as transit and immigration points. It is for that reason that countries with a more

liberal and 'relaxed' attitude towards immigration, and those that do not have the personnel

and resources to closely monitor cross-border movements have been described as "easy

targets" for trafficking activities.

las Cf Barchet, supranote 99, at1286.



5.2. Trafficking Offences in the Asia Pacific Region

The primary focus of Section 5.2 is on criminal prohibitions targeting the operations and

organisation of migrant traffickers.

Most immigration laws contain provisions that criminalise circumstances where entry

requirements have not been met or where they have been actively violated.la6 This includes

offences committed by the migrants themselvesraT and those committed by traffickers who,

in one way or another, facilitate the illegal entry of migrants.

In the Asia Pacific region, only Macau has implemented a special code of offences to deal

with "clandestine immigration".la8 Though other countries may include immigration

offences in their criminal codes. General criminal law provisions, such as forgery

offences,rae are also used to prosecute certain aspects of trafficking. Also, the passports

acts of some countries provide special offences involving the use of fraudulent

documents.l50

The analysis in this section follows that of Chapter Four in that it distinguishes between

offences that criminalise the operational side of trafficking, and those addressing

organisational aspects.

t46 f .a* on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); Law on Control of the Entry and. Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China);
Immigratíon Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia), Immigration Act
1940 (Philippines), Immigratíon Act 1959 (Singapore), Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands);
Imrnigration Law (Taiwan); Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

t47 See infra Section 5.3.
148 Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).
tae Criminal Inw 1997 (PR China); Crimes Ordinance 1971 (Hong Kong); Penal Code 1995 (Macau); Penal

Code 1932 (Philippines), Penal Code 1963 (Solomon Islands); Criminal Code /935 (Taiwan); Penal
C o de I 9 5 6 (Thailand), P enal Code 1981 (Vanuatu); P enal Code 2000 (Vietnam).

tso Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia), Passports Acr (Philippines)



5.2.7. Operational Offences'5'

5.2.I.1. Mobilisingmigrants

The activity that has earlier been described as "mobilising migrants" stands at the very

beginning of the trafficking operations.rs2 Recruiters who contact potential migrants in the

sending country or lure them with false promises about opportunities abroad seek to obtain

the migrants' consent and thereby initiate the illegal journey and the offences that are

associated with it. Hence, it is desirable to criminalise the mobilisation of migrants, thus

preventing trafficking at its earliest possible stage. However, very few countries in the

region have legislation that criminalises the recruitment of migrants or the false promises

that are made to induce them to migrate.

Two types of offences can be identified: (1) The offence of mobilising migrants can be

designed to penalise those who prey on the local popuiation. In this case it is prohibited to

recruit persons by making false promises, thereby inciting them to emigrate. (2) The

offence can also seek to protect the local population from illegal immigration. This means

that the object of the offence is the offering of an illicit service such as unauthorised entry

to foreign immigrants.

Mobilising migrants by false promises etc

The Philippines, which has a long history in labour emigration, both legally and illegally,

has special legislation to protect its citizens from illegal recruitment. Sections 6 and 1

Migrant Workers and Overseas Filipinos Act 1995 make it an offence to

canvass, enlist, contract, transport, utilise, hire, or procure workers and ... refer, contract
services, promise or advertise for employment abroad, whether for profit or not, when
undertaken by a non-licensee or non-holder of authority contemplated under article 13(f) of ...
the Labour Code of the Philippines . . . .153

t5t S"" the overview of"operational offences" infra Appendrx B.1.1.
ts' See supra Section 3.4.I.

"t An Act to institute the policies of overseas employment and. establish a higher standar¿l of protection and
promotion of the welfure of migrant workers, their familíes and overseas Filipinos in distress and for
other purposes, Republic Act No 8042 of 7 June 1995 [hereinafter Migrant Workers and Oyerseas
Filipinos Act 1995 (Philippines)1, reprinted in UNICRI & AIC, Rapid Assessment: Human Smuggling
and Trafficking from the Philippines (1999) 60-63.



The Act also penalises circumstances where recruiters charge exorbitant fees for their

services,t5a where they give out false information in relation to recruitment and

employment,r55 where they withhold or deny travel documents from migrant applicants

before departute,rtu and where they fail to reimburse migrants if the deployment does not

take place.tsT Penalties for offences under ss 6 and 7 range between six and twelve years

imprisonment and fines between 200,000 and 500,000 Pesos (c Aus$8,300-20,600).

The provisions primarily focus on illegal labour migration rather than on migrant

trafficking. They seek to protect the home population from falling victim to organisations

that lure them with job opportunities abroad, and take upfront payments for services that

are not supplied, or supplied contrary to the agreement with the migrant labourer. If more

than three persons commit the offence, illegal recruitment is deemed committed by a

syndicate; it is deemed committed in large scale if it is committed against three or more

persons.'58 Under s a(c)(ii) Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Act

(Philippines) "dealing with large-scale illegal recruitment and illegal placement of Filipino

workers abroad" is considered a racketeering activity and any participation in such activity

and acquisition of assets deriving from that activity can be penalised by imprisonment of

up to twenty years.tse

There are significant difficulties in criminalising the 'recruiting' of migrants by trafficking

organisations. Clearly, creating incentives for international migration, awareness of

different living standards in different countries, and expectations of a better lifestyle in a

wealthier nation cannot be made the subject of criminal offences, even if these incentives

and expectations are based on false perceptions and, in some cases, blunt lies. However, it

must be possible to hold traffickers criminally liable in circumstances where migrants are

lured with false promises so that they enter into agreements and contracts with criminal

organisations and pay substantial amounts of money. In these cases, the criminal law can

lsa Section 6(a) Migrant Workers and Overseas Fitipinos Act 1995 (Philippines).
tss lbid, s 6(b).
rs6 lbid, s 67k1.tt' Ibid, s 6(m).
1s8 lbid, s 6.
r5e Sections 5, 6 Racketeer-Influenced and. Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Acr (Philippines). For details of

the Racketeer-Influenced ønd Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Acf (Philippines) see infra Section 5 .2.2.1.



serve not only as a way to penalise traffickers, but also as a means to seize assets and

prevent the illegal journey at the earliest possible stage.160

The Philippines' Act pursues that very goal, in that it seeks to prevent that people are lured

with false promises for the sake of making profit. But the application of the Act is limited

to the protection of Filipino migrant workers. Much of the legislation does not apply to

migrants who emigrate for reasons that are not work related, and it is does not protect non-

Philippine nationals, including the many migrants who transit through the Philippines.t6t

Offe ring ille g aI mi gration

As mentioned before, in countries that witness large influxes of illegal immigrants, the

offence of 'mobilising illegal migrants' can be used as a tool to protect the local population

from outsiders.

Section 37D(lxb) and (c) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong) makes it an offence

to "offer to arrange or assist" in the passage of a person who is or will be an unauthorised

entrant upon arrival in Hong Kong. For the perpetrator to be criminally liable, it is

sufficient that he or she "offers" the illegal passage; it is not required that the journey has

begun. In other words: Offering illegal immigration to Hong Kong, regardless of where

this offer is made,162 is a criminal offence and subject to penaities of up to HK$5,000,000

(c Aus$1,275,000) and fourteen years imprisonment. If committed by an organised crime

group, the offence under s 32D(1) can be prosecuted with the special powers and measures

of the Organised qnd Serious Crime Ordinance 1994.'63

Similar to the provision under Hong Kong law, Macau's Clandestine Immigration Act

1990 qiminalises the enticing of another person to enter Macau illegally, punishable by

imprisonment of two years.16a

tuo See also generally Graeme Hugo, "Undocumented International Migration in Southeast Asia" in Carunia
Firdausy (ed), Intemational Migration in Southeast Asia: Trends, Consequences, Issues and Policy
(1998) 73 at94.

r6t See søpra Section 3.4.2.3.3.
162 Section 311 Imm,ígration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong),
'o' Schedule I Organised and Serious Crime Ordinance 1994 (Hong Kong), Chapter 455, No 82 of 1994,

available at Hong Kong SAR, Department of Justice, Bilingual Laws Information System,
wwwjustice.gov.hk (19 July 2001). For details see infra Section 5.2.2.L

t6o Article 6 Clandestine ImmígrationAct 1990 (Macau).



The provisions under the laws of Hong Kong and Macau differ from that of the Philippines

in that their key criterion is the promotion of a crime: illegal transport and entry into the

territories. The emphasis in Hong Kong and Macau is on a purely criminal act: the offer of

an illegal service, and not on the making of and luring with false promises. Macau, Hong

Kong and Philippine laws adequately recognise the link between illegal migration and

organised crime in that they contain special provisions and higher penalties for cases where

the offers are made by criminal organisations.

5.2.1.2. Organising illegal migration

The analysis in previous Chapters has demonstrated that the larger and more sophisticated

trafficking organisations have multiple levels of staff and that the key-arrangers are rarely

actively engaged in individual operations. This makes their prosecution particularly

difficult. Some countries, however, have recently introduced special legislation under

which organisers of migrant trafficking can be made criminally liable. China, together with

its Special Administrative Region Hong Kong, are the two jurisdictions in the region that

have criminal offences specifically designed to target the core members of criminal

organisations. Chapter Four has shown that Australia, too, introduced an offence for

organising and facilitating in 1999: s 232A MigrationAcr (Cth).165

In the PR China, article 3I8 Criminal Law 1997 contains a very comprehensive offence

that criminalises persons "who affange for people to secretly cross the national border".

Penalties for the offence range between a minimum of two and a maximum of seven years

imprisonment and additional fines.166 A qualified offence with a penalty of not less than

seven years imprisonment applies if the offender is involved in any of the following

circumstances

(l)ringleader of organisations that arrange for people to secretly cross the national boundary

fborder];

(2)repeatedly organising people to secretþ cross the national boundary [border] or arranging
for a large number of people to secretly cross the national boundary [border];

(3) causing serious injuries and deaths to the people making an illegal crossing;

tut S"" supra Section 4.L2.2.
t66 Formerly artl77 CriminqlLqw 1979 (PRChina).



(4) depriving or restricting freedom of the people who are making an illegal crossing;

(5) resisting investigation by violent or threatening methods;

(6) obtaining huge amounts of illegal income;

(7) other exceptionally serious circumstances.

The offence under article 318 Criminal Law 1997 (PR China) seeks to target directly the

arrangers and financiers of migrant trafficking operations who stand back and are not

directly involved in the commission of immigration offences. The provision also draws

attention to the fact that trafficking is often organised on very sophisticated and

professional levels. It is for that reason that Chinese law places higher penalties on

offenders who "repeatedly" commit trafficking offences and who "obtain huge amounts of

illegal income", though the meaning of "huge amount" is left undefined. Given the

dangers involved in illegal methods of transporting people across borders, operations that

cause injuries or deaths, or which involve the use of violence or the deprivation of freedom

are subject to higher penalties, too. The Chinese provisions take care to distinguish

between different kinds of trafficking, between different levels of organisation and

operation, and between the dangers these activities entail. To date, article 318 Criminal

Law (1997) is a unique example of how offences can be designed specifically to target the

core characteristics of organised migrant trafficking. As such, it serves as a useful model

for future law reform in the region.

Hong Kong's Immigration Ordinance,too, contains an offence for arranging the passage of

unauthorised entrants to Hong Kong.tuT In comparison to the offence under Chinese law,

the Hong Kong provision, however, neither defines the meaning of "arranging" nor does it

distinguish between different types of offenders and different modes of transportation, thus

creating a broad offence of organising illegal immigration. The offence can attract fines of

up to HK$5,000,000 (c Aus$1,275,000) and fourteen years imprisonment. It is a defence if
the person did not know, and had no reason to suspect, that the passenger would become an

unauthorised entrant upon arrival in Hong Kong.t6t

i67 Section 37D (1)(a) Immigration Ordinance t972 (HongKong)
t68 lbid, s 37D (2Xa).



The principal problem inherent in the Chinese and Hong Kong provisions is that they

depend largely on international law enforcement cooperation and legal assistance in order

to effectively combat trafficking organisations. As seen in earlier Chapters, most criminal

organisations engaged in illegal migration operate transnationally, and often the arrangers

and organisers of trafficking are located abroad. Therefore, the investigation of crimes and

the prosecution and extradition of offenders depend largely on the assistance provided by

agencies in foreign countries. It is for that reason that these provisions may prove to be

unsuccessful as long as they are unique to China, Hong Kong and Australia and are not

complemented by legislation in any other countries of the Asia Pacific region.

5.2.1.3. Transporting illegal migrants

The central and principal aspect of migrant trafficking is the transportation of migrants in

violation of immigration laws. As seen in earlier Chapters, traffickers use multiple modes

of transportation and show great variety in the ways in which they circumvent border and

immigration control. The criminal element inherent in these operations, and the objective

of the provisions that criminalise them can be differentiated as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Offences: Transporting illegal migrants, Asia Pacific
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Transporting illegal migrants can be established as a criminal offence to punish those who

engage in the unlawful bringing of non-citizens into a country. In most, if not all instances,

this transportation is carried out with the knowledge and for the profit of the perpetrator or

the organisation he or she is part of. Secondly, the offence of transporting illegal migrants
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provisions seek to ensure that carriers verify the admissibility of their passengers in the

destination country prior to arrival, thereby preventing unauthorised migrants from landing

at the destination point.

5.2.1.3.1. Liability of criminal perpetrators

All countries in the region have offences that criminalise persons who bring illegal

migrants into the country. Common to all of these offences is the requirement that the

offender is knowingly carrying migrants into a country in contravention of that nation's

immigration laws.

The immigration laws of PR China, Macau, Malaysia, Philippines, Solomon Islands and

Thailand contain provisions that criminalise the bringing of non-citizens who are not

lawfully entitled to enter the country or who are otherwise inadmissible.l6e In the

remaining countries, the offence is designed differentiy. The provisions under Cambodian,

Hong Kong, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, Singaporean and Taiwanese law focus on the

"aiding and abetting" of another person's illegal immigration by providing transportation.rT0

The application of these provisions goes beyond the transportation of unauthorised

entrants; they criminalise any contribution and assistance to iliegal immigration of which

transportation is only one form.

Penalties for the commission of the offence vary widely and include fines, imprisonment,

deportation,lTr and, in Malaysia and Singapore, physical punishment in the form of caning

and whipping.t" Fines range from as little as 5,000 Philippine Pesos (c Aus$185)173 to

tue Atti"l" 321(I) Løw on Control of the Entry and Exit of Foreigners 19Só (PR China); art 7(1) Clandestine
Immigration Act 1990 (Macau); s 554(1) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 46(1) Immigration
Act 1940 (Philippines); s 18(1Xs) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 63(1) Immigration Act
1979 (Thatland).

170 Article 29(2) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art 37D(1)(c) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong
Kong); s 13(5) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 16(1Xb) Migration Act 1978
(PNG); s 57(1)(b) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); afi 51(2) Immigration Law ('laiwan).

1?1 For the removal and deportation of illegal immigrants, see supra Section 5.13.2. Also note that "[t]hese
penal offences are prosecuted independently of the deportation proceeding arising from the same act or
acts under these sections; hence, acquittal in the criminal action does not bal the deportation of the
accused in the event that deportation are substantiated. Further, the deportation of the accused shall be
abated until the service of sentence." Leclesma, supra note 14, at 3I7 -318 .tt' Cf s 554(1) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 57(1) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).

r73 Section 46(l) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).



HK$5,000,000 (c Aus$1,275,000), while terms of imprisonment can reach up to fourteen

years.tto

The common failure of most offences is that they create a general offence of transporting

undocumented or otherwise unauthorised immigrants without paying attention to the ways

in which migrants are transported and to the different levels of sophistication in which the

transportation is carried out. For example, in many countries, individual operators who

sporadically transport small numbers of migrants across the border are liable in the same

way as carriers who hide hundreds of migrants in freight containers or secluded

compartments in ships and trucks. The legislation also does not sufficiently take into

account the dangers inherent in some methods of clandestine transportation and it does not

distinguish between different types of transporters and their position within the criminal

organisation.

Earlier Chapters have demonstrated that the transportation of illegal migrants can be

carried out in many different ways and can be arranged at different levels of sophistication

depending on the trafficking organisation involved, the route chosen and the demand of the

migrant customets. Only very few countries have special offences to punish the more

serious crimes with higher penalties. Some of these offences are specifically designed to

target professionally operating trafficking organisations, while others place higher penalties

on offences that result in physical harm to the trafficked migrant. For example, repeatedly

transporting illegal migrants,lTs the joint commission of offences,ttu and offences that

generate particularly large profitslTT are aggravating factors in the PR China, Macau,

Malaysia, the Philippines and Taiwan. Moreover, Chinese law provides higher penalties if
the transportation is carried out by unsafe vessels, if it is accompanied by murder, rape or

other physical assault of the migrant, if migrants are sold to other criminals, or if other

circumstances qualify the crirne as exceptionally serious.l?8 These distinctions established

174 Section 37C(1Xi) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (HongKong).
t75 Article 32I Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Alteni 198ó (PR China); art 57(l) Immigration Law

(Taiwan).
176 Section 554(4) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 46(1) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); and

see Ledesma, supra note 14, at3I7-3I8.ttt Article 32I Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China); artT(2) Clandestine
Immigration Act I 990 (Macau).

178 Article 321 Law on Control of the Exit and Entry of CitiT,ens 198ó (pR China).



in the provisions under Chinese, Macau, Malaysian and Phitippine laws respond more

appropriately to the nuances that exist between different types of trafficking and between

different types of traffickers.

5.2.L3.2. Líability of commercial cøruiers

In addition to the offences outlined in the previous section, most countries in the region

place administrative and/or criminal sanctions on carriers who transport unauthorised

immigrants or who otherwise fail to comply with the immigration regulations of the

destination country.

Figure 25: Carrier sanctions. Asia Pacific
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to submit lists of all passengers and crew,tto and if they fail to prevent the landing of their

passengers prior to immigration clearance.lsr Furthermore, under the laws of the

17e Section 18(2) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); ss 18(2), 184(2) Immigration Act 1959
(Singapore); ss 23,63(2) 65 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).

r80 Section 22(3) Immigration Act 1g5g/1963 (Malaysia); art 13(3) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act
1947 (Myanmar); s aa@)Q), (2) Immigration Act 1940 (Phllippines); s22(3) Immigration Act 1959
(Singapore); s5(3) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s66 Immigration Act 1979 ('Ihalland);
s 10(3) Irnmigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

18r Sections 2O(2) Immigration Act |959/1963 (Malaysia); s39 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong);
ss4aþ)(1), 461^ Immigration Act 1940 (Phllippines); s2O(2)(4) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore);
s5(3) ImmigrationAct 1978 (Solomon Islands); ss27(1), 67 ImmigrationAct 1979 (Thailand); s 10(3)
Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).
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Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Vanuatu, carriers are criminally liable if they fail to

remove inadmissible foreigners and cover the expenses for the removal.r82

The key aspect of carrier sanctions is the liability for the transportation of unauthorised

immigrants. In all countries of the region, carriers face penalties if they carry persons who

are undocumented or otherwise inadmissible, or if persons who are not listed on passenger

and crew lists are found on board the aniving vessel (so-called stowaways).'* In all cases,

liability is restricted to circumstances in which the carrier knew, or had reasons to believe

or suspect, that the immigrant was not in possession of valid entry documents or that the

person would otherwise become an unauthorised entrant upon arrival.lsa Carriers are not

held responsible if their passengers hold fraudulently documented passengers.

In some jurisdictions, in addition to individual offenders, penalties can also be placed on

large, commercial carriers. Malaysian law, for instance, provides a penalty of up to

100,000 Ringgits (c Aus$48,000) if a body corporate conveys illegal immigrants into

Malaysia.rss Simultaneously "a member of the board of directors, a manager, a secretary or

a person holding an office or a position similar to that of a manager or secretary of the body

corporate" can be personally liable to a fine of up to 100,000 Ringgits, whipping and to

imprisonment for a term of up to ten years.tt6 Section 57(2) and (21r) Immigration Act

1959 (Singapore) contains provisions identical to those under Malaysian law. In a similar

way, under Thai immigration law a 'Juristic person, Board of Directors, manager or agent

of such juristic person shall be fined according to the penalty prescribed for such

r82 Section44(bX3) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); arts 41, 58 Immigration Law (Taiwan); ss29(1),
(3),'1I,72 Immigration Act 1979 (Thalland); s 17(6) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

183 Sections 37C(l), (2xb)-(d), 40 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); art 36 Entry and Residence
Act 1999 (Macau); ss 44(c), 46(2) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); ss22(4), 43 Immigration Act
1959/1963 (Malaysia); ss22(4),23(4),23A^ (4),42 Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); arr38(2),57
Immigration Law (Iaiwan); s70 Immígration Act 1979 (Thailand); s22(7) Immigratíon Act 1971
(Vanuatu).

r8a Sections 37C, 40 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); art36 Entry and Residence Act /999
(Macau); s 46A Immígration Act 1940 (Philippines).

18s Section 554(2) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia).
t86 lbid, s 554(3).



offence".rst The Macau Organised Crime Act 1997188 also contains provisions that make

corporate bodies criminally liable for "enticing and assisting [in] clandestine migration",rse

It needs to be stressed that the key objective of provisions under the heading "caffier

liability" is not the creation of criminal offences and the prosecution of offenders. The

provisions, which are complemented by provisions under international law,reo are intended

to ensure that commercial carriers and corporate organisations comply with laws requiring

scrutiny of travel documents. Additionally, all expenses attached to the processing of

migrants and their detention and removal are laid on those who transport them into the

respective country. The corporations targeted by this regulatory legislation are in most, if
not all cases coÍrmercial operators and not criminal organisations.lel

However, the situation is different in circumstances where carriers, including commercial

transporters, knowingly or intentionally traffic persons clandestinely into another country.

In these cases, the carriers are the targets of criminal offences and subject to much higher

penalties. In Hong Kong, Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam, for instance,

carriers who knowingly - or have reasonable grounds to believe - bring iilegal

immigrants into the country are liable to fines ranging between 100,000 Thai Baht

(c Aus$4,300) and HK$5,000,000 (c Aus$1,275,000), and imprisonment between two and

fourteen years.te' And, as mentioned previously, under Malaysian, Singaporean and Thai

law, key managers within a corporate organisation that conveys illegal immigrants can be

fined individually and imprisoned for such offences.

5.2.1.4. Harbouring and concealing illegal migrants

To disguise their activities and prevent the detection of illegal migrants, trafficking

organisations, as discussed earlier, often rely on local people who provide accommodation

r87 Section 83 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).
t88 Lri da Críminalidade Organizøda, ActNo 6/9?M of 30 July 1997 [hereinafter Organised Crime Act 1997

(Macau)1.
tte Articles 14, 1(1)(g) Organised Crime Act 1997 (Macau).
tno See infrø Secfion 6.1.1.2.
tnt Se" also the discussion supra Section 4.I.2.3.1.
re2 Section 37C Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 13(2; Immigration (Emergency Provisions)

Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 57(1Xc) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 63 Immigration Act 1979
(Thailand); art 20(1) Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence, and Travel of Foreigners in Vietnam 1992.



to the migrants until further affangements for travel or employment are made. The

concealment and harbouring of illegal migrants not only occurs in destination countries but

also in embarkation and transit points, as the illegal journey is normally not made in a

single venture.re3 The clandestine stay of illegal migrants is an integral part of migrant

trafficking and is also closely connected to other offences such as illegal employment,

prostitution and the sex industry, This explains why most jurisdictions in the region

criminalise the harbouring and concealment of illegal migrants.

The immigration laws of Cambodia, Macau, Malaysia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea,

Singapore, Solomon Islands, Taiwan, Thailand and Vanuatu contain provisions that make

it an offence to harbour and conceal any person not lawfully entitled to enter or reside in

the country.lea Penalties for the offences include fines between 5,000 Philippine Pesos (c

Aus$190)1e5 and Sin$6,000 (c ,A,us$6,000),tnu and terms of imprisonment between three to

six monthsteT and ten years.res

The offence under Hong Kong's immigration law is different in that it criminalises "any

person who assists an unauthorised entrant to remain in Hong Kong" if that person knows

or has reasonable grounds to suspect that the entrant resides in Hong Kong unlawfully; it is

not required that the person is hidden or otherwise concealed.ree The provision in Myanmar

is also more general in that it criminalises those who assist or attempt to assist persons

illegally remaining in the country.200

Although the harbouring and concealing of illegal immigrants are characteristics of most

trafficking operations, there are significant problems in criminalising them. First of all,

most jurisdictions, except the Solomon Islands and Singapore,20r fail to provide a definition

te3 See supra Section 3.4.2.3.1.
tno Atticl" 29(2) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); afi3 Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau);

s 56(1Xd) Immigratíon Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 16(c) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s 46(1)
Immigrøtion Act 1940 (Philippines); s 57(1Xd) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); art164 Criminal Code
1925 (Taiwan); s 64 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand); s 22(1Xl) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

1es Section 46(l) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
re6 Section 57(1)(d) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); Singapore Immigration & Registration, News

Release: Tough Enforcement Action against Immigration Offenders (Feb 1999).
re? Article 29(l), (2) Løw on Immígration 1994 (Cambodia); s i6(c) Migration Act 1978 (PNG).
1e8 Section 46(7) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
tee Section 37DA Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong).
200 Section l3(5) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar).
20r Section 2Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s2Immigratíon Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).



or any other clarification of what harbouring and concealing is, and, more importantly,

what it is not. Secondly, it is important that the offences require a fault element to limit

their application to circumstances in which the perpetrator knows or at least negligently

disregards the fact that she or he is hosting an unlawful non-citizen. If the meaning of the

terms remains undefined and if there is no fault element, there is serious danger that the

provisions can be abused to criminalise even the most insignificant forms of providing

food and shelter to a person, not knowing that that person is an illegal immigrant.

C omme r c ial ac c ommo dation

Similar to the sanctions imposed on carriers who transport illegal migrants, some countries

have introduced legislation that imposes fines on providers of accommodation if they host

illegal migrants. For example, in Malaysia, since June 2000 landlords are required to

check that their tenants are legally in the country.2oz In a similar fashion, Cambodian, Hong

Kong and Thai immigration laws require anyone who provides accommodation to

foreigners to keep record and/or notify the competent authority about the stay of

foreigners.2o3 Failure to do so can result in administrative fines or criminal penalties.

Singapore is now contemplating the introduction of similar legislation.2ø The nature of

these offences is similar to those applying to commercial carriers of undocumented

migrants, in that they create fines for persons who offer accommodation and fail to comply

with registration requirements.

5.2.I.5, False statements for another person's immigration

Earlier Chapters have shown that in many instances traffickers are facilitating illegal

migration by fraudulently obtaining the necessary documents or by making

misrepresentations to immigration, customs and law enforcement officers on behalf of their

202 "Malaysia: More Migrants" (2000) 7(4) Migration News.
203 Article 38 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); s 17(3) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong);

s 38 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).
2ø "southeast Asia" (2000) 8(4) Migration News.



migrant customers.2os It is for that reason that the laws of most countries criminalise the

making of false statements for the person "himself or herself ' and "for another person".

The laws of Fiji, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, singapore and

Solomon Islands criminalise the making of false statements for the purpose of "obtaining

or attempting to obtain" an entry permit, passport or other travel documents "for himself or

another person".206 Philippine, Papua New Guinea, Hong Kong, Solomon Islands and

Vanuatu immigration laws contain provisions that criminalise any false statement that is

knowingly made for another person in an immigration matter, irrespective of the purpose of

this statement.2o7 In Macau, every false statement made towards immigration officials is a

criminal offence, regardless of whether or not the statements is made for another person or

the person herself or himself.2o8 The Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 of

Myanmar has a special provision to criminalise false statements made "to prevent the

apprehension of any foreigner who has contravened any of the provisions of this Ac('.zoe

Some countries only - or additionally - have general offences of making false statements

in their criminal laws. Thailand, for instance, has an offence of "giving false information

to public officials" in s 137 Penal Code 1956.210 The Solomon Islands' Penal Code 1963

also criminalises the making of false statements with the intention to cause a public official

to undertake or omit a particulaÍ act.zt' Similar offences can be found in the criminal iaws

of Hong Kong and Fiji.2t2

Persons found guilty of making false statements to obtain documents or otherwise enable

another person to immigrate unlawfully are liable to fines between 1,000 Pesos (c Aus$37)

'05 S"" the discussiort supra Section 3.4.2.2.
206 Section 312 Penal Code 1945 (Fiji); s 42 Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 56(1Xk)

Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 124 Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia); s 13(7Xb) Immigration
(Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s5(b) Pøssports Act; Chapter 17, No 83 of 1975

[hereinafter Passports Act ]975 (PNG)I; s57(1Xk) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 18(1Xa)
Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).

207 Section az(J)@) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 45(Ð Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines)
(limited to statements made under oath; I-edesma, supra note 14, at 317); s 16(j) Migration Act 1978

_^^ (PNG); s 18(1Xd) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 22(1Xa) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

'08 Article 12 Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).
20e Section 13(6) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar).

"o See infra sectiot 5.3.2.
2rr Section 130 Penal Code 1963 (Solomon Islands).
2r2 Section 143 Penal Code 1945 (Fiji);s 36 Crimes Ordinance I97l (HongKong).



in the Philippines2l3 and HK$150,000 (c Aus$38,300) in Hong Kong, and can be sentenced

with up to fourteen years imprisonment.2ra

The requirements of the respective offences are generally very limited in quantity and

quality. Most provisions do not distinguish between professional traffickers, who may

enable numerous migrants to immigrate illegally by making false statements, and, for

example, family members and friends who make misrepresentations on behalf of individual

relatives. As with the harbouring of illegal migrants, it is crucial to be very clear about the

scope of the offences and the circumstances in which they shall apply. Criminalising false

statements should not result in punishing overyone who provides false information to

public officials. A fault element, such as knowledge that the statement is untrue, is one

important tool to limit the offence; requiring a particular purpose of the statement (eg "to

obtain entry") is another one. Essentially, the provisions that can be found in the Asia

Pacific countries meet these requirements, however, great caution must be exercised when

prosecuting offenders.

Coaching and inciting migrants to make false claims to immigration, customs and law

enforcement authorities is not criminalised in any country in the region.

5.2.1.6. Production and provision of fraudulent documents

The analysis in Chapter Three has shown that the use of fraudulent travel and identity

documents is an integral part of migrant trafficking, particularly in the case of airborne

trafficking.2ts The following paragraphs examine differences and similarities of criminal

provisions in the region that deal with forged or otherwise fraudulent documentation.

Following the distinction established in Chapter Four, the offences are differentiated

between (i) producing such documents (forgery and falsification), and (2) transfering

them. Offences involving the use and possession of fraudulent documents by migrants are

examined in Section 5.3.3 below.

2r3 Section 45(Ð, (h) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
2ra Section 42(4) Imrnigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong).



5.2.1.6.1. Forgery ønd falsiftcation of documents

The forgery and falsification of immigration and identity documentation are criminal

offences in all countries of the Asia Pacific region. Three different kinds of forgery

offences can be identified: The criminal codes of all countries'in the region contain general

offences that criminalise the forgery of government paper and documents. Secondly, all

countries, except Papua New Guinea, the Philippines and Thailand have provisions that are

specifically designed to prevent and combat document fraud in the context of immigration;

hence, they are integrated in immigration legislation. Additionally, some countries have

separate passports acts or other legislation that deal specifically with the production of

travel and identity documents.216

The offences that can be found in immigration laws criminalise the production of false

documents and falsification of genuine documents that are required for immigration

purposes. Passports and visas are the most obvious and most commonly used immigration

documents,2rT but in countries with more complex immigration and residence systems, the

forgery offences also cover documents such as employment contracts, household

registrations, residence and other identity cards.218 Chinese law also prohibits the

falsification of emigration documents that are issued to Chinese nationals seeking to travel

abroad.zre The forgery offence under Taiwan's Criminal Code extends to the forgery of

tickets for international travel.22o The criminalised methods of forgery include falsifying22t

or forging,222 scratching, erasing, copying,"t altering or defacin g,tu tampering22s and

making"6 travel documents or documents that can be used as travel documents.

"t S"" supra Sections 3.4.2.2.1 and 3.4.2.4.2.
216 Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia); PassportsAcr (Philippines).
ttt S"" supra Section 5.1r1r}.

"t Cf att 32 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art266 Penal Code 2000 (Yiernam); art azQ)@)
Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong).

21e Article 74 Law on Contol of the Exit and Entry of Citizens 19Só (PR China).

"o Articles 203,2I2 Criminal Code 1935 (Taiwan).
221 Article20(l) Ordinance on Exit, Entry, Resídence andTravel of Foreigners in Vietnant 1992;"fakes"

arr.32 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); art 11(1) Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).
222 Arficle 29 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Atiens 19Só (PR China); art 14 Law on Control of the

Exit and Entry of Citizens 198ó (PR China); s aZQ)@)(l) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong);
s55D Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 12(1Xa) Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia); s 13(7)(c)
Irnmigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); art2l2 Criminøl Code 1935 (Taiwan).

223 Article32 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia).



Major discrepancies exist between the penalties placed on forgery offences. In China, for

instance, forgery of an entry permit is punishable by "a warning, a fine or detention for not

more than ten days"227 while in the Philippines and Cambodia falsification of travel,

residence and identity documentation can attract a penalty of up to fifteen years

imprisonmeît.228 Penalties under Malaysian law also include physical punishment.22e Fines

range between $1,000 in the Solomon Islands (c Ausg380)230 and HK$150,000

(c Aus$38,300) in Hong Kong.23r

In addition to the immigration offences, most penal codes in the region contain general

offences that criminalise the forgery of government paper and other documents. These

offences are primarily designed to prevent and combat the unauthorised production and

falsification of official documents. For example, the criminal laws of Hong Kong, Papua

New Guinea, the Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand penalise the making of false documents

generally.z3z As such, they cover a broad range of government documents, including

official identity documentation. These offences usually do not distinguish between

different kinds of documents and between the results caused by the use of fraudulent

documents.

The criminal codes of some countries provide special offences with higher penalties for

identity document forgery. Cambodia's Criminal Law Provisions 1992, Fiji's Penal Code

1945, Macau's Penal Code 1995 and Vietnam's new Penal Code 2000, for instance,

contain specific offences for the altering and falsification of the contents of passports, visas

224 Article 29 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China); art 14 Law on Contol of the
Exit and Entry of Citizens 198ó (PR China); atta\Q)@)(\) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong);
s 55D Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s 12(1Xa) Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia); s 13(7Xc)
Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 18(1Xb) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon
Islands); afi212 Críminal Code 1935 (Taiwan); s 22(1)(b) Immigration Act 1971(Vanuatu).

225 Section 12(1Xa) Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia); s 13(7Xc) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act
1947 (Myanmar).

226 Section 55D Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia).
2n Article 29 Law on Conffol of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); art 14 Law on Control of the

Exit and Entry of Citizens 198ó (PR China).

"t Article 32 Løw on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); Passports Aø (Philippines)
22e Section 55D Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia): whipping of not more than six strokes; s 128

Passports Act 1960 (Malaysia): whipping of not more than six strokes.
230 Section 78(3) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).
23r Section 42(4) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong).
232 Sections 71,72 Crimes Ordinance 1971 (HongKong); s462 Criminal Code ß7a QNG); artl72 Penal

Code 1932 (Philippines); art2I} Criminal Code 1935 (Taiwan); ss 264, 265 Penal Code 1956
(Thailand).



and other identity documents.z33 In the PR China, the forgery offence contained in article

280 Crtminal Law 1997 operates as a qualification to the offences under Chinese

immigration and emigration law .'34

As mentioned in earlier parts of this study, the production and provision of fraudulent

identity and immigration documentation requires sophisticated techniques as well as

networks that supply and distribute these documents.23s It has been found that identity

document fraud is, to the most part, a highly organised activity and closely'associated with

migrant trafficking and other forms of organised crime. It is for that reason that some

individual countries have specifically legislated against highly organised and professional

methods of document fraud.

Macau's Organised Crime Act, for instance, provides a special, qualified offence if

members of criminal organisations are found "retaining or holding" fraudulent identity and

travel documents in order to enable or facilitate trafficking and other organised crime

activities.23u Vietnam's Penal Code prescribes higher penalties if the forgery is committed

"in an organised manner", more than once, or if it causes serious consequences.23T

Trafficking organisations often depend on corrupt government officers in order to obtain

fraudulent and genuine identity documents. For that reason, some countries provide special

offences if public officials are involved in forgery offences. These are set out in Section

5.2.1.7 below.

The offences dealing with identity and immigration document fraud are usually highly

technical provisions which extend to sophisticated methods of modifying genuine

documents or producing false ones. From a legal perspective, it is important that the

provisions adequately cover different kinds of immigration and identity documentation and

the different ways in which they can be falsified. From a law enforcement perspective, it is

'33 futicle 4i(Z), (3) Criminal Law Proyísions 1992 (Cambodia); s 341(3) Penal Code 19a5 GtiD; afi245

Penal Code 1995 (Macau); arts 266, 284 Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam).
23a Article 29(2) Law on Contol of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China); afi 14 I'aw on Control of

the Exit and Entry of Citizens 19Só (PR China): "if the circumstances of the case are serious enough to

constitute a crime, criminal responsibility shall be investigated in accordance with the [criminal] law'"
23s See supra Section 3.4.2.2.
236 Article 6 Organised Crime Act 1997 (Macau).



important that authorities keep pace with technical developments and use adequate

methods and instruments to apprehend false documents. Within the context of migrant

trafficking, it has been found that the production of fraudulent documents is in most, if not

all cases, carried out by professional criminal organisations. Therefore, it is appropriate to

provide higher penalties for forgery that is organised on a large scale, as seen in the

examples of Macau and Vietnam. However, in order for these provisions to operate

successfully, it is necessary that they be complemented by equivalent legislation in other

countries.

5.2.1.6.2. Transfer of documents to another person including selling

An additional feature of identity and immigration fraud in the Asia Pacific region is the

transfer and provision of documents to other persons. This is in some cases accompanied

by bribery of government officials and the illegal selling of passports and other travel

documentation.

Most jurisdictions in the Asia Pacific region, except Macau, Myanmar and Thailand,

criminalise the transfer of immigration and identity documents.238 The Chinese Law on

Control of the Exit and Entry of Citizens 1986, for example, makes Chinese nationals

criminally liable for transferring their exit and entry certificates to another person,'3e and

the Law on the Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China) contains an

identical offence for foreigners who transfer their certificates.uo In Hong Kong, it is an

offence to transfer "any travel document, certificate of entitlement, entry permit, re-entry

permit, certificate of identity, document of identity, APEC business travel card, travel pass

or Vietnamese refugee card" to another person.'ot Malaysian immigration law, which is

largely identical with that of Brunei and Singapore, provides that any person who "gives,

sells or parts with possession of any Entry Pass, Internal Travel Document or Certificate in

"t A¡ticle 266(2) Penal Code 2000 (Yietnam); cf art 6 Organised Crime Act 1997 (Macat).
238 See aft32 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); s 45b Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).

'3e Atti"l" 14 Law on Control of the Exit and Entry of Citizens 19Só (PR China).
'oo Arti.l" 29(l) Inw on Control of the Entry and Exit of Atiens 19Só (PR China).
2ar Section aZQ)@)(ií) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (HongKong).



order that it may be used" unlawfully by another person shall be guilty of an offence.z'

Moreover, the Malaysian Passports Act 1960 makes it an offence to allow another person

to have possession of one's passport.2a3 The Papua New Guinea Mígration Act 1978, the

Solomon Islands' Immigration Act 1978 andthe Immigration Act 1971 of Vanuatu contain

similar offences.2aa Under Taiwan's Immigration Law, the offence also includes the

transfer of fraudulent tickets that are used to travel to another country.2as

Some countries have special offences for the (unauthorised) selling of identity and

immigration documents, which is particularly relevant in, but not exclusive to, cases where

government officials are found issuing visas and passports in return for bribes. For

example, the Criminal Law of the PR China makes it an offence to "provide [...], or sell

exit and entry documents such as passports and visas".2a6 Similarly, the immigration acts of

Malaysia, Singapore, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu criminalise the

selling of entry and re-entry permits, passports, and internal travel documents.uT

Once again, major discrepancies exist between the penalties placed on the illegal transfer of

travel documentation. In Papua New Guinea and Singapore, for instance, the penalty is as

low as a fine of 5,000 Kina (c Aus$3,100), Sin$2,000 (c Aus$2,000) and imprisonment for

six months maximum. The penalty under Hong Kong law is a fine of HK$150,000

(c Aus$38,000) or imprisonment for fourteen years. In Cambodia, offenders can be

sentenced to imprisonment for up to fifteen years.'t

The transfer of identity and immigration documents can occur in many different ways and

at different levels of organisation. It is important that different types of offenders and

different levels of crime are criminalised and punished differently. For that reason, public

officials who abuse their positions to sell unissued or fraudulent documents need to be

dealt with differently to persons who transfer their documents to relatives and friends, and

ø2 Section 56(t)ImmigrationActl959/1963 (Malaysia);s57(1Xi) ImmigrationActlg5g (Singapore).
u3 Sections l}(e), (Ð, (h) Passports Act 1966 (Malaysia).
zaa Section 16(1Xh) Migratíon Act 1978 (PNG); s 18(1Xp) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands);

s 22(1Xn) Immigration Act I97I (Vanuatu).
2as Article 53 Immigration Law (Taiwan).
246 Article 320 Criminat Law 1997 (PR China).
u7 Section 56(i) Immigration Act 1959 (Malaysia); s 57(1Xí) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 16(1Xh)

Migration Act 1978 (PNG), s 18(1)(p) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 22(1Xn) Imnügration
Act I97l (Vanuatu).

248 Article 32 lnw on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia).



differently again to trafficking organisations who transfer documents in great numbers.

Some laws distinguish between offenders who are public officials and those who are not, as

shown in the following section. But no country in the region makes a distinction between

individual offenders and criminal organisations that trade in documents in large numbers.

5.2."1,.7. Participation of officials in immigration offences

The corruption of government officials is a major problem closely associated with

organised crime in the Asia Pacific region. It is therefore essential that all countries in the

region have adequate anti-comrption and bribery legislation. Most countries have

introduced anti-corruption legislation to prevent and combat the bribery of public officials

at al1 levels of government. However, a detailed study of this legislation in the region

exceeds the limitations of this thesis and must be left for future research.

Corrupt public officials in immigration, customs, border control and law enforcement

authorities often facilitate the activities of migrant trafficking organisations. Generally,

they are criminally liable for trafficking offences in the same way as non-officials. But in

the context of migrant trafficking, criminalising public officials is particularly important in

cases where offences cannot be committed without office. For example, government

employees who issue false documents or immigration officers who ignore undocumented

incoming passengers are in positions that enable them to assist trafficking organisations by

committing crimes that cannot be committed by non-officials.2ae In order to successfully

combat migrant trafficking, it is necessary to identify the authorities and personnel in

charge of immigration and crime control, and make those criminally liable who abuse their

positions and who, directly or indirectly, assist criminal organisation and their operations.

Some countries in the region have introduced additional, specific legislation to criminalise

public officials who assist and engage in migrant trafficking offences.250 This includes

persons who supply travel and identity documents, who 'turn a blind eye' to the illegal

entry, transit, or exit of migrants, or who otherwise facilitate trafficking activities.

ton Fo. examples from the Asia Pacific region see supra Sections 3.4.2.2.2 and 3.4.2.3.3

"0 S"" also infraAppendix 8.1.2"operational offences".



Document fraud and forgery

Cambodia, the Philippines, Solomon Islands, Thailand and Vietnam make special

provisions for government officials who are involved in forgery offences. Under Thai

criminal law, for example, public officers who wrongfully alter or falsify documents in the

course of their duties are criminally liable under ss 159 and 162 Penal Code 1956

(Thailand). Similarly, article 49 Criminal Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia), uticle 246

Penal Code 1995 (Macau), article Ill Penal Code 1932 (Philippines), s 97 Penal Code

1963 (Solomon Islands) and article 284 Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam) criminalise

government officials who alter and counterfeit public documents in the course of

employment.

F acilitation of iIIe gal immi gration

Some countries in the region provide offences that prohibit facilitation of illegal

immigration and trafficking. The immigration law of Cambodia, for example, makes "any

competent official or agent of the Royal Government" criminally liable if he or she

conspires with or helps facilitate the illegal entry of foreigners. People found guilty are

subject to imprisonment between six and twelve months; a penalty twice as high as that for

non-officials who facilitate illegal immigration.25l Administrative penalties apply to

officials who are negligent or "non-observant" towards unauthorised immigration of

foreigners.2s2

Similar provisions are contained in article 20(2) of the Ordinance on Entry, Exit,

Residence, and Travel of Foreigners in Vietnam 1992. This provision makes immigration

officers criminally liable for "abuse of their position and power for [their] own interest or

other personal motive".2s3 lJnder Macau's Clandestine Immigration Act 1990, the fact that

a perpetrator is a public official or a member of the Forças de Segurança (National Security

Forces) operates as a qualifying criterion. The commission of any of the immigration

2sr Article 29(3) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia).

's' Ibid, art29(4).

'5' Similur provisions can be found in arts281, 282 Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam): abusing positions and/or

powers while performing official duties.



offences under the Act by a public official attracts a significantly higher penalty than

offences committed by non-officials.25a

In the PR China it is an offence for public officials to take advantage of their position to

enable and facilitate the violation of migration regulations in return for extortions and

bribes.2ss Moreover, a penalty of not more than three years imprisonment (ten years in

serious circumstances), criminal detention or deprivation of political rights applies to

government officials "who harbour an organisation with characteristics of a criminal

syndicate or who connive at the organisation's lawless and criminal activities".2s6

5.2.1.8. Otheroffences

The principal focus of the existing trafficking offences is on the protection of the integrity

of national immigration and administrative systems. The provisions examined so far

criminalise those aspects of trafficking that violate the immigration regulations of a given

country. But few, if any of the offences seek to protect the victims of trafficking, the

physical integrity of migrants, and their human rights.

In most cases, physical assault of migrants, instances of murder, rape, theft and other

offences are criminalised under domestic criminal codes. But these general offences often

do not address circumstances that are unique to trafficking operations. However, some

countries, though very few, have recently implemented offences that go beyond the

traditional limitations of immigration and criminal laws.

For example, the offences introduced with the reform of China's Penal Code in l99l

contain a variety of provisions that have been designed specifically to criminalise those

aspects of migrant trafficking that cause particular harm to the persons invoived. Article

318, as mentioned above, provides special offences for trafficking that "causes serious

injuries and deaths to" migrants or that "deprives or restricts [the] freedom of the people

who are making an illegal crossing". Moreover, article 319 criminalises those who

2sa Article 15 Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).

'ss Article 16 Law on Control of the Exit and Entry of Citizens 19Só (PR China)
256 Articl" 294Í41 Criminal Law 1997 (PR China).



defraud people, in the name of labour export and economic and trade exchanges or for other

reasons, of thefu exit documents such as passports and visas through fraud and deception for
use in organising people in the secret crossing of the national border .. . .2s7

Unlike the provisions contained in the laws of other countries, the offence under article 319

targets persons who obtain documents fraudulently by false Statements from people in

whose names these documents have been issued. The offence is further qualified by the

requirement that such documents have been obtained "for use in organising" clandestine

migration. The provision seeks to protect ownership of travel and identity documents.

Individuals who are deprived of travel and identity documents are easy prey for trafficking

organisations. The object of the legislation is to prevent the fraudulent use of genuine

documents by persons other than the rightful holder. Penalties for the offence can be as

high as five years imprisonment and up to ten years in "serious circumstances". If

(commercial) corporations commit the offence, the penalties apply to the principal

personnei in charge, and the corporation can be fined separately.258

Provisions like those contained in articles 318 and 319 of the Chinese Penal Code 1997 are

still relatively new, and it is too early to predict whether ot not they adequately combat and

prevent the harm that is caused to many illegal migrants during their clandestine journey.

However, it is important that offences similar to those under Chinese law be implemented

throughout the region in order to enhance the protection of migrants. Provisions like those

contained in articles 318 and 3I9 are important steps towards a broader recognition that

migrant trafficking offences are not just about border protection but also about the

protection of victims and witnesses.

5.2.2. Organisational Offences

The analysis of the phenomenon has shown that transnational criminal organisations caffy

out a large part of the illegal trafficking in migrants in the Asia Pacific region.25e For that

reason, combating migrant trafficking implies repressive action against the organisational

2s7 Article 319 Criminal Law 1997 (PR China).
258 Articles 319(2),30 Criminal I'aw 1997 (PR China).

"n S"" supra Secrion 3.3.



and structural sides of trafficking. This section examines the provisions that address the

organised crime aspect of migrant trafficking.260

5.2.2.1. Organised crime acts

Very few countries in the Asia Pacific region have laws that are specifically tailored to

fight organised crime and the criminal activities associated with it. Of the nineteen

jurisdictions examined in this Chapter only four have legislated directly against criminal

organisations: Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and the Philippines.

Definition of organised
crime/criminal
organisation

Membership offence
participation as a

crime, penalty

Migrant trafficking
references

Criminal penalty on

organisation

Accessory penalties

Forfeiture and seizure
of assets

Hong Kong

Organised and Serious
Crime Ordinance 1994

Macau

Organised Crime Act
1997

Philippines

RICO Act 1999

Taiwan

Organised Crime
Control Act 1997

art 2: criminal
organisation

art 3

arts 3(3), 13, 14

artT

Special investigative
powers

Procedural provisions ss 27-30 aús 24-33 ss 8. l0-l t2, 16, 18-24

Hong Kong, which has been a hub for criminal organisations, particularly Chinese Triads,

for centuries, enacted the Organised and Serious Crime Ordinance in 1994

to create new powers of investigation into organised crimes and certain other offences and into
the proceeds of crime of certain offenders; provide for the confiscation of proceeds of crime;

make provision in respect of the sentencing of certain offenders; create an offence of assisting

a person to retain proceeds of crime; and for ancillary and connected matters.26l

'uo S"" the overview of "organisational offences" infra Appendix 8.1.2.
26r Chapter 455, No 82 of 1994, reprinted in Hong Kong SAR, Department of Justice, Bilingual Laws

Information System, wwwjustice.gov.hk (14 Mar 2001).

s 2: organised crime,
triad society

art l: association, secret

society
s 4(c): racketeering

activity

xt2:5-l2yeots
arranger: 8-15 years

recruiter: < 18 years

s 5: 10-20 years

art 6
(art 7)

s 4(cXii), (iv)sch l, no 6

art 14

arts 18,21

art 3l ss ?,9, l3-15, 17ss8-24D,25,26

ss2-'l -248



The principal purpose of the Ordinance is to enable law enforcement agencies to combat

organised crime more effectively by using special powers of investigation.26' Secondly, the

Ordinance facilitates forfeiture and the seizure of illegitimate assets263 and contains special

provisions regarding criminal procedure and the prosecution of offenders.26a The

Organised and Serious Crime Ordinance, however, does not create new offences, it does

not establish membership in a criminal organisation as a crime, and it does not place

penalties on the organisation itself. Moreover, by definition, the application of the

Ordinance is limited to activities of criminal organisations and triad societies "which use

any ritual commonly used by triad societies ... or adopt or make use of any triad title of

nomenclature".265

The Philippines introduced special organised crime legislation in 1999 with the Racketeer-

Influenced and Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Act. The Act is designed

to curb organised and sophisticated crimes and the laundering of the proceeds of these crimes

into legitimate business and activities by depriving the criminals of the opportunity to enjoy the

proceeds of their wrong doings.26ó

The Act, which has been drafted on the basis of the RICO legislation of the United States,

contains extensive provisions directed at the activities of criminal organisations,'67 order

the forfeiture and seizure of assets268 and regulate the restitution of property and

compensation of victims of organised crime.26e Unlike the Hong Kong Ordinance, the

Philippine Act establishes organised crime as a distinct criminal offence. The legislation is

very comprehensive in that it covers most elements of organised crime and its structural,

operational and financial aspects. It has low potential, however, for flexible responses to

new forms of organised crime, as the Act is not based on any definition of organised crime.

Instead it uses a concept of "racketeering activity" which is defined by enumerating nearly

one hundred offences that are criminalised in other acts and the Penal Code.

262 Sections 2-7,248 Organised and Seríous Crime Ordinance 1994 (Hong Kong).

'ut lbíd, ss 8-24D, 25-26.

'uo lbid, ss 27-30.
26s lbid, 

" 
z.

266 Section 2 Racketeer-Inf'Luenced and Corrupt Organisations B\II 1998 (Philippines), reprinted in UNICRI
& AIC, supra note 153, at 82-88.

267 Sections 5, 4(c) Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organisations Act 1999 (Philippines).

'6' Ibid, ss 7, 9, 13-14.

'ue lbid, ss 15, 17.



Taiwan has introduced its Organised Crime Control Act in December 1996.210 Article 2 of

the Act defines the term criminal organisation as

[a]n organisation of three or more persons, with a hierarchical structure, whose aims or

members are directed towards the commission of punishable acts, and characterised by unity,

continuity, intimidation or violence.

Article 3 makes it an offence to participate in, "solicit for, preside, manipulate or

command" in the criminal organisation. The Act also contains provisions on confiscation

and forfeiture: It provides a number of accessory penalties such as prohibiting offenders

from registering for public office,z1t and requires all offenders who have been convicted to

perform compulsory labour for a term of three to five years after serving their prison

sentence.272

The most comprehensive organised crime legislation in the region is probably that of

Macau. Unlike the Philippine model, the Macau Organised Crime Act of 1997 is largely

independent from the Penal Code 1995 and, to the most part, contains offences that are not

criminalised elsewhere. The Act provides higher penalties for offences commonly

considered as organised crime activities, including migrant trafficking and the "retention"

of fraudulent travel and identity documents.273 It criminalises the participation in criminal

organisations and contains provisions to make corporate bodies criminally liable if they

engage in any of the offences under the Act.27a In doing so, the Act distinguishes between

different kinds and different levels of participation by providing higher penalties for

persons who arrange organised crime and for those who are found recruiting members for

criminal organisations,2Ts Furthermore, the Act provides special forms of penalties for

people found guilty of engaging in organised crime, for example, expulsion, or prohibition

to exercise public and administrative duties.2?6 Finally, the Act contains special procedural

legislation.2?7

"o The analysis of ftle Organised Crime Control Act 1996 (Taiwan) is based on Taiwan, "Introduction to the

'Organized Crime Control Act"' (1997) 68 (3-4) Rev Int'l Droit Penal1019-1030.

"t Atticles 13,14 Organised Crime Control Act 1996 (Taiwan).

'1' Ibid, art 3(3).
2t3 A¡ticles 3-13,35 Organised Crinre Act 1997 (Macar).

'74 lbid, arrs 2, 14.

'1t lbid, art 3(3), (4).

"u lbid, arts 18, 21.
217 lbid, arrs24-33.



In dealing with these issues, the Act avoids the implication of a particular concept of what

organised crime is. Unlike the Hong Kong law, Macau's legislation is not designed to

combat Chinese secret societies only; it is adaptable to different forms of criminal

organisation. The Act also gains greater flexibility by the fact that it is largely independent

from other laws.

ln comparison, it has to be noted that the four organised crime acts place their emphases on

different aspects of organised crime and organised crime prevention. In Hong Kong and

the Philippines, for instance, the organised crime acts are primarily procedural legislation

to facilitate confiscation and equip courts and prosecutors with special powers. Macau and

Taiwan's acts focus particularly on the creation of the membership offence, and both acts

provide special penalties for perpetrators. Finally, Macau's Organised Crime Acr is the

only one that enables courts to place criminal penalties on corporate organisations,

recognising that organisations, both legitimate and illicit, often continue their operation

after leaders have been gaoled.

5.2.2.2. Conspiracy and participation in criminal organisations

Rather than establishing a conceptual legal framework for anti-organised crime

mechanisms, most countries in the Asia Pacific region use their penal codes to criminalise

participation in criminal organisations, in their activities, and conspiracy with others to

intentionally commit a crime.tt'

Essentially, the provisions follow two different models: Model A establishes conspiracy or

participation in a criminal organisation as a distinct offence. In Model B, committing an

offence as part of organised crime activity operates as an aggravating factor.

Model A: Crime of conspiracy and participation in criminal organisations

The provisions based on this model penalise conspiracy and/or membership in a criminal

organisation regardless of individual crimes committed by the group or by individual

members.

"t Cf Boronia Halstead, "The Use of Models in the Analysis of Organized Crime and Development of
Policy" (1998) 4(l) Trans Org C I at l.



Participation in an organised criminal group is an offence under the criminal laws of

Cambodia, PR China, Hong Kong, and Macau.'7e This membership offence provides a

mechanism to prohibit undesirable associations of offenders in criminal organisations and

their cooperation in crime.

Cambodia has a designated offence titled "organised crime". Article 36 Criminal Law

Provisions 1992 prescribes that

any individual who has taken part in a formal or informal association set up for the purpose of
planning one or more crimes or misdemeanours against persons or property, if specific acts of
preparation of these offences have taken place, shall be liable to a term of imprisonment [,..]
from three to fifteen years.

This provision requires that the perpetrators have undertaken some preparatory acts

towards the completion of the crime, but it is not required that the offence has taken place.

The criminal association remains largely undefined; the key aspect is that it serves "the

purpose of planning one or more crimes ... against persons or property". The provision

under Cambodian law is unique in that it lays severe criminal penalties on a comparatively

broad and loose understanding of organised crime. But the Criminal Law Provisions 1992

(Cambodia) are only transitional, and it is expected that they will soon be substituted by a

more comprehensive criminal code.'8o

Article 288 Penal Code 1995 (Macau) and, as mentioned before, article 2 Organised Crime

Act 1997 (Macau), contain offences titled "criminal organisation [association]". Under

these provisions it is an offence, punishable by up to twelve (and in qualified cases up to

eighteen) years imprisonment, to found a criminal organisation or participate in its

activities.

Chinese criminal law contains a very comprehensive organised crime offence in article

294(l)-(3) Criminal Law 1997:

[1] Whoever organises, leads, or actively participates in an organisation with characteristics of
a criminal syndicate which carries out lawless and criminal activities in an organised manner

through violence, threat, or other means, with the aim of playing the tyrant in a locality,

committing all sorts of crimes, bullying and harming the masses, and doing what has seriously

undermined economic and social order is to be sentenced to not less than three years but not

27e Article 36 Crirninal Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia); art264 Criminal Law 1997 (PR China); ss 1594-

l59C Crimes Ordinance 1971 (Hong Kong); art 288 Penal Code 1995 (I|i4acau).

"o S"" supra note 4.



more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment. Other participants are to be sentenced to not
more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control, or deprivation
of political rights.

[2] Personnel of overseas criminal syndicates who come to the PRC to recruit members are to
be sentenced to not less than three years but not more than 10 years of fixed-term
imprisonment.

[3] Whoever commits other crimes in addition to those in the preceding two paragraphs is to be

punished according to the regulations for punishing multiple crimes.

Essentially, article 294 criminalises four types of members of criminal organisations:

(a) those who "organise or lead" the organisation, (b) participants of criminal organisations,

including those who "actively participate" and "other participants", (c) recruiters of foreign

criminal organisations, and, (d) in subsection (4),"' government officials who assist or

disguise the organisation's activities. It is not required that the criminal organisation has

committed any offence; membership and position in an organisation "which carries out

lawless and criminal activities in an organised manner through violence, threat, or other

means" is sufficient. Persons found guilty of being the organiser or participant et cetera of

such a group are liable to a penalty of up to ten years imprisonment.

The concern of provisions based on this Model A is with the establishment and structure of

criminal organisations rather than with their activities. In principle, and in contrast to

Model B, this model does not require the commission of individual offences. Thereby it

creates a possibility to make members of criminal organisations liable before the

organisation actively commits any crime. In that respect, if implemented and enforced

properly, the provisions can potentially serve as a tool to prevent the commission of crime.

Countries such as Brunei,28z Fiji,"' Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands have a crime

of conspiracy under their criminal laws. Although not directly designed to combat criminal

organisations and the participation in organised crime, these provisions serve as a

preliminary offence, similar to the concept of other inchoate offences that do not require

the physical elements of a crime. For example, in Papua New Guinea, "a person who

conspireg with another to commit a crime ... is guilty of a crime" punishable with up to

'8t S"" infra Section 5.2.2.2.

'8' See the information provided by UNCJIN, Central Repository on Organised Críme

www.uncjin.orglDocuments/Crtoc/cenrep.html (12 Feb 2001).
283 Sections 385-387 Penal Code 1945 (FfiÐ.



seven years imprisonment, unless another penalty is provided for the principal crime.tsa

Under the Penal Code 1963 of the Solomon Islands "any person who conspires with

another to commit any felony" is guilty of an offence, punishable by up to seven years

imprisonment "if no other punishment is provided".28s

Malaysian and Philippine immigration laws provide special offences with higher penalties

if a perpetrator "abets or is engaged in a criminal conspiracy to commit any [immigration]

offence".'86 In these cases, criminal conspiracy to commit immigration offences serves as a

tool to prosecute offences that may not qualify as attempts or do not reach completion.

Criminal conspiracy as defined under Malaysian criminal law is punishable in the same

manner as the completed offence,2s? unless individual provisions provide specific

penalties.288

Model B: Conspiracy and participation in criminal organisations as qualifying features

Under Model B the 'organised commission of a crime' or 'conspiracy to commit a crime'

operates as an aggravating feature. Perpetrators are liable to higher penalties if criteria that

qualify the commission of an offence as organised crime are fulfiiled.

As mentioned earlier, the Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Act of

the Philippines provides higher penalties if a person

knowingly participates, either directly or indirectly with or in an enterprise conducting a
pattern of racketeering activity [as defined s 4 of the Act];

receives any money or property derived directly or indirectly, from a pattern of racketeering

activity, or act as dummy of any person in order to hide or conceal money or property acquired

through racketeering activities as defined herein;

uses or invests directly or indirectly, any part of the money or property received or derived,

directly or indirectly, from a pattern of racketeering activity in any interest in or the

establishment or operation of any business;

acquires or maintains through a pattern of racketeering activity, directly or indirectly any

interest in or control of any business enterprise;

284 Secúon 575 Criminal Code 1974 (PNG).
285 Sections 383-385 Penal Code 19ó3 (Solomon Islands).
286 Section 56(1AXc) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); and see s 45(h) Immigration Act 1940

(Philippines).
287 Sections IZOA',1208 Penal Code 1997 (Malaysia).
288 Section 56(14)(c) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia).



conspires in the conduct of any unlawful acts provided herein.2se

The recently enacted Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam) also uses the concept of "complicity" and

"commission of crimes in an organised manner" as qualifying criteria. For example, if
forgery is committed "in an organised manner", perpetrators are subject to higher

penalties.2eo The Penal Code 1945 of Vanuatu is based on a similar model,2er

5.2.3. General Observations

Many countries in the Asia Pacific region have witnessed political turmoil, the end of

colonial rule and rapid economic developments which had significant impacts on

legislation and legal systems. Some countries in the region do not have comprehensive

immigration and organised crime legislation and the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is

dealt with by a variety of very basic regulations. In other cases, law and law enforcement

often could not keep pace with the rapid political, demographic and economic

developments, or immigration issues did not have high priority on political agendas. In

these circumstance the old law remained mostly unchanged.

Offences that criminalise the activities of transnational trafficking organisations are a

comparatively new product. Prior to the early 1990s, very few countries in the region had

special trafficking provisions, and up until today very few have enacted legislation that

penalises the central aspects of migrant trafficking.

For example, organising illegal migration is a crime in only three of the nineteen

jurisdictions surveyed in this Chapter. Countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore

and the Philippines, which have been identified as some of the major hubs of migrant

28e Section 5 Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organisations (RICO) Acr (Philippines).

'no Arti"l". 266, 20 Penal Code 2000. Art 20(1) Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam) defines complicity as two or
more persons committing a crime intentionally. Subsection (2) extends críminal liability to "executors"
("who actually carry out the crimes"), "organisers" ("who mastermind, lead and direct the execution of
crimes"), "instigators ("who incite, induce and encourage other persons to commit crimes"), and "helpers"
("who create spiritual or material conditions for the commission of crime"). Subsection (3) prescribes that
"the organised commission of a crime is a form of complicity with close collusion among persons who
jointly commit the crime."

2er Section 29 Penal Code 1945 (Vanuatu).



trafficking in the region,zez do not have this offence. Although these countries have

provisions that extend criminal liability to higher levels of management within commercial

organisations, it often remains difficult, if not impossible, to prosecute the core arrangers

and organisers of trafficking operations. Other countries do not have any provisions that

make the transportation of illegal migrants an offence, thus making these places attractive

transit points.

Secondly, the organisational side of migrant trafficking is not adequately criminalised in

most countries of the region. Only the Philippines, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and, to a

lesser degree, China have enacted comprehensive legislation to combat organised crime

and deprive criminal organisations of the profits they generate. Most countries continue to

prosecute members of criminal organisations on the basis of provisions that are not

originally designed to fight organised crime and which do not enable the prosecution of

offenders who are not immediately engaged in the commission of crime.

But the countries with the more comprehensive and more sophisticated legislation are not

necessarily those with the lowest levels of migrant trafficking. The PR China, for instance,

has some of the most complex and up-to-date trafficking offences, most of which have

been implemented with the criminal law reform in 1991. However, China continues to be

the source of large numbers of trafficked migrants in the region and around the world.

Comprehensive anti-trafficking laws are an important tool in the fight against illegal

migration and organised crime, but there is little chance they will succeed if law

enforcement efforts remain marginal and if government officials are bribable.

In comparison, the small territory of Macau has probably the most sophisticated,

comprehensive and most adequate legislation to fight the activities of migrant trafficking

organisations. As early as 1990, the Legislative Assembly of the then Portuguese outpost

enacted tbe Clandestine Immigration Acr which focuses specifically on the activities of

trafficking organisations. The Act criminalises the core aspects of migrant trafficking,

including the mobilisation, transportation, harbouring, employment and exploitation of

migrants,2e3 document fraud and the making of false statements. The Act provides higher

2e2 See supra Section3.4.2.3.3.
2e3 Illegal employment of migrants, extortion and blackmail are offences under arts 9, 10 Clandestine

Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).



penalties for public officials who assist traffickers regardless of the type and level of their

collaboration. It does not criminalise the migrant customers, except, as seen in the next

section, in circumstances where they intentionally and actively contribute to the violation

of immigration laws. The Act is complemented by the comprehensive Organised Crime

Act 1997 that provides higher penalties for criminal organisations and their members, and

contains additional powers for prosecutors and law enforcement agencies.

The comparison of the trafficking offences in the region also shows that major

discrepancies exist between penalties. On the one hand, it could be argued that countries

with comparatively low penalties are more likely to serve as transit points for trafficking

operations. But on the other hand, there is no evidence that higher penalties are more

successful in reducing the level of crime. Also, legislative specification of penalties is

relevant only so far as it sets upper limits to actual punishment. For countries with high

normal penalties, actual penalties may be low or rarely enforced. The comparison

demonstrates that the countries and territories with some of the highest penalties, such as

Hong Kong and Singapore, are simultaneously some of the major hubs for migrant

trafficking. However, harmonising penalties is an equally important step in harmonising

trafficking offences in the region.

Traditionally, most countries have placed strong emphasis on offences that occur

immediately at or within their borders: making false statements, producing and transferring

documents, and, as will be seen in Section 5.3, all offences involving the illegal migrants

themselves. But the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is one that is not exclusive to one

single nation; it is transnational in nature. In all cases, some of the preparatory, recruiting,

organisational, transit, forgery, harbouring and clandestine immigration activities take

place abroad. Provisions that solely focus on internal security and do not take into account

the international dimension of trafficking are determined to fail.

But not only is it necessary that the offences address all aspects and all dimensions of

trafficking, it is also important that they are complemented by similar, if not identical,

legislation abroad. Hong Kong, the PR China, Macau, Malaysia and the Philippines, for

instance, have comparatively comprehensive anti-trafficking laws, but their immediate

neighbours do not. The problems of illegal migration and organised crime cannot be

solved if one country criminalises trafficking and takes all possible steps to fight it, and its



neighbour does not. These discrepancies ultimately result in exporting problems to

countries with less comprehensive legislation and less effective law enforcement

mechanisms. Handballing crime elsewhere cannot be the answer to the growing concerns

surrounding migrant trafficking. Once more it becomes clear that the key solution lies

within multilateral, regional and international cooperation to combat illegal niigration and

organised crime, as will be shown in Chapters Six and Seven.



5.3. Offences Applying to Illegal Migrants

In most, if not all, countries of the region, the principal focus of immigration offences is on

the individuals who violate domestic regulations by crossing the border clandestinely, by

making false statements, or by using fraudulent documents. Section 5.3 analyses the

provisions that apply to illegal migrants and that make them criminally liable for departing

from and/or entering a country unlawfully.2ea

5.3.1. Illegal Departure and Illegal Entry

5.3.1.1,. Illegaldeparture

Emigration restrictions have traditionally been an important tool to prevent and control

migratory movements. Chapter Two already indicated that it is not uncommon for some

countries in the region to restrict free travel of their citizens and criminalise those who

emigrate in defiance of domestic exit regulations.tes Particularly at the time of the Cold

'War, many governments of the then Socialist bloc placed harsh penalties on unauthorised

emigration. Vietnam and the PR China still restrict emigration of their citizens.

Soon after the end of the Vietnam War, the new Vietnamese Government placed sanctions

on emigration and Vietnam continues to criminalise illegal departure of its citizens.

Article 274 of the Penal Code 2000 prescribes that it is an offence to illegally leave the

country and stay abroad without authorisation,'e6 and to "violate the regulations on

residence, movement or other regulations relating to border regions."T Illegal emigration

attracts fines between 5,000,000 and 50,000,000 Dong (c Aus$660-6,600) or a prison term

of three months to two years. Article 273(2) provides a penalty of up to seven years

imprisonment for cases of recidivism.

'eo Se" the overview infra Lppendix 8.2.

'nt S"" supra Seclion 2.2.4.I.
2e6 Article 2'74 Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam)
2e1 Article 273 Penal Code 2000 (Vietnam)



Chinese law also prevents people from freely leaving the country. Under the Law on

Control of Exit and Entry of Citizens 1986, Chinese citizens are required to apply for a

passport and a permit issued by the Public Security Bureau to exit the country;ze8

emigration without such permit is a criminal offence. In 2001, it has been reported that

only two percent of Chinese hold passports.2ee Later that year though, the Chinese

Government announced that it will eliminate the regulations that prevented most citizens

from obtaining passports.3m

Article 14 of the Law on Control of Exit and Entry of Citizens 1986 prescribes that "any

person who, in violation of the provisions of this Law, leaves [...] the country illegally [...]

may be given a warning or placed in detention for not more than ten days". "If the

circumstances of the case are serious enough" the perpetrator can be made criminally

liable. In these cases, article 322 of the Chinese Criminal Law 199V01 operates as a

qualifying offence, punishing violations of "the laws and regulations that control leaving

and entering the country, secretly crossing the national border" by up to one year

imprisonment, "criminal detention, or control". If Chinese nationals travel abroad in

tourist groups, the tour operator can also be held responsible if individuals do not return to

China.302

Additionally, some countries criminalise illegal emigration of non-citizens. The

Philippines and the PR China have special regulations for the departure of non-nationals

that are enforced by criminal sanctions if requirements remain unfulfilled. Section 45(g)

Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines) makes it an offence for "any person who - being an

alien fto depart] from the Philippines without first securing an immigration clearance

certificate required by section 22A", punishable by imprisonment for up to two years and

deportation. Article 29 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China)

contains a similar offence, punishable by a warning or arrest for up to ten days.

2e8 Article 5 Law on Control of Exit and Entry of Citizens 19Só (PR China). Cf Cleo Kun-e, "supporting the

Snakeheads: Human Smuggling from China and the 1996 Amendment to the US Statutory Definition of
'Refugee"' (2000) 90 J Crim L & Criminology l27l at 12'78.

'ee "China, Rural, Tourism, Hong Kong" (2001) 8(8) Migration News.
3m "China, Hong Kong, Taiwan" (2001) 8(12) Migration News.
301 Formerly artl76 CriminalLaw 1979 (PR China).
302 "China: Rural, Tourism, Hong Kong" (2001) 8(8) Migration News.



Hypothetically, criminalising the unauthorised departure of people can be seen as a

measure to stop illegal migration at its earliest possible stage: ff people are not allowed to

leave their country, and if borders are controlled, those who attempt to migrate illegally can

be stopped prior to entering another country. Fines and imprisonment placed on illegal

emigration can be expected to deter some migrants from trying to leave illegally.

But the provisions criminalising unauthorised emigration operate largely at the expense of

human rights and individual freedom. They violate the right of a person to freely leave a

country, which is guaranteed in multiple human rights treaties, including the Universal

Declaratton of Human Rights.303 Many countries in the region also recognise the right to

leave in their constitutions.3oa The danger these emigration offences entail is that they

potentially deprive people of their most basic human rights and may prohibit them from

fleeing persecution, generalised violence, poverty or environmental disasters.

5.3.1.2. Illegal entry

Entry in defiance of domestic immigration regulations is an unlawful act in all countries of

the region. Additionally, the majority of the Asia Pacific countries places criminal

sanctions on migrants who arrive clandestinely or without genuine visas, entry permits or

other identity documentation.

As seen earlier, the immigration laws of Brunei,3os PR China,3o6 Macau,'o7 Malaysia,'ot

Myanmar,3oe Papua New Guinea,3to the Philippines,3tt Singapore,"' Solomon Islands,3l3

'ot See er¡13 Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948; afilz(z) ICCPR and many regional human

rights instruments. See also Rainer Hof'mann, Die Ausreisefreiheit nach Völkerrecht und Staatlichem
Recht (1988) 309.

'* S"", for example, art40(1) Constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia 1993; s34(3) Constitution
Antendment Act 1997 (Fiji); s 52 Constitution of the Independent State of Papua New Guinea 1975i

reprinted in de Varcnnes (ed), supra note 106, at 28, 68,317 .

'ot S"" Muntarbhonr, supra note 3, at 100.
306 Articles 2, 6 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Atiens 19Só (PR China).
307 A¡ticle 5 Entry and Residence Act 1995 (Macau).
308 Sections 6(1), 10(1) ImmigrationAct 1959/1963 (Malaysia).
30e Section 3 Immigrøtion (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar).
310 Section 3 Migration Act 1978 (PNG).
3r1 Section !5 Immigration Act 1940 (Phil\ppines) with exceptions listed there; cf Lede.sma, supra norrc 14, at-

t34-135.
312 Sections 6(1), 10(1) ImmigrationAct 1959 (Singapore).



Taiwan,3la Thailand,3rs Vietnam,'16 and Vanuatu3rT require immigrants to be in possession of

valid travel documents and valid visas upon arrival, unless they are explicitly excluded

from these requirements. Those who are found entering the given country without proper

documentation and those who fall into categories of "prohibited immigrants" are usually

excluded from entering and subject to detention and removal from the country.3r8

Under the immigration laws of most countries in the region unauthorised entrants are not

only subject to removal and detention; they are also criminally liable for illegally entering

the respective country. Out of the nineteen countries and territories surveyed in this

Chapter, twelve make it a criminal offence to enter the country without proper

authorisation.

The Immigration Act 1958 of Brunei, for instance, prohibits irnmigrants from disembarking

without entry permits; those who land unlawfully are liable to a fine of $4,000 Brunei

Dollars (c Aus$4,350) and one year imprisonment.3re Under the Cambodian, Hong Kong,

Myanmar, Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands immigration laws, foreigners who

enter the country clandestinely or otherwise unlawfully can be imprisoned for up to three

years."O Taiwan places a fine of up to $10,000 New Taiwan Dollars (c Aus$575) on illegal

and undocumented entry.321 In Malaysia and Singapore, any non-citizen who enters, or

attempts to enter, the country without a valid entry permit is guilty of an offence, too.322

Vietnamese and Chinese immigration laws place administrative sanctions on persons who

enter China illegally or "who reside or travel in Vietnam without a permit, or breach any

other provision of the law of Vietnam on entry, exit, transit".3z3 If persons continue the

violation, or if the circumstances are serious, the criminal laws of both countries make

3r3 Sections 6,7 Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).

"o Atti.l" 4(l) ImmigrationLaw (Taiwan).
3rs Sections 12(1), 58 Immigration Act 1979 (Thailand).
3t6 Articl" 3(I) Ordinance on Entry, Exit, Residence and Travel of Foreigners 1992 (Yietnam).
3r7 Sections 5,ll Immigration Act 1971 (Yanuatu).

"t See supra Section 5.1.3.
3re Sections 2O Immígration Act 1958 (Brunei); Muntarbhotn, supra note 3, at 100.
320 Article 29(l) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); s 38(1)(b) Immígration Ordinance 1972 (Hong

Kong); s 13(1) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 16(1)(a) Migration Act 1978
(PNG); s 18(1Xi) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s 22(1Xi) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).

"t Atti"le 59(1), (3) Immígration Law ('laiwan).
322 Sections 6(3), 8(5) Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); ss 6(3), 8(5), 57(1) Immigration Act 1959

(Singapore).



illegal immigrants liable to fines and imprisonment.3u Macau also specifically criminalises

migrants who repeatedly attempt to enter illegally.325

From the perspective of international law, illegal entry offences pose particular problems if
refugees enter a country unlawfully. Criminalising refugees for illegally entering another

country violates international refugee law. Article 31(1) of the 1951 Convention relating

to the Status of Refugees prescribes that

[t]he Contracting States shall not impose penalties, on account of their illegal entry or
presence, on refugees who, coming directly from a territory where their life or freedom was

threatened in the sense of Article 1, enter or are present in their territory without authorisation,
provided they present themselves without delay to the authorities and show good cause for
their illegal entry or presence.

Article 3I(l) Refugee Convention is generally understood as an obligation not to subject

refugees to any criminal penalties for entering a country unlawfully. However,

administrative sanctions, such as detention and removal, do not fall within the meaning of

article 31(1).3'z6 Also, the non-criminalisation obligation is limited to those refugees who

are "coming directly from a territory where their life or freedom was threatened"; it does

not cover refugees who transit through third countries.

It is for these reasons that the Signatories of the Refugee Convention usually prohibit illegal

entry without imposing criminal sanctions on illegal immigrants. For example, in

Australia,321 Macau, and the Philippines32s, immigrants who arrive without proper

documentation and authorisation are "illegal" and can be detained and removed, but they

are not liable for a criminal offence. In the case of Cambodia, another Party to the Refugee

Convention, illegal entrants are criminally liable, but article 3 of the Law on Immigration

1994 (Cambodia) states that this shall not apply "where it is required to comply with norms

of international treaties". Similarly, in Papua New Guinea the Minister may determine that

a non-citizen is a refugee and exempted from criminal charges."e Chinese law can be

interpreted in the same way, as it provides exceptions for the arrival and entry of asylum

323 Atticl. 29 Law on Control of the Entry or Exit of Aliens 19Só (PR China); art 20(1) Ordinance on the

Entry, Exit and Transit of Foreigners 1992 (Yíetnam).
324 Article 322 Criminat Law 1997 (PR China); art274 Penal Code 2000 (Yíetnam).
3'5 Article 14 Clandestine lrnmigration Act 1990 (Macau).
326 Goodwinn-Gill, supra note l4l, at 305; Peter Weis (ed), The Refugee Convention, 1951 (1995) 302-303.
3t7 See supra secfiort 4.2.I.2.
3" See Ledesma, supra note 14, at 6-7: "violation of immigration laws not a crime nor a felony".



seekers in article 32 of the Constitution of the People's Republic of China and in article 15

Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China).330 The Solomon Islands,

although Signatory of the Refugee Convention, provides no exception if refugees enter the

country illegally, but the Director of Immigration has discretion under s 12 Immigration

Act 1978 to issue entry permits and thereby legalise the status of undocumented refugees.

5.3.2. False Statements

In many instances migrants cannot obtain genuine travel documents, do not have

substantiated grounds for asylum claims, or fear their claims may be insufficient. In these

circumstances, migrants have strong inducements to make false statements to immigration

and border control authorities in order to obtain immigration clearance or to apply for

visas, entry permits or asylum. Also, as mentioned earlier, traffickers sometimes coach

migrants in how to lodge their claims and how to make false representations.33r

Most jurisdictions in the region make immigrants criminally liable for making false

statements in immigration matters. The provisions criminalising false statements can be

differentiated as follows:

(1) In Brunei, Cambodia and the Philippines it is an offence to enter or attempt to enter the

country unlawfully by false statement.332 Penalties include fines of up to 1,000 Philippine

Pesos (c Aus$50), imprisonment for up to two years, and deportation.t3'

(2) Under the immigration laws of Hong Kong,"o Macau,33s Malaysia,33u Myanmar,337 Papua

New Guinea,338 Philippine,3'n Singapore,3ao and Solomon Islands3ar it is an offence to make

32e Sections I4A,20 Migration Act 1978 (PNG).
3'o See supra Section 5.1.4. 1.
t" S"" supra Seclion 3.4.2.1.
332 Section 55 Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); art29(I) Law on Immigrøtion 1994 (Cambodia); s 45(d), (e),

(h) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
333 Arricle 29(l) Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); s 45 Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).
334 Section aZQ)@) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong)'
33s Article 12 Clandestine Irnmigration Act 1990 (Macau).
336 Section 56(1XÐ Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia).
337 Section ßØ),7(a) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar)'
338 Section 16(1)(e), Q) MigrøtionAct 1978 (PNG).
33e Section 45(f) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines) only criminalises false statements and false

representations "made under oath".



any false statement or false representation in immigration matters, regardless of the

purpose for which that statement is made, punishable by fines of up to Sin$4,000¡¿z

(c Aus$4,000) and up to five years imprisonment.3a3

(3) Füi,344 Hong Kong,tot Malaysia,3a6 Myanmar,3at Papua New Guinea,3as the Philippines,3ae

Singapore,350 Solomon Islands,35r and Vanuatu3s2 also have special offences if false

statements or false representations are made in order to obtain passports or other travel and

identity documentation. Penalties are identical with those prescribed for offences under the

previous category.

(4) Finally, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands also have

general offences of making false statements in their criminal codes.353 Thai criminal law

has a general offence of giving false information to officials under s I3J Penal Code 1956.

Criminalising persons who make false statements to immigration officers or other

authorities is difficult. On the one hand, it can be argued that in order for public agencies

to function properly, it is important that their decisions are based on correct and not on

false information. People who knowingly make misrepresentations to obtain certain

benefits must be held responsible for their actions; if they are not, this has serious

consequences for any administrative decision and for the public's faith in public services.

But on the other hand, it is undeniable that 'desperate people do desperate things'. Hence,

it can be questioned if it is just to criminalise desperate people who resort to false

statements simply because they fear that their claims may not be sufficient otherwise. kl

340 Section 57(1XÐ Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).
341 Section 18(1Xd) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).
342 Section 57(iv) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).
343 Section 57 ImmigrationAct 1959/1963 (Malaysia).
34 Section 312 Penal Code 1945 (Fljl).
3as Section aa(lXc) Immigration Ordínance 1972 (Hong Kong).
346 Section 51(k) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); s l2A Passports Act 1960 (Malaysia).
347 Section 13(7Xb) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar).
348 Section 5(a) Passports Act 1975 (PNG).
3ae Section 45(a) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines)'
350 Section 57(1Xk) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).
35r Section 18(iXa) Immígration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands).
3s2 Section 22(l)(a) Immigration Act 1971 (Vanuatu).
3-53 Secrion 36 Crimes Ordinance t97t (Hong Kong); sl82 PenaL Code 1997 (Malaysia); sI97 Criminal

Code 1974 (PNG); s 130 Penal Code 1963 (Solomon Islands).



that case the false statements can be seen, for instance, as a direct result of greater hurdles

to obtain asylum.35o

The difficulties and controversies surrounding both viewpoints reach very far and cannot

be solved within the boundaries set for this study. 'What can be said, however, is that the

focus of migrant trafficking offences must always remain on the traffickers' side of illegal

migration and organised crime, and not on those who are exploited by trafficking

organisations and who are desperate to seek protection abroad. Criminalising false

statements and false representation is necessary to protect the integrity of immigration and

administrative systems. But the application of provisions should be limited to cases where

the perpetrator intends to achieve a particular immigration outcome as a result of the false

statement or misrepresentation. An example can be found in article 12 Clandestine

Immigration Act 1990 (Macau).

5.3.3. Obtaining, Possessing and Using Fraudulent Documents

Nowadays, migration, for the most part, depends on the possession of valid travel and

identity documents. If such documents cannot be obtained legally, traffickers provide

stolen, altered or otherwise fraudulent documents to facilitate illegal immigration. At the

consumer side of immigration and identity fraud stands the person using the fraudulent

document. The criminal laws of all countries in the region contain provisions that make it

an offence to obtain, use and/or possess immigration and identity documents that have been

falsified, altered, or which have been issued to another person.

Different jurisdictions criminalise different aspects of such conduct: In some countries it is

an offence to use fraudulent documents. Other countries criminalise the possession of such

documents. And finally, the law of some countries makes it an offence to obtain fraudulent

documents.

Under the laws of Brunei, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Macau,'55 Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua

New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu it is and offence to use

350 Cf H"lt.rn, "The Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo-Chinese Refugees" supra note 131, at 117



unlawfully altered passports and identity documents.3s6 Cambodia, PR China, Malaysia,

Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu also specifically criminalise

the use of identity documents issued in a different name.3s7

Some countries in the region criminalise the possession of fraudulent immigration and

identity documents without requiring that such documents be used. In Malaysia and

Singapore, for instance, the immigration acts provide that persons in possession of forged

or altered travel documents are prohibited immigrants subject to removal.358

Simultaneously persons can be made criminally liable for possessing a forged, unlawfully

altered or otherwise irregular entry permit, visa or passport.3se The Immigration Act l97l

(Vanuatu), the Immigration Act 1978 (SoIomon Islands), the Migration Act 1978 (Papua

New Guinea), the Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar) and the

Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong) also contain offences for the possession of

forged, altered and unlawfully issued entry permits or other immigration documents.360 fn

Macau, possessing a fraudulent document is an offence only if it the holder intends to

deceive immigration officials or to otherwise violate immigration laws.36r

The Philippines criminalise immigrants who "obtain or accept" any immigration document

knowing it to be false.362

3ss Article 13 Clandestine Immigration Act 1990 (Macau) makes it and offence to use a fraudulent document

only if it is used with intention to deceive immigration officials or if it violates immigration laws

otherwise.
356 Section 55 Immigration Act 1958 (Brunei); arf 47(2), (3) Criminal Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia);

s a2(2Xb) Immigration Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 56(lXl) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia);

s 13(7Xd) Immigration (Emergency Provisíons) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 16(1Xk) Migration Act 1978

(PNc); s 45(c) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines); s 5?(1) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore); s 18(1)(e),

(f) Immigration Act 1978 (Solomon Islands); s22(I)(a), (e), (Ð Immigration Act I97l (Vanuatu).
3s7 Article 32 Law on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia); a¡t29 Law on Control of the Entry and Exit of Aliens

19Só(PRChina); art14LawonControlof theExitandEntryof Citizens 198ó(PRChina); s56(1Xj)
Immigration Act 1959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 16(1Xi) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s51Q) Immigration Act

1959(Singapore); s18(1)(o) ImmigrationActlgTS(Solomonlslands);s22(1Xm)ImmigrationActl9Tl
(Vanuatu).

358 Sections 8(3)(m), 32(l) Immigration Act 1959/1963 (Malaysia); ss 8(3)(m) Immigration Act 1959

(Singapore).
35e Section 56(1)0) Immigration Act i,959/19ó3 (Malaysia); s 12(1Xa), (d), (f) Passports Act 1960

(Malaysia); s 57(l) Immigration Act 1959 (Singapore).
360 Section 13(7Xd) Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act 1947 (Myanmar); s 42(2)(c) Immigration

Ordinance 1972 (Hong Kong); s 16(1Xk) Migration Act 1978 (PNG); s 18(1)(e), (f) Immigration Act

1978 (Solomon Islands); s 22(1Xe), (l Immigration Act 1971 (Yanuaru).
tut Arti"le 13 Clandestine ImmigrationAct 1990 (Macau).
362 Section 45(c) Immigration Act 1940 (Philippines).



Again, there are significant discrepancies in the penalties that apply to the above-

mentioned offences. In Vanuatu, for instance, offenders can be subject to a fine of not

more than 50,000 Vatu (c Aus$700) or a maximum of one year imprisonment,363 while

Carnbodian law provides imprisonment of up to fifteen yeats.'60

5.3.4. General Remarks

Individuals who migrate across borders in violation of national immigration laws are the

first and most immediate target of prosecutions and law enforcement activities. Illegal

migrants are generally perceived as a threat to national sovereignty and security because

they arrive without the proper consent of authorities and without immigration and security

clearance.

Within the context of migrant trafficking, however, little can be achieved by making

individual migrants the principal subject of criminal offences and law enforcement

operations. There is no evidence that placing higher penalties on unauthorised arrivals and

stepping up border controls have ever worked as deterrents for migrants who flee for

political, environmental or socioeconomic reasons. Moreover, these offences do not

contribute to the fight against trafficking organisations and against the exploitation of

migrants. However, most countries in the region continue to focus their enforcement

activities on the trafficked migrants.36s

The right answer to the problem of criminalising illegal migrants can only be found in a

compromise that takes into account reasonable security concerns on the one hand, and the

freedom and motivations of migrants on the other. Suggestions that countries should "let

them all in" or "send them all home" are equally inappropriate. An effective response has

to address the issue of national security as well as the humanitarian aspects. Much can be

achieved, for example, if the offences that apply to illegal migrants are limited to cases

363 Section 22(3) Immigration Act 197 t (Y anuafi).
3ø Article 32 Law on lrnmigration (Cambodia); at 47 Criminal Law Provisions 1992 (Cambodia).

'6t Cf Brunei, UN Council of Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Review oJ'Priority 'I'hemes: Additional
information on nlectsures to combat alien-smuggllng, UN Doc E/CN.15 /199513 (26 April 1995) paras 19-

20; Singapore Immigration & Registration, News Release: Tough Enforcement Action against

Immigration Offenders (Feb 1999).



where persons deceive immigration officials to achieve a particular immigration outcome

or where they otherwise actively and intentionally violate immigration laws.



5.4. Conclusion

In the past and present, most countries in the Asia Pacific region have viewed migrant

trafficking primarily as an issue of national security, and have tried to combat the

phenomenon by criminalising most aspects of irregular migration and organised crime on

domestic levels. The success, however, has been very limited as the beginning of the new

millennium is facing growing levels of migrant trafficking along with new and stronger

migration pressures and a growth in organised crime activities.

Amending the criminal law is a comparatively inexpensive way to combat migrant

trafficking and usually finds strong public support. To increase penalties appears to be the

most immediate résponse to any media reports on illegal immigration. Also, creating new

offences for traffickers and unlawful migrants has been a common tool for governments in

response to the public's perception that their nations are 'invaded by floods of illegal

immigrants'.

Controlling illegal immigration, especially migrant trafficking, is a major challenge for

sending, transit and receiving countries. There is no doubt that criminal law has a role to

play in the suppression and prevention of migrant trafficking, and in the prosecution of

offenders. Criminal measuros are particularly attractive because, in principle, they only

affect the criminals, and because they may produce a positive short-term effect by gaoling

offenders, and a long-term effect by preventing further criminal activities. However, there

is great doubt that criminalising irregular migration has a deterrent effect on persons who

are fleeing as a result of persecution, unemployment, poverty or severe environmental

degradation. Moreover, it needs to be remembered that the criminal law is a remedy of last

resort, and that criminal law and its enforcement cannot substitute the structural and

political changes that are necessary to address the more fundamental causes of migrant

trafficking.

Migrant trafficking is sometimes described as a victimless crime, also because it serves to

transport refugees to more secure places. But there are many difficulties with this line of

reasoning. Traffickers exploit and abuse people desperate to save their lives and those of

their friends and families. Traffickers jeopardise these people's life-savings, maltreat them



physically and place their lives at risk. This is not a victimless crime and traffickers must

be held criminaliy responsible for all their actions and intentions, and it must be ensured

that they are dealt with fairly and adequately by national and international criminal justice

systems.

In order to be successful, efficient law enforcement mechanisms and the actual prosecution

and conviction of traffickers must accompany the criminal offences surrounding migrant

trafficking. A principal problem for many, if not most countries in the Asia Pacific region

is the discrepancy that exists between law and law enforcement systems. Many countries,

especially the economically less flourishing ones, have great difficulties in enforcing their

laws and in controlling their borders effectively, which is particularly difficult in countries

with large, archipelagic coastlines. But even in countries with effective control

mechanisms, law enforcement operations mostly concentrate on the individual migrant,

leaving aside the involvement of criminal organisations in the trafficking of migrants.

Chapter Five has demonstrated that many countries in the region do not have up-to-date

legislation to deal with large criminal organisations and their transnational activities.

Although migrant trafficking, along with many other organised crime activities, is an

offence that goes beyond national boundaries, the focus of law and law enforcement has

remained local and national. Furthermore, criminal law, criminal procedure and law

enforcement regulations vary greatly among jurisdictions, thus resulting in safe havens for

traffickers.

The principal problem that is inherent in the existing regulations is that in order to combat

trafficking organisations, their activities and structure effectively, the provisions largely

depend on international law enforcement cooperation and mutual legal assistance. As seen

in earlier Chapters, most criminal organisations engaged in illegal migration operate

transnationally, and therefore the investigation of crimes and the prosecution and

extradition of offenders depend heavily on the assistance provided by foreign countries' It

is for that reason that provisions like, for instance, those under Chinese and Macau criminal

law may prove to be unsuccessful as long as they remain unique and are not complemented

by legislation in any other country of the Asia Pacific region.

A further problem in the fight against migrant trafficking and in controlling and regulating

migration flows is that of refugees. The existence of asylum systems and the protection
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provided thereunder is one of the key determinants for migration flows in the Asia Pacific

region. It is not surprising, that the majority of people migrating in the region - those

who are not labour-migrants - move to countries that are Signatories of the Refugee

Convention and that put into place asylum systems. But to date, only very few countries in

the region are committed to the obligations of international refugee law. Most countries

fear about the potential political consequences, as to grant refugee status carries a negative

imputation and can have a detrimental effect on the relationship between the receiving and

the sending country. Consequently, the nations that have not signed the Refugee

Convention may consider as illegal immigrants all foreigners not admitted'as legal

immigrants, and remove them as soon as practicable. In the absence of effective protection

regimes in transit countries, asylum seekers are forced to move on to safe havens as they

may otherwise be at risk of prolonged detention and refoulement.

At the same time it has been found that existing refugee protection schemes are seriously

abused by migrants, and that traffickers advise their customers to apply for asylum as soon

as they are apprehended by border control or police forces. It is not evident to answer the

question how these abuses can be avoided in the future, without infringing the rights of

migrants.

Although it is important that the criminal law demonstrates its full strength towards

traffickers and immigration offenders, it must not deprive people of opportunities to access

asylum systems and of the fair assessment of their claims. The requirements of

immigration regimes and the offences that apply to unauthorised arrivals can interfere with

international obligations, fundamental human rights and, in particular, the non-refoulement

obligations established under various international human rights instruments. It is not

reasonable to take action against migrant trafficking by eliminating legal avenues for

migration and restricting the protection provided to asylum seekers. In this context it has

been stated:

Simply building new barriers around Western countries will not make the refugee problem go

away. Restrictive measures taken unilaterally by Western states do not solve the problem but

merely pass it on to some other country to resolve, thus contributing to some interstate

tensionsl protectionism and, and a breakdown in the international refugee regime.3u6

366 Loeschel', supra note 138, at97,99



But the concern is not limited to refugees only; it also touches the much broader aspect of

international migration. As long as people are convinced that life is better elsewhere, there

is no way to avoid that some of them will 'try their luck' and move abroad, be it legally or

illegally, with or without the consent of the countries involved.

Although many countries in the Asia Pacific region have received migrants from around

the world, not one country today operates an active immigration policy; all seek to tightly

control access to their territories. The isolated efforts of one country can make little or no

difference; in fact, they can merely result in a displacement of the problem. Most countries

in the region continue to ignore that the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is essentially

situated on a structural level. As such, it is not simply a matter of national security and

criminal law; it needs to be dealt with at all levels and all areas of government.

Moreover, the issues associated with migrant trafficking are not exclusive to one country;

they are transnational in nature and concern all countries in the region. The underlying

problems that cause migratory movements and refugee flows need to be addressed by

regional development cooperation, and by information and education programmes to

improve the sharing of responsibility. These are long-term processes that require strong

commitment by all countries involved.

At the short and medium-term it is important that the countries of the region cooperate in

elaborating, implementing and enforcing mechanisms to effectively combat the operations

of traffickers and to protect the migrant victims. In order to reduce and eventually

eliminate the discrepancies in law and legal systems, the countries of the region need to

harmonise their immigration and asylum systems together with the equal criminalisation of

violations of immigration laws. The growth of migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific

region urges nations to elaborate and implement adequate countermeasures, and cooperate

in regional and international fora.
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l^lhapters Four and Five have demonstrated that the laws of Australia and most otherI
\-/countries in the Asia Pacific region have been largely unsuccessful in preventing and

suppressing migrant trafficking. Illegal migration and organised crime are on the rise

despite recent efforts to increase penalties, and step up border controi and law enforcement

measures. Moreover, in some nations, enforcement of laws in this area is lax, and the

prosecution of offenders is the exception rather than the rule. Also, when law enforcement

action is taken, it is usually directed against the illegal migrants, who face detention and

removal for their illegal entry, Many countries still do not, or not adequately criminalise

migrant trafficking organisations and their activities or participants in the trade.

Furthermore, few countries have developed comprehensive strategies to tackle migrant

trafficking and coordinate domestic efforts with regional and international strategies.

The lack of an international law enforcement authority, the absence of shared and

consistently applied legal principles in criminal justice and immigration systems, combined

with the non-existence of internationally accepted migration, asylum and resettlement

regimes, have provided migrant trafficking organisations with an opportunity to exploit the

discrepancies that exist between different legal systems. Also, the failure to achieve

appropriate solutions for refugee and migratory flows has meant that many asylum seekers

remain in refugee camps and detention centres. kritially designed as temporary

arrangements, they have become pennanent solutions.

The control, prevention and suppression of transnational migrant trafficking can only be

successful if nations overcome national reservations and prepossessions, and solve intra-

national problems of jurisdiction, legislation and sovereignty. V/ith the enormous growth

of migrant trafficking around the world, countries have now begun to recognise the

necessity of international cooperation. Over the last five years, the international



community has engaged in multilateral consultations and negotiations. Multilateral
agreements have been drafted with a view to eventual agreement on binding treaties. The

concern over the rapid growth of asylum seekers in many nations along with the

internationalisation of organised crime has led to an increasing number of initiatives at

global and regional levels aimed at coordinating and intensifying the fight against illegal

migration and organised crime.

This Chapter examines international initiatives to combat migrant trafficking as well as

regional activities to prevent and suppress illegal migration and organised crime in the Asia

Pacific. The Chapter provides an account of the institutional and the normative

frameworks dealing with migrant trafficking at the supranational level.

First, Section 6.1 introduces the institutionai framework by examining the role of
international organisations in the field of migrant trafficking. Particular emphasis is placed

on initiatives by international maritime and aviation organisations to enhance the safety of
migrants and ensure that passengers are admissible in destination countries. These

developments are compared to the activities of refugee and humanitarian organisations that

focus on the human rights dimension of migrant trafficking.

The United Nations has been at the forefront of international cooperation against

trafficking in migrants. Section 6.2 outlines the focus of the UN Crime prevention and

Criminal Justice Program and the role of UN agencies engaged in monitoring illegal

migration and organised crime. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 focus on the principal international

normative frameworks dealing with organised crime and migrant trafficking. The idea for

an international treaty against organised crime first arose at the World Ministerial

Conference on Organised Transnational Crime, held in Naples in 1994, which led to the

elaboration of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime and,

the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea. This Chapter

outlines the developments resulted in the conclusion of these instruments in December

2000.

With the emergence of illegal migration and organised crime in the region, some

mechanisms have been established in the Asia Pacific region to combat migrant trafficking.

Section 6.5 analyses initiatives taken at the regional level, including the Manila process,

the Asia Pacific Consultations, ASEAN, APEC, the Pacific Islands Forum, and CSCAp.



The aim of this Chapter is to illustrate developments at international and regional levels

and investigate the effectiveness of the existing multilateral agreements. This analysis

serves as a basis for the elaboration of proposals for enhanced cooperation in Chapter

Seven.



The Role of International Organisations

Migrant trafficking is a multi-faceted activity, raising concerns about criminal justice,
human rights, immigration and asylum issues. A variety of international organisations
have engaged in the fight against trafficking operations, in the regulation of the migration
and transportation process, and in the protection of asylum seekers. Among these
organisations are those concerned about the transportation of illegal migrants by sea and
air' such as the International Maritime organisation, the International civil Aviation
organisation, and the non-governmental International Air Transport Association.
organisations dealing with the refugee and humanitarian aspects of migrant trafficking
include the uN High commissioner for Refugees, the office of the uN High
commissioner for Human Rights, and the International organisation for Migration.
Finally, organisations such as Interpol and IGC have a focus on international law
enforcement cooperation. t

6.1.1. Carrier and Transportation Organisations

organisations that seek to regulate the international transportation industry were among the
first to call for global cooperation to combat unauthorised arrivals and counteract unsafe
ways of trafficking.

International maritime law and international aviation law have developed very differently
with regards to migrant trafficking. International civil aviation law places a srrong
emphasis on the facilitation and acceleration of international air travel. In order to enable
transnational flights to depart and arrive as quickly as possible, it is necessary that all
passengers comply with immigration and emigration formalities. The principal concern of
international civil aviation law is with immigration compliance and with preventing
undocumented migrants from illegally entering the destination country. In contrast,

6.1.

on the role of international organisations uld ang, trafficking generally, see IoM, ,,partnership
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international maritime law and the work of the rnternational Maritime organisation place a
premium on the safety of migrants at sea. Through its work, IMo is seeking to improve
the protection and safety of trafficked migrants, while the International civil Aviation
organisation is seeking to single out trafficked migrants and prevent them from arriving in
the destination country.

Distinct characteristics of the shipping and aviation industries and the ways in which they
are regulated explain much of this difference. For example, in civil aviation, the legitimate
passengers outnumber trafficked migrants by far, thus requiring speedy arrival and
departure procedures' Trafficked migrants aboard commercial aircraft usually travel
individually, while the experience of destination countries shows that trafficking by sea
often takes places in large groups. Also, trafficking by sea often involves unseaworthy
vessels or boats with hidden compartments, while trafficking by air, for the most part, is
carried out by commercial airlines.2

6.1.1J. International Maritime Organisation (IMO)

The first international organisation to address the issue of migrant trafficking was the
International Maritime organisation, IMo. IMo is a specialised agency of the united
Nations and is primarily concerned with maritime safety and the protection of the marine
environment' Established in 1958 and based in London, Mo's principal concern is the
adoption of legislation to ensure the highest level of maritime safety and environmental
protection' The organisation seeks to provide mechanisms for international cooperation on
shipping and maritime issues, and encourage the development and adoption of the highest
practicable standards cöncerning maritime safety and efficiency of navigation.3 In 2001,
Mo counted 158 Member states featuring all countries of the Asia pacific region with sea
borders.

See supra Sections 3,4.2.3 and,3.4.2.4.
2

3 cf arts l' 3 IMo convention' IMo was established in 1958 (and renamed in 19g2) by the convention onthe InterSovernmental Maritime consultative organisation,'o rr¿", issa, 195g ATS 5 [hereinafte r IMoConventionf .



Mo first drew attention to migrant trafficking in Novemb er lgg3,following the sinking of
the vessel Golden venture off the coast of New York, which resulted in casualties and the
deaths of many trafficked migrants.a IMo was primarily concerned with the unsafe
practices of sea trafficking that often place passengers' lives at risk. The 1¡4o Assembly,s
first resolution on this matter sought to improve maritime safety standards and prevent
illegal migrants from embarking in unsafe vessels or being abandoned at sea. Resolution
773(18) of 4 November 1993 cails upon Member states to cooperate in preventing unsafe
practices associated with migrant trafficking, to examine and, if necessary, detain suspect
vessels, and to ensure the safety and humane handling of the persons on board.s

In August 1997 ' the Government of Italy submitted a draft proposal for a Multilateral
convention to combat Illegal Migration by sea to the Mo Legal committee. This
initiative resulted from a considerable increase in unauthorised boat arrivals in Italy during
previous years' The ltalian proposal sought to establish a range of specific measures to
prevent and combat migrant trafficking by sea, and open up the way for international
cooperation on this matter. The draft convention proposed a codified international offence
for the traffic of illegat migrants, measures to regulate reciprocal assistance and police
cooperation, and a legal basis for the extradition of offenclers. Moreover, it specifically
recoÍlmended that illegal migrants must not be punished under criminal law for their
illegal entry.6

In view of the importance of the problem most delegations supported the Italian proposal.
However, questions arose over the competence of IMo as the proposed Italian draft
primarily focussed on the creation of an international criminal offence along with other
matters of international criminal law. Furthermore, it was stated that the Italian proposal
might cause overlaps with initiatives taken up by other international organisations. kr

5

The sinking of the ship Golden venture attracted a lot of media attention in the uS which was fbllowed bysignificant changes in the ways in which the uS handles iuegal irurrigration. For background information,see Ko-lin chin, smuggled chinese - clandestine Immigíation to'the United states (1999) 62-66; paulsnrith' "chinese Migrant Trafficking: A Global challe"nge" in paut Smith (ed), nu,^oí smuggling:chinese Migrant Trafficking and the chaltenge to Americais Immigràron Tradition (rgg7) I ar l-6.IMo Assembly, Enhancement of Life at sea by the Prevention'orrt suppression'"f uír"¡, practices
Associated with Alien smuggling by ships,IMo b-o_c Res e.zz¡f rsj ia Nov 1993); and see Râul pedLoz,o,"International Initiatives to combat Trafficking of Migrants ty ò"Í"in Myron Nordquist & John Moore,Current Maritime Issues and the International Maritirie Orgaíizatfon(1999) 53 at 55_56.
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November 199'7, the Mo Legal committee, followed in Decemb er 1997 by the IMo
Maritime safety committee, supported the purpose of the Italian proposal, but agreed that
it was necessafy to wait for the outcome of work done by other organisations. The
committees also noted that it would be more appropriate to elaborate a universal
international law instrument that addresses all modes of transporting illegal migrants and
that is not limited to trafficking by sea.7 Notwithstanding significant support by other
delegates, the IMo Assembly ultimately declared itself not competent, thus rejecting the
Italian proposal.

But IMo's concern about the issue of migrant trafficking and the clandestine transportation
of illegal migrants on unseaïvorthy vessels continued. In December 199g, the Maritime
safety committee concluded a catalogue of interim non-binding measures to promote
awareness and cooperation for the prevention and suppression of unsafe practices
associated with the trafficking and transport of migrants by sea, These interim measures
built on those recommended in Assembly Resolution li3(lL) and on those contained in the
Italian draft convention. The measures sought to establish mechanisms for bilateral and
multilateral cooperation to ensure maritime safety standards, to report on, interdict and
inspect suspect vessels, and to ensure the safety and the humane treatment of illegal
migrants'8 These interim measures have now been superseded by the conclusion of the
convention against Transnational crime and the Protocol against the smuggling of
Migrants in December 2000. However, they represent an important milestone in the
development of international measures against migrant trafficking. Most of these measures
are now included in the special provisions on migrant trafficking by sea in articles l-9 of
the Protocol against the smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and sea.

6 IMo t'egal committee, Proposed Multilateral convention to combat Ittegat Migration by sea,IMo DocL_EG 76/Ll/1 (1 Aug 1997). For derails see infrase;tion 6.4.2.4.
IMO Assembly, C ombating unsafe p ractices'asso ci
sea, IMO Doc Res 4.867(
practices associated with th
Dec 1997); and see Andree
Convention to Combat Illegal Migration" (199g) 1
56-57.
IMo, Maritime Safety commitlee, Interim measures for combating unsafe practices associated with thetrafficking or transport of migrants by sea,IMo Doc MSC/cirälar g96 (16 Dec 199g); cf pedrozo,
supra note 5, at60-62.



With the interim measures, the Mo Maritime Safety Committee also initiated the
systematic collection of information on the trafficking of illegal migrants by sea. A
reporting system has been established which requires Member Nations to provide
information on any incident associated with unsafe trafficking by sea, including
information on the port of embarkation, destination, nationality of the ship and owner, the
number of persons transported, and a brief description of the incident. The information is

then compiled and published biannually. A first report has been released in April 20Ol and

contains information on 43 incidents, involving 3,375 migrants.e Alt 43 incidents occurred

in the Mediterranean and were reported by Greek and Italian authorities only. No
information could be obtained as to why other countries, including those from Asia and the

Pacific region, failed to report any incidents to MO.

Simultaneously to the efforts to prevent and suppress unsafe trafficking by sea, 1¡4O has

also been concerned with the transportation of stowaways. As mentioned earlier, a

significant number of people are transported secretly in concealed compartments of vessels

or containers, often without the knowledge of captain and crew. Many, if not most of the

stowaways are undocumented migrants seeking clandestine entry to another country.ro In
December 1997, the IMO Legal Committee concluded a resolution on Guidelines on the

Allocation of the Responsibilities to Seek the Successful Resolution of Stowaway Cases.tl

The resolution calls for cooperation at bilateral and international levels to prevent the

embarkation of stowaways, facilitate the identification and processing of clandestine

passengers, and enable their return. The Guidelines recognise that stowaway asylum

seekers must be treated in accordance with the obligations under international refugee law

and that their safety must be ensured at all times. Furthermore, the Guidelines seek to

prevent that stowaways become migrants in orbit by ensuring that they are accepted either

at the port of embarkation, in destination or transit points, or in their country of citizenship.

These Guidelines are in many ways similar to the obligations arising under international

civil aviation law in that they seek to prevent the transportation and arrival of

IMo Maritime Safety Committee, Trfficking of lllegal Migrants by Sea - First biannual report, Mo
Doc MSC.3/Circular 1 (30 Apr 2001).
See supra Section 3.4.2.3.

9
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1r IMo Assembly, Guid.elines on the allocation of responsibilities to seek the
stowa,way cases,IMO Doc Res ,A'.871(20)

successful resolution of



undocumented migrants.r2 However, the IMO Guidelines are not binding and they do not
impose any liability on the masters or owners of vessels. Carriers are required to comply
with the Guidelines and facilitate the identification and return of clandestine migrants, but
they do not face sanctions if they fail to report stowaway cases, if they do not prevent them
from landing, or if they refuse to assist in the return of stowaways.

In the context of migrant trafficking, IMO's principal concern is with the safety of life at

sea, including crew, cargo, and passengers (legitimate and clandestine). The initiatives,
resolutions and guidelines developed by MO seek to ensure that the transportation by sea

is carried out safely and that passengers, crew and cargo are not placed at risk. IMO
recognises national security interests and respects compliance with national immigration
regulations, but its initiatives focus on the protection of persons in danger, rather than on

deterring unauthorised arrivals and criminalising migrants and carriers. IMO has generally

taken a humanitarian approach to migrant trafficking and has repeatedly called for the
protection of trafficked migrants.

6.I.1.2. International aviation law and the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(rcAo)

International civil aviation law is primarily concerned with the safety of commercial

aircraft and international air traffic, issues of navigation, and the facilitation of
international air travel. The key instrument of international civil aviation law, the

Convention on International Civil Aviation, signed.in Chicago on 7 Decemb er l944,seeks
to promote and implement measures for safe and orderly international civil air traffic.r3 It
also established the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), based in Montreal,

t' See infra Section 6.1.1 .2.13 15 UNTS 275 [hercinafter Chicago convention]. of the countries of the Asia pacific region only
Australia (1 Mar L947;1957 ATS 5), PR China (31 oct 1947), Philippines (1 Mar t947),and Thailand (4
Apr 1947) signed the Convention. Brunei (4 Dec 1984), Fiji (5 Mar iez:¡, Inoon esia (í7 Apr 1950), Lao
PDR (13 June 1955), Malaysia (7 Apr 1958), Myanmar (8 July 1948), Papua New Guinea (15 Dec Ig75),
Singapore (20M.ay 1966), Solomon Islands (11 Apr 1985), vanuatu (17 Aug 19g3), and vietnam (13
Mar 1980) adhere to the Convention without signature; cf. art92 Chicago Convintion.



as a specialised UN agency to monitor and assist in the
techniques by Member States.ra

development of principles and

The chicago convention promotes uniformity and cooperation between State parties to
facilitate international air travel while recognising and enhancing safety requirements and
standards' The convention requires signatories to implement the conditions and
restrictions for safe and orderly international civil air traffic as developed on the basis of
the convention' under article 28 state Parties "agreeto provide and adopt, to the greatest
extent possible, standard systems of procedures, codes, markings, signars and other
operational practices and rules" as established under the convention.

with tegatd to migrant trafficking and illegal migration, the convention contains
provisions on mutual cooperation between state Parties to standardise national procedures
on immigration, emigration, customs and quarantine at embarkation, transit and destination
points in order to improve and accelerate international air transportation.rs The convention
recognises the sovereignty of contracting states over immigration matters and refrains
from formulating any recommendations or best practice principles for migration control at
international airports' under article 22, however, contracting Nations agree to facilitate
international air traffic by preventing "unnecessary delays" including those caused by
lengthy emigration, immigration, customs and quarantine clearance. on this background,
ICAO has recommended the development and universal use of machine-readable travel and
identity documents to facilitate immigration control and prevent passport, visa and other
document fraud'r6 Article 23 chicago convention provides that each contracting state
undertakes to establish customs and immigration procedures affecting international air
navigation in accordance with the practices that have been established or recommended
pursuant to the Convention.

Article 13 of the convention requires, inter alia, compliance of crew and passengers with
entry and departure formalities in embarkation and destination countries. Article 37Q) of

'o Arts 43-66 Chicago Convention." 
ï;'ürouïJ':ïff;ï JÍ;ÎÍ,,iît^',íg ff";::," genera'v, Ruwantissa Arrcv'arne,

tsz; ÈriuÞeller, 'ica*iei sanctiåns and Internation ,rltiTl'A*^rtllto'" 
L r48 at t54-
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the chicago convention tequires contracting states to cooperate in the elaboration of
uniform regulations and procedures for customs and immigration, which are then adopted
and amended as necessary by ICAO. Annex 9 to the convention contains the
recommended standards adopted by ICAo pursuant to article 37g. In order to facilitate
international air travel, the Annex provides minimum standards for travel and identity
documentation and for the inspection of these documents at embarkation and immigration
points' The Annex calls upon contracting States to limit entry and exit controls to the
most necessary requirements and to abandon visa formalities for temporary visitors.

carriers are required to ensure that their passengers are properly documented and meet the
immigration requirements at the destination point. The standards provide that
undocumented or otherwise inadmissible passengers, including those travelling with
fraudulent documents, are to be returned to the custody of the air-carriers which should
return the persons at their expense to the point of departure or another place where the
returnees are admissible. carriers who are found transporting undocumented passengers
can be fined if they neglect to verify the documentation of their passengers. carriers
cannot be fined, however, if their passengers possess fraudulent documents. The emphasis
of the Annex 9 standards is on the possession of documents, not on their authenticity.
commercial airlines are not burdened with the obligation to apprehend false and altered
travel and identity documentation. If, however, fraudulent documents are found, carriers
are required to seize them and return them to the authorised agencies of the issuing
country.t7

on the basis of the Chicago convention, most countries in the region have introduced
legislation that places administrative and/or criminal sanctions on carriers who transport
undocumented immigrants.r8 under these provisions carriers are liable if they fail to
comply with immigration regulations, if they do not prevent und.ocumented passengers
from disembarking and entering the country, or if they fail or refuse to return inadmissible

tu cf Rowantissa Abeyratne, "Air carrier Liabìlity and State Responsibility for the caffiage of InadmissiblePe¡sons and Refugees" (1999) 24(r) Air & space L 3 at 6; unii¿, ;'smuggling 
of Illegal Migrants by Air,,

50_153.17 
id', at 4-5; icl, "smuggling of Illegal Migrants by Air" supra notel5, at 155-156; Jamesion of International commercial Aviation (1995-) Booklet g, zz-zi; andFellet, supranote 15, at54-55.

18 
See supra Section 5.2.1.3.2.



passengers' h all countries, these provisions apply simultaneously to air-carriers and to
operators of vessels that arrive by sea or overland. International maritime law, however,
does not contain any provisions similar to those under the chicago convention and, the
standards developed pursuant to the Convention.

Responsibility for ensuring the uniformity fostered by the chicago conventionis vested in
the International civil Aviation organisation. ICAo has, however, no poweí to enforce the
provisions of the chícago convention and its standards and annexes. The IcAo council
can report any infractions of the convention and any failure to carry out recommendations
or determinations of the council to contracting states and to the ICA9 Assembly.,e But
neither the council nor the Assembly can force any nation to compry with the convention
and the recommendations' Moreover, article 38 chicago conventionallows state parties
to depart from international standards and procedures if they find it impossible or
impracticable to comply with them, or if the State wishes to adopt its own standards and
procedures

6'1'1'3' rnbrnationar Air Transport Association (IATA)

The International Air Transport Association (rATA) is a non-governmental trade
association of the world's international airline industry. The goals of IATA are to promote
safe and reliable air services, develop cost-effective standards and procedures to facilitate
the operation of internation al air transport, identify and articulate common industry
positions' and support the resolution of key industry issues. Founded in 1g1g and based in
Montreal' IATA now brings together 2'77 commercial airlines from around the world,
including 34 domestic and international air carriers from the Asia pacific region.ro

In 1987' IATA established a control Authorities working Group (IATA/SAWG) in which
air carriers cooperate with governments on the issue of inadmissible and inadequately
documented passengers' Essentially' the group coordinates anti-migrant trafficking
strategies and multinational interdiction exercises at selected airports. Today, the.working
Group has seventeen member nations, featuring government and airline delegations from

te Art 54û), (k) Chicago Convention.



countries that witness particularly large numbers of unauthorised air arrivals. .From the

Asia Pacific region, the Working Group includes immigration officials and airline

representatives from Australia and from the Association of Asia Pacific Airlines (AApA).4

Recent initiatives of the Control Authorities Working Group include the development of A

Code of Conduct for Immigration Liaison Officers, Guidelines on Aclvance passenger

Information, aîd the updating of a training programme for detection of inadequately

documented passengers.22

The Code of Conduct for Immigration Liaison Officers, released in October 1998, compiles

information and guidelines regarding overseas immigration officers. Canada and the

United States were the first countries to place immigration and airline liaison officers at

international airports overseas; a model that was later adopted by Australia and other

countries. The officers assist commercial airlines in identifying undocumented passengers,

apprehending fraudulent travel and identity documentation by checking travel documents,

and by training local staff in the interception of fraudulent documents. The Code of
Conduct developed by the IATA Working Group outlines the tasks and role of immigration

liaison officers. Essentially, the officers can assist and advise airlines and local authorities

in detecting cases of identity document fraud, but they have no power to prevent carriage of

a passenger. Also, they cannot arrest or prosecute anyone engaged in the illegal movement

of inadequately documented passengers.'3

The Guidelines on Advance Passenger Information, published in October 1999, seek to

establish a formal framework under which immigration intelligence and arrival procedures

can be standardised in order to improve border security and at the same time facilitate

international air travel. To prevent identity document fraud, the Guidelines recommend the

universal use of machine-readable travel documents and mutual assistance in providing

equipment that is required to put into practice the Advance Passenger Information program.

In conclusion, it needs to be borne in mind that IATA is an industry-based association and,

unlike ICAO, not a sovereign international organisation. As such, the policies,

For further information see the IATA website at www.iata.org.
On AAPA see infra Section 6.5.8.1.
The documents are available at the IATA/CAV/G
icawg/main_public.asp (27 Dec 200 1 ).
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website, www. iata. org/oi/committees/



recommendations and guidelines developed by rATA and the control Authorities working
Group do not have the status of international law and they are not enforceable. with that in
mind, the IATA initiatives can, however, serve as a set of best practice principles,
particularly as they seek to develop working arrangements that are acceptable for. both
commercial air carriers and national immigration and law enforcement authorities.

6.1.I.4. Carrier regulations and migrant trafficking

The key objective of the provisions under international civil aviation law, of the ca*ier
sanctions under national immigration laws,2a and of the principles developed by IMo,
ICAO and IATA is not the creation of criminal offences and the prosecution of offenders.
The provisions primarily serve as a basis to ensure certain safety standards, make
commercial carriers responsible for transporting inadequately documented passengers, and
lay all expenses attached to the processing, detention and removal of unlawful immigrants
on those who transport them.

But placing sanctions on carriers for transporting inadmissible persons raises severe
concerns in circumstances where the passengers are refugees or otherwise protected under
international law' sanctions, such as administrative or criminal penalties placed on carriers
for transporting asylum seekers, discourage them from carrying refugees, thereby limiting
the access to safe havens for people who may be in desperate need of protection.2s

Furthermore, national authorities and airline personnel are frequently not aware of the
distinction between refugees, who are entitled to international protection, and other
migrants' If overseas authorities along with liaison officers, including staff from private
companies, verify the possession and validity of travel and identity documentation of
departing passengers and deny boarding to persons with no or with fraudulent documents,

23
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IATA, CAV/G, A code of-conduct for Immigration Liaison officers (199g) paras 2.r-2.4
See supra Sections 4.1.2.3.I and 5.2.L3.2.
Feller, supra note 15, at 59, 61; uNHCR Executive corrmittee, General conclusions on InternationalProtection, No 46, 38d'Sess (Igg7), UN Doc NAC.g6/i02(19g7; 3ú



they may also, directly or indirectly, refuse protection to a person who may have a genuine

fear of persecution and may be in desperate need of asylum.r6

Attention must also be drawn to the fact that the provisions established on the basis of the

Chicøgo Convention and those recommended in the IMO Guidelines create the risk that

passengers who are genuine refugees are returned involuntarily to a place where they are at

risk or face persecution. Such return contravenes the non-refoulement obligation under

article 33 of the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees2l and under other

international human rights treaties.2s

6.1.2. Migration, Refugee and Humanitarian organisations

A number of international organisations address the humanitarian, migration and refugee

aspects of trafficking. Among these organisations are UNHCR, whose mandate is to
protect and assist refugees, IOM, the international migration organisation, and the

UNHCHR, who seeks to protect and promote human rights. Elsewhere, the International

Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) assists people caught in armed conflict, UNICEF,

which aids children, and a large number of other international and non-governmental

organisations that cannot be listed here.

26 F"11"., supra noîe 15, at 57; UNHCR, Executive Committee, Interception of Asylum-Seekers and,
Refugees: The International Framework and Recommendations for a Comþrehens-ive Approac¿, UNHCR
Doc EC/50/SC/CRP.17 (9 June 2000) para 17.2:t 189 UNTS 50. on the controversyietween international aviation law and international refugee law
generally see Abeyratne, "Air Carrier Liability and State Responsibility for the Carriage of Inadmissible
Persons and Refugees" supra note 16, at3-16.

" Art 1 ICCPR,993 LINTS 3; art45 1949 Geneva Convention relative to the protection of Civilians in
Time of War,75 UNTS 287; art3(l) 1954 Convention against Torture and other Cruel or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment, 1465 UNTS 85; art 3(1) 1967 Declaration on Territorial Asylum, UN General
Assembly Res 2312(XXD (14 Dec 1967); and a¡t 22 I98g Convention of the Rights of the Chitd,1577
UNTS 3.



6.r.2-L. united Nations High commissioner for Refugees (uNHCR)

UNHCR, the united Nations High commissioner for Refugees, is the principal
organisation for the protection of forcibly displaced persons. More than two-thirds of all
the international assistance to refugees is channelled through UNHCR.

UNHCR was established in 1950, substituting its predecessors uNRRA and IRo. The
united Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (uNRRA) was originally ser up
in Novembet 1943 to assist persons who had been displaced by the Second world war, not
just refugees fleeing their country of origin. After the war, uNRRA focused largely on
repatriating displaced persons' ITNRRA did not consider or determine refugee status.2e

IRo, the International Refugee organisation, replaced UNRRA in 1947. Its mandate, too,
was limited to three years, and only encompassed refugees in Europe.3o But IRo also was
the first truly international refugee organisation as it was supported by many non-European
nations, including Australia, PR china and the Philippines,3r and its functions addressed all
aspects of refugee protection, including repatriation, identification, registration and
classification, care and assistance, legal and political protection, transport, resettlement and
re-establishment'3z The IRo constitution also opened the way for resettlement in third
countries as an alternative to returning refugees to their country of origin.33

As it became clear that the problem of refugees and displaced persons was not just a short-
term post-war phenornenon' the international community started to investigate long-term
programmes for the protection of those fleeing persecution. This ultimately resulted in the

'e cf-Fernando charrg-Muy, "International Refugee Law in Asia,, (1gg2) 3 Nyu J Int,t L & p 1r7l at 1177-1172; UNHCR, The state of the world's Refugees 2000: Fifty i"o^ o¡ nu^anitariøn Action(2001) 13-
30 Constitution of t

[hereinafter IRO
outside of, their c
retained their nationality," and who are victims o
regime, and refugees as defined in pre_WWII treati
who, as a result of the actions of the authorities of
1(a) of this Annex has been deported from, or h
former habitual residence, such as persons who w

3l or political reasons.,,
nstitution on 13 May rg47. China signed the constitution on 2g Apr rg47.

32 Dec 1949.

33 
See generalry, TINHCR, The state of the worrd,s Refugees 2000, supra note 29,at 16_1g.



conclusion of the I95I convention relating to the status of Refugeesia and the
establishment of UNHCR as the united Nation,s permanent refugee agency,35

UNHCR's functions are prescribed in the 1NHCR statute.36 LTNHCR has two main goals:
one is to provide international protection for refugees. The second is to seek permanent
solutions to the problem of refugees by assisting governments in facilitating the voluntary
return of refugees, their admission to and integration in the community of the receiving
country, or resettlement in a third country.3T

The mandate of UNHCR is' however, not limited to refugees as defined in article 6 of the
statute; a definition that is identical to that of the Refugee convention Given the changing
nature of migration flows and the limitation of the convention definition, the uN General
Assembly and the uN Economic and social council have in many resolutions expanded
the High commissioner's mandate.3s uNHcR has often operated beyond its statutory
mandate, and repeatedly argued for a re-definition of refugees. Following the conclusion
of regional refugee conventions in Africa and central America,3e which use broader
definitions of the term 'refugee" uNHCR has interpreted its mandate beyond article 6
UNHCR statute to cover all persons who have been displaced forcibly from their country
because of internal upheavals, armed conflict, gross discrimination or massive human
rights violations.ao

At the operational level, UNHCR is active in all countries of the Asia pacific region,
except Brunei and some of the smaller South Pacific isrand nations, and the organisation
has assisted millions of refugees from around the region. As the majority of nations in the
region have not signed the Refugee convention and. protocol,uNHCR,s primary task in

e).
0) Annex [hereinafter UNHCR Statute].
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the Asia Pacific is to protect asylum seekers, assist governments in determining their status,
affange the resettlement of refugees in third countries, and, in few cases, enable admission
in the host nation.al

At the policy level, UNHCR promotes the principles of international refugee law, in
particular the Refugee Convention and Protocol. The organisation can call attention to a
country's legal obligationsaz but it cannot enforce the rules of international refugee Ìaw and
monitor a country's compliance with the Refugee Convention In fact, very few, if any

safeguards are built into the Convention to prevent abuse by Member States or compel
governments to administer international refugee law in a consistent and fair manner,o,

with regards to migrant trafficking, UNHCR has assisted many trafficked migrants and has
repeatedly called for the protection of victims of trafficking. The organisation has urged
transit and destination countries to maintain fair and open asylum systems despite growing
levels of organised trafficking and abuse of immigration programmes.o, Most recently,
UNHCR has played an active role in the elaboration of the protocol against the smuggling
of Migrants and, in cooperation with UNHCHR, UNICEF and IoM, persuaded the IIN Ad
Hoc Committee to include safeguard clauses for the protection of migrants and refugees
into the Protocol.as

6'l'2.2. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
(UNHCHR)

The office of UNHCHR seeks to promote and defend the universal application of human
rights' The post of the High Commissioner was established in 1993 and the office of

4r Cf Loescher, ibid, at l3B.a2 ArtS UNHCR Statute.
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;^ Loescher, supra îote 40, at 139, 140; cf Tür:k, søp 66.
See, for example, UN General Assembly, Executi e High prograrnme,
Report of the Fifty-First Session of the Executive Hígh programme,
UN Doc N^C.96/944 (13 Oct 2000) 9; UNHCR, ûee, In ttum_seekers
and Refugees, UNHCR Doc EC/5O/SC/CRP B_32.
See art 76 Protocol against the Smuggling 
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UNHCHR consolidated into a single agency in 799i.a6 UNHCHR assists in the elaboration
and implementation of human rights at national and international levels. The office
initiates and coordinates human rights action at the uN level, seeks to prevent human
rights abuses, and respond to serious viorations of human rights.

The uN High commissioner for Human Rights has recently taken a more sustained interest
in the subject of migrant trafficking. The office has created the position of an Advisor on
Trafficking with the principal focus on the particular problems associated with trafficking
in women and children. Also, the office has repeatedry called attention to the human
rights violations inherent in migrant trafficking and other forms of clandestine migration.
UNHCHR has pledged for the recognition of migrants' rights and the protection of victims
of trafficking' In 1999, the High commissioner addressed the uN Ad Hoc committee on
the Elaboration of a convention against Transnational crime and submitted a proposal ,,to

integrate human rights into [the] analysis of the trafficking problem and in the development
of an effective international legislative response."47 The proposal was later combined with
efforts made by UNHCR, IoM and uNICEF,as and ultimately resulted in the safeguard
clauses contained in article 16 Protocol against the smuggting of Migrants and articles 6
andT Protocol to Prevent, suppress and punish Trafficking in persons.ae

6.1.2.3. International Organisation for Migration (IOM)

IoM' the International organisation for Migration, is the single most important
international organisation addressing the issue of migrant trafficking, assisting trafficked
migrants, and combating exploitative and irregular forms of migration.

drart protocols conc^erni.ng migrant smuggling and trfficking in persons, uN Doc NAC.254/27 (g Feb2000) and Corr.I (22 Feb 2000).
'o The mandate of the office of uNHCHR derives from arts 1, 13 and 55 charter of the (Jnited Nations(1945 ATS l), and uN General Assembly Res A/4gl141 (20 Dec 1993).47 L [{cHR, Message from the Hígh co'mmissioner for'Human Rights, Mary Robinson to the Ad Hoccomm.ittee on the Elaboration of a convention ogoirrt Transnatiional organized crimte (yienHa, 7 July
48 fal General Assembly, Act Hoc committee on the Elaboration of a con'ention against Transnationalor-eanised crimp' Note by the office of the united Nat¡ons i;gi c"^*issioner for Human Rights, theunited Nations High commissioner for Refugees, the unÏt;d Nations Child.ren,s Fund and theInternational organisation for Migraiio" 3" tl" draft protocors concurning migrant smuggring andtrafficking in persons, LIN Doc lAC.254/2i (g Feb zoóojuna cou t çzzFeb 2000).



The organisation came into existence on 5 December 1951 as the Intergovernmental
committee for European Migration (ICEM). similar to IRo and uNHCR, ICEM was
originally established to assist displaced persons in Europe, but its focus was on technical
and operational assistance rather than on the protection of refugees. Over the following
decades, ICEM became engaged in activities outside Europe, particularly in Latin America,
Africa and oceania. Given the increasingly global role of ICEM, in 19g0, Member States

renamed the organisation Intergovernmental Committee for Migration (ICM). The status

of the organisation was reinforced by a constitution, which in 1987 transformed ICM to the

International Organisation for Migration.5o Today, IOM has 86 Member States, including
from the Asia Pacific region Australia, the Philippines, and Thailand. 46 other countries
have observer status, including Cambodia, PR China, Indonesia, papua New Guinea, and

Vietnam.5l

The principal objective of IOM is "to ensure, throughout the world, the orderly migration
of persons who are in need of international migration assistan ce."52 IOM assists migrants,
refugees, displaced persons and other individuals in need of international migration
services.53 Its mandate is not limited to persons who fall into categories that are defined by
formal conventions or declarations; it covers all migrants (defined as persons who decided
to migrate for reasons of personal convenience and free choice, without intervention of an

external compelling factor) refugees and displaced persons (who are understood as all
persons fleeing persecution, generalised violence and armed conflict) as well as other
individuals who require migration assistance such as exilees and deportees.sa

Unlike UNHCR, IoM has no protection mandate and its operations do not seek to promote
or enforce any particular international convention. IOM's tasks consist primarily of the

provision of technical assistance to migrants. The organisation cooperates with national

4e 
See infra Section 6.4.2.4.s0 Constitution of the International organisation for Migratio¡¿ as entered into force on 14 Nov 19g9,
available at www.iom.inliom/mandate-and-structure/cõnstitution-engl.ht (Dec 2001) lhereinafter IoMConstitutionf. See generally Richard Perruchoud, "From the Intergovernmental Committee for European

¡ation" (1989) I(4) IJRL 501 at 502_509.

andate of the International Organization for Migration(IoM) and to Whom the organization may Provide Migrarion Services" (1992) +e) unf 205 at 209-211 .



governments and other international bodies to find solutions for groups of migrants to
ensure an orderly migration flow and prevent clandestine and otherwise irregular
movements of people. As such, IoM stands between governments and individual migrants
and carries out a de facto protection for the human rights and physical safety of migrants
and displaced persons.ss

IoM's objective in counteracting trafficking is "to curtail migrant trafficking and to protect
the rights of migrants caught up in the practice."s6 IoM is particularly concerned about
those migrants who are, or have been, deceived or coerced into situations of economic
exploitation, which unfold through forced labour, forced servitude, coercion, debt bondage,
or other violations of their fundamental human rights. IoM is assisting many trafficked
migrants in transit and destination countries throughout the Asia pacific region. The
assistance provided by IoM consists of medical support, counselling, education and
vocational training, and in some cases provision of micro-credits and/or other income-
generating activities. For persons whose asylum claims have been rejected, IoM facilitates
their resettlement or voluntary return and reintegration. IoM also informs would-be
migrants in sending countries about the potential dangers inherent in trafficking and other
clandestine forms of migration.sz

Furthermore, IoM is concerned about trafficking as it poses a migration management
problem to governments of sending, transit and destination countries. Following the
amendment of the IoM Constitution in 1989, the organisation has also been mandated to
provide a forum for Member States to discuss migration issues, promote cooperation and
coordinate efforts to ensure orderly migration. kr this capacity, IoM has organised
numerous seminars and fora at international and regional levels, including a conference on
"International Response to Trafficking in Migrants and the Safeguarding of Migrant
Rights", held in Geneva, 26-28 october 1994, which was the first global seminar in which
countries of origin, transit and destination met to discuss the issue of migrant trafficking.
one of the results of this meeting was the establishment of regional dialogues on

ts lbid at2rL-212.

:: IOM Res 908 (LXx) (30 Nov 1994).s'| IoM, "counter Trafficking service; (2000) www.iom.invclentry.htm; icl, ,,parrnership 
Building ,, supranote 1.



trafficking' including the Puebla Process in central America and the Manila process for the
countries of East and South East Asia.58

Finally' IoM engages in technical cooperation, information gathering and dissemination,
and in research on migrant trafficking to raise general awareness of the problems associated
with it' over the last decade, IoM has released numerous reports on migrant trafficking in
different regions of the world and has assisted in academic research around the world,
including in this study.se

6.1.2.4. Generalobservations

The principal obstacle for organisations such as IoM, UNHCR and UNHCHR is that their
activities are unlikely to be effective in the long term, because the organisations cannot
resolve the political, demographic and socioeconomic causes of refugee and migration
flows' The mandate of these organisations is the protection of migrants and refugees and
their human rights, irrespective of their nationality and origin. But in practical terms, the
responsibility for protection at the national level is with sovereign governments that have
the power to grant, control and refuse entry and asylum.

IoM and UNHCR can help migrants and refugees materially and can assist them in their
claims for asylum' The organisations can cooperate with governments and condemn
violations of human rights and breaches of international law. But they have no power to
compel nations to the principles of international refugee law. The position of IoM and
tTNHCR is further weakened by the fact that they cannot impose any pressure on countries
that deny protection or violate migrants' and refugees' rights, as the organisations depend
on the collaboration with these countries in order to raise funding, obtain access to asylum
seekers, set up refugee camps' and implement procedures for orderly repatriation and
resettlement.60

Jorgen Steen Olesen, former Chief of Mission,
Guinea and the South pacific, Canberra, and the

yron Weiner, ,,Introduction: Security, Stability and
ernational Migration and Security (Igg3) L at2i.



Further weaknesses of the position of these international organisations are caused by the

fact that their operations depend on voluntary financial support of some very few countries.

Like most international organisations they depend on donations and on the political support

of the Western industrialised countries, particularly the United States, Canada, Japan and

the countries of the European Union. The vast majority of the annual spending of
organisations such as UNHCR and IOM is covered by donations from industrialised

nations. For example, in 2000, the ten principal donor countries (USA, Japan, Netherlands,

Sweden, European commission, Norway, Denmark, IJK, canada, Germany) provided

US$616.1 million or 87.3 percent of the contributions to I_INHCR.

Moreover, although the financial support offered to UNHCR and IOM is significant, it
usually falls short of the real needs. Large parts of the organisations' expenditures are

caused by sudden and urgent events that are unforeseeable at the time when annual budgets

are planned. As humanitarian aid cannot be postponed to future budgets, UNHCR and

IOM constantly have to request additional contributions in order to meet chronic shortfalls.

The planning, managing, and funding of operations is a complex effort and in many

instances the organisations cannot assist refugees and other migrants with the most basic

aid and support.

6.I.3. Law Enforcement and Other Organisations

To date, there is no global law enforcement organisation. There is no police force with

authority to investigate crimes beyond national boundaries. Although international

criminal law is one of the most important issues of contemporary criminal justice, as yet

there is no agency to investigate and prosecute offences that are criminalised in
international treaties or that are transnational in nature. Even with the implementation of
the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime law enforcement will remain

primarily a national responsibility as the Convention is not enforced by an international

organisation; its effectiveness depends on cooperation between national agencies.



6.1.3.1. Interpol

Interpol' the International Police organisation based in Lyon, is the only law enforcement
organisation that operates globally and assists in the fight against migrant trafficking and
organised crime. Established in 1923 and renamed in 1956,6r Interpol seeks to

ensure and promote the widest possible mutual assistance between all criminal policeauthorities' within the limits of the laws existing i" trr" àin *nt countries and in the spirit ofthe universal Declaration of Human Rights ... tíndl ... to estautish and develop all insti¡rtionslikely to contribute effectively to the prevention -iruppr.s.ion of ordinary law crimes.62

Interpol's concern is with "ordinary law" crime. This includes all types of crime from
statutory and common law jurisdictions that have an international dimension and do not
fall in the exclusion crause of articre 3 Interpor constitution..3

At the end of 20ol,Interpol had 178 member countries.'a The cooperation and information
exchange between Member states, and between their police and criminal intelligence
agencies in particular, is based on a global telecommunications network which is linked to
a central Interpol database that stores information on transnational crime and its
perpetrators' The information contained on the database is provided by participating
agencies and circulated among them upon request.

Interpol first addressed the issue of organised crime and began to collect relevant
information on criminal organisations in 1988. A specialised organised crime branch was
established in 1989, which four years later created a database on transnational organised
crime and the offenders engaged therein. Furthermore, Interpol is conducting a project
under the name Eastwind that focuses on organised crime in Asia.65



Recognising that migrant trafficking is closely associated with transnational organised
ctime, Interpol initiated its first project dealing with illegal immigration matters in 1996.

The study under the name Marco Polo collected intelligence on the criminal organisations
engaged in migrant trafficking to 'Western Europe and on the modi operandi and routes
these organisations use. The Marco polo project was completed in rgg7.66

In 7999, Interpol started "Project Bridge" to collect information on trafficking
organisations and individual offenders. The objective of this new project is to identify
members of trafficking organisations, collect information on the organisations, their
structure and activities. Project Bridge particularly focuses on information regarding
individual offenders, common trafficking routes and methods of transportation, harbouring
of illegal migrants in transit and destination countries, and on identity document fraud.67 In
2001, 27 counÚies contributed information to Project Bridge. The collected data is
analysed from various angles:

' everal offenders repeatedly act in various smuggling
gal immigrants are in possession of contact addresses
appeared in other smuggling events. Repeatedly, the

same smugglers/immigrants are registered and expelled at different bãrder posts.

t The comparative case analysis, including
and the way of arranging for the travel doc
area and changing flight tickets or travell
certain travel agency to book flight tickets, t
special way, or they might use blank documents originating from thefts.

) Offinder group analysis on a certain organised crime association, its management, membersand their duty, hierarchy and modi operandi, from illegal immigratiori/border crossing
perspective, and post-smuggling activities (crime areas) wheie migranis are pushed when not
[able] to pay their debß,68 ...

By 29 December 2000, Project Bridge had collected information on 4g4 cases of migrant
trafficking and on 1,628 offenders engaged in migrant trafficking..e

Interpol is the only international agency that facilitates the investigation of international
crimes' including migrant trafficking, and the identification and persecution of offenders.

66 Mc'rrisson, ibid, at 57; Mladen vulineo, Manager Project Bridge, ,,Role of Interpol in combatingTransnational organised crime Involvement in Illegal Immigration" paper presented at the south East
6j rence on people Smuggling, Canberra, 14_19 JanZOOt,Z_2.

68

6s 7-8 [emphasis added].
10.



Interpol, however, does not initiate and conduct investigations and the agency's officers

have no power to urge Member Nations to arrest individual offenders or investigate

particular crimes. Inteqpol is a not a police force and does not have its own police officers.

It serves primarily as an administrative body to collect and distribute criminal intelligence.

Moreover, Interpol depends on cooperation by Member Nations on the basis of voluntary

bilateral agreements; it has no power to seek criminal intelligence, extradition and

cooperation from countries.To

Interpol plays a very rudimentary role in the Asia Pacific region. Although most countries

of the region are members of the organisation, only a very small percentage of Interpol's

operations are conducted in this region and even smaller portions of its resources are

directed to the Asia Pacific. Member nations in the region have criticised Interpol for
being Euro-centric, while Interpol has repeatedly complained about the lack of support and

intelligence the organisation obtains from the countries in the Asia pacific.Tr As the

majority of nations in this part of the world continue to consider crime and criminal justice

as matters of national rather than international concern, many countries are very reluctant

to contribute to global databases. It is for that reason, that regional law enforcement

cooperation, particularly that in the framework of ASEANAPOL deserves stronger

attention and support.T2

6.I.3.2. Inter-Governmental Consultations on Asylum, Refugee and Migration
PolicÍes in Europe, North America and Australia (IGC)

The Intergovernmental Consultations on Asylum, Refugee and Migration policies in
Europe, North America and Australia (IGC) is an international forum for information

exchange and policy coordination on migration, particularly with respect to illegal

migration and migrant trafficking. IGC was established in 1995 and has a srnall secretariat

based in Geneva. Today, IGC has fourteen member govemments that are financing the

activities. In addition, IOM and UNHCR often participate in the consultations.

70 Cf Carrie Donigan Guymon, "International Legal Mechanisms for Combating Transnational Organized
Crime:TheNeedforaMultilateralConvention"(2000) lSBerkJInt'lL53at7¡-73.



The IGC secretariat alranges meetings, prepares documents, statistics and analytical
reports' and takes initiatives to facilitate multilateral cooperation. IGC systematically
collects information on legislative, policy, technological and other measures against
migrant trafficking' IGC also maintains a database on trafficking statistics, the Trafficking
Information Exchange system (TIES). TIES collects non-personal data on the number of
trafficking interceptions' on details of trafficking activities, and on the nationalities of the
migrants' The information is only shared among Member Governments and not publicly
available.T3

IGC has been established as a forum for the principal destination countries of migrant
trafficking in western Europe, North America and Australia. IGC, similar to ICMpD and
the Budapest Group,Ta is very Euro-centric. For Australia, which is the only country from
the Asia Pacific region in this forum, IGC provides a basis to share information to combat
migrant trafficking with other destination countries. Although IGC is an important forum
for information exchange and for cooperation between those countries, the organisation has
often taken a very restrictive and hostile approach towards irregular migration and the
pledge of asylum seekers, which is reflected in the information that IGC has released
publicly'7s IGC's views are often dominated by security and law enforcement concerns and
do not adequately consider the situation of transit and sending countries of irregular
movements.

'7t 
Personal communication with Mr Jeff Penrose, Director National Intelligence, Australian Federal police,Honolulu, 2O Feb 2002.

ggling (1999) 23;Monison, supra note 65, at lg.

Study (1995).



6.2. The United Nations and Organised Crime

With growing concern over organised crime and the globalisation of criminal activities, the

UN has taken a genuine interest in preventing and combating transnational organised crime
and in researching its causes and consequences. Over the last 25 years, organised crime
has been addressed at all levels of the fIN system, and, particularly in the 1990s, the UN
has created specialised agencies and programmes for the organised crime prevention and

coordination of anti-organised crime measures. These programmes are analysed in the

following sections.

Crime prevention, the treatment of offenders, and criminal justice fall under the auspices of
the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). As early as 1950, the UN General

Assembly created an Ad Hoc Advisory Committee of Experts on crime prevention and

control.T6 In 1955, ECOSOC organised a first Congress on the Prevention of Crime anc)

Treatment of Offenders which was followed by regular congresses, held every five years.

Irr 1971, the I-IN established a Committee on Crime Prevention and Control as a permanent

subsidiary body of ECOSOC.77

UN General Assembly, A/Res/415(V) (l Dec 1950)
UN General Assembly, A/Res/1584(L) (I971).
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6.2.1. uN commission for crime prevention and criminal Justice

The UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice was create d, in I99l/92,
replacing the committee on crime Prevention and Control.Ts The commission has 40
members, representing the uN Member Nations.Te The key duty of the commission is to
formulate international policies on crime control, prevention and criminal justice, to
recommend and coordinate activities to other entities of the UN system, and formulate
draft resolutions for Ecosoc. The commission, which meets annually in vienna, offers
Member Nations a forum for exchanging views and information, and to elaborate ways to
fight crime on a global level under the uN crime programme. Moreover, the commission
organises the periodic uN congresses on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of
offenderss' and coordinates the crime prevention activities of the [rN interregional and
regional crime prevention and criminal justice institutes.sl

When ECoSoC established the Commission in 7992, it was mandated with the following
priority areas:

i international action to combat national and transnational crime, including organised crime,
economic crime and money laundering;

t promoting the role of criminal law in protecting the environment;

i crime prevention in urban areas, including juvenile crime and violence; and

I improving the efficiency and faimess of criminal justice administration systems.B2

organised crime has been a major concern in the work of the Commission since 1992.
Each annual session of the commission has dealt with various aspects of organised crime
and with the elaboration of comprehensive international instruments to combat
transnational organised crime and associated offences. Following the lgg4 world
Ministerial conference on organised Transnational crime in Naples, the commission

78 LrN Geneml Assembl¡ creation of an Effective (lN crime Preventíon and criminal Justice programme,
UN Doc A/Res/46l152 (18 Dec 1991); and UN ECoSoC, Establíshment of the Commission on CrimePrevention and criminal Jusrice, [rN Doc ElResll/1992 (6Feb 1992).tn Th" current Member Nations (2001) include from the Asia Pacific region Indonesia, the philippines andThailand' Memhership changes with each annual session. For the list of Member Nations see

html.

96) 15, and see also the website of the Commission on
org/crime_cicp_commis sion. html.



endorsed the review and implementation of the Naples Political Declaration and. GIobaI
Action Plan against Organised Transnational Crime and later created a committee for the
elaboration of an international organised crime convention.s3

Starting with the Fourth Session in 1995, the Commission began to deal with measures to
combat migrant trafficking. It has compiled information on migrant trafficking from UN
Member Nations and international organisations, and, on the basis of this information, has

assisted in the development of measures to prevent and combat migrant trafficking at the

global level.sa The reports prepared by the Commission opened the way for the elaboration
of the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and. Seaby the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.85

6.2-2. UN Congresses on the Prevention of Crime and'the Treatment of
Offenders

Starting in 1955, the United Nations has held periodic Congresses on the prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders. These intergovernmental meetings are held every

five years in different locations around the world.86 The Congresses are designed to

83 
See, for example, [lN Commission on Crime and Criminal Justice, Proposals related to the programmatic
aspects of the Naples Political Declaratíon and jtobal Action Plan against Organízecl TrqnsnationalCrime, (22 ommission on Crime and Criminal Justice, Report
of the imp Naples Politícal Declaration and GIobaI Action
PIan a üon Doc E/CN.I5 /199612 (4 Apr 1996); UN Commission
on Crime ancl Crirninal Justice, Report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the NaplesPolitical Declaration and Global Action plan ngainst Organized. Transiational Crime and. on the
question of the elaboration of an internationar convention against organized transnationar crime, rJN
Doc E/CN'15/199711 (26 on crime un,l Crirninul Justice, Report of the
secretary-General on the Pohtical Declaration and Globat Action plan
against organized Trans the question of the elaboration of an international
convention against organized transnational crime, uN Doc E/cN.15/1ggg/6 (23 l\iar lggg); and seeinfra Section 6.3.7.to Se", for example, UN Commission on Crirne Prevention and Crinúnal Justice, Additionat information on
mectsures to combat alien smuggllng, UN Doc E/CN.I5/1995/3 (26 Apr 1995); llN Comrnission on
Ctime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Measures to combat the smuggliig of inigal migrants, UN Doc
E/cN.15/199614 (2r Mar 1996); uN Commission on crime Prevention ancl ciimini Justi"ce, Measures to

8s ?^ egal migrants, IIN Doc E/CN.l5l1997lg (lS Feb 1997).
òee

8u Th" Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders have been held in Geneva
1955 (First Congress), London 1960 (Second Congress), Stockholm 1965 (Third Congress), Kyoro 1970
(Fourth Congress), Geneva 1975 (Fifth Congress), Caracas 1980 (Sixrh Congress), Milan l9g5 (Seventh



promote international cooperation on criminal justices matters, exchange information and
experiences, and seek viable solutions to contemporary crime, The congresses bring
together government representatives from all uN Member Nations as well as specialists in
the field, and interested international and non-governmental organisations. one of the
primary functions of the Congresses has been the work on model treaties and the
establishment of principles governing various aspects of crime prevention and the
treatment of offenders, including international instruments against transnational organised
crime and migrant trafficking. The recommendations adopted by the congresses are
forwarded to the uN commission on crime Prevention and criminal Justice as well as

other policy-making bodies of the UN.

Organised Crime

over the past 25 years' the UN Congresses have contributed substantially to the
understanding of contempolary organised crime and have promoted cooperation against
organised crime at the global level. The UN began to address the issue of organised crime
at the Fifth uN congress on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of offenders in
1975 which focussed specifically on the business dimension of organised crime, white-
collar crime and comrption. Following the exploration of crime as business by researchers
in America,tT the congress recognised that professional forms of crime pose a more serious
threat to society, security and national economies of industrialised and developing nations
than traditional forms of crime.88 The sixth uN congress on crime prevention ancl the
Treatment of offenders broadened the understanding of organised crime, and particularly
addressed the close relationship between organised crime, bribery and corruption.se

Throughout the 1980s, it was becoming more and more evident that the growing activities
of organised crime are posing a serious threat worldwide. As the cross-border activities of
international crime syndicates continued to grow, particularly in the form of drug

Congress), Havana 27 Aug-7 Sep 1990 (Eighth C
and vienna 10-17 Apr 2000 (Tenrh congress). congress),

:l See supra Secrion 3.2.1.oo LII\ Genetal Assembly, Fifth UN Congress on the
crime as Business: organized crime, white-colla offenders,

cf UN, The United Nations and, Crime prevention, l'":Ti?;vetere (eds), orsanized crime - A compilation of (/.N. Documents Ig75-lggg (1999) xvii.8e Cf Bassiouni & úeþre (eds), ibid, ar xvii-xviii.



trafficking and money laundering, the seventh uN congress on the prevention of crime
and the Treatment of offenders adopted the so-call ed, Milan plan of Action to promote
concerted international action to combat transnational crime in all its forms, including
organised crime'e' The congress called upon Member states to introduce legislation to
fight new and highly sophisticated forms of criminal activity, enable the forfeiture of
criminal assets, and facilitate extradition and law enforcement cooperation.er

The issue of international law enforcement cooperation and information exchange was
again addressed at the Eighth congress, held in Havana in 1990. Great emphasis was
placed on the emergence of world markets for illegal commodities and the laundering of
money through the successor countries of the soviet union.e2 Moreover, the congress
developed a first set of Guidelines for the prevention and control of organisecl crimewhich
recommend a series of strategies to prevent organised crime, enhance criminal legislation
and investigations at national and international levels, and calls for cooperative action to
combat organised crime, particularly in the form of money laundering and drug
trafficking.e3

The Ninth uN congress on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of offenders, held
in cairo in 1995, placed even greater emphasis on the globalisation of crime and the
transnational activities of criminal organisations. on the issue of international cooperation,
the congress approved and endorsed the proposals made by the world Ministerial
conference on organised rransnational crime and the Naples potitical Declaration and.
Global Action Plan, and. asked that views of states be solicited on the possible elaboration
of international instruments against transnational organised crime.ea

eo tIN General Assembly, Seventh uN congress on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of offenders,Report prepared by the secretariat,rJN Doc A/conf.rzl/22 irgsel A. Adoprion of the Milan plan ofAction.n' Ibid,atE'1 organised-crime. cf Rodrigo Paris-stefîens, "The Role of the united Nations in combatingorganized crime" in Jane Buckwalter (ed), Internationai persp)-ìriru, on organizecl crinre (1994) 13 at
92 I 6n the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,

n 
^against: 

(A) Organi¿ed Crime (B) Terrorist Criminal
990); UN, The United Nations and Crijme prevention, supra

e3 I-rN General z\ssembly, Prevention of crime and the Treatment of offenders,

"^ !:!o:t ofthe Secretaria 991) Annex.- LrN General Assembly, , Prevention of crime and the Treatment of offenders,Action against National and Transnqtional Crime, Economic and OrganiTed Crimte-, ànd the Rote of



The most recent UN Congress was held in Vienna in April 2000. Again, particular

emphasis of the Tenth Congress was laid upon internationai cooperation against

transnational organised crime. The Congress discussed measures to fight organised crime

globally and endorsed the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the elaboration of a

Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.es

Migrant Trfficking

The UN Congresses did not address the issue of migrant trafficking until 1995. The Ninth

Congress was the first to recognise that trafficking in migrants was among the most rapidly

growing organised crime activities, noting that as many as one million people are

transported illegally by criminal organisations around the globe.e6 The Congress called

upon Member States, inter alia, "to promote further cooperation between their national

crime prevention and criminal justice sectors in order to undertake international action

against [...] alien smuggling."eT

Five years later, the Tenth UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders discussed some common practices of trafficking and the criminal organisations

engaged therein, and considered the implementation of technical assistance projects aimed

at supporting States in their efforts to respond to the phenomenon.et The Congress adopted

the Vienna Declaration expressing its commitment "to the development of more effective

ways of collaborating with one another with a view to eradicating the scourge of trafficking

Criminal Law in the Protection of the Environment: National Experiences and International
Cooperation UN Doc A/Conf.169/5 (30 Mar 1995) paras 70-79: UN Gener.al Assernbly, Ninth UN
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offender s, Report of the Secretarjøf, {.IN Doc
NCon1.l69/16/Rev'1 (I2May 1995); cf UN General Assembly, Ninth UN Congress on the prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, UN Doc A/Res/50/145 (2I Dec 1945). See infra Section 6.3.1.2-
6.3.t.3.

es I-IN General Assembly, Vienna Declaration on Crime and Justice: Meeting the Challenges of the Twenty-
First Century, UN Doc A/Conf.187/Rev.4 (15 Apr 2000) paru 6-7; UN General Assembty, International
Cooperation in Combating Transnational Crime: New Challenges for the Twenty-First Century, UN Doc
A/Conf.18716 (15 Dec 1999) paras 38-43.

eu UN General Assernbly, Ninth LIN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,
Action against National and rransnational crirne, Economic and organiled crime, and" the Role of
Criminal Law in the Protection of the Environment: National Experíences and Internatíonal
Cooperation, UN Doc NConf.I69/5 (30 Mar 1995) paras 39-42.e7 tIN General Assernbly, Ninth UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,

^^ Report of the secretariøt, uN Doc A/Conf.169/16/Rev.1 (r2May 1995) para 4.et UN General Assembly, International Cooperation in Combating Transnational Crime: New Challenges
for the Twenty-First century, uN Doc A/conf.187/6 (r5 Dec 1999) paras 21-31.



ln persons, especially of women and children, and the smuggling of migrants.',ee The

Congress however did not discuss the socioeconomic, political and economic causes of
illegal migration, and did not recommend any specific measures to prevent and fight
migrant trafficking and protect victims and witnesses.

6.2.3 uN office for Drug conrrol and crime prevenrion (uNoDCCp)

The UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention (UNODCCp) was established in
199'7 as a single UN Agency to administer the UN Drug Control program (UNDCp) and

the Centre for International Crime Prevention (CICP). The two entities UNDCP and CICp,

however' operate largely separately. Although UNODDCP is primarily concerned, with
drug control, the work of the Office has in many instances touched upon issues relevant for
the fight against migrant trafficking.

UNODCCP is based in Vienna and has approximately 350 staff and maintains 22 field
offices and additional liaison offices around the world. The budget of the Office is

primarily funded by voluntary contributions from national governments. In 2001, only
seven percent of the UN Member Nations contributed financially to UNODCCp, providing

approximately 90 percent of the office's budget.r00

6.2.3.1. UN Drug Control Programme (UNDCP)

The United Nations Drug Control Programme (UNDCP) was founded in 1991 as a UN
programme to promote and strengthen international cooperation against drug production,

trafficking and drug-related crime. UNDCP also maintains global drug education and

crop-monitoring programs, and it assists in implementing alternative development

strategies in drug-producing countries. Moreover, TINDCP provides a forum for anti-

money laundering cooperation and the training of judicial officials on drug related crime

nn UN Getreral Assembly, Vienna Declaration on Crime ancl Justice: Meeting the Chaltenges of the Twenty-
Century,I-IN Doc A/Conf.187/Rev.4 (15 Apr 2000) parut4.

too OAS (Organisation of American States), Activíties of the Unitecl Nations System Regard.ing the
Prevention of and War on Crime (2001); and see the UNODCCP website www.odcáp.org.



and the fight against it. UNDCP is a unique UN entity in that it provides a comprehensive

programme to fight drug offences. It addresses the criminai aspects associated with iltegal
narcotics, including the production, trafficking, and distribution of drugs and the

laundering of proceeds of such crime. At the same time, the programme seeks to offer
solutions to consumer related problems, such as rehabilitation, and provide mechanisms for
alternative economic developments in countries that produce illicit drugs.r0r

6.2.3.2. UNDCP Regional centre for East Asia and the pacific

In 1992/93 UNDCP in cooperation with the Governments of Thailand, pR China, Lao pDR

and Myanmar signed a Memorandum of Understanding to upgrade the UNDCp office in
Bangkok to a Regional Centre to eliminate drug cultivation, trafficking and consumption in
the region through economic and social development and education programmes.to, In
1995' Cambodia and Vietnam joined the Memorandum. The six countries later adopted a

Subregional Action Planfor Drug Control which provides the framework for collaborative

drug control projects in the areas of demand reduction, supply reduction, and law

enforcement.ro3 In 1998, the UNDCP Regional Centre was given responsibility for drug

control cooperation in over 30 countries of the Asia Pacific region.r@ Further UNDCp
Field Offices have been opened in Vientiane (Lao PDR), Yangon (Myanmar) and Hanoi
(vietnam). A project office is located in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia).

Although UNDCP is primarily concerned with drug control and the prevention of drug

trafficking and consumption, the work of the Regional Office has in many instances

touched upon issues relevant for the fight against migrant trafficking. Also, the projects

initiated by UNDCP can serve as models for future anti-trafficking mechanisms. For
example, UNDCP has developed a regional Law Enforcement Action plan to enhance

w. odccp. org/undcp.html.
w.undcp.un.or.th/mou (24 Sep 200 1).
ug Control is available at www.undcp.un.or.th/sap (24

)hina, Cook Islands, Democratic people,s Republic of
Korea, East Timor, Fiji, French Polynesia, Indonesia, Japan, Kiribati, Lao pDR, ilialaysia, Marshall
Islands, Micronesia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nauru, New Caledonia, New Zealand,Niue, palau, papua New
Guinea, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Samoa, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Thailand, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu and Vietnam.



internationai law enforcement cooperation, train law enforcement officers, and advise to

governments on legislative issues such as money-laundering legislation.ros Moreover,

UNDCP staff actively participate in many regional fora on illegal migration and organised

crime.

6.2.4. IJN centre for International crime prevention (cICp)

CICP, established in 1997 and also based in Vienna, is the UN office responsible for crime

prevention, criminal justice and law reform. The Centre is responsible for putting the work
program of the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice into practice

and providing expert advice and information to other UN agencies. In doing so, CICp

assists national governments in implementing the UN rules and standards and in planning

national crime prevention and control programs. The Centre is part of UNODCCp and

employs about fifteen staff, plus support personnel. CICP coordinates the UN Crime and

Justice Information Network (IINCJIN), and maintains close ties with LINICRI.106

In the five years of its existence, CICP has placed a premium on three areas of transnational

crime: anti-corruption, trafficking in human beings, and organised crime control. Jointly
with UNICRI, CICP has initiated so-called Global Programmes to address and research

three topical issues of contemporary transnational crime and elaborate appropriate

countermeasures to fight and prevent these crimes.

t The Global Programme against Corruption researches problems associated with
comrption and bribery in selected developing and transitional nations. The programme

examines policies and legislation dealing with corruption and provides technical

assistance including the introduction of mechanisms to monitor public sector tendering

and commercial transactions for the promotion of anti-corruption measures.lo?

a The Global Programme against Transnational Organised. Crime is a first attempt to

assess organised crime activity around the world and compile information about the

'ot Cf **w.undcp.un.or.th/law
106 OAS, supra note 100; and s bsi in.org/ClCp/cicp.htmltOt CICP & UNICRI, Gtobal p nst : An Outline for Action(1999)



trends and dangerousness of criminal organisations. The Programme seeks to establish

a comprehensive body of information and documentation on the political and

socioeconomic aspects of organised crime, the illegal markets in which criminal

organisations operate and the structural dimensions of these organisations. The

information is made available to UN agencies and UN Member Nations and published

in a biannual World Organised Crime Report. Moreover, based on this information,

CICP will in the future develop anti-organised crime strategies and provide assistance at

the request of national governments.r08

) Global Action Programme against the Trfficking in Human Beings

kt February 1999, CICP and UNICRI launched the Globat Programme against

Trfficking in Human Beings to "bring to the foreground the involvement of organised

crime groups in smuggling and human trafficking and promote the development of

effective criminal justice-related responses to it." The emphasis of the Global

Programme is on the trafficking of women and children. The Prograrrì.rne initiated a

series of field-projects, focusing on flows emanating from South East Asia as a region of

origin, flows directed towards 'Western Europe as a destination region, and flows

directed towards North America. Studies are conducted in selected countries around the

world, including a principal study of the trafficking of persons from the Philippines.'0e

At the primary stage, the studies collect information on trafficking organisations, on the

ways in which migrants, particularly women and children, are recruited by trafficking

organisations, the methods of transporting them to the destination countries, and the

situation of migrants upon arrival. Secondly, the Programme reviews the legislation

dealing with trafficking and associated crimes in the selected countries and elaborates a

set of best practice principles to be implemented on an experimental basis. The

implementation of the demonstration projects is accompanied by the training of law

enforcement officials, drafting of model legislation, implementation of victim

assistance, witness protection and repatriation schemes, creation of preventative

tot CICP & IINICRI, Globat Studies on Organized Crime (1999); and see World Organised. Crime Report,
UNICRI, www.unicri.itlhtmuworld-organised-crime_reporr.hrrnl (21 sept 2001).

109 -'"' For preliminary results from the project focusing on the Philippines, see TINICRI 8z ,\IC, Rapid
Assessment: Human Smuggling and Trfficking from the Philippines (1999); and see supra Section
3.4.2.3.3.



policies, such as public awareness campaigns, and the establishment of frameworks for

cooperation of relevant agencies across countries. In the final stage of the programme,

the experience of the demonstration projects will be assessed in order to design a

comprehensive international strategy against the trafficking in migrants and the

trafficking in women and children.'10

6.2.5. Other UN Initiatives and regional UN Agencies

6.2.5J. UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI)

Originally established by ECOSOC in 1968,111 the UN Social Defence Research Institute

was converted to UNICRI, the UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute, in

1989.112 The Institute's activities include comparative international and regional research

on crime and criminal justice, technical cooperation and training of staff, as well as

publication, library and documentation services. Together with CICP, UNICRI maintains

the UN Crime and Justice Information Network (UNCJIN) and compiles and provides

information for other UN agencies and for the preparation of the UN Congresses on the

Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders.tt3

6.2.5.2. Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders (UNAFBI)

Starting in 1961, the United Nations, in cooperation with national governments, established

a number of regional study centres to research characteristics of contemporary crime and

criminal justice and promote regional research, judicial and law enforcement cooperation.

The network of regional institutes affiliated with the UN crime prevention and criminal

justice system currently includes the Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime

"o CICP & UNCJIN, Globat Programme against Trfficking in Human Beings - An Outline for Action
(1e99).

r1r uN ECOSOC Res 10868 (XXXIX) (1963).tt' uN Ecosoc E/RES/56 (19s9).tt' Fo. further details see OAS, supra îote 100; IlN, The United Nations and Crime prevention, suprq îote
82, ar" 43-45; and see the UNICRI website at www.unicri.it.



and the Treatment of Offenders (UNAFEI), the UN Latin American Institute for Crime

Prevention and Treatment of Offenders (ILANUD), the European Institute for Crime

Prevention and Control (HEUNÐ, and the UN African Institute for Crime Prevention and

the Treatment of Offenders (UNAFRI)."0

UNAFEI, the first of these regional centres, was established by an agreement between the

United Nations and the Government of Japan in 1961. The Institute is located in Tokyo

and since 1970 solely funded by the Japanese Government. The principal purposes of

UNAFEI include the training of personnel on principles and practices of criminology and

criminal justice, conducting of research in the fields of crime prevention, juvenile

delinquency and the treatment of offenders, collection of data and material, and the

provision of information on these issues to regional governments and international

organisations.lls

Over the forty years of its existence, UNAFEI has organised numerous seminars, has

researched and published on contemporary issues of crime and criminal justice, including

aspects of organised crime activity in East and South East Asia. At the time this study was

completed, UNAFEI had not addressed any aspect of migrant trafficking.tt6

6.2.5.3. UN Crime and Justice Information Network (UNCJIN)

In cooperation with the UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI),

CICP undertakes and coordinates research on contemporary issues of crime and criminal

justice. On the recommendation of an ECOSOC resolution of May 1996, CICP established

and internet-based database, the UN Crime and Justice Information Network (UNCJIN), to

facilitate information exchange and dissemination among UN agencies and UN Member

Nations. UNCJIN contains crime statistics from around the world, publications on crime

and criminal justice issues, and links to other UN agencies and research institutions.

tto For further details see OAS, supra îote 100; UN, The Uníted Nations and Crime Prevention, supra noTe

82, at 45-49; and see the UNAFEI website www.unafei.or.jp.
ttt Art (2), (3) Agreement betyveen the United Nations and the Government of Japan for the Establishment

of the Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 15 Mar
1961.

ttu Co.r"rpondence between the author and Professor Akihiro Nosaka, UNAFEI (2I Apr 1999).



UNCJIN seeks to provide an additional mechanism for contact among government

officials, practitioners and academics as well as national delegates to the UN and scientific

organisations.llT

117 OAS, suprq ÍLofe 100; and see the UNCJIN website www.uncjin.org.



6.3. united Nations convention against Transnational organised
Crime

The last decade has witnessed a significant growth in transnational organised crime
activities' It has also seen multiple efforts by the international community to come to terms
with this growth and work towards an international instrument to combat organised crime,
of which migrant trafficking is one form.

In December 2000, the united Nations opened for signature the convention against
Transnational organised crime, atreaty that is supplemented by three protocols, including
the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air ancJ Sea. TheconcÌusion of
the convention marks the end of more than eight years of consultations on a universal
instrument to criminalise and counteract transnational criminal organisations. The idea of
an international convention against organised transnational crime dates back to l994,when
the Naples World Ministerial conference on organised crime first explored concerted
multilateral action in this field. Subsequently, the united Nations initiated international
consultations on a transnational organised crime convention and, in lggg, created an
intergovernmental Ad Hoc committee to draft the provisions of a convention against
transnational organised crime and three protocols on trafficking in migrants, manufacturing
of and trafficking in firearms, and on trafficking in women and children.

Section 6'3 illustrates the developments that led to the convention against Transnational
organised crime and reflects on the amendments and concessions that have been made to
earlier proposals during the elaboration process. This section highlights the strengths of
the convention in the areas of judicial cooperation and mutual legal assistance, and the
shortcomings of the new convention, in particular in failing to establish a universal,
unequivocal definition of transnational organised crime.
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6.3.1. Early Developments

6'3'1'1' International conventions on the prevention and suppression of crime

while international cooperation against migrant trafficking is relatively new, other aspects
of organised crime and criminal justice have long been recognised in international law and
are dealt with by a large body of multilateral and bilateral agreements. The recent
instruments against organised crime developed under the auspices of the united Nations
built on the treaties formulated over the last century and draw from the experience
following their ratification and implementation.

For example, international cooperation to suppress and combat drug trafficking dates back
to r9l2 when the International opium convention was concluded in The Hague.rs
Multiple agreements and conventions to suppress the use, cultivation, manufacture and
trade of narcotic substances followed over the next decades. International efforts to combat
drug trafficking were ultimately combined in the l98g convention against Ilticit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances.rle This convention imposes numerous
binding provisions on Signatories, including the criminalisation of the laundering of
proceeds from drug crime, cooperation in extraditing offenders, mutual legal assistance,
and transfer of criminal proceedings.

similarly, international cooperation against trafficking in women and children began in the
19th century and resulted in the conclusion of the 1904 International Agreement J.or the
Suppression of the 'White Slave Trffic'.rzo Although not specifically designed to combat
the activities of criminal organisations, the agreements and conventions against the
trafficking of women and children of the early 20th century meant an important contribution
to the protection of victims and witnesses of such crime. They also led the international
community to recognise very early that trafficking can only be suppressed effectively if
countries cooperate multilaterally. r2r

trt 
8 LTS 187tt' uN Economic and social council, (JN conferenr:t:lhu Adoption 

-oÍ 
a convention against Irticit Trafficin Narcotic Drups and psychot 

ryic substànc¿s, E/coNF. g2/i5 an¿ con.2;1993 ATS 4,tto l LTS g3.
r2f see also International convention for the suppression of the Trffic in women and Children, 30 Sepl92l' 9 LTS 415' 1922 ATS l0; Internationaí òonventio, ¡o, ,i" suppression of the Traffic in women of
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other areas of international crime that are closely associated with the activities of
transnational criminal organisations and that have been addressed and criminalised in
international conventions include theft of nuclear materia:,l2z piracy,r^ and traffic in
pornography.t2a

Apart from combating specific crimes, the international community has also developed a
series of multinational treaties to fight the organisational and financial aspects of organised
crime and, particulatly atthe bilateral level, facilitate the extradition of offenders.

International cooperation against comrption and bribery, for instance, dates back to 1975,
when first initiatives were taken following growing concern over the involvement of
corrupt government officials in international criminal activities.r25 In December 1996, the
united Nations adopted a Declaration Agøinst corruption and Bribery in International
commercial Transactions.tz' In May rgg7, }ECD recommended that Member countries
should legislate against the bribery of foreign public officials and drafted an internarional
agreement which led to the conclusion of the convention on combating Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International Business.tÐ

The first formal international instrument against money laundering dates back from lggg
and is contained in the united Nations convention against Iilicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic substances which criminalises the conversion of illicit cash deriving
from drug trafficking.t2s International organisations such as the Basle Committee on

Full Age' 11 oct 1933, 150 LTS 431, 1937 ATS 14; conventiol.for the suppression of the Traffic in
t2z Exploitation of others,2lMar 1950,96üNTS2I1,r, '^?t:ríJi":

contemporary conventions to prohibit, preven
High Seas,29 Apr 1958, 450 UNTS Si, ßeZ

bscene publications,4May lgIO,lgIZ ATS 10;
rculation of and Traffic in Obscene publicationsi,

i uongress on the prevention of Crime and the Treatmentof offenders ' Reoort prepared by the secretariat, uNboc erco¡l¡.so¡ 3 (rg7s)paras 51-5g.t26 uN Gerreral Rssembly,- united Nations Declaratio, ogornriêorrupt¡on and Bribery in International
t27 5/51/191 (21 Feb 1997) Annex.

tz' supra note i0, at.l2.



Banking Supervision,r2e the Offshore Group of Banking Supervisors (OGBS),r3o the
Commonwealth of Nations,l3r and especially the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)I3,

have also developed international agreements and best practicé principles to prevent and
punish the laundering of proceeds of organised crime. Whilst there is yet no single

universal international convention against money laundering, the Council of Europe

Convention on the Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the proceed.s from
Crime has now global standard as it has been ratified by non-European nations, including
Australia.t33

6.3.L.2. UN World Ministerial Conference on Organised Transnational Crime and
the Naples Declaration

Among the first advocates for an international treaty against organised crime was the

Italian Judge Giovanni Falcone, who was involved in the prosecution and conviction of
many leaders of the Italian Mafia. Following his assassination in May l9gz, the Italian
Government strengthened its commitment to fight organised crime and submitted proposals

for international cooperation against organised crime to the United Nations. In 1993, the

UN General Assembly endorsed the idea of a first international conference on organised

12e In June 1996, the International Conference of Banking Supervisors, attended by representatives from 140
countries, developed the 29 Basle Committee Recommenilarlons designeo to sirengttren the effectivenessof supervision of banks operating outside their national boundaries. Guidelines were issued for
deterrnining the effectiveness of home country supervision, for monitoring supervisory standards in host
countries, and for dealing with corporate structures that create potential sup"ruisory gupr.r3o Established in Octobet lgso at tÎre instigation of
primary objective of OGBS is to promote the effe
further international cooperation in the supervis
between them and Basle Committee Member N
OGBS, in cooperation with FATF, evaluates the e
of its members.

r31 In october 1993 the Commonwealth Heads of Governments Meeting "commended,,the FATF Forty
Recommendations, "urged steps for their early implementation", agreed to initiate a process of self-
evaluation, and mandated their Senior officials to monitor with the assistance of the commonwealth

at26. 
ney Inundering Law and practice (1,r ed, 1995) 15

t" Se" infra Section 6.3.2.3.
t33 lg9'7 ATS 21. Cf Donigan Guymon, suprcr note70, at :l0-7L



transnational crime, to be hosted by Italy in r994.t3a while earlier initiatives at the uN
level addressed and discussed the transnational threat inherent in organised crime, the
specific objective of this international conference was "to consider whether it would be
feasible to elaborate international instruments, including conventions, against organised
transnational crime. "r35

The World Ministerial Conference on Organised. Crime was held from 2I-23 November
1994 in Naples, Italy, and was attended by representatives from 142 nations. The principal
features of the conference were the recognition of the global growth of organised
transnational crimer36 and the elaboration of appropriate countermeasures.r3T The
conference resulted in the conclusion of the Nøples political Declaration and Global
Action Plan against organised Transnational crime, which was proposed by the
Government of Colombia. r38

In the Naples Declaration the conference expressed its "deep concern about the dramatic
growth of organised crime over the past decade and about its global reach,, and emphasised

the urgent need for more effective international mechanisms to assist States and to facilitate theimplementation of joint strategies for the prevention of and to combat organised transnationalcrime, and the further need to strengthen the role of the uN as a focal poinî in ¡¡u1 ¡i"1¿.,,r:s

The conference reviewed existing organised crime legislation around the world, including
preventive and law enforcement strategies, and procedural legislation. It identified some of
the differences between nations and the loopholes that exist in national laws. The
conference acknowledged that crime prevention and control "must necessarily vary from
state to state and region to region and be based upon improvements in national

r34 uN General Assembly, crime prevention and, criminal jusfice, A/RES/4 g/103 (20Dec 1gg3).13s UN Economic ancl Social Council, World Ministerial ionference on Organized. Transnational Crime,llNDoc E/RES/I993/29 (27 luty 1993) para 1(e).
136 see uN Ecosoc, worlcl Ministeril conference against organized rransnational crime, problems anddangers posed by orSanized transnational crimá in the various regions of the worlcl, UN DocE Aug 1994).
137 T papers to the conference (uN Docs E/coNF.88/1-6) have also been reprinted inB re (eds), supra note 88, at 450-585; and Phil 'williams & Ernesro Savona (eds), TheUnited Nations and Transnational Organized Crime (1996) 1_160.138 Naples Political Declaration and GIãbøl Action rhi_ogárrri õìgonisra rransnational crimereprinredin I-rN General Assembly, crime Prevention and crilninal Juit¡cr: Report of the wortd Ministerialconference on organized Transnational crime,l]N Doc A/RES/4}/74g (2 Dec 1gg4) Annex [hereinafterNaples Declarationl.
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capabilities"' But it also called for the universal criminalisation of participation in criminal
organisation' measures for confiscation and forfeiture of assets, and enhanced efforts to
combat money laundering and corruption.rao

Most importantly, the conference discussed avenues for future international cooperation
and considered a draft document that outlined a possible international instrument to
standardise legislation and law enforcement measures against organised crime.,or The
document examined the feasibility of an international convention, particularly in
comparison to bilateral and multilateral agreements. while it was acknowledged that
existing arrangements have been successful in combating individual instances of
transnational organised crime and in formalising common regional experiences, they
remained restricted in their application. Moreover, it was found that mechanisms that are
geographically limited contribute to the discrepancies in national and regional legislation,
to the extent that crime may be handballed elsewhere.ra2

In contrast, it was found that a universal convention, supported and implemented by a
majority of nations, could offer a set of standards that signatories around the world would
have to adhere to, and it would also serve as an important symbolic mechanism against
organised transnational crime. Moreover, an international treaty would harmonise anti-
organised crime legislation and law enforcement activities, and enhance global judicial and
law enforcement cooperation as well as information sharing and the collection of data.
However' major difficulties were seen in the finding of a worldwide consensus on the
contents of a convention based on a common understanding of organised crime and its
seriousness' and in the elaboration of an agreement that is clear, unequivocal and strict in
its application and enforcement rather than being a political declaration. Furthermore, it
was found that an international instrument requiring sophisticated investigation techniques

t3n lbid,preamble.
too S"" ibid, p*u 5; and tIN ECOSOC, World Mi

b71:t!!i!! and its atáequacy to ;;:;,ErcONzu8/3 (25 Aug 1994) Vienn
rganized Transnational Crime,, ( e prev
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conf'erence against organized rransnationar crime, The t'ëasibility ofnts, incruding conventions, against organized tra.nsnationar crime, fJN
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and law enforcement measures would pose particular difficulties to economically less
developed nations.la3

The Naples Declaration provided a set of elements for an international convention, limited
to forms of organised transnational crime that are not already covered by other international
conventions and initiatives, including

theft of cultural property,
trafficking in women and l-gl
and journall.tr, 

"o*rpti ü;material, trafficking in bo
money laundering and co I species' transnational auto theft,

The document suggested that a convention ought to express very clearly the concern about
the growth of transnational organised crime and establish basic principles of international
cooperation' The proposal recommended that a convention should incorporate a general
concept of transnational organised crime and its structurar and operational features, rather
than an enumerative list of crimes that are typically committed by criminal organisations.la5
The document' however, did not mention the establishment of specific offences under a
convention; instead it emphasised the need for detailed provisions on procedural
legislation, regulatory and administrative measures, concerted action against money_
laundering, assistance in judicial matters, extradition and information exchung", und fo,
uniform investigation and prosecution techniques.ra6

while the Naples conference recognised that organised crime benefits from the
shortcomings of existing legislation, many countries were reluctant to support the idea of
an international convention and preferred to increase and enhance bilateral and multilateral
legal assistance agreements.raT

The Naples Declarationhowever, stressed the need for enhanced international cooperation,

particularly in relation to:

(a) closer alignment of legislative texts conceming organised crime;

supra notel4o, at 10. 
3anada and Japan, reprinted in tIN Ofl'ice at Vienna,



(b)Strengthening international cooperation at the investigative, prosecutorial and judicial
levels in operational matters;

(c) Establishing modalities and basic principles for intemational cooperation at the regional
and global levels;

(d) Elaboration of intemational agreements on organised transnational crime;

(e) Measures and strategies to prevent and combat money-laundering and to control the use of
the proceeds of crime.laE

Reflecting the debate at the conference, the Naples Declaration places great emphasis on

practical aspects of international cooperation. At the same time, the Declaration

recommends that "States should consider the further development of international

instruments [...] such as a convention or conventions against organised transnational

crime" and "requests the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice to initiate

the process of requesting the views of Governments on the impact of such a convention or

conventions and on the issues that could be covered therein."rae

In December 1994, the UN General Assembly approved the Naples Politícal Declaration

and Global Action PIan against Organized Transnational Crim¿.1s0 This resolution opened

the way for the elaboration of an international convention against transnational organised

crime at the UN level.

6.3.1.3. Draft proposals for an organised crime convention

Following the approval of the Declaration by the UN General Assembly, the Commission

for Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice was requested to undertake appropriate action to

endorse and monitor the implementation of the Naples Declaration.rsr Simultaneously, the

Ninth UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders, held in Cairo,

29 April-8 May 1995, considered the Naples Declaration, and recommended that the

Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice request the views of Governments

ra9 Naples Declaration, para 9.
lae Nøples Declaration, paras 32-34.
1s0 UN General Assembly, Naples Political Declaration and Global Action Plan øgainst Organized

Transnational Crime, UN Doc A/RBS/49I159 (23 Dec 7994) para 3.
t5t Ibid, paras 4, 8.



on the possible elaboration of an international convention, particularly focusing on the

following issues and elements:

(a) Problems and dangers posed by organised crime;

(b) National legislation dealing with organised crime and guidelines for legislative and other
measures;

(c) International cooperation at the investigative, prosecutorial andjudicial levels;

(d) Modalities and guidelines for intemational cooperation at the regional and intemational
levels;

(e) Feasibility of various types of international instruments, including conventions, against
organised transnational crime;

(f) Prevention and control of money-laundering and control of the proceeds of crime;

(g) Follow-up and implementation mechanisms. r52

Subsequent to the Congress, the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice at

its Fourth Session asked the UN Secretary-General to request views of Governments on the

impact of an international convention against transnational organised crime and on possible

issues to be covered therein.153

Twenty States responded to the Secretary-General's request. The majority of countries

supported the idea of an international convention against transnational organised crime,

while only one country opposed the elaboration of such a treaty. Australia and the

Philippines, the only two respondents from the Asia Pacific region, expressed their concern

about the difficulties of developing a convention that is universally acceptable but also

effective.r5a

Around the same time, a series of regional ministerial workshops on organised

transnational crime and com;ption were held in Latin America, Africa and Asia to further

discuss the Naples Declaration and comment on the proposal of a convention against

transnational organised crime. The Latin-American Regional'Workshop, held in Buenos

Aires, 27-30 November 1995, supported the idea of an international convention and

rs2 UN General Assernbly, Report of the Ninth United Nations Congress on the prevention of Crime and the
.-^ Treatment of Offenders, UN Doc A/CONF.169 /L6 (IZ May 1995) 15.
153 I.rN ECOSOC, Implementation of the Naples Potitical Declaration and GIobaI plan of Action against
... OrganizedTransnational Crime, UN Doc E/RES/I995/II (24 July 1995).
154 LfN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, implementation of the Naples political

Declaration and Global PIan of Action against Organized Transnational Crime, UN Doc
E/cN.15/1996/2 (4 Apr 1996) paras 67-83, Ausrralia: para 69, philippines: para g0.



prepared a list of elements for inclusion in a convention.rss The African workshop, which
met in Dakar' 2l-23 luly 1997, too, strongiy supported the elaboration of a convention.rs.
The 'workshop 

for the couitries of the Asia Pacific region did not meet until March 199g
when the elaboration of a convention had progressed much further and preliminary drafts
had already been discussed at various levels within the uN system. The workshop
concluded the Manila Declaration on the Prevention and control of Transnational crime
which expressed broad support of the efforts made to develop a comprehensive
international instrument, but the participating countries also emphasised that ,,the principle
of respecting national sovereignty t...1 be maintained" and be subjected only,,to
limitations voluntarily agreed upon by States',.rs7

In July 1996, the uN Economic and social council considered the proposed elements for
inclusion in a convention as contained in the Buenos Aires Declaration on prevention and
control of organised Transnationøl crime and requested the secretary-General to make
further proposals based on the elements outlined in this declaration.r5s

on 12 December 1996, the Government of Poland proposed a first draft uN framework
convention against transnational organised crime.15e This document was further d.iscussed
at an Informal Meeting on the Question of the Elaboration of an International Convention,
held in Palermo, 6-8 April 1997. Pursuant to the recommendations of this meeting, the
Economic and Social council, followed by the uN secretary-General, decided to establish
an inter-sessional open-ended intergovernmental group of experts to prepare a preliminary

r55 uN commissic¡n on crime Prevention and criminal Justice, Implementation of the Naples politicalDeclaration and .Global 
plan of A ryainst Organízed Transnatíonal Críme, UN Doc_ E/CN.15/1996/2/Add.t (3 Apr 1996) and

'su UN Com¡nission on Cr.ime prevention 
Implementation of the
Transnational Crirne:
nsnational crime and o
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of the
Crime:
e and,ot

I Declaration and Globat Action plan against
7 (24Iúy 1996) paras 8, 9(a).

Follow-up to the Naples political Declaration and

Annex III. 
,nal Críme, IIN Doc E/RES/1997i22 (2I Iúy 1997)



draft convention.l6o The expert group met in'Warsaw, 2-6 February 199g and presented its

report together with an outline of options for contents of a convention to the UN
Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice at its Seventh Session in April
1998.161 The Commission then decided to establish an in-sessional working group to
implement the Naples Declaration and, further discuss the draft convention. The working
group met in Buenos Aires from 31 August to 4 September 1998 and produced a new

consolidated draft to serve as a basis for future formal consultations. The findings of the

Buenos Aires meeting were put to the UN Commission and led to the creation of a special

ad hoc committee to elaborate the text of a new convention.

6.3-I.4. The work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of an International
Convention against Transnational Organised Crime

On 9 December 1998, following recommendations of the Commission on Crime

Prevention and Criminal Justice and the UN Economic and Social Council,t62 the UN

General Assembly decided to establish an open-ended intergovernmental ad hoc committee

open to all States, including non-UN members,l63 to elaborate and draft the main text of

(a) a new comprehensive international convention against transnational organised crime;

and

(b) three additional international legal instruments on:

i. trafficking in women and children;

ii' illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and

ammunitions; and

tuo LIN BCOSOC, Follow-up to the Naples Potitical Declaration and Global Action plan against Organized
Transnational Crime, UN Doc E/RES/199-|/22 (2I July 7997) para 14; UN Generat AssJmbly, FoTlow-up
to the Naples Political Declaration and Global action PIan against organized TransnationøL Crime,IJN

. _. Doc A/RES/52I85 (30 Jan 1998) para 14.
tut UN Com¡nission on Ctime PI:ev'ention and Criminal Justice, Implementation of the Naples political

Declaration and Global PIan of Action against Organized Transnational Crime: euestion of the
elaboration of an International Convention against organized. transnationat crime and other
international instruments, UN Doc E/CN.15/1998i5 (18 Feb 199g).

ff] tn Ecosoc, Transnational organized. crime,lJNDoc E/RES/I ggg/14 (2g Juty lggg) para 10.163 UN Gener¿rl Asscmbly, Transnãtional organized crime,rJN Doc A/RES/53/In (20 Jan 1999) para 10;
UN General Assembly, Strengthening the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
Programme, in particular its technical cooperation capacity, UN Doc A/RES/53/1 I 4 (2O Jan 1999) para
13.



iii. illegal trafficking in and transporting of migrants, including by sea.

Between January 1999 and October 2000, the Ad Hoc Committee held eleven sessions to

discuss and finalise the text of the Convention and the three supplementing Protocols. The

meetings were held at the UN office in Vienna. Representatives from 91 States attended

the first meeting along with a range of international organisations, other UN entities, and

non-governmental organisations. The number of participating nations grew constantly and

the final two sessions of the Committee in July and October 2000 were attended by more

than 120 nations.

At the first session, the United States and Argentina introduced the draft proposals for a

Protocol to Combat International Trfficking in Women and Children.t6a The proposals

were later combined and submitted in a second draft at the second session in March

1999.t6s The Canadian proposal for a Protocol Against the lllicit Manufacturing of and

Trfficking in Firearms, Ammunition and other Related Material was introduced for

discussion at the third session in March 1999.166 Discussions of the draft for an

international instrument against illegal trafficking in and transport of migrants commenced

at the fourth session of the Ad Hoc Committee in June/July 1999 on the basis of a proposal

submitted by the Governments of Austria and Italy.167 Consultations about the main

Convention and the Protocols against trafficking in women and children and trafficking in

164 UN Atl Hoc Comnitlee on the Elabc¡ration of a Convention against Transnational Organizecl Crime, Drafi
Protocol to Combat International Trfficking in Women and Children Supplementary to the United
Nations Convention on Transnational Crime, UN Doc NAC.254l4/Add.3 (25 Nov 1998); UN Acl Hoc
Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Consideration of
the additional international legal instruments against trfficking in women and children, UN Doc
NAC254|8 (15 Jan 1999). Cf Anne Gallagher, "Human Rights and the New UN Protocols on
Trafficking and Migrant Smuggling: A Preliminary Analysis" (2001) 23(4) HRQ 975 at982,

165 UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organized Crime,
Revised draft Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trfficking in Women and Children,
Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, tIN Doc
N 1rC.25 4/ 4/ Add.3/Rev. 1 (22 Feb 1999).

166 IJN Acl Hoc Comrnittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against'.llransnational Organized Ctin'rc, Draft
Protocol Against the IIIícit Manufacturing of and Trfficking in Firearms, Ammunition and other Related
M at e rial, UN Doc N AC.25 4 I 4 I Add.2 (l 5 Dec 1 998).

167 UN Acl Hoc Committee on the Elaboration o[ a Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Draft
elements for an international legal instrurnent against illegal trfficking and transport of migrants,lJN
Doc A/4C.254/4/Add.I (15 Dec 1998); and I-IN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Cc¡nvention
against -fransnational Organized Crime, Draft Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air
and Sea, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, IJN
Doc A/AC.254/4/Add.llRev.1 (13 May 1999).



migrants finished at the eleventh session in October 200I. An additional twelfth session to

conclude the Firearms Protocol was held in March 2001.t68

The Convention against Transnational Organised Crime was approved by the UN General

Assembly in November 2000,16e and was made available for governments to sign at a
conference in Palermo, Italy, l2-I5 December 2000. 132 countries of the UN,s 1g9

Member Nations and the European Community signed the Convention against

Transnational Crime in Palermo in December 2000.170 Of the countries of the Asia pacific

region Australia, PR China, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam have

signed the convention. Brunei, Cambodia, Fiji, Lao pDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, papua

New Guinea, solomon Islands and vanuatu have not (yet) signed it.r7r

6.3.2. The Provisions under the Convention

Article 1 of the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime states that

[t]he purpose of this Convention is to promote cooperation to prevent and combat transnational
organised crime more effectively.

The Convention has two main goals: one is to eliminate differences among national legal

systems. The second is to set standards for domestic laws so that they can effectively

combat transnational organised crime. The Convention is intended to encourage the

countries that do not have provisions against organised crime to adopt comprehensive

countermeasures, and to provide these nations with some guidance as to how to approach

the legislative and policy questions involved. It is also intended to eliminate safe havens

for criminal organisations by providing greater standardisation and coordination of national

legislative, administrative and enforcement approaches to the problem of organised crime,

and to ensure a more efficient and effective global effort to combat and prevent it.

tut Cf UN General Assembly, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against
..^ Transnational organized crime, uN Doc N55/383 (2 Nov 2000) paras jj,loz,109, 120.r6e UN General A.ssembly, Report of the Ad, Hoc Committee on thi Elaboration of a Convention against
,-^ TransnationaL Organized Crime,lIN Doc A/55/383 (2 Nov 2000).tto S"" ibitl, Annex I for the full text of the Convention in its final form. The text has also been reprinted in

40 rLM 33s (2001).
rtt Cf "Annex, United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Signatures,,, available at

UNODCCP, www.odccp.org/adhoc/crime/crime-cicp-convention_signature.pdf (31 Ocr 2001).



6.3.2.1- The concept of organised crime under the convention

From the very beginning of the consultations over an international organised crime
convention' disagreement arose about the appropriate concept of organised crime and the
inclusion of a generar definition of the term in a universal treaty.

The Naples Declaration and the 1995 Buenos Aires workshop recommended that
definitions be included in a convention "as required for its purposes,,, but they did not
provide any guidance as to the nature and concepts of an organised crime definition.l iz The
framework drafted by the Government of Poland in 1gg6, proposed a basic definition of
organised crime, primarily focusing on the structural features of criminal organisations
such as membership of three or more persons, hierarchical management, profit making and
the use of violence, intimidation and corruption. It did not limit this definition to any type
of organised criminal activity. r73

The 1998 expert meeting in 'warsaw 
discussed several options for a conceptualisation of

organised ctime, including the Polish draft.rTa Most countries, however, opted for
provisions that would avoid a definition of the term and restrict the scope of the
convention to serious offences comrnitted by criminal organisations. canada, France,
Germany and Russia proposed the introduction of a "seriousness of offence test,,. This test
would open the application of the convention to offences that are committed by criminal
organisations, that are considered as "serious" (usually in reference to sanctions and
penalties), and that have transnational effect.rTs other proposals combined the polish

t'|2
Criminal Justioe, Implementation of the Naples potitical

n _against Organized Transnational Crime, tIN Doc
t.,3 ix I (a).

._ rransnationat crime, tJNo"" 
",úJil';;,8"[:iT:;;iri;i f::::lrri:lT 

ptan against orsanized
174 uN comnrission on crime Prevention and crirniual Justice, Report of the meeting of the inter-sessionalopen-ended intergovernmental group oÍ experts on the elaboration of a preliminary drafi of a possiblecomprehensive international convention against organized t*rrràt¡orol crime,UN Doc E/CN.15/199g/5
,". !18 Feb 1995) para72, arr l, option 3(2).
'tr lbid, paraT2,art 2, options l-5.



definition with illustrative lists of criminal offences that are characteristic for organised
crime such as drug trafficking, trafficking in women, smuggling, corruption et cetera.l?6

The Ad hoc committee considered the various options, but did not come to any agreement
over a definition of organised crime. Between March and octob er l999,the committee
requested states to provide information on the meaning of "seriousness,, und.er national
criminal law provisions' It was found that of the 45 states that responded, sixteen
recognised the concept of serious offence under their national laws, while most others used
different mechanisms to distinguish more severe offences from others,17? The committee
ultimately decided not to define organised crime as such, but instead use a model that
combines the seriousness of organised criminal activity with a definition of criminal
organisations.

Article 2(a) of the convention now defines ,,organised 
criminal group,, as

[a] structured group of three or more perso f time and acting in concertwith the aim of committing one or more s

;""ïïÏ, 
convention, in oider to obrain, 'r,irj::[',t:låTr::ï1ä:î

Based on the findings of the 1999 study, under article 2(b)

'serious crime' shall mean a conduct constituting an offence punishable by a maximumdeprivation of liberty of at least four years of imprisãnment or a more serious penalty.

A1l provisions under the convention make reference to the definitions contained in
atficre 2' Moreover, all action taken on the basis of convention provisions require that
such action is directed against an organised criminal group within the meaning of
article 2(s)' The travaux préparatoires to the convention further specify that pursuant to
article 34(3) of the convention, signatory states are free to modify the number of members
required for the definition'178 Furthermore, it is established that ,,other material benefit,,
also includes non-material gratification such as sexuar services.,re

t,'u lbid, para72, art 2, options 6-7.
"' uN Ad Hoc committee on the Elaboratio¡,of a-convention against Transnational organised crinre,Analvticar studv on serious crime,rJNDoc NAC.2sqtzz ri'i.,'rnsgr.r78 uN General Ássembly' Interpretative notes for the oþriol records (travaux préparatoires) of thenegotiations of the tJnited Nations convention against ríå"t",tr¡."r"l organised. crími and the protocolsthereto, uN Doc N55/393/Add. 1 [hereinaft er trqvaux préparatoiresl para 2.r19 Trauaux préparatoires, para 3.



The final Convention text reflects a very diplomatic solution of the ongoing debate of
concepts of organised crime. The definition of organised crime groups clearly recognises

the economic aspect of organised crime as well as its organisational features. But the

Convention fails to provide an unequivocal conceptualisation of these aspects by omitting a
definition of organised crime and avoiding the use of this term throughout the Convention.

Instead, the understanding of transnational organised crime under the Convention is based

on organisational features of criminal organisations, such as membership of three or more
persons, continuity and profit orientation , and adegree of seriousness of organised criminal
activity as manifested in penalties.l8o This also directly links the definitions with
provisions under domestic criminal law, thereby facilitating the adoption and

implementation of the Convention at the national level.

6.3.2.2, criminalisation and prevention of organised crime

Together with the definition of organised crime, the Ad Hoc Committee discussed multiple
ways in which to criminalise and prevent organised crime.

Organised crime offence

The principal point of controversy during the elaboration process was the way in which the

activities of criminal organisations can be criminalised most appropriately. The proposal

of Poland suggested that Contracting States be required to "make punishable acts

consisting of participation in or association with an organised group,,,rEr while the

American draft recommended the criminalisation of transnational organised crime per se.1s2

Given the difficulties surrounding the definition of organised crime and the inability of the

committee to agree on a universal interpretation of the term, ultimately, the A¿ Hoc
Committee followed the Polish model.

'80 Cf Donigan Guymou, supra note 10, at 95.
r8r uN ECOSOC, Fottow-up to the Naples Declaration and Global Action plan against organized

Transnational crime, uN Doc E/RES/I997122 (27luly 1997) Annex rrr, art2(2).182 lbid, Appendix, afrer para 26, afil(I).



Under article 5(1Xa) of the Convention

[e]ach state Party shall adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to
establish as criminal offences, when committed intentionally:

(a) Either or both of the following as criminal offences distinct from those involving the
attempt or completion of the criminal activity:

(i) Agreeing with one or more other persons to commit a serious crime for a purpose relating
directly or indirectly to the obtaining of a financial or other material benefit and, where
required by domestic law, involving an act undertaken by one of the participants in
furtherance of the agreement or involving an organised criminár group;

(ii) Conduct by a person who, with knowledge of either the aim and general criminal activity ofan organised criminal group or its intention to commit the cri-mes in question, takes an
active part in:

a. Criminal activities of the organised criminal group;

b' other activities of the organised criminal group in the knowledge that his or her
participation will contribute to the achievement of ìhe above-described criminal aim.

Essentially, the provisions under article 5(1Xa) reflect the different concepts of organised
crime offences discussed in Chapter Five. Paragraph (i) combines elements of the
conspiracy offence with the additional requirement that such consp iracy (,,agreement,,) is

done for the purpose of obtaining a financial or other benefit.l83 paragraph (ii) adopts the
model that makes the participation and membership in a criminal organisation a separate

offence.rsa

In summary, the Convention leaves responsibility for the adoption and design of measures

against organised criminal groups with State Parties; it neither predetermines a particular
design of the offence, nor does it establish an offence under international law. Moreover,
Signatories are free to choose either or both of the models contained in paragraphs (i) and
(ii).

In leaving these options open for States' preference and modification, the Convention fails
in one of its principal purposes:tss it does not overcome the differences between national
jurisdictions and the distinct concepts of organised crime contained in domestic criminal
laws' As discussed earlier, these differences create significant obstacles in combating and

tt' cf the provisions under the laws of Brunei, Fiji, Malaysia, pNG, philippines, solomon Islands, saprøsection 5'2'2'2 accompanying text' See also the provisions under Australian Federal and State criminal
law, Section 4.1.3.1.

tto cf th" provisions under the laws of cambodia, PR china, Hong Kong, and Macau, supra section 5.2.2.2.ttt se" also the comments by Donigan Guymon, supra notei0, at93-94.
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preventing transnational organised crime effectively. The absence of a universal organised
crime offence 

- however it may be designed and worded - has proven to be the principal
hurdle for international judicial and law enforcement cooperation. The inability of the
international community to agtee on a single concept of an organised crime offence will
continue to provide criminal organisations with opportunities to expand globally, thus

exploiting the differences between and shortcomings of national legal systems.

Extended criminal liability: organisers, facilitators ancl legal persons

The Convention extends criminal liability in a number of ways to hold persons criminally
liable who may not be directly involved in the commission of the crime itself, thereby

recognising the organisational structure of many criminal organisations.rs6

Article 5(1Xb) requires State Parties to criminalise the "organising, directing, aiding,

abetting, facilitating or counselling [ofl the commission of serious crime involving an

organised criminal group" thus enabling the prosecution of organisers and arrangers as well
as lower levels of participants who assist criminal organisations in their activities.

Secondly, under article 10 of the Convention, Signatory States shall make legal persons,

such as corporate organisations, criminally, administratively or civilly liable if they are

found participating in crimes involving criminal organisations. provisions adopted

pursuant to article 10 serve as a tool to hold commercial enterprises responsible for
assisting the operations of criminàl organisations and for laundering the assets of crime, for
comrption, and the obstruction of justice.l87 Under the Convention, legal persons can,

however, not be charged with offences typically committed by criminal organisations,

including migrant trafficking, transportation of illegal migrants, harbouring illegal migrants

et cetera.

sanctions agøinst offences typicalty committed by criminal organisations

During the elaboration of the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime it was

discussed whether the Convention should require Signatories to criminalise certain

activities that are usually committed by criminal organisations. The 1996 proposal by the

ttu S"" supra Section 3.3.ttt Cf *ts 6,8,23 Convention against Transnational Organised Crime



Government of Poland, for instance, suggested that Contracting States should criminalise
nine offences, including drug trafficking, trafficking in persons, counterfeiting cu*ency,
trafficking of artefacts, stealing and misuse of nuclear material, terrorism, trafficking in
arms, trafficking and stealing of motor vehicles, and corruption.trt

The Ad Hoc Committee initially discussed similar options,lse but ultimately decided against
the inclusion of such provisions. This has several reasons. primarily, it was argued that by
including a list of offences, the Convention would become too cemented, as it would be
difficult to incorporate new forms of organised crime in the future. Secondly, no
agreement could be reached over the offences to be included in such a list. Some
countries, for instance, demanded that terrorism be included. Given the political nature of
terrorist acts, this would have enabled Governments to suppress freedom and separatist
movements on the basis of the Convention. Not surprisingly, Turkey was the major
advocate for the inclusion of terrorism,'no as Turkey sought to obtain additional tools to
fight the Kurdish rebels with provisions under international law. Thirdly, rather than
enumerating specific offences in the Convention, the Ad Hoc Committee elaborated
separate legal instruments for offences that required specific attention, such as migrant
trafficking, trafficking in women and children, and manufacturing of and trafficking in
firearms, while including offences that are common to most organised crime activities,
such as money laundering and corruption, under individual provisions in the Convention.rer

Prevention of organised crime

During the early sessions of the Ad Hoc Committee, it was discussed whether to include
special provisions for the prevention of organised crime. In Decsmber 199g, the
Netherlands proposed a draft for a provision that encouraged State parties to

consider taking social, legal or administrative steps to reduce existing or future opportunities
for criminal organisations to acquire illegal gains ln markets such as illegal trafficking in cars,

188 uN Ecosoc, Follow-up to the Naples Declaration and Global Action plan against organized
Transnational crime, uN Doc E1RES/1997 /22 (2t July 1997) Annex III, arrs t(r),2.Itn uN Ad Hoc comrnittee on the Elaboration ot'a ôonveítion ugui*, Transnarional organized crime, Drafiunited Nations convention against Transnationat organized-crime,I-rN Do<; NAC.-254/4 (15 Dec lggg)art 6(1).

teo cf uN Acl Hoc committee on the Elabo¡ation of a convention against f'ransnational organised crirne,
Proposals and contributions receivedfrom Governments,IJNDoc NAC.245/5 (lgDec lggg) 14-15.ter see arts 6, 8 convention against Traninationqr organised crime.



firearms, women and minors and the smuggling of migrants, as well as to reduce opportunities
to recruit new members among groups in the population that are at risk.rez -'

Throughout the consultations, many delegations expressed their concern over the Dutch

proposal, arguing that it reached too far and that its language was too mandatory.re3 Given

the resistance from many countries, the Ad Hoc Committee ultimately adopted an amended

provision, which is now contained in article 31.

The article includes provisions to prevent organised crime and reduce the opportunities for
criminal organisations. The provisions are specifically designed to prevent the corruption

of public officials and the infiltration of legitimate business enterprises. For example, the

Convention promotes the disqualification of persons convicted of organised crime offences

from acting as directors of business corporations, and promotes the establishment of public

records for disqualified persons.rea It also requires State Parties to endeavour to create

mechanisms to monitor tendering procedures of public authorities.tns Moreover, article 3l
includes measures for the reintegration of offenders, the initiation of public awareness

programmes and pilot projects for the prevention of transnational organised crime, and the

developments of standards and codes of conduct to safeguard the integrity of public and

private organisations. Ie6

6.3.2.3. Moneylaundering

Closely associated with transnational organised crime is the issue of money laundering.

Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention contain provisions that target the laundering of proceeds

deriving from organised crime activities. The text of the articles has not been significantly

le2 UN Ad Hoc Cornlnittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organisecl Crime,
Proposals and contributions received from Governments, UN Doc NAC.254/5/Add.2 (1g Dec l99g)
arr22(7).

le' S"", for example, the annotations in IIN Acl Hoc Comrnittee on the Elab<lration r¡f Convention against
T'ransnational Organised Crime, Revised draft United Nations Conventions against Transnational

.^. Organised Crime, (IN Doc NAC.254/4tRev.1 (10 Feb 1999) fns 152-163.
tea Article 31(2Xd) Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
tn5 lbíd, art 31(2Xc).
te6 lbict, art 31(l), (3), (5), (7).



altered since the first proposal in 1998.re? Pre-1998 drafts for an international convention
did not contain any provisions on money laundering.

under article 6 of the convention, state Parties are required to criminalise the key features
of money laundering, including

(a)(i) The conversion or transfer of prggerty, knowing that such properry is the proceeds ofcrime' for the purpose of concealing or disgursing the ifii"ìì 
"rigin 

of the property or of helpingany person who is involved in the commissiori of the predicate offence io 
"íu¿" 

the legalconsequences of his or her action;

(ii) The concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, rocation, disposition, movement or

llåTthin 
of or rights with respect to property, knowing rhat such propèrty is túe proceeds of

and

(bXi) The acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at the time of receipt, that suchproperty is the proceeds of crime;

(ii) Participation in, association with or conspiracy to commit, attempts to commit and aiding,abetting, facilitating and counselling the commission of any of the offences established inaccordance with this article.

The provisions under article 6 seek to promote the universal criminalisation of money
laundering' Although states have discretion to modify the offences ,.in accordance with
fundamental principles of their domestic law", once implemented into national legislation,
the article will close many loopholes between different regal systems. The convention
requires states to criminalise the conversion, concealment and acquisition of any assets
deriving from transnational criminal activities committed by organised criminal groups.,es
The offences established under article 6 are to be complemented in domestic law by the
measures listed in article 7' These are specifically designed to enhance the regulation and
monitoring of the financial and banking sectors in signatory Nations and facilitate the
apprehension and seizure of and intelligence on suspect assets and transactions. The

ational Organised Crime. Cf travaux pré.paratoires,



provisions on money laundering apply to banks as well as to other financial institutions

such as stockbrokers, security dealers, bureaux de change and currency brokers.lee

The money laundering provisions under the Convention against Transnational Organised

Crime build on recommendations and best practice principles developed by other

international, regional and non-governmental organisations active in this field.200 Some of

the measures introduced by the Convention reflect the Forty Recommendations of the

Financial Action Task Force (FATF).'zOI These recommendations were developed by FATF

in 1990, and have been revised in 1996, to provide a basic, universal framework for anti-

money iaundering efforts. The recommendations include draft money laundering offences,

criminal justice and law enforcement measures, regulations of banking and financial

systems, and recommendations for international cooperation. Although these

recommendations are universally accepted as best practice principles, and non-compliance

is monitored by FATF,202 they do not have binding legal effect and cannot be enforced.

Once implemented into domestic law, the UN Convention overcomes the non-

enforceability of these recommendations.203

6.3.2.4. Corruption

As mentioned before, some of the earlier drafts of the Convention featured lists of offences

that are typically committed by criminal organisations and offences that are closely

associated with the phenomenon of organised crime. Amongst these offences is the

corruption and bribery of public officials, which has also been identified as a characteristic

of migrant trafficking.2oa During the elaboration of the Convention, a majority of nations

voted against the inclusion of these illustrative lists and decided to include provisions

against comrption as separate provisions, which can now be found in articles 8 and 9.

t99 Troroux préparatoires, para 14.

'oo Cftrouaux préparatoires,paÍa 17; and see supra Section 6.3.1.

'ot Th" full text of the Forty Recommendations is available at the FATF website

www.oecd.org/fatf/40Recs_en.htm (2 1 Nov 200 1 ).
to' Cf FATF, Review to ldentify Non-Cooperative Countries or Territoríes: Increasing the Worldwide

Effictiveness of Anti-Money Laundering Measures (2"d ed,2001).
203 Cf Donigan Guymon, supraîote70, at7l.
'* S"" supra Sections 3.3.2.2 and 3.4.2.2.



Article 8(1Xa) contains a set of legislative measures to criminalise the comrpter for
"promising, offering, or giving to apublic official [...] an undue advantage [...] in order
that the ofticial act or refrain from acting in the exercise of his or her official duties,,. The
solicitation or acceptance of that advantage is an offence for the comrpted official under
parugtaph (lxb) unless that person acted under duress.20t Additionally, article g(2) and (3)
require state Parties to criminalise the comrption of foreign officials and representatives of
international organisations, and criminalise any participation in corruption and bribery.
The criminal offences established under article 8 are complemented by the legislative and
law enforcement measures under article 9 which seek to enhance the prevention, detection
and punishment of corruption.

6.3.2-5. Legal and judiciar cooperation and extradition

one of the Convention's principal objectives is to promote and improve international
cooperation to enable and facilitate the prevention and apprehension of transnational
organised crime activities' the prosecution of offenders, and the exchange of information
and intelligence.

Articles 16-18 and article 21 provide mechanisms for legal and judicial cooperation
between Member States, including the extradition and transfer of offenders, mutual legal
assistance, and the transfer of criminal proceedings.

Extradition

In order to close loopholes that enable offenders to escape criminal prosecution, it is
important that countries have the ability to seek extradition of offenders from abroad.
Article 16(1) of the convention requires State Parties to allow foreign requests for
extradition of persons engaged in organised crime provided the alleged offence is
criminalised in the requesting and in the requested country (,,dual criminality,,).206

'ot Travoux p réparatoires,para I g.

"o For proposals and contributions during the elaboration of art 16 see LrN Ad Hoc cornmittee on theElaboration of a convention against orsqls{ 
_ 
crime, Proposals and contributions received fromGovernments, UN Doc NAC.254/5/Add.20 (11 Feb 2000).



Article 16' which is based on the extradition provisions of the lggg convention against
IIIicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic substances, operates as an extradition
ffeaty in the absence of other bilateral or multilateral agreements. The provision under
article 16(1) is, however, conditional in a number of ways. For example, State parties have
discretion to refuse extradition if they have no extradition treaty with the requesting nation.
secondly, a state can refuse extradition if it suspects the person will be prosecuted for
reasons of gender, ethnicity, nationality ' tace,religion or political opinion.2,z Thirdly, if the
extradited person is a national of the requested State, that state can surrender the person
under the condition that he or she will return to serve the sentence.2'8 Moreover, the
requested state can refuse extradition of its own nationals; in fact, some countries have
constitutional provisions that prohibit the extradition of citizens to another country. kr
these circumstances, however, going back to a proposal by the united states,roe the
requested state must conduct criminal proceedings under its domestic law. This obligation
to "extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut judicare)" was the subject of long debate during
the elaboration of the convention. Many nations opposed the view that they should be
obligated to initiate prosecution against their nationals if they refuse to extradite them.
ultimately, however, it became clear that in order to be effective, the provisions under the
convention ought to be complemented by this principle, which is now contained in article
16(10).210

Transfer of proceedings and offenders

To facilitate the prosecution of offenders, article 17 ofthe convention promotes bilateral
and multilateral arrangements that allow the transfer of sentenced and imprisoned persons.
Additionally, atticle 2r promotes the transfer of criminal proceedings to a single
jurisdiction in circumstances where several jurisdictions are involved.

rganised Crime.

ration and Global Action plan agaínst Organizecl
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Chante.r tl 6.3 Convention asai.n.çt Transnational. Crime. 4tt

Mutual le gal assistance

Amongst the principal reasons to draft and conclude an international convention against

transnational organised crime were the difficulties arising from non-cooperation in legal

matters and the lack of universal mutual legal assistance treaties to facilitate judicial

collaboration in investigations and criminal proceedings. Article 18 of the Convention

now provides a wide range of mechanisms to fill this gap and provide "the widest range of
mutual legal assistance in investigations, prosecutions and judicial proceedings in relation

to the offences covered by this Convention".zlt The Convention seeks to encourage mutual

cooperation in gaining evidence through witness statements and testimony, seizures,

identifications, examinations and expert evaluations, and in information exchange.zl2 To

facilitate and accelerate mutual legal assistance, the Convention requires States to

designate a central authority to deal with such requests and to formalise the requests and

their execution.2r3 The Convention allows State Parties to refuse legal assistance only on

the grounds listed ih paragraph 2I2r4 or in the absence of dual criminality.'r5 Earlier drafts

of the Convention did not allow the absence of dual criminality to operate as a ground for

refusal, thereby facilitating the requesting State to obtain legal assistance from abroad. Too

many countries, however, resisted legal assistance without the requirement of dual

criminality.2r6 Refusal on grounds of bank secrecy or fiscal matters, however, is not

permissible.2t?

6.3.2.6. Law enforcement and technical cooperation

A large part of the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime deals with

mechanisms to promote and enhance international law enforcement collaboration and

"t Atticl" l8(l) Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
2t2 lbid, arr 18(3).



technical cooperation in investigations and prosecutions. Most of these provisions derive
from the Draft convention proposed by the uS Government in rgg6.2t'

At the investigative level, the convention requires state parties to establish legal
frameworks under domestic law that allow the use of speciar investigative techniques such
as electronic and other forms of surveillance and undercover operations, and it promotes
bilateral and multilateral cooperation to enable joint investigations and the cross-border use
of special investigative techniques.zle Moreover, the convention promotes law
enforcement cooperation and information exchange at the international level, particularly
in matters concerning the identity, whereabouts and activities of suspects, the proceeds of
crime and the movements of property and equipment for the use in the commission of
organised crime'220 At the analytical level, the convention encourages government,
scientific and academic institutions to share information and intelligence on transnational
organised crime activities, on the means and methods used by criminal organisations, and
the policies to combat organised crime3z,

In article 19' the convention contains provisions that seek to improve investigations of
organised crime offences at the domestic level, and enhance the knowledge and research on
organised crime' Paragraph (1) requires state Parties to develop training programmes for
prosecutors' law enforcement and customs personnel on the organisational and operational
aspects of criminal organisations and on the measures to suppress and detect organised
crime' The convention also specifically promotes research and academic analysis of the
causes and consequences of organise d. qime.zzz

To overcome the discrepancies in law enforcement and investigation techniques in
different nations, the convention includes a range of mechanisms that seek to provide
special assistance to developing nations. For example, articre 30 requires signatories to
provide technical assistance, and enhance financial and material assistance through
voluntary donations and by donating some of the confiscated proceeds to developing

and Global Action plan agøinst Organized.
997) Appendix, afrer para26, urt, S, tO, 12.
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nations'223 Moreover, developed nations are encouraged to provide training programmes
and modern equipment to developing nations and to explore options for bilateral and
multilateral arrangements on material and logistical assistance.2ra

6.3.2.7. Confïscation and seizure of assets

In articles r2-r4 the convention introduces a range of measures to enhance and facilitate
the confiscation and seizure of assets deriving from or used for the commission of
organised crime offences.

Article 12 requires state Parties to adopt appropriate countermeasures to enable the
identification, tracing , freezing, confiscation and seizure of proceeds and property deriving
from organised crime activities and any property, equipment and instrumentality used for
the offences under the convention. These measures shall also apply to income, proceeds
and property that have been transformed, converted or intermingled with other propefty.
Article 13 provides mechanisms for international cooperation for the pu{poses of
confiscation by establishing a set of rules for confiscation requests similar to those guiding
mutual legal assistance requests under article 18. Article 14 encourages State parties to
return and distribute confiscated proceeds and property to the requesting country for the
purpose of compensation of victims and return to the legitimate ownef.

6.3.2.8. Protection of witnesses and victims

The investigation of organised crime activities and the prosecution of offenders is
particularly difficult as members of criminal organisations, witnesses and victims of
offences permanently fear threats and intimidations by other participants of the organised
crime group'2" In articles 24-26 the Convention against Transnational organised Crime

t" Ibid, art 3o(2).

lla, 
ruia,art 30(2)(d), (4). CfGailagher, supranote 164, ar 980'-- See supra Sectíon3.3.2.3.



contains provisions to assist and protect victims and witnesses of organised crime and to

facilitate their cooperation with law enforcement agencies.226

To protect victims and witnesses from potential retaliation, threats and intimidations,

articles 24 and 25 require State Parties to implement appropriate measures to protect the

physical safety of victims and witnesses. The Convention promotes the implementation of

special evidentiary rules to enable witness' testimony via video links and protect them from

disclosure of their identity and whereabouts. Moreover, article 24(2) and (3) suggest the

establishment of compensation and restitution schemes for victims of organised crime and

the consideration of their claims and concerns in criminal proceedings.

Article 26 contains a range of measures that seek to facilitate the assistance of witnesses of

organised crime, including members of criminal organisations, in investigations and

prosecutions. The provisions under article 26 are specifically designed to create incentives

for such persons to report crimes and provide information on the identity and location of

offenders by offering protection to accused persons and to mitigate their penalty if they

assist in criminal proceedings.

6.3.2.9. Application and implementation provisions

Finally, the Convention contains a number of provisions that deal with the general

application and implementation of the Convention,zzT the recognition of national

sovereignty, and with territorial integrity and judicial rights of State Parties.228

During the elaboration process, the Ad Hoc Committee discussed various mechanisms to

monitor and evaluate the implementation of the Convention. Several countries supported a

"u Th" Polish and the American drafts of 1996 only contained general references to witness protection
progranìmes; UN ECOSOC, Follow-up to the Naples Declaration and Global Action PIan against
Organized Transnational Crime, UN Doc E/RES/1997/22 (2I July 1997) Annex III, art 13; and UN
ECOSOC, Follow-up to the Naples Declaration and GIobaI Action Plan against Organized
Transnational Crime, LIN Doc E/RES/1997I22 (21 July 1997) Appendix, after para 26, art9(g). A
proposal by the Australian delegation to the Ad Hoc Committee at its second session provided much
broader protection and guarantees than those contained in arts 24,25; see UN Ad Hoc Cornmittee on the
Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, Proposals received from
Governments, NAC.254/5/Add.3 (8 Feb 1999) 3-5.

227 Articles 3 and 34 Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
228 lbid, art 4,



proposal for a reporting system which required State Parties to submit biannual reports
about the implementation process to a designated UN Committee.22e Under this model, the
UN would obtain authority to request further information if it considered the reports
insufficient.239 Given the strong resistance from many nations, this reporting system has

not been adopted. Instead, the Convention establishes a conference of Signatory parties to
review the implementation of the Convention and make further recommendations to
enhance international cooperation to prevent, suppress and investigate transnational

organised crime.23t

The lack of strict compliance and monitoring mechanisms is another weakness of the
Convention. State Parties have too great freedom to modify the requirements and not
implement unwanted provisions of the Convention into domestic law. Too few
mechanisms exist at the international level to ensure cooperation and compliance by State

Parties, thus resulting in safe havens for criminal organisations.

As mentioned earlier, the Convention against Transnational Crime is supported by three

protocols. Article 37 determines the relation between the legal instruments, prescribing
that the Convention can be signed without signing the Protocols, but that the protocols

cannot be signed without signing the mother Convention.

The remaining provisions under the Convention deal with the jurisdiction over offences

under the Convention,23z Íecord keeping of alleged offenders,233 criminalisation of
obstruction of justice,23a and the settlement of disputes between State parties.23s

"n Cf uN ECoSoC, Follow-up to the Naples Declaration and Gtobal Action plan against organized
Transnational Crime, UN Doc E/P.ES/1997/22 (',1July 1997) Annex I, art 15(1)-(3i cf UN Ad Hoc
Committee on the Elaboration of Transnational Organizecl CriÁe, Draft (lnited
Nations Convention against Transn rue, UN Doc A/AC-.2 54/4 (I5 Dec l99g) art23.230 uN Ecosoc, Follow-up to the ration and Global Action plan against organized
Transnational crime, uN Doc E/RES/1997/22 (2r luly 1997) Annex I, art 15(5).23r Article 32 Convention øgainst Transnational Organisid Crime.

"t Ibirt, art 15.
233 Ibid, art22.
230 lbid, artz3.
"s lbid, art 35' The International Court of Justice is the final arbitrator in the settlement of disputes

(art 35(2)).



6.3.3. Evaluation

The UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime and the protocols against

migrant smuggling, trafficking in persons, and trafficking in firearms are the outcome of
lengthy debate, are highly politically influenced, and represent the result of compromise
rather than the best knowledge of contemporary transnational organised crime. The

elaboration of the instruments was dominated by the more powerful industrial nations

along with some regional leaders. Developing nations, particularly those from Asia and the

South Pacific were underrepresented, primarily because of the expenses associated with the
attendance of the lengthy meetings. The I-IN provided assistance to these countries under a
rotating system, which meant that many nations only rudimentarily participated in the

elaboration process.

However, the Convention against Transnational Organisecl Crime is presently the major,
most universal and best available tool to combat transnational criminal activities beyond

the limitations of national legislation. Although many concessions have been made to the

original draft of the text, the Convention is a significant step forward in the international
fight against organised crime. The Convention legitimises coherent law and law
enforcement strategies at national and international levels and sets standards for domestic

law reform as well as for regional cooperation. It facilitates bilateral and global

collaboration and may create some 'peer pressure' on non-cooperative nations.

The provisions under the Convention are important tools to overcome many of the

deficiencies of the past. V/hen implemented by the Signatories, the Convention can serve

as a universal basis for joint investigations, mutual legal assistance and extradition of
offenders. It will facilitate and accelerate the prosecution of offenders and it will
contribute to the universal criminalisation of organised crime, corruption and of money

laundering.

Unfortunately, to date, only very few of the Asia Pacific nations have signed the

Convention.

The implementation of the Convention, along with the protocols, poses significant
challenges to the United Nations and all Signatories. Many, if not most countries will have

to amend their laws, including penal codes, organised crime acts and procedural legislation.
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The criminal justice and law enforcement systems of some countries will also require
adjustment to put in place the provisions under the new international instruments.

But in addition to the legislative amendments required to meet the obligations under the
convention and the Protocols, many of the measures require substantial financial, material
and human resources' This creates particular difficulties for smaller and economically less
developed nations' Many countries in the Asia Pacific simply do not have the resources to
commit themselves to the convention and the Protocols. Also, given the cultural diversity
in the region and the strong commitment to maintain full national sovereignty over all
aspects of governance' many nations are reluctant to support the internationalisation of
criminal law and criminal justice systems. However, with growing levels of transnational
crime in the Asia Pacific, the countries of the region are increasingly showing some
willingness to participate in international law enforcement activities.

It is for that reason, that the larger regional powers, such as Australia, Japan, New Zealand
and the united states need to assist the smaller nations at the earliest possible stage of the
implementation process in order to improve law enforcement structures, criminal justice
systems' and the development of human resources through training and the upgrading of
skills' as well as assisting them in the acquisition and modernisation of equipment and
facilities
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6.4. UN Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and
Sea

The lack of a common, universally accepted tool to combat migrant trafficking has been

identified as the principal obstacle in counteracting the phenomenon effectively. In
December 2000, the United Nations opened for signature the protocol against the

Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and. Sea, supplementing the Convention against

Transnational Organised Crime which aims to criminalise migrant trafficking and those

who practise it and to offer a set of tools for enhanced international legal and judicial
cooperation and for protection of victims and witnesses of trafficking.

The Protocol builds on two proposals for an international instrument against migrant
trafficking prepared by Austria and Italy in 1997. These proposals were combined in 199g

and a new draft submitted to the Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration on a Convention

against Transnational Organised Crime for further discussion. Consultations over the

Protocol completed in October 2000. The UN General Assembly approved the final text of
the Protocol in November 2000.236

The Ad Hoc Committee also altered the terminology of the Protocol. As mentioned in
Chapter One, the early proposals along with international organisations refer to the

phenomenon as 'migrant trafficking'. If translated into other languages, this term,

however, cannot be differentiated from 'trafficking in persons' or 'trafficking in women

and children'. It is for that reason that the Protocol now refers to the phenomenon as

"migrant smuggling". The following sections will use both expressions interchangeably,

unless stated otherwise.

Section 6.4 recalls the developments that led to the Austrian and Italian proposals and

explores the provisions under the Migrant Smuggling Protocol and, its earlier drafts.

Particular emphasis is placed on the offences contained in the protocol and on the

protection provisions under article 16.

236 uN Gerre¡al Assembly, Report of the Ad Hoc committee on the Elaboration of a convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, LIN Doc N55/353 (2 Nov 2000).



6.4.L Initiatives for a convention against Migrant Trafficking

Unlike many other transnational offences, the phenomenon of migrant trafficking has only
very recently been addressed in international law. Although, foliowing the Second World
'War, the international community developed mechanisms to protect refugees, up until now,
measures to safeguard the rights of migrants have been very fragmentary and limited in
scope and application.z31 Moreover, while Conventions dating back to 1904 have set

standards for the protection of trafficked women and children, the safety and security of
trafficked migrants was not recognised in international law until the year 2000.23s

Calls for an international instrument emerged with the growth of migrant trafficking,
particularly in the countries of Western Europe and North America when it became evident
that the iack of international cooperation in the areas of illegal migration and organised
crime was (he main obstacle in the fight against migrant trafficking.

The United Nations General Assembly first addressed the issue of migrant trafficking in
December 1993 1n a resolution that condemned "the smuggling of aliens in violation of
international and national law and without regard for the safety, well-being and human
rights of the migrants". The resolution urged Member Nations to frustrate the activities of
trafficking organisations at the national level, to cooperate internationally, and contribute to
the efforts of international organisations such as IOM, IMO, Interpol and ICAO.23e

In 1994, the UN Secretary-Genelal provided a first report on the background of migrant
trafficking around the world and about legislative and law enforcement developments in
Member Nations.u. The report recognised that the discrepancies between legal systems

and law enforcement efforts in different countries cause major obstacles in preventing and
suppressing migrant trafficking, and it called for international cooperation to fight migrant
trafficking more effectively. This call ultimately led to the development of the United
Nations Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Lancl, Air and Sea, supplementing

the Convention against Transnational organised Crime which seeks to overcome the

237 cf Morrison, supra note 65, at64 andthe conventions cited there.
"o See supra Section 6.3.I.1.
23e uN General Assembly, Prevention of the smuggling of aliens, uN Doc Nl4gl1o2 (20 Dec 1gg3)

Pedrozo, supra nole 5, at 62-63.
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deficiencies of the past and set global standards for preventive, suppressive and

investigative measures against migrant trafficking.zt

6.4.L.1. Italy's proposal to the International Maritime Organisation

The Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants derives from two proposals made by the

Governments of Italy and Austria. Along with many other Western European nations,

Austria and Italy witnessed an enonnous influx of illegal immigrants after the fall of the

Soviet Union and the opening of many Eastern European nations. For hundreds of

thousands of migrants, Austria and Italy became gateways to the security, wealth and

luxury of the West. fn return, the countries of the European Union called for tighter border

controls and tougher penalties on illegal migration.

Following a dramatic increase in arrivals of trafficked migrants from the Balkans and the

Middle East, Italy proposed a draft for a multilateral convention to combat illegal migration

by sea to the International Maritime Organisation (MO) in 1991.uz A similar proposal had

previously been tabled to the European Union and found strong support in various

committees of the European Union.

The Italian draft convention was primarily concerned with international cooperation to

apprehend, board and seize vessels suspected of transporting illegal migrants. The

proposal contained a series of measures specifically designed to equip officials with a range

of powers to prevent the arrival of suspect vessels and divert them to other ports.2a3

Secondly, the draft contained provisions that defined illegal migration by sea as an offence

under international law:

Article D(

1 Any person commits an offence if that person unlawfully uses a ship to transport illegal
migrants:

240 UN General Assembly, Measures to combat alien-smuggllng, IIN Doc N49/350 (30 Aug 1994) and
Add.1 (1 Nov 1994).

ur tIN General Assembly N551383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex III; reprinted in 40 ILM 384 (2001) [hereinafter
Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants).

242 TMO Legal Committee, Proposed Multilateral Convention to Combat lllegat Migrationby Sea,IMO Doc
LEG 76/1711(1 Aug 1997). See also supra Section 6.1.1.1; and Kirchner & di Pepe, supra note7, at
664-66't.

^t lbid, arts V-VII.



2 llrty person also commits an offence if that person:

(a) attempts to commit the offence set forth in paragraph 1; or

(b) instigates other persons to commit the offence set forth in paragraph 1; or

(c) abets the commission of the offence set forth in paragraph 1 perpetrated by any
person or is otherwise an accomplice of a person who commits such an offence; or

(d) threatens to commit the offence set forth in paragraph l.

Further provisions under the Italian draft convention included measures of international

cooperation for reciprocal judicial and police assistance,2aa the establishment of a legal

basis for the extradition of people found guilty of transporting illegal migrants,u5 and the

non-institution of criminal proceedings for all illegal migrants who, having landed in the

territory of a State Party, retutn definitively to the tenitory of their country of origin.zo

As mentioned earlier, the Italian proposal was supported by many delegations at the 1¡4O

Legal Committee. However, it was ultimately decided not to pursue the proposal any

further at this level as IMO was regarded as an inappropriate body to deal with this

maiter.za1

6.4.1.2. Austria's proposal to the UN General Assembly

The end of the Cold War and the opening of its borders with Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech

Republic and Slovenia caused an enormous influx of illegal immigrants into Austria in the

early 1990s. It soon became evident that many of the iliegal arrivals were supported by

trafficking organisations, who benefited from the lack of law enforcement cooperation of
Eastern European nations and the non-criminalisation of trafficking in these countries.2as

In September 199J, Austria's Permanent Representative to the UN addressed a letter to the

UN Secretary-General, presenting a draft International Convention Against the Smuggling

^o lbid, arts XII, XV, XVI.
^t lbid,artXrV.
'ou lbid, art XIII.
^7 Supro Section 6.1.1.1.
248 Personal communication with Mr Gregor Schusterschitz, Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Austria,

Vienna, 9 June 2000. The author acknowledges the support and assistance provided by the Office for
International Law, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Vienna.



of IIIegaI Migrants.2ae Soon after, the draft was formally presented to the 52nd Session of
the UN General Assembly by Austria's then Minister for Foreign Affairs, Dr V/olfgang

Schüssel.

Primarily, the Austrian proposal sought to establish migrant trafficking as an offence under

international criminal law and provide a range of measures to facilitate the investigation of
offences and the prosecution and extradition of offenders.

Under article 1

[a]ny person who intentionally procures, for his or her profit, repeatedly and in an organised
manner' the illegal entry of a person into another State of which the iatter person is not a
national or not a pennanent resident, commits the offence of 'smuggling iliegal migrants'
within the meaning of the Convention.

Article 2 criminalised all forms of attempts and participation and provided mechanisms to

extend the application of the offences to instances in which migrants are trafficked through

third countries and in which the offender is a national of the country but engaged in
offences abroad (so-called third country trafficking).tto The proposal further provided that

State Parties must either extradite offenders or prosecute them2sr and included measures for
judicial assistance in criminal proceedings.2sz Recognising that many trafficked migrants

are seeking asylum, the Austrian draft included a safeguard clause for refugeesz53 and stated

that illegal immigrants must not be criminalised for their illegal entry.2sa For the most part,

the initial proposal reflected Austrian statutory law as it was in 1997.

Following Italy's unsuccessful initiative, experts from Austria and Italy met in January

1998 to discuss the Austrian draft convention and the possible implementation of technical

guidelines with regard to the smuggling of illegal migrants by sea. A combined proposal

was put to the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice on 30 April

24e UN General Assembly, Letter dated. 16 September from the Permanent Representative of Austria to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretqry-General,llN Doc N52135'7 (17 Sep lgg7). CfKi¡chner & di
Pepe, supra note 7, at670-677.

250 1¡¡ General Assembly, f ,otter dated 16 Septemberfrom the Permanent Representative of Austria to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, fIN Doc N5Z/35'l (17 Sep 1997) Annex art 5.

'st lbid,Annex arts 6-10.

"' Ibid,Annex art 11.

"t lbid,Annex a¡t 13.

'50 lbid,Annex art 4(3).



1998.2ss The expert meeting on a possible convention against organised crime held in

Warsaw, February 1998,2s6 also addressed the issue of migrant trafficking, but concluded

that priority be given to the elaboration of a framework convention and that migrant

trafficking be dealt with as a protocol supplementing the main convention.2sT

In July 1998, the UN Economic and Social Council decided to amalgamate negotiations

over an international instrument against migrant trafficking with the elaboration of the

Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.zsï The draft proposal for an

international instrument against illegal trafficking in and transport of migrants was

introduced at the Fourth Session of the Ad Hoc Committee in June/July 1999.zse

79 nations signed the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land Air and Sea,

supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Crime in December

1999. Of the countries of the Asia Pacific region only Indonesia and the Philippines signed

the Protocol. Australia has signed the Protocol, but it is not yet in force.'60 Brunei,

Cambodia, PR China, Fiji, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, Singapore,

Solomon Islands, Thailand, Vanuatu and Vietnam have not (yet) signed it.

6.4.2. The Provisions under the Protocol

The Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and S¿ø aims to criminalise

the smuggling of migrants and those who practise it, while recognising that migration itself

is not a crime and that migrants are often victims needing protection:

"t Copy provided by the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs [held with author].

"u S"" søpra Section 6.3.L3.
2s7 UN Conunission on Crime Prevention and Crirninal Justice, Implementation of the NapLes Political

Declaration and Global Plan of Action against Organized Transnational Crime: Question of the

elaboration of an Intemational Convention against orçanized transnational crime and other
international instruments, UN Doc E/CN.15/1998/5 (18 Feb 1998) paras 13, 14.

2s8 UN Economic ancl Social Council, Action against iltegat trfficking in migrants, íncluding by sea, IJN
Doc E/RES/I998119 (28 July 1999).

2se UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Draft
elements for an international legal instrument against illegal trafficking and tra"nsport of migrants, UN
Doc A/AC.254l4lAdð.1 (15 Dec 1998); and UN Acl Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime, Drafi Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air
and Sea, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, UN
Doc NAC.254/4lAdd.llRev.1 (13 May 1999).



Article 2 Statement of purpose

The purpose of this Protocol is to prevent and combat the smuggling of migrants, as well as topromote cooperation among States Parties to that end, while piot""ãng trre"righìs of smuggledmigrants.

The structure of the Protocol is similar to that of the protocol against the Trafficking in
Persons' The Protocol includes provisions (1) that criminalise migrant trafficking and
associated offences, (2) that seek to promote and enhance legal and judicial cooperation,
(3) that address specific issues related to trafficking by sea, (4) that seek to protect
trafficked migrants, and (5) provisions that deal with the application and implementation of
the Protocol

6.4.2.1. Trafficking Offences

The principal concern of the Protocol is with the universal criminalisation of trafficking in
migrants/migrant smuggling. Article 6 of the Protocol requires State parties to criminalise
a range of activities that are characteristic of and associated with the phenomenon,
including the smuggling of migrants, harbouring and concealing illegal migrants, and the
provision and production of fraudulent documents, The protocol does not attempt to
criminalise the mobilisation of migrants and it contains no provisions regarding false
statements that are made in the context of migrant trafficking and illegal migration.

6.4.2.1.1. Smuggling of Migrants

under article 6(1Xa) signatories are required to establish "the smuggling of migrants,, as a
criminal offence "when committed intentionally and in order to obtain, directly or
indirectly, a financial or other material benefit". smuggling of migrants is defined under
article 3(a) as "the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or
other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into State party of which the person is
not a national or a pe[nanent resident.,'

'u0 120021 ATNIF [Australian Treaties Not in Force] 5; see www.austlii.edu.aulau/othe rldfatlúeaties/notinforce/2O 02/ 5 .htmt (24 Mrar 2002).



During the development of the Protocol, this definition was the subject of substantial

debate. Of particular concern was the differentiation between the phenomenon of migrant

smuggling and that of trafficking in persons, because victims and witnesses under the

Protocol against Trfficking in Persons, particularly Women and Chilclren are granted

privileged rights and protection compared to smuggled migrants.26r For example, the

Committee contemplated including the "consent by the migrant" as a defining feature of
migrant smuggling. But given the difficulties sunounding the voluntariness of migrant

trafficking,tu' it was ultimately agreed not to include this requirement. Instead, the

Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trfficking in Persons, especially Women anrJ

Children renders this form of trafficking different by requiring "means of threat or use of

force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power

or of a position of vulnerability".263

The migrant smuggling offence under the Protocol is,largely identical with the proposal

prepared by Austria in 1997 and the drafts developed during the elaboration process.r6o

Although the language and terminology has been subject to significant debate in the Ad

Hoc Committee - and has been changed from trafficking to smuggling for translation

purposes 
- the scope and objective of the provision remain unchanged.

The provision covers any procurement of another person's illegal immigration and is not

limited to acts of transportation. It recognises the organised crime and economic

dimensions of migrant trafficking by requiring that the act be committed for financial or

other material benefit. This requirement also excludes complimentary services provided by

relatives and friends.26s The smuggling offence under the Protocol is limited to illegal entry

of migrants; it does not criminalise instances where traffickers assist migrants in illegal

tut S"e infra Section 6.4.2.4.

'6' S"e supra Section 7.I.2.4.

'u3 Articl" 3(a) Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and. Punish Trfficking in Persons, especially Women and
Children, UN General Assembly N55/383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex II; reprintå¿ m 40 II-M 37:

- -. (2001)[hereinafter Protocol against Trafficking in Personsl
2ø LIN General Assembly, Letteì dated li Septimber from ihe Permanent Representative of Austria to the

United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, UN Doc N521357 (17 Sep 1997) Annex, art 1; UN
Acl Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organised Crinte, Drafi
elements for an internatíonal legal instrument against illegal trfficking and transport of migrants,lÑ
Doc A/4C.254/4lAddJ (15 Dec 1998) art A.

'ut Troroux préparatoires,paras 87, 92. Cf supra Section 1.1.3.



emigration. In most instances, however, the act of illegally emigrating from one country

will coincide with illegal entry into another country.

6.4.2.1.2. Harbouring and concealing illegal mígrants

Article 6(c) requires Signatories to criminalise the harbouring and concealing of illegal

migrants. The article, which was not included in the early drafts of the Protocol, covers

any act that enables unauthorised foreigners to remain in the country illegally, including,

for instance, providing accommodation to illegal migrants and the provision of false

documents to illegal residents. Moreover, the application of article 6(c) is not limited to

persons who have immigrated illegally; it includes any non-national and non-permanent

resident without legal authority to be in the host country, such as overstayers and illegal

workers. In this point, the Protocol exceeds the offences typically associated with migrant

trafficking in that article 6(1Xc) can also be used as a tool to punish employers of illegal

workers.

6.4.2. I. 3. Producing and transfewing fraudulent do cume nts

Articles 3, 6, 70, 12, 13 and 14 of the Protocol contain provisions to criminalise, combat

and prevent the production, transfer and use of fraudulent documents. The initial drafts

submitted by Austria and Italy did not contain any provisions relating specifically to

document fraud.

"'When committed for the purpose of enabling the smuggling of migrants", State Parties are

required under article 6(lxb) to prohibit the production, procuring, provision and

possession of fraudulent travel or identity documents. Article 3(c) defines "fraudulent

travel or identity document" as any travel or identity document

(Ð That has been falsely made or altered in some material way by anyone other than a person
or agency lawfully authorised to make or issue the travel or identity document on behalf
of a State; or

(iÐ That has been improperly issued or obtained through misrepresentation, com;ption or
duress or in any other unlawful manner; o



(iii) That is being used by a person orher than the rightful holder.266

This definition seeks cover a broad range of travel and identity documents and ways in
which these documents can be fraudulently obtained, altered and transferred. The term
'travel document' includes any type of document required for entering or leaving a country
under its domestic law. The term 'identity document' includes any document commonly
used to establish the identity of a person under the laws or procedures of that country.z67

The definition is not limited to international travel and identity documents.268 The ways in
which travel and identity documents can be "falsely made or altered" are also not restricted
to the production of false documents; they also include the alteration of legitimate
documents' the filling in of stolen blank documents, and genuine documents that have been
validly issued but are being used by a person other than the lawful holder.26e

Article 6(1Xb) does not propose the creation of general forgery offences. Nor does it
propose that the use and possession of fraudulent travel and identity documents should be

criminal offences unless this involves the trafficking of migrants. Earlier drafts of the
Protocol contained broader provisions that applied regardless of whether or not the
documents were used for the trafficking of migrants.27' But the Ad Hoc committee agreed
to limit the application of the Protocol so that fraudulent documents used in the context of
other offences, such as drug trafficking, trafficking in women and children, smuggling of
arms and terrorism do not fall under article 6. Moreover, the travaux préparatoires make it
clear that article 6(lxb)

266 "For the purpose of this subparagraph 'fraudulent' shall mean documents that are misused, even if the
n the Elaboration ol a Convention against
inst the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air
nst Transnational Organised Crime, UN Doc
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Revised drafi protocot against the Smugsrin, ;ir"*:::';"ir^tåi';T::::;";:i,'î;rt;,::;::,frîf;;
united Nations convention against Transnationat organised'crime, uN Doc N^c.254/4/Add.liRev.5
(20 Mar 2000) note 17.

269 --"- Iravaux préparatoirer, para 90; UN Ad Hoc Committee
Transnationaì organisecl Cr ime, Revised, drafi protocot aga iï;riit¿i:
and Sea, supplementing the United Nations Convention agai im.e, IIN DocNAC.254/4/Add.1/Rev.6 (19 July 2000) note 18.
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was adopted on the understanding that subparagraph (ii) would only apply when the possession
in question was for the purpose of smuggling migrants as set forth in .oupu.og.apn 1á¡. Thus, a
migrant who-possessed a fraudulent document to enable his or her own smuggling would not
be included.27l

Articles 12 and 13 of the Protocol deal with the security, legitimacy, validity and control of
travel and identity documents. These provisions are examined in Sectio n 6.4.2.2.

6.4.2.1.4. Scope and application of offinces

The offences under article 6(2)(a)-(c) propose criminalisation of any form of attempt of and

"participation as an accomplice" in any offence under the Protocol.z?2 Moreover, the

Protocol requires State Parties "to establish as criminal offences [the] organising or

directing fofl other persons to commit" any of the offences under article 6(I).t t Thus, the

Protocol recognises that in many instances the transportation and harbouring of illegal
migrants and the provision of fraudulent documents is carried out by lower levels of
participants, while the core arrangers and organisers of the trafficking process are not

physically engaged in the criminal act.

The Protocol is particularly concerned about the violation of human rights and. the physical

dangers inherent in the iltegal journeys. Similar to the concept of the provisions under

Chinese criminal law that have been discussed earlier,zTa article 6(3) of the protocol

contains a list of aggtavating factors that cause particular dangers to the trafficked
migrants' These aggravating factors include circumstances that put the lives or safety of
migrants at risk, or that entail the exploitation or otherwise inhumane or degrading

treatment of trafficking migrants. The Protocol obliges State parties to provide higher
penalties in these circumstances.

united Nations convention against Transnational organised crime, uN Doc NAC.254/4/Add.1/Rev.4
(27 Dec 1999) 7,8.

'1' T,aroux préparatoire.s' para 93; cf UN Ad Hoc Conrmittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against
Transnational Organised Crime, Revised draft Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air
and Sea, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Tran,snationat-Oiganlsed Crime,IlN Doc

zjz (19 July 2000) rcte 27 .

zjj ol against the Smuggling of Migrants.
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Following the Austrian proposal, the Protocol also recognises that the migrants are often
desperate to move abroad in order to save their lives and possessions, and those of their
family and friends' Moreover, it is recognised that the principal concern of anti-trafficking
provisions must be with the criminalisation of trafficking organisations and not with the
punishment of illegal migrants. It is for these reasons that the offences proposed under
article 6 do not apply to the trafficked migrants and that migrants should not be held
criminally responsible for using the services of trafficking organisations.2T5

6.4.2.2. Cooperative and preventive measures

In addition to the provisions under the convention against Transnational organised
crime' the Protocol contains a range of measures to promote and enhance international
judicial and ]aw enforcement cooperation as well as the prevention of migrant trafficking.

Information exchange

Article 10 contains provisions on information exchange that are designed for countries that
share borders or that are located along common trafficking routes. The protocol
specifically requires state Parties to share intelligence and exchange information on the
routes and means used for migrant trafficking, the criminal organisations engaged therein,
the fraudulent documents used for illegal immigration, the means and methods of
concearment as well as exchanging legislative and technical experiences.

Border control and cooperation

To enhance the prevention and detection of illegal movements, article 11 introduces a
variety of border measures' The article requires state parties to strengthen border control
and cooperation but does not specify any techniques or strategies. To bring state practice
in line with the obligations under international law, paragraph (2) also requires state
Parties to enhance legislation and measures against the transportation of undocumented

t7t A¡ticle 5 protocor against the smuggring of Migrants. Cr infrasection 6.4.2.4



passengers by commercial carriers.276 Moreover, paragraph (5) suggests that persons

engaged in any trafficking offence be denied entry into the country.

Article 14 of the Protocol seeks to improve cooperation between countries and the training

of immigration, customs and law enforcement officers. Subparagraph (1) promotes the

provision and strengthening of specialised training, while subparagraph (s) seeks to

enhance cooperation between countries, between countries and international organisations,

non-governmental organisations, and other relevant organisations,

Legitimacy and validity of travel and identity documentation

Articles 12 and 13 of the Protocol deal with security, legitimacy, validity and control of

travel and identity documents. These articles were not contained in the original draft of the

Protocol; they result from the work of an informal drafting group that met during the sixth

session of the Ad Hoc Committee.277

The objective of article 12 is to control the materials used for travel and identity

documents2Ts and their quality, and also to provide mechanisms for more general control of

the issuance process.'7e The provision contained in subparagraph (a) seeks to ensure that

identity and travel documents, and the material used for their production, are of a standard

and quality which makes their unauthorised issuance and falsification more difficult, if not

impossible. Once these standards are met, subparagraph (b) seeks to prevent "the more

sophisticated documents [...] [from falling] into the hands of smugglers at any stage of the

production or issuance process."280 To facilitate the measures established under afticle 12,

T6 Troroux préparatoire.t, para 103, referring to the Refugee Convention and, Protocol, but also recalling
__ Annex 9 to art 37() Chicago Conventíon. See supra 6.1.1.2.

277 ¡¡ Ad Hoc Comtnittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organisecl Crime,
Revised drafi Protocol agaínst the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea, supplementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, UN Doc NAC.Z54/4/Add.1/Rev.6
(19 July 2000) note 100.

218 .The term 'travel documents' includes any type of document required for entering or leaving a State under
its domestic law" and "the term 'identity documents' includes any document commonly used to establish
the identity of a person in a State under the laws or procedures ofthat State." Travaux préparatoires,para
104: art 3 Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants.

"n UN Acl Hoc Cr¡mrnittee on the Elaboration oi' a Convention against Transnational Organised Crine,
Revised drafi Protocol against the Smuggling o.f Migrants by Land, Air and Sea, supplementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, UN Doc NAC.254l4/Add.1/Rev.4
(27 Dec 1999) note 114.

280 UN Acl Hoc Cr¡mmittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnationat Organisccl Crime,
Revised drafi Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea, supplernenting the
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article 13 requires State Parties to assist each other in verifying the legitimacy and validity
of documents and their holders.

During the elaboration of article 12 it became clear that the costs associated with these
standards can easily overburden State Parties. Developing countries, in particular,
expressed this concern and proposed to make the application of article 12 discretionary or
conditional. As a result, the words "within available means', have been added.2Bl

Preventive action

Similar to the mother Convention, the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants also
contains preventive measures, Article 15 requires State Parties to establish information
and public awareness programmes explaining.the reality of illegal migration, the dangers
inherent in the clandestine journeys, and the criminal organisations engaged therein. The
article also promotes government action to prevent potential migrants from falling victim
to criminal organisations and specifically encourages Signatories to establish development
programmes that address the socioeconomic reasons for international migration.2s,

6.4.2.3. Special meâsures against trafficking by sea

As mentioned earlier, the Italian proposal for an anti-trafficking convention was
particularly concerned with the trafficking of migrants by sea and included a range of
measures that were specifically designed to suppress seaborne trafficking and apprehend

traffickers' Following the amalgamation of the two proposals, most of the Italian
provisions are now contained in part II, articles 7-9 ofthe protocol.

Article 8 contains provisions to verify the registration and flag of vessels that are suspected
of carrying illegal migrants, and provisions that allow the boarding, search and seizure of
suspect vessels'283 Paragraphs (3)-(5) promote cooperation and information exchange
between countries about any measures they have taken against suspect vessels. Article g(6)

6

united Nations convention against Transnational organised crime, uN Doc 1l,AC.254/4/Add.1/Rev.5
(20 Mar 2000) note 87.

'81 lbid, notes 86,87.
'8'Cf Gullugher,supranote 164, at996-991 .
283 Article 8(l), (2); (7) protocot against the Smuggling of Migrants.



requires State Parties to designate a central authority to deal with requests for assistance

and information about the registration and flags of sea vessels.

Finally, article 9 contains a safeguard clause for any action taken under article 8. Under

article 9, State Parties are required to ensure the safety and the humane treatment of

passengers, not to endanger the cargo or the environment, and respect commercial interests

when taking any action against suspect vessels. Moreover, any measures taken against

suspect vessels must comply with the principles of the international law of the sea.zga

6.4.2.4. The position of illegal migrants under the Protocol

One of the principal concerns that led to the elaboration of an international instrument

against migrant trafficking was the victimisation of migrants and their vulnerable situation

upon arrival in the destination countries. As seen earlier, many countries in the region

impose severe penalties on illegal entry. Moreover, people who arrive illegally are often

subject to detention and removal.2ss

Both the Italian and the Austrian proposal called for the non-criminalisation of migrants,

recognising that many persons transported by trafficking organisations are asylum seekers

including genuine refugees. The Ad Hoc Committee agreed to adopt this principle of non-

criminalisation, which can now be found in article 5 of the Protocol:

Migrants shall not become liable to criminal prosecution under this Protocol for the fact of
having been the object of conduct set forth in article 6 of this Protocol.

The vulnerability and victimisation of migrants has also been recognised in the Preamble of

the Protocol, which, inter alia, expresses the State Parties' concern "that the smuggling of

migrants can endanger the lives or security of the migrants involved".286

Many of the international and non-governmental organisations involved in the elaboration

of the Protocol considered the draft proposals insufficient with regards to the protection of

trafficked migrants. Concern arose that the Ad Hoc Committee would place too great

"o lbid, arr7; cf travaux préparatoires, paras 98-99

"t S"" supra Sections 4.3.4 and 5.1.3.
286 Cf Morrison, supra note 65, at 71.



emphasis on the criminalisation and suppression of migrant trafficking and not take due
account of the causes and circumstances of international migration, refugee flows, illegal
movements, and of the human rights and physical safety of individual migrants. hr July
1999, the uN High commissioner for Human Rights, Ms Mary Robinson, addressed the
Ad Hoc Committee and emphasised that an international instrument against migrant
trafficking must "explicitly commit itself to preserving and protecting the fundamental
rights to which all persons, including illegal migrants, are entitled.,, In her message, Ms
Robinson specifically called for the recognition of refugees, the non-refoulement of asylum
seekers and the protection and promotion of human rights. The High commissioner
strongly opposed policies of detention of unlawful immigrants, and called upon nations to
house and assist trafficked migrants according to the principles of international human
rights law. Moreover, she stressed the importance of tackling the underlying political,
demographic and socioeconomic causes of illegal migration and migrant trafficking.zsT

Following this address, IINHCHR combined its efforts with those of UNICEF, UNHCR
and IoM, which led to the submission of a formal note to the Ad Hoc Committee in
February 2000'288 The note made comments on the general purpose of the convention as

well as on individual provisions under the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants and
the Protocol against Trfficking in Persons. The note emphasised many of the concerns

expressed by UNHCHR and, most importantly, stressed the need to include a protection
provision that is now contained in article 16 ("protection and assistance measures,').28e

Article 16 Protocol against the Smuggting of Migrants urges State parties to preserve and
protect the rights of smuggled migrants when implementing the protocol and to ensure that
the right to life and the right not to be subjected to torture or other degrading treatment and

287 UNHCHR, Message from the High commissíoner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, to the Ad Hoccommittee on the Elaboration of a convention against Transnatioiat organízed crime (JunelJuly 1999).
Cf Morrison, supra note 65, ar.'|5-76.

288 uN Ad Hoc Colnmittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational organized Critne, Note
High
n for
Doc
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bv the office of the (rnited Nations High commi,,,"izi';:i;läiii;;::T;:i'"?;ili:;:"?'¿i,îài;',:,
Fund and the International organization for MigratTon on the diaft protocols concerning migrant
smuggling and trfficking ín persons, uN Doc NAC.265/27 (g Feb 2000) paras 16_1g.



punishment are respected at all times.2eo Moreover, the Protocol calls upon States to take
due account of the special needs of women and children and to provide assistance to those
whose lives or safety are put at risk by trafficking organisations.2e'

UNHCR, UNICEF and IoM were also particularly concerned about putring illegal
immigrants, including child migrants, at risk of refoulement in instances where the host
countries deny entry to asylum seekers, where they fail to protect them, or do not recognise
them as refugees. Although the Protocol promotes the speedy return of illegal entrants to
the home country,zez article 19 now contains a saving clause, requiring that State parties

must respect the refoulement obligation under the Refugee Convention and other
international human rights instruments. Furthermore, it calls upon Member States to
respect the principle of non-discrimination.

The protection provisions contained in the final Protocol reflect the lowest common
denominator, tather than the best available tools to protect and safeguarrl the rights,
integrity and interests of trafficked migrants. During the elaboration process, participating
nations repeatedly stressed that the Protocoi along with the mother Convention is not a

human rights document and that it must in all instances focus on the prevention and

suppression of migrant trafficking and transnational organised crime. White a majority of
countries acknowledged the human rights dimension of migrant trafficking, direct
references to international human rights instruments, as proposed by international and non-
governmental organisations, are not included in the final Protocol, leaving State parties

freedom to interpret the provisions at their own liking. For example, suggestions to quote
or refer to provisions under the Convention of the Rights of the Child,2s3 the Convention on
the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women,,sa and the Convention on
the Rights of Migrants did not realise.2e5 The recognition of international human rights
standards under the Protocol is limited to the saving clause under article 19. Moreover, in

2e0 Article 16(l), (2) Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants.ze' Ibid, art 16(3), (4).
2e2 lbid, at rg.
'et r5't7 UNTS 3; r99r ATS 4.
2ea rz4g uNTS t3; 1983 ATS 9.
2e-t Morrison , supra note 65, at 76; Gallagher, supra note 164, at997



contrast to the Protocol against the Trfficking in Persons,state parties are not required to
consider permitting victims of migrant trafficking to remain in their territories.2e6

6.4.2.5. Application and implementation of the protocol

The remaining provisions under the Protocol against the smuggling of Migrants by Land,
Air and sea deal with the implementation of the Protocor and its application at domestic
and international levels.

Article 1 of the Protocol mirrors the provision under article 37 of the convention against
Transnational organised Crime by clarifying the relation between the mother convention
and the Protocol'2e? Moreover, it is stated that as a supplement to the convention, the
Protocol must be interpreted together with the convention and that its provisions apply,
mutatis mutandis, to the Protocol. Paragraph 3 puts the offences establi.shed under the
Protocol at one level with those contained in the convention, thus enabling state parties to
utilise the cooperative and law enforcement measures of the convention to prevent and
combat migrant trafficking, investigate offences and prosecute perpetrators.

Finally' articles 20-25 contain formalities regarding accession to the protocol, the
settlement of disputes, amendments and denunciations.

6.4.3. General Comments

In many respects, the protocor against the smuggring of Migrants by Land, sea and Air,
supplementing the united Nations convention against Transnational organised. crime is a
surprisingly progressive and comprehensive instrument to fight the phenomenon of migrant
trafficking at domestic and international levels. unlike the convention, deliberations
during the elaboration of the Protocol were less controversial and 

- generally speaking 
-the countries represented in the Ad Hoc committee showed greater willingness to consent

and compromise' Many of the provisions under the Protocol directly reflect the proposals

'e6 Cf Gallugh:l', supra nore 164, at 99-l"' See supra Secïion 6.3.2.9.
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by Austria and Italy and have been adopted unequivocally. Moreover, the protocol takes
due account of many characteristics of migrant trafficking that render the phenomenon
distinct from other fields of organised crime activity.

In summary, the Protocol promotes the universal criminalisation of migrant trafficking and
many of the associated activities, and facilitates the cooperation between state parties in
investigating such crime and prosecuting offenders. In combination with the convention,
great emphasis is placed on the suppression of organised trafficking in migrants. The
Protocol also recognises the particular characteristics of trafficking by sea and offers a
range of measures to combat it more appropriately, while protecting the safety and integrity
of migrants, and the security of cargo. Furthermore, following the initiative by LINHCHR,
UNHCR' UNICEF and IoM, the Protocol places a premium on the recognition of
migrants' rights, particularly those who are found to be genuine refugees. while it is
acknowledged that the Protocol serves primarily as an instrument of international criminal
law, it simultaneously advances the status of trafficked migrants, who, up until now, have
remained largely unprotected under domestic and international law.

The weaknesses of the Protocol are few. In some cases, the provisions under the protocol
offer too great discretion to State Parties, allowing them to implement and interpret the
Protocol to their own liking and their best national interest. particularly when seen in
combination with the convention, there is some degree of vagueness surrounding some of
the provisions, which may result in further differences between clifferent jurisdictions once
these provisions have been implemented. some concern has been expressed over the
distinction between migrant smuggling and trafficking in persons and the different
obligations arising under the two Protocols. Because the protocol against the Trafficking
in Persons provides a greater range of protection mechanisms for victims, some countries
may consider persons who are trafficked for sexual purposes as smuggled migrants in order
to facilitate their removal.,es However, at present, these observations remain speculative,
and the concern expressed here must be revisited after signatories have fully implemented
the provisions under the protocol.

2e8 
Gallagher-, supranote 164, at 1000,



The elaboration of the Protocol against the smuggting of Migranls is remarkable, given the
fact that the issue of migrant trafficking and the linkage between organised crime and
illegal migration has only emerged over the past decade. In an unprecedented move,
countries from around the world, including sending, transit and destination countries, took
less than four years to agree on a new international instrument in an area that has not been
addressed by earlier conventions and agreements. The speed with which the protocol came
into existence can be interpreted as a strong commitment by state parties to combat
migrant trafficking, but it also reflects the enormous global growth of the phenomenon and
the lack of international cooperation on this matter prior to the year 2000.

It is for that reason that the principal failure of the protocol is the limited number of
signatories, particularly among the countries of the Asia pacific. As long as countries such
as Cambodia, PR China, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam ,2ss thathave earlier
been identified as key sending, transit and destination points, do not ratify the protocol,
migrant trafficking will continue to grow in the region and will further move to those
nations that do not have adequate iegislation to prevent and combat illegal migration and
organised crime.

'nn S"" supra Section 3.4.2.3.3



6.5. Regional Initiatives against Iltegat Migration and Organised
Crime

The Asia Pacific region is characterised by religious, political, cultural, economic and

demographic differences. As seen in Chapter Five, this is also reflected in the different

immigration and criminal justice systems of these nations. These differences, along with
the prioritisation of national interests, have been the main obstacles for cohesive and

comprehensive action against migrant trafficking in the Asia pacific.

However, awareness about the phenomenon of migrant trafficking is increasing rapidly in

the region. 'With growing levels of illegal migration and organised crime, the governments

in the Asia Pacific have come to understand that trafficking in migrants can only be

successfully suppressed through some form of regional cooperation. Initiatives specifically

designed to prevent and combat migrant trafficking date from 1996, when the Manila

Process and the Asia Pacific Consultations came into existence. Today, multiple

organisations at various levels of government, law enforcement and research are engaged in

the fight against illegal migration. These include the Asia African Legal Consultative

Committee, the Association of South East Asian Nations, the Ásia pacific Economic

Cooperation, the Pacific Islands Forum, the Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia

Pacific, along with other regional organisations that are discussed in the following
Sections.

6.5.1 Regional Seminar on Irregular Migration and Migrant Trafticking in
East and South East Asia: the "Manila process"

Widespread concern over the rapid growth of migrant trafficking in East and South East

Asia led IOM to initiate a series of seminars, now known as the Manila Process. The first
Regional Seminar on lrregular Migration and Migrant Trfficking in East and South East

Asia was held in Manila on 5-6 December 1996 and brought together government

representatives from eleven nations in the region. Participants discussed various aspects of
migrant trafficking and decided to initiate regular exchange of views and information on



this matter' The first meeting concluded a loose list of ideas for future cooperation to be
discussed at consecutive seminars, including

t Exchanging general information among participants on issues of common interest;
r working together to harmonise legislation and penalties relating to irregular migration

and migrant smuggling;

t Expanding the dialogue to other countries directly concerned with irregular
movements in and through the region; and

t Seeking a link-up between regional discussions in East/south East Asia and those in
other regions.3m

A second meeting was held in Manila in Decemb er 1997, which drew particular attention
to developments in Latin America and Europe, where IoM initiated similar cooperation
and regional seminars'3'1 However, consensus about future cooperation remained very
limited at the second meeting. It was agreed to continue the seminais in a more issue-
focused manner, preserve the atmosphere of frank and open discussion, but without
expanding the seminars to the ministerial level.302

To date' five meetings have been held in what has come to be known as the Manila
Process' Thirteen countries from East and South East Asia and Hong Kong now participate
in the regional seminars to discuss trends in and measures against irregular migration and
migrant trafficking' The most recent meeting held in Jakarta on 2-3 october 2000 agreed
to pursue concrete action in capacity building and development of information and sharing
practices.3o3

In addition to the Manila Process, IoM in collaboration with the Thai Government
organised an international symposium at ministerial level "Towards Regional cooperation
on Inegular/undocumented Migration" in Bangkok from 2r to 23 November rg9g. The
symposium discussed topics such as technical cooperation on migration, migration and

'* ';""!Ï';:å'on's Summary" IoM Regional serninar on lrregutar Migration and. Migrant Trafficking in
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health, assisted returns, counter-trafficking measures, information analysis and
dissemination, and post conflict intervention in East Timor and cambodia. The meeting
resulted in the adoption of the Bangkok Declaration on lrregular Migration as a
framework for future regional cooperation in combating irregular migration and migrant
trafficking.3oa

The Declaration' signed by nineteen nations and Hong Kong, takes note of the rapid growth
of migrant trafficking in the region, condemns the practices of trafficking organisations and
calls for enhanced regional cooperation to prevent and suppress illegat migration and
organised crime' In relatively broad statements, the Bangkok Declaration calrs upon
signatories to enhance bilateral and multilateral collaboration, facilitate research and
information exchange on the causes and consequences of illegal migration, organised crime
and the persons engaged therein, review and improve legislation criminalising migrant
trafficking as well as trafficking in women and children, accelerate the retum of migrants
while ensuring the safety and humane treatment of victims of trafficking. Moreover, the
Bangkok Declaration promotes closer cooperation with non-governmental organisations
and international bodies such as the LrN Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR), the
UN Population Fund (UNFPA), and IOM.

Neither the Manila Process nor the Bangkok Declaration provide a legal framework to
prevent, investigate and suppress migrant trafficking in the region more effectively. They
do not establish criminal offences or law enforcement mechanisms to fight organised crime
activities' They do not address the aspect of asylum and refugee flows and contain no
references to other international human rights and refugee law instruments. The principles
summarised in the Declaration and reflected in the Manila process represent the lowest
common denominator for regional cooperation against migrant trafficking. However, as
such they are also the first steps towards closer cooperation, opening up opportunities for
further information exchange and collaboration which may, in the future, become more
harmonised and, ultimately, more effective.

304 IoM, Migration Initiatives: The Bangkok Declaration and IoM programmes in south-East Asia (lggg)icf Ronald skeldon, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia" (2000j 32e) Int,l Migration j at2r-22.



6.5.2. Asia Pacific Consultations (APC)

The Asia Pacific region has witnessed vast refugee flows in recent decades and is the

source, transit point and destination for millions of migrants. Despite the dimension and

significance of these movements, there is no cooperation between the countries of the

region to address the causes and consequences of international migration. Also, as seen in

Chapter Five, only very few of the Asia Pacific countries are committed to the principles of

international refugee and human rights law.3os

In 1994, Australia convened a first meeting for Regional Consultations on lllegal

Immigration to discuss regional cooperation and information exchange concerning illegal

migration, including migrant trafficking. The meeting was attended by participants from

Australia, Brunei, Cambodia, Canada, PR China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, the Lao

PDR, Malaysia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,

the United Kingdom, the US, anci Vietnam, as weii as the Uniteci Nations Centre for

Human Rights and IOM. The meeting acknowledged the growing levels of illegal

migration and organised crime and concluded a list of measures to fight these phenomena

more appropriately, including:

(a) Intemational cooperation to prevent illegal entry into countries;

(b) Strong legislation to deter trafficking in persons;

(c) The speedy retum of persons with no legal basis for remaining in a country;

(d) The provisions of opportunities for legal migration (temporary or permanent); and

(e) Better information exchange and cooperation, at policy, intelligence and technical
levels.306

Two years later, UNHCR in cooperation with IOM and the Government of Australia

established another regional forum, now known as the Asia Pacific Consultations (APC).

In November 7996, representatives from 24 nations and Hong Kong met in Canberra to

discuss ways in which to enhance regional cooperation and information exchange

concerning irregular migration. In a resolution adopted at the meeting, participants

expressed their concern over the lack of protection available to asylum seekers and

3ot S"e supra Sectíon 5.1.4.
306 UN, General Assembly, Measures to combat alien-smuggling, Report of the Secretary General, UN Doc

N491350 Add.l (1 Nov 1994) paras 6, 7.



refugees in the region, and agreed to work towards better protection mechanisms by
continuing the Asia Pacific consultations on a regular basis and consider the establishment
of an APC secretariat to liaise with governments in the region on migration issues.3oT

In comparison to the Manila Process, APC offers a much broader scope for discussion and
is attended by a larger group of participants. while the Manila process focuses on irregular
migration and trafficking, APC serves as a forum to discuss a variety of issues relating to
population movements in the Asia Pacific region. It is anticipated that Apc and the Manila
Process will develop a close working relationship in the future and there are expectations
that APC could be used as a unifying forum for the various initiatives on population
movements in the Asia Pacific region.3o8

6.5.3. Asian African Legal consultarive commitree (AALCC)

The Asian African Legal consultative committee (AALCC) was established in 1g5g as an
intergovernmental consultation group to discuss legal issues of concern to the countries of
the region' AALCC has a small secretariat in New Delhi and the committee brings
together 45 Member Nations, including from the Asia pacific region pR china, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Myanmar, philippines, Singapore and Thailand.

AALCC first addressed the issue of refugee protection in r964and over the next two years
developed the Bangkok Principles concerning Treatment of Refugees.3os In a region where
the majority of nations have not implemented international refugee law instruments, the
Bangkok Principles provide guidelines to protect refugees, safeguard their rights and
ensure their humane treatment. The Principles largely reflect the provisions and

ecrion in South Asia', (Ig9g) tI(I) IJRL 193 at I99;

133-136.



obligations under the Refugee Convention.3to Article 1 of the Bangkok principle.ç defines a

refugee as

["'] a person who, owing to persecution or well-founded fear of persecution for reason of
race, colour, religion, political belief or membership of a particularìocial group:
(a) leaves the State of which he is a national, or the Country of his nationality, or, if he has

no nationality, the State or country of which he is a habitual resident; or,
(b) being outside such State or Country, is unable or unwilling to retum to it or to avail

himself of its protection.

The Bangkok Principl¿s contain nine articles dealing with the legal status, rights and

treatment of refugees and their return and expulsion. The Principles give Member Nations

full sovereignty over the decision to grant and refuse asylum, however, any decision must
adhere to the principle of non-refoulement. Also, the decision to grant asylum must be

respected by other States and should not be regarded as a hostile act.311 Article IV gives

refugees the right to return to their country of nationality and obliges the country to accept

returning nationals. Despite initial resistance from Asian nations, articles vtr-D( establish

basic standards for the treatment of refugees and promote the principle that that treatment

of refugees should be treated "no way less favourable than that generally accorded to aliens

in similar circumstances". Finally, article VIII allows State parties to expel refugees for
reasons of national or public interest or in circumstances where they violate the conditions

of asylum. Refugees, however, must not be expelled to places where they are in danger of
persecution. The Principles were reviewed at a seminar held in Manila in 1996, and some

minor amendments were made to update the provisions and adjust them to the

characteristics of contemporary refugee fl ows.3r2

Primarily, the Bangkok Principles seek to establish a basic framework for the protection of
refugees in Asia and Africa. 'While 

the Principles do not have the status of codified law,
they do contain favourable mechanisms for refugees who are otherwise unprotected in
nations that have not established national asylum systems and have not ratified the Refugee

Convention and other human rights treaties. However, from the very beginning it was clear

that the Principles must not duplicate the Refugee Convention; instead,they should ,,fill the

3ro Oberoi, supra note 307, at 195.
3rr Art III Bangkok principles.
312 Oberoi, supra note 307 , at 196-19'..



gaps left by the mother Convention and bring it up to date without supplanting it,'.¡r¡ While
the Bangkok Principles have been complemented in recent years 

- and in some instance
superseded 

- by the work of regional fora such as APC, the Principles still represent the
major and most commonly accepted guidelines for the protection of refugees in Asia. To
further advance the status of refugees in the region it is important that regional committees
such as AALCC and APC continue to promote the rights of refugees and encourage

Member States to adhere to the principle of international refugee law and ultimately sign
the Refugee Convention and Protocol.

6.5.4. Association of south East Asian Narions (ASEAN)

ASEAN was established in 1967 as a regional forum for South East Asian nations to
accelerate the economic growth, social progress and cultural development in the region,
and to promote regional peace and stability.3ra To achieve these goals, based on the
principles of self-confidence, self-reliance, mutual respect, cooperation, and solidarity,3l5

ASEAN activities include a programme for political and security cooperation, and an

economic and functional cooperation programme. The latter comprises six plans of Action
on Social Development, Culture and Information, Science and Technology, Environment,
and on Drug Abuse Control. Most recently, the ASEAN Plan of Action in Combating
Transnational Crime has been added.

3r' Jalrn, supra note 309, at 126.
3ta Declaration of ASEAN concord, Jakarta, 24 Feb 1916, available afwww.aseansec.org/summit/concord.htm (18 Dec 2001). At the end of 2001 Brunei, cambodia, Indonesia,Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, philippines 

of ASEAN.Australia, Brunei, Cambodia, Canada, pR 
Democratic

Peoples' Republic of Korea, Republic of Korea, L ew Zealanú,
Papua New Guinea, e, members ofthe ASEAN Resionat" cf *t 2 Treaf' of utheast Asia, Jakarta, 24 Feb 19'16, availabre atwww. aseansec. org/s ummit/amityT 6. htm ( 1 g Dec 2OO I).



6.5.4.1. ASEAN plan of Action in combating Transnational crime

rn 1996' ASEAN established a Plan of Action in combating Transnational crime in
response to the growth of transnational criminal activities in south East Asia. From rg-20
December 1997, ASEAN Ministers of InteriorÆIome Affairs met in Manila to discuss the
new Plan of Action and establish a framework for regional cooperation against
transnational crime which led to the conclusion of the ASEAN Declaration on
Transnational Crime.3t6

In summary, the Declaration expresses the concern of ASEAN Member states about the
growth of transnational crime, including terrorism, illicit drug trafficking, arms smuggling,
money laundering, trafficking in persons and piracy. The Declaration calls for cooperation
at the regional level to fight transnational organised crime by encouraging networking of
relevant national agencies and organisations in Member states, improving information
exchange and dissemination. and by exchanging law enforcement liaisorr personnei. Aiso,
the Declaration promotes the establishment of an ASEAN centre on Transnational crime.

ASEAN convened a second meeting on transnational crime in yangon, Myanmar on 23
June 1999' The Joint communiqué of the second ASEAN Ministerial Meetíng on
Transnational crime stresses the role of the Plan of Action to combat organised crime as
the principal tool in South East Asia

to prevent, control and neutralise transna
investigative, prosecutorial, and judicial le
enhance coordination among ASEAN bod
regional capacities and capabilities to deal
and develop sub-regional and regional trea
mutual legal assistance and extradition.3rT

Moreover' it was agreed to establish the ASEAN centre for combating Transnational
crime'3t' At the end of 2001, however, there was still no further progress on this matter
other than some discussion about Manila as a possible location for the Centre.3re

316 The full text of the Declaration is available at www Dec 2001).317 Joint Communiqué of the Second ASEAN Minister yangon, 23 Iune

XJI;iäi.t 
The fult text of the communiqué is a ljc_cri[2.htm (24

lt9 lbid,paras l3-15.



The third and most recent ministerial meeting on transnational crime was held in Singapore

in October 2OOl, which again stressed the importance of regional cooperation and

emphasised the role of the Plan of Action and Declaration on Organised Crime.320 A

fourth meeting will be hosted by Thailand in 2003.

Although the ASEAN Plan of Action on Combating Transnational Crime is not designed to

provide a binding legal document, its elaboration and recognition are important steps

towards enhanced regional judicial and law enforcement cooperation. Since the majority

of ASEAN members are not parties to the Convention against Transnational Organised

Crime, the Plan of Action is currently the most accepted basis for regional cooperation

against organised crime. Moreover, it needs to be stressed that the countries of the region

show much greater support of ASEAN activities than of other initiatives at regional and

global levels. This can be explained by the primarily economic nature of ASEAN, as

Member Nations seek financial and trade advantáges by engaging in ASEAN cooperation.

It is for that reason that ASEAN has emerged as an important and powerful forum in the

region. Also, ASEAN is largely independent from the major Western powers in the region

such as the United States, Japan and Australia. Although these nations participate in the

ASEAN Regional Forum, they have no impact on the decisions of the principal ASEAN

summits and the action plans. Given the strong emphasis on maintaining national

sovereignty and mutual respect, cooperation under the ASEAN umbrella has progressed in

a genuinely South East Asian way, often much to the concern of other regional powers.

The establishrnent of the Plan of Action on Combating Transnational Crime and the

Declaration on Transnational Crime are milestones on the way towards enhanced regional

judicial and law enforcement cooperation. However, these mechanisms lack specific tools

and enforceable mechanisms to fight organised crime in the region. The documents

produced by the ASEAN meetings are broadly phrased declarations that promote regional

cooperation but do not establish a basic set of rules that can be implemented by Member

"n Melitta Salvador, "Emerging Transnational Crime Threats and Government Responses - Country
Report: Phillipines" paper presented at the Firth Meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Transnational
Crime, Bangkok, 23-25 May 1999,12-13.

t'a Joint Communiqué, Third ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Transnatíonal Críme (AMMTC), Singapore, 1l
Oct 2001, available at www.aseansec.org/menu.asp?action=7&content=1 (18 Dec 2001).



Nations to prevent, investigate and suppress the activities of criminal organisations in
South East Asia more appropriately

6,5.4.2. ASEAN Cooperation on Immigration Matters

In addition to the Plan of Action on combating Transnational crime, ASEAN established a
working group on immigration matters to complement regional "efforts towards closer
economic integration, the move to facilitate enhanced intra-ASEAN tourism and the fight
agarnst transnational crime,'.32r

A basic framework for cooperation was developed at the third meeting of the ASEAN
Directors-General of Immigration Departments and Heads of consular Divisions of
ASEAN Ministries of Foreign Affairs (DGICM) in Yangon, Myanmar, on 13-14 December
1999'322 The meeting agreed to establish an ad hoc Hi.eh-tevel Exner.ts Group on
Immigration Matters

a' To develop an institutional framework for ASEAN cooperation on immigration matters;
b' To develop a plan of action on immigration matters encompassing the objectives, scope,strategies, mechanisms, modalities and funding ¿uïangements; and
c' To establish a directory of immi_gration focal points to establish a network among theimmigration authorities in ASEAN, especially min" ut"u of law enforcement.

secondly, participants agreed to introduce facilitated travel among Member Nations
including visa free entry offered by Member countries to ASEAN nationals, the use of
smart cards as uniform travel documents, harmonisation of immigration disembarkation
cards, and special ASEAN lanes at international airports in Member countries.

Regional cooperation on immigration matters, including migrant trafficking, were further
discussed at the fourth meeting of the group in the philippines in 2000323 and again at the

"' Joint Press statement,-Third Meeting of the ASEAN Directors-General of Immigration Departments andHeads of consular Divisions o¡ ÃsÉl,N Ministries. 
"r i;r;ig" Affairs, ßiq oec 1999, yangon,

,r, !jy;."^*, 
available at www.aseansec.org/news/jgs_dgi.htm (24 Sec zoot¡.

323 Joint Press statement, Fourth Meeting of the ASEAN Directors-General of Immigration Departments andHeads of consular Affairs Divisioni of ASIIN Minístries o¡ noruign Affairs, Davao city, 16-lg ocr2000, available at www.aseansec.org/poiitics/dg-img 4.htm Qí De zoor).



most recent meeting in Singapore in 2001.32a However, the meetings have yet to decide on
comprehensive mechanisms and on a regional declaration to combat migrant trafficking
more appropriately. It is expected that future meetings will address these issues in greater
detail.

6.5.4.3. ASEAN chiefs of Nationar porice (ASEANAPOL)

ASEANAPOL brings together the Chiefs of national police forces of the ren ASEAN
Member Nations' This group meets annually to discuss preventive, enforcement and
operational aspects of cooperation against transnational crime. ASEANAPOL actively
fosters regional police cooperation, exchange of information and visits, establishing
linkages in training and research, and holding regular conferences. ASEANAPOL has
established its own database system to enable Member countries to exchange information
on transnational crime in a rapid, reliable and secure manner to provide further means of
accessing the computerised systems at the INTERPOL secretariat. Further information
about the forum was unavailable at the time this study was completed.

6.5.5. Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)

APEC, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation, was established in 19g9 in response to the
growing interdependence among the economies of the region.3zs As part of the APEC
activities, the organisation, which has a secretariat based in Singapore, has established a
variety of action plans to address issues that are of common concern to all economies in the
Asia Pacific region.326

3'a Joint Press Statement, Fifih Meeting of the ASEA
Heads of Consular Affairs Divisions of ASEAN

^^- 
S"p 2001, available at www.aseansec.org/print.asp

325 Member economies of ApEC include Australia,
Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia,

.^. Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Taiwan (Chinese Ta
"o For general information on the organisational structure and activities of ApEC see the website of theAPEC Secretariat at www.apecsec.org.sg (24 Dec 2001).



One of the issues addressed by APEC include the facilitation of trade and travel in the

region. In this context, starting in 1995, a number of workshops have been conducted to

explore ways in which to facilitate business travel among Member Nations, and a working
group on the "Mobility of Business People" was established in 1997. During the first
meetings of this forum it became clear that the issue of free travel necessarily involves

problems associated with document fraud and the detection of false travel and identity
documentation. APEC continued the dialogue on these matters over the following
meetings of the working group. The group recently arranged for the introduction of a

universal APEC business travel card as a sophisticated, single travel document for business

travel in the region. Card-holders are exempted from lengthy immigration controls and do

not require visas to enter certain APEC nations.327

On another initiative, workshops under the title "Train the Trainer" have been established

to bring together participants from around the region, exchange views on and experiences

with document fraud, examination skills and techniques, as well as developing participant

skills in relaying the contents of those workshops to their colleagues on return to their

home country.328

6.5.6. Pacific Islands Forum

The Pacific Islands Forum (formerly South Pacific Forum) is the principal regional

organisation for the South Pacific island nations aiming to support Member Governments

in "enhancing the economic and social well-being of the people of the South pacific by

fostering cooperation between governments and between international agencies, and by

representing the interests of Forum Members." The Pacific Islands Forum brings together

sixteen nations from the region and has a secretariat in suva, Fiji.32e

t" The documentation of the meeting of the working group is available at www.apecsec.org.sg (1g Dec
2001).

328 Information provided by DIMA, Belconnen (19 Apr 2001).
"e The 16 Member Countries of the Forum are Australia, Cook Islands, Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru,

New Zealand, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu
and Vanuatu.



Regional cooperation between the South Pacific island nations on issues of transnational
crime and law enforcement commenced in 7992 when the Forum adopted the Honiara
Declaration on law enforcement cooperation.33o The Declaration addresses the need for a

more comprehensive, integrated and collaborative approach to counter the threat posed by
criminal organisations. The Honiara Declaration calls for enhanced law enforcement
cooperation, extradition, mutual legal assistance in criminal matters, and the forfeiture of
the proceeds of crime. Moreover, in relation to the specific issues associated with money
laundering, the Declaration urges Member Nations to adopt the Forty Recommendations

established by FATF33I and afford priority to the ratification and impiementation of the UN
Convention against IIIicit Trffic in Narcotic Drugs and psychotropic Substances. In
October 1998, the Forum initiated a five-year programme to assist Member Nations in
preventing and combating cross-border crime, including money laundering, financial fraud,
drug trafficking and the movement of contraband.332

The Pacific Islands Forum secretariat also has a training programme for law enforcement
personnel and provides legal drafting assistance to the Forum Members to help them enact

the legislative priorities identified. Moreover, chiefs of national police forces of the South
Pacific nations meet annually to discuss current issues and developments in crime and law
enforcement. The Forum serves primarily as an information gathering and exchange

exercise and is not intended to develop regional solutions. However, recent meetings have
strongly endorsed collaborative efforts at regional and global levels, including the UN
Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.333 In addition, the Government of
Australia convened a First Pacific Region Transnational Crirne Seminar in December
2000 as an additional forum to discuss regional developments in crime and criminal
justice.33a

"o Th" full text of the Honiara Declaration is available at the website of the pacific Islands Forum
33r org.fjldivision/piad.htm (24Dec2001).

312 s Border Crimes, Suva, 8 oct 1998, available at www.forumsec.org.fjl
news/1998/ocr04.htm (30 Mar 2001 ).333 cf Resolutions, 30'h.s,outh Pacifií chiefs of Police conference, Apia,22-26 ocr 2001, available at

.", www.forumsec. org.fjldocs/docs.htm ( 1 g Dec 20Ol).
-t-14 ^"" communiqué' First Pacific Region Transnational Crime Seminar, Brisbane, 4-g Dec 2000, available at

www.forumsec.org.fjldocs/Communique.htm (30 Mar 200 1 ).



The issue of trafficking in migrants was first identified by Forum Leaders as a new threat to

the region at the 1999 Forum summit in Koror, Palau.335 At the meeting of the Forum's

Regional Security Committee in 2000, it was decided to request the Oceania Customs

Organisations and the Pacific Immigration Directors Conference to develop a regional

perspective on migrant trafficking.'36 The Third Pacific Immigration Directors Conference,

held in Norfolk Island in December 1999, further discussed the issues of information

exchange, and regional collaboration in developing migration and passport services.337 At

the time this study was completed, no information was available on the progress towards a

regional policy on these matters.

6.5.7. Council fôr Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP)

At a meeting in Seoul in November 1992, representatives of strategic studies centres from

ten countries in the Asia Pacific region (Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea,

Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and the United States) agreed to explore

options for "a more structural regional process of a non-governmental nature [...] to

contribute to the efforts towards regional confidence building and enhancing regional

security through dialogues, consultation and cooperation".338 Over the following eight

months, participants developed the concept of a Council for Security Cooperation in the

Asia Pacific (CSCAP) to provide a new forum for government officials and regional

security analysts, to work towards regional solutions for common security concerns in the

Asia Pacific. A first CSCAP meeting was held in Kuala Lumpur in June 1993. The

CSCAP Charter was finalised and adopted at a meeting in Indonesia in December 1993.33e

CSCAP has a small secretariat located at the Institute for Strategic and International Affairs

in Kuala Lumpur. The Steering Committee is the main organ of CSCAP and meets twice

3?s 
301h Pacific Islands Forum, 1999 Forum Communiqué, Koror,3-5 Oct 1999, para 41, available at
www.forumsec. org.fjldocs/fc99.htm ( 1 8 Dec 200 1 ).

336 Information provided by Mr Andie Fong Toy, Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat, Suva (21 Dec 2000).
337 Third Pacific Immigration Directors Conference, Communiqué, Norfolk Island, 6-8 Dec 1999, available

at www.forumsec. org.fjlnew sl 1999 / dec0Z.htm (30 Mar 200 1 ).
338 Desmond Ball, The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific - Its Record and lts Prospects

(2000) 1.
t3n Rall, ibid,at6.



each year to determine the general direction of the organisation. The principal work of
cscAP is done in a number of working groups. Four working groups on maritime
cooperation, security cooperation in the North Pacific/1.{orth East Asia, confidence and
security building measures' and on the concepts of cooperative and comprehensive security
were established in 1993-94. A fifth working group, the cscAp working Group on
Transnational Crime was established in June 1996.3a0

Since its creation, the'Working Group on Transnational Crime has held ten meetings, the
most recent in Jakarta, 7-9 November 200r. The principal goars of the group are to

o Gain a better understanding of and reach agreement on the major transnational crime
trends affecting the region as a whole;

t Consider practical measures which might be adopted to combat transnational crime in theregion; [and]

i Encourage and assist those countries which have recently become engaged in regional
security cooperation, and which are concemed about the problem of trãninational crimein the region, to endorse the United Nations and other protocols dealing withtransnational crime, particularly in the narcotics area, and to dãvelop laws to assist inregional and international cooperation to counter drug trafficking, money laundering,
mutual assistance, extradition and the like.

The Working Group commenced work on the issue of migrant trafficking at its sixth
meeting in November 1999.3at The dialogue continued over the following three meetings,
with a particular focus on immigration offences and the issue of document fraud.3a2 This
work resulted in a set of best practice principles for the countries in the Asia pacific region
on all aspects of identity and travel document fraud.3a3

The activities of CSCAP and its working groups follow the developments of ASEAN and
the ASEAN Regional Forum. In some respect, CSCAP grew out of the concern of non-

3ao Ball, ibid, r4-2r.
301 Cf Greg Taloc¡tt & Hami tes through the Asia_pacific Region: ASub-Report of a Strategic e New ZealandCustoms Service,, paperpresented af,the Sixth Me Transnational Crime,.Wollongong, 5_9Nov 1999.

'o' Iuan Ronderos, "Identity Fraud and Transnational

Ninth Meeting of the CSCA? Working Group on Tr
expressed in this study are those of the author and do not represent the views of the Working Group.



ASEAN members such as the United States, Australia and Japan over regional

developments that evolved independently from these nations. Unlike the other regional

organisations discussed here, CSCAP is a 'second track' organisation featuring government

officials and academics in their official and non-official capacities. The recommendations

made by CSCAP do not have legal status and are not enforceable. However, governments

from around the region closely follow the progress of the working groups, and the

participating countries take the organisation very seriously. In a region where confidence-

building and collaboration on issues of national security, law and law enforcement is

relatively new, CSCAP has made a significant contribution to the regional dialogue in the

field of law enforcement cooperation and information exchange on the issues of organised

crime and illegal migration.

6.5.8. Other Regional Organisations

6.5.8.L. Association of Asia PacifÏc Airlines (AAPA)

The Association of Asia Pacific Airlines (AAPA) is a forum for seventeen commercial

international airlines from thirteen countries of the Asia Pacific region and Taiwan.3aa

AAPA has a small secretariat based in Kuala Lumpur. Similar to IATA, AAPA is an

industry-based organisation, created to represent the interests of member airlines and

provide a regional forum to exchange information and views on matters of common

concern.'45

The basic structure of AAPA is a range of committees and working groups made up of

delegates from each member airline; governments from the region are not represented.

Most relevant in the field of migrant trafficking is the AAPA Working Group on Fraud

Prevention. The Working Group seeks

343 To be published in Andreas Schloenharclt, Identity Document Fraud in the Asia Pacific Region (2002).
3oo The present AAPA members include Air New Zealand, ANA, Asiana, Cathay Pacific, China Airlines,

Dragonair, EVA Air, Garuda Indonesia, JAL, Korean Air, Malaysia Airlines, Philippine Airlines, Qantas,

Royal Brunei Airtines, Singapore Airlines, Thai Airways, and Vietnam Airlines.

'ot Fo. details see the AAPA website at www.aapa.org.my.



A. To coordinate and cooperate with other industry bodies [...] concerning fraud prevention
issues and developments; and present AAPA common concerns and problems to the
appropriate regional and international forums.

B. To enhance the AAPA information exchange network regarding fraud prevention matters
together with the Secretariat, in order to assist Members [to] prevent the commission of
fraud against airlines and to create greater awareness of the modi operandi being used by
criminal elements in committing fraud against airlines;

C. To sponsor and/or initiate fraud prevention training activities in AAPA countries that
respond to fraud prevention problems as they occur and to promote awareness and
enhance skills of staff;

D. To promote cooperation among Members during investigation and/or prosecution of
fraud prevention cases; and in problem AAPA countries, support the national carriers'
initiatives towards effective apprehension and prosecution of fraud perpetrators.3a6

No further information was available on the work of the Fraud Prevention Working Group

at the time this study was taking shape.

Essentially, the work of AAPA complements the initiatives taken by IATA at the regional

level. Since none of the South East Asian Nations and their air carriers is represented on

the IATA Control Authorities V/orking Group, AAPA offers a forum for regional

cooperation on civil aviation issues, including immigration and identity document fraud.

The geographical boundaries of AAPA and the limited number of member airlines -
especially in comparison to IATA - offer the advantage that airlines can cooperate more

closely and that working groups can focus more precisely on regional characteristics of

identity document fraud.

6.5.8.2. Pacific Rim Immigration Intelligence Officers' Conference (PACRIM)

Most recently, a number of countries from the Pacific region have established the Pacific

Rim Immigration Intelligence Officers' Conference (PACRIM). The conference meets

once a year and focuses primarily on illegal movements in the Pacific region. According to

information provided by the Australian Department for Immigration and Multicultural

346 Information provide by Ms Winnifred Yoong, Assistant Manager - Commercial, AAPA, Kuala Lumpur
20 Apr20OI.



Affairs, the conference has expressed plans to establish a regional database for lost and

stolen passports. Further details were unavailable at the time this study was prepared.3oT

6.5.8.3. South Pacific Islands Criminal Intelligence Network (SPICIN)

At the initiative of the US Government, a number of South Pacific nations established the

South Pacific Islands Criminal Intelligence Network (SPICIN) in the late 1980s, based at

the police headquarters in Pago Pago, American Samoa. SPICIN has been created to

operate as a regional centre with access to police data of the US Federal Bureau of

Investigation and US state police services. It was intended that the Pacific islands obtain

access to information on criminals in the United States, particularly those who were

operating in the Pacific, and share their data on criminal movements with the US and other

island countries.3as No further information was available on the operations of SPICIN.

6.5.9. Summary

The number of organisations, conferences, recofiunendations and declarations addressing

the issue of migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific is growing. The last decade has seen a

wide range of new initiatives that seek to provide a better understanding of illegal

migration and organised crime, and promote cooperative counter-action.

The initiatives are diverse in their backgrounds, operations and objectives. While the

Manila Process, AALCC and the Asia Pacific Consultations are primarily concerned with

the migratory and humanitarian aspects of illegal migration and migrant trafficking, the

principal focus of the ASEAN initiatives, the CSCAP process and the Pacific Islands

Forum is on transnational crime issues. At this stage, there is no holistic regional approach

to tackle the problem. But the cumulative effect of these diverse initiatives is a promising

development.

347 Information provided by Mr Edward Brereton, DIMA, Belconnen, 20 Apr 2001.
3aB Information provided by Professor Ron Crocombe, Rarotonga, Cook Islands, July 2001



Though the countries of the Asia Pacific region have been quick in harmonising their

economies and financial markets, there is still great resistance to closer cooperation in

matters of criminal justice, law enforcement and immigration, which are traditionally

regarded as interior affairs and remain excluded from multilateral negotiations. Cultural,

political and religious sensitivities, along with strict observance of the principles of

national sovereignty and mutual respect, are the main reasons for the lack of regional

cooperation in the Asia Pacific. This is also reflected in the fact that most countries of the

region have not acceded to the major international refugee law and human rights

documents.

Moreover, the countries of the region are reluctant to agree to and implement uniform,

binding and enforceable mechanisms developed at regional and international levels; in fact

none of the many declarations and recommendations dealing with migrant trafficking

imposes any obligation on Signatory States. There remain great discrepancies between

statements and declarations issued in regional fora, and their implementation and

particularly their enforcement at the domestic level.

It is interesting to compare developments in the Asia Pacific region with those made in

other parts of the world that have experienced comparable levels of organised crime and

illegal migration. In Europe, for example, a cooperative forum, similar to the Manila

Process known as the Budapest Group started work in I99I.34e The Budapest Group has

brought together countries from Western Europe and Eastern Europe, along with

international organisations and representatives from the European Union. The early

meetings of the Group have also been attended by observers from Australia, Canada and

the United States. Over the ten years since its creation, the Budapest Group has created a

framework for the countries of the European Union and Central and Eastern Europe to

prevent, control, and suppress irregular migration more effectively.3so This process resulted

in the adoption of recommendations on immigration control, return and readmission,

information exchange, and technical and financial assistance.35l

lae Final Communiqué of the Ministerial Conference on the ntovements of persons from Central and East

European countries, Vienna, 24-25 Ian 1991.
3s0 Secretariat of the Budapest Group, Overview of the Activities of the Budapest Group /991-1998 (1998).
35t S"", for example, Recornmendations, Conference of Ministers on the Prevention on IlIegaI Migration,

HeId in the context of the Budapest Process, Prague, 14-15 Oct 199'7; Final Document, Sixth Meeting of



Most of the recommendations have been implemented at domestic and EU levels, primarily

by the major destination countries for illegal movements in that region. But also, many of

the transit and sending countries in Eastern Europe and the Balkans seek accession to the

EU and its expanding markets. Accession to the EU, however, requires that new members

must accept the so-called aquis communitaires, the laws and regulation of the EU, in its

entirety, including those dealing with asylum and migration issues. It is for that reason that

the Eastern European nations have strong economic incentives to implement the law and

law enforcement measures established by the Budapest Group and other regional fora.3s'

Although the Asia Pacific countries maintain close economic ties, they have, at present, no

financial incentive to cooperate in immigration and criminal justice matters. The political,

demographic and economic environment in the Asia Pacific region is significantly different

to those of Europe and Latin America. Moreover, particularly East and South East Asian

nations show great resistance towards the influence of the 'Western superpowers that often

dominate the dialogue in Europe and America.

Australia has a leading role to play in the fight against migrant trafficking in the Asia

Pacific. As a modern, multicultural, politically and economically stable nation, Australia is

in a position to initiate and stimulate regional cooperation. As a principal destination

country for migrant trafficking in the region Australia must have a keen interest to

cooperate with its neighbours at all levels and aspects of international relations. In the past,

Australian Governments have often ignored the immediate neighbourhood. For most of its

history, Australian foreign affairs focussed on relations with the United Kingdom, the

United States and the countries of Western Europe. In the 1970s and 80s, Australian

Governments came to acknowledge the geographical location of Australia and worked

towards closer social and economic ties with our neighbours. More recent Governments,

however, jeopardised many of the newly established relations by attempts to impose their

views on the neighbours and 'handball' Australian problems abroad. The deterrence of

unauthorised boat arrivals and the so-called Pacific solution are the most recent examples.

It is important that Australia shows greatest cultural and political sensitivity towards the

the Budapest Group, Warsaw, 7-8 Dec 1998; Conclusions, Special Meeting on IIlegaI Migratíon through

South-East Europe, held in the context ofthe Budapest Process, Budapest, 29-30 June 1998.



partners in the region, but it also needs to be honest and frank about the problems

associated with migrant trafficking.

Regional cooperation in the Asia Pacific in immigration, judicial, and criminal matters is

crucial for the prevention and suppression of migrant trafficking. Regional initiatives

should complement the efforts made at the global level, taking into account the more

sensitive cultural, ethnic and political factors of the Asia Pacific nations. Complete

uniformity and harmonisation of the criminal law and immigration systems of the countries

in the region is an illusion and probably undesirable. At present, it is more important to

encourage understanding of the immediate problems associated with migrant trafficking in

the region, and bring the countries together to address the criminal and humanitarian issues

along with the underlying political, demographic, environmental and socioeconomic

factors.

3s2 Personal communication with Mr Jonas Widgren, Director, International Centre for Migration Policy
Development (ICMPD), Vienna, 9 June 2000.
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f trls thesis has outlined, discussed and analysed the trafficking of migrants in Australia

I and the Asia Pacific region and the legal framework guiding these movements. This

study has demonstrated that the rise of migrant trafficking in Australia and the Asia pacific

region results from growing migration pressures and decreasing avenues for legal

migration. The application of stringent measures for deterring, apprehending, punishing

and removing irregular migrants in isolation from other mechanisms has been unsuccessful

in reducing the demand for irregular migration and combating the criminal organisations

engaged therein. The study has found that the absence of a comprehensive approach to

control migrant trafficking has been the principal obstacle in investigating and suppressing

this phenomenon.

The first part of this study, Chapters One, Two and Three, addressed the factual aspects of

migrant trafficking. kr Chapter Two, the study demonstrated that migration in the Asia

Pacific region is the result of complex circumstances, including political, socioeconomic,

demographic, environmental, structural, historical and cultural factors which cause people

to leave their home countries and seek protection, employment, or simply a better life

abroad. In response to increasing numbers of migrants, particularly those fleeing

persecution and political violence, the receiving countries, such as Australia, began to place

restrictive measures on immigration. Borders have been tightened and mandatory

detention and fast removal of unsuccessful asylum applicants have become the answers to

unwanted arrivals. The increasing criminalisation has not reduced the demand for

migration to safe and wealthy nations. It meant rather that potential migrants started

looking for illegal ways of migration. Chapter Three demonstrated how criminal

organisations are exploiting the clandestine or otherwise illegal transportation of migrants,

how criminal organisations adopt their structural features to the conditions and
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requirements of illegal migration and how they conduct the trafficking of migrants between

sending and destination countries.

The second part of this study dealt with the normative and institutional frameworks that

seek to counteract migrant trafficking in the Asia Pacific. Special consideration was given

to the criminal laws, immigration laws and asylum systems at national, regional and

international levels. Chapters Four and Five illustrated that Australia and the countries of

the Asia Pacific deal with the phenomenon of migrant trafficking as an issue of national

security and try to curb trafficking with defensive strategies developed at the national level.

Some countries, such as Australia, PR China, Hong Kong and Macau have implemented

comprehensive legislation to address the diverse criminal aspects of migrant tlafficking,

but many countries, especially the developing nations in the Asia Pacific, do not have up-

to-date legislation and do not have the capacity to fight the activities of sophisticated

transnational criminal organisations. Moreover, there is little consistency between the

immigration laws of the Asia Pacific countries and few nations have provisions to protect

persons who are fleeing persecution and human rights violations. Criminal justice systems

and immigration and refugee laws vary greatly in the region, thus resulting in safe havens

for traffickers.

Chapter Six examined various regional and international mechanisms that have been

created to overcome the shortcomings of national strategies to combat migrant trafficking.

The efforts undertaken at these levels demonstrate the limitations of international

cooperation, but also indicate that there is some willingness among the nations of the Asia

Pacific to deal with the phenomenon of migrant trafficking collaboratively.

On the basis of these findings, the purpose of Chapter Seven is to show the way ahead for

future action against migrant trafficking. Recognising the transnational nature of illegal

migration and organised crime, the particular emphasis is on cooperative, harmonised

action at regional and international levels. However, some of the recommendations made

here, apply equally to the domestic and local levels.



7.1. Proposals for Change

Any strategy against migrant trafficking must balance the sovereignty and security interests

of the nation state against the rights of individuals. A comprehensive response to migrant

trafficking must combine achievable long-term goals, which offer real solutions to the

political, demographic and socioeconomic dimensions of illegal migration and organised

crime, with short-term measures that address the immediate needs of asylum seekers and

the current threat posed by ruthless criminals.

Section 7.1 offers a range of proposals for mechanisms that, in combination, seek to

provide a comprehensive approach to the control of migrant trafficking. These proposals

must not be seen as purely normative and regulatory principles; they are intended to serve

as a general framework for future law reform and policy change, providing a set of best

practice guidelines.

The proposals made here fall into categories of (1) general objectives of law reform and

policy change, and (2) specific proposals that address the current state of anti-trafficking

laws. Secondly, the proposals are differentiated between (a) criminal law and law

enforcement measures, (b) migration law and policy, (c) human rights and refugee law, and

(d) proposals for cooperative, structural change.

7 .1.7. General Objectives

An effective strategy against migrant trafficking must balance control and penal

mechanisms with preventive measures, the protection of human rights, and economic and

financial measures.

At the criminal justice level, a comprehensive approach needs to identify the role of

criminal law and the criminal justice system in the fight against migrant trafficking. Law

and law enforcement must be designed for flexible adaptation to the changing nature of

organised crime. The approach must identify the criminal elements of migrant trafficking

and develop an overarching concept for law and law reform.



Long-term solutions to migrant trafficking also include policies that address the realities of

international migration. These policies must address current and future migration pressures

and also allow immediate responses to humanitarian crises. Immigration and refugee

policies must take due account of national security concerns as well as providing

safeguards for human security.

Moreover, the criminal justice, immigration and refugee policies must be embedded in a

national strategy that also addresses the underlying political, socioeconomic, demographic

and environmental realities of migrant trafficking. These national mechanisms need to be

coordinated at the regional and international level. Transnational problems require a

multilateral response.

7.1.L.1. Criminal law and criminal justice systems

The scope of criminal offences

Chapters Four and Five have identified the loopholes in the legislation dealing with

migrant trafficking. It has been shown that historically, the immigration offences have

emphasised penalties for individual migrants who enter a country in defiance of

immigration restrictions. Many of the regional and international initiatives provide only

fragmentary rather than comprehensive offences to sanction the activities of criminal

organisations.

At the criminal justice level, the trafficking of migrants must be made less attractive by

increasing the costs for perpetrators and minimising the profit their activities generate.

Illegal migration must be made less lucrative for criminal organisations by increasing the

chances of being caught, closing the loopholes in criminal offences and depriving criminals

of the proceeds their activities generate. It is important that the criminal offences are not

limited to illegal immigration; they must also address preparatory and inchoate stages of

trafficking, as well as targeting support structures and mechanisms that seek to disguise the

activities of criminal organisations.

To criminalise migrant trafficking more appropliately, it is necessary to shift the focus

from the individual migrant to those who organise and finance the illegal passage, those



who transport illegal migrants, those who harbour them, and, most importantly, those who

place the safety of migrants at risk and their lives in jeopardy.t Trafficking offences must

recognise the violation of migrants' rights more appropriately. The financial exploitation

and inhumane treatment of people desperately seeking protection must be reflected in the

severity with which the criminal law and criminal justice system respond to migrant

trafficking.

At the same time, it has to be acknowledged that prison sentences are just one way in

which persons engaged in migrant trafficking can be penalised. Recent developments have

shown that highet sentences have not been a deterrent for people to engage in the

trafficking of migrants. It is important that penal sanctions primarily focus on the financial

aspect of organised crime and deprive perpetrators of any material profit or other benefit

they have obtained through the offence. Sanctioning offenders with fines and

imprisonment must be accompanied by the forfeiture of assets, freezing of funds, and,

where applicable, administrative sanctions and the compensation of victims.

Refugees and criminal law

Until today, the focus of anti-trafficking measures has been on interception and

irtvestigation of offences and the prosecution of offenders. The dominance of the border

control and law enforcement strategies in combating trafficking raises concerns and

questions from many scholars in the field.2 For example, none of the amendments made to

the offences under Australian law have established mechanisms to enhance the protection

of trafficked migrants and safeguard the rights of asylum seekers. When "refugee

smugglers" brought emigrants from Socialist regimes to Western nations these traffickers

were celebrated as heroes. But today, under the law of most nations in the region,

including Australia, carriers cannot escape criminal responsibility if they assist refugees.

For example, the sanctions placed on commercial carriers for transporting undocumented

See generally, K¡istof vtrn Impe, "People for Sale: The Need fol a Multidisciplinary Approach towards
Human Trafficking" (2000) 38(3) Int'l Migration 113 at 115; Ernesto Savona, "La Réglementation du
Marché de la Criminalité" (L992) 4 Rev int'l crim & pol tech 455 at455-456,469; Nathalie Siron & Piet
van Baeveglren,Trfficking in Migrants through Poland (1999) 84-85
Cf tsimal Ghosh, Huddled and Uncertain Shores - Insights into lruegular Migration (1999), also cited in
John Salt & Jennifer Hoghar:t, "Migrant Trafficking and Human Smuggling in Europe: A review of the
evidence" in Frank Laczko (ed), Migrant Trafficking and Human Srtuggling in Europe: A review of the
evidence with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine (2000) 1l at 86.
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passengers can potentially prevent persons with genuine claims from reaching safe havens

if, for instance, airlines deny embarkation to passengers who travel without visas.3

The problems that refugees face when they seek entry into another country are also inherent

in the criminalisation of false statements and the use and possession of fraudulent

documents.a Desperate persons may resort to false documents and may make false

representations because they fear they will otherwise not be admitted in the destination

countries. Countries are in breach of international obligations towards refugees where the

mechanisms to combat document fraud and false statements hinder access to asylum and

refugee status determination procedures.

It is desirable to de-criminalise trafficking that involves refugees or otherwise protected

persons. Most obviously, this can be achieved by facilitating access to safe countries

through legitimate ways, thus eliminating the need for forged documents and false

representations. However, recent developments have shown that countries are reluctant to

open up their borders for asylum seekers.

To protect the integrity of immigration and asylum systems, it is important that authorities

have access to full and genuine information about persons wishing to enter and seeking

asylum. To prevent abuse of these systems and enhance the status of genuine refugees, it is

necessary to discourage persons from making false claims and using fraudulent documents.

At the same time, trafficking offences have to reflect obligations under international

refugee and human rights law. Domestic criminal law along with regional and

international instruments should recognise the status of 'protected person'. This can be

done in two ways: For example, the application of an offence can be explicitly exempted if
the accused has assisted refugees or persons protected under other international human

rights instruments. Alternatively, it is possible to recognise the protected status of

trafficked migrant as a defence (of necessity): (a) for the traffickers who knowingly assist

refugees fleeing persecution, and/or (b) for the migrants who make false statements, use

false documents, or enter a country illegally to obtain asylum. Other models can be found

in the laws of Cambodia and PR China.s As seen earlier, in Cambodia, article 3 of the Law

See also the discussion supra Sections 4.1.2.3.1,5.2.1.3.2 and 6.LL.2.
See supra Sections 4.2.2,4.2.3,5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
See supra Section 5.3.1 .2.
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on Immigration 1994 (Cambodia) also exempts unauthorised arrivals from criminal

responsibility "where it is required to comply with norms of international treaties',.

Chinese law provides exceptions for the arrival and entry of asylum seekers in article 32 of
the Constitution of the People's Republic of China and in article 15 of the Law on Control

of the Entry and Exit of Aliens 198ó (PR China).6

UNHCR has also recommended that criminal law and law enforcement measures recognise

the difference between refugees and asylum seekers (who are entitlecl to international

protection outside their home country) and other migrants (who have access to protection

in their country of origin).7 Those who deal with the victims of trafficking and the

prosecution of immigration offenders must also be trained in treating asylum seekers.

The limitations of criminal law

Policies against migrant trafficking also need to recognise the limitations of criminal law.

While creating and amending criminal offences are comparatively inexpensive and popular

responses to illegal migration and organised crime, they may not always offer the most

appropriate solution, or, in some instances, they may even be counter-productive. It has to

be acknowledged, that criminalising irregular migration has little, if any deterrent effect on

persons fleeing from persecution, generalised violence, war, famine or natural disasters.

The criminal law can never substitute the need for humanitarian action and it must not

prohibit compassionate responses to refugee exodi.

7.LI.z. Migration law and policy

The primary emphasis of measures to counteract migrant trafficking at national, regional,

and international levels has been on criminal prohibitions. The wider issues of

international migration, refugee flows and national immigration and asylum systems have

so far only been addressed very marginally in the Asia Pacific. Generally, the response to

increasing numbers of trafficked and otherwise illegal migrants has been a further

6

7
See supra Section 5.1.4.1.
IINHCR, Executive Committee, Interception of asylum-seekers and refugees: The international
framework and recommendations for a comprehensive approach, LfNHCR Doc EC/50/SC/CRp.17 (9
June 2000) para34(a); cf Siron & van Baeveghem, supra note 1, at306-3O1 .



tightening of immigration restrictions, rather than attempts to open up legal ways for

immigration, thus reducing the opportunities for trafficking organisations.

Every nation has a sovereign right over its immigration policies and the decision who may

and who may not enter that country. In fact, national governments have a duty to maintain

control over all aspects of national security, including the power to prohibit persons from

entering if they pose potential dangers to the public.

However, collectively and individually countries must not lose sight of the reality of

migration flows. Governments need to understand that "international migration is

inevitable. It can be managed by states but not controlled by them."8 International

migration results from factors that are beyond the control of the individual nation state and

need to be addressed by international development, economic and political cooperation. At

the national level, countries need to review their immigration policies in the light of

contemporary labour migration and refugee flows, as well as national socioeconomic and

demographic factors. Given population decline and ageing, many industrialised countries

already need substantially more migrant workers at skilled and unskilled levels.e

Legalising the migration process is by far the most effective way of dealing with the

problem of clandestine and illegal movements. Legal channels for entering asylum

countries must be kept open, in order to reduce the risk that asylum seekers will resort to

using migrant traffickers.to The suggestion here is not the acceptance of unlimited numbers

of asylum seekers, but that countries that have not done so should recognise that a non-

discriminatory immigration and asylum selection system can enhance national and regional

security and can entail great economic advantages if new immigrants are quickly and

successfully integrated into society. Furthermore, regulatory migration regimes in the

region should be negotiated and harmonised between nations to prevent disproportionate

flows.

t John Salt, "The Business of International Migration" in Muhammed Siddique & Reginald Appleyard
(eds), Internatíonal Migration ínto the 21" Century. Essays in Honour of Regínald Appleyard (2001) 86
at 89.n S"" also the discussion supra Secrion2.I.3.

10 Cf "Preface" in Alex Schmid (ed), Migration and Crime. Proceedings of the International ConJèrence on
'Migration and Crime. Global and Regional Problems and Responses' (1998) vii; UNHCR, Executi'\,c
Conrnrittee, Interception of asylum-seekers and refugees: The international framework and



7.L.1.3. Human rights and refugee law

Particularly from an Australian perspective, the issue of refugees and asylum seekers has

emerged as the key aspect associated with migrant trafficking. Despite differing

Government statements, the great majority of people being trafficked to and arriving

unlawfully in Australia are found to be refugees and are granted protection visas.rl The

exodi that have occurred following the Persian Gulf 'War, the rule of the Taliban regime,

and the recent 'War on Terrorism' have led to the arrival of large numbers of Middle

Eastern asylum seekers in Australia and in transit countries such as Indonesia and

Malaysia.I2 However, the response to growing levels of asylum seekers in the region has

been dominated by short-term measures of deterrence, rather than by sustainable long-term

solutions for refugees and for the causes ofthese exodi.

The promotion of human rights and of the principles of international refugee law must

stand at the forefront of any solution to the trafficking and exploitation of asylum seekers.

At the human rights level, the journey to asylum and safe havens must become risk-free

and the rights and needs of all migrants, including asylum seekers must be recognised and

respected at all times.

While it is recognised that all nations have a sovereign interest in protecting their borders,

the control and surveillance mechanisms in place must not interfere with international

obligations and must not put the physical safety and human rights of asylum seekers at risk.

The same must apply to deterrent strategies for unauthorised arrivals and the recent

Australian initiative to turn around vessels suspected of carrying illegal immigrants.t3

Moreover, to prevent refoulement and the maltreatment of migrants, law enforcement and

immigration officials need to be trained in dealing with asylum seekers and need to be

made aware of the basic principles of refugee protection.

recommendations for a comprehensive approacå, UNHCR Doc EC/50/SC/CRP.17 (9 June 2000) para
34(c).tt See supra Sections 2.2.4-2.2.'7 and 4.3.

r2 S"e s up ra Sections 2.2.6, 2.2.7 and 3.4.2.3.3.
13 

See suprø Section2.2.1 .



In the light of recent refugee flows, many peopie have called for an overhaul of

international refugee law. While government officials from Western nations, including

Australia, have argued that the protection regime of the Convention relating to the Status of

Refugeesta is too generous,t-t many academics and human rights organisations have

suggested that the scope of international refugee law is too narrow, leaving many persons

in need of asylum unprotected. Action is necessary to improve the international refugee

and asylum system. The inadequacies of the Refugee Convention are obvious: Under the

current international systom, persons fleeing famine, armed conflict or severe

environmental disasters do not qualify as refugees although they are in desperate need of

protection. The questions that arise are: What valid moral arguments do countries have to

reject someone whose family will die from starvation if she or he cannot earn money

abroad and send it back to the family? Why is this person rejected while admitting

someone who is persecuted for voluntary political activity? From this standpoint the

current distinction between refugees and other migrants becomes morally unsustainable.

Calls are growing for new international instruments, which protect different kinds of

asylum seekers, establish separate systems for persons migrating primarily for

socioeconomic reasons, and allow a more equitable sharing of the refugee burden.r6

However, in the current climate of anti-immigrant sentiments and heightened security alerts

in most Western countries, particularly following the September 1lth attacks, it is unlikely

that the international community will agree on any framework that facilitates the free

movement of people and shows greater compassion towards those fleeing repressive

regimes, political turmoil, poverty and persecution.

At present, it appears more urgent to promote the principles of the existing protection

regime more widely and recognise the Refugee Convention as the best availabie to tool to

protect the most needy. The Convention and the Protocol offer invaluable mechanisms to

many people who would remain unprotected otherwise. Furthermore, particularly in an

Australian context, it is desirable to incorporate the protection clauses under other human

14 189 UNTS 150, 5 ATS 1954 [hereinafter Refugee Convention];606 UNTS 267,31 ATS 1973

lherei nafter R efu g e e P ro to c o I].
t5 Fo. recent news headlines see, for example, Jack Straw, "The Convention: Britain's View" (2001) L23(2)

Refugees 9; Megan Saunders, "Ruddock redefining refugees" (22Mat 2000) The Australian 5.
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rights instruments such as the ICCPR,l1 the Convention against Torture,ls the Convention

relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of War,te and the Convention of the Rights of
the Chil*o into the existing refugee determination process. This would reduce the delay

and uncertainty of the current arrangements for those fleeing from torture and war.2r

7.1.1.4. Structuralchange

Many countries in the Asia Pacific are still hesitant to engage in frank and open multilateral

dialogue on migrant trafficking. Suspicion and mistrust between nations, and their

reluctance to cooperate on matters of urgency are still the principal hurdles in fighting

illegal migration and organised crime and in saving and protecting the lives of trafficked

migrants. The rapid growth of migrant trafficking around the world, however, does not

allow suspicion and hesitance.

The issue of migrant trafficking and the phenomena associated with it touch upon domestic

affairs, international relations, globalisation of trade and travel, environmental degradation

and demographic developments around the world. The problems are not confined to one

single part of the world; they are of concern to all countries individually and collectively.

Strategies to counteract migrant trafficking can only be effective if they address the

political, economic and demographic dimensions of the phenomenon.

The elaboration of solutions to the world's political, economic, environmental and

demographic problems exceeds the boundaries of this study. What can be said, however, is

that the issue of migrant trafficking illustrates the growing networks and interdependencies

among nations which can only be addressed appropriately by international responses. The

countries of the Asia Pacific region must learn to overcome the hostilities of the past and

16 Ruud Lubbers, UN High Commissioner for Refugees (2001-), "Don't kick refugees just to score points"
The Austalian (20lune 2001) 13.t't 993 trNTS 3.

'8 1465 UNTS 85.te 75 tnqts 287.
20 1577 UNTS 3, Iggl ATS 4. Cf Australia, Senate Legal ancl Constirutional Rel'erences Committee: A

Sanctuary under Review: An Examination of Australia's Refugee and Humanitarian Determination
P ro ces s es (2000) 55-5ó.



work together to solve the immediate and long-term problems. Many of the initiatives

made at global and regional level demonstrate that the nations in the region are genuinely

interested in cooperative efforts to prevent and counteract migrant trafficking. More efforts

should be made by regional powers such as Australia, Japan and the United States to

convince other nations about the advantages of international cooperation by addressing the

concerns of individual nations and assisting them in the financial burden such cooperation

may entail.

7.L.2. Specific Proposals

At the short and medium-term it is important that the measures to counteract migrant

trafficking reduce the opportunities for criminal organisations while recognising the

humanitarian needs of the migrants involved.

The first set of specific proposals deals with the criminal aspect of migrant trafficking. On

the basis of the analysis in Chapters Four, Five and Six, Sections 7.1.3.1-7.1.3.4 make

specific proposals for criminal law reform and enhanced law enforcement cooperation.

The second set, Sections 1.I.3.5 and7.1.3.6 make proposals for immigration and refugee

law reform, particularly with regards to the treatment of unauthorised arrivals and the

determination of refugee status.

T.l.2.L Traffickingoffences

The analysis in earlier chapters has shown that the persons engaged in the trafficking of

migrants cover a spectrum that ranges from high-profile organisers and financiers to low

levels of local facilitators. Also, in some instances, friends and family member of the

trafficked migrant actively assist in the illegal voyage. Moreover, while some trafficking

operations are conducted by amateur operators, others are organised by transnational

criminal networks.

21 
See supra Section 4.3.3.1. Cf David Corlett, "Politics, Symbolism and the Asylum Seekers Issue" (2000)



Trafficking offences should differentiate between different kinds of trafficking, different

kinds of traffickers, and different levels of organisation. The main focus and harshest

penalties must always remain with the core organisers and financiers of transnational

criminal operations. At the other extreme, the criminal law must make concessions for

persons who assist trafficked migrants so that they can escape situations of suppression,

deprivation and persecution. A clear distinction should be drawn between provisions

which apply to criminal traffickers who exploit the vulnerabilities of illegal migrants, and

regulatory measures for commercial carriers, such as airlines that fail to ensure that their

passengers are admissible in the destination country.

In particular, the offences applying to persons engaged in migrant trafficking should

include the following:

Mobilising migrants and offering illegal migration

It is desirable to prevent and criminalise migrant trafficking at the earliest possible stage.2z

The examples of Hong Kong, Macau and the Philippines have shown that persons can be

held criminally responsible for offering illegal passage or for luring migrants with false

promises.23 In order to criminalise recruiters who operate in the sending countries, other

nations should adopt similar mechanisms while avoiding the shortcomings of the existing

provisions. Moreover, the offences of mobilisation of migrants must be restricted to

circumstances where traffickers lure migrants so that they enter into agreements and

contracts with criminal organisations and pay substantial amounts of money. The offences

must not have the effect of criminalising statements about better job opportunities and

living standards in the destination countries even if the statements are false.

O r g anis in g and financ in g mi g r ant tr ffickin g

A principal failure of the majority of offences existing to date, is that they do not hold

responsible those who organise and finance the trafficking process and who oversee the

structural and operational features of trafficking organisations. It is particularly important

23(3) UNSW LI 13 at 26-2'7. Australia, HREOC, Submission to the Senate Legal and Constitutional

^^ References Committee inquiry into Australia's refugee and humanitarian program (2000) I
" Cf Ktituya Archavanitkut& Philip Guest, Managiig the FIow of Migratiàn: Regionat Apþroaches (1999)

15.
23 

See supra Section 5.1.1.
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that the organising and financing of migrant trafficking is criminalised universally, thus

avoiding safe havens for criminal organisations. Similar to the geographical application of

offences under Australian law, the provisions must allow the prosecution of offenders who

are abroad, thus recognising that the organisers are rarely located in the destination or

sending countries.

As mentioned earlier, article3l8 of'the Chinese Criminal Law 1997 contains a specific

offence for arranging illegal migration and provides higher penalties if the perpetrator is a

"ringleader" of a trafficking organisation or if he or she repeatedly commits the offence.za

This offence can serve as a model for other countries as it seeks to target directly the

organisers of migrant trafficking operations who stand back and are not directly involved in

the commission of immigration offences. The provision also draws attention to the fact

that trafficking is often organised on very sophisticated and professional levels. The

Chinese provisions take care to distinguish between different kinds of trafficking, between

different levels of organisation and operation, and between the dangers these activities

often entail.

T r an s p o rt in g iII e g al mi g r ants

At the heart of migrant trafficking is the transportation of persons who do not possess valid

entry or travel documents or who are otherwise denied entry into the destination country.

National immigration laws, as well as multiple international declarations and conventions

include a wide range of offences that criminalise persons who carry undocumented

passengers, stowaways and prohibited immigrants.

It is important that the offences recognise the variety of ways in which migrants can be

brought into a country in violation or circumvention of entry restrictions. Most countries

already differentiate between criminal traffickers and commercial carriers - a distinction

that is also established in international law.2s Generally, higher penalties, including longer

prison terms, apply to those who intentionally conceal illegal migrants, while lesser

monetary penalties apply to carriers of undocumented migrants. Particularly dangerous and

scrupulous ways of trafficking should be designed as aggravated offences in all countries of

Art 318 Criminal Law 1997 (PR China), cf supra Section 5.2.1.2.
See supra Sections 4.L.2.3.I,5.2.7.3.2 and 6.1.1.2.
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the region. More countries should create special offences to adequately penalise persons

who transport illegal migrants repeatedly, in great numbers and for financial profit only.

The dangers for the migrants inherent in the clandestine transportation must be reflected in

the penalty; carriers who place their passengers' safety and lives at risk must face the

appropriate sanctions. The provisions contained in Australian, Chinese, Macau, Malaysian,

Philippine and Taiwanese law establish as aggravated offences the repeated transporting of

illegal migrants, the unsafe transportation of migrants, the joint commission of offences,

and offences that generate particularly large profits.26 The Protocol against the Smuggling

of Migrants also recommends the application of higher penalties in these circumstances.2?

It is important that countries that have not yet established this differentiation foilow these

models, so that particularly serious and dangerous forms of trafficking are criminalised

more adequately throughout the region.

Harbouring and concealing iIIegaI migrants

To disguise their activities and conceal the presence of illegal migrants in transit and

destination countries, trafficking organisations depend on local people who provide

accommodation to the migrants. This conduct is criminalised in all countries of the region

and, as seen earlier, some nations also hold commercial operators criminally liable for

hosting unregistered foreigners.

As with all aspects of migrant trafficking, it is important that the offences adequately

differentiate between different kinds of offenders and different levels of operation. Persons

who accommodate relatives and friends must be dealt with differently from person who

provide commercial and different again from operators of 'safe houses' who exploit and

abuse migrants and use their illegal status to coerce and threaten them.

I dentity do cument fraud

Closely associated with the transportation of illegal migrants is the issue of identity

document fraud. The analysis in Chapters Four and Five has shown that all countries in the

region have a great range of offences that criminalise the unauthorised production and

tu LIN General Assembly N551383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex III; reprinted in 40 ILM 3S4 (2001) [hereinafter
Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrantsl. See supra Sections 4.21.2 and 5.2.I.2.2't 
See supra Section 6.4.2|11.



distribution of identity and travel documentation and the false statements that are made to

obtain these documents.2s These provisions are now complemented by the offences

contained in the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants.2e Moreover, some countries

have specific offences to criminalise the activities of government officials who engage in

the unlawful provision and selling of passports, visas and other identity documentation.3o

To recognise the specific nature of migrant trafficking, it is important that all countries

enact specific identity and immigration document fraud offences. In countries that do not

have immigration-specific forgery and document fraud offences there is a danger that the

general offences under criminal codes will not provide adequate sanctions against the

professionai circulation of forged identity documents, the false statements made to obtain

them and the intention to use those documents for illegal immigration. Countries that have

not done so should criminalise this aspect of migrant trafficking more precisely, adopt the

document fraud offence under the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants,lt and also,

as seen in the examples of Macau and Vietnam,3z create specific offences for instances

where criminal organisations engage in large-scale identity document fraud.

7.1.2.2. Offences applying to illegal migrants

Up until today, the principal target of criminal law offences and law enforcement action is

on the individual migrant who enters a country in defiance of national immigration

restrictions. Around the region, illegal immigrants are detained, punished and removed if

they fail to comply with immigration regulations.

IILegal immigration

Many countries in the region punish unauthorised arrivals and do not offer protection for

those seeking asylum. But the rapid increase in illegal arrivals around the region has

shown that these strategies have been unsuccessful and that they cannot prevent desperate

people from trying to enter countries that promise a better and safer life.

See supra Sections 4.1.2.6 and 5.2.1.6.
See supra Section 6.4.1.2.3.
See supra Sectìon 5.2.1.1 .
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International refugee law prohibits the punishment of refugees for illegally entering another

country.33 Also, the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants, along with other

international and regional declarations requires State Parties not to punish trafficked

migrants for illegal immigration.34 To bring national legislation in line with international

obligations, all countries should de-criminalise illegal immigration and abandon the

punishment of unauthorised aruivals for their illegal status.3s

Document fraud and false støtements

Countries have a legitimate interest in controlling their borders and establishing and

verifying the identity of persons seeking to immigrate. All countries in the region have put

in place mechanisms to verify the identity and origin of incoming passengers, ensure the

authenticity of identity documents, apprehend those travelling on forged, altered or stolen

documentation,36 and single out those persons who are regarded as potential threats to

national security and public order.37

While it is acknowledged that it is necessary to protect the integrity of immigration

systems, it is questionable whether criminal sanctions are appropriate for persons who

resort to fraudulent documents in order to flee persecution. The same can be said for

offences that criminalise false statements made to border control and immigration

authorities. As mentioned earlier, the criminal law should make concessions for desperate

persons who use fraudulent documents or who make false representations about their

identity and the reasons that led them to flee simply because they fear their claims may not

be recognised otherwise.38

See art 6(1Xb) Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants. Cf supra Section 6.4.1.2.3
See supra Section 5.2.1.6.1
fut 31 Refugee Convention.
Art 5 Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrønts.
Cf Siron & van Baeveghem, supra note 1, at 306.
See supra Section 5 .l.I-5.1 .2, 5.3.1.2.
See supra Section 5.L2.2-5.7.3.2.
See supra Section 7 .l.l .l .
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7 .1.2.3. Organised crime legislation

The concept of organised crime is contested and disagreement about what constitutes

organised crime is widespread. Previous Chapters have explored and outlined the

complexity of organised crime and the sophistication of the criminal organisations engaged

therein.3e The enormous growth of transnational organised crime activities has

demonstrated that traditional criminal law, directed towards punishing isolated incidents of
individual behaviour, is ineffective to decimate criminal organisations whose activities

often continue after individual perpetrators have been arrested. Only few countries,

however, have enacted legislation that enables comprehensive action against organised

crime, including organised crime offences, anti-money laundering measures along with

provisions to facilitate the forfeiture of assets, and the prosecution of offenders who are not

directly engaged in the commission of crimes, and those who are located abroad.

Hong Kong, Macau, the Philippines and Taiwan are the only jurisdictions in the region that

have established complex legal regimes to combat organised crime and enhance the

investigation of crimes, prosecution of offenders, and seizure of assets.ao While these laws

may have been successful in fighting organised crime on a domestic level, their usefulness

as tools in the fight against transnational criminal organisations is very restricted as they

are bound to the geographical limitations of national jurisdictions.

The Convention against Transnational Organised Crime now provides a new framework

for international cooperation against organised crime.ar The Convention's principal

concern, however, is with law enforcement, judicial and technical cooperation and Chapter

Six has shown that the Convention fails to provide a universal strategy to tackle the

problem of organised crime and limit the opportunities for criminal activities. Following

the ratification of the Convention, many countries will implement a criminal offence for

the participation in a criminal organisation as a criminal offence, but they will still lack a

commonly accepted understanding of organised crime.

See supra Chapter 3.
See supra Section 5.2.2.I.
IIN General Assembly, Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on the Elaboration of a Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, UN Doc N55/383 (2 Nov 2000) Annex I; reprinted in 40 ILM 335
(2001). See supra Section 6.3.
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While accession to and ratification of the Convention against Transnational Organised

Crime is highly desirable, it is essential that the international community, particularly under

the chairmanship of the United Nations Crime and Criminal Justice Program, continues to

explore the global phenomenon of organised crime and to work towards harmonised

instruments to counteract it. In addition to the existing international agreements,

multilateral collaboration should be enhanced to develop strategies for limiting the

opportunities for organised crime by reducing the demand for illicit goods and services, or,

in so far as possible, by trying to make these goods and services legally available.a2

7.1.2.4. Law enforcement and judicial cooperation

The principal concern with existing regional and international cooperation against migrant

trafficking is with law enforcement cooperation and mutual legal, judicial and technical

assistance. The discrepancy between existing laws and their enforcement, the lack of

adequate resources for sophisticated investigation techniques in developing nations,

insufficiently trained personnel, inadequate coordination of law enforcement agencies at

national and supranational levels, along with the dangers of corruption and bribery are

among the main obstacles for effective action against criminal organisations and their

operations.

Furthermore, many countries are reluctant to take any action against criminal organisations

if these syndicates bring money into the country or if they infiltrate local authorities with

bribes. The developing nations in South East Asia and the Pacific still serve as safe havens

for criminal organisations, their activities and for the money they generate.

Although accession to international instruments is crucial in the fight against migrant

trafficking, the new mechanisms for enhanced law enforcement and intelligence

cooperation will remain largely unsuccessful so long as government employees are

underpaid or are otherwise vulnerable to corruption. Although many multilateral

o' Cf th. recommendations made in UN IICOSOC, World Ministerial Conference against Or-ganizecl
Transnational Crime, National legislation and its adequacy to deal with the various forms of organized
transnational crime, UNDoc E/CONF.88/3 (25 Aug 7994)para 5; and by Stephen Mastrofski &Gary
Potter, "Controlling Organized Crime: A Critique of Law Enforcement Policy" (1987) 2(3) CJzR 269 at
285.



agreements and declarations condemn and criminalise corruption as well as money

laundering, none of them promotes solutions to overcome the underlying political,

administrative and economic discrepancies that cause and enable widespread corruption

and money laundering.

Additional arrangements are needed to help developing nations with technical equipment,

personnel exchange and better know-how to fight the causes and consequences of migrant

trafficking and transnational organised crime more effectively.a3 Furthermore, the regional

powers must assist the developing nations in the Asia Pacific with personnel and financial

aid to allow these nations to escape the circle of crime and corruption.

7.L.2.5. ImmigrationLaw

The closed border policies of most countries have not been successful in reducing irregular

movements and have not prevented migrants from trying to enter countries that are

considered safer and wealthier.

But despite growing levels of illegal migration, all countries in the region should maintain

transparent and realistic avenues for legal immigration. The countries of the Asia Pacific

region, including sending, transit, and destination countries need to work together towards

regional solutions for international migration and refugee flows and need to find ways to

create and sustain legal avenues for migrants and fair assessment of immigration and

asylum casss.

Also, the role of regional fora such as the Manila Process, the Asia Pacific Consultations

(APC) and the African Asian Legal Consultative Committee (AALCC) needs to be

strengthened, and regional and international initiatives need to be authorised to elaborate

more comprehensive and also more powerful, effective and enforceable mechanisms to

control and safeguard international migration in the region.

43 See generally John McFarl ane, Transnational Crime and lllegal Immigration ín the Asia-Pacific Region:

Background, Prospects and Countermeasures (1999) 16; Zhang Wang, "Ocean-Going Smuggling of
Illegal Chinese: Operation, Causation and Policy Implications" (1996) 2(7) Trans Org C 49 at 63-64.



The status of unauthorised arrivals

Many countries in the region criminalise persons who arrive without proper travel and

identity documentation. Some countries punish illegal entrants for unauthorised arrival,

while in côuntries that do not criminalise illegal immigration, such as Australia,

unauthorised arrivals are usually detained and, unless they obtain asylum or are granted

other visas, are returned to the point of embarkation or to their country of origin.

Migrants who have been brought by traffickers to their destination have few legal rights,

they usually do not have access to information about the local immigration system, to

lawyers or human rights organisations and they are not allowed to contact friends and

relatives in the host country or abroad.aa National governments and large parts of the local

population reject the notion that illegal immigrants should be granted any right, however

qualified, to have access to basic food and accommodation, legal advice, health cover, and

education.

ln Australia, the Government has repeatedly been criticised for leaving unauthorised

arrivals uninformed about their status, their rights and about details of the immigration

selection and asylum procedure, The law does not require that DIMA officers provide

unauthorised entrants in detention with information regarding their rights.as However, as

mentioned earlier, there is no evidence to substantiate the Government's position that

providing information to detainees will result in unfounded claims, and complicate and

lengthen the immigration and refugee determination process.a6 Furthermore, in cases where

asylum seekers are not informed about the ways in which they can apply for protection, this

"incommunicado detention" can result in the refoulement of genuine refugees, thus

violating obligations under international law.

All countries in the region need to ensure that the legal rights of unauthorised arrivals are

respected at all times. In particular, immigration authorities must inform all entrants,

including those who arrive unlawfully, about their status, their rights to apply for visas and

the rights of appeal they have should their claims fail at primary stage. Moreover,

humanitarian and compassionate considerations require that host countries provide basic

Cf supra Section 4.3.1-4.3.2.
See supra Section 4.3.2.1.
rbid,
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shelter, food and medical support to those who have fled the traumas of persecution,

poverty and war.o7

Detention

The immigration laws of all countries in the region provide that prohibited immigrants can

be arrested and detained until they are granted entry permits or are removed from the

country. As seen earlier, some nations have provisions for the mandatory detention of

unauthorised entrants.a8

The most notorious mandatory detention policy is undoubtedly that of Australia where all

unauthorised arrivals are detained upon arrival and placed in immigration detention centres

or, more recently, in overseas processing contres. The Australian practice and the

conditions in the detention centres in particular have been subject of severe criticism both

domestically and internationally.

After twelve years of operation, Australia's policy of mandatory detention has failed in its

principal objective: that is to reduce the number of unauthorised arrivals who seek asylum

in Australia. The Government has repeatedly utilised its mandatory detention policy to

deter asylum seekers from coming to Australia. In combination with very severe

restrictions placed on the rights and facilities granted to detainees, as well as recent

attempts to turn around asylum seekers prior to landing in Australia, the Government has

placed its main effort on preventing the arrival of asylum seekers.

In contrast, most countries in the region that detain unauthorised entrants do so to facilitate

their speedy return and prevent them from disappearing in the wider community. Other

Western destination countries have tried to prevent abuse of their immigration asylum

systems without denying access to those in need of protection. The experience of Western

European and Scandinavian nations, for instance, which manage a far greater number of

asylum seekers than Australia, has shown that releasing asylum seekers into the community

subject to residency and reporting obligations or guarantor requirements is not only a more

a7 Cf Ernesto Savona, Globalisation of Críme: The Organisational Variabte (1997) ll
48 

See supra Sections 4.3.4 and 5.1.3.1.
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humane and sensitive way to deal with persons who have fled traumatic situations, it is also

a far less expensive way to respond to growing numbers of asylum seekers.ae

The concern over the living conditions, human rights issues, long-term effects and costs of

mandatory detention outweigh any benefit that the policy may entail for national security

and public order. Rather than detaining persons who arrive unlawfully, governments

should further explore opportunities to release them in the community, provide them with

basic food, accommodation, education and health care and introduce a reporting system to

monitor the movements of these people and ensure that they do not disappear or relocate

without authorisation.so Recent trials by the Australian Government to release women and

children from the Woomera detention centre should be expanded and ultimately result in

the abolishment of the mandatory detention regime. Detention of unauthorised arrivals

should be limited to those non-citizens who are suspected criminals, who pose a threat to

political stability and national security, or persons whose visa applications have been

rejected and who are now expecting removal.

Removal

The removal of illegal immigrants from the host country is one of the principal human

rights concerns associated with migrant trafficking. Chapters Four and Five have

demonstrated that all countries in the region remove those persons from their territory who

are inadmissible or whose claims for asylum have been rejected.st In instances where

asylum claims have not been appropriately assessed, there is great danger that genuine

refugees are returned to a country where they may face persecution, discrimination or other

forms of human rights violations, thus contravening the obligations under international

refugee law and other international human rights instrunÌents. In other cases, where

persons are returned to transit or other third countries, these countries can easily be

overburdened with the costs associated with housing and protecting the removees.

While the greater issue of repatriating and relocating asylum seekers goes beyond the

limitations of this study, it has to be stressed that countries need to exercise great caution

ae Cf Australia, FIREOC, Those Who've Come Across the Seas: Detention of Unauthorised. Arrivals (1998)
236.
Cf McFarlane, supra note 44, at 16.
See supra Sections 4.3.4 and 5.1.3.2.
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when removing persons who have arrived in search of safety and security. The removing

country must ensure that the removal will not cause any hardship for the removee and for

the receiving country. After a person has been denied entry or asylum, a decision about the

removal should be made and executed as soon as practicable. However, a country must not

remove anyone unless there is an assurance by the receiving nation that the person will be

dealt with humanely and fairly. Insofar as possible, the removing country should take into

account the personal situation of the migrant, and obtain the consent of the receiving

country to host and process that person. Moreover, where applicable, countries of origin

should facilitate the admission and return of their own nationals.52

Xenophobia and racism

In many instances, the international community along with national governments have

failed to understand and communicate the benefits of immigration and multiculturalism to

the wider public. Where xenophobia and racism combine with growing levels of illegal

immigration, hostility towards trafficked migrants is more likely to arise, thereby further

marginalising those who seek protection in a foreign country.

It is the duty of every government to create awareness of the true nature, the causes and

consequences of international migration and of the situation of those who have fled from

war, persecution, starvation, environmental degradation, overpopulation, poverty and

unemployment. At the very beginning of any anti-trafficking policy must be a clear

analysis of the problem and the issues associated with it. The phenomenon needs to be

explained to all levels of government and the wider public to ensure that trafficking is

properly understood and that migrants are treated fairly.

t' Cf Nazaré Albuquerque Abell, "The Compatibility of Readmission Agreements with the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees" (1999) 1l(I) IJRL 60 at 66,70; UNHCR, Executive Cornmittee,
Interception of asylum-seekers and refugees: The internqtional framework and recommendations for a
comprehensive approach, UNHCR Doc ECI50/SC/CRP.17 (9 June 2000) para 34(h).



7.I.2.6. Refugee Law

Refugee status in the Asia Pacific

At the centre of a regional approach towards a common asylum policy must be a genuine

commitment to protect all persons who present a claim for asylum until their status has

been determined. Regional, 'national and local mechanisms to prevent further

traumatisation and discrimination of asylum seekers need to be established. Rather than

alienating unauthorised arrivals, local authorities along with immigration and law

enforcement agencies, international and non-governmental organisations should cooperate

closely with asylum seekers in a fair and open manner. In line with the provisions under

the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants, special protection should be provided to

those who are victims and witnesses of migrant trafficking and their collaboration with

authorities should be facilitated as much as practicable.s3

In particular, all asylum seekers need to be assured that they will not face refoulement to an

unsafe country, regardless of the determination outcome. While their cases are being

processed, the host countries need to safeguard the human rights of the asylum seekers and,

as mentioned earlier, enable them to obtain access to basic food and shelter, as well as to

legal advice and humanitarian organisations. Furthermore, rejected applicants should have

access to judicial review of the primary decision.

All countries must exercise the greatest caution when denying entry to asylum seekers.

Refusal of entry and return of unsuccessful applicants to places where their safety and

admission cannot be guaranteed has to be avoided. Instead, regional and international

mechanisms should be installed to enable resettlement and ensure the safety of these

persons.

Promotìon of existing instruments

The Asia Pacific - which as a result of war, human rights violations, economic

deprivation and environmental degradation has witnessed the highest numbers of refugees

53 Cf Savona, Globalisationof Cime,supranote43,atll; TINECOSOC,V/orlclMinisterialConf'erence
against Organizecl 'fransnational Crime, National Legislation and its adequacy to deal with the various
forms of organized transnational crime, tIN Doc E/CONF.88/3 (25 Aug 1994) para 65; and see supra
Section 6.4.2.4.'



and displaced persons in the world - is the region with the lowest number of signatories to

the principal international refugee and human rights instruments.

At present, it appears impossible to elaborate a comprehensive and unequivocal asylum

system for all countries of the Asia Pacific. Regional and international responses to

refugee exodi are particularly problematic as they entail statements about the political

circumstances in the sending country. In many instances, receiving countries as well as the

international community have been reluctant to protect refugees in order to prevent

confrontation with the country of origin, especially if the sending country is a global

political or economic player.sa Moreover, individually or collectively, governments have

very few rights and tools to intervene against nations that experience large outflows of

people.

The countries of the region must work towards harmonised protection regimes to share the

burden between nations and recognise the needs of asylum seekers as well as the security

concerns of individual nations. Australia, along with the other Parties to the Refugee

Convention and Protocol and UNHCR need to actively promote broader accession to the

Convention and the Protocol and facilitate ratification for those nations that are concerned

about the financial burden the ratification may entail.5s Furthermore, international

organisations such as IOM and LINHCR as well as regional fora including the Manila

Process, APC and AALCC need to create better awareness and understanding of the causes

and consequences of refugee flows in the region and work towards common and

harmonised responses to them.

Despite frequent criticism, the conclusion of the 1989 Comprehensive PIan of Actionsí

demonstrates that the countries in a region as diverse as the Asia Pacific can cooperate in

finding practical solutions on politically, culturally and economically sensitive issues.

Based on the principles of international solidarity and burden sharing, the countries of the

s4 Cf Myron Weiner, "Introduction: Security, Stability and International Migration" in Myron Weiner (ed),

International Migration and Security (1993) 1 at 11.
s5 UNHCR, Executive Comrnittee, Interception of asylum-seekers and refugees: The internatíonal

framework and recommendations for ø conrprehensive approach, UNHCR Doc EC/50/SC/CRP.17 (9

June 2000) paru34(f).
56 Comprehensive Plan of Action approved by the International Conference on Indochinese Refugees,

Geneva, 13-14 June 1989, LIN Doc N441523 (22 Sep 1989) [hereinafter ]989 Comprehensive Plan of
Actionl.



region must work together in a fair and open manner to reach agreements and overcome the

limitations of their political, demographic, cultural, and economic settings. Countries that

have access to greater economic resources, such as Australia, or that are less affected by

refugee flows, should assist those nations that are disproportionally affected by large

numbers of asylum seekers in order to alleviate their burden.

The role of international organisations

The role of international and regional organisations in that field needs to be strengthened

and organisations such as IOM and UNHCR need to be given more financial security and

autonomy.sT The work of international organisations and multilateral initiatives needs to

incorporate the views of all countries of the region. Given the strong emphasis on national

sovereignty in the region, it has to be ensured that the discussion and decision making is

not dominated by the politically, military or economically more influential countries.

Mutual respect and the principle of non-interference with national sovereignty, however,

do not discharge countries such as Australia, Japan and the United States from playing a

major role in promoting the values and principles of international human rights and refugee

law, and from providing financial assistance to those countries that create and maintain

asylum systems.

7 .1.3. Other Recommendations

Inte rnational and re gional c o op eration

Ultimately, it is desirable that the specific instruments and organisations addressing illegal

migration and organised crime in the Asia Pacific region obtain more recognition, further

support and greater enforceability. It is crucial that more countries in the region ratify the

Convention against Transnational Organised Crime and the Protoco'l against the

Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea and in the longer term attempt to eliminate

the shortcomings of these instruments. The role of regional fora dealing with migrant

trafficking, such as the Manila Process, needs to be strengthened in order to make their

s7 See Git Loescher, Beyond Charity: International Cooperation and, the Globat Refugee Crisis (1993) 138;
and see supra Section 6.1.2.4.



work more effective and, insofar as possible, enforceable.ss The harmonisation of criminal

law and criminal justice systems in the region should go hand in hand with closer judicial

and law enforcement cooperation as well as with greater appreciation of international

refugee law and wider recognition of the rights of migrants.

Preventive action and information campaigns

To this day, the majority of initiatives taken at domestic, regional and international levels

have been largely reactive, trying to suppress migrant trafficking and illegal immigration.

Successful measures to combat trafficking in migrants, however, must also proactively

address the forces driving international migration and must prevent potential migrants from

using the services offered by trafficking organisations.

Sending countries should cooperate with transit and destination countries in informing

migrants about the realities of migrant trafficking and the dangers it entails.sn While it is
desirable to discourage migrants from using illegal avenues of migration, countries also

need to realise that regardless of the obstacles in place, they will not be able to stop

international migration. It is for that reason that migrants need to be informed about legal

avenues of migration and ways in which to obtain protection, employment and family

reunitication abroad.

Financial aid and technical assistance

Many countries of first asylum and transit countries are overburdened by the costs

associated with hosting refugees. Some countries are reluctant to prevent the refugees from

moving abroad, be it legally or illegally, and in some instances, local authorities have

actively persuaded refugees to seek protection elsewhere. As mentioned before, the fact

that the refugee problem of the world is not balanced makes it necessary that countries that

are less affected and have more resources assist those that experience disproportionate

influxes with food, personnel, equipment, money and also offer resettlement to those in

need.

s8 Cf Archavanitkul & Guest, supra note 22, at26-2'l .
se Cf ¡b¡d, at 19; IOM, "Information Campaigns against Trafficking" (lggg/2000) 2O Trafficking in

Migrants I-2; id, "There are ways to curb the worldwide traffic in migrants" (2000) 2l Trafficking in
Mlgrants I at l-2; Ko-lin Chin, Smuggled Chinese: Cland.estine Immigration to the United States (1999)
159; Wang, supra note 44, at" 63,



Also, the lack of know-how, trained personnel and advanced equipment, and the lack of

resources to obtain those, is another obstacle to effective action against migrant trafficking.

Law enforcement and immigration agencies in developing nations need to obtain financial

and technical assistance to keep pace with the growing sophistication of trafficking

organisations. Additionally, the exchange and training of personnel is essential for

effective counteraction and also contributes to confidence building in the region. Training

for law enforcement, immigration, consular and other relevant partners to combat

trafficking should be provided and strengthened in cooperation with appropriate national,

regional, and international organisations and non-governmental bodies.60

Governments should also develop programs to enable those engaged in migrant trafficking

to resort to legal ways of income. For example, in 2000, the Australian Government

induced fishermen in West Timor not to rent out their boats to traffickers. Instead, they

were offered assistance to help them set up fish farms and develop methods of increasing

their catch.6r These very practical programs should be made part of a much broader

regional initiative to reduce the incentives for migrant trafficking.

Humanitarian and short-term technical assistance is, however, of very limited value and

can only offer temporary relief. "The elimination of trafficking is unlikely to be

realistically achieved through legislation and declarations of intent but by improvements in

the socio-economic status of the population."62 At the core of international cooperation,

both politically and financially, must be a broader, strategic long-term plan to address and

eliminate the root causes of displacement. Individually and collectively, all nations should

demonstrate the political will to solve the global refugee crisis and commit themselves to

solving the underlying problems, which cause the growth of illegal migration and organised

crime worldwide.63

60 Cf IOM, "There are ways to curb the worldwide traffic in migrants" (2000) 2l Trfficking in Migrants I
at2.

61 "Australia, New Zealand and Fiji" (2000) 7(9) Migration News.u' Richard Skelclon, "Trafficking: A Perspective from Asia" (2000) 32(3) Int't Migration 7 at7 .

63 Cf Archavanitkul & Gvest, supra note 22, at 25; Savona, Globalisation of Crime, supra note 48, at 11



Research, analysis and data collection

During the writing of this study it has become obvious that the lack of comprehensive and

profound knowledge on migrant trafficking is another obstacle in combating illegal

migration and organised crime more effectively.6a One of the most immediate responses to

growing levels of migrant trafficking around the world must be the collection of

information and intelligence on migrant trafficking, the causes of illegal migration and the

situation of trafficked migrants, the structure and operations of trafficking organisations,

the role played by national governments, regional organisations and the international

community, and the legal frameworks that exist at domestic and multilateral levels.6s

This study attempts to bring some light into the key aspects of migrant rrafficking in

Australia and the Asia Pacific. Others have examined the phenomenon in the Americas

and in Europe. However, more work needs to be done on the many aspects associated with

migrant trafficking, the persons engaged therein and the people that fall victim thereto.

Other global studies need to follow in other areas of law and in other fields of social

science. Academic knowledge needs to be combined with the findings of law enforcement

investigations. Further fieldwork should be undertaken, and more complete and

comprehensive data should be collected to explore the motivation of individual migrants,

trafficking patterns in countries of origin, transit and destination, and the results need to be

woven into a more coherent strategy as part of future policy change and law reform.

6o Cf E n"tto Savona, IUicit Trafficking in Arms, Nuclear Material, People and Motor Vehicles: The most

, important things we have learned and priorities for future study and research (1998) 12.6t Cf McFa r\ane, supra note 44, at 16-17 .



7.2 Conclusion

If crime crosses all borders, so must law enforcement. If the rule of law is undermined not
only in one country but in many, then those who defend it cannot limit themselves to purely
national means. If the enemies of progress and human rights seek to exploit the openness
and opportunities of globalisation for their purposes, then we must exploit those u"iy ,u-"
factors to defend human rights, and defeat the forces of crime, corruption, and trafficking in
human beings.66

The phenomenon of migrant trafticking is one of the most significant problems of
contemporary crime. Migrant trafficking is a direct result of the combination of the

globalisation of crime and the growing flows of asylum seekers around the world. The

issues and solutions are, therefore, global ones.

In many nations, such as Australia, migrant trafficking has emerged as a key issue of
national politics, international relations, defence, law enforcement, and immigration

policies. Over the past two years, no other topic has received more media coverage and

caused more public debate in Australia than illegal immigration. The issue has largely

determined the outcome of the 2001 federal elections and has resulted in an unprecedented

debate over Australia's immigration regime and the country's international obligations.

Today, there can be no doubt that the topic is of significant relevance for Australia.

The lack of knowledge about migrant trafficking organisations and their operations,

ignorance towards the causes of illegal migration and organised crime, and suspicions and

reservations towards multilateral cooperation have hindered effective action against

migrant trafficking over the past decade. For too long, many nations in the region,

including Australia, have been preoccupied with domestic security issues, thus failing to

recognise the transnational dimension of illegal migration and organised crime. The

responses that have been formulated to date have been too few and have come too late, thus

causing too many migrants to be exploited by traffickers, too many people to die during

unsafe trafficking journeys, too many asylum seekers to be rejected and returned to places

of persecution, and too many traffickers to escape prosecution and criminal justice.

66 UN Secretary-General Mr Kofi Annan at a ceremony marking the opening for signature of the United
Nations convention against Transnational crime, Palermo, rtary,12 Dec 2000.



It took devastating incidents to elevate the problem of migrant trafficking to an issue of

national and international concern and bring about changes to the ways governments,

individually and collectively, deal with asylum seekers and migrant traffickers. The

Golden Venture incident in the United States,6? the death of 58 asylum seekers in a freight

container found in Dover in the United Kingdom68 and the Tampa incident in Australia6e

have brought migrant trafficking on the front pages of newspapers around the world and

have stimulated a broader debate about illegal migration and transnational organised crime.

Unfortunately, the most immediate response has been one of tightening borders and

criminalising all aspects of irregular migration. Australia has done all it can to stop the

flow of asylum seekers by blockading their boats, locking up all illegal immigrants and,

most recently, denying full rights to those granted protection visas; But the solution to

migrant trafficking cannot be one of tougher border control and law enforcement. Recent

experiences have shown, that a repressive approach alone only increases the demand for

the services of trafficking networks.

V/hile the number of migrants in the Asia Pacific region is still small compared to the total

population, it is likely to grow further for political, demographic, socioeconomic, and

environmental reasons. If the current movements already cause a major problem for the

countries of the region, what will happen if the numbers continue to grow, if more people

seek to relocate, be it voluntarily or involuntarily? At the beginning of the new

millennium, there is no end in sight to the waves of asylum seekers and other migrants.

Uneven population and economic growth and environmental and political disparities

between countries wiii produce international migrants and refugees for the foreseeable

future.

The problem of illegal migration and organised crime is complex, multifaceted and defies

single or simplistic solutions. It is important that the phenomenon is looked at from

different angles. A criminal approach is just one of many possible ways to deal with

migrant trafficking and suggestions that destination countries should "send all migrants

6'1 See, for example, Paul Srnith, "Chinese Migrant Trafficking: A Global Challenge" in Human Smuggling:
Chinese Migrant Trafficking and the Challenge to America's Immigration Tradition (1997) 1 at l-5;
Chin, supra note 60, 62-66.

68 Jamie Walker, "58 found dead in container tragedy" (20 June 2000) The Australian I.
6e See supra Section2.2.7.



home" or "accept them all" are equally inappropriate. The emergence of new forms of

illegal migration and transnational organised crime calls for effective responses that

simultaneously address the criminal justice and humanitarian aspects of migrant

trafficking.

Only very slowly, and primarily at the international level, have countries come to

understand the true dimensions and causes of migrant trafficking and have commenced the

elaboration of universal tools to combat its criminal aspects, while recognising the human

rights dimension of international migration and refugee flows. The initiatives taken at

regional and global levels, including the Convention against Transnational Organised

Crime, the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants, the Manila Process, the Bangkok

Declaration, the Asia Pacific Consultations along with many others are steps in the right

direction and need strong support at all levels of government. These instruments have

initiated a regional and international dialogue on matters that have traditionally been

national concerns only. Now is the time to take these initiatives flrrther and work towards

cooperative, harmonised, enforceable, fair and humane solutions for illegal migration and

organised crime.

Illegal migration and organised crime in the Asia Pacific region can only be effectively

prevented and suppressed by promoting a better understanding of the immediate problem

of migrant trafficking while also addressing the underlying political, demographic,

environmental and socioeconomic causes. It is essential that the countries in a region as

diverse as the Asia Pacific cooperate closely to find new ways to regulate international

migration, taking into account the reality of illegal migration and organised crime, the

needs and interests of asylum seekers and labour migrants, and the political and economic

concerns of sending, transit and destination countries.

The countries of the Asia Pacific region have no choice but to work together to meet the

challenges of migrant trafficking and improve regional security in the 21't century. Only

together can they reduce illegal migration and organised crime, thereby working towards an

environment for peace, democracy and development.





Appendix A: Definitions of Traffïcking in Migrants

(in chronological order)

IOM, "Trafficking in Migrants" Characteristics and Trends in Different Regions of the
'World" discussion paper for the Eleventh Seminar on Migration 'International Response to
Trfficking in Migrants and the Safeguarding of Migrant Rights', Geneva, 26-28 October
1994,2-3:

Intemational migratory movements will be considered 'trafficking' if the following conditions
are met:

I Money (or another form of payment) changes hands.

i A facilitator - the trafficker - is involved. This intermediary can provide any or all of
the following assistance: information, fraudulent or stolen travel/identity documents;
formal (eg scheduled flights) or informal (eg hidden in a ship container) transportation;
safe houses in transit points; guided border crossing; reception and employment in the
country of destination.

o An international border is crossed.

I Entry is illegal. The border crossing is effected by completely avoiding authorities or by
presenting either fraudulent documents or genuine documents which have been stolen or
altered.

t The movement is voluntary. Determining true voluntariness is a complex task which
requires understanding the interplay among available choices, motivations, likes and
dislikes, resources, etc. Migrants are considered 'trafficked' so long as they have chosen
to pay a trafficker for entry into another country, even if they would have pret'erred to stay
at home [and if they are exploited following their arrival in a counffy of destination].1

Budapest Group, Anti-Trfficking Model Legislation. Report of the Working Group of the

Budapest Group, June 1996, 2 (recommending that the Member States should adopt the
following definition established by the Europol Convention of 26 July 1995):

Illegal immigrant smuggling means activities intended deliberately to facilitate, for financial
gain, the entry into, residence or employment in the territory of the member states of the
European Union, contrary to the rules and conditions, applicable in the member states.2

IOM, "Inegular Migration and Migrant Trafficking: An Overview" background paper
submitted at the Seminar on Irregular Migration and Migrant Trfficking in East and
South East Asia, Manila, 5-6 September 1996,3'.

'Trafficking in migrants' - the illicit transporting of migrants or trade in them - can be said

to exist if the following conditions are met:

a an international border is crossed;

I This part was added in 1995, see IOM, "Migrant Trafficking: An Overview" paper submitted at the
Seminar on lrregular Migration and Migrant Trafficking in Central America, Panama City, 19-20 Oct
1995,3.2 Reprinted in Natalie Siron & Piet van Baeveghem, Trafficking of Migrants through Poland (1999) 13.



a an intermediary - the trafficker(s) - is involved in the movement of the migrant;

t entry and/or stay in the country of destination is illegal. The migrant may completely
avoid contact with authorities during border crossing, present either fraudulent documents
or genuine documents which have been altered, or misrepresent his or her intentions
regarding, for example, intended length of stay or economic activity; and

o the trafficker profits from such activities in terms of economic or other personal gain.

DIMA, Fact Sheet 83: People Trfficking: Austrølia's Response, 9 September 1997

People trafficking [is] the organised illegal movement of groups or individuals to another
country.

Conference of Ministers on the Prevention of trlegal Migration held in the Context of the
Budapest Process, Prague, 14-15 October 1997, Recommendation (a),3-4:

The need for a common understanding of the term 'trafficking in aliens'

... Noting that activities constituting trafficking in aliens i.a. include the following: abuse of
legal migration facilities, facilitating illegal border crossing, illegal entry and/or stay,
unauthorised transit, production, provision and use of fraudulent documents, abuse of genuine
documents, providing advice and/or means to make fraudulent claims before authorities,
anan gin g transportation, harbouring facilities and ille gal employment.

1. Recommend that a coÍrmon understanding of the term 'trafficking in aliens' should include
activities intended deliberately to facilitate the border crossing or residence of an alien in the
territory of the State, contrary to the rules and conditions applicable in such a State.

International Convention against smuggling of illegal migrants (Draft), as proposed to the
UN General Assembly by Dr. Wolfgang Schüssel, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Austria,
c October 1997 (copy held with author), Article 1:

Any person who intentionally procures, for his or her profit, repeatedly and in an organised
manner, the illegal entry of a person into another State of which the latter person is not a
national or not a permanent resident, commits the offence of 'smuggling of illegal migrants'
within the meaning of this Convention.

UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, Draft elements for an international legal instrument against illegal
trfficking and transport of migrants (Proposal submitted by Austria and ltaly), UN Doc
NAC.254/41Add.7,15 December 1998, Article A:

Any person who intentionally procures, for his or her profit, repeatedly and in an organized
manner, the illegal entry of a person into another State of which the latter person is not a
national or not a permanent resident commits the offence of illegal trafficking and transport of
migrant' within the meaning of this Protocol.

Ian Peck, "Removing the Venom from the Snakehead: Japan's Newest Attempt to Control
Chinese Human Smuggling" (1998) 31(4) Vand JTL 1041,1042:

All human smuggling involves (1) the exchange of money, (2) a voluntary joumey and (3) a

facilitator that arranges an illegal passage across an international border.



UN Center for International Crime Prevention, Office foi Drug Control and Crime
Prevention and UN Interregional Crime And Justice Research Institute, Global Programme
against Trfficking i,n Human Beings - An Outline for Action, February 1999,6:

The smuggling of migrants can be defined as the procurement of illegal entry of a person into a

State of which the latter person is not a national with the objective of making profit.
Trafficking can be defined as the recruitment, transportation or receipt of persons through
deception or coercion for the pulpose of prostitution, other sexual exploitation or forced
labour.

Secretariat of the Budapest Group, Draft Study on the Relationship between Organized
Crime and Trfficking in Aliens, Doc BG Il99,March 1999, 24-25, paras 60-64:

Smuggling of persons comprises several features, which are partly coffrnon with the

phenomenon of trafficking in persons. Firstly, it recluires an intermediary, a smuggler, who
facilitates the border crossing but does not provide his/her clients with such extensive other
services like in trafficking business. Secondly, international borders are crossed

unexceptionally illegally. ... Thirdly, the movement is fully voluntary. ... Finally, the profit
from the smuggling business comes from the fee the smuggled person is paying for the

smuggler.

UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, Draft Protoco! against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land Air and Seo",

Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime,
UN Doc NAC.2s4l4lAdd.l/Rev.1, 13 May 1999, Art 2(1)(a):

'smuggling of migrants' shall mean the intentional procurement for profit of the iliegal entry
of a person into and/or illegal residence of a person in a State of which the person is not a
national or a perrnanent resident.

DIMA, Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance, circaNovember 1999,9, 14:.

People Smuggling: Involves the illegal movement of people across international borders,
usually for payment. This implies a voluntary agreement between the organiser and the
person being smuggled.

DIMA, Fact Sheet 83: People Smuggling, 17 November 1999:

People Smuggling refers to the organised illegal movement of groups or individuals to another
country. It occurs when there is a lack of economic opportunity, a reduced availability for
legitimate migration and the lure of a better lifestyle.

UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, Draft Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land Air and Sea,

Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organízed Crime,
UN Doc NAC.z54l4lAdd.1/Rev.3,22 November 1999, Art 2(1Xa) (with footnotes):

'smuggling of migrants' shall mean the intentional procurement3 for profita of the illegal
entrys of a person into and/or illegal residence6 of a person in a State ofwhich the person is
not a national or a permanent resident.T'8

One delegation considered the concept of "procurement of illegal entry" to be problematic. In the view of
that delegation, it would be better to make reference to complicity in and aiding and abetting the violation

J



Australia, External Reference Group on People Smuggling,luntitlecl clocumentl,December
1999, p7:

By 'people smuggling', we mean the illegal movement of people across intemational
borders, usually for payment. This implies voluntary agreement between the organiser and
the person being smuggled.

Fiona David, Human Smuggling and Trfficking,2000, xili:
Human smuggling refers to practices that involve a person gaining entry into a country
without the necessary permission, whether or not this is undertaken for profit. This may
include, for example, people who are hidden below deck on container ships and people whô
travel on fraudulent documentation.

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrant by Land, Air and Sea, supplementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organisecl Crime,2000, Article 3(a):

'Smuggling of migrants' shall mean the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly,
a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State party of which
the person is not a national or a perrnanent resident.

of national migration laws. At the fourth session of the Ad Hoc Committee, one delegation suggested that
the words "intentional procurement" should be replaced by the words "intentional and repeated
procurement" or, alternatively, by "intentional and organized procurement"; however, other delegations
opposed that suggestion.
At the fourth session of the Ad Hoc Committee, one delegation suggested replacing the word ,,profit,' by
the words "proceeds of crime". Some delegations suggested deleting the word "profit", while other
delegations were in favour of retaining it. At the informal consultations held during th; fifth session of the
Ad Hoc Committee, some delegations suggested that the element of profit should be transferred to article
4, paragraph 5, relating to aggravating circumstances. If the word "profit" would be subsequently deleted
from the text, the definition of "profit" in subparagraph 1 (d) of this article would also be deieted.
At the informal consultations held during the fifth session of the Ad Hoc Committee, suggestions were
made regarding the replacement of the words "illegal entry" by the words "irregular or non-documented
entry" or, alternatively, the replacement of the word "illegal" by the word "irregular". Several delegations
expressed concern that "irregular" did not cover the same conduct as "illegal',.
At the fourth session of the Ad Hoc Committee and at the informal consultations held during the fifth
session of the Ad Hoc Committee, some delegations suggested deleting the words "illegal residence";
however, others were in favour of retaining those words.
At the fourth session of the Ad Hoc Committee, one delegation suggested deleting the words .,of a person
in a state of which the person is not a national or a permanent resident".
At the informal consultations held during the fifth session of the Ad Hoc Committee, one delegation
suggested adding the phrase "or any other procedure for an illegal stay in violation of the national law of a
State Party" at the end ofthis subparagraph.

4
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Appendix B: Legislation - Country Profiles

8.1. Migrant Trafficking Offences

8.L.1. Operational Offences

country

offence

Aust¡alia Brunei Cambodia PR China Hong
Kong SAR

Macau
SAR

Fui I¡donesia Malaysia

Mobilising illegal
Migrants

s 37D(1Xb),
(c)
Immigralíon
Ordinance

tur6
Clande¡tine
Immigrution
Act

Organising illegal
migration

Ss 2324,
233(l )
M¡gration
Act

A¡t 318
Criminal
hw

S 37D(1)(a)
Immigrution
Ordinunce

Transporting
illegal migrants

(Art 29(2)
Itw on

Immigr.)

tur 321

Críminul
Luw

S 37C
Immigrar¡on
Ordinance

Art'l
Clandestine
Immigrøtion
Act

s 554(1)
Immigration
Acr

Canier liability
for illegal
rmrrugÍatlon

Ss 229,232
Migrat¡on
Act

Ss 37C,
38(4), 3e. 40
Immigrution
Ordínance

Art36 Entrl,
und
Re:¡ídence

Act

s 22(3)
[mm¡grali,n
Act

Harbouring and
concealing illegal
migrants

Ss 233, 230
Mígrution
Act

Art29(2)
Inw on

Immigrution

S 37DA
Immigrution
Ordinunce

Ær8
Clantlestine
Immigrution
Act

s 56(1Xd)
Immigrulion
Act

False statements

for another
person's
immigration

General offence in
cri¡ninal code

Ss 2334,
234,21,22
Migrutíon
Act,

s10
Pu^r:;ports

Act

sl37l
Criminal
Cotl¿ Act

(Art 319
Criminul
Inw)

s 42(1)
Immígratíon
Ordinunce

S 36 Crime¡
O rtlinunce

Art 12

Clandestine
Immigrulion
Acl

S 312 Penal
Code

S 143 Penul
Code

s s6(lxk)
Immigration
Act

S I2A
Passports
Act

Producing
fraudulent
documents
(fo¡gery)

General forgery
offence in
criminal code

Ss 98, 9C
Pussports
Act

Ss 67, 69
Crimes Act,
S l¿14.1

Criminal
Code

Art32 ltw
on
Immigration

Art 47(2),
(3) Criminal
Law
Provi:ions

Att 14 Luw
on Exi¡ and
Entry ol
Citizen\,

Ã1129 law
on . . A|ien¡

tur 280(t),
(3) Criminal
Itw

S 42(2XaXi)
Immigratíon
O r¿linance

Ss 7l-76
Crimes
Or¿linance

Art ll
C landestine
Immigrutíon
Act

Arr6 Org.
Crime Act

Æt245
Penal Code

s 341(3)
P¿nul Code

S 55D
Immigrution
Act

S l2(l)(a)
Passporl,t
Act

Transfening
documents

Ss 234(2),
2334(2)
M¡grstíon
Act

Arl32 Luw
on
Immigrøion

Ar¡ 14 Law
on Conlrol
oÍ. .Citizen:Ì,
út29 ...
Aliens

AIr 320
Criminal
ltw

s a2(2XaXii)
Immigrution
Ordinance

ss6(Ð
Immigration
Ac¡

S 12(e, g, h)
Pqisports
Act

Participation of
officials in
immigration
offences

s 335
Migrdlíon
Act

s 73(2)
Crimes Act

An29(3,4)
ltw on

Immigrat¡on

Art 49
Criminal
Itw
Provisions

Artl6 Law
on Exil and
Entry of
Cíîizens

ArtZ94l4l
Crimirul
Itw

Æt 15

Clandettine
Immigrutíon
Acî

kt246
Penul Code



cont. 8.1.1, OperationalOffences

country

offence

Myanmar PNG Philip-
prnes

Singapore Solomon
Islands

Thailand Taiwan Vanuatu Vietnam

Mobilising illegal
Migrants

Ss 6,7
M¡Brunt
Workert &
Overseas
Filip, Act

Organising
illegal migration

Transporting
illegal migrants

(s 13(s)
Immigrutíon
(Emergency
Provisions)
Act)

(s l6(b)
Migrution
Act)

s 46(1)
Immigrøt¡on
Act

s s7(t)
Immígration
Act

s 18(1)G)
Immigration
Act

s63
Immigration
Act

Ær 57
Immigration
Itw

Canier liability
for illegal
immigration

s 13(3)
Immígrution
(Emergency
Provísiont)
Act

Ss aa(aXl),
(bx1), (2),
46A
Immígratìon
Act

s 20(l), (3),
(4), z2(3)
Immigralion
Act

s s(lxb), (3)

Immigration
AcI

Ss 27,66,67
Immigrutíon
Act

Ærs 40(l),
58
Immi¡¡rution
Law

Ss l0(3),
22(7)
Immigration
Acî

Harbouring and
concealing illegal
migmnts

(s l3(5)
Immigrul¡on
(Emergency
Provískns)
Act)

S 16(c)
Mígrution
Acl

s 46(l)
Imm¡grution
Act

s s?(lxd)
Immigrution
Act

S l8(l)(n)
Immígration
Acl

s64
Immigratíon
Act

cf Art 164

Críminul
Code

s 22(lxD
Immigration
Act

False statements
for another
person's
lmmrgranon

General offence
in criminal code

s l3(6),
(7)(b)
ImmíBralíon
(Emergency
Provísions)
Act

s 16()
M4rutior.
Act

s 5(b)
Pusports
Act

s 4s(Ð
Imm¡grut¡on
Act

s 57(1)(k)
Immigrution
Act

S l8(1)(a),

Immigrutíon
Act

S 130 Penal
Co¿le

S 137 Penal
CorJe

S 22(lXa)
Immigrûtíon
Act

Producing
fraudulent
documents
(forgery)

General forgery
offence in
criminal code

S 13(7)(c)
Immigration
(Emergency
Provísiont)
Act

s 462
Criminal
Cotle

s 4so)
Immigration
Act

Att 172

Penal Code

s 18(lxb)
Immigrutíon
Act

Ss 264, 265
Penal Co¿le

tuts 203,
zr2
Criminul
Code

Art 210
C ríminul
Code

s 22(lxb)
Immigralíon
Act

Art 20(l)
Ordinanc¿
on Enlry' ..

Arrs 266,
284 Penal
Code

Transferring
documents

s l6(h)
Migrutíon
Act

s 4s(b)
Immigralion
Act

s s7(1xÐ
Immígration
Act

S l8(1Xp)
Imm¡grat¡0n
Act

Art 53(l)
Immígrution
Itw

S 22(1Xn)
Immigration
Act

Participation of
officials in
immigration
offences

Art l7l
Penal Code

S 97 Penal
Code

Ss 156, 162
Penul Cotle

Art 20(2)
Ordínance
0n Entry .

Arts 281,
282,284
Penul Code



8,1.2. OrganisationalOffences

country

offence

Australia Brunei Cambodia PR China Hong
Kong SAR

Macau
SAR

Fui Indonesi a Malaysia

Organised crime
legislation

Orguní,red
und Serktu,r
Crime
Ordinance

Orgunised
Crime Act

Membership
offence:
participation as a

crime/conspiracy

S 86 Crimet
Acr, s ll 5

Criminul
Code
(conspiracy)

+ Art 36

Criminul
ltw
Provisions

Art294(l)-
(3) Crininul
Law 1997

-, but:

Ss l59A-
l59C
Crim¿s
Ordinance

Art2
Organised
Crime Act

tur 288
Penul CorAe

Ss 385-387
Criminul
Cotle
(conspiracy)

Participation as a
qualifying feature

Conspiracy to
commit
immigration
offences

S 56(lA)(c)
Immigralion
Act

country

offence

Myanmar Papua New
Guinea

Philippines Singapore Solomon
hlands

Taiwan Thailand Vanuatu Vietnam

Organised crime
legislation

Rucketeer-
Influenced
and Corcupt
Orgunisal.
(NCO) Act

Organised
Crime
Control Act

Membership
offence:
participation as a

cnme

s 515
Críminal
Code
(conspiracy)

Ss 383-385
Penul Code
(conspiracy)

Art 3

Orgunisad
Críme
Contol Act

Participation as a

qualifying feature
s 5 R/CO
Act

S 29 Penal
Cotle

Art20 Penal
Cotle

Conspiracy to
commit
immigration
offences

s 45(h)
Immigration
Act



8.2. Offences Applying to Illegal Migrants

countIy

offence

Australia Brunei Cambodia PR China Hong
Kong SAR

Macan
SAR

Fji Indonesia Malaysia

Illegal deparNre

o nationals

o non-nationals

Art322
Lrtmtnal
Law

Art 14 Law
on Exit and
Entry ol
Citizens

Art 29 ltw
on Entry and
Exit of
AIiens

Illegal entry,
unauthorised
arrival

s20
Immigratíon
Act

A¡t 29(l)
Law on

Immigralion

Art322
Críminul
bw

Arl 14 Itw
on Exit and
Enty of
Cítizew

fu¡29 Law
on Entry and
Exít of

s 38(1)(b)
Immigration
Ortlinunce

s 22(lxi)
Immigrøtion
Act

Ss 6(3), 8(5)
Immígrution
Act

False stâtements

o in immigration
matters

r for illegal
entry

a to obtain travel
documents

o in criminal
code

s 234(1Xb)
Migrution
Act

S 10(lXa)
Passporlx
Act

s 137.1

Crimes Act

s55
Immigration
Act

Art 29(l)
Itw on
Immigrution

S a2(l)(a)
Immigration
Ortlínunce

S a2(l)(c)
Immigration
Ordínunce

S 36 Crimes
Ordinance

Art 12

Clunde:tine
Immigrution
Acl

S 3I2 Penal
Code

S 143 Penul
Code

S 22(t)(a),
(d)

Immigration
Act

s s6(lxÐ
Immigrution
Act

s s7(k)
Imnígrution
Act

S 124
Pus:porli
Act

S 182 Penul
Code

Fraudulent
documents

a possesslon

a obtaining

a use

s 236(b)
MiBration
Act

S 9A(a), (b)

Pu,t:porttt
Act

s 234(1),
236(t)
Migratíon
Ac,

s 9A(d), (e),

(Ð Put¡por¡r
Act

s55
Inmigrution
Act

A¡t12 Ltw
on
Immigrution

Art 49
Lrrmtnut
Luw
Provi¡ions

Arl 14 Lnw
on Exit and
EnÍy oÍ
Citizens

Arl29 Luw
on Entry un¿
Exit oJ

AIiens

S a2(2Xc)
Immígratíon
Onlínance

s 42(2)Õ)
Immigrution
Ordinance

tur 13
C lande¡tine
Immigration
Act

tur 13

Clundettìne
lmmigrution
Act

Art 251

Penal Cotle

s 22(1)(e),(Ð
Immigrution
Act

S 22( I )(c),
(e), (Ð, (m)
Immißru¡¡on
Act

s 56(1Xr)
Imm¡gration
Act

S l2(IXa),
(d), (Ð
Ptstports
Act

s 56(lxi),
(t)
Immigratíon
Act

S l2(lXâ)

Ac,



cont: 8.2. Offences Applying to Illegal Migrants

country

offence

Myanmar Papua New
Guinea

Philippines Singapore Solomon
Islands

Taiwan Thailand Vanuatu Vietnam

Illegal departure

i nationals

0 non-nationals s as(e)
Immigrution
Act

tur7
Immigrution
Law

A¡ts 273,
274 Penal
Code

- see A¡t 7
O rdì nance
on Enlry .

Illegal entry,
unauthorised
arrival

s 13(1)
Immìgration
(Emergency
Provisiou)
Act

S 16(1Xa)
Migrution
Act

ss 6(3), 8(5),
57(1)
Immigration
Act

s l8(rxi)
Immígratíon
Acl

Arts 59(1),
(3)
Immígrarion
Luw

s 22(lxÐ
Imm¡grution
Acî

A¡¡ 20(1)
Ordínance
on Ent\) .

Ar¡ 274
Penal Code

False statements

0 in immigration
matters

t for illegal
entty

a to obtain travel
documents

o in criminal
code

s l 3(4)
Immigrulion
(Emergency
Provisions)
Act

s l3(7xb)
Immigration
(Emergenc¡'

Provisions)
Act

S l6(1Xe),

Q) Migrutíon
Act

S 5(a)
Passporls
Acl

s 197

Críminal
LOA¿

s 45(Ð
Immigrulíon
Act

s a5(d), (e),

(h)

Iminigi'uliat
Act

S 45(a)
Immigrulion
Act

s 57(lxÐ
Immigration
Act

s 57(lxk)
Immígrution
Act

s 18(lxd)
Immí&ration
Acl

S 18(l)(a)
Immigrat¡on
Act

S 130 P¿nal
Code

S 137 Penul
Code

Fraudulent
documents

t possession

r obtaining

a use

s l3(7xd)
Immigrution
(Energency
Provisions)
Acî

s l3(7xd)
Immigrution
( Eme rgency
Provisiou)
Act

s l6(1xk)
Migration
Act

s 16(lxD,
(k)
Migration
Act

S 45(c)
Immigrution
Acl

S 45(c)
Immigratíon
Act

s s7(lxl)
Immigrution
Act

s s6(lxj),(l)
Immí gratíon
Act

S 18(l)(e),
(Ð
Immigralíon
Act

S 18(lXe),
(Ð, (o)
Immigrution
Act

S 268 Penal
Code



8.3. ImmigrationRegulations

Australia B¡unei Cambodia PR China Hong I Mo.oo
KongSAR i SAR

Fiji lndonesia Malaysia

Definition of
alien, non-citizen,
foreigner

non-citizen,
s5
Migrut¡on
Act

s 2(d)
Immigrution
Act

Ærs 2,7, 10

Itw on
Immigrution

Arr 31 Izw I S 2(1)
on Control ¡ Immigration
on lhe Ex.it I Ordinunce

,t
LnU Entry oI I

Alíens I

(Universal) visa
requirements

s l3(1)
Migrution
Act

Só
Immígrutíon
Act

Art 8(1) ¿¿w
on
Immigrutíon

Ar¡.2 [aw on
Control on
the Exit and
Entry oJ

Alien¡

Ss 11,61
Immigrutíon
Or¿ínance

Ss 6(l), l0
Immigretíon
Act

excluded/
prohibited
immigrants

s14
Migrutíon
Acl

s 8(2)
Immigralion
Ac,

Art 9
Imm¡grut¡on
Itw

Æt 12ltw
on Conlrol
on the Exít
und Entry oJ

Alient

r Ss 374, 378
I Immiprution
t Ordinunce
I

I

I

Ss8,9
Immigration
Act

Detention pending
immigration
status decision

mandâtory,
s 189

Migrution
Act

Art27 Law
on Contol
of the Ent4,
un.l Exit oÍ
Alíens

Ss 13D,26,
n
Immìgrution
Ordinance

Art 3(2)
C Lun¿l estine
Immigrution
Act

Detention pending
removal

s34
Imm¡gration
Act

kt27 Luw
on
Immígration

ArrZT law
on Conlrol
of the EntD'
and Exit oÍ
Aliens

Ss 13D,29,
31,32
Immigrution
Ordinance

tur 3(2)
Clanclesline
Immigrution
Act

s 34(l)
Immigrul¡0n
Act

Removal,
deportation of ill.
immigrants

Ss 198, 199

Migrution
Act

Ss 32, 33

Immigratíon
Act

Art 35-39
Itw on
Immígrolion

A¡ts 27, 30
Iaw on
Contol oJ

th.e Entry
and Exil of
Aliens

Ss l3E, 18,

24,25
Immigration
Ordínunce

Art 4
Clundestine
Immigrution
Act

Ss 31,33,
s6(2)
Imm¡gration
Act



cont. 8.3. ImmigrationRegulations

Myanmar PNG Philippines Singapore Solomon
Islands

Taiwan Thailand Vanuatu Vietnam

Definition of
alien, non-citizen,
foreigner

S 2(1Xe)
Immigratíon
(8.P.)Act

s 50o), 0)
Immigrulion
Act

S4
Immígration
Act

S1
Immígration
Act

Art 1(1)
Ordinance
on the
Entr¡,

(Universal) visa
requirements

s 3(1)
Immigrutíon
(8.P.)Act

S 3(a)
Migrution
Act

s10
Immigration
Act

s 6(1)
Immigration
Act

S 6(1Xa)
Immigration
Act

s s(1)
Immigrution
Act

Art 3(l)
O rdínance
on the Enlr\

excluded/
prohibited
immigrarts

S8
Migratíon
Act

s29
Immigration
Act

Ss8,9
Immigrution
Act

s l1
Immigralion
Act

Art 17

Immigrution
Luw

sl2
Inmigration
Act

s15
Immigrution
Act

tur6
Ordínunce
on lhe EntD'

Detention pending
immigration
status decision

Ss 25, 26
Immígrution
Act

S 13E
Immigrution
Act

Mandâtory
Art 36
Immigrulion
Itw

s19
Immigration
Act

s 4(2)
Immigratíon
Act

Detention pending
removal

s 7(1), (2),
(4)
Immigration
(8.P.) Act

s 13(1)
Migrution
Act

S 37(a)
Immigrution
Act

s 34(l)
Immigratìon
Acl

S I3F
Immigratbn
Act

Art 36
Immígrution
Luw

s 17(3)
Immigrution
Act

Art 16

Ordínance
on the EntD,

Removal,
deportation of ill.
Irnmigrants

s 7(l), (2)
Immigrution
(8.P.) Act

Ss 12, l3(2),
(3)
Migrutíon
Act

Ss 37-39, 43
Immigrutíon
Act

Ss 3l-33
Immigrution
Act

Ss l3E, 14
Immígrution
Acl

Art 34
Immígrution
Law

Ss 22, 54
Immi¡lruthn
Act

s 17(l)
Immigruti0n
Act

tur 14

Ordinunce
0n the
Entry.



8.4. Refugee and Asylum Systems

Aust¡alia Brunei Cambodia PR China Hong
Kong SAR

Macau
SAR

FÚi Indonesia Lao PDR

Asylum, refugee,
protection
pfovlslons

Ss 36, 374
Migrulíon
Act

Cf Ar¡3 Luw
on
[mmígrutkn

Art 32
Constítution
art 15 ltw
on Contol
oÍ the Entry
antl Exit oJ
AIiens

PI ItrA
Immigratíon
Ordinance

Arr 5(g)
Entn' ar¿
Reidence
Act

l95I Refugee
Convention

Accession
22 Jan 1954

Accession
15 Oct 1992

Accession
24 Sep 1982

PR China's
signature
applies to
Macau

successlon
12 Jrn 1972

1967 Refugee
Protocol

Accession
l3 Dec 1973

Accession
15 Oct 1992

Accession
24 Sep 1992

PR Chi¡a's
slgnature
applies to
Macau

successloD

12lm 1972

1948 Genocide
Convention

Ratification
8 July 1849

Accession
14 Oct 1950

Ratiñcation
18 Apr 1983

UK signature
of 30 Jan

1970 applies
to Hong
Kong

Succession
I 1 Jan 1973

Accession 8

Dec I 950

ICCPR Ratification
13 Aug 1980

Accession
26il4ry
1,992

Signature
5 Oct 1998

UK signature
of 20 May
i9?6 apphes

to Hong
Kong

China's
signature of
27 

^pr 
1993

applies to
Macau

1984 Convention
a¿¡ainst T<trture

Ratification
8 Aug 1989

Accession
15 Oct l99Z

Ratification
4 Oct 1988

UK signature
does not
apply to
Hong Kong

Portugaì's
srgnature

does not
apply to

Macau

Râtification
28 Oct 1998

Asia Pacific
Consultations

+ + + + + +

Asian African
l-ngal
Consultative
Committee

+ ,|
+

Comprehensive
Plan of Action

+ + + 'l + +

Other protection

Provrsrons



cont. 8.4. Refugee and Asylum Systems

Malaysia Myanmar Papua New
Guinea

Philippines Singapore Solomon
Islands

Thailand Vanuatu Vietnam

Asylum, refugee,
protection
provlslons

Ss 144-14D
Migrution
Act

s 47(b)
Immigration
Act

195 I Refugee
Convention

Accession
17 July 1986

Accession
22 ltly l98L

Accession
28 Feb I 995

1967 Refugee
Prolocol

Accession
17 July t986

Accession
22 July l98l

Accession
28 Feb I 995

1948 Genocide
Conventir¡n

Accession
20Dec 1994

Ratification
14Mt 1956

Accession
27 lan 1982

Ratification
7 July 1950

Accession
18 Aug 1995

Accession
9 June 1981

ICCPR Ratification
23 Oct 1986

Accession
4 lan 1999

Accession
24 Sep 1994

1984 Convention
against Torture

Accession
18 June

1986

Asia Pacific
Consultations

+ + + + + +

AALCC + + + + +

Cornprehensive
Plan of Action

+ + + + +

Other protection

Provlslons



Appendix C: Signatures to International Conventions and Membership
in International and Regional Organisations

Country

Convention against
Transnational

Organised Crime

Protocol against the
Smuggling of Migrants

Chicago Convention on
International Civil

Aviation

IMO Convention

Australia

B¡unei Adherence

Cambodia

PR China

Fiji Adherence

Indonesia Adherence

I-ao PDR Adherence

Malaysia Adherence

Myanmar Adherence

Papua New Guinea Adherence

Philippines

Singapore Adherence

Solomon isiands

Taiwan (Chinese Taipei)

Thailand

Vanuatu Adherence

Vietnam Adherence



ASEAN
Member States

APEC Member
Economies

CSCAP Manila Process APC (1996)
(2000)

AALC
Country

Australia

Brunei

Cambodia

PR China

Fiji

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Malaysia

Myanmar

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Singapore

Solomon Islands

Taiwan (Chinese Taipei)

Thailand

Vanuatu

Vietnam



Appendix D: Additional Statistical Data

year recognition under 1951
Convention2

rejection of asylum
applications3

asylum applicationsr Total recognition rate4

1989 1,260 19.5Vo80 330

1990 12,t30 3l.8Vo90 200

t99t t6;140 190 1,470 tt.4%
L992 610 9,950 5 \Vo6,050

1993 7,200 9,0?0 9.9Vo990

1994 1,030 6,720 13.3Vo6,260

199s 7,630 6,790 9.1V0680

t996 9,760 1,380 6,250 l8.I7o
1997 9,310 1,010 14,t70 6 6Vo

1998 8,1 60 7,980 23.\Vo2,490

1999 1,940 6,610 22-7Vo9,450

2000 13,070s na na na

Year applications applications at primary stage

PR Indone Sri Phitipp Iraq Afgha
China sia Lanka ines nistan

Form.
Yugos,

revrew

stage

9l-92 determined

refugee status

tn Vo

,to

tl el

7 9Vo

92-93 determined

refugee status

tn Vo

5,099 3'75 406 464 2,339

t43 9 20 I tr6rl
2 ïVo 2.4Va 4 9Vo 0.2Vo 6.9Vo

93-94 determined

refugee stafus

in Vo

78 1l 535 71 [2,3s 8]

JJ 6 232 48 290

42.3Vo 54.6Vo 43.4Vo 6'7.6Vo 12.3Vo

2

UNHCR' "Table Y.f .l2. Asylum applications submitted in selected countries, 1980-1999", Refugees and
others of concern to UNHCR - 1999 statistical overview, ww\M.unhcr.ch (2000).
L|NHCR' "Table Y.3.14. Recognition of asylum-seekers under the 1951 Convention in selected countries,
1980-1999", ibid.
UNFICR, "Table V.7./8. Rejection of asylum applications in selected counrries, 1989-1998", ibicl. In case
the asylum procedure includes an administrative review or appeal process, such decisions are generally
included. As a result, negative decisions may have been double counted (in first instance and in
appeal/review).
Number of refugees granted Convention and humanitarian status divided by the total number of decisions
taken. UNHCR, "Table Y .17 ./I8. Total recognition rates in selected countries, Ig80-lggg" , ibid.
Table 14 "Asylum applications submitted in selected countries, 1999 and 2000" in LINI-ICR, 2000 GtobaL
Refugee Trends (200I) 20.
DIEA/DIMA, Population Flows: Immígration Aspects [published annually] (1993) 12, egg4) 14, (Igg5)
14, (1996) t4, (1991) 14, (1998) t7, (1999) 19, (2000) 24, (z0or) 21 .

6



Year applications applications at primary stage

Sri Philipp Iraq Afgha
Lanka ines nistan

revlew

PR Indone Form.
Yugos.

stage

China sia

94-95 determined

reftigee status

in Vo

209 48 2t3 39

38 19 79 19 662

18.2Vo 39.67o 37.lVo 48.7Vo 15.7Vo

95-96 determined

refugee status

in Vo

l7'7 t91 47

133 84 3t '731

8r.6Vo 49 4Vo '73.8Vo l6.5Vo

96-97 determined

refugee stâtus

in 7o

I,919 t,944 r,302 2,235

52 9 281 3 699

2;lVo 0.5Vo 21 6Vo O.lVo 13.4Vo

97-98 determined

refugee status

in Vo

2,033 1,505 r,237 8'13 302

11 3 95 0 23 680

| .3Vo 0.2Vo '7 ;7 Vo 0Vo 'l .67o 9Vo

98-99 determined

refugee status

in Vo

35',7 r02 125

274 '72 56

'76 8Vo 70.6Vo 44.8Vo l0 4Vo

99-00 Applicants

Protection
visas granted

866 638 453 815 2,394 t,765

615 700

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

No. of immigration related investigations

o Illegal immigration

Vietnamese illegal immigrants

39,8'79

6,372

na

36,244

6.71 I

I,l6l 577 4'74 293 170

No. of prosecution instituted

illegal immigrants apprehended and repatriated

na

na

22,5't'l

19,584

25,9'70

r5,925

26,9t2

13,262

23,632

a <q')

23,929

8,896

Passengers refused permission to land

r by land

o by sea

o by air

9,534

1,558

t,778

6,168

9,935

) ))<

2,5't8

5,132

Figure 30: Iltegal immigration. Hong Kong. 1996-20017

Illegal immigrants from mainland Chinas 1996-97 t997-98 1998-99

total number of persons 23,132 15,010 t4,892 na Na na

Hong Kong Immigration Department, Facts and Statistics (3 Apr 1998, 18 Aug 1999, 1 Dec 2000, 1 Feb
2002) www. info. gov.hk/immd.
"Hong Kong: Right of Abode", (2000) 7(I) Migration News.
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Ellat¿r

Ercata

Page 40, second paragraph: Note that recently, several exceptions to the 'One Child
Policy' have been introduced and the policy is no longer enforced unifonnly, For example,

the policy does not apply to certain ethnic minorities and to many rural areas.

Page 58, third paragraph "The economic impact of illegal imrnigration on receiving
countries is a debatable issue. In Australia, however, the extent to which illegal migrants

use public social services is very small. Also, it has to be noted that in most cases their

illegal status prevents illegal migrants frorn benefiting from any welfare program."

Page 60,.first paragraph: "A number of writers have suggested that illegal imrnigration has

a direct impact on the level of crime in the receiving country and have stated, 'illegal
migration as such encourages many other illegal activities.' In Australia, however, there is

to date little, if any evidence to support this hypothesis."

Page 92, second paragraph: "starting in late 1994 the number of unauthorised arrivals in

Austral ia increased further. "

Page 118, third paragraph'. "In contrast, organised crime, in most cases, tends to be more

focused on achieving economic benefits instead of seeking political change."

Page 164, fifth paragraph: "Trafficking by sea in the Asia Pacific region involves much

lower risks of detection and arrest than land and air trafficking, especially in countries that

have long, alchipelagic coastlines that are mole difficult to patrol."

Page 174, second paragraph: "In the late 1990s, US authorities reported that Guam, along

with other Micronesian islands, have served as transit points for Chinese migrants on their

way to North America and Australasia."

Page 176, third paragraph:"As with all form of clandestine activity, the true number of
illegal arrivals in Australia is difficult to assess. In response to speculations about

undetected boat arrivals in Australia, in June 1999 Australian autholities stated, ..."

Page 182, thirdparagraphi"... accommodate them on so-called'safe houses' and control

and threaten the migrants for several years after the trip is made."

Page 189, second paragraph: "BLlt in countries that do have such provisions, illegal money

is processed through a legitimate financial institution at an amount slightly below the legal

threshold that would trigger official oversight or reporting ('smurfing') .'."

Page 248, second paragraph: "Compared with the permanent protection visas, the

tenrporary visa does not entitle the holder to obtain English language training, ..."




